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FOREWORD
The Hydrological data UK series of Yearbooks and reports was launched in 1985 as a joint venture
by the Institute of Hydrology (IH) and the British Geological Survey (BGS); both organisations are
component bodies of the Natural Environment Research Council (NERC). Such a collaborative
enterprise arose naturally from the close liaison maintained between those responsible for the
management of the national River Flow Archive at IH and their counterparts at BGS concerned with
the national Groundwater Level Archive. This collaboration was reinforced in 1992 by the inclusion
of both archives as core datasets in the newly created National Water Archive, the latest of the
NERC's Designated Data Centres. A major objective of these Centres is to increase the use and
utility of basic archived data.
The Hydrological data UK series includes an annual yearbook and, every five years, a catalogue of
river flow gauging stations and groundwater level recording sites together with statistical summaries;
the Hydrometric Register and Statistics 1986-90 is the second such publication. Further details of
the availability of publications in the Hydrological data UK series are given on page v-
The last few years have been remarkable in hydrological terms throughout much of the United
Kingdom. Persistently high runoff rates have characterised much of Scotland whilst an extremely
protracted drought in the English lowlands has underlined our continuing vulnerability to
exceptional climate pitter(fs. Ohe conkuence hasbeen an unprecedented level of usage of the
River Flow and Groundwaie4:eriFel Archiites. However, flows and, groundwater levels reflect more
than just the incidence of rainfali and themagnitude of evaporation losses. Catchment geology and
land use also influence river runoff and aquifer recharge and the natural variations of each are often
substantially disturbed by a complex and evolving pattern of water utilisation. Consequently, a
considerable range of ancillary information is commonly required to exploit basic hydrological data
fully. The objective of this publication is to document resource variations and to serve both as a
reference source to the data sets available and as an essential guide to aid the interpretation of
analyses based on the data.
The work of the national River Flow and Groundwater Level Archives is overseen by a steering
committee which includes representatives of Government departments, the National Rivers
Authority and the water industry from England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland.
Professor W. B. Wilkinson
Director, Institute of Hydrology
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The Hydrometric Register and Statistics 1986-90 is
the second such five-year volume in the Hydrologi-
cal data UK series. It is both a companion publica-
tion to the individual yearbooks in the Hydrological
data UK series, providing comprehensive hydrome-
tric data relating to the featured period, and a
reference source for hydrometric information which
does not change materially from year to year and,
thus, does not merit annual publication.
The summary statistical data are provided to
allow an examination to be made of the variation in
surface and groundwater resources both within the
period 1986-90 and by comparison with the long
term average conditions. Details of the gauging
stations, the catchments they command and observa-
tion wells in the national networks are presented both
to assist in the interpretation of the statistical data and
to help data users in the selection of appropriate
hydrometric data sets for their particular application
or area of interest. Information in the Surface Water
Register and Statistics section is grouped according to
the major administrative divisions in the UK - see
Frontispiece. In all, details are given of around 1300
gauging stations and 160 observation wells.
A description is given of the River Flow and
Groundwater Level Archives together with the
retrieval facilities which complement the data pub-
lished in the Hydrological data UK series.
The constraints of space have required a number
of abbreviations and acronyms to be used, particu-
larly in the descriptive material in the Surface Water
section. These, together with selected technical
terms, are defined in the Glossary (see page 187).
Sources of Information
The hydrometric data presented in this volume have
been abstracted primarily from the national River
Flow and national Groundwater Level archives. In
England and Wales responsibility for the collection
and initial processing of the data now rests princi-
pally with the National Rivers Authority. Prior to
the enactment of the Water Act 1989, the ten
regional Water Authorities undertook most hydro-
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metric activities and, following reorganisation, the
Water Services Companies retained responsibility
for a number of important long records. In Scotland,
the acquisition and processing of hydrometric data
rests principally with the seven River Purification
Boards (RPBs) and in Northern Ireland responsi-
bility is shared between the Departments of Agricul-
ture and the Environment (NI). Additional data has
been provided by the Geological Survey of Northern
Ireland, the Borders Regional Council, Water Supply
Companies and by various research bodies and
public undertakings.
River flows in the United Kingdom are often
difficult to measure precisely - particularly in flood
or drought conditions - and can be substantially
affected by artificial influences. These influences can
range from a large diminution in flows caused by a
major abstraction immediately upstream of the
gauging station to the often subtle impact of land use
change on river -flow patterns. An appreciation of
these effects- is necessary to exploit the archived data
most effectively. The NRA (and the precursor
regional Water Authorities), RPB's and DoE (NI)
supplied and checked important material relating to
the changing pattern of water utilisation in indivi-
dual catchments and the hydrometric characteristics
of the river flow measurement stations.
Apart from the figures for the Institute of
Hydrology's own experimental basins, the majority
of the areal rainfall data presented in this volume is
derived from individual raingauge data provided by
the Meteorological Office. A proportion of the
Northern Ireland catchment rainfall data was sup-
plied by the Department of the Environment (NI).
Some slight variations from contributors' figures
may occur; these may be due to different methods of
computation or the need for uniformity in presenta-
tion:
The Natural Environment Research Council
acknowledge and extend their appreciation to all who
have assisted in the collection and provision of
information for this publication; the community at
large gains considerably from the efforts of those
who take the initial field observations and those who
process them in hydrometric offices.
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SURFACE  WATER - REGISTER  AND
STATISTICS
The Acquisition, Computation and
Accuracy of Gauged Flows
Gauged flows are generally calculated by the conver-
sion of the record of stage, or water level, using a
stage-discharge relation, often referred to as the
rating or calibration. Stage is measured and recorded
against time by instruments usually actuated by a
float in a stilling well. The instrument records the
level either digitally, on a solid state logger, less
commonly on punched tape, or continuously by pen
and chart At the majority of the gauging stations in
the United Kingdom provision is made for the
routine transmission of river levels directly to the
processing centre, by telephone line or, less gener-
ally, by radio; on occasions satellites have been used
to receive and re-transmit the radio signal. The rapid
growth in the use of the public telephone network for
the transmission of river level and flow data is
enabling hydrometric data acquisition to proceed on
a near real-time basis in most areas. Typically, the
levels are recorded at 15-minute intervals and stored
on-site for over-night transmission to allow the
initial processing to be completed on the following
day. Normally, both digital and analogue recording
devices are deploYed at gauging stations to provide a
measure of security against loss of record caused by
instrument malfunction.
The stage-discharge relation is obtained either by
installing a gauging structure, usually a weir or flume
with known hydraulic characteristics, or by measuring
the stream velocity and cross-sectional area at points
throughout the range of flow at a site characterised
by its ability to maintain the relationship.
The accuracy of the processed gauged flows
therefore depends upon several factors:
i. accuracy and reliability in measuring and re-
cording water levels,
ii. accuracy and reliability of the derived stage-
discharge relation, and
concurrency of revised ratings and the stage
record with respect to changes in the station
control.
Flow data from ultrasonic gauging stations are
computed on-site where the times are measured for
acoustic pulses to traverse a river section along an
oblique path in both directions. The mean river
velocity is related to the difference in the two
timings and the flow is then assessed using the river's
cross-sectional area. Accurate computed flows can
be expected for stable river sections and within a
range in stage that permits good estimates of mean
channel velocity to be derived from a velocity
traverse set at a series of fixed depths.
Flow data from electromagnetic gauging stations
may also be computed on-site. The technique
requires the measurement of the electromotive force
(emf) induced in flowing water as it cuts a vertical
magnetic field generated by means of a large coil
buried beneath the river bed or constructed above it.
This emf is sensed by electrodes at each side of the
river and is directly proportional to the average
velocity in the cross-section.
An important secondary objective of the Hydro-
metric Register and Statistics volumes is to expose
summary hydrometric statistics to wider scrutiny
and analysis. By this means a number of anomalous
data values may be expected to be identified and then
subjected to a critical review. Enquiries concerning
the data featured in this publication are welcomed
and should be directed to the National Water
Archive Office (see page 186).
British and International Standards are followed
as far as possible in the design, installation and
operation of gauging stations. Most of these Stan-
dards include a section devoted to accuracy, which
results in recommendations for reducing uncertain-
ties in discharge measurements and for estimating
_the extent of the uncertainties which do arise.
The national River Flow Archive exists to
provide not only a central database and retrieval
service but also an extra level of hydrological
validation. To further this aim, project staff at the
Institute of Hydrology liaise with their counterparts
in the water industry on a regional basis and, by
visiting gauging stations and data processing centres,
endeavour to maintain the necessary knowledge of
local conditions and problems which is essential to
help identify and rectify anomalous flow data.
Scope of the Register and the
Statistical Tabulations
Hydrometric and hydrological information is pre-
sented for National River Authority regions, River
Purification Board areas and for Northern Ireland.
Included in each geographical section are details
of those few gauging stations operated by other
organisations; usually Water Services Companies,
academic or research institutes or other public
undertakings. For each of the primary measuring
authorities, or pair of measuring authorities, data are
presented in four parts:
A gauging station location map; the scale varies
between maps in order to make the most
effective use of the available space. To im-
prove clarity, a few stations are shown slightly
displaced from their true national grid loca-
tion; this is a cartographic necessity in those
localities where the river or gauging station
network is particularly dense. 100 km grid
squares are identified both- by letter codes or
numeric superscripts in the map corners.
Data users are advised to consult the appropri-
ate gauging station register (see below) to
check whether individual stations are still
operational.
H.. A gauging station register. Stations are nor-
mally tabulated in groups of tri; additional
breaks are provided to separate the station
details relating to individual RPB areas where
two are featured together.
For ease of cross referencing, the gauging
station maps and the associated register are
presented on opposite pages.
A tabulation of hydrometric statistics together
with reference information relating to the
gauging station, its flow record and the catch-
ment it commands.
iv.- A summary of the river flow and catchment
rainfall data held on the River Flow Archive.
The following explanatory notes are provided to
assist in the interpretation of particular items in the
tabular material.
THE GAUGING STATION
REGISTER
Flow measurement stations are featured in the
Register wlen they have at least two complete years
of river flow data held on the River Flow Archive up
to and including 1990. The organisation with opera-
tional responsibility for each gauging station is given
in the Hydrometric Statistics section (see page 7).
For the minority of stations which appear in the
Gauging Station Register, or on the maps, but which
are not- featured in the Hydrometric Statistics
section, reference should be made to the Yearbooks
in the Hydrological data UK series for details of the
relevant measuring authority.
Station Number
The gauging station number is a unique six digit
Jeference number which- serves as the primary
identifier of the station record on the River Flow
Archive. The first digit is a regional identifier being 0
for mainland Britain, 1 for the islands around Britain
and 2 for Ireland. This is followed by the hydro-
metric area number given in the second and third
digits. Hydrometric areas are either integral river
catchments having one or more outlets to the sea or
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tidal estuary, or, for convenience, they may include
several contiguous river catchments having topogra-
phical similarity with separate tidal outlets. In
mainland Britain they are numbered from 1 to 97 in-
clockwise order around the coast commencing in
north-east Scotland. Ireland has a unified numbering
system from 1 to 40 commencing with the River
Foyle catchment and circulating clockwise; not all
Irish hydrometric areas, hoWever, have an outlet to
the coast. The numbers and boundaries of the United
Kingdom hydrometric areas are shown on the
gauging station location maps.
An asterisk following the station number identi-
fies those gauging stations known toiave been closed
prior to 1991 or for which no data has been submitted
to the national archive for the post-1985 period.
River Name / Station Name
The river and station name assigned by the appropri-
ate measuring authority. Space constraints require
that abbreviations be used for a number of gauging
stations; for the majority of monitoring sites the full
river and station names are given in the table of
Hydrometric Statistics.
Grid Reference
Standard two-letter and six figure map reference
using the National Grid in Great Britain and the
Irish Grid in Northern Ireland. (The Irish Grid has
only one prefix letter but it is common practice to
precede it with the letter I to make identification
clear.)
Catchment Area
The surface catchment area, projected onto a hori-
zontal plane, draining `to the ' gauging station in
square kilometres. The quoted areas derive from a
variety of icnirce's and -are not of uniform precision.
Delineation of catchment boundaries can be espe-
cially difficult in areas of very subdued relief. Errors
in the assessment of the areas of small catchments
can substantially affect runoff values. There are a
considerable number of gauging stations where,
because of geological considerations, or as a result of
water transfers (for instance, the use of catchwaters
to increase reservoir yield), the actual contributing
area may differ appreciably from that defined by the
topographical boundary. In consequence, the river
flows, whether augmented or diminished, may cause
the runoff values (as a depth in millimetres) to
appear anomalous.
Station Type
The station type is coded by the list of abbreviations
given below - two abbreviations may be applied to
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each station relating to the measurement of low or
high flows.
Broad-crested weir
Crump (triangular profile*) single-crest
weir
CB Compound broad-crested weir. The com-
pounding thay include a mixture of types
such as rectangular profiles, flumes and Flat
Vs and with or without divide walls
CC Compound Crump weir
EM Electromagnetic gauging station
EW Essex weir (single Crump weir modified with
angled, sloping, triangular profile flanking
crests) in trapezoidal channel
FL Flume
FV Flat V (triangular profile) weir (variety of
cross slopes 1:10-1:40)
MIS Miscellaneous
TP Rectangular thin-plate weir
US Ultrasonic gauging station
VA Velocity-area gauging station (includes:
natural section; open channel; river section;
rated section)
VN Triangular.(V-notch) thin-plate weir
Period of Record
The firit and -r if the station is closed - last year for
whichdaily river flow data are held on the River
Flow Archive. Where the flow record is sensibly
continuous (fewer than six missing days occurring in
any one year) the first and last years are separated by
a dash; otherwise dots are substituted. A detailed
breakdown of the data available for each gauging
station is given in the Summary of Archived Data
(see below). Earlier data, often of a sporadic nature
or of poorer quality, may occasionally be available
from the measuring authority or other sources
(see the corresponding station tommene). Areal
rainfall data and, particularly, peak monthly flows
may not be available for the full period of record
(POR).
Emboldening
Where the pre-1986 period of record equals, or
exceeds, five complete years, emboldening is used to
highlight new maximum and minimum values for
selected statistical items occurring during the period
1986-90; the statistical items concerned are identi-
fied by an asterisk following the item title in the
explanatory notes.
* These structures conventionally have 1:2 upstream and 1:5
downstream slopes although other longitudinal profiles can be
found. For normal field installations laboratory-based stage-
discharge relations are generally used, at least in the low and
medium flow ranges.
Mean Annual Rainfall
The average annual rainfall over the catchment in
millimetres. Normally the mean relates to the period
of record given in the previous columns (rainfall
data preceding the start of the corresponding river
flow record are ignored); the mean rainfall is shown
in italics where monthly catchment rainfall totals are
available for less than 80 per cent of the correspond-
ing runoff record.
From January 1986 monthly areal rainfall totals
have generally been derived from a one kilometre
square grid of rainfall values generated from all daily
and monthly rainfall data available from The Meteo-
rological Office. Validation procedures allow for the
rejection of obviously erroneous raingauge observa-
tions prior to the gridding exercise. A computer
program then calculates catchment rainfall by aver- •
aging the values (either in millimetres or as percen-
tages) at the grid points lying within the_ digitised
catchment boundary. Up to and including 1985,
monthly catchment areal rainfall totals were nor-
mally derived by first obtaining the long period
(1941-70) average annual rainfall for each catch-
ment - this was obtained from The Meteorological
Office and is based on isohyets mapped at a scale of
1:250,000. Then, for each of a selected number of
raingauges chosen to represent the catchment, the
monthly rainfall was expressed as a percentage of its
annual average rainfall. The percentage values of
rainfall for each raingauge were summed and their
mean obtained to give a catchment percentage value
for the month, which was then converted to monthly
mean rainfall.
The mean annual rainfall is computed from the
monthly mean rainfalls using data only for years
where the rainfall record is complete. Accuracy
depends largely on the reliability of the assessment
of the areal annual average and on the adequacy of
the network of raingauges used to represent an area.
Where, as for instance in some mountainous catch-
ments, raingauges are few and their siting and
exposure is not ideal, great precision in the areal
rainfall assessments cannot be expected; under such
circumstances rainfall can often be significantly
underestimated.
Mean Annual Runoff
The notional depth of water in millimetres over the
catchment equivalent to the mean annual flow as
measured at the gauging station. It is computed using
the relationship:
Runoff in mm --=
Mean Flow in cubic metres er second X 86.4 x 365
Catchment Area (km2)
The total runoff is rounded to the nearest millimetre.
As a consequence of missing data there will not
be full equivalence between the mean annual rainfall
and the mean annual runoff for some catchments.
Runoff statistics and the corresponding mean flow
are computed on the basis of naturalised flows for
the minority of catchrnents where sensibly continu-
ous daily, or monthly, naturalised data are held on
the River Flow Archive - an 'n' following the period
of record identifies these catchments. Naturalised
flows are derived from the corresponding gauged
discharges by taking account of the net affect of
upstream abstractions and discharges. The uncer-
tainty in the magnitude Of the necessary adjustment
may be considerably greater than the uncertainty
associated with the gauged flow.
Guidance as .to how representative the mean
annual runoff is of the natural flow regime may be
found in the Factors Affecting Runoff (F.A.R.)
codes (see page 7) and the 'Comment' section in the
Table of Hydrometric Statistics (see page 8).
Miun Annual Loss
The difference between the mean annual catchment
rainfall and the mean annual catchment runoff.
Eniries are confined to catchments where there is
good agreement between the periods for which
rainfall and . runoff are held on the National River
Flow Arehive. For those few catchments where
computed mean runoff exceeds computed mean
rainfall no mean annual loss is given.
The mean annual loss provides a guide to average
annual evaporative losses but limited precision in the
rainfall and runoff figures together with the net
effect of artificial influences on the runoff total may
all combine to produce unrepresentative mean
losses. For example, in upland catchments the
raingauge network may fail to sample the wettest
areas of the catchment leading to an underestimation
of the mean loss..Even in well monitored natural
catchmentr -a lack of ' coincidence between the
topographical catchment divide and the true extent
of the contributing area (which may be substantially
different for permeable catchments) can produce
seemingly anomalous mean annual losses. The
F.A.R. codes and the 'Comment' section in the Table
of Hydrometric Statistics should be consulted to
assess the credibility of the mean annual loss.
Maximum Annual Runoff / Year of
Occurrence *
The maximum calendar year runoff in the period of
record. The selection is based only on those years
with complete flow records on the River Flow
Archive.
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Minimum Annual Runoff / Year of
Occurrence *
The minimum calendar year runoff in the period of
record. The selection is based only on those years with
complete flow records on the River Flow Archive.
Mean Flow
The average, weighted to account for the different
number of days per month, of the mean monthly
flows for the period of record.
Minimum Monthly Flow / Month and
Year of Occurrence
The minimum monthly mean flow in the period of
record. Minimum monthly flows greater than zero
but less than 0.005 m3s-' will appear as '>0.0'. It
should be emphasised that river flow measurement
tends to become more imprecise at very low
discharges. Very low velocities, heavy weed growth
and the insensitivity of stage-discharge relations
combine with the difficulty of accurately measuring
limited water depths to increase the uncertainty
associated with the computed flows.
Mean Annual Flood
The mean of the annual peak discharges in the period
of record. Apart from a few cases where data
provided by the measuring authorities have been
preferred, the Mean Annual Flood (MAF) has
been computed using a data set compiled originally
as part of the Flood Studies Project. This data
set has been updated at intervals'. Mean Annual
Floods have been computed only when at least five
water-year (October-September) peaks have been
recorded. For a few stations (indicated by an asterisk
following the MAF value) instantaneous flow
values are not recorded by the measuring authorities
and the MAF has been determined on the basis of the
highest daily mean flows. The Mean Annual Flood
has been omitted for some stations where catchment
changes - normally the construction of a major
reservoir - make the computed MAF unrepresenta-
tive of current conditions.
Accurate high flow measurement can present
severe logistical and hydrometric problems and flood
discharges may often be based on substantial extra-
polations of the stage-discharge relation. The preci-
sion may vary *greatly from station to station; some
relevant additional information may be found in the
station 'Comment' section.
10 Percentile
The flow in cubic metres per second which was
equalled or exceeded for 10 per cent of the specified
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term — a high flow parameter which, when compared
with the mean may give a measure of the variability,
or 'flashiness', of the flow regime. The 10 percentile
is computed using daily flow data only for those
years with five days, or less, missing on the River
Flow Archive.
95 Percentile
The flow in cubic metres per second which was
equalled or exceeded for 95 per cent of the specified
term; a significant low flow parameter relevant in,
for example, the assessment of river water quality
consent conditions. The same conditions for
completeness of the annual records apply as for the
10 percentile flow. Ninety-five percentile flows
greater than zero but less than 0.005 m3s— I will
appear as `>0.0'.
The reliability of the 95 percentile flows, as with
the minimum monthly mean, must be considered
carefully as representative measures of low flow.
The values must be used with caution in view of the
problems associated with, first, the measurement of
very low discharges and, secondly, the increasing
proportionaP variability between the natural flow
and the artificial influences, such as abstractions,
discharges, and storage changes as the river flow
diminishes.
HYDROMETRIC STATISTICS
Flow measurement stations are, generally, featured
in this section where at least three complete years of
data are available on the River Flow Archive over the
period 1986-90. Some stations which appear in the
Gauging Station Register have been omitted from
this section. Normally this is because of the poor
quality of the hydrometric data or because the
decommissioning of the station, of the limited value
to the national network of a particular gauging
site; e.g. a gauging station immediately below a
reservoir.
Certain key reference details are repeated from
the Register of Gauging Stations.
Catchment Area - C.A. See page 4.
Measuring Authoriv - M.A.
An abbreviation referencing the organisation respon-
sible for the operation of the gauging station. A list of
measuring authority codes together with the full
name and address of the organisation is given in the
Directory of Measuring Authorities (page 184).
Level
The level of the station; generally, the level of the
gauge zero (rounded to the nearest metre) above
Ordnance Datum, or above Malin Head Datum for
stations  in  Northern Ireland. Although gauge zero is
usually closely related to zero discharge, it is the
practice in some areas for an arbitrary height,
typically one metre, to be added to the level of the
lowest crest of a measuring structure to avoid the
possibility of false recording of negative values by
some digital recorders.
Factors Affecting Runoff - F.A.R.
An indication of the various types of abstractions
from, and discharges to, the river operating within
the catchment which alter the natural flow is given
by a standard set of code letters. For some areas the
allocation of F.A.R. codes is incomplete and for all
catchments the codes are subject to continuing
review. An explanation of the code letters is given
below. With the exception of the induced loss in
surface flow resulting from underlying groundwater
abstraction, these codes and descriptions refer to
quantifiable variations and do not include the
progressive, and difficult to measure, modifications
in the regime related to land use changes.
Except for a small set of gauging . stations for
which the net variation, i.e. the sum of abstractions
and discharges, is assessed in order to derive the
'naturalised' flow from . the gauged flo\w,(see page 6),
the record of individual abstractions, diaarges and
changes in storage as indicated in the code\ above is
not held centrally.
CODE EXPLANATION
,Natural, i.e. there are no abstractions and
discharges or the variation due to them is so
limited that the gauged flow is considered to
be within 10% of the natural flow at, or in
excess of, the 95 percentile flow.
Storage or impounding reservoir. Natural
river flows will be affected by water stored in
a reservoir situated in, and supplied from, the
catchment above the gauging station.
Regulated river. Under certain flow condi-
tions the river will be augmented from
surface water and/or groundwater storage
upstream of the gauging station.
Public water supplies. Natural river flows are
reduced by the quantity abstracted from a
reservoir or by a river intake if the Water is
conveyed outside the gauging station's catch-
ment area.
Groundwater abstraction. Natural river flow
may be reduced or augmented by
groundwater abstraction or recharge. This
category includes catchments where mine-
water discharges influence ihe flow regime.
Effluent return. Outflows from sewage treat-
ment works will augment the river flow if the
effluents originate from outside the catch-
ment.
Industrial and agricultural abstractions. Di-
rect industrial and agricultural abstractions
from surface water and from groundwater
may reduce the natural river flow.
Hydro-electric power. The river flow is
regulated to suit the need for power genera-
tion; catchment to catchment diversions may
also significantly affect average runoff.
Local Number
The station reference number adopted by the
measuring authority. In some authorities the local
number is identical to the 'Institute of Hydrology's
station number.
Base Flow Index
The Base Flow Index (BFI) was developed at the
Institute of Hidrology (III) during the Low Flow
Study to lielp assess the low flow characteristics of
rivers in the United Kingdom. In this volume it has
been computed using the archived -record of gauged
daily mean flows and may be thought of as a measure
of the proportion of the river runoff that derives
from stored sources; the more permeable the rock,
drift and soil material of a catchment the higher the
baseflow and the more sustained the river's flow
during periods of dry weather. Thus, the BFI is an
effective means of . indexing catchment geology.
Rivers draining impervious clay catchments (with
minimal lake or reservoir storage), for instance,
typically have baseflow indices in the range 0.15 to
0.35, whereas a Chalk stream may well have a BFI
greater than 0.9 as a consequence of the high
groundwater component in the river discharge.
Details of:the, procedures used to compute the BFI
are given in:  Low River Flows in the United
Kingdom,  Institute of Hydrology Report No. 108.
B-full (Bankfull) / S-full (Structurefull)
The flow in cubic metres per second at which the
river begins to overlap the banks, or the wingwalls of
a structure, at a gauging station. The discharges have
been obtained from stage-discharge relations and
since they are at the upper limit of the in-bank flow
they may be derived by extrapolation. At a few weirs
and flumes, the upstream channel capacity may be
less than the capacity of the structure. Under such
circumstances bypassing will commence before
structurefull is reached.
This item may be omitted where the bankfull and
structurefull discharges are unreliable.
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Sensitnnty
The percentage change in flow associated with a 10
.mm increase in stage at_the 95% elceedarice flow..
Details of the method of derivation are given in IH
Report No. 108 and the great Majorityof the
sensitivity values featured in the Hydrometric Statis-
tics section were computed as part of the ongoing
Low Flows Study programme.
The limited depth of many UK rivers, especially
during periods of low flow places a premium on the
accurate measurement of water levels. Systematic
errors in the meaSurement of stage - resulting, for
instance, from imprecise datum settings, algal
growth on weir crests or ice on natural controls - are
the major factors influencing discharge uncertainty.
The sensitivity index provides a guide to the
susceptibility of low flow measurement at individual
stations to errors arising from imprecise stage
measurement.
Comment
A short commentary providing a guide to the
characteristics of the station, its flow record and the
catchment it commands; the catchment description is
normally separated from the rest of the material by a
'#' symbol. The objectives of this summary informa-
tion are to assist data users in the selection of
gauging station records appropriate to their needs
and to assist in the interpretation of flow data for
individual gauging stations particularly where the
natural flow pattern is significantly disturbed by
artificial influences.
The 'Comment' will be updated and revised to
reflect the availability of more information and in
response to changing hydrometric conditions at the
measuring site and changing water use and land use
within the catchment.
Reference to the Glossary should be made for an
explanation of technical terms, abbreviations and
acronyms used in the Comment section.
1986-90"Hydrometric Statistics
Hydrometric statistics are presented both for the
period of record, up to and including 1985* and for
each calendar year 1986 to 1990; rainfall and runoff
data for individual years are featured only where a
sensibly complete annual record is held on the River
Flow Archive. When comparing period of record
values with those given in the Gauging Station
Register it should be noted that the figures given in
the latter table relate to the full period of record up
to and including 1990. This allows the impact of the
1986-90 rainfall and runoff patterns on the long
term averages to be examined. The same conditions
* Underlining is used to identify those flow records commencing
before 1900.
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for completeness (for the inclusion of a particular
year in the analysis) apply as in the corresponding
entries in the Gauging Station Register.
Emboldening
The period of record statistics are shown embol-
dened where they are based on five, or more,
complete years of data. Emboldening is also used to
highlight certain data items where new maximum or
minimum values have been established over the
period 1986-90; the items concerned are identified
by an asterisk following the heading in the explana-
tory notes.
Rainfall
The rainfall over the catchment for each year and
for the period of record (see page 5 for the method
of derivation and the reason for italicised entries).
`% Pre-1986' expresses the individual yearly totals as
a percentage of the period of record average.
Runoff
The catchment runoff for each year and for the
period of record. `% Pre-1986' expresses the indivi-
dual yearly totals as a percentage of the period of
record average. In the 1986-90 statistical tabulations
gauged flows have been used, exclusively, to com-
pute runoff totals. For a few gauging stations - those •
where runoff has been computed using naturalised
data in the Gauging Station Register - a guide to the
net impact of artificial influences on the average
annual runoff may be estimated by comparing the
corresponding mean runoff figures given in the
Register and in the tabulation of Hydrometric
Statistics.
Mean Flow
The POR mean flow is based on all available pre-
1986 daily mean gauged flows; for the method of
computation (see page 6). The annual mean flows
are derived from the complete daily record for each
year.
Peak Flow / Date of Peak*
The peak flow in cubic metres per second during the
term indicated together with the date of occurrence,
References
normally the water-day (which commences at 09.00
hours). Generally, the peak flows are derived from
the record of monthly instantaneous maximum flows
stored on the River Flow Archive. Where instantane-
ous flows are not recorded or where the peak value in
an incomplete series is exceeded by the highest daily
mean flow, the latter is substituted; such substitu-
tions are indicated by a 'd' flag.
As a result of particular flow measurement
difficulties in the flood range, the peak flow series
(on the River Flow Archive) is often incomplete
and the recorded discharges may be of limited
accuracy. Consequently, in some cases, the peak
flows have been abstracted from an archive of flood
events maintained by the Institute of Hydrology
since the inception of the Flood Studies project; a 'f'
following the peak flow indicates that the Flood
Studies archive is the data source. Reference to the
reprint of Volume IV of this latter Report2 should
be made to check for historical flood events which
may exceed the peak falling within the gauged flow
record.
Minimum Daily Flow / Date of Minimum*
The value and date of occurrence of the lowest daily
(normally, a water-day) mean flow in cubic metres
per second during the term indicated. In a record in
which the value recurs, the date is that of the first
occasion. Estimated flow values are identified by a
question mark.
Percentiles: 10%, 50% and 95%
The flow in cubic metres per second which was
equalled or exceeded for the specified percentage
of the term indicated. See page ? for details of the
computation of the 10 and 95 percentiles; the 50
percentile is also known as the median value.
SUMMARY OF ARCHIVED-DATA
This tabulation summarises - in decade blocks - the
river flow and catchment areal rainfall data held on
the River Flow Archive at the end of 1992. Part 1
relates to daily gauged flows, monthly peaks and
monthly catchment rainfalls. Part 2 relates to
naturalised daily and monthly flows. A key is
provided for the interpretation of the data sum-
maries.
1. Bayliss, A.C. and Jones, R.C. 1993. The peaks- 2. Flood Studies Report. 1975. Natural Environ-
over-a-threshold floods database: summary ment ReSearch Council (5 vols). Reprinted
statistics and seasonality. Institute of Hydrology 1993.
Report No: 121.
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Gauging Station Register
Hydrometric Statistics
13
002001 Helmadale at Kilphedir 0.4: 551.4 km,
rnMA  HARR Level: ULocal Number: 108
F A R: R BF! 48 Sensitivity: 9.1
Comment: 40m wide river section with flows outflanking the cableway on the right
bank at extreme stages. Adequately gauged to bankfull, Loch Badanloch and An-
Ruathair used for river regulation (to benefit fisheries) utilising 30% of the
catchment, reduced to 24% in November 1986 following removal of control
structure on Loch An-Ruathair. Data available on storage changes in both lochs.
4 Typical Scottish upland mix of hill pasture and moorland with some 20 sq. km. of
surface storage distributed over several medium size lochs.
003002 Carton at Sgodacheu C.A: 241 1 km,
MA: HRPB Level. 71m Local Number: 107
FAR: H B.F.I..32 Sensitivity: 134
Comment:Well gauged to bankfull. Gravel bed with problems of stability in low
flow control necessitating revised rating from lime to time. Computed low flows are
natural in relation to about 80% of the catchment. The remainder of the headwaters
are diverted at low and medium flows to the Conon Valley hydr6scheme. 4 Much
of this remote Highland catchment is above 600m with a few hilltop tams but no
significant storage.
003003 Oykel at Easter Turnaig CA, 330.7 km,
Mk HRP13 Level: 16m Local Number. 113
FAR: N B.Ft .23 . Sensitivity. 12.0
Comment: 40m wide river section. Flows fully contained except in exceptional
circumstances te g. October 1978). Construction of gabion groynes immediately
downstream, in February 1986, has rendered the low flow rating less stable. 100%
natural flow regime with little loch storage. # Catchment is typical Highland mix of
rough grazing and moorland with some afforestation in the middle reaches.
003004 Cassley at Rosehall C A: 187.5 km2
M A: HRPB Level: 3m Local Number: 116
F A R: H ELF .1: 23 Sensitivity: 12.8
Comment: Cableway at 35m wide river section located 400m downstream of the
stage measuring site stablegabion groyne control adequately gauged to bankfull.
14% of the upper catchment diverted to the Shin hydro scheme other than
compensation flows and spillage. No significant surface storage. 4 Typical
Highland mix of rough grazing and moorland with some afforestation.
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003005 Shin at Inveran CA: 575.0 km2
M A: HRPB Level: 4m Local Number: 119
F.A R: H B FJ: .61 Sensitivity: 8.0
Comment 30m wide river section contained at all but historic stages by a
floodbank on the left bank. Fully calibrated to banklull with a stable gravel control.
Station measures only compensation flows and spillage from Shin Darn along with
the natural runoff frorn 44 sq. km. Turbine discharges bypass the station but are
recorded. Natural catchment is increased by 20% through interbasin transfers from
Rivers Cassley. Hope Never and Brora - but large net export.  0  Catchment is
mainly rough grazing and moorland.
004001 Conon at Moy Bridge C.A: 961.8 km2
KA: 134P13 Level: 10m Local Number: 110
F.A.R: H B.F.I: 55 Sensitivity: 5.1
Comment: 80m wide river section. Bypassing, via right floodbank, during extreme
flows (e.g. Dec. '89). Station resited 20m u/s in January 1976, early flows less
reliable. Gauged to bankfull. Catchment enhanced by 20% by interbasin transfers
from catchments of R. Orrin, Ewe. Broom and Carron for power generation.
Extensive volumes of surface storage controlled for power generation. Hydrograph
dominated by influence of Torr Achilty power station. # Typical Highland
catchment.
004003 Moen at Alness C A: 201.0 km2
KA: RAPS Level: 12m Local Number: 106
FAR: SR B F.I: .45 Sensitivity: 10.1
Comment: 20m wide fully contained river section with stable boulder control.
Difficullies in current metering low flows. Adequately gauged to MAF but
upgrading of high flow rating anticipated. Barrage on Loch Marie, through which
45% of the catchment drains, was constructed in 1979 for river regulation (to
benefit fisheries). $0 Most of the catchment is typically Highland and rough grazing
004004 Blackwater at Contin C A' 336 7 km,
MA: FIRPEI Level: 20m Local Number: 120
B.F.I: .39FAR: H Sensitivity: 11.3
Comment: 5Orn wide river section with unstable gravel control requiring regular
recalibration al low flows. Runoff from 50% of the natural Catchment, along with
interbasin transfers from the rivers Broom and Carron amounting to 20% of the
natural catchment, bypass the station for power generation and discharge to Loch
Luichart. Storages in LocA Vaich and Loch GlasCarn0Ch Controlled for power
generation.  a  Typical Highland mix of rough grazing and moorland with some
afforestation in the middle  reaches.
004005 Meig at Glenmeartnie C A- 1205 km2
KA: FIR% Level: m Local Number: 124
F.A.R: N B.F.I: .26 Sensitivity:
Comment: 25m wide river section which overtops the left bank during extreme
floods (right bank is eroding). Adequately gauged to bankfull of some 150 m1/4-'.
Rarely, levels drop below the tapping pipe. No artificial influences thereby
providing a useful indication of natural runoff. Only significant surface storage in
Loch Beannacharain through which 70% of the catchment drains. # Typical
Scottish upland catchment..
005002 Farrar at Struy C A: 311.3 km2
MA: FIR% Level: 51m Local Number: 127
B Ft .58FAR: Sensitivity:
Comment: Velocity-area station. Flows well contained at all stages. Low flows
reflect compensation releases from Loch BeannaCharan and flow regime is heavily
influenced by operation of HEP station< 1.5 km u/s. Substantial HEP storage in
Loch Monar but no import/export of water to/from the catchment. # Typical
Scottish upland catchment with some afforestation in lower reaches.
006007 Ness at Ness Side C A' 18391 km,
M A: HRPB Level: 7m Local Number: 105
F AR: H ' B.F.!: .60 Sensitivity: 63
Comment: 80m wide fully contained river section. Frequent reCalibration of low
flow rating due to alteration of stoplog configuration on weir which forms control.
Fully calibraled to maximum recorded flow. HEP schemes on Garry, Moriston and
Foyers tributaries utilise runoff from 56% of catchment. Caledonian Canal lockages
bypass station but, overall, small nel import. Hydrograph damped by influence of
Loch Ness. # Large SW/NE trending Highland catchment.
006008 EnrIck at Mill of Tore C.A: 105.9 km2
M A: HRPB Level: 109m Local Number: 117
FAR: N B F.1: .32 ' Sensitivity:
Comment: 15m wide river section. Prior to 1991, bypassing on the right bank at
extreme flows. Well established, stable rating up to bank! WI. Computed flows
100% natural but whole catchment drains through Loch Meildie (1 km2). Flows
recede to unexpected low levels possibly due to sub-surface flows below the
station.  II  Typical upland catchment (rough grazing and moorland) with increasing
afforestation (approx. 25% of catchment) especially around Loch Meiklie.
007001 Flndhom at Shenachie C.A: 415 6 km2
KA: HRPB Level: 252rn Local Number: 102
FAR: N B.F.!: .36 Sensitivity: 15.3
Comment: 50m wide river section adequately gauged to banklull. Flow contained
under cableway up to 3.9m. Liable to extremely rapid rises in level. Prior to January
1978, station was located 700m u/s and cableway 5013m d/s of present site. 100%
natural runoff with minimal surface storage. # Extensive blanket peat over long,
narrow, Steep -Sided catchment which is nested within that of station  7002.
007002 Flndhom at Forres CA: 781.9 kmc
KA: HRPB Level: 7m Local Number: 101
F.A.R: N B FI: .41 Sensitivity: 5.7
Comment: 50m wide river section in a mobile gravel reach which necessitates
frequent recalibration of low flow rating. Flows contained under cableway up to
3 8m. Adequately gauged to banklull. 100% natural catchment with minimal
surface storage. # Other than a narrow agricultural coastal plain the catchment
drains the Monadhliath Mountains with an extensive blanket peat cover.
007004 Nalrn at Firhall CA: 313.0 km2
CAA ocHRPB Level: 7m Lal Number: 114
F.A R: PN B F.I: .45 . Sensitivity: 93
Comment: 20m wide river section with overbank flow at extreme levels
Adequately gauged lo bankfull and a rock protection to a d/s pipeline provides a
stable low flow control. Sensibly natural regime: only net abstraction is PWS for
Inverness from Loch Duntelchaig through which only 7% of the upper catchment
drains. No other significant surf ace. slbrage. Daily level observations from April
1974 to January 1976. # Catchment comprises hill pastures and peat moorland
except for some 20% of the downstream reach which is cultivated.
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007005 DWie at Dunphaa CA: 165 0 km2
MA: HRPB Level: m Local Number: 122
F.A.R: N 0 F.1 .42 SensitMly: 13.3
Comment 15m wide Way contained river secton. Unstable gravel control
requires recabbiation of low flaws lollowing flood evente Cabrated to 35 rn's .
Computed flows 100% natural. 20% ol catchment drains through Lcchinclab with a
sudace area of some 2 3 sq. km. which rs the only sign:cant Mr:cage • Catchment
is mainly peat moceland.
007006 Locale at Torwinny C A: 200 Idr,
MA: NERPB Level: m Lccal Number:
FAR:  N B F.1: .46 Sensitivity:
Comment Vekooly -area station with gation control (sloping). Curved approach
but good low flow cattoralion. Natural revile, no abstractions. *Small, heavily
forested (1939: abcot 75%) uptand catchment, some rough moorland remains in
me headwaters: developed on metamorphics with some superficial cover.
090003 Nevis at C/aggan CA: 7613 km,
MA HRPB Level, 4m Local Number: 121
F.A R: 1311: .26 Sensitivity: 9.2
Comment 20m wide river  section with beulder control. All flows contained.
Difficulty In gauging low flows results in a scattered low  flow rating. Computed
flows very largely natural (runolf from 6.7 sq km. of the headwaters dwelled lo
Loch Trieg and, further 019, around 5% of 095 is abstracted for  public water
supply. 0 Wet, steep-sided, high altitude catchment drainmg southern slopes of
Ben NeAs with no stmage. Prolonged winter snow cover.
091002 Lochy at Cemisky C A: 1252.0 km,
MA: HRPB Level: 12m Lccal Number: 118
FAR: SH B F.1: .39 Sensitivity: 4.8
Comment 60m wide, fully contained nver  section with stable gravel bed
calibrated to 603 mts - f. Abstractions foe power generation and flows in
Caledonian Carol regularlYnyPass station. Complex catchment with three large
reservoirs controlled for power generation and transfers from the Rivers Nevis.
Mashie and Spey increasing the natural catchment by 17%. Sigmfcant snow cover
during winter. Staff gauge observations from February 1977 to July 1979
0 Catchment is mainly rough grazing and moorland with some afforestation,
093001 Carron at New Kelso C A: 1370 km2
MA: HRPB Level: 6m Local Number: 115
F.A.R: N B F1: .26 Sensitivity: 154
Comment: 4Dm wide river section with floodbank on right. Any bypassing in
extreme floods will be over 30m wide floodplain on /eft bank. Unstable gravel
control requires regular calibration of low flow range Adequately gauged lo
bankfull. Computed flows are 100% natural. 70% of catchment drains through Loch
Oughaill with little additional surface storage. 0 Typical mix of rough grazing arid
moorland. One of the wetter Highland catchments currently gauged.
094001 Ewe at Poolewe C.A: 441.1 km,
M A: FIRPE1 Level: 5m Local Number: 103
FA R: N B El: .65 SensitNity:a4
Comment 50m wide river section with stable gabion control which has been
modified infrequently resulting in recabbration ol low flows. (No overbank flimv).
Rating improved following installation of cableway in 1970. In excess ot 95% of the
catchment drains through Loch Maree with a sur1ace area of some 30km which
dominates the How regime. Low to medium flows from 3% of the upper catchment
diverted to Conon hydro scheme. 0 Catchment is typical Highland uplands.
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095001 Inver el Ode Asaynt Ca: 137.5 km,
M A: HRPB Level: 60m Local Number: 111
F.A R: N B.F.If 64 Sensitivity: 63
Comment: 30m wide completely contained river section with adequately gauged
stable calibration in excess of MAE Flow regime completely natural except for
twice yearly operation of gates immediately upstream at the outlet to Loch Assynt
with a surface area of 7.9 sq. km. Loch levels available for beginning of each
month. * Catchment is rough grazing and moorland with many lochans.
095002 Broom at Inyerbroom C.A: 141 4 krn1
MA: HRPB Level: m Local Number: 123
FAR: H B.F.I: .24 Sensitivity: 18.2
Comment: 25rn wide liver section. Floodbank on left bank protects a wide
cultivated floodplatn. Unstable gravel control, significant low flow gaugings scatler.
Slightly skew velocity in high flows. Adequately calibrated to bankfull (150 in1/21')
20% of natural catchment diverted (extern overflows) via Loch Drone 10 Conon
HEP scheme. 25% of upper catchment drains through the only additional surface
storage in Loch a' Bhraoin.0 Catchment typically Scottish upland except for a very
narrow cultivated band on the lower valley floor.
096001 Halladale at Haltadele C A: 204 6 km,
M A: HRPB Level. 23m Local Number: 109
F A R. N BSI: .25 Sensitivity: 21.3
Comment: 20m wide river section adequalely gauged to bankfull. Computed
flows 100% natural. 0 Catchment is largely moorland with a peal based cover.
Extensive afforestation from late 1970s.
096002 Newer at Apigill C A: 477.0 km2
Mk HRPB Level: 5m Local Number: 112
FA R: N B.F.1: .42 Sensitivity: 10.9
Comment 40m wide river section with short Em floodplain on right bank but
otherwise completely contained. Gravel control - regular need to reassess low flow
rating. Calibrated to bankfull. Computed flows 98% natural with small interbasin
transfer to the Shin hydro-electric scheme. Several small high level lochs in
addition to the total surface area of Lochs Core, Meadie and Navel of 13 sq. km.
50% of the catchment drains through the latter. 0 Catchment is typical Highland
mix of rough grazing and moorland. Relatively little loch storage.
096003 Strathy at Strathy Bridge CA: 111 8 km,
MA: HRPB Level: m Local Number: 125
F.A R: 13.F.b .26 Sensitivity:
Comment: 15m wide river section with bypassing on the right bank during
extreme flood events in excess ol 50 mks-f. Stable pitched river bed control with
gabion mattress constriction to increasesensitivity. Adequately gauged to bankfull
flow of 30 m1/4-1. Computed flows 100% natural. V No significant surface storage
but several small hill lochs on a low attitude, gently sloping peatcoyered
catchment extensively afforested from the late 1970s
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096004 Allnabad at Strathmore CA! 1060 km,
KA: HRPB Level: m Local Number: 128
F.A R: N BFI: .19 Sensitivity:
Comment: Velocity-area elation with degraded gabion control. Extreme low flows
measured 2 km downstream (CA. increase: 7 km2). Natural and very responsive
flow regime: moderate storage in headwater lochans. e Wet, rugged, upland
catchment developed principally on metamorphics of the Moinian Series. Moorland
and rough grazing dominate land use.
097002 Thurso et Helkirk C.A: 412.8 km,
KA: HRPB Level: 30m Local Number: 104
FAR: RP EFI: 46 Sensitivity: 19.1
Comment: 30m wide river section with full containment and a completely stable
rack bar control. Adequately rated to bankfull but difficulty in current metering low
flows. 50% of catchment drains through Loch More whtch is used for river
regulation. Average net abstraction from Loch Calder of some 5% of the computed
long.term average runoff. a Catchment characterised by small lochs on
predominantly blanket peat cover. Extensive afforestation of upper catchment
from late 1970s.
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Summary  of  Archived Data - 1
Gauged daily flows, monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
Up-to-date Summaries of Archived Data are available on request from the National Water Archive Office.
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Gauging Station Register
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007003 Lossie Sheriffnuls NJ 194626
008001 ' Spey Aberlour NJ  278439
Kimara008002 Spey NH 881082
008003 ' Spey Ruthven Bridge  NN  759996
008004 Avon Delnashaugh  NJ  186352
008005 Spey Boat of Garten NH 946191
008006 Spey Boat o Brig NJ 318518
008007 Spey Invertruim Nel 687962
008008 Tromie Tromie Bridge NN 789995
008009 Dulnain Balnaan Bridge NH 977247
008010 Spey Grantown NJ 033268
008011 Uvet Minmare NJ 201291
009001 Deveron Avochie NJ 532464
009002 Deveron Muiresk NJ 705498
009003 Isla Grange NJ 494506
009004 Bogie Redcraig NJ 519373
009005 Allt Deveron cabraco NJ 378291
010001 ' Ythan Ardlethen  NJ  924308
010002 Ugie Inverugie NK 101485
010003 Ythan Don  NJ  947303
011001 Don Parkhill NJ 887141
011002 Don Naughton NJ 756201
011003 Don WriBirtidgpeelenocif Alford NJ 566170
on ow
ca
Urie
ood
012001 Dee NO 635956
012002 Dee Park NO 798983
012003 Dee Polhollick NO 344965
012004 Girnock Burn Littlemill NO 324956
012005 Muick Invermuick NO 364947
012006 Gairn Invergairn NO 353971
012007 Dee Mar Lodge NO 098895
012008 Feugh Heugh Head NO 687928
013001 Bervie Inverbervie NO 826733
182  72 2.61 0.49 08(76 42.4 5.0 0.70
488 64 56.28 9.95 08/55 468.2 105.2 16.86
474 55 21.54 3.03 08/84 150.7 41.9 5.95
420 69 9.32 1.66 08/55 106 9 281 2.73
513 89 24.57 2.87 0476 254.9 27.5 4.08
477 55 28.46 5.19 08/55 174.7 53.4 8.85
487 72 64.53 11.31 08/55 560.1 120.7 19.30
310 87 5.79 0.85 013/84 104.5 9.8 1,55
394 87 2.44 0.52 08/84
411 72 5.93 0.74 08/84 97.6 ' 12.6 1.14
494 69 37.07 7.23 08/55 241.2 71.0 10.70
380 89 2.20 0.69 08/89 ---1 .4.1 0.74
289 89 8.72 1.62 08/76 127.6 16.6 2.25
249 89 16 35 2.58 08/76 230.5 32.4 3.59
231 89 260 0.37..08/76 39.7 5.3 0.57
236 89 302 0.80 08/89 . 5.9 0.85
395 89 1.56 0.35 09/59
30 044258 73 6.69 1.17 08/76 51.0 1 .61.57
2131 89 4.54 0.86 08/76 55.9 - 9.0 1.05
169 89 7.23 1.25 08/84 1.50
219 89 19.78 4.57 10172 157.4 39.8 5.26
268 89 13 98 3.31 . 08/76 130.1 27.9 3.91
331 89 10 23 2.43 08/76 106.1 19.4 3.06'
194 89 1.48 0.73 08/89 2.6 0.68
557 73 36.28 5.14 08/84 420.4 72.5 8.36
462 73 45.46 5.94 08/76 603.6 94.0 8.55
842 89 22.90 2.82 08/83 259.1 48.3 4.72
297 73 0.51 0.03 07/77 17.9 1.0 0.04
722 89 359 0.40 08/84 7.1 0.62
492- 89 3.92 0.61 08/84 7.7 0.84
1113 89 12.54 1:16 - 08/84 _
388 89 5.21 0.86 07189
25.3 2.37
10.1 0.85
225 89 2.09 0.32 08/83 . z 4.3 0.32
013002 Luther Water Luther Bridge NO 660668
013003 ' South Esk Stannochy Br NO 583593
013084 Prosen Water Prosen Bridge NO 396586
013005 Lunen Water Kirkton 61111 NO 655494
013007 North Esk Logie Mill NO 699640
013008 South Esk Brechin NO 600596
013009 West Water Dalhousie Bridge NO 592680
013010 Brothock Water Brothock Bridge NO 639418
014001 Eden Kernback NO 415158
014002 Dighty Water Balrnossie Mill NO 477324
014005 Motray Water St Michaels NO 441224
014006 Monikie Burn Panbride NO 574361
014007 Craigmill Burn Craigmill NO 575360
015001 ' Isla Forter NO 187647
015002 ' Newton Burn Newton NO 230605
015003 Tay Caputh NO 082395
015004 • Inzion L ot Lintrathen NO 280559
015005 ' Melgan L ot Lintrathen NO 275558
015006 Tay Ballathie NO 147367
015007 Tay Pitnacree NN 924534
015008 Dean Water Cookston NO 340479
015010 Isla Wester Cardean NO 295466
015011 Lyon Comne Bridge NN 786486
015012 Tummel Port-na-craig NN 940577
015013 Almond Almondbank NO 067258
015014 Ardle Kindrogan NO 056631
015015 AlmonO Newton Bridge NN 888316
015016 Tay. . . Kenmore  NM  782467
015017 ' Breen Ballinloan eIN 979406
015018 ' Lyon Moar NN 534448
015021 Lunen Burn Mill Bank NO 182400
015023 Breen Hermitage NO 014422
015024 Dothan Killin NN 567320
015025 Ericht Craighall NO 174472
015027 Garry Burn Loakmill NO 075339
015028 Ordie Burn Luncarty NO 093306
016001 Earn Kinkell Bridge  NN  933167
016002 ' Earn . Aberuchill NN 754216
016003 Ruchill Water Cultybraggan NN 764204
016004 Earn Forteviot Bridge NO 043184
237 89' 2.25 .0.36 08/82 _,•;_ k - 4.5 0.39
-679 81 13.30 1.98 08/81 r- 26.8 2.25
698 89 2.98 . 854, 07/89 6.0 0.66
-158 89 1.64.0.15.•07/89
 
3.6 0.18
477 89 19.40 2.55 39.4 3.04408/76 -
535 89 11.89 1.40 ' 08/84°
 
24.2 ' 2.01-
591 89 3.46 0.67 07/89 • -6.9 0.78
132 89 . 0.27 0.08 09/89 0.5 0.08
148 73 3.80 ' 0.75 09/73 40.1 8.0 -0.92
121 ' 73 1.51 0.17 00/84 L3.4 0.23
138 89 0.56 0.06 09/90 - •.' • ' 11.2 0.08
Z171 89 0.20 , 0.01 08/89 0.4 0.01
. 29 0.02 07/89 0.6 0.03
752 64 2.71 0.66 07/64 46.9 5.2 0.74 .
696 64 0.49 0.14 08/68 7.4 1.0 0.14
883 55.135.60 9.60 08/55.'780.5 265.5 35.75
499 64 0.56 0.09 08/33" 63 1.1 0.13
561 64 1.00 0.07 09/68 15.4 • 2.1 0.24
738 55 162.10 14.70 08/55 : 955.6 317.1 43.32
1152 73'_55.49 4.32 08/84 333.5 110.7, 12.84
189 73 2.57 0.50 08/84 30.1 5.4 0.59
349 73 7.56 1.25 07/89 102.3 15.8 1.51
672 73 ,11.96 2.22 08/84 • • 26.7 2.98
1050 ' 73 .•72.24 7.50 08/84 144.8 18.86
489 73 5.22 0.37 08/84 103.8 11.6 0.71
792 87 3.15 0.30 07/89 7.3 0.47
892 87 3.23 0.39 07/89 7.1 0.52
1904 - 87 46.74 . 08/84 167.1 99.6 6.29
914 80 • 5.99 . r 0.36 07/77 123.2 15.6 0.38
1500 55 10.15 0.51 08/55 26.1 0.66
•
327 89 1.44 0.12 07/89 3.1 0.15
820 87 7.12 0.26,08/84 16.6 0.52
1552 87 1516 0.95' 08/83 42.9 • 182
746 87 12.67 1.29 07/89 28.1 2.00
520 89 0.40 0.02 07/89 0.9 0.04
531 87 1.09 0.09 09/86 2.4 0.10
696 55 21.50 1.09 08/55 189.1 47.6 2.95
1292 56 10.12 1.10 06/57 60.5 24.2 1.27
1040 73 4.94 0.16 08/84 168.3 12.5 0.34
625 73 27.44 2.46 08/84 229.7 62.6 3.46
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007003 Lossie at Sherlffmills CA: 216.0 km2 63-85
M A: NERPB Level: 18m Local Number:
F.A R: P aF.1: .52 Sensitivity: 106 1986
Comment: Cableway rated. The main control is a long and insensitive stone weir 1987
350m d/s. Site moved 150m u/s in September 1978. Levels recorded from 1988
20/06/58, flows from 01/10/63. Flood warning station. Glenlatterach Res. provides 1989
supply for Elgin. Abstraction has moderate impact on flows - around 20% of the 1990
95% exceedance flow. 0 Schists, gneisses and valley gravels with some Old Red
Sandstone. Moorland, substantial afforestation in headwaters and arable in valley
bottoms.
008002
 Speyat Kinrara CA: 1011.7 km, 51-85
MA: NERPB Level: 210m Local Number:
F.A R: H B F.I: .57 Sensitivity: 73 1986
Comment: Cableway rated to bankfull, natural control: frequent rating changes. 1987
Station is 5km downstream of confluence with River Feshie. Well inlel pipes, 1988
fractured in earty 1980s (giving some data problems), re-laid March 1987. 380 sq. 1989
km. developed for hydro-power with diversions and storage; substantial net export. 1990
• Moinian metamorphic and granites. High mountain and moorland, some forestry
and valley grazing
008004 Avon at Delnashaugh GA: 5428 km, 52•85
beM.A: NERPB Level: 150m Local Numr:
FAR: N B.E.1: .56 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway, natural control: unstable rating. 1987
Lowest levels not recorded 1981.84 (fell below inlet pipe). Rating liable to change 1988
alter major floods. Improved hydrometric performance following station 1989
reconslruction (1985). Catchment rainfall is probably underestimated. 0 Gneisses 1990
and metamorphosed limestone with some igneous, some sandstone. Mountain
catchment draining the north side of the highest Cairngorm peaks with moorland
and rough grazing, a little arable farming in valley bottom.
008005
 Speyat Boat of Baden CA: 1267.8 km, 51-85
M A: NERPB Level: 197m Local Number:
F A R: H 13.FT .61 Sensitivity: 60 1986
Comment Cableway rated with natural control, relatively frequent rating 1987
changes. 380 sq. km. developed for hydropower with diversions and storage; 1988
substantial net export. 0 Granites and Moinian metamorphics. High mountain. 1989
moorland. some forestry, pastoral and some arable farming. 1990
008006
 Speyat Boat o Brig CA: 2861.2 km2 52-85
M.A: NERPB Level: 43m Local Number:
F.A R: H B F.I: 61 Sensitivity: 3.9 1986
Comment: Lowest station currently operating on the Spey. Cableway rated 65m 1987
wide section with natural control, (limited stability) extreme floods bypass station 1988
on left bank. 380 sq. km. developed for hydro-power with diversions and storage: 1989
limited net impact on annual runoff (small loss). 0 Mainly granites and Mointan 1990
metamorphics. Some Dalradian and a little Old Red Sandstone. Mountain (includes
all northern slopes of Cairngorms) moorland, hill grazing and some arable. Forestry.
008007 Spey at Invertruim 00 CA: 44 km, 52-85
MA: NERPB Level: 243m Local Number:
F.A R: H B.F.1: .52 Sensitivity: 8.0 1986
Comment: Highest station on the Spey. Cableway rated 50m wide section with 1987
natural control; frequent rating changes. 200.4 sq. km. developed for hydro-power 1988
by British Aluminium, 864 sq. km. developed by Scottish Electric plc (total 72%); 1989
diversions and storage influence regime, major reduction in runoff. 0 Granite and 1990
Moinian metamorphic. Mountain, moorland. pastoral.
008008 iron*. at Tromie Bridge CA: 130.3 km, 52-85
M.A: NERPB Level: 240m Local Number:
F.A.R: H B F.I: .64 Sensitivity: 7.4 1986
Comment: Cableway rated with natural control: frequent rating changes. Very 1987
turbulent flow. Large proportion (>70%) of catchment developed for hydro-power 1988
with major diversions out of the catchment. X Mountain. moorland. pastoral. 1989
1990
008009 Dulnain at Brennan Bridge GA: 272 2 km, 52•85
M A: NERPB Level: 224m Local Number:
F.A.R: N B.F.( .46 Sensitivity: 88 1986
Comment: Cableway rated with natural control, subject to relatively frequent 1987
change but generally good low flow calibration. Natural regime, not affected by 1988
diversions or storages. 0 Granites and Moinian metamorphic. Highland, moorland 1989
and pastoral. 1990
008010
 Spayat Grantown C A: 1748 8 km, 53-85
M.A: NERPB Level: I93m Local Number:
F.A.10 H B FT: 60 Sensitivity: 59 1986
Comment: Cableway rated with natural control. Improved data quality following 1987
move of recorder and cableway to a united site (NJ 033268) in mid.1987. 22% of 1988
catchment developed lo hyd o powe W h dive eons and storage: significant net 1989
export. 0 Granites and Moinian metamorphic. Mountain. high rnoorland. forestry. 1990
pastoral and arable in valley bottoms.
008011
 Livet at Minmore CA: 104.0 km, 78.95
M.A: NERPB Level: m Local Number:
FAR: N B F.1: .65 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station with boulder/rubble control (remnant ol an old 1987
weir): good low flow calibration. Tapping pipe shortened in 196610 avoid velocity 1988
drawdown. Natural regime, no significant abstractions. 0 Upland catchment. 1989
Moorland with some afforestation developed on complex basemenl geology 1990
metamorphics and igneous: some superficial cover.
009001 Deveron at Avochie C A: 441.6 km2 59-85
M.A: NERPB Level: 82m Local Number:
FAR: N B.F.1: .59 Sensitivity: 90 1986
Comment: Cableway rated with stable rubble weir. rather insensitive. Inlet pipes - 1987
830 383 2.62 89.8 17/08 0.36 26/08 5.1 1.63 0.70
1970 1976
728 88
853 103
919 111 463 121 3.16 544 25/01 088 30/06 62 1.91 1.08
643 77 241 63 1.65 337 12/05 0.59 20/09 2.7 1.12 065
941 113 377 98 258 637 28/10 0.64 02/08 56 1.62 072
1292 653 20.95 317.0 1189/5152.43 30/08 40.7 15.19 5.96
81597 124 816 125 26.18 143 3 08/12 4.57 118/8047566 17.55 5.68
1101 85 574 88 18 41 864 31/12 660 15/12 32.1 15 34 8.75
1436 I I I 755 116 24.15 128 6 09/10 3.77 30/06 41.4 20 82 587
1484 115 743 110 23 83 266 8 15/01 3.95 24/07 51.1 14.72 455
1790 139 1082 166 34.73 291.0 05/02 4.91 05/08 96.7 17.77 627
1079 858 14.76 525.0 1179/70061.93 1179/502527.8 10.62 0.07
1121 104 652 99 14 67 123 3 24/12 0.18 20/10 29.6 10 46 462
991 92 820 96 14.11 144 2 01/03 4.85 14/12 25.0 10.64 633
1156 107 917 107 15,74 162 0 20/08 4.47 30/06 30.0 11.61 607
834 77 513 60 883 167 5 05/03 2.68 14/12 159 687 344
1082 100 773 90 13 31 260.7 28/10 3.99 02/08 25.7 931 459
1241 700 28.16 373.6 118/01024.08 06/09 52.7 21.52 9.039
1976
1510 122 785 112 31.54 135 9 08/12 5.34 19/07 67.8 23.05 7.08
1069 86 582 83 23 40 91.6 31/12 9.41 14/12 39.0 20.93 11.93
1376 111
1399 113 661 94 26 56 256 7 15/01 535 24/07 52.7 18.77 624
1696 137 1059 151 4258 319 8 24/02 7.43 04/08 113.3 24.70 9.90
1102 710 64.41 1675.0 17/08 9.31 16/08 120.6 49.68 19.18
1970 1955
1214 110 738 104 66 93 392 4 14/01 19.96 21/07 126 8 54 53 22 27
988 90 654 92 59 30 337 1 27/03 24.11 14/12 94.3 50.35 32.14
1202 109 773 109 69 92 383 9 09/10 17.73 30/06 120.4 60.39 24.98
1056 96 577 81 52.33 335 0 15/01 15.19 04/08 108.1 39.77 16 37
1359 123 852 120 77.34 649 0 06/02 16.78 04/08 175.1 51.45 19.94
1439 446 5.66 274.5 02/03 0.42 06/09 9.7 3.81 1.59
1979 1976
1705 125 482 108 612 128.7 22/03 0.91 15/07 12.2 3.10 1.18
1209 84 310 70 394 523 31/12 1.27 14/12 64 326 1.89
1609 112 426 96 539 67.7 25/10 0.95 25/06 88 4.12 1.46
1762 122 518 116 658 264.5 15/01 0.89 20/07 12.5 3.11 1 24
2164 150 876 196 11.12 269.1 04/02 1.20 28/07 289 4.11 1 65
1387 580 2.40 117.4 28/09 0.35 05/08 3.4 1.74 1.18
1961 1955
658 113 2.72 80.9 07/12 1.11 06/10 5.6 1 61 1.21
393 68 1.63 20.1 31/12 0.93 31/01 2.4 1.36 1.10
528 91 2.18 31.7 25/10 1.19 28/06 3.3 162 1.24
614 106 2.54 83.8 15/01 066 05/09 3.8 162 095
1045 180 4.32 133.5 04/02 1.20 12/05 101 170 1.29
1008 682 5.89 230.0 1179/7080.60 2139/505712.5 3.75 1.14
1000 99 716 105 6.18 107.7 09/11 1.13 21/07 13.1 392 1.32
844 84 596 87 5.15 47.1 31/03 1.49 13/12 10.1 347 1.91
1032 102 762 112 656 644 07/10 1 05 29/06 14.1 460 1.35
891 88 610 89 526 104.1 14/01 0.75 14/12 128 289 0.91
1328 132 912 134 7.87 166.7 04/02 1.08 03/08 18.7 439 1.30
1151 661 36.67 461.3 19/12 6.01 07/09 70.6 28.17 10.77
1966 1976
1363 118 740 112 41.03 1985 10/01 7.94 20/07 82.8 31.62 10.49
1011 88 563 85 31.25 125 4 31/12 12 04 14/12 52.2 27.00 15 08
1279 III 705 107 39.01 209.4 09/10 824 30/06 67.3 33.78 11.68
1250 109 628 95 34.82 358.5 16/01 7.66 14/12 723 22.61 836
1566 136 933 141 51.77 527.6 06/02 940 04/08 130.0 30.29 11.62
742 2.45 60 2 1 3/10 0.63 04/08 4.5 204 0.79
1982 1982
991 636 86 2.10 31.4 10/06 084 28/02 3.9 1.56 0.95
922 680 92 2.24 21.7 18/07 0.99 04/10 3.8 1.78 1.10
1063 735 99 2.42 20.3 09/10 -  0 84 08/08 4.7 1.78 0.90
719 380 51 1.25 17.6 28/02 0.40 14/12 1.9 104 062
1024 552 74 1.82 33.0 28/10 063 25/01 34 125 0.71
1005 643 9.00 236.5 117/70801.30 26/08 16.9 6.35 2.299
1976
888 88 $31 83 7.43 109.3 10/06 2.54 27/07 14.9 5.13 2.78
965 96 610 95 8.59 93.5 27/03 306 04/10 17.2 640 344
1089 108 692 108 967 82.5 19/10 2.65 08/08 19.9 681 3.09
642 64 289 45 405 70.1 12/05 1.70 20/09 5.8 342 1135
938 93 465 72 651 134.1 28/10 I.90 19/09 12.0 427 2.19
009002 Denton at Mulresk CA: 954.9 Imil
MA: NERPB Levet 25rn Local Number:
FAR: N B Ft .58 Sensitnnty: 6 6
Comment Cableway rated, natural control. water abstraction point immedotety
downstream. No vistble effect cn level records Floodclain flaws have been
measured at this site *Complex grate and older basic mtrusive with Daliadon
metamorplik. Sar*Old Red Sandstone_ Sane tigh moorland. minty pastaal and
amble.
009003 NM at Grange CA: 176.1 km2
MA NERPB Level: 92m Local Number: -
Elf .1: .54 Sensitrvity: 84FAR: N
Comment Velocity-area station with cableway. Problems with weed growth prior
to 1969. NERPB has operated the station since 1978. Sensibly natural regime.
• Compact, upland catchment. Mainty Moinian metamorphic, small amounts of
intrusive basic Some forestry, main/y pastoral aryl arable.
009004 Bogie at Redcraig CA: 179.0 km,
MA: NERPB Level: 120in Local Number:
FAR N B F.1: .71 Sensitivity:
Comment: Velcaty-area station with broken rubble weir control: stable. Cableway
rated. Gird lcm flcm calibraton. Gaugeboard read record foe downstream site.
1973.81. Natural regime, no abstractions. N Geology: Dalradan metamorphic but
large areas of Old Red Sandstone. Sane high moorland, pastoral and arable in
valleys.
009005 Allt Deveron at Cabrach CA: 670 km,
M.A: GRWD Level: 2B8m Local Number:
F A R: N B EL .50 Sensitivity: 4 4
Comment Compound broad-crested weir (no divide piers). Current meter rating
born 1984 (when NERPO took over the station frorn Grampians R.C.), earlier record
is of inconsistent quality - faulty recorder operation. Overspill onto right-bank
flcodplain during high flows. Natural regime (proposed abstraction by GRC never
materialised). *Rugged topography. Mostly moorland developed on complex
basement geology - principally metamorphics.
010002 Ugie at lnverugle CA: 325.0 km,
RA: NERPB Level. 9m Local Number:
FAR: N 13 F.1: 64 Sensitnity:
Comment: Cableway rated. Controlled by long and broken weir, unstable and
insensitive, Severe weedgrowth also, hence complicated history of rating changes.
Very minor export from headwater reservoir but sensibly natural regime. It Granites
and older basic intrusive surrounded by Dalradian metamorphic. A little moorland
but mostly lowland in character with arable agriculture and relatively high
population density.
010003 Ythan at Elton CA: 523 0 km,
VA: NEAPS Level: m Local Number:
FAR: 13.F1 .74 Sensitivity: 7.1
Comment: Velocity-area station, replacement for 101301. Some bypassing on left
bank during extreme flows. a A relatively low lying catchment developed on
impermeable metamorphic formatons. Land use is predominately agricultural.
011001 Don at Parkhill CA: 1273.0 km,
RA: NERPB Level: 32m Local Number:
F.A.R. N Sensitivity: 68
Comment: Lowest of the three gauging stations on the Don. Cableway rated with
natural control. Complex rating history. Weed growth is a problem during the
summer half -year_ Flow records for 1969-86 reprocessed in 1987; significant
revisions in the high and law Row range. Natural regime. 0 Mainly Dalradian
metamorphic with large amounts of basic intrusive and a small pocket of Old Red
Sandstone, High moorland, forestry, pastoral and arable in lower valleys.
011002 Don at Naughton C A: 787.0 km,
VA: NEAPS Level: 55rn Local Number:
FAR: N B F.I: .68 Sensitivity: 4.7
Comment: Cableway rated, natural control. Flow records from 1/07/69.
Contmuous recording since 1971. Transferred from Grampian R. C. in 1984. Levels
can be affected by ice. High flows 1969.83 reprocessed in 1986. Natural regime.
11Mainly Dalradian metarnorphic with large amounts of basic intrusive and a small
pocket of Old Red Sandstone. High moorland, forestry, pastoral and arabe in tower
valleys.
011003 Don at Bridge of Alford CA: 4990 kr9
M.A: NERPB Level: 133m Local Number:
FAR: N 8.F.1: .68 Sensitivity: 60
Comment: Most upstream station on the Con. Cableway rated. Stable natural
control with Mw changes in rating since flow records began in 1973. Natural
regime. 0 Mainly Datradian metamorphic, some older basic intrusive and a small
pocket of Old Red Sandstone. High moorland, forestry. hill grazing and some
arable in the valley bottom.
012001 Dee at Woodend C.A: 1370 0 km,
M A: NERPB Level: 71m Local Number:
F.A R: N B.F.1: .54 Sensitivity: 5.1
Comment: Cableway rated. fairly stable natural control. Present station, built in
1972. replaced earlier station (flow records from 1929, chart records from 1934) on
same reach (Cairnton: c/m measurements al Wcodend) - established by Capt.
McClean. Earlier staff gauge record dates /rom 1911. No regulation, little natural
storage, minor abstractions. a Dalradan and MoiRan metamorphic along most of
the valley, flanked by igneous intrusive. Mountain, moorland, forestry, pastoral and
some arable in the valley bottom.
012002 Dee at Park CA: 1844.0 km,
M A: NERPO Level: 23m Local Number:
F.A R: PN B.F1: .54 Sensitivity: 5.5
Comment: Cableway rated, unstable natural control causing frequent changes in
rating. Abstraction for public supply of approximately 0.7 m,s-, between Woodend
(12001) and Park (accounts for almost 10% of 095 flow). tl Dafradian and Moinian
metamorphic along most of the valley, flanked by igneous intrusive. Mountain,
moorland, forestry, pastoral and some arable in the valley bottom,
NORTH EAST AND TAY RIVER PURIFICATION BOARD AREAS
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012004 Girnock Burn at Littlemill CA: 30.3 km2
M A: SOAFD Level: 245m Local Number:
.FAR: N ' B F1: .40 Sensitivity:
Comment: Rated  by  wading, natural control. Station operated by Scottish Once
Enwronrnent Department and looked after by local staff with fishery research
interests. # High moorland, pastoral. Dalradian and older basic intrusive rocks.
012003 Dee at Polhollick CA: 6410.0 km,
M A: NERPB Level: 217m Local Number:
F.A R: N 0.4.1: .51 Sensitivity: 7.3
Comment: Velocity-area station, cableway rated with natural control. Natural flow
regime, 4 Dalradian and Moinian metamorphic with basic intrusions. Mountain,
moorland and pastoral.
012005 Muick at Invennuick CA: 110 0 km,
MA: NERPE1 Level: 20Im Local Number:
FAR: N B.F.I: .63 Sensitivity: 90
Comment: Cableway rated, natural control. Problems with silting in the well (until
1980) and, in cold winters, with ice. Natural regime - no abstractions. # Dalradian
intrusive basic. Pastoral and mountain moorland.
012006 Gairn at Invergairn CA: 150.0 km,
MA: NERPR Level: 2I8m Local Number:
F.A R: N BPI .55 Sensitivity: 8.9
Comment: Velocitrarea station with cableway, natural control includes rubble
from early gabion construction (broken up by spate of Nov. 19781. Good site for low
now measurement. Sensibly natural regime. Catchment rainfall may be
underestimated. 11 Some Dalradian metamorphic, mainly granite intrusive Pastoral
and mountain mdorland.
012007  Deeat MarLodge CA: 289.0 krn,
MA NERPB Level: m Local Number:
FAR:  N  B.F.1: .47 Sensitivity: 12.5
Comment: Highest gauging itation on the Dee. Cableway rated, unstable natural
control. Catchment rainfall totals may be significantly underestimated.  II  Dalradan
and Moinian metamorphic and granite mountains. Mountain. moorland, some
forestry.
012008  Feughat Haugh Head CA: 229.0 km2
MA: NERPB Level: m Local Number:
F.A R: PN B.F.I: .48 Sensitivity:
Comment: Velociltarea station with cableway. Good site for low flonv
measurement. Abstraction (at Charr, PWS for Stonehaven) accounts for <5% of
095 flow.  a  Rugged topography,. mostly moorland and upland pasture (some
afforestation in Glen Dye) de feloped largely on granites and metamorphics.
.....
013001 Bervie at Inverbervie CA: 123 0 km,
MA: NERPB Level: 70m Local Number,
FAR: N BEL .56 ' Sensitivily:
Comment: Cableway rated. De.stabilised artificial control replaced by gabions in
1989. Extreme floods bypass the station (via the right bank floodplain). Natural flow
regime. # Arable in valley, pastoral on hills and some forestry. Geology. Old Red
Sandstone. -
013002 Luther Water at Luther Bridge CA: 138.0 km,
MA: TRP13 Level: rn Local Number: 36
F.A R: N B Ft .59 Sensitivity: 130
Comment: Velccitrarea station with cableway. 10m wide. Situation not ideal due
to bend upstream and island downstream, but slage-discharge relation is regutarly
reviewed using routine gaugings. Stable bedrock control at low flows. # Upper
third of catchment is fairly steep (Grampian Mountains), the rest has moderate
slopes. Lower 80% is on Old Red Sandstone, the rest is metamorphic. Land use -
forest and rough grazing at higher levels; arable and cattle elsewhere.
013004 Prosen Water at Proeen Bridge CA: 104.0 km,
MA: TRPB Level: m Local Number 37
F.A R: N B.F.!: .61 Sensitivity: 13.1
Comment Velocity.area station with cableway. 16n, wide. Fairly stable rock and
boulder control. Usually has significant spring snowmelt. 0 Metamorphic, Mostly
rough grazing with about 20% forest cover.
013005 Lunen Water at Kirkton Mill CA: 124.0 km,
MA: TRPB Level: m Local Number: 39
13FL .52FAR: I Sensitivity: 12.9
Comment:Velocity-area station with cableway. 6rn wide. Control at low and
medium flows is unstable gravel bed. 4 A moderately sloping catchment typically
rising to 250m, divided in almost equal proportions between Old Red Sandstone
and igneous rocks. Land use - pasture and arable. .
76-85 1434 1049 22.96 380.0 17/10 2.10 01/09 49.3 16.03 4.37
1982 1953
1986 1472 103 1153 110 25 22 216 8 22/03 4.16 17/10 57.1 15 29 4.92
1987 1087 76 900 86 19 69 194.4 18/10 701 13/12 34.4 14.72 833
1988 1366 95 1150 110 25.10 290.2 26/10 4.75 30/08 44.3 20.47 857
1989 1149 80 842 80 18 43 249.1 06/03 2.41 15/12 37.2 13 40 345
1990 1333 93 1142 109 24.98 469.2 04/02 4.35 04/09 53.7 15.85 536
69.85 1196 521 0.50 22.9 11/01 1.0 0.29 0.04
1986 1133 95 633 121 0 61 22.3 0919;1 004 26/07 1.5 0.30 0.07
1987 903 76 484 93 046 17.2 18/07 007 14/08 0.9 029 0.09
1988 1133 95 674 129 065 31.8 25/10 004 28/06 1.4 037 008
1989 830 69
1990 1023 86
76-85 1446 1075 3.75 470.6 02/10 0.29 03/12 7.4 2.49 0.60
1981 1977
1986 1436 99 1103 103 3.85 43.9 07/12 0.42 20/10 9.3 2.40 061
1987 1126 78 834 78 2.91 47.1 18/10 085 11/08 5.1 2.14 1.04
1988 1362 94 1114 104 387 034 25/10 065 30/06 6.8 3.12 1.15
1989 1039 72 722 67 252 40.7 24/12 034 04/013 4.8 2.00 0.46
1990 1257 87 927 86 323 62.3 04/02 045 14/08 6.6 2.00 0.59
75-85 1089 907 4.31 95.1 02/10 0.45 04/08 8.7 3.09 0.78
1981 1982
1986 984 90 760 84 362 366 14/01 081 17/10 7.5 2.45 087
1987 835 77 686 76 326 25.3 01/03 1.18 04/10 6.0 2.47 1 38
1988 1066 98 884 97 4.19 31.7 25/10 086 30/06 7.9 333 141
1989 721 66 492 54 2.34 36.6 05/03 058 15/12 4.6 1.76 0.73
1990 966 89 701 77 3.33 58.2 28/10 0133 14/08 62 2.52 095
82-85 1518 1411 12.93 213.7 03/12 0.67 27/08 27.0 8.54 1.60
1985 1984
1986 1646 108 1454 103 13.33 143 5 09/11 2.02 21/07 30.6 864 2.49
1987 1204 79 1118 79 10 24 102 3 18/10 1.87 13/12 19.9 7.41 3.57
1988 1507. 99 1428 101 1305 193 4 25/10 1.55 29/06 24.2 10.36 3.93
1989 1344 89 1113 79 10 20 74 4d 06/03 069 15/12 20.6 7.69 1.72
1990 1477 97 1525 1013 13.98 307.8 04/02 2.42 03/08 27.6 9.12 3.36
8585 271 5 30/11 1.90 17/05
1985 1985
1986 1110 719 522 899 17/05 0.83 23/10 11.9 344 0.93
1987 1030 760 5.52 57 3d 18/10 1.48 04/10 10.3 387 184
1988 1262 933 6.76 164.7 25/10 0.81 30/06 13.0 4 21 1.15
1989 826 388 282 776 12/05 0.73 18/08 5.7 1.79 0.76
1990 998 537 390 90.1 28/10 0.69 22/09 8.5 2.24 0.80
79-85 967 623 2.43 61.0 1139/8120.24 3119/80835.0 1.49 0.33
1986 855 88 444 71 1.73 316 30/12 037 23/10 3.4 1.34 0.39
1987 880 91 532 85 2.08 236 10/04 062 18/09 3.9 1.52 0.68
1988 993 103 612 98 2.38 42.2 25/01 057 30/06 44 1.54 0.65
1989 642 66 225 36 0.88 25.9 16/12 026 09/10 1.5 0.71 0.28
1990 761 79 301 48 1.17 25.3 25/01 027 22/09 24 0.76 0.30
82-85 1119 645 282 72.4 01/12 0.27 08/08 56 1.84 038
19135 1982
1986 843 75 447 69 1.96 23.3 30/12 042 23/10 3.9 1.52 0.45
1987 932 81 487 76 2.13 23.4 21/10 0.72 04/10 3.7 1.64 080
1988 1031 92 572 89 2.50 40.0 19/10 0.54 29/06 4.3 1.82 067
1989 651 58 237 37 1.04 23.2 16/12 032 12/08 1.9 086 0.35
1990 759 68 301 47 1.32 16.4 25/01 0.34 14/08 2.7 0.98 0.36
8585 1278 1029 3.39 56.6 219/08 1 01 22/05 6.9 2.54 1 2085
1985
1986 1261 99 944 92 3.11 17.8d 07/12 059 17/10 66 229 065
1987 1150 90 8139 79 2.66 21.3d 21/10 088 04/06 4.1 2.19 1.03
1988 1412 110 1139 I 11 3.74 87.1 25/10 069 29/06 63 3.00 086
1989 1038 81 1398 68 2.30 24.2 06/03 0.46 24/07 46 1.73 0.52
1990 1205 94 815 79 2.69 36.2 30/06 0.56 17/09 60 1.62 0.63
81-85 1025 501 1.97 ,  32.4 26/09 0.13 31/09 46 1.14 0.19
1984
1986 727 71 361 72 1.42 -.21.2, 30/12 0.23 23/10 30 0.93 0.24
1987 791' 77 412 82 1.62 'D..19 6 -.21/10 0.29 18/09 3.1 1.07 0.33
1988 895 87 504 101 0.28 30/06 39 1.29 0.39
1989 543 53 158 32 0.62' "II 8 16/12 0.11 05/08 14 0.41 0.14
1990 671 65 237 47 0.93 184 25/01 0.14 13/08 22 0.50 0.16
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013007 North Esk at Logie 1461 CA: 730.0 krts7
M A: TRFB Level: 1 Im Local Number: 48
F.A.R: SR1 B.FI: _53 . Senotraty: 100
Comment Compound Cnimp proMe Matglass weir. width 41m. Cableway
current meter calibration used. Daly flows (based on single stage readings) Iran
1/76 to 4/83 derived I orn two nearby Mon_ Usually has sigrelicant spring
srOvemelt. Minor abstractions fix PWS and irrigation. Naturaksed manthly flows
avertable 1976-87. • Drains SE flank of Grampians. SteePly sloraog apart eon, lower
30% which is mostly Old Red Sandstone, rest is igneous and metamorphic. Rough
grazing an open =Wand; cattle and arable al lower levels.
013008 South OM at Brechin C A: 4900 km,
M A: TRPB Level: 18m Local Number: 47
F.A R: 1 B.F.1: 58 Sensitivity: 9 4
Comment Velocity-area station witn cableway. 2Orn wee.  High flows can cut off
access to the cableway. Sunvner flows can be affected  by  agricultural
abstractions. Supersedes 13003, Stanncchy Bodge (1979-82), 3km u/s tJsually
has significant spring snowmen. 0 A long narrow catchment draining the SE flank
of the Grampians. The upper 2/3 are steeply sloping. land use is a roia ol rough
grazing on open moorland, forestry and, at lower levels, arable. The lower halt lies
on Old Red Sandstone, the rest is metamorphic
013009 West Water et Dalhousie Bridge C A: 127.2 krn,
MA: TAPS Levet m Local  Number:50
FAR:  N
 B.F 1: 56 Sensitivity: 12.3
Comment Velocity-area station with cableway, alrn wide. Unstable gravel control
which until 1990 was affected by abstraction of gravel by fanners. Flows are
natural. Significant spring snowmen is common. t* No forestry. Rough grazng.
Uplands are peaty and flat. Valley sides are sleep.
014001 Eden at Kemback C A: 3074 km7
MA: TRPB Level: 6m Local Number
FA Ft SGEI Sensitivity: 84
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. 15m wide. Abstractions for
irrigation; groundwater abstractions and effluent returns. Summer weed growth
necessitates frequent revisions to the stage-discharge relation. 4 A gently sloping
basin lying between the Tay and Forth estuaries. Land use is mainly arable. Very
mixed geology: Old Red Sandstone along the central valley; igneous to the north:
some igneous plus Carboniferous Limestone and Sandstone to the south.
014002 flighty Water at Balmossie Mill C.A: 126 9 km2
M Al TRPB Level: 16m Local Number:
F.A R: SI B FI: .59 Sensitivity: 133
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. 8m wide. Summer weed growth
necessitates frequent revisions to the stage-discharge relation. Very flashy.
if Gently sloping catchment except for the far north and west edges which drain
the south flank of the Sidlaw Hills (up to 450m). The lower 10% is urban (Dundee),
the rest mainly arable. The geology is predominantly Devonian Sandstone.
014005 Motray Water at St Michaels C.A: 52.0 km,
MA: TRPB Level: m Local Number: 3
F.A.R: I B.F.L .55 Sensitivity:
Comment Velocity-area station 4m wide. No cableway; gauged from bridge.
Controls: kerbstones at low flow, channel al medium flow, bridge at high flow.
Abstractions for irrigation. Also abstractions and discharges from sand and gravel
workings though these have little net effect on daily means. SP Geology is Old Red
Sandstone and ignecus. Low undulating hills to about 250m. Arable and rough
grazing.
014006 Monikie Burn at Panbride C A: 160 km,
MA: TRPB Level: m Local Number:
F.A.R: SI B FI: .44 Sensitivity:
Comment: Velocity.area station, 2.5m wide. Gauged by wading to bankfull (about
1m). Railway sleepers form the low llow conlrol. There are problems with weed
growth. Small recreational reservoirs (formerly for PWS) affect flow when being
cleaned out. Agricultural abstractions can reduce now to zero. f* Low undulating
catchment on Old Red Sandstone. Mainly used for arable farming.
014007 Craigmill Burn at Craigmill C A: 290 km,
MA: TAPE, Level: m Local Number:
F.A.R: SI B F  1. .45 Sensitivity:
Comment: Velocity-area station. 5m wide. No cableway. Calibrated to 0.7m
(medium flow). Unstable silt and gravel control. Fairly slow flows. Weed growth is a
problem. Abstractions for irrigation. Recreational reservoirs (formerly PWS) affect
flows when being cleaned out. *0 Low undulating catchment on Old Red
Sandstone. Mainly used for arable farming.
015003 Tay at Gaped:. C.A: 3211.0 km,
ocMA: TRPB Level: 36m ' Lal Number:
F.A.R: SH B.F.I: .64 Sensitivity: 33
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. 95m wide. 62% of catchment
controlled for HEP: developed trom 1930s to 1957. Substantial surface storage. Net
water import. Twice daily stage readings from 7/37, continuous from 10/51.
Monthly naturalised data available from 1973 to 87. Estimated flood flow for
17/2/50 (1503 m1/2-1) is to be revised. //Most of catchment steep: mountains and
moorland. Mainly rough grazing and forestry. Geology: mostly metamorphics and
granites. Numerous lochs, largest are Ericht. Rannoch, Tommel and Tay.
015006 Tay at Ballathie CA: 4587.1 km2
MA: TAPS Level: 26rn Local Number:
F.A.R: SF1H B.F.!: 96 Sensithnty: 1.8
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. 90m wide, The most d/s station
on the Tay. records highest mean flow in UK. Since end of 1957, 1980 sg. km (43%)
controlled for HEP: there was some control prior to this. 73 sqkm controlled for
water supply.  4  Catchment is mostly steep, comprising mountains and moorland;
exceptions are lower valleys. Mainly rough grazing and forestry. Geology:mainly
metamorphics and granite, but lower 20% (Isla volley) is OldRed Sandstone.
015007 Tay at Pitnacree C.A:1149 4 km,
MA: TRPB Level: 61m Local Number:
F.A.R: H art .64 Sensitivity: 4.4
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. 70m wide, Unstatge gravel bed.
293 sq. km (25% of catchment) controlled for HEP.) Naturalised monthly flows
available from 1973 to 1987. *Most of the catchment is steep, comprising
mountains and moorland. Land use is mainly rough grazing and forestry. Geology
is  almost entirely metamorphic.
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015008 Dean Water at Cookston C A: 177 1 km2 68-85 856 465
MA, TRPB Level: 45m Local Number:
F.A R: El en .58 Sensitivity: 11.8 1986 755 88 432 93
Comment: Velocityarea station with cableway. 10m wide. Weed growth u.s 1987 842 98 468 101
problem. The town of Forfar discharges treated effluent into Forfar Loch in the 1988 962 112 575 124
upper catchment; this is an import trom the Isla. Naturatised monthly flows 1989 573 67 261 56
available 1973-87 4 Gently sloping catchment except for the south which drains 1990 715  84  324 70
the north flank of the Sidlaw Hills (350m). Land use is mainly arable. Predominantly
rural, but urbanised (Forfar) around the head of the main channel. Geology is nearly
all Old Red Sandstone.
015010 Isla at Wester Cardean CA: 366 5 km, 72-85  1109  668
Mk TRPB Level, 36m Local Number:
FAR: PI 5.1.1: 54 Sensitivity: 8.2 1986 1123 101 657 98
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. 25m wide. Upgraded to full 1987 1035 93 537 80
network status in 1984, Significantly influenced by impounding reservoir system of 1988 1307 118 809 121
the Loch of Lintrathen and Blackwater Res. Naturalised monthly flows available 1989 900 85 461 69
from 1973 to 87. 4 Catchment lies on S edge of Grampians (> 1000m) and is 1990 1109 100 560 84
mainly steeply sloping. Land use is rough grazing and forestry in uplands, cattle
and arable in lowlands. Southern 35% is sandstone, rest is metamorphic and
igneous.
015011 Lyon at Comrle Bridge C.A: 391.1 km2 58-85  1939  937
M.A: TRPB Level: 92m Local Number:
FAR: H B.F.I: .46 Sensitivity: 54 1986 2463 127 1100 117
Comment: Velocity-area station with Cableway. Originally hydro-board station, 1987 1591 82 765 82
upgraded from pressure recorder tO full network status in 1983. 40m wide. Banks 1988 2155 111 1070 114
3 2m high contain a/I flows. Trees on banks hinder flood gauging. 170 sq. km 1989 2296 118 1130 121
controlled /or HEP with storage in Lochs Lyon. An Daimh and Stionuich. Daily read 1990 2737 141 1513 161
ramp 6/37 to 9/72. Naturalised monthly flows available from 1973 to 87. a Steeply
sloping catchment (Grampian mountains). Land use - rough grazing and forestry.
Geology is metamorphic (schist. quartzite and marble).
015012 Tune! at Port-mom:11g C.A: 1649.0 km, 73-85  1513  1349-
1311: 63
MA: TRPB Level: 75m Local Number:
FAR: H Sensitivity: 2.9 1986 1798 119 1541 114
Comment: Velocity-area station below Faskally Dam 65m wide. Cableway 1987 1259 83 1098 81
removed 1983: can use bridge but piers cause problems. Moved in 1978 from 1988 1678 111 1506 112
15804 Ballmluig (1720 km2) 8km d/s, old site unstable. Entire catchrnent controlled 1989 1674 I 1 1 1474 109
for HEP; major storage in Lochs Ericht, Rannoch and Tummel. plus Loch Faskally 1990 1949 129 1713 127
behind the dam. Naturalised monthly flows from 1973 to 87. To be moved 7013m d/s
in 1993. a Most of catchment is steeply sloping (Grampians, >1000m). Land use:
mainly rough grazing and forestry. Geology is metamorphic.
015013 Almond at Almondbank C.A: 174.8 km2 55-85  1425  939
MA: TRPB Level: 20m Local Number:
EAR: PH - EEL .45 Sensitivity: 10.9 1986 1677 118 1010 108
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. 15m wide. Daily read gaugeboard 1987 1264 89 775 83
from 1/55 to 1/73. Very flashy. Lowest Tay tributary above tidal limit. 30 sq. km 1988 1679 118 1093 116
controlled for HEP. Minor abstraction f rom Fendoch Burn for water supply. 1989 1421 100 889 95
Naturalised monthly Bows available from 1973.4  Long narrow catchment draining 1990 1649 116 1053 112
Glen Almond in SE of Grampians (>900m). Upper 2/3 is steecry sloping. Rough
grazing in upper parts, some cattle in the lower. 2/3 is metamorphic; rest is
sandstone.
015014 Ardle at Kindrogan CA: 103.0 km, 85-85 1036
MA: TRPB Level: m Local Number: 29
FAR: N GIL: .43 Sensitivity: 1986 1381 1032 100
Comment: Velocity.area station. 14m wide. Gauged from bridge: cableway 1987 1082 792 76
planned Boulder and gravel control. Natural flows, a Mountainous catchment on 1988 1443 1060 102
metamorphic rock with some limestone outcrops. Steep slopes. Mainly rough 1989 1155 805 78
grazing Increasing forestry (10% of catchment in 19921. 1990 1436 1060 102
015015 Almond at Newton Bridge C.A: 84.0 krne
M A: TRPB Level: m Local Number: 22
F.A R: I B F.I: 43 Sensitivity: 12.3 1986 1973 1345
Comment: Ve)ocity-area station withcableway. 15m wide. Stable control of gravel 1987 1399 892
and small stones. 30 sq. km controlled for HEP otherwise natural regime - very 1988 1875 1248
flashy. ll Steep mountainous catchment on metamorphic rock. Rough grazing with 1989 I 6E0  1098
hardly any forestry. 1990 1958 1479
015016 Tay at Kenmore C.A: 600.9 km2 74-85  2104  2374
M.A: TRPB Level: 100m Local Number:
F.A R: H B.F.I: .65 Sensitivity: 64 1986 2681 127 2810 118
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. 60m wide; no control on main 1987 1718 82 1904 80
channel. 120 sq. km controlled for HEP. Water imported from Lyon catchment - 1988 2354 112 2780 117
evident in water balance. Strong winds over Loch Tay (2km u/s) can affect flows. 1989 2398 114 2700 114
Daily gaugeboard readings 1959-74. Naturalised monthly flows available 1974.87. 1990 2930 139 3025 127
a The catchment is in the Grampians and is steeply sloping except for the valley
bottom. Almost all metamorphic. Land use is rough grazing.
015021 Lunen Burn at Mill Bank C.A: 940 km2
MA: TIRP13 Level: m Local Number: 19
FAR: IN B F1: 68 Sensitivity: 14.0 1986 910 45
Comment: Velocity.area station. 7.5rn wide. No cableway. Stable cobbled bed 1987 859
control (old ford) under a bridge: bridge is high flow control. Not gauged at very 1988 1121 662
high flows. Minor abstractions lor irrigation. II Undulating hilly catchment to atout 1989 741 327
400m. Mixed arable farming and rough grazing with some natural woodlands. Five 1990 952 ass
small natural lochs in the catchment.
...
015023 Breen et Hermitage-C. • t CA:- 210.0 km2 83-85  1667  1112
M.A: TRPB Level: m Local Number 46
FAR: N 8at: .46 Sensitivity: 1986 1750 105 1109 100
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. 30m wide. The low flow control, a 1987 1235 74 920 74
derelict stone weir, is sometimes altered by chtldren. Supersedes 15017, Ballinloan 1988 1652 99 1249 112
5km u/s (197 sq. km). Flows are natural. 4 Catchment is in the Grampians (> 1989 1408 84 941 85
800m), and has sleep or moderate slopes Mainly open moorland with rough 1990 1631 98 1106 99
grazing: forestry is being developed (25% in 1992). Geology is metamorphic with
glacial Drill in lower catchment.
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015024 Dochert et Kan CA: 239.0 km,
MA: IFIP13 Level: rn Loon/ Manger; 40
FAR: I 8E1: .26 Sensitivity:
Conunent Veloaty-area station with cableway. 35m wide_ Stable bedrock
control; sharp fall in bed level d/s of station. cuhninatmg in the Dochart Falls. Sortie
exports to the Loch Lyon system for HER • A mountairous. mainly steeply sloping
catchmentLand use is mainly rough grazing on open moorland with some forestry
at  the  head of Ole catchment ani alcng the valley bottom. Geology is
piedoc*iantty metamceproc. Adjacent to the IFI experimental BalquIvider
catchments.
015025 Eriota et Creighall CA 432.0 km,
MA: TRPB Level: rn Local Number: 49
FAR:  N  B.F.I: .51 Sensitivity: 9.1
Comment Veolaty-area station with cableway. 46n, wide. Stable bedrock
control. Flows are natural *Mountainous steepty sloping catchment on
metamorphic rock. usedmany lo rough grazing with a srnal amount ol forestry.
015027 Garry Bum at Loalunill CA: 200 km,
M A: TRI,E3 Level: m Local Number:
FA R: I B F.I: 49 Sensitivity:
Comment Velocity-area station. am wide. No Cableway: high flows gauged from
bridge. Low flow control formed from sleepers in a flat vee onnfiguration bridge is
high flow control. Fully gauged. Significant abstractions for irrigation.* Moderately
sloping catchment rising to 400m. Geology is metamorphic and Old Red
Sandstone. Land is used for mixed Miming.
015028 Ordie Burn at Luncarly C.A: 540 km,
MA- TRPB Level: m Local Number:
F.A R: 1 B.F.!: 48 Sensitivity:
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. 7m wide. Fully rated. Old mill weir
1.5m high pmvides a stable control at an flows; the weir of I take has been closed
off.  11 Moderately sloping Catchment rising to 400m. Geology is metamorphic and
Old Red Sandstone. Land is used tor mixed farming.
016001 Earn et Kinkel] Bridge CA: 590.5 km,
MA: TRPB Level: 15m Local Number:
F.A.R: PH 13F1 .50 Sensitivity: 7.6.
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. 35m wide. An allowance is made
for any high flow which bypass gauged section. Weed growth can be a problem.
189 sq. km congaed  lor  HEP. Loch Turret used for public water supply. Monthly
naturalised flows availabie from 1963 to 87. a Drains the southern Grampians.
Steep slopes plus extensive flatter areas in the lower parts. Mixed agricultural use
in the east: forestry and rough grazing in the west. Metamorphic in the west:
sandstone elsewhere with Drif 1 in the valley. Roughly 50% pervious
016003 Ruchill Water et Cultybraggan CA: 99.5 km,
MA: TRPB Level 62m Local Number:
F.A R: N B F.I: .30 Sensitivity: 152
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway, 20m wide. Flashiness and
remoteness hinder flood gauging. Flows  are  natural. # A mountainous catchment
with steep slopes. Land is used mainly Mr rough grazing and army ranges. Thick
Peal on the flatter hill tops. Main channel fellows a major geological fault:
sandstone to its south, metamorphic to its north 140/60 SOO.
016004 Earn et Forteviot Bridge C A: 782.2 km,
MA: TRPB Level: Bin Local Number:
FAR: PH 8F1 .53 Sensitivity: 6.1 -
Comment: Velocity-area station. 50m wide. Rebuilt wIth cableway in 1991. Bridge
forms control. Cableway too close to bridge. Big floods bypass station. 189 sq. km
controlled tor HEP. Loch Turret used for PWS. Station used to regulate d/s
abstractions. Naturalised monthly flows available from 1975 to 1987.  a  Drains
southern Grampians. Steep slopes plus extense flatter areas in lower catchment.
Mixed agricultural use in lowland east: forestry and rough grazing in west.
Metamorphic in western 45%: sandstone in east: much Drift in the valley.
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Summary of  Archived  Data - I
Gauged daily flows, monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
HYDROLOGICAL  DATA: 1986-90
Stn.
number
Gauged daily flows,
monthly peaks and rainfall
Stn.
number
Gauged daily flows,
monthly peaks and rainfall
Stn.
number
Gauged daily flows,
monthly peaks and rainfall
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Naturalised daily and monthly flows
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Gauged daily flows, monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
KEY:
Complete day and complete peaks
Compiete day and partial peaks
Complete daily and no peaks
Partial clay and complete peaks
Partial daiy and partial peaks
Partial clay and no Peaks
No flow data
Complete Pcomplete
rain? all missing rainta
A a
up-to-dateSummaries of Archived Data are available on request frOM the National Water Archive Office.
Naturalised daily and monthly flows
KEY:
Complete daily and complete none*
Partial daily and complete monthly
Partial daily and partial monthly
Partial daily and no monthly
No daily and complete monthly
No daily and partia/ monthly
No naturalised flow data
A
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Hydrometric Statistics
017001 Carron at Headswood aA: 122.3 km,
M A. FRPB Level: 17rn Local Number:
FAR: SE B.F.!: .36 Sensitivity: 22.5
Comment: Flat V weir installed in October 1988. Previously velocity-area station:
instability in rating caused by d/s deposition. The reach is an artificial meander
cutoff. Straight, uniform channel (concrete walls) lined with gations; banks are
steep to 2.5m.Catchment contains Carron Valley Res. - export of water. 0 The
upper part of the catchment drains part of the Campsie Fells. Geology - composed
of igneous rocks in headwaters and Carboniferous rocks in the valley.
017002 Leven at Leven CA: 424 0 km,
MA: FRPB Level: 4m Local Number:
FAR: SREI BPI: .67 Sensitivity: 8.3
Comment: River section in a straight reach with artifically heightened and
steeped banks The control was formerly a gravel bar but this has now been
stabilised with gabions - to form an irregular broad-crested weir. Possible
movement in control - evident at low flows There are a number of small storage
reservoirs in the catchment plus Loch Leven whose outflow is controlled by sluice
gates. 4 Geology - predominantly Carboniferous rocks. Land use - lowland arable
farming.
017003 Bonny Water at Bonnybriclge CA: 50.5 km,
MA: FRPB Level: 23m Local Number:
FAR: El B F.I: .45 Sensitivity.
Comment: Open river section with rock bar low /low control. Possible shift in
control. Flcodplain at 2.1rn on left bank. Severe congestion by aquatic weeds in
summer neccesitates large correction to recorded stage. Low flows aftected by
effluent discharge. 0 Catchment composed of Carboniferous rocks with igneous
intrusions. Land use- predominantly rural with urban development at Cumbemauld
in the headwaters.
017004 Ore at Balfour Mains CA: 162.0 km,
MA: FRPB Level: 23m Local Number:
F.A R: El B.F.!: .56 Sensitivity:
Comment: Open river section with stable rock bar low flow control, has shown
instability at right bank. A railway embankment forms the right bank, whilst the left
bank is steep to the floodplain at I.6m. Low flows moderately affected by pumping
from collieries. 0 The catchment is in Me coal mining area of west Fife and is
composed of Carboniferous rocks. Land use - arable farming.
017005 Avon at Polmonthill CA: 195.3 krn2
MA: FRPB Level: 4m Local Number:
FAR: El BSI .41 Sensitivity:
Comment; Velocity-area station; the river takes a sharp let I turn upstream at a site
of river capture Unstable gravelcontrol replaced by gabion weir in 1990. There is a
small island in mid-channel immediately below the station which forms the high
flow control. The banks have contained all recorded flows Low flows are
moderalely affected by effluent discharges. Extensive moorland drainage
schemes in headwaters. 0 Geology - Carboniferous sedimentaries. The catchment
is predominantly rural with a few small former coal-mining towns.
017008 South Oueich at Kinross CA: 33.7 km2
MA: FRPB Level: m Local Number:
FAR: N BSI .47 Sensitivity:
Comment: Velocity-area station with stable control. Upstream of road bridge. All
recorded flows contained. Not rated at high floW (typical high flows probably
accurate to within 20%). Natural flows (apart from ellect of agricultural drainage);
previously contained sand and gravel workings though these had a minor
influence. 0 Rural catchment.
017012 Red Burn at Castlecary CA: 22.0 krn2
MA: FRPB Level: 46m Local Number:
F.AR: E B F.I: .36 Sensitivity:
Comment: Velocity-area stalion. Low flow control is a gravel bar 20m d/s. Large
boulders probably form high flow control.,The section will probably contain all
flows. At 95 percentile flow STW discharges account for half of the flow. a A gently
sloping catchment rising to 185rn. Geology is entirely Carboniferous with much
boulder clay cover. Land use is mixed agriculture except for the 16% covered by
Cumbernauld New Town. There are two small lochs in the southern headwaters.
017015 North Oueich et Lathro CA: 23.1 km,
MA: FRPB Level: m Local Number: 61
FAR: N BPI .46 Sensitivity:
Comment: Velocity -area station. Fairly stable control dominated by sharp tend
d/s of station, not gauged accurate), at high haws. Installed to assess inflows to
Loch Leven. Flows are natural. N A mainly arable catchment with some sheep
farming on the higher ground.
017016 Lochty Burn at Whinnyhall GA: 240 km,
MA: FRPB Level: m Local Number: 54
FAR: GI . B.F.1: .60 Sensitivity:
Comment: Concrete Flat V weir situated under a bridge which will contain all
flews. Until 1991 the control was a gabion weir 5m d/s of the bridge. The site is
immedialely 0/s of the large Westfield opencast coal mine; this has a significant
influence on flows. particularly as a result of groundwater issuing from breached
faults.
018001 Allan Water at Kinbuck . CA: 161.0 km,
MA: FRPB Level: 93m Local Number:
FAR: N B.F.I: .45 Sensitivity: 7.1
Comment: Velocity -area station: stage recorder is sited 40m upstream of a twin-
arch bridge which acts as a control at all stages. Gabions were installed in 1980
beneath one arch to slabilise the control. The section has steep banks which
contain all floods. The rating is stable and well defined throughout the lull range.
Flows are broadly natural. Level of control protected by Scottish Development
Department - now SOE. 0 The river flows through a broad flat valley. Lateral
tributaries drain steep hillsides. GeOlogy - predominantly Old Red Sandstone.
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018002 Devon at GlenocCill CA: 1810  km7
MA: FRPB Level: 6m Local Number:
L .55 SensitMty: 43FA R: SI BE
Comment This naarral seam has steep banks and a good stade flood Wang.
The low now conuol is a gravel bar under arcedbridge 1013m downstream. Severe
weed growth in sootier and very Icnv volcanos make low now rreasurement
difficult. The RAFT rising air.tubble technique has been used unsuccessfuly.Low
flows ate moderated by Casten/ Reservar al the headwaters. convnissioned on
1977. Rner level protected by SDD  (flaw  SOE). • Headwaters are steep art
composed of extrusive ignean rocks: Me lower valley is Woad and very flat.
018003 Telth at Bridge of Teith CA: 5200 lun2
MA: FRPB Level: 15m Local Number.
F.A R: SPI El F.1: 43 SensitMty: 6$
Cornrnent A wee sited staban on a straight, natural nver section which is Mm
wide. On 6/6/56 the recader was moved downstream to its current position. No
rating is available for the earlier peed Itom 7/4/40. The banks are steep to 3m and
have contamed an recorded floods. Six large lochs in the catchment - some of
which supply water to Glasgow. There are abstractions tor industry in Dome.
Regulation for HEP affects hourly bet not deny flows. *Complex geology -
predominantly metamorphic rocks. The Teith drains from the Trossachs.
018005 Altan Water at Bridge ot Allan CA: 210.0 km2
Mk FR% Level, Ilm NuLccal mber:
FAR: 1 BF], .47 Sensitwity: 8.7
Comment Velocity-area station; the recorder is sited in a natural reach with a
vertical stone wall on the right bank. The lef t bank is steep to 2 6m. The next rating
is stable but large boulders make current metering a problem at low flows. The site
is within a caravan park so the low flow control e susceptible to rearrangmant by
children. Station useful for obtaining flood data, as flooding frequently occurs in the
town ol Bridge ol Allan. 00The Anan Water has a broad flat valley with steep lateral
tributaries. Geology predominantly Old Red Sandstone.
018007 Devon at Fossoway Bridge aA: 69.5 km2
MA: FRPB Level: 1Wm Local Number:
FAR: SR B F.I: .50 Sensitivity: 3.9
Comment: Velocity-area station downstream of Castlehill reservoir. A poor site
with an insensitive and unstable broad gravel control and banks which did not
contain all flows: it was closed in 1990 and replaced by a new station immediately
below the reservoir. There are several other reservoirs in the catchment. X A rural
catchment with rolling hills used for sheep grazing.
018008 Leny at Anie C A- 2930 km2
M.A: FRPB Level: 12Orn Local Number:
F A R: N B El: .36 Sensitivity: 102
Comment: A well sited station on a natural section of an upland gravel bed river
draining steep slopes. The site is adjacent to a picnic area so the gravel bar low
flow control is susceptible to rearrangement by children. The response of the
catchment is damped by two large natural storage lochs. # The catchment is
underlain by metamorphic rocks with igneous intrusions. Mostly open heather
moorland rugged topography.
018010 Forth ed Gargunnock . CA 397.0 km2
M.A: FRPB Level: 4m Local Number:
F A R:  N  B El: .35 Sensitivity: 44
Comment: Velocty-area station with control at road bridge. Difficult to measure
slow velocities by current meter at low stages. The rising air bubble technique
(RAFT) was used at low stages, but now it has been successfully rated by current
meter 5km u/s.
018011 Forth at Creigforth C.A: 1036 0 km,
M.A: FRPB Level: 4m Local Number:
FAR:  N  B F.I: .41 Sensitivity:
Comment: Originally opened in 1972 - known as Drip Bridge. Rebuilt on same site
in 1982. 70m wide section - part of a large meander just above the tidal limit Left
bank floods at high stages. Low flows measured d/s in tidal section. Large tides
can influence levels tor short periods: data corrected. Flow velocities low, but
stable control. A good rating exists over the whole range. Al Geology - Devonian
and Carboniferous sedmentaries in lower catchment; metamorphic rocks with
igneous intrusions above. Mostly heather moorland: rugged.
018013 Black Devon at Fauld Mill C A- 670 km,
M.A: FRPB Level: 9m Local Number:
F.A R: P El F.1: .39 Sensitivity: 19 8
Comment: Concrete weir control which is stable, so a good rating exists over
whole range. Control subject to interference by children damming with bricks in
summer. Station commisioned to replace unsatisfactory flume station further
upstream al Little Saline.
018014 Bannockburn at Bannock Bum C.A: 237 km,
MA: FRPB Level: 12m Local Number:
F.A R: P B El: .54 Sensitivity: 14.1
Comment: Gabion river control initially showed signs of instability, but is now
stable. Small reservoirs in catchment have a slight effect on otherwise natural
flows. a Catchment is mostly moorland.
018015 Eas Gobhain at Loch Venachar C.A: 202 0 km2
M A: FRPB Level: 79m Local Number:
F A.R: RP B.F.I, .57 Sensitivity:
Comment: Sharp crested measuring weir control of good stability, bul control
hydrologically insensitive. No high flow gauging facility: theorelical rating used. but
considered unreliable at high flows. Station was built to monitor compensation
water from Loch Venachar.
018016 Kelty Water at Clashmore CA: 213 km,
MA: FRPB Level: m Local Number: 56
FAR: N B F.I: .15 Sensitivity:
Comment: Two trapezoidal flumes in parallel. Occasionally overtopped by up to
100mm (flume rating is extrapolated), but it does not drown Flows are flashy. 4 A
steep catchment with thin soils. About BO% is covered with mature forest.
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018017 Monachyle Burn at Balguhldder CA: 7.7 km, 82-85
MA IN Level: m Local Number: 726
FAR: N B.F.I: .18 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Crump profile weir (capacity 26 m1/4-1 50 yr flood). Calibration is 1987
based on current meter gaugings. Natural. Heather moorland causes large 1988
interception losses, IH experimental catchment, 0 Steep.sided glaciated valley 1989
with shalbw peats, peaty gleys and upland brown earths overlying mica schist; 1990
deeper peat found on the more gently sloping upper catchment. Grasses
predominate in the lower basin, heather above - some exposed rock. Afforestation
began 1987.
018018 Kirkton Burn at Balquhidder CA: 69 km, 83.85
AA: IH Lever m Local Number: 723
FAR. N B.F.1: .40 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Crump profile weir (capacity 30 m1/2-1 - 50 yr flood), steep channel, 1987
approach conditions not ideal, calibration based on gaugings. Natural flow regime: 1988
a few lochans provide local storage. An IH experimenta/ catchment. 4 Steep-sided 1989
glaciated valley. Shallow peat, gfeys and brown earths overlay mica schist. 35% 1990
coniferous forest (1982), heather and grass. Clear felling of forest began 1986:20%
cover by 1990.
018019 Corner Burn et Corner CA. 0.9 km,
MA, FRPB Level: m Local Number: 59
FAR. N B FE .15 Sensitivity. 1986
Comment: The station was run In conjunction with the CAFES Polochry fisheries 1987
laboratory foe the duration of a proact which terminated in 1988.# The catchment 1988
consists entirely of the side of a mountain. It is mostly steep, with some areas of 1989
peat bog and some bare rock. 1990
019001 Almond at Craigiehall C.A: 369 0 km, 57-85
.
AA: FRPB Level: 23m Local Number:
B.F.I: .39FAR. PEI Sensitivily: 1986
Comment: The recorder is well sited on a straight even reach with steep banks 1987
which have contained all recorded floods, Stable rating over the period of record. 19E8
Weed growth in summer some adjustment to stage is required. Low flows 1989
substantially affected by sewage effluent especially from Mid Calder. Abstraction 1990
at Almondell to feed a canal. A number of storage reservoirs are situated in the
catchment. # Geology predominantly Carboniferous rocks. Land use mainly
rural. Livingston new town and several small mining towns in catchment.
019002 Almond at Almond Weir C.A: 438 km, 62-85
M A: FRPB Level: 128m Local Number:
F.A R: E B.F.I: .34 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: The control is a broad.crested masonry weir ol a former pumping 1987
station intake works, The sluice is permanently closed. The structure has been 1988
rated by current metering to 0 6rn, Mere is no cableway. Structure4 all, at 1.0m has 1989
been exceeded several times during the period of record. Land use changes may 1990
have affected the flow regime. 0 Mainly plateau moorland (much and ically drained)
- substantial afforestation in the headwaters. Predominantly rough pasture with
small mining communities in the valley.
019004 North Esk at Dailllore Weir C A. 81.6 km, 60-85
MA: FRPEI Level: 132m Local Number:
FAR: SEI B FE .54 Sensitivity: 36.9 1986
Comment: The control is a dog.legged 25m wide ogee sechon masonry weir 1987
rated entirely by current meter. There is no cableway and the gauging is correlated 1988
to a stage of 0.34m. Several small storage reservoirs in the headwaters. 0 The 1989
catchment drains the SE slopes of the Pentland hills Geology - Carboniferous and 1990
Deamian sedimentaries with igneous intrusions. Rural catchment - mostly rough
grazing.
019005 Almond at Almondell C A: 229.0 km2 62-85
1986
M.A: FRPB level: 73m Local Number:
FAR: PEI aLl: .35 Sensitivity:
Comment: Informal Flat V weir - installed at the site in June 1970 Structure 1987
widened and a sluice incorporated - June 1971. Previous control - natural bar with 1988
large boulders. Calibration is entirely by c/m. Immediately above the station a 1989
measured quantity of water is abstracted to supply a canal. Low flows - 1990
significantly increased by discharge from East Calder sewage works 0 The
catchment is composed of mainly Carboniferous rocks. Land use - predominantly
rural. Livingston new town and several small coal mining towns in catchment.
019006 Water of Leith at Murraylield C A: 107.0 km2 63-95
M A: FRPB Level: 38m Local Number: .
F.A.R: SR BPI .48 Sensitivity: 12.3 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station in a straight even reach 50m upstream of a road 1987
bridge. The right bank is a vertical wall and the left bank is steep to 2.6m. The high 1988
flow control is possibly the piers of a railway bridge 0 5km downstream The 1989
catchment contains several storage reservoirs. 0 The headwaters of the catchment 1990
are in the Pentland Hills, The lower part of the catchment has undergone urban
development.
019007 Esk at Musselburgh C A: 330.0 km, 62-85
ocMA: FRPB Level: 3m Lal Number:
F.A.R: SPE1 B El: .53 Sensitivity: 7.2 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station in a section with steep banks, High rating 1987
appears to oscillate with periodic dredging and accretion of a bar on the right bank, 1988
Flows abstracted upstream ot the main station along a mill lade were monitored 1989
(until late 1980s) - summation needed to give total basin anon. Floods of 1891 and 1990
1948 reached about 1m above bankfull at Inversesk Mill. a The catchment is
predominantly exposed moorland (on Carboniferous sediments) of the Moor
foothills mrith several small former mining towns in the valley.
019008 South Esk at Prestonholm CA: 112.0 ke 64-85
M A: FRPB Level: 77m Local Number:
FAR: SG 0 El: 55 Sensitivity: 15.5 1986
Comment: Closed 1990: replaced by Cow Bridge. Was on a straight artificial cut 1987
which diverted Me flow from a coal mining waste site. Crump weir control. 1988
Accretion upstream deflects the flow which is skewed at the weir crest. Theoretical 1989
calibration superseded by current meler gaugings. Low news were moderately 1990
augmented by pumping from collieries, There are several small storage reservoirs
in the headwaters. 0 The Catchment is predominantly exposed moorland
(developed on Carboniferous sechments) of the Moor foothills. Some mining (until
late 1980s).
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019009 Bog Burn at cabinshaw CA 8$ km,
Aslk  FRPEI Level: 256m Local Number:
FAR: S Set/safety: 14$
Comment Measures outflow from Cobbinstew Reservoir (BWB). (Water is
abstracted downstream from  the  Almood at Alrnondell for the Union Canal.) A
trapezoidal flume which has never been overtopped Flow regime is dominated by
the  reservoir operated • A gently sloping moorland catchment with increasing
forestry.
019010 Braid Burn at Liberton C A: 562 lunt
MA: FRPB Level: 50m Local Manner:
FAR: B FA: 56 Sensitivity:
Comment Flows were originally measured by a Crump profile weir ard
trapezoidal (turns in paraseL The flume suffered from choking by domestic refuse
and childrens dams and so was replaced in October 1985 by a second Crump
profile weir at a lower level than the last. • The headwater tnbutanes are steep
rising in the Pentland Has, whilst the Icwer part of the catchment is urbanised.
Several smal reservoirs in headwaters. Complex geology - Silurian/Devonian
sedimentaries and igneous intrusions.
019011 North Esk at Dalkeith Palace C A: 1370 km,
MA: FRPB LeveL m Local Number:
FAR: ON B FA: 52 Sensitnity: 90
Comment The recorder is sited on a bend in a natural river reach inunediately
upstream ol a footbridge. Flow velocities are faster near the right bank, especially
in floods. The water is stained red from effluent pumped from mine workings. The
right bank is a vertical stone wall, whilst the lef t bank slopes gently to the hut at
2.5m. • Geology - Cartemlerous and Devonian secamentaries with igneous
intrusions. The headwaters drain the steep slopes of the Pentland Hills. Mostly
rough grazing.
01 901 2 Water of Leith at Colinton CA: 72.0 km,
M A: FRP13 Level: 92m Local Number:
F.A.R: SR Sensitivity: 199
Comment: Flat V weir. Flows fully contained in vertical channel walls. Built to
measure compensation flows from reservoirs in the Lothian region: these dominate
the summer hydrographs. Uses theoretical rating (confirmed by gauging).
• Catchment is almost entirely rural. The SW edge ol the catchment is steep
(Pent/and Hills) rising to over 500m the rest has moderate slopes. There is some
forestry and two major reservoirs.
01 901 7 Goner Bum at Turnhouse CA: 38.13 km,
MA: FRPB Level: 32m Local Number:
F.A.R: B.F.I: .42 Sensitivity:
Comment Rated section with small low now control and large masonary broad
crested  weir  controlling higher flows. The river tends to flood upstream of the
station with consequent damping of its hydrographs. • The catchment includes
part of Edinburgh and the urban fraction is currently increasing. The rest is
agricultural.
020001 Tyne at East Linton CA: 307.0 km2
MA: FRPB Level: 17m Local Number:
FAR: El 0 Fl: .52 Sensitivity: 8 4
Comment: The low flow control is a gravel bar some 100m downstream. In 1970 a
pipe crossing was conslructed but did not unduly influence the rating. During 1982
mcorded stage was acausted during rebuilding of the road bridge 200m
downstream. This provides a stable highflow control. Allowance is made for weed
growth during the summer when abstraction for irrigation also takes place. *The
catchment is characterised by steep headwaters in the LarTnermuil Hills and
broad flat arable valleys. Geology - Silurian end Ordovician sedimentary rocks.
020002 West Palter Burn at Ltd Mess c.A: 26.2 km,
MA: FRPB Level: 4rn Local Number:
F.A R: 1 B FL .47 Sensitivity: 19 4
Comment: The section is within steep banks on a straight renh of a small ditch
with low gradient. Flows are measured by a trapezoidal flume and Crump profile
weir in parallel. Low flows are severely reduced by abstraction for spray irrigation
during dry summers. 0 The catchment drains flat arable land. A mainly impervious
catchment with an extensive Boulder Clay cover.
020003 Tyne et Spilmersford CA: 161.0 km,
M  A  FRPB Level: 69m Local Number:
F.A.R: B.F.I: .49 Sensttrvity: 26.3
Comment: The channel reach is within steep, high floodbanks which contain all
floods. In September 1975 an irregular broad.crested weir was installed. Before
that date the low now control was a gravel bar. The gauge board was lowered by
0.125m on 1/9/69 Flows from this station are used as part of the Haddington flood
warning system. e The headwaters drain exposed moorland.
020004 East Patter Bum at LOChhouses CA: 31.1 km,
MA: FRPB Level: 4m Local Number:
F.A.R: I 8.F.I: .36 Sensitivity; 194
Comment: Crump weir and trapezoidal flume in parallel. Low flows are measured
accurately but the low gradient and dense vegetation result in drowning during
high flows. Second recorder d/s  for  nonmodular computation is no longer used.
Abstraction for spray irrigation seriously affects  bw  flows during dry summers.
Since 1990 a farmer's weir d/s has lead to problems of drowning, *0The catchment
is composed of flat arable land developed upon Boulder Clay; impervious strata
below.
020005 Ellms Water at Saltoun Hall c.A: 93.0 km,
M A: FRPB Level: 72m Local Number:
FA R: N B FA: .49 Sensitivity 82
Comment A natural section on a straight well defined reach. The low flow control
is a compound irregular broadcrested weir. Rating is entirely by current meter.
Before installation of the cableway the high flow rating was calculated by
correlation with Spilmersford  (20003)  and current meter measurements from a
bridge 100m upstream. There are a few small storage reservoirs in the catchment,
otherwise flows are natural. t/ The catchment drains the upland moorland of the
Lammermoir Hals. Geology - Siluran/Devonian sedimentaries.
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020006 Biel Water at Belton House CA: 51 8 km,
MA: FRPB Level: I4m Local Number:
F.A R:  N
 B.F.1: .62 Sensitivity: 308
Comment Velocity-area station. The section is a well defined straight channel
whose banks have contained all recorded floods. An irregular broadcrested weir of
gabions was installed in 1901 The rating has changed slightly as the control has
settled. Flow regime is flashy and broadly natural.  0 The  catchment drains part of
the northeast Larnmermuir Hills. Predominantly moorland. Geology - Silurian and
Ordovician sedimentary rocks.
020007 Gifford Water at Lennoslove CA: 64.0 km,
VA: FRPB Level: 51m Local Number:
FA R: N B.F.1: .57 Sensitivity: 19.7
Comment: Velocity-area station. The recorder is sited immediately downstream of
a footbridge on a slight tend in a natural channel. The low flow control is a stable
rock  bar.  The flow regime is flashy, *4 Geology - predominantly Silurian and
Ordovician beds. The catchment drains the steep moorland slopes of the
Limmermuir Hills.
020008 Bros Bum at Bromnouth C A: 19.7 km,
MA: FRPB Level: 9m Local Number:
F.A R: B.F.I: .65 Sensitivity: .
Comment: Sharp.crested weir in gravel channel Vertical wall on left, sloping bank
on right Not calibrated at high flow. Closed in 1986 because record was
considered to be long enough. 0 Rural catchment with no major artificial influences
on the flow.
021003 i weed at Peebles C A: 694 0 km,
MA: TWRPB Level: I 55m Local Number: 694
F.A R: SP B F.1: .55 Sensitivily: 66
Comment: Natural section with stable gravel bed. Cableway. From 193910 1958
flows measured at Priorsford Bridge about 360m upstream: records correlated
horn 1950. Storage at Talla, Fruid, Baddinsgill and Watch Water Reservoirs - overall
runoff is diminished; monthly naturalised flows available. to Upland catchment
developed on impervious Palaeozoic and igneous formations - with substantial Drift
cover in the valleys. Hill grazing predominates: some improved grassland to the
north.
021005  - Tweed at Lyne Ford C A: 373 0 km,
M A: TWRPB Level: 167m Local Number: 373
F.A R: SP B.F.1: .56 Sensitivity: 9.0
Comment: Natural seam on straight gravel bedded  reach.  Cableway. Left bank
overtopped during large floods. Slight seasonal weed growth eflect on rating,
Runofl diminished by abstractions from Fruid and Talta Reservoirs - compensation
releases also influence flow regime. Monthly naturalised flows available. to Upland
catchment developed mainly on Silurian shale - with alluvial gravel in valley
bottoms. Land use is principally hill grazing.
021006 Tweed at Boleside C.A: 1500.0 km,
MA: TWRPB Level: 95m Local Number: 1500
F.A.R: SP B F.I; .51 Sensitiyty: 6,7
Comment: Velocity.area statioh with cableway on straight section with stable
gravel bed. Seasonal weed growth effects rating. Reservoir storage modifies
natural floW regime but overall impact is minor: monthly naturalised flows available.
• Gauging site is central in Tweed basin and marks divide between hilly uplands
and lowland areas. Geology - mainly impervious Silurian formations with significant
Drift cover. Hill grazing with some forestry and a little arable land.
021007 EttrIck Water at Lindean CA: 499.0 km,
MA: TWRPB Level: 99m Local Number: 499
FAR: N B Pt: .40 Sensitiwty: 11.5
Comment: Nalural section with cableway about I km' before confluence with
Tweed. Low flow control by downstream gravel riffle that is slowly accreting. St
Marys Loch and Megget Reservoir have a minor impact on the flow regime
Relatively narrow impervious (mostly Silurian formations) catchment - typical of
the.Southern Uplands: land use is mostly hill grazing.
021008 Tevlot at Coniston Mill C.A: 1110 0 km2
MA: TWRPB Level: 43m Local Number: 1110
FAR: N GPI .45 Sensitivity: 8.4
Comment: Natural channel control. Rock and gravel seclion at gauge with
downstream gravel riffle giving low flow control. Rating subject to appreciable
weed growth, Catchment contains two small storages but runoff is sensibly
natural  0  Mainly Silurian shale and Old Red Sandstone. Land use is chiefly
moorland and hill grazing with some arable farming towards the confluence with
the Tweed
021009 Tweed at Norham C A: 4390.0 km,
ocMA: TWRPB Level: 4rn Lal Number: 4390
F.A.R:' SP BPI: .52 Sensitivity: 3.9
Comment: Lowest station on River Tweed, Velocity-area station at very wide
natural section. Complex control. Moderate seasonal weed growth effects on
rating. Reservoirs in headwaters have only a small impact on the flow regime
monthly naturalised flows available,  0  Geology: mired but principally impervious
Palaeozoic formations. Moorland and hill pasture predominates; improved
grasslands and arable farming below Melrose.
021011 Yarrow Water at Philiphaugh CA: 231.0 km2
TWMA: RPB Level: I 28m - Local Number: 231
PAR: SN . 8.F.1: .47 Sensitivity: 11.2
Comment: Natural coarse gravel bedded straight section. Control unstable,
Sensibly natural regime but Megget Reservoir began impounding in 1982 and flood
peaks are also attenuated by St Mary'sloch. // Upland catchment developed
mainly on' Situren shale (with alluvial gravel in the valleys). Hill grazing is the
principal land use.
. ... .
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021012 reviotet Hewlett CA: 3210  Ian,  6345
MA: 1WRIM Level: 93m Local Number: 323
FAR  N  B Ft .40 Sensitivity: 11.1 1986
Comment Natural section. Low f/ow control by gravel shoal below gauge. 1667
Frequent reratng required due 10 weed growth. •Natural up4and catonment. 1939
Geology compases of  (mostly) &titian  shale. H:11 grump is  the  &animal Ian:Iuse 1669
but fccestry is important in the headwaters. Hawick is the ordy sigrdicant 1966
settlement.
021013 Gata Water at Galasleels CA: 207.0 km, 64-85
B.F.!: .52
KA: novRpe Level: 12rn OLocal  Number:  207
FAR:  N  Sensitiwty: 190 lam
Conmient Concrete-lined reach in industrtal part of Galas:lids Gravel bed with 1667
control formed by concrete launching over sewage pipe. 4 Natural upland 1989
catchment draining from the Moodoot Hits. The catchment is mainty impervious 1989
(Silurian) and given over to bill grazing with some arable land. 1990
021014 Tweed at Kingledores CA: 139.0 km, 61-85
KA: TWRPB Level: 214m Local Number: 139
R SP EFL .45 Sensitivity: 83F.A lass
Comment Natural section on upper Tweed. Coarse gravel bed. Variable 1987
backwater effects from Kingledores Burn 10m below station. Exports from Fruid 1998
and Talla Reservoirs cause a significant reduction in runoff - monthly naturalised 1989
flows available. 0 Impervious (mostly Silurian formations) upland catchment given 1990
over, mainly to hill grazing and forestry.
021015 Leader Water at Earlaton CA: 239.0 km, 66.85
KA. TWRPB Level: 103m Local Number: 239
F.A R: N B.F.1: .49 Sensitivity: 27.5 1956
Comment Velocity-area section. Gravel bed with bar giving low flow control. 1957
Fairly insensitive at low flows. Natural flow regime. 0 Upland catchment draining 1988
Irom the Lammermuir Hills. Geology: Sulurian shale and Old Red Sandstone. Hill 1989
grazing with arable farming at lower levels. 1990
021016 Eye Water at Eyemouth Mill CA: 119 0 kmfr 67-85
MA: TWRPB Level: 3m Local Number: 119
FAR:  N  B Ft: .45 Sensitivity: 238 1986
Comment Former mill weir converted to serve as informal amtiol. Sleep high 1987
banks on both sides. 600m upstream from Eyernouth harbour; high spring tides 1988
can reach site. 4 Geology: Silurian shale and Old Red Sandstone with tracts of 1989
Drift. Agriculture is the primary land use; hill grazing in the headwaters. arable 1990
below.
021017 Ettrick Water at Brockhoperig CA: 37.5 kmE 65-85
MA: TWRPB Level: 259m Local Number: 38
FAR:  N  B FA: .34 Sensitivity: 18.1 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station on straight reach with rocky bed. Control by 1987
series ot rocky bars and falls. Turbulent flow at higher stages. Heavy gravel load in 1988
floods. 4 Natural steep up/and catchment containing much moorland and some 1989
forestry. Very responsive Neology: principally impervious Silurian formations). 1990
021018 Lyne Water at Lyne Station C.A: 175.0 kmE 68.85
KA: TWRPB Level: 168m Local Number: 175
F.A R: SP B FA: .59 Sensitivity: 7.7 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station. Flow fully concentrated by arches of bridge 1987
below station. Storage in - and abstraction from - Baddingsgll and Watch Water 1988
Reservoirs influence the flow regime: overall impact on annual runoff is limited - 1989
monthly naturalised Vows available.  0  Mainly Silurian shale with Old Red 1990
Sandstone and considerable surface deposits of sand and gravel in  centre  of
catchment. Mostly hill grazing and grassland.
021019 Manor Water at Cademulr C.A: 61.6 km, 68-85
MA: TWRPB Level: 197m Local Number: 62
F.A R: P B.F.I: .60 Sensitivity: 14.5 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station with artificial control - flat concrete bar with stone 1987
pitched banks. Site situated at end of straight reach with bend just below bar. 1988
Runoff is slightly diminished by an upstream abstraction (Langhaugh Intake): 1989
monthly naturalised flows available. 4 Steep catchmen1 developed on Silurian 1990
shale. Land use H mostly hill grazing.
021020 Yarrow Water at Gordon AMU C A: 1550 km, 67.85
MA: TWRPB Level: 226m Local Number: 155
FAR: SP B.F.1: .46 Sensitivity: 90 1986
Comment Velocity-area station downstream of road bridge on section with rough 1987
gravel bed. Sensibly natural runoff until impounding for Meggets Reservoir began 1988
in 1982 but St Marys Loch (few km upstream) attenuates floods significantly. 0 An 1989
impervious (Silurian formations) catchment given over to hit grazing with a little 1990
/Meshy.
021021 Tweed at Sprouston CA: 3330.0 km, 69-85
M.A: TWRPB Level: 25m Local Number: 3330
FAR: SP RAE .51 . Sensitivity: 6.6 1986
Comment Wide section on gentle bend in river. Natural channel controls. 1987
Cableway. Significant seasonal weed growth effects on rating. Reservoirs in the Ises
headwaters have a very minor impact on the flow regtme; rnenthly naturalised flows 1989
available. 4 The geology is dominated by impervious Silurian formations (wIth some 1990
Drift). Hill grazing predominates with improved grassland and arable !arming in the
lower catchment.
021022 Whlteadder Water at Hutton Castle C.A: 5030 kmz 69-85
M.A: 7WRPB Level: 29m Local Number: 503
FAR: SP B Ft: .53 Sensitivity: 7.2 1986
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir with theoretical rating. Catchment 1987
contains Whiteadder and Watchwater Reservoirs which can have substantial 1988
effects. Monthly naturalised flows available. NMixed geology, mostly impervious 1989
Palaeozoic formations with significant Drift cover. Hill grazing at high levels with 1990
arable farming below about 150m.
021023 Leet Water at Coldstream C.A: 113 0 km, 70.85
R
ocMA: TWRPB Level: 12m Lal Number: 113
F.A N - B.F.I: 15 . Sensitivity: 11.9 . 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station 'with artificial control containing trapezoidal flume 1987
tor low flow measurement. Backwater effects from bridge below station and River 1988
Tweed Natural flow regime. 4 A relatively flat (for TWRPB) catchmen1 developed 1989
on Boulder Clay overlYing calciferous sandstone. Mainly arable farming. 1990
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021024 Jed Water at Jedburgh CA: 139.0 km,
M.A: TWRPB Level: 68rn • Local Number:
F A RI N B F.I: .42 Sensitivity: 10.2
Comment: Velocity-area station on straight reach. A rock ledge is the control for
very low flows: under higher flow conditions control passes to downstream channel
bar. Flows are largely natural and uncontrolled. 70An upland, mainly sandstone
(ORS), catchment. Land use: Hill grazing with sorne forestry.
021025 Ale Water at Ancrum C A: 174 0 km2
M A TWRI2B Level 61m Local Number 174
F A R. SP B F I .43 Sensitivity: 166comment:Velocity.area station at natural river section Low flow control by solid
rock bar very close to gauge Runoff is margmatly diminished by a small reservoirm
the headwaters t/ An upland catchment - mostly Silurian shale Hill pasture
predominates
021026 Time Water at Deephope CA. 31.0 km2
M A: TWRPB Level: 232m Local Number. 31
F A.R: N B.F I: 26 Sensitivity: 29.5
Comment: Velocity.area station at natural river section. Control is gravel bed.
unstable. Natural flow regime. 74 High rainfall, steep, upland catchment developed
on Silurian shale. Now mainly forested.
021027 Blackadder Water at Mouth Bridge CA: 159.0 km2
ocMA: TWRPB Level: 57m Lal Number: 159
FAR: N B.F.I: .50 Sensitivity: 15.5
Comment: Velocity-area station Natural river section with rock control. *0 Natural
catchment. Grazing on hills, arable on lower land. Mostly Old Red Sandstone and
calciferous sandstone overlain loSt Boulder Clay.
021030  , Megget Water at Henderland CA: 56.2 km,
M.A: TWRPB - Level: 254m Local Number: 56
F.A R: 3 B F I: .43 Sensitivity: 14.3
Comment: Velocity,area station with rock and gravel bar acting as control.
Downstream of Megget Reservoir - station was intalled to provide data for
reservoir design .- flows are now highly artificial Mince impoundment began in
19821. # A steep upland catchment developed on impervious Silurian formations.
Land use is mostly hill grazing.
021034 Yarrow Water at Craig Douglas C A 116 0 km2
M A. TWRPB Level 239m Local Number 116
F A R. N B F I 48 Sensitivity'
Comment: Large trapezoidal flume
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71-35 904 504 2.22 80.9 2159/7093
1986 1092 121 653 136 301 63.8 26/08
1987 1050 116 667 132 294 69.3 18/10
1988 948 105 546 108 240 72.9 06/01
1989 722 80 358 71 1.58 53.7 09/03
1990 984 109 524 104 2.31 74.8 04/02
72-85 914 456 2.52 66.4 31/10
1977
1986 1145 125 603 132 3.33 32.4 05/03
1987 1000 109 512 112 2.82 37.0 27/12
1988 1018 111 512 112 2.82 51.6 01/02
1989 816 89 345 76 190 362 09/03
1990 1083 118 538 118 297 48.7 28/12
73-85 1677 1312 1.29 100.0 310/71709
1986 2324 139 1727 132 1.70 47.4 04/12
1987 1737 104 1226 93 1 21 438 27/12
1988 1914 114 1480 113 1.45 45.1 01/02
1989 1705 102 1248 95 1.23 50.2 20/08
1990 1950 116 1786 136 1.76 71.7 26/12
.
73-85 765 355 1.79 65.7 214/70629
1986 807 105 364 103 183 383 04/03
1987 859 112 454 128 2.29 436 11/04
1988 = 794 104 368 104 185 629 06/01
1989 508 66 134 38 067 244 25/02
1990 754 99 262 74 132 568 06/10
68-85 1665 1123 2.00 104.4 11/12
1972
1986 2130 128 1527 136 2.72 23.2 07/12
1987 1607 97 877 78 1.56 23.3 18/10
1988 1710 103 1027 91 1.82 17.9 19/01
1989 1583 95 1049 93 1.87 23.1 13/01
1990 1937 116 858 76 1.53 32.7 25/02
68..85 1567 1014 3.73 113.3 31/10
1977
1986 .
1987 1552 99 927 91 341 300 18/10
1988 1080 107 396 18 1 02/02
1989 1011 100 3.72 253 09/03
1990 1893 121 1 101 109 405 51 3 04/02
0.26 0169/70695.1 1.18 0.38
052 21/07 6.8 1.71 066
0.61 09/07 6.5 1.64 0.74
0.50 24/06 5.0 1 32 061
0.37 04/08 36 083 0.41
031 17/09 62 0.74 035
0.11 07/09 6.2 1.36 0.23
1976
0.33 16/10 7.8 1 97 039
0.40 27/05 62 1.72 053
0.32 30/06 5.9 1.66 0.41
0.15 08/08 4.6 0.70 0 19
0 14 23/09 92 086 020
0.03 26/07 3.3 0.63 0.07
1984
0.07 25/09 4.7 0.85 0.08
0.08 27/05 2.6 055 0.14
0.06 14/06 3.8 0.74 009
0.03 17/07 3.2 045 005
0.10 28/07 4.4 0.53 015
0.14 07/09 3.7 1.04 0.29
1976
0.38 26/07 33 1.21 0.44
0.59 09/07 4.5 1.39 0.63
043 24/06 36 1.12 0.52
0.20 26/07 1.3 0.41 0.23
0.18 11/09 2.8 0.59 0.19
0.11 09/07 4.6 1.13 0.27
1977
0.14 22/02 6.2 1.70 046
039 14/12 3.5 0.88 048
040 09/03 4.0 1 29 057
043 02/01 4.5 1.11 050
027 05/12 3.3 0.83 041
0.13 28/013 8.7 2.30 0.52
1976
1.06 15/12 7.2 2.42 1.22
1.14 02/07 8.2 2.97 1.25
0.87 01/12 8 1 2.20 0.96
1.08 03/08 10.3 2.06 1.17
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Summary of  Archived Data -  1
Gauged daily flows, monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
Complete daily and complete peaks
Compiete daily and partial peaks
Complete daily and no peaks
Partial daily and complete peaks
Partial daily and partial peaks
Partial daily and no peaks
No flow data
Complete
rai tall
Gauged daily flows, monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
KEY:
Incomplete or
mtssing rainfall
a
llp.to-date Summaries of Archived Data are available on request from the National Water Archive Office.
Complete daily and complete monthly
Partial daily and complete monthly
Partial daily and partial monthly
Partial daily and no Monthly
No daily and complete monthly
No daily and partial monthly
No naturalised flow data
Naturalised daily and monthly flows
KEY:
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Area: 6,970 km2  Area: 13,555 km'
Average Rainfall (1961-90): 1419mm Average Rainfall (1961-90): 1697mm
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Gauging Station Register
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40 HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1986-90
Hydrometric Statistics
079003  ' Nith at Hall Bridge C A: 155 0 km2
MA: SRPB Level: 173m LOOM Number: 118
F.A.R: SP B F 1..27 Sensitivity 332
Comment: Velocity-area station. All flows contained by bridge opening below
station which is likely high flow control. Low flows controlled by riffles near bridge.
Straight and uniform approach. # Largely natural with controlled storage of Afton
Reservoir having occasional significant effect.
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077002 Esk at Canonbie CA: 495.0 km'
MA. SRPB Level: 22m Local Number: 124
F.A.R. SP B.F.I: .39 Sensitivity: 80
Comment: Velocity-area station located on straight reach with natural channel
control. Cableway. Steep bed, not high banks but all bar highest floods contained.
Gravel bed. Black Esk Reservoir impounds about 1% of flows for export. .1Natural
upland catchment area around Eskdalemuir.
077003 Liddel Water at Rowanburnfoot C A: 319 0 km2
M.A: SRFE1 Level. 27m Local Number: 125
FAB: B F.I: .32 Sensitivity: 88
Comment: Velocity-area station on straight gravel bedded reach. Gravel shoal
gives low flow control. Cableway # Natural catchment.
077004 Kirtle Water at Mossknowe C.& 72.0 km'
MA: SRPB Level: 21m Local Number. 123
F.A.R: B F I: .31 Sensitivity: 178
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. Sited on straight reach above fall
over rock bar acting as control. # Natural catchment.
- .
078003 Annan at Brydekirti CA- 925.0 km2
MA: SRPB Level: 10m Local Number 122
FAR: N B.F.I: 44 Sensitivity 7.3
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway located on straight section below
bend and with slightly curving channel below. # Natural agricultural catchment
078004 Kinnel Water at Redhall C.A. 761 km2
MA: SRPB Level: 54m Local Number 119
F.A.R: B.F.I: 28 Sensitivity: 312
Comment: Velocity-area station. Informal low-flow control installed in 1966
Located on straight gravel bedded reach. # Natural catchment.
078005 Kinnel Water at Bridgemuir C A' 229 0 km2
MA: SRPB Level: 45m Local Number 120
F.A R: B.F.I: 37 Sensitivity: 12.4
Comment: Velocity-area station on small channel at well confined section. Large
bend upstream but straight at gauge Natural channel control. Cableway. # Natural
catchment. Drains Forest of Ae. ..,
078006 Annan at Woodfoot C.Ai 217.0 km'
MA: SRPB Level. m Local Number: 121
FA.R: N B.F1..42 Sensitivity: 9.9
Comment: Velocity area station. Cableway 'span 52m. Good approach, steep Ihb.
Cableway spans . immediate rhb and subsiduary flood bank. Natural
catchment.Responsive catchment. # High relief upland catchment draining
Silurian slates, shales and mudstones. Appreciably drift free: valleys with boulder
clay and alluvium, sands and gravels near the station.
079002 Nith at Friars Cirse C A: 799.0 km2
MA: SRPB Level: 20m Local Number: 114
FAR: SP B.F.I: 39 Sensitivity: 76
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. Straight approach with bends
150m below station which probably control higher flows. Shallow section with
gravel bed. # Natural catchment.
079004 Scar Water at Capenoch C.A: 142.0 km'
MA. SRPB Level: 49m ' Local Number. 116
B.F.I: 32 Seneltivity. 16.9
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. Control of precast concrete
sections installed during winter.of 1988/7 replacing earlier 1981 gabion control
. Fairly straight gravel bedded reach. Well confined for all but extreme flows
# Natural CatChment„
-
.
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079005 Cluden Water at Fiddlers Ford C.A: 2380 km2
M A: SRPB Level: 23m Local Number: 115
F.A R: SP B.D1.38 Sensitivity: 138
Comment: Velocity-area station under natural channel control. Straight reach with
gravel bed Cableway # Natural catchment. Contains Glenkin Reservoir. 1-2% of
flows abstracted
62-85 1455 1047 16.44 648.3 31/10 1.03 19/06 38.7 9.26 2.07
1977 19 78
1986 1816 125 1416 135 22 22 266.7 10/01 2.08 04/10 56.1 1458 2.39
1987 1525 105 1134 108 1779 310 5 21/08 248 28/05 42.2 991 3.29
1988 1627 112 1238 118 19.38 298.7 01/02 1.84 30106 436 1386 2.62
1989 1377 95 1047 100 16.43 371.9 09/03 1.20 22/07 37.5 10 01 1.42
1990 1733 119 1316 126 20.65 372 4 06/10 241 05/08 52.9 8.15 2.90
73-85 1370 979 9.90 393.2 20/12 0.63 26/07 24.6 5.00 1.00
1982 1984
1986 1670 122 1236 126 12.50 260.9 10/01 1.22 23/07 30.3 7.08 140
1987 1477 108 1011 103 10.23 197 8 28/12 1.24 27/05 280 486 1.66
1988 1526 111  1112 114 11.21 740 22/07 1 08 24/06 272 668 1.39
1989 1249 91 861 88 871 3463 09/03 064 24/07 211 396 0.74
1990 1608 117 1088 111 11.00 349.1 24/02 0.96 15/09 29.1 368 1 17
79-85 1252 823 1.88 195.6 11/03 0.05 24/08 0.9 0.82 0.12
1979 1984
1986 1324 106 854 104 1.95 35.5 31/12 0 12 03/03 51 1.06 016
1987 1352 108 863 105 197 69.6 21/08 0.15 08/07 5.1 0.87 022
1988 1330 106 830 101 190 52.8 18/04 0.11 28/06 4.5 1.20 0.16
1989 1025 82 552 67 1.26 30.1 09/03 0.05 21/07 3.3 0.56 0.08
1990 1348 108 786 96 1.79 50.0 30/06 0.14 05/08 4.8 0.63 0.17
67-85 1324 923 27.06 499.1 31/10 1.35 23/07 64.5 16.27 3.27
1977 1984
1986 1628 123 1202 135 3842 264.7 10/11 3.66 26/07 88.0 23.43 4.27
1987 1487 112 1100 124 33 45 378.9 21/08 4.57 24/05 76.6 20.92 6.25
1988 1500 113 1151 125 33.66 305 0 02/02 2.91 29/06 72.2 24.95 3.47
1989 1267 96 870 90 25.53 293 3 10/03 173 06/08 55.2 16.55 2.23
1990 1609 122 1204 130 35.31 291.7 05/02 4.32 06/08 964 1675 5.18
61.85 1435 1050 2.53 110.9 30/10 0.03 25/08 6.1 1.15 0.12
1977 1980
1986 1706 119 1058 139 3.52 79.2 10/11 0.19 26/07 10.5 1.82 0.21
1987 1560 109 1178 112 2.84 72.7 19/10 0.23 28/05 6.9 1.30 0.37
1988 1625 113 1337 127 322 91.0 01/02 0.11 28/06 8.5 1.92 0.17
1989 1428 100 1019 97 246 775 12/01 0.04 22/07 65 1.21 0.11
1990 1753 122 1422 135 103 893 26/12 0.19 07/08 9.3 1.18 0.29
79-85 1527 1084 7.87 157.6 22/09 0.30 26/08 18.9 4.05 0.60
1985 1980
1986 1670 110 1179 109 8.56 115 2 10/11 0.72 26/09 21.9 5.10 0.80
1987 1579 103 1126 104 8.18 142.4 21/08 0 86 27/05 18.1 443 125
1988 1627 107 1187 110 8.59 145 4 01/02 0.58 30/06 20.5 5.55 0.78
1989 1381 90 895 83 6.50 112.9 12/01 0.45 24/07 16.0 4.05 0.53
1990 1714 112 1187 110 8.62 124.0 23/01 0.87 07/08 21.3 3.67 1.12
83-85 1266 8.71 157.1 22/12 0.43 27/08 22.3 4.53 0.61
1985 1980
1986 1995 1577 125 10 85 134.2 10/11 1.07 26/07 269 7.05 121
1987 1591 1194 94 8.22 150 4 18/10 1.14 27/05 15.5 0.98 1.87
1988 1658 1311 104 900 109.4 26/10 0.81 29/06 208 6.02 098
1989 1502 1129 89 7.77 123 2 12/01 0.52 24/07 18 1 4.77 075
1990 1910 1555 123 10.70 146.9 04/02 1.14 28/05 27.7 410 146
57-85 1496 1014 25.70 1274.0 16/01 1.15 27/08 62.8 10.22 2.64
1962 1984
1986 1840 123 1382 136 35.02 399.4 10/01 306 17/10 984 18.70 346
1987 1563 104 1091 108 27.65 472.7 19/10 335 28/05 61.2 16 85 534
1988 1741 116 1256 124 31.74 563.5 01/02 2.38 30/06 76.4 21.32 305
1989 1462 98 982 97 24 89 442.3 24/12 1.60 19/07 58.6 14.83 1.98
1990 1872 125 1322 130 33.50 497.6 25/12 3.05 06/08 85.6 14.91 405
59-85 1609 77 5.29 212.4 15/01 0.13 28/08 14.3 2.34 0.33
1962 1976
1986 1902 116 56 135 716 588 13/12 027 15/07 21.9 323 0.43
1987 1568 97 097 102 5.39 642 18/10 046 28/05 14.7 280 0.70
1988 1834 110 94 129 683 753 01/02 019 29/06 180 373 0 31
1989 1490 93 70 99 526 735 24/12 020 24/07 146 209 025
1990 2010 125 98 148 7.86 863 25/12 042 26/07 236 3.00 0.57
63-85 1636 1166 5.25 232.1 30/10 0.08 26/08 12.9 2.63 0.30
1977 1976
1986 2027 124 1474 126 6.60 112.9 10/01 0.28 23/07 19.1 3.46 0.34
1987 1782 109 1203 103 542 107.0 18/10 0.41 28/05 12.8 2.87 067
1988 1976 121 1486 127 667 144.0 01/02 0.22 29/06 16.1 4.25 040
1989 1668 102 1108 98 5.17 105.1 24/12 0.12 25/07 13.4 2.66 0 18
1990 2032 124 1410 121 635 133.6 17/02 0.31 07/08 17.0 2.60 056
63-85 1383 990 7.47 278.0 01/11 0.17 18/011 18.1 4.02 0.47
1977 1977
1986 1687 122 1233 125 9.31 113 9 10/01 053 27/07 24.1 516 0.60
1987 1580 114 1120 113 845 142 9 19/10 0.71 28/05 18.7 460 1.10
1988 1708 123 1319 133 9.93 1342 01/02 0.46 30/06 22.4 656 0.66
1989 1353 98 896 91 076 110.7 12/01 0.23 25/07 16.0 3.45 0.30
1990 1675 121 1192 120 9.00 104 6 25/12 0.68 28/05 23.5 3.85 087
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079006 HMI at Drumlanrig CA: 471.0 km,
KA: SRPB Level: 52m
13.EL .34
Local Number: 117
FAR: SP Sensitivity: 60
Comment Veloctly-area station on Icog straight reach at pankularly wel
confined site. Cableway. Gravel and rock bed. Natural channelcontrol *Sensibly
natural flow cagily. A/ton Reservoir has small influence.
080001 Urr at Datbeattie CA: 199.0 krn,
MA: SRPB Level: 4m Local Number: 112
FAR: B F.1: .36 Sensitivity: 96
Comment Velcaty-asea station located between two sharp bend3 Gravel and
rock bar tams low flow control. Cableway. Occasional tidal peaks recorded.
•Natural catchment.
080002 Dee at Glenlochar CA: 809 0 km,
M.A: SRPB Level: 43m Local Number: 107
FAR: B F.I: .40 SensitMty: 308
Comment Velocity-area station on a gentle bend about 500m downstream of
Glen Lcchar Barrage. Flood banks contain all flows. Gravel bed with some large
boulders. Natural channel control. Cableway. # Lowest gauge on highly regulated
river.
080003 Wilke Lassen Bum at Loch Dee C.A: 5.7 km,
MA: SRPB Leve4: 226m Local Number: 108
F.A.R: B.F.1: .19 Sensitivity: 444
Comment Velocity-area station. Informal wooden assymetrical Flat V weir
controls most flows. Occasional backwater effects from Lech Dee atter prolonged
wet periods. Gauge on long straight section with gravel bed and low grassy banks.
a 20% of catchment covered by young torestry plantation, rest is rugged upland.
080004 Greenhorn at Loch Dee C.A: 2 6 km,
NIA: SAPS Level: m Local Number: 110
FAR: N aft 32 Sensitivity: 18.7
Comment: Velocity area station with an informal V shaped timber control. Natural
catchment. *I Moderate relief moorland catchment draining granite; Boulder Clay
and peat superficial cover on lower slopes. Young coniferous plantations.
080005 Dargall Lane at Loch Dee CA: 2.1 km'
MA: SRPI3 Level: m Lccal Number: 11 1
F.A.R: N B FA: 29 Sensitivity: 30.6
Comment Natural river section with boulder control. Reasonable approach,
gauged by wading. Natural catchment, a Moderate relief moorland catchment.
draining granite; shallow peat and boulder clay cover on lower slopes.
080006 Blackwater at Loch Dee C A: 156 km2
MA: SRPB Level: 225m Local Number: 109
FAR: N B.F.I: .45 Sensitivity:
Comment: Velocity-area station in a straight, deep channel immediately below
Loch Dee. High flow gaugings taken from nearby loot bridge. Banks overtopped at
high stages (but little flow over tossocky flood plain). Operated as part of the Loch
Dee Acidification project. 0 A steep, wet up/and catchment developed on mixed
geology (Silurian/Ordivian formations and granite). Partly afforested, heather
moorland at higher altitudes.
081002 Cree at Newton Stewart CA: 368 0 km,
M A- SRPFI Level: 5rn Local Number: 104
F.A R: BRA: .27 Sensitivity: 7.6
Comment Velocity-area station located on long reasonably straight gravel
bedded reach. Cableway. Natural controls, gravel riffle 50m below site controls
lower flows. 0 Natural catchment with a few small lochs, moorland and forest.
081003 Luce at Alryhemming C.A: 171.0 km,
MA: SRPB Level: 19m Local Number: 102
F.A R: SP B F.I: .23 Sensitivity: 154
Comment Velocity-area station on long straight and uniform reach with wooded
banks. Natural channel controls. Cableway.  if  Natural catchment draining westerly
end ol Southern Uplands. Penwhirn Reservoir abstractions constitute about 2% of
flows.
081004 Bladnoch at Low Mettle C.A: 334.0 km,
MA: SRPB Level: I 1m - Local Number: IGO
F.A.R: B.F.I, .33 - Sensitivity: 21.5 .
Comment Velccittarea station on straight reach in a meandering section of river
situated in pastures. Long cableway ensums flows over berms gauged. Weedy
islands below gauge. Natural controls. :
1......: .i.,
081005 Piltanton Burn at
.
Bartm(ua C.A: 34.2 km,
MA: SRP13 Level: m Local Number: 101
F.A.R: N B.F.1: .37 Sensitivity:
Comment: Velocity-area station (with cableway) in artificially deepened channel
contained in timber revetments, informal check weir, just d/s. Weed growth and
resulting siltation are major problems but gauged reach 'periodically cleared.
a Small catchment in productive agricultural area: significant arable farming,
grazing also.
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081006 Wa16r/bf NIN lilltkraf Minnoch Bridge
KA: SRPB Level: 27m Local Number: 105
FAR: N B Ft 26 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Velocitrarea with cableway: gravel control in a straight reach. Flows 1987
fully contained on lef t bank, floodbank on right has been breached (and flows 1988
behind it gauged). a Moorland at highest levels with considerable afforestation 1989
below. Geology. mostly Ordovician cut by dykes. 1990
081007 Water of Fleet at Rusko aA: 764 km,
KA: SRPB Level: m Local Number 106
F.A R: N 13.F.1: .30 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway below a slight left-hand bend. 1987
Stable gravel bank control. Flows fully contained. # Land use mostly forestry and 1988
hill grazing Geology comprises mainly Uandovery formations in the south and 1989
granite in the north. 1993
082001 Bevan at Robstone CA: 245 5 km, 6315
MA: CRPB Level: 9m Local Number:
F.A.R: S 0 F.1: .32 Sensitivity: 10.9 1986
Comment: Velocity.area station with gravel bar control - subject to regrading in 1987
substantial floods. Flood banks now contain all flows, previously inundation across 1988
the right bank. Runoff diminished by abstractions from Loch Braden. Additional 1989
storage in a few high level lochs. # An upland catchment draining from Carrick 1990
Forest. Complex geology: Ordovician/Carboniferous metamorphics and igneous
formations: Drift and peat also. Land use: mostly hill pasture with some mixed
farming in the valley and afforestation in the headwaters.
082002 Doon at Auchendrane ak 323 8 km2 74.55
KA: CRPB Level: 22m Liza! Number:
FAR: S GET .57 Sensitivity: 6 2 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station in a straight section; riffle control at low flows, 1987
.
rock boulder control at high discharges. Wide floodplain ups/ream but all flows 1988
contained. Flow regime is heavily influenced by regulation releases from Loch 1989
Doon (129.5 sq. km) . large export of water reduces runoff substantially. / Upland 1990
catchment developed on basement rocks metamorphosed sediments
(Ordovician and Carboniferous) and igneous formations; Drat also Hill pasture is
the principal land use, some afforestation - mostly in headwaters.
082003 Stinchar at Balnowlart CA: 341.0 km, 73..85
KA: CRPB Level: 3m Local Number:
FAR: . . aFt .30 Sensitivity: 13.0 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station in long straight reach: riffle control. All but 1987
exceptional . floods contained. Hydrometric performance has been modestly 1988
affected by a leaking stilling well. PWS abstractions cause a small reduction in 1989
runoff. Very limited storage within the catchment. I Upland catchment draining 1990
from Carrick Forest. Geology is dominated by metamorphosed sediments
(Ordovician) with Igneous outcrops in the headwaters - and peat; Drift also. Hill
pasture is tbe principal land use with some afforestation in the headwaters.
083003 . Ayr at Canine CA: 166 3 km, 70-85
KA: CRPB Level: 90m Local Number:
F.A.R: H B.F.I: .29 Sensitivity: 16.7 1986
Comment Velccity-area station in a long straight reach with a large pipe forming 1987
an informal broad-crested control (somewhat insensitive). All Hews contained. A 1988
responsive, natural catchment but the flow pattern is modestly affected by the 1989
operation of a small HEP Scheme 1km upstream. N A catchment of rugged 1990
topography draining westwards from the Southern Uplands. Geology is complex
winil Carboniferous sediments and igneous outcrops predominating:Drift and peat
also. Hill grazing is the main land use.
083004 Lugar at Lengholm C.A: 181.0 km, 72-85
MA: CRPB Level: 81m • Local Number:
FAR: . BF1: .25 Sensitivity: 10.0 1986
Comment: Velocilyerea station with rack/boulder control (may be subject to 1987
erosion/accretion) plus a thin.plate weir in the mill lade. Combined flows are 1988
archived. Very responsive, natural catchment (minor effluent discharge close to the 1989
station). I An upland catchment developed, mainly. on Carboniferous sediments 1990
(chiefly Coal Measures) and igneous formations: Drift also, Hill grazing is the major
land use; some forestry.
083005 Irvine at Shewalton C.A: 380.7 km2 72-85
MA: CRPB Level: 5m Local Number:
F.A.R: E B F.1: .26 Sensitivity: 8.3 1986
Comment: Velocity.area station with rock bar/bridge debris control channel 1987
control at high flows. All flows contained A responsive, sensibly natural flow 1988
regime (but affected by effluent from STW). *Generally an upland catchment but 1989
topography more subdued below Greenholm. Geology: mostly Carboniferous 1990
sediments with basalt tracts towards headwaters; Drill also. Land use: mixed
terming and hill grazing; some torestry in the upper catchment, Kilmarnock (12km
u/s) is the only large urban area.
083006 Ayr at Mainholm CA: 574.0 km, 76•85
TAA: CRPB Level: 3m Local Number.
F.A.R:  N  B.F.1: .29 Sensitivty: 8.1 ' 1986
Comment: Velocitrarea station in a long straight section: channel control:Very 1987
steep banks: the great majority of flows are contained - overspilling occurs on the 1988
left bank. A responsive, natural catchment. a Largely an upland catchment with 1989
more subdued topography below Catrine. Complex geology: Carboniferous 1990
(chiefly Coal Measures) sediments predominate, some igneous formations: Drift
and peat also. Hill grazing is the principal land use in the headwaters, some mixed
farming at lower leve/s.
083007 Lugton Water at Eglinton C.Ai 54.6 km2 77-85
KA: CRPB Level: m Local Number:
F.A.R: B F.I: .25 Sensitivity: 55.2 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station with a broad-cresled masonry weir as control - 1987
insensitive at low rows: algae can accumulate on crest. Cableway (in a straight 1988
reach) used for rating. Wide floodplain. Very responsive flow pattern. a A linear 1989
catchment of subdued relief. Impervious - basalts predominate in the headwaters, 1990
Carboniferous sediments below; significant spreads of Drift.
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083008 Allftin Water at areal/OKI CA: 95.3 krn,
MA: CRAB Level: m Local Number:
FAA: N B FT: 29 Sensitivity: 17_5
Comment Velocity-area station. Bridge ærn downstream exercises some control.
Vane°, femParary controls have been employed since removalofan earlier weir(ma,s  mixed land use (rnastly farming, some forestry and urban development)-
Geology: mainly Coal Measures overlain by Daft.
083009 Garnock at Kilwinning CA: 5838  km2
MA: CRAB Level: al Local Number:
BIT: .22 SensitMty: 9.0
Comment River section with long round-crested weir (with central rectangular
notch) acting as the control. All flows contained. Exceptionally high tides may
influence water levels. Very responsDe catchment notwithstanding several
reservoirs (including Muirhead) in the headwaters . small net diminution  in  runoff.
*Rugged upland headwaters (peat overlying igneous formations), significant
development in the lower valley (mostly Carboniferous sediments and Drift).
083010 Irvine at Newmilns CA: 72.8 km2
MA: CRPB Level: m Local Number:
F.A.R: N B.F.!: .38 SensitiAty: 192
Comment Flat V weir within broadcrested flanks in a long straight reach,
superseded - in Sept 1916 - an unstable gravel bar control. Stage data collected tor
this site dates back to (959. Sensibly natural flow regime. # Upland catchment
developed on basalts and metamorphosed sedimentary formations (mostly
Carboniferous and ORS); Drift also Moorland and rough pasture predominate,
significant afforestation in the north and some mixed farming in the valley -
Greenholm and Darvel are the largest settlements
084001 Kelvin at Killermont CA: 335.1 km,
MA: CRPB Level: 27m Local Number:
F AR: E Sensitivity: 6.6
Comment: Velocity-area station with channel control: vigorous seasonal
weedgrowth All flows contained within steep banks. Station moved 300m u/s
(from Killermont) in 1962. Forth and Clyde canal drains through the catchment.
Some monthly naturalised flows available. # The main channel runs along the
northern edge of the Central Lowlands taking tributaries from the faulted igneous
block to the north - remainder of catchment is chiefly Carboniferous sediments and
Drift. Mixed land use: moorland to urban concentrations.
084003 Clyde at Hazelbank C A: 1092.9 km,
ocMA: CRPB Level. 52m Lal Number
FAR: H B.F.!: .51 . Sensitivity: 5.5
Comment: Velocity.area station in a straight section. Well calibrated. All flows
contained Very minor net impact of artificial influences (some naturalised data) but
flow pattern is affected by operation of u/s HEP station (Stonebyres Falls).
# Catchment drains from the Southern Uplands. Complex geology:
Metamorphics/igneous/Drift. Hill grazing ts principal land use, thinly populated but
Lanark is 5km u/s.
084004 Clyde at Sills C.A; 74(8 km,
M A- CRPB Level: 183m Local Number:
F.A R: B.F.1: .52 Sensitivity. 5.9
Comment: Transferred to Clyde RPB from SOD in July 1969. Sited on a 200m
straight natural reach between two sharp opposing bends. Low How control is a
riffle 30m downstream. Section rated by current meter to 2.9m. Flows are straight
at cableway but there is some turbulence. # Drains part of Southern Uplands, with
several small storage reservoirs in headwaters. Geology - Silurian and Ordovician
sedimentary rocks. Land use - rough grazing with increasing afforestation.
084005 Clyde at Blairston C.A: 1704 2 km,
MA: CRPB Level: 18m Local Number:
F A.R: B.F.I. .45 Sensitivity: 69
Comment: Recorder moved to present position in Nov. 1974 from opposite bank,
Section is natural with steep grass and tree covered banks. Velocity profile slightly
uneven due to upstream bend Control - piers of redundant rail bridge, 300m d/s.
Section rated by current meter to 3.9m, just below max. recorded stage. Some
naturalised flows available. # Very mixed geology with the older formations
(Ordovician/Silurian) to the south. Hill pasture and moorland predominates but
some mixed farming and urban development is found in the lower valley.
084007 South Calder Wtr at Forgewood C A: 93.0 km,
M A: CARD Level: 44m Local Number:
F A.R: El B.F.I. .61 Sensitivity: 7.3
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir (centre: 3 658m, flanks: 13 405m),
Gradient sufficient to avoid drowning. All flows contained. Theoretical rating
confirmed by gaugings. Flow pattern influenced by industrial abstractions and
discharges - net import of water from the Clyde.  4  Relatively subdued topography
developed on sedimentary formations of Carboniferous age (chiefly Coal
Measures): extensive Drift. Land use: arable and pasture plus significant woodland
and > 15% urban - the gauging station is located in Motherwell.
084008 Rotten Calder Wtr at Radices C.A: 51.3 km2
beMA: CRPB Level: 17m Local Numr:
BET 33FAR: E . Sensitivity: 11.9
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir (central crest: 1.83m, flanks: 4 88m).
Theoretical rating confirmed by gaugings. River gradient obviates drowning. All
flows contained. Runoff augmented by sewage and industrial effluent. # A mainly
,impervidus catchment (Carboniferous deposits predominate, Drift cover).
# Moorland and hill pasture in the headwaters, some significant urban growth in the
lower catchment (East Kilbride)
084009 Nathan at Kirkmuirhill C.A: 66 0 km,
ocMA: CRPB Level: 122m Lal Number:
F.AFI: PN AFT 32 Sensitivity: 14 4
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir (centre crest: 2 44m, flanks: 4 27m);
significant accretion upstream of rh crest. Theoretical rating - confirmed by
gaugings. Flows remain modular and are fully contained; the channel is deeply
incised into rock. Runoff is diminished by PWS abstractions # The Nethan drains
from Nutberry Hill. Complex geology mostly Old Red Sandstone and
Carboniferous Limestone with large areas of Drift cover: a mainly imperwous
catchment. Afforestation in the headwaters, hill pasture below.
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084011 Gryfe at Craigend CA: 71.0 km, 63-85
M.A: CRPB Level: 1Orn Local Number:
F A R: 5 El F.I: .31 Sensitivity: 29.6 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station with a curving broad-crested weir control (on a 1987
gentle bend). Cableway on site Left bank overtopped at about 1.1m. Catchment 1988
includes a number of small lochs and reservoirs. Runoff is augmented by 1989
compensation flows and spillages from a neighbouring catchment (10 sq. km). 1990
Some naturalised flows. fr A wet responsivecatchment draining from Duchal Moor.
The geology is dominated by basaltic lavas of Carboniferous age - some Drift also.
084012 White Cart Water at Hawkhead CA: 227.2 km, 63-85
RA: CRPB Level: 4m Local Number:
FAR: S B F.1: .35 Sensitivity: 3.9 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station in a straight reach of uniform czoss.section. Rock 1987
bar control but weed growth causes low flow rating variations. Complex water 1988
utilisation: some naturalised flows available. X Carboniferous rocks (basalt in the 1989
headwaters) predominate; Drift and terrace deposits also. Much of the catchment 1990
is open pasture (with several small lochs) but the northern part is heavily urbanised
(Glasgow).
084013 Clydeat Daldowie CA. 1903.1 km, 63-85
ElRA: CRPB Level: m Local Number:
F.A.R: E 8E1..45 Sensitivity: 4.7 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station; the lowest on the Clyde. Well calibrated. Some 1987
naturalised flows available. # Large catchment developed on a mixed geology - 1988
Ordovician (in the south) to Carboniferous with Drift cover below the headwaters 1989
Hill pasture is the major land use; some mixed farming and urbanisation in the 1990
lower valley.
084014 Avon Water at Fairholm C.A: 265.5 km, 64-85
54MA: CRPB Level: m Local Number:
F.A R: B.F.T .26 Sensitivity: 15.3 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station in a very straight uniform reach. Rock platform 1987
below a bridge forms the control. All flows contained. Some naturalised flows. Two 1988
small reservoirs in the catchment but flow pattern remains responsive. 4 An 1989
impervious catchment - mostly ORS and Carboniferous formations. Hill grazing is 1990
the main land use.
084015 Kelvin at Dryfield CA: 235 4 km, 60..85
MA: CRPB Level: 31m local Number:
FAR: E B.F.I: .43 1986Sensitivity: 7.1
Comment: Recorder sited in straight even reach where erosion has made banks 1987
very steep. The river was canalised during last war and floodbanks made on both 1988
banks from dredged material. The section is affected by weed growth and requires 1989
constant attention. Rated by current meter measurements up to 2.97m. Cableway 1990
installed in 1960 so no high measurements prior 10 this date. a Catchment in the
low lying central valley of Scotland. Geology - Millstone Grit and coal bearing rocks
of Carboniferous age
084016 Luggre waterat Condorrat CA: 33.9 kmF 66..85
MA: CRPB Level: 68m Local Number:
5.A R: EFT .40 Sensitiwty: 137 1986
Comment: CompOund broadcrested weir - central low flow notch. Calibrated by 1987
current meter. Data prior to March 1968 is of poor quality. No controlled storages 1988
but significant local depressions and boggy areas. Or Geology: mostly Coal 1989
Measures with intrusive basalt and substantial Drif t. Much of the catchment is 1990
agricultural in character but urban development in the north has been rapid
(Cumbernauld).
084017 Black Cad Water at Milliken Park C.A: 103.1 km2 67-85
MA: CRPB Level: 25m Local Number.
F,A R: S B 1.1: 37 Sensitivity. 19.0 1966
Comment: VeloUity.area station with informal (dished) concrete control, length: 1987
26 52m, Very stable rating. Overtopping of the right bank can occur when stage 1988
exceeds 1m. Several lochs and reservoirs (e g. Powbanks) provide storage - the 1989
effect of regulation is evident in the hydrograph trace. Monthly naturalised flows 1990
available. P A wet, principally impervious catchment - Carboniferous, and earlier.
series overlain by Drift. Rural.
084018 Clyde at Tulliford Mill CA: 932.6 km, 69-85
MA CRPB ocal Number:Lever 174m - L
FAR: P B FT .52 Senalivily: 16.3 1986
Comment: Velocityarea station with a natural control. Banks overlapped at flows 1987
in excess of the mean annual flood. Catchment includes a number of PWS 1988
gathering grounds from which the yield is exported. Monthly naturalised flows 1989
available. a Mixed geology - ancient sedimentaries (ORS/Ordovician) dominate the 1990
headwaters: mostly igneous formations below. Substantial Drift cover. The
catchment ranges in height from 180800m. About one third is cultivated, the
remainder is hill grazing and moorland.
084019 North Calder Wtr at Calderpark C A: 1298 km, 63-85
RA: CRPB Level. 13m Local Number:
1986FAR: RP B.F.I: .49 Sensitivity: 8.5
Comment: Recorder sited on U-shaped bend so velocity profile is not 1987
symmetrical. Outer bank is a steep dill being undercut by river. The inner bank is 1988
quite steep. Rated by current meter to 1,12m. Monkland Canal drains through 1989
catchment. a Lies in Scottish central lowlands east of Glasgow. Contains several 1990
small storage lochs. Geology - Sedimentary rocks of Carboniferous age.
084020 Glazed Water at Milton of Compels CA: 51.9 km, 68..85
M A: CRPB Level. 39m LOC81Number:
FA R: E B.F.I: .31 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station; broad-crested war with rectangular low flow 1987
notch acts as the control (gaugings confirm the theoretical rating but significant 1988
structure erosion evident - especially following the 1990 spates; reconstruction 1989
scheduled). No significant lochs or storages. Some (1970s) naturalised flows 1990
ayailabte. A An upland catchment draining the Campsie Fells. Geology:
Carboniferous series (principally the Scottish Garb. Limestone) predominate -
overlain by Drift. Very thinly populated. A small area is given over to forestry.
084022 Duneaton at Maidencota CA: 110.3 km, 66.25
M.A: CRPB Level: 228m Local Number:
FAR: B F.l: .44 Sensitivity: 145 1986
Comment: Velocitrarea station with a ragged rock bar control 4considered to be 1987
stable and sensitive. Bypassing is unlikely. No significant storages or (currently) 1988
abstractions. Some early flow data available from 1965. 0 An upland catchment 1989
developed mainly on Drift overlying ORS land older) formations, Some forestry. 1990
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1753 1545 3.48 106.5 217/71910.09 01/07 9.1 1.63 0.259
1974
2230 127 2288 148 615 68.9 25/11 0.44 12/07 14.4 2.34 0.48
1699 97 1514 98 341 488 27/03 0.39 10/08 9.1 1.81 0.55
2033 116 1935 125 435 58.7 26/10 0.26 28/06 10.5 2.76 0.34
1768 101 1659 107 3.74 48.0 20/03 0.18 20/07 98 1.86 0.27
2200 125 2392 155 5.39 834 25/12 0.20 07/08 13.1 301 039
1235 903 6.51 187.1 18/12 0.32 26/08 16.6 3.15 0.94
1966 1984
1549 125 1093 121 7 87 96.5 03/12 080 23/07 20.5 4.18 1.1:0
1259 102 835 92 602 86.0 27/03 0.57 I 0/09 16.1 3.14 0.85
1460 118 1038 115 746 87.3 10/02 051 25/06 184 4.71 0.70
1300 105 879 97 633 108.5 15/02 050 23/06 16.5 323 056
1755 142 1271 141 9.15 151.1 07/10 061 07/00 22.4 386 090
1117 730 44.04 802.5 2129/8096.09 19/08 101.8 25.73 9.495
1984
1356 121 955 131 57 62 443 8 31/12 8.14 17/10 140.4 33.73 922
1116 190 781 107 47.11 296 6 29/12 10 09 08/07 101.9 31.03 12.18
1213 109 885 121 53 28 356.1 02/02 7.47 24/06 120.9 37.14 8.71
1062 95 706 97 42.62 384 0 12/01 6.94 20/06 93.0 25.98 7.85
1505 135 1109 152 6690 654 2 07/10 10.40 06/08 178.0 32.11 11.97
1239 876 7.37 397.3 113/60680.16 17/08 19.4 3.01 0.459
1984
1525 123 1178 134 9.92 175 4 29/12 062 20/09 27.0 4.76 1.02
1237 100 545 96 7.11 116 0 27/12 0.72 09/07 20.1 3.05 0.88
1379 1 1 1 974 115 8.18 154.7 10/02 039 20/06 20.3 4.39 045
1198 97
1698 137 1226 140 10.32 1905 07/10 037 07/08 262 348 0.63
1269 879 6.56 84.9 19/09 0.56 18/09 15.2 3.90 1.17
1985 1972
1575 124 971 DO 7.25 62.9 25/11 0.34 25/09 18.1 4.58 0.78
1236 97 745 85 5.56 53.5 16/08 0.71 25/05 150 3.15 1.03
1492 118 976 III 7.27 61.3 14/08 1.03 22/05 15.9 5.42 1.33
1221 96 680 77 508 54.3 24/03 0.80 29/05 11.9 332 095
1629 128 1035 116 7.73 66.1 07/10 0.80 27/05 192 3.97 1.03
1057 783 0.84 44.5 11/09 0.06 08/08 1.9 0.46 0.13
1967 1967
1292 122 1020 130 1.10 307 31/12 0.15 15/10 2.7 0.54 0.18
1061 100 821 105 0.88 17.0 28/12 0.14 08/08 2.3 0.48 0.18
1268 120 698 115 0.96 22.1 19/09 0.15 24/06 2.2 088 0.18
992 94 611 78 0.66 10.5 24/03 0.13 23/07 1.5 0.36 0.17
1376 130 915 117 098 34.2 07/10 0.14 02/06 2.2 0.50 0.17
1687 1316 4.30 79.1 19/01 0.08 27/08 11.2 2.50 0.34
1974 1984
2180 129 1908 145 624 395 26/11 0.20 28/02 167 3.68 054
1741 103 1349 103 441 273 28/03 044 19/02 120 2.37 0.70
2042 121 1722 131 562 24.7 13/01 030 30/06 12.5 4.36 063
1731 103 1386 105 4.53 259 15/02 030 11/06 116 2.88 0.41
2257 134 1899 144 621 638 11/03 038 07/08 154 3.42 056
1202 805 23.80 555.6 31/10 1.48 27/08 54.0 15.05 3.45
1977 1984
1473 123 1110 138 32 83 195 4 31/12 2.97 01/12 78.1 20.67 637
1188 99 835 104 24.70 269.7 19/10 567 28/05 49.6 17.59 640
1297 108 964 120 28 42 276.8 02/02 4.92 30/06 596 19.89 5.51
1143 95 762 95 22 53 5906 24/03 4.40 25/07 47.9 14.27 4.78
1605 134 1147 142 33 93 302.9 07/10 586 05/08 862 17.60 634
974 554 2.28 71.0d 05/05 0.30 23/09 4.9 1.43 0.52
1968 1963
673 121 2.77 258 31/12 0 64 02/07 6.3 1 79 0.69
586 106 2.41 22.9 28/12 0.50 08/08 5.6 1 52 0.60
686 124 2.82 253 19/04 064 24/06 5.9 201 0.72
527 95 2.17 31.9 24/03 054 10/10 4.5 1 26 0.62
848 153 349 91.2 07/10 063 25/07 82 1.84 0.74
1565 1149 1.89 76.0 30/09 0.06 26/08 4.7 0.95 0.16
1977 1984
2009 128 1520 132 2.50 54.1 10/01 0.15 23/07 6.6 1.22 020
1462 93 1070 93 1.76 45.1 16/08 0.12 09/08 4.8 085 0.21
1785 114 1414 123 232 536 26/12 0.10 28/06 5.5 1.43 0.15
1531 98 1107 96 1 82 41.8 24/03 009 18/07 4.5 095 0.12
1910 122 1602 139 264 567 07/10 0.15 27/05 6.5 109 0.19
1353 809 2.83 114.3 31/10 0.13 28/07 6.7 1.80 0.42
1977 1984
1662 123 1109 137 3.88 436 05/03 0.42 05/10 96 049
1255 95 892 110 3.12 55.4 18/10 062 08/07 66
22..2603
1475 109 1064 132 3.71 116.2 02/02 0.39 25/06 6.1 2.22 051
1292 95
1783 132 1153 143 4.03 938 26/12 0.49 11/08 11.2 181 060
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084023 Geeslin Burn at Auchengeich CA: 357 km,
KA: CRPB Level: 57m Local Numbes:
EAR: E WEI .50 Sensitivity:
Comment Came) pc olde weir. Theoretically rated. Flow contained over the full
range Sensibly natural regime but rnotmway (M73) runoff and STW effluent may
Mfluence flow pattern. • A smelting:lasing catchment containing Wee °bar:lining
villages, developed on Scottish Carboniferous Limestone (overlain with EMIR
084024 North Calder Wtr at Hillend CA: 199 km,
KA: CRFli Level: 168m Local Number:
FAR: S El EL 66 Sensitivity:
Comment Flat V tbre-glass Crump. Susceptible to du= weed growth in
summer. Structure drowns at highest flows. Artihcial flow regime - d/s of Hitlend
Reservoir. -Geology is ptedorninaney Coal Measures with some quartzdolente
intrusions.
084025 Luggie Water at Ozgang CA: 87.7 km2
ae: CRPB Level: 38rn Local Number:
FA R: E B.F.1: .43 Sensitivity:
Comment Velocity-area station with Flat V control. Mosl flows contained but
floods can spill. 4 Mixed land use (agricultural and some urban) developed mostly
on Coal Measures, with some basalt and dolerite intrusions: substantial Drift cover.
084026 Allender Water et Milngavie C A: 328 km2
M A: CRPB Level: 33rn Local Number:
FAR: S B.F.1: 35 Sensitivity:
Comment Velocity-area Mat= with Flat V low flew control (installed 1973). The
catchrnent contains a number of natural and artificial storages but eke flow regime
remains responsive. 4 Hilly catchment developed mostly on Carboniferous
formations (basaltic lava and Scottish Garb. Limestone predominate): some Drif t.
Llgand grazing is the main land use: some afforestation and also urban
development (Milngavie) near the outlet
084027 North Calder Wtr at Calderbank CA: 606 km2
M A: CIIPEI Level: m Local Number:
FAR: S B.F.1: .36 Sensitivity:
Comment: Fibreglass flume for low flows, broad-crested control for higher flows.
High flow calibration is poorly defined. Artificial influences significantly disturb the
flow regime. 4 Rural headwaters (but reservoired), largely urban in lower
catchment. Geology: principally Coal Measures.
084029 candorWater at Candernell C A: 24.5 km2
NIA:CRPB Level: m Local Number:
FAR: 13 F.1: 29 Sensitivity: 343
Comment: A non-standard Flat V broad-crested weir with no wing walls: current
meter calibration Flood flows spill onto the banks. High flow rating under review
following road works involving the right bank. Responsive flow regime. if A small
rural catchment developed on the productive Coal Measures (overlain by Drift).
084030 White Cart Water at Overlee C A: 111.8 km,
KA: CRPB Level: m Local Number:
FAR: S B F.1: .33 Sensitivity:
Comment: Rectangular thin-plate low flow notch in a broad -crested 0/ cross -
section) weir. Confirmatory gaugings not yet available for the lull flow range. Good
fall below weir - thus flows remain modular There are several reservoirs and lochs
within the catchment. 14 The catchment geology comprises mostly basaltic lava
overlain with Drift. A small area near the outlet drains the suburbs of Glasgow but
Me catchment is principally upland moorland.
085001 Leven at Linnbrene CA: 784.3 km2
KA: CRPB Level: 4m Lccal Number:
F.A.R: S B.F.I: .77 Sensitivity: 3.9
Comment Velocity-area station viith channel control at the outflow from Loch
Lomond. Stable rating but erosion caused by major floods in 1990 necessitated
recalibration. Natural regime until loch outtall control weir built in 1971, now
substantially regulated. Some naturalised flows available. 0 A large, wet, upland
catchment. The geology is dominated by ancient metamorphic formations -
overlain by Drift in the west of the catchment.
085002 Endrick Water at Gaidrew C A: 219.9 km2
M A: CRPB Levet: 9m Local Number:
FAR: P El FI: 31 Sensitivity: 100
Comment: Velocity.area station with channel control. Low and medium flows
considered reliable but flood discharges are of a lesser accuracy (due to overspill
on to the left bank floodplain and a curved approach to the measuring reach).
Runoff is diminished by the export of water from the Carron Res. into the Forth
system. Some naturalised flows ave/able. P An upland catchment, draining from
the Campsie Fells developed on GRSoverlain with Drift: large tracts ot sand and
gravel also.
085003 Falloch at Glen Falloch GA: 803 km,
M A. C13913 Level: 10m Local Number:
F.A R: B F.1: .17 Sensitwity:
Comment: Velocity.area station with artificial low flow control (long broad-crested
weir with rectangular low flow notch) - installed 1975. Damage to part of the high
flow crest results in a small discharge bypassing the central notch. All but very
high flows contained. No significant abstractions or discharges. Very responsive
flow regime, P A very wet mountainous catchment developed On ancient
metamorphic formations - some Drift cover.
085004 Luse Water at Luss CA: 35.3 km2
MA: CRP13 Level: m Local Number:
P.A R: N B FI: .29 Sensitiwty:
Comment: Velocity-area with low flow control (broad-crested weir with low flow
notch, slight damage to structure repaired in 1992). Natural flow regime.4 A very
wet, mountainous catchment developed mainly on Dalradon schtsts - overlain, in
parts, by Drilt.
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responsive how pattern. • A compact, steep. mountainous catchment - very wet - 1990
developed on ancient metamorphic formations: some Drift.
086002 Eachaig at Eckford GA: 139.9 km' 58-85
M A. CRPB Level: 6m Local Number:
F.A R: SP eft .35 Sensitivity: 14.3 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station with riffle control. The rating is stable and well 1987
defined. All but major floods are contained within the channel The catchnænt 1988
contains Loch Eck, a malor PWS reservoir. Some naturalised flows available. g A 1989
very wet, steep.sided, mountainous catchment developed on ancient 1990
metamorphic formations - some overlying Drift,
089008 Eas Daimh at Eas Daimh CA: 4.5 km, 81-85
KA: CRPB Level: m Local Number: 161
FAR: N 13 FA: .29 Sensitwity: 1986
Comment: Crump weir, Good low flow calibration, access problems present 1987
difficulties in establishing rating for higher flows; accuracy at high flows is 1988
considered poor. Natural regime - no abstractions or loch storage (but snow pack 1989
storage can be considerable).MA wet mountainous catchment developed largely 1990
on Dalradian metamorphics (mainly schists, some slate and phyllite).
089009 Eas AGhaill at Succoth C A: 9.7 km, 81_85
KA: CRPB Level: m Local Number: 163
F.A R: N Sensitivity 1986
Comment: Crump weir. Calibration is good at low flows but poor at high. All flows 1987
contained - weir is sited in a narrow ravine. No abstractions or storage (with the 1988
exception of seasonal snow cover). 4 A wet, mountainous catchment developed on 1989
metamorphic lormations - mainly Dalradian schists with some phyllite and slate. 1990
Summary of  Archived Data -  1
Gauged daily flows, monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
Stn. Gauged daily flows,
number monthly peaks and rainfall
077002 601 -1-FCCEIAAAA 70s AAAAAAAAAA
80s AMAAMAAA 90s AAe
077003 70s -DAAAAAA 80s MAAAAAAAA
90s Me
077004 70s  - a 80s aAAAAAAAAA
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078001 50s  eA
70s TATTAT---
90s 11.
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078006 80s ---eaaAAAA
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019062
70s AA/LAMA/AA
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079003 50s  
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080001
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70s AAAAAAAAAA
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FFCCCFCCcc
AAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAMAA
AAAAAAAAAA
Me
MAMMA/5A
Me
AAAAAMAAA
Me
AAAAAAAAAA
Me
MAAMAAAA
AAe
Ali
AAAMMAAAA
AAAAAAAAAA
AAe
AAAMAAAAA
AAe
AAe
Me
083002
0.93003
083C04
083005
083006
083007
083038
083009
083010
90s AAe
60s ---eAMAaa
80s  tit
60s -1-ttifATTA
130s AAAAMAAM
70s -AEAAAMAA
90s Me
70s --EMAAAAA
90s DAe
70s  edab
90s AAe
70s  eaa
90s DDe
/30s eaaaaaaeeB
70s  ad
90s Me
084001 40s  eE
60s MAAAAAMA
BOs AMAAAAMB
084032 50s --eAtEAEEE
70s MEEEEEM
90s tT
084003 50s  eBDA
70s MAMA/WA
90s AAe
084004 50s  eAA
70s MAAMMAA
90s DAe
084005 50s ----- eA
70s AMAAAAAAA
90s AAe
084006 60s -AA EAAAAAA
80s AAAETAIITT
084007 60s  eEAAA
80s AAAAAABAAB
084008 60s  eMA
80s AAMAMAAA
084009 60s  eAAA
80s AAAEAEI-EAA
084011 60s ---eAMAAA
80s AAMAMAAB
084012 60s -11EAAAAM
80s AAA/AAA/AB
to
 
o)
2251  1657
3135 139 2170 131
2307 102
2710 120 2007 121
2442 108
3149 140 2205 133
2341 2138
3408 146 2858 134
2403 103 1991 93
2931 125 2579 121
2806 120
3550 152 4131 193
3660
2451
3119
3155
4118
3196
2214
2859
2858
3499
3027
2863 95
3256 108
3864 128
Stn. Gauged daily flows,
number monthly peaks and rainfall
082001 60s -1-1BAAAAAA 70s AAMAAAAAA
80s AAMMAAAD 90s Me
082002 70s ---AEAMAA 80s MMAAAAAA
90s Me
082033 70s ---AAAEEAA 80s MMMAAAD
90s AAe
2157
2876 122
1993 85
2546 108
2364 100
2827 120
70s AAAAAAAe--
90s AT
70s EAMAAAAAA
90s Me
80s MMMAAAD
80s AAAAADAAAA
80s aaaaaaAAAA
80s aaaaaaAAAA
9Ds ADe
80s aaaaaaAABA
80s aaaaaaAAAA
50s EEEBBEIBEEB
70s MAAAAAAM
9Ds Me
60s MEEAEEEFC
80s tittlflATT
60s AMMAAAM
80s AAAAAAAAAA
60s AAAMAAAAA
80s AAAAAAAAAD
60s WAAAAAAA
80s AMAAAAAAA
HYDROLOGICAL DATA:  1986-90
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70s AAAAAAAEAA
90s 1-1-
70s AAAAAAABBA 086001
90s ADe
70s AAAAAAAAAA 086002
90s Me
70s AAMAAAAM
90s Me 089008
70s AAAAAAAMA 089009
90s AAe
/30s -eeaseEAEB 90s AEe
80s -eeaseEMA 90s AAe
70s AMAAAAMA 090002 70s  aa 80s ae
90s AAe 90s TT
Stn.
number
084013
084014
084015
084016
084017
084018
084019
084020
084021
084022
084023
084024
084025
084026
084027
084029
084030
085001 60s ---eMAAAA 70s AAAAAAAAAA
130s AMAAAMAA 90s AAn
085002 60s -11EAAAAM 70s MAMAIMAA
80s MAAAEMA/k 90s Me
08q083 60s -tTTATAtTT 705 EAAAAEAAEE
80s AAAA/kAAAAD 90s Me
085004 70s  aaaa 80s aaae-eAAAA
90s Me
Gauged daily flows,
monthly peaks and rainfall
60s ---eAAAAAA 70s AAAAAAAAAA
80s AAAAAAAAAA 90s ADe
60s ----eAMAA 70s MAAAAAAAA
80s MAMMA/NE 90s Me
60S eifttEMAA 70s AAAAAAAEM
80s AAAAAAAAAA 90s ADe
60S -TAMEEDA 70s MAAABBAAA
BOs AMAAAMAA 90s Me
60s  EAA 70s AAAMAAAAA
80s AAAAAAAMA 90s AAe
60s  A 70s MAAAMAAA
BOs AMAAAAAAA 90s Me
60s -AAAAAAA 70s MAAMAAM
BOs AAAAAAaaaa 90s aae
60s  eE 70s ADMADAEAE
BOs AAAAAAMAA 90s ABe
60s  E 70s MEFFTATTA
60s  eEEE 70s EEEAAEAAEA
80s AMAMBAAD 90s ADe
70s --EAAMEA 80s MAAAMAAA
90s Me
70s --eAAAAAAE 80s MEAAAaaba
90s bde
70s ---AIAAME 80s AAAMMAAA
90s ADe
70s --easbae 80s aaaaaaAAAA
90s AAe
60s ----- -ea 70s eaaEAEEDEA
80s  eeeaa 90s ede
70s  eaaaa 80s aaaaaaMAE
90s Me
80s -eaaaaAAAD 90s ADe
60s  eA 70s AAAAAABBBB
80s AAAMBAEAD 90s ADe
60s ITATMEE 7Ds AAAAABBAAA
80s AAA/AAA/ME 90s DAe
1.62 91.2 03/11 0.01 14/07 4.3 0.73 0.07
1979 1977
2.12 53 1 10/01 006 01/03 60 0 91 0.10
1.95 370 12/01 004 28/06 54 1.04 009
2.15 54.9 07/06 0.01 26/07 5.7 106 0.23
9.49 95.4 11/09 0.24 29/06 23.2 5.92 0.69
1978 1977
12.68 839 27/10 062 17/02 33.5 7.73 0.75
8.83 74.2 16/08 5.05 27/05 23.9 435 125
11.41 87.7 13/01 043 04/11 26.4 8 01 075
18.32 398 12.82 4.69
043 80 21/08 000 26/08 1.0 0.23 0.03
1985 1984
041 83 20/08 004 25/07 1.1 0 21 006
0.46 8.7 20/09 002 23/06 1.1 0.25 0.04
0.55 85 19/09 003 27/05 1.4 0.30 0.05
0.73 199 27/12 0.00 02/11 2.0 0.34 0.04
1983 1985
0.88 2.2 0 47 005
0 61 17.9 21/08 002 25/02 1.8 0.27 006
0.78 14.5 26/07 003 29/06 1.9 0.42 005
0.73 17.5 20/09 002 24/07 1.9 0.35 004
0.87 21.9 10/03 001 26/07 2.3 0.35 004
SURFACE WATER — REGISTER AND STATISTICS
Summary of Archived Data - 2
Naturalised daily and monthly flows
Up-to-date Summaries of Archived Data are available on request from the National Water Archive Office.
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021031 ' Till Eta! NT 927396
021032 Glen Kirknewton NT 919310
022001 Coquet Morwick  NL1 234044
022002 • Coquet Bygate NT 870083
022003 ' Usway Bum Shillmoor NT 886077
022004 ' Ain Hawlchill  NU  211129
022006 Blytn Hanford Bndge NZ 243800
022007 Wansbeck Ma-lord NZ 175858
022008 ' Alwin Clennell NT 925063
022009 Coquet Rothbury NU 067016
023001 Tyne Bywell NZ 038617
023002 Denvent Eddys Bridge NZ 041508
023003 North Tyne Reaverhill NY 906732
023004 South Tyne Haydon Bridge NY 856647
023005 North Tyne Tarset NY 776861
023006 South Tyne Featherstone  NY  672611
023007 Derwent Rowlands Gill NZ 168581
023008 Bede Rede Bridge NY 868832
023009 South Tyne Alston NY 716465
023010 ' Tarset Burn Greenhaugh NY 789879
023011 Kielder Burn Kielder NY 644946
023012 ' East Allen wide Eats NY 802583
023013 ' West Allen Hindley Wrae NY 791583
023014 ' North Tyne Kielder temp NY 631931
023015 ' North Tyne Barrasford NY 924721
023022 North Tyne Uglydub NY 712875
023023 Tyne Riding Mill NZ 026619
024001 Wear Sunderland Br NZ 264376
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HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1986-90
027019 • Booth Dean
027020 ' Scout Dike St
027021 Don
027022 ' Don
027023 Dearne
027024 ' Swale
027025 Rother
027026 Rother
027027 " Whade
027028 Aire
027029 Calder
027030 Dearne
027031 Colne
027032 Hebden Beck
027033 Sea Cut
027034 Ure
027035 Aire
027038 Costa Beck
02703r Holme
027040 Doe Lea
027041 Derwent
027042 Dove
027043 Wharfe
027044 Blackfoss Bk
027047 Snaizeholme
027048 Derwent
027049 Rye
027050 Esk
027051 Crimple
027052 Whitting
027053 Nidd
027054 Hodge Beck
027055 Rye -
027056 Pickering Bk
027057 Seven
027058 Ricca!
027059 Laver
027060 Kyle
027061 Colne
027062 Nidd
027063 Dibb
027064 Went
027065 Holme
027066 Blackburn B
027067 Sheaf
027068 Ryburn
027069 Wiske
027070 Eller Beck
027071 Swale
027072 Worth
027073 Brompton Bk
027074 Span Beek
027075 Bedale Beek
027076 Bielby Beck
027077 Bradford Bk
027080 Aire
0270131 Oulton Beck
027002 Cundell Beck
027084 Eastburn Beck
027086 Skell
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Booth Wd Mill
Scout Dike Res
SE 033166
SE 236047
15.9 CC 1956_74
15.2 VN 1956_80
1386
1038
446
230
940
808
744
421
66
80
238
56
73
76
0.23
0.11
0.06
>0.00
10159
11/78
0 24.. 0.04 
Doncaster SE 569040 1256.2 VA 1959..90 802 411 391 576 79 223 75 16.37 3.80 09/59 163.1 35.3 5.05
Rotherham Weir SK 427920 826.0 VA 1960_71 869 465 404 607 66 298 64 12.18 3.15 09/64 147.5 24.1 3.27
Barnsley Weir SE 350073 118.9 CB 1960.90 780 377 403 547 69 197 75 1.42 0.13 09/90 27.5 3.0 0.24
Richmond NZ 146006 381.0 VA 1961_80 1211 857 354 1217 67 543 75 1035 0.45 05/80 273.3 24.2 1.26
Woodhouse Mill SK 432857 352.2 VA 1961.90 776 384 392 570 66 227 64 4.29 0.69 10/72 54.5 9.1 1.00
Whittington SK 394744 165.0 VA 1963.90 817 361 436 552 81 189 75 1.99 0.20 08/76 41.4 4.4 0.30
Ilkley SE 112481 443.0 VA 1961-75 1330 980 350 1326 67 702 64 13.77 1.85 06/75 273.7 33.0 2.12
Armley SE 281340 691.5 B VA 1961_90 1068 688 380 885 86 432 71 15.09 2.28 08/76 131.9 34.0 3.37
Elland SE 124219 341.9 C VA 1961_90 1285 796 489 1208 81 560 64 8.63 1.74 08176 187.8 18.5 2.23
Adwick SE 477020 310.8 C VA 1961.90 714 342 372 534 69 213 76 3.37 0.76 08176 44.2. 6.8 1.04
Colne Bridge SE 174199 245.0 C VA 1964_90 1165 578 587 859 66 320 75 4.49 0.37 08176 127.13 9.6 0.66
Hebden SE 025643 22.2 MIS 1966.90 1432 246 1186 321 86 172 73 0.17 0.02 08/63 3.8 0.4 0.02
Scarborough TA 028908 33.2 CB 1969.90 777 1273 2074 79 400 89 1.34 0.06 08/76 39.2 3.4 0.08
Kilgram Bridge SE 190860 510.2 VA 1967-90 1359 947 412 1203 86 645 75 15.32 0.56 08/76 236.2 37.8 1.08
Kildwick Bridge SE 013457 282.3 VA 1968.90 1159 690 469 912 88 408 71 6.18 019 08/76 64.3 15.7 0.50
Gatehouses SE 774836 7.8 C 1970_90 703 2353 3004 79 1524 90 0.58 0.30 09/90 0.8 0.35
Digley ReselYlair SE 112069 9.1 VN 1967-73 1444 301 1143 367 68 267 71 0.09 0.06 11/69 0.1 0.03
Stave/ey 5I< 443746 67.9 FL 1970-90 711 322 389 490 79 173 76 0.69 0.10 08/76 1.4 0.17
Buttercrambe SE 731587 1586.0 C 1973-90 779 327 452 503 79 157 89 16 46 3.08 09/90 33.7 4.26
Kirkby Mills SE 705856 59.2 FV 1972-90 930 576 354 828 79 307 89 100 0.16 08176 2.1 0.23
Addingham SE 092494 427.0 C VA 1974.90 1409 1074 335 1443 79 775 75 14.54 1.14 08176 35.3 1.58SendhilisBridge SE 725475 47.0 FV 1974.90 666 265 401 423 79 91 89 0.39 0.01 08/76 0.8 0.04
Low Houses SD 833883 10.2 FV 1972..90 1758 1753 5 1991 80 1314 76 057 0.02 07/84 1.6 0.02
West AytOn SE 989850 127.0 TP 197290 862 68 794 92 79 43 89 027 0.00 09/90 0.5 0.04
Ness SE 696791 238.7 FV 1974-90 882 473 409 665 79 217 89 356 0.57 09/90 6.9 0.82Sleights NZ 865081 308.0 B VA 1970.90 895 494 401 776 86 228 89 4.83 0.27 08/76 10.3 0.61
Burn Bridge SE 284519 8.1 FV 1972.90 835 428 407 561 86 269 89 0.11 >000 08/76 0.3 0.01
Sheepbridge SK 376747 50.2 C 1976-90 871 531 340 665 79 354 85 0.85 0.12 08/76 1.9 0.17
Birstwith SE 230603 217.6 VA 1975_90 1297 739 558 1036 79 526 89 110 0.53 08/90 12.5 0.86
Cherry Farm SE 652902 37.1 FV 1974.90 960 571 389 715 80 298 89 067 0.10 08/76 1.4 0.14
Broadway Foot SE 560883 131.7 1974.90 913 537 376 695 78 254 89 2.24 0.42 09/89 3.9 0.51
Ins  Bridge SE 791819 68.6 1974.90 854 388 466 511 80 177 89 0.84 0.16 08/76 1.5 0.20
Normanby SE 736621 121.6 1974.90 921 464 457 644 80 182 89 1.79 0.08 08/76 3.4 0.19
Crook Ho Farm SE 661610 57.6 V 1974.90 852 247 605 339 78 137 89 0.45 0.18 09/90 0.8 0.19 
Ripon SE 301710 87.5 1977.90 948 381 567 436 .  86 241 89 1.06 0.06 09/90
Newton On Ouse SE 509602
Longroyd Bridge SE 136161
167.6
72.3
V 1979-90
FV 1978-90
650
1385
2060
651 734
2497
852
86
81
898
456
89
85
10.95
1.49
0.11
0.27
09/89
09/89
;3.43 117.1141
3.3 0.29
Skip Bridge SE 482561 516.0 FV 1979.90 989 874 115 1108 86 517 89 14.30 1.18 09/90 31.5 1.60
Grimwith Res SE 057639 25.5 FV 1980.90 1294 941 353 1185 89 643 85 0.76 0.00 10/84 1.8 0.02
Walden Stubbs SE 551163 03.7 FV 1979-90 616 231 385 319 80 144 90 0.61 0.15 09/90 1.1 0.19
Queens Mill SE 142157 97.4 FV 1979..90 1250 714 536 857 86 494 85 2.21 0.38 09/89 4.9 0.44
AshilDwes SK 393914 42.8 FV 1981-90 757 203 554 246 86 119 85 0.28 0.01 09/85 0.7 0.01
Highfield Road SK 357663 49.1 FV 1981-90 891 400 491 520 86 277 85 0.62 0.08 09/90 1.4 0.09
Ripponden SE 035188 33.0 FV 1981.90 537 675 86 403 85 0.56 0.12 08/84 1.1 0.21
Kirby Wiske SE 375844 215.5 FV 1980.90 638 486 152 614 86 136 89 3.32 0.17 09/89 8.4 0.19
Skipton SD 984502 35.3 CC 1981..90 1054 1357 1815 88 631 89 1.52 0.05 07/84 1.9 0.09
Crakehill  ' SE 425734 1363.0 C VA 1955_90 851 450 401 603 58 258 64 19.45 1.96 08/76 42.6 146
Keighley SE 064408 71.7 FV 1980.90 1227 607 620 727 86 471 89 1.38 0.26 08/89 3.1 0.26
Snainton Inge SE 936794 12.9 C 1981_90 705 609 96 770 86 149 89 0.25 >0.00 10/90 0.5 0.01
Northorpe SE 225210 46.3 C 1982-90 780 554 226 649 86 451 89 0,81 0.32 / 1.5 0.32
Leerning SE 306902 160.3 FA/ 1983-90 670 396 274 531 86 223 89 2.01 0.27 09/89 3.3 0.29
Thornton Lock SE 760444 103.1 FV 1983-90 612 113 499 150 84 42 89 0.37 0.01 08/90 0.8 0.02
Shipley SE 151375 58.0 FV 1983-90 922 365 557 469 86 290 85 0.67 0.15 07/84 1.4 0.16
Fleet Weir SE 381285 865.0 C 1985-90 952 631 321 765 86 492 89 17.32 4.81 09/89 38.1 4.78
Farrer Lane SE 365281 FV 1986-90 663 87 89 0.14 0.02 09/90 0.3 0.02
Bat Bridge SE 419724 FV 1987-90 592 88 89 0.15 0.03 07/90 0.2 0.03
Crosshil/s SE 021452 43.4 FV 1988-90 602 629 90 486 89 0.83 0.07 09/89 2.0 0.06
Alma Weir SE 316709 FV 1984-90 86 90 1.43 0.11 09/90 3.3 0.19
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Hydrometric Statistics
022001 Coquet at Marwick CA: 5698 km4
MA: NRAN Level 5m lt:Cal Minter:
FAA: N aFt .45 Sertutivily: 66
Comment Velocity-area station with 34m Mde concrete Rat V wee (iMirmal
design. approx. 1:20 cross-slope) erode with precast segments (mstalled 1973).
Cableway. Fairly straight section with Mon banks. Replaced earlier station at
Guyzance, Respcnsive natural regime_ • A predorninandy upland catchment
draining from the Cheviots. largely Carboniferous Limestone and Devotion
Igneous series Some afforestation.
1.36
1.69
2,34
1.80
1.07
0,99
022006 Etlyth at Hartford Bridge C A: 2694 1,m2
MA: NRA-N Level: 25m Local Number:
B FA: .34FAR: E Sensitivity: 238
Comment Velocity-area station with Rat V wee for low flow control instaled in
1968. Originalty 24 4m wide, reduced in width in early 1980, and recalbrated.
Small net export - runoff from about 20 km2of headwatersdiverted to Whittle Dean
catchment. • Mostly Millstone Grit and Coal Measures.
0.11
0.15
0.30
0.31
0.13
006
022007 Wanabeck at Mitford C A: 287.3 km,
MA: NRA-N Level: 31m Local Number:
F.A.R: SP B.FA: 37 Sensitivity: 7.6
Comment: Velocity.area station with Flat V weir and central flume lor low Dow
measurement (installed 1974). Replaced older broadcrested weir also with central
flume. Recalibration of high Dow rating scheduled. Modest net effect of artificial
influences (export from headwater reservoir). St A mainly lowland catchment
located on Millstone Grit. Upper, Middle and Lower Limestone.
0.22
0.29
0.66
0.43
0.15
0.16
022009 Coquet at Rothbury C A: 346 0 km,
MA: NRA-N Level: 71m Local Number:
FAR: SPN B.FA: .48 Sensitivity: 10.6
Comment Velooty.area station with cableway; informal mill weir below station
provides good control. Well confined section with straight approach. Calibration
under review - a reduction in computed high flows Is anticipated. *Natural
catchment located on Cheviot Igneous, Cementstone and Fen Sandstone,
023001 Tyne at Bywell C A: 2175 6 km,
MA: NRA-N Level: 14m Local Number:
F.A R: 5 B.FA: 36 Sensitivity: 11.8
Comment Veloatrarea station, New station u/s at Riding Mill but 23/1 remains
operational. In drought years. Kielder releases maintainbw flows (42 rrt1s-, min.)
and support transfers to the Derwent. Wear and Tees. Some export of water, and
regime influenced by pulsed hydropower releases from Kielder but regime remains
predominantly natural, a An impervious catchment (largely Carboniferous
Limestone) draining horn the northern Pennines. Extensive moorland, significant
afforestation: arable farming confined to the lower valley.
0.91
1.03
1.66
1.07
0.57
0.47
5.44
8.19
932
645
6.79
023002 Derwent et Eddy* Bridge CA: 118 0 krn1
MA: NRA-N Level: 181m Local Number:
FAR: S B FA: .51 Sensitivity: 7.3
Comment: Broad-crested weir with central low flow flume. Modes calibration.
From 1965 flows controlled by Derwent Reservoir, 2 km upstream. Substantial net
export of water.
0.29
0.34
0.40
0.11
-0.15
023003 North Tyne at Reayerhill C.A: 1007.5 km,
M A: NRA-N Level: 65m Local Number:
F.A.R: 5 B F.I: .33 Sensitivity: 7.2
Comment: Velocity-area station with natural channel control. Replaced earlbr
station at Barrasf ord. Predominantly natural regime but at f ecled by Kielder
releases (see 230231 - including pulsed hydropower releases: overall impact most
evident at low flows. Catcleugh and Coll Crag Reservoirs in the catchment (also
intermittent abstraction at Barrasford) - net export of water. At Upland catchment
developed mainly on formations of the Carboniferous Limestone Series. Rugged
moorland and upland pasture, some afforestation,
2.19
4.21
301
307
3.92
023004 South Tyne at Haydon Bridge C.A: 751.1 km,
MA, NRA-N Level: 59m Local Number:
FAR. N 8 F.I: .34 Sensitivity: 7,9
Comment Velocity.area station with informal Flat V weir as low flow control
installed in 1972. Cableway. Some overspill onto lelt bank during floods.
Recalbration underway - expected to increase flows. Natural regime, *0 An upland
catchment draining the northern Pennines. Geology is predominantly
Carboniferous (Carla Limestone and Millstone Grit).
2.19
2.11
3.22
2.51
1,56
1.78
023006 South Tyne at Featherstone C.A: 321,9 km,
NIA: NRA-N Level: 132m Local Number:
B F.I: .33F.A.R; N Sensitivity: 12.1
Comment Compound Crump profile weir. Lower crest 15.2m, upper crest 29.5m.
Theoretical rating, Structure contains all flows. Extreme peaks may be
underestimated. Natural flow regime. 4 Linear, northerly trending catchment in the
north Pennines. Geology is mainly Carboniferous Limestone.
1.36
1,50
2.45
1.88
0.93
1.31
023007  Dementat Rowlands Gill C.A, 242.1 km2
MA: NRA-N Level: 29m Local Number:
F.A.R: P BPI: .58 Sensitivity: 11.9
Comment: Two Crump profile weirs with slightly different crest levels beneath the
two arches of a bridge. Flow regime substantially influenced by Derwent Reservoir
(started impounding in 1965): significant net export, *Carboniferous Limestone
(upper catchment), Millstone Grit and Coal Measures.
023008 Reds at Rede Bridge C.A, 3438 km,
MA, NRA-N Level: 107m Local Number:
F.A.R: SP B.F.I: .33 Sensitiyily: 13.8
Comment: Flat V weir constructed with prefabricated crest units. Width 24,3m,
Catcleugh Reservoir (commands 40 km,) has an appreciable influence on flows;
modest net export. X Forestry and grazing. Lower Carboniferous rocks mostly
covered by Boulder Clay and alluvium,
0.79
0.92
103
0.87
0.60
0.76
0.86
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024001 Wear at Sunderland Bridge C.A: 657.8 km,
M.A: NRA.N Level: 40m Local Number:
FAR: SGE B.F.I: 42 Sensitivity: 84
Comment: Compound broad.crested weir within the arches of road bridge. High
flows are above vertical walls of bridge openings and tapping point within
drawdown effect. Weed growth in summer. Significant artificial influences:
reservoirs in catchment, minewater discharges and, in drought years, minimum
flows supported by Kielder transfer. # Geology: mainly Carboniferous (Carb.
Limestone, Millstone Grit and Coal Measures).
024003 Wear at Stanhope CA 171.9 km,
M A: NRA.N Level: 202m Local Number:
F A.R: SE B.F.I: .35 Sensitivity. 14.6
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir overall width 19.1m central low crest
width 7.6m. Steep rocky section. Wingwalls raised in 1967: no bypassing Very
flashy response. Burnhope Reservoir (catchment: 19 km') has noticeable effect:
net export. 4 Steep Pennine moorland catchment. Mainly Lower Carboniferous
Limestone. Some arable farm land but mostly sheep grazing.
024004 Bedburn Beck at Bedburn C.A: 749 km2
ocM.A. NRA-N Level: 109m Lal Number:
FAR: N B F.I: .47 Sensitivity: 13.6
Comment: Compound Crump prof Ile weir, 2.4 m low crest, 10 3m overall. Set in a
deep valley: no bypassing. Calibration under review (1992) Natural regime.
# Millstone Grit in north and Coal Measures to south. Coniferous forest, arable
farming and sheep grazing.
024005 Browney at Bum Hall C A: 178.5 km2
M A. NRA-N Level: 44m Local Number
F.A.R: GI B F I: 52 Sensitivity 13.7
Comment: Compound broad-crested weir (17.6 m broad, low crest 5.5 m) within a
deep valley and having a steep fall downstream. Divide piers inserted and wing
walls raised in 1968. Theoretical rating with check gaugings. Imports influence low
flows, minewater discharges also - but regime is predominantly natural.XGeology.
Coal Measures.
024008 Wear at Witton Pad( C A: 455 0 km2
M.A. NRA-N Level: 77rn Local Number
F.A.R: SP B F.I: .44 Sensitivity: 9.3
Comment: Velocity-area station with informal Flat V low flow control of
rectangular section. Cableway. Catchment contains three reservoirs(including
Burnhope), net export of water Transfers from Kielder (Tyne catchment) in drought
years entering the Wear at Frosterley. # Geology is mainly Carboniferous
Limestone and Millstone Grit Pennine headwaters with extensive moorland, mixed
land use in the lower valley.
024009 Wear at Chester le Street CA,1008.3 km2
MA: NRA-N Level: 6m Local Number:
FAR. RG . B.F.I: 47 Sensitivity: 83
Comment: Flat V weir 11:2, 1:2 profile). Structure drowns but calibrated by current
meter at high flows. Flows augmented by minewater pumpings. Reservoirs in
catchment include Burnhope. In drought years low flows supported by Kielder
transfer plows maintained > 2 m1/4-1). Overall impact of artificial influences is
modest. # Geology: Carboniferous Limestone and Millstone Grit. Pennine
headwaters with extensive moorland, mixed land use in lower valley.
025001 Tees at Broken Scar C.A. 818 4 km2
M A: NRA-N Level: 37m Local Number:
F.A.R: SRP B.F.I: .30 Sensitivity. 5.2
Coniment: Compound Crump profile weir with total crest length of 63.9m. Two
low-flow crests total 9.1m. Theoretical rating (confirmed by gaugings). Significant
export of water f rom direct supply reservoirs and u/s abstraction. Some regulation
from Cow Green Reservoir. Transfers of water from Kielder in drought years. 4 A
mainly impervious catchment developed on Millstone Grit and Carboniferous
Limestone Headwaters drain the Pennines. Moorland and rough pasture give way
to more intensive agriculture in the lower reaches.
025004 Skerne at South Park C.A: 2501 km2
M.A. NRA-N Level: 34m Local Number:
F.A.R: GEI B F.I: .52 Sensitivity 10.3
Comment: Compound broad-crested weir. Signif Icant sewage effluent
component in low flows. Pumped mine-waters can also augment flow (a declining
contribution). Excess flow from the Cocker Beck diverted (u/s of Darlington)
directly to the Tees. # A catchment of mixed land use developed mostly on
Magnesian Limestone. Moorland headwaters, considerable urban development '-
with some industry - downstream.
025005 Leven at Leven Bridge C.A: 963 km2
M.A. NRA-N Level: 5m Local Number.
F AR: EN B.F.!: .44 Sensitivity 23.0
Comment: Compound broad-crested weir. width 17.4m, with a bypass Crump
profile weir width 4.6m. Theoretical rating (further conf irmatory gaugings needed).
Sharp bend and road bridge just upstream of weirs and large drop below. Sensibly
natural regime. # Mixed geology (of mostly Permian/Jurassic age). Headwaters
drain from the Cleveland Hills. Arable agriculture and some urban development in
the lower valley.
025006 Greta at Rutherford Bridge C A: 86.1' km2
MA: NRA-N Level: 223m Local Number:
FAR: N B.F.I: .21 Sensitivity: 19.9
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir, total width 19.2m, low flow crest 3m
broad. Theoretical rating with check gaugings Responsive, natural regime. 4 An
eastward-draining Pennine catchment developed largely on Millstone Grit.
025009 Tees at Low Moor C A. 1264.0 km,
M A: NRA-N Level: 4m Local Number:
F.A R: SRPGEI B.F.I: .37 Sensitivity 9.5
Comment: Velocity-area station with Flat V low flow control constructed in 1974.
Good calibration, confirmed to >400 mas-i. Lowest station on River Tees.
Substantial artif icial influences on the flew regime - significant net export of water
(but benefit of Kielder transfers during droughts. # Geology: mostly Carboniferous
(Millstone Grit and Garb. Limestone), some Magnesian limestone. Mixed land use
below Pennine headwaters.
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025012 Hanwood Beck at Harwood CA: 25.1 km2 69-85
AtA.NRA-N Level: 374m Local Number:
F.A.R: N E15.1: 23 Sassitnity: 250 1986
Comment Flat V weir (1:2 crest slopes. 1:10 cross-slope) for low lbw control at 1987
velocity-area station. Sham, gravel bedded reach Natural, responsive regime. 1988
»Small Pennine catchment developed mosOy co Carbaufesous Limestone. 1989
1990
025018 Tees at Middleton in Teesdale CA: 242.1 km2 71-85
MA: NRA-N Level: 211m Local Number:
FA R: SR 19 EL 42 SensitMty: 61 1985
Comment Velocity-area station with Flat V weir (intormal design, limited rnoduLar 1987
range) for low-flow control constructed in 1972. Cableway. Replaced earlier station 1988
at Dent Bank. Straight reach, gravel and rock bed. Steep gradient. Flows affected 1989
by Cow Green Reservoir. CMostly an upland catclvnent draining from the 1990
Pennines. Geology is largely Carboniferous Limestone, some Millstone Grit.
025019 Leven at Easby CA 14.8 km2 71-85
aa. NRA-N Level, 101m Local Number:
FAR: N ELI: .59 SensitMly: 25.0 1986
Comment Flat V Crump profile weir, width 5m. in rectangular concrete nver 1987
section, 6 Natural catchment. Grazing and arable land. Upper Lias rock overlain by 1988
Lower Oolite series (sandstone). Sand, gravel and Boulder Ctay in valleys. 1989
1990
025020 Skeme at Preston le Skeme C.A: 1470 km2 72.85
MA: NRA-N Level: 68m beLocal Numr:
L .41 Sensitivity: 28.9FAR: E B.F. 1986
Comment Velocity-area station with informal low-flow control constructed in 1987
1978, Cableway. Straight approach. All flows contained in channel, Small export 1988
from headwater reservoirs: minewater addilions affect parts of the early record. 1989
0 Relatively dry catchment developed mainly on Magnesian Limestone. some Coal 19%
Measures, Mixed land use below moorland headwaters.
025021 Skeme at Bradbury C.A: 70.1 km2 73..85
MA: NRA-N Level: 72m Local Number.
FAR: SPGE B.F.I: .46 Sensitivity: 20.5 1986
Comment: Velocityarea station with informal Flat V low-flow weir constructed in 1987
1973. High flow control by bridge invert 10m below weir, Cableway. Small net 1988
export of water from headwater reservoirs, to South.west trending catchment 1989
developed mostly on Magnesian Limestone. 1990
026002 Hull at Hempholme Lock C.A. 378.1 km2 61..85
MA: NRAbeY Level: 3m Local Numr: 8913102
FAR. PGI B.F.I.,85 Sensitivity, 1986
Comment: Two tilting-gate weirs, each 7.2m wide, with thin.plate on the upper 1987
edges. Very flat gradient, occasionally drowns. Very low flows underestimated, 1988
early data under review. Appreciable PWS abstractions (variations available. but 9 1989
an, readings only) otherwise sensibly natural. Residual flow of approx. 05 rn,s-' 1990
normally maintained by limiting u/s abstraction. Contributing area partly defined by
drainage network. 0 A predominantly rural catchment draining the Chalk outcrop of
the Yorkshire Wolds.
026003 Foston Beck at Foston Mill C.A: 57.2 km2 59_85
M A- NRA-Y Level. 6m Local Number: 8913120
F.A R: GN B.F 1..96 Sensitivity: 14.1 1986
Comment: Flows measured by a sharp-edged weir sluice gate Theoretical rating. 1987
Pre-1976 the sluice position was not accurately recorded and the computed flows 1988
are less accurate. Small amount of groundwater abstractions 6 A predominantly 1989
rural catchment draining the southern Chalk outcrop of the Yorkshire Wolds. 1990
026005 Gypsey Race at Boynton C.A: 240.0 km2 81-85
M A: NRA-Y Level: 17m Local Number. 8913004
FAR: GI B.F.I: .95 Sensitivity: 54.0 1986
Comment: Flat V weir. Replaced the gauge downstream at Bridlington (26084). 1987
Some groundwater abstractions. Baseflow dominated regime. the Gypsey Race 1988
ceases to flow during prolonged droughts. Topagraphica/ and groundwater divides 1989
not coincident. # Predominantly rural. pervious (Chalk) catchment draining the 1990
northern side of the Yorkshire Wolds.
026006 Elmswell Beck at Little Driffield C A: 136 0 km, 1980
MA: NRAY Level: m Local Number: 8913185
FAR: GN 0E1: .97 Sensitivity: 128.0 1986
Comment: Thin.plate weir. Subject to occasional drowning due to weedgrowth - 1987
d/s chart recorder will enable non-modular flows to be revised it necessary Largely 1988
natural. baseflow dominated, regime but, possibly, a minor net export may occur 1989
(resulting from GW abstraction) # A rural catchment in the Yorkshire Wolds 1990
(Chalk).
026008 Mires Beck et North Cave C.A. 41.9 km2
M A: NRA-Y Level: m Local Number:
FAR: N B.F.I: Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Crump weir. D/s analogue recorder maintained to monitor non- 1987
modular conditions. Abstractions can influence the pattern of low flows - normally 1988
baseflow dominated. tl On south.west edge of Yorkshire Wolds. Spring source on 1989
scarp slope. Jurassic strata 50% in west. Upper Cretaceous Chalk in east. 1990
Completely Drift free. Rural catchment, mostly arable, some forest.
027001 Nidd at Hunsingore Weir C.A: 484.3 km2 35.85
MA. NRA.Y Level: 18m Local Number. 8912104
FAR: SAFE Sensitivity: 11.4 1986
Comment: Broad-crested weir, breadth 498 m. Rated by formulae, subsequently 1987
by C/51 gaugings. Insensitive. Operation of brpass sluice in the 1980s caused 1988
difficulties; flows subsequently revised. Low flows monitored d/s at Skip Bridge 1989
since 1979 Heavily reservoired headwaters (Angram, Scar House, Gouthwaite 1990
influence runoff, the latter especially significant during drought conditions). Net
export of water. # Geology: Mainly Millstone Grit, Magnesian limestone and some
marls. Predominantly rural, rugged in headwaters.
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027002 Whale et Flint Mill Weir CA: 758,9 km2 55-85
MA- NRA-Y Level: 14m Local Number: 8912004
F AR: SRPI B F I: .39 Sensitivity: 14.2 1986
Comment: Broad-crested masonry weir 47m wide with a current meter cableway 1987
1.5km u/s (moved to new US station at Tadcaster in 1990). Insensitive at low flows. 1988
Level data only from 193610 1955 Recalibration(from 1965) completed but flows 1989
reprocessed from 1982 only. Pre-1965 data less reliable. Regulation effect of 1990
headwater reservoirs evident at low flows. Small net export of water (inc. Bradford
supply) 4 Mixed geology mainly Carboniferous Limestone, grits and Coal
Measures. Predominantly rural catchment with moorland headwaters.
027003 Aire at Beal Weir CA 1932.1 km2 58-85
M A: NRA-Y Level: 6rn Local Number: 8911805
FA R. SPEI B.F.I: .52 Sensitivity 60 1986
Comment: Broad-crested masonry weir. 33m wide. Gauged calibration 1987
cableway 4.5km u/s. Very high flows inundate extensive north bank washlands. By 1988
passing via the Aire and Calder canal (flows now measured). Catchment is heavily 1989
reservoired (principally on the Calder system) and industrialised. Complex water 1990
utilisation; net import. # Mixed geology Garb. Limestone, Millstone Grit and Goal
Measures in the upper catchment: Magnesium Limestone and Marl and Triassic
Sandstone at the lower end,
027005 Nidd at Gouthwaite Reservoir C A: 113.7 km2 36.85
M.A: NRA-Y Level: 123m Local Number: 8912108
F.A R: SRP B.F.I. .48 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Rectangular notch 12.2 m wide set in broad-crested weir (total width 1987
29 ml. Measures overflow and compensation/regulation releases from Gouthwaite 1988
Reservoir. 1989
1990
027006 Don et Harlfields Weir C.A: 373.0 km2 65-85
MA:NRA-Y Level: 30m Local Number: 8910605
F.A.R: SPGEI B.F.I: .49 Sensitivity. 22.2 1986
Comment: Broad-crested Masonry weir, 45 m wide, rated by a current meter from 1987
a cableway 100m downstream (destroyed in 1989). Pre-1982 flows await 1988
reprocessing. The upper catchrnent is considerably reservoired and the impact on 1989
the floyr regime is substantial - significant net loss of water from the catchment. 1990
P  Mixed geology. Moorland headwaters contrast with the heavily urbanised lower
catchment (now less industrial).
027007 Ure at Westwick Lock C.A: 914.6 km2 58-85
M A- NRA-Y Level. 14m Local Number: 8912202
.F1..39 Sensitivity: 10.6F A.R: SP B 1986
Comment: Broad-crested masonry weir, 59m wide, rated by current meter from a 1987
cableway 0.26km d/s (replaced an earlier rated section a short distance d/s - 1988
Boroughbridge weir was thought to act as partial control). Nov.1975-Dec.1982 data 1989
awaits reprocessing: expected to increase flows. Reservoirs have significant effect 1990
on the Burn and Laver but moderate overall impact: some net export of water.
# Mixed geology of limestone and grits. Large. predominantly rural catchment
draining from the Pennines.
027009 Ouse at Skelton C.A. 3315.0 km2 69..85
M.A. NRA-Y Level: 5m Local Number: 8912405
F.A RI SRPGI B.F.I: .43 Sensitivity. 3.2 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station with control exercised mainly by Naburn weir - 1987
but.sinCe 1982 a rating independent of sluice-gate settings has been employed. 1988
Pre-1982 records are less reliable and will be reprocessed. PWS abstraction u/s - 1989
increasing impact on very low flows; some artificial GW augmentation now a 1990
counterbalancing influence. New US station commissioned 1992.4 Mixed geology.
Predominantly rural catchment draining the northern parts of the Vale of York and
the Yorkshire Dales
027021 Don at Doncaster CA: 1256.2 km, 59-85
M.Ai NRA-Y Level: 4m Local Number: 8910908
FAR- SK1986 I B.F.I: .56 Sensitivity: 4.4
Comment: Velocity-area station, 24m wide, with cableway. Station recalibrated in 1987
late 1970s following removal of rubble weir (low flow control). By-passing occurs via 1988
the Sheff ield and Yorks navigation flow now measured at Long Sandal! Lock. 1989
Numerous artificial influences including the effects of the Don Valley reservoirs and 1990
imports of water for the urban areas.  #  Mixed geology: Millstone Grit (headwaters),
Coal Measures, Magnesian Limestone and Tries sandstones. Moorland
headwaters, urbanised valleys.
027023 Dearne at Barnsley Weir C A: 118 9 km, 60-85
MA: NRAR/ Level: 43m Local Number 8910806
F AR: GI B.F.Ii .47 Sensitivity 13.5 1986
Comment: Compound broad-crested weir, 12m wide rated by model tests Some 1987
abstractions and gain of drainage water pumped from coal mines. 4  Mixed geology 1988
of Upper Carboniferous. Predominantly rural catchment. - 1989
1990
027025 Rother at Woodhouse Mill C.A: 352.2 km2 61-85
MA: NRA-Y Level: 29m Local Number: 8910304
B F l- .53FAR, SRPGEI Sensitivity: 8.2 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station, 15m wide, with current meter cableway 35m 1987
downstream The gauge is - downstream of the washland storage scheme 1988
controlled by a regulator gate on the channel to pond water at times of high flow. 1989
Subsidence due to mining necessitates re-rating. # Mixed geology: principally Coal 1990
Measures, some valley alluvium. Land use is moorland headwaters and urbanised
valleys.
027026 Bother at Whittington C.A: 165.0 km, 63..85
MA, NRA-Y Level: 58m Local Number: 8910203
F.A.R: SPGI B.F.!: 46 Sensitivity: 13.5 1986
Comment: Shallow V weir replaced in November 1979 by a velacity-area station a 1987
short distance downstream. Rated by current meter cableWay 50m upstream. 1988
Flows bypassing the station via Chesterfield canal have been measured at 1989
Wheeldon mill lock since October 1963 and are stored separately. Flows are 1990
affected by reservoirs in Rother valley and imports/exports of water.
027028 Aire et Armley C.A: 691.5 km2 61-85
MA: NRA-Y Level- 26m Local Number: 8911707
F.A.R: SPEI B.F.!: .48 Sensitivity: 9.4 1986
Comment: Broad-crested weir, 20m wide, rated for all flows by current meter 1987
cableway at the section. Pre-1971 data are-less reliable. # Geology comprises 1988
predominantly Carboniferous Limestone in the headwaters down to Skipton, and 1989
Millstone Grit and Lower Coal Measures. Rural headwaters with considerable 1990
urban and industrial development downstream. Catchment includes station 27035.
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027032 Hebden Beek at Hebden GA: 222 km2
MA: NRA-Y Level: 228m Local Number:13911960
FAR: P BPI: .42 Sensitivity: 42
Comment Thin.plate V notch (half 90 degree) in parallel with 3.35m wide Crump
profile weir. V notch capacity limited by horizontal cut-off wall, at high flows it acts
as a submerged orifice. Steep stream with heavy bedload - substantial upstream
accretion, some erosion evident on weir surfaces. Some abstraction (27032
monitors residual flow), but predominantly natural flow regime. Numerous swallow
holes and resurgences: true drainage area uncertain. 4 Upland catchment, mostly
moorland developed on Garb. Limestone, Millstone Grit and shales.
027029 Calder at Eland CA: 341.9 1cm2
MA: NRA-Y Level: 58m Local Number: 8911203
FAR: SPI B Ft 50 Sensitivity: 3.9
Comment Broad crested masonry weir 53m wide  with  Crump profile notch for
low flow measurement. Weir rated by airrent metes. Cableway 203rn downstream.
Water level recorder was resited nearer the river in 19BD Wee was bteached in
1982. necessitating a new rating curve. Nurnemus reservcits witIlin the catchment.
• Valley bottoms of lower catchment are heavily urbanised and industna/sed,
Va5eys rise steeply to moorland predominantly covered by peal. The geology
comprises Upper Carbondetous  Mdstone  Grit Senes.
2.30
2.22
2.29
2.55
1-69
2.07
027030 Dttaffle at Adwick C.A:310.8 km,
M A: NRA-V Level: 13m Local Number: 8910603
FAR: P6E1 B.F.1: .61 SensitMty. 7.4
Comment Chimp Profile weir 5.5m wide with twoadmested flanking weirsFlews
greater than the capacity of the Crump profile weir are rated by current meter hom
a cableway 25m upstream. The flow remme is substantially affected by industrial
water use and sewage effluent augmentation (appreciable net import of water).
0 Geology is primanh/ Coal Measures.
027031 Colne et Cotne Bridge C.A: 245 0 km,
MA: NRA-Y Level: 48m Local Number: 8911102
FA R: SPG1 B FA: .39 Sensitivity: 7.9
Comment Curved broad-crested weir 52m wide with central Crump profile notch
3 Bm wide for more accurate kw flow measurement. Rated by a current meter al a
cableway 0 2km downstream. High flow rating under review (1989). Substantial
artificial infkiences due to numerous reservoirs.0 Mixed geology with Millstone Grit
in the upper catchment and Coal Measures in the lower part. Catchment
comprises moorland headwaters with heavily urbanised valleys.
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027034 Ure at Kilgram Bridge CA: 510 2 km,
M  k  NRA-Y Level: 88m Local Number: 8912206
F.A R. N BEL .32 Sensitivity: 17.6
Comment: Velocity-area station rated by current meter. Low flow control is
exercised by the sill oh Kilgram Bridge 70m d/s. Flows < I rasa-, underestimated.
recalbration scheduled. Some boodplain storage. Largeh natural regime: minor
export of water - Thorton Steward abstraction (operational from 1977) is 0.01
upstream. *Geology is mainly Carboniferous Limestone and Millstone Grit. Rural
catchment draining from the Pennines.
027035 Aire at Kildwick Bridge C  k  282.3 km,
MA: NRAocY Level: 87m Lal Number: 8911500
F.A.R. S B.F.!: 37 Sensitivity: 158
Comment: Velocity-area station rated by current meter cableway 150m
downstream. Low flow control is the sills of the bridge. Flows below one rn,s-,
underestimated - recalibration scheduled. Washland storage, minor reservoirs, and
the Leeds-Liverpool Canal can influence the flow pattern but small overall impact;
minor net export.  0  Geology is mainly Carboniferous Limestone with some
Millstone Grit series. Rural catchment draining part of the eastern Pennines.
027038 Costa Beck at Gatehouses C.A: 78 km,
beMA: NRA-Y Level: 22m Local Numr: 8912518
FAR: G B FA: .97 Sensitivity: 12 8
Comment Crump profile weir 5m wide. Theoretical rating. Weedgrowth can
cause drowning. Some bypassing ot the gauge via West Main. The data indicates
that the groundwater catchment greatly e ceeds the topographical catchmenl.
Flows are predominantly natural apart from some pumping at Keldhead Spring and
abstractions/returns from some cress beds and a trout farm. XSmall rural
catchment on the southern edge of the North York Moors. Geology is permeable
Oolitic Limestone
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027040 Doe Lea at Staveley C.A: 67.9 km,
M.A: NRA-Y Level: 48m Local Number: 8910103
FA R, GEI B.F.I: 52 Sensitivity: 142
Comment: Rectangular flume, throat width: 3m. Theoretical rating. Structure has
been affected by mining subsidence, the flume is tilted. Artificial influences include
a net import of water including mine drainage. 4 Mixed geology comprising Coal
Measures, Permian Marls and Magnesium Limestone. Predominantly rural
catchment and urbanised lower reaches.
0.17
022
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020
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027041 Derwent at Buttercrambe C A: 1586.0 km2
M A. NRAY Level: 10m Local Number: 8912807
F.A R: RPI B FA: 69 Sensitivity: 6 1
Comment Crump weir. 20m wide: high flow rating derived 1 rorn limited number of
gaugings. Pre-October 1973 data (monthly only) ol poorer duality: derives from
Stamford Br.(270151. slightly smaller catchment area (1596.0 km2). Peak flows from
the headwaters upstream of Forge Valley (8% catchment) are diverted down the
Sea Cut (27033) Minor net impact of artificial influences (spray irrigation is
appreciable). a Mixed geology of clays, shales and limestone. Rural catchment
draining the North York Moors.
027042 Dove at Kirkby Mills GA: 59.2 km,
M.A: NRA-Y Level: 36m Local Number: 8912660
FAR: N B.F.1: .60 Sensitivity. 136
Comment: Flat V weir, 8m wide. Theoretical rating. Predominantly natural flows.
Subsurface inflow from River Seven catchment (27057) may represent a significant
proportion of summer baseflow. *A linear NNW-SSE trending catchmenl.
Moorland headwaters, land use is largely rough grazing - a little forestry. Geology:
principally Jurassic limestones, clays and sandstone.
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027043 'Whinget AddIngham C A: 427.0 km2 74-85
M A: NRA-Y Level: 80m Local Number: 8911903
FAR: SP B FI: .33 Sensitivity: 100 1986
Comment: Crump profile crest, 12m wide (theoretical rating) in a broad-dested 1987
weir, 48m overall width. Current meter cableway 4km d/s (Ilkley). Revised rating 19138
still to be aPPlied 10pre-I982 data - it vall significantly reduce high flows. Flashy 1989
flow regime substantially influenced by reservoir operation (Grimwith regulation 1950
releases from June 1984). Sig. u/s abstraction at Lobwood also (from 1980).
0 Geology is Carboniferous limestone. shales and sandstones. Predominantly rural
catchment.
027044 Blackloss Beck at Sandhills Bridge CA: 47.0 km2 74_85
MA: NRAY Level: 6m Local Number: 8912835
F.A R: El B.F.!: .46 Sensitivity: 293 1986
Comment: F/at V weir. 4m wide. Theoretical rating. Low flow gauge, subject to 1987
drowning. High flows should be treated with caution. In summer 1984 the weir crest 1968
was lowered for land drainage requirements and its modular limit was reduced. 1989
Significant agricultural abstractions in summer. 0 Low-lying, rural catchment 1990
draining from the western stde of the Yorkshire Welds
027047 Snaizeholme Beck at Low Houses CA: 10.2 km2 72.85
M.A: NRA-Y Level: 260m Local Number: 8912290
FAR:  N  B.F.1: .19 Sensitivity: 36.1 1986
Comment: Flat V weir installed in 1985 superseded a limited capacity, wooden 1987
trapezoidal flume. Bypassing now less common: pre-I985 it was a feature of 1988
several floods each year. Structure/ ull now 095 metres. Flashy, natural regime but 1989
Possibility of minor amount of spring water deriving from outside the WPographical 1990
catchment. Ai Wet, steep catchment in the Pennines developed mainly on
Carboniferous Limestone, some Millstone Grit on the south-eastern boundary.
Land use is mostly rougl-L grazing,
027048 Derwent at West Ayton C.A: 127.0 km2 72..85
M.A: NRA-Y Level: 34m Local Number: 8912708
A R: PG BEA .74 Sensitivity: 364F 1986
Comment Compound thin-plate weir, Ilm wide. Theoretical rating. Catchment 1987
contains swallow holes; significant losses between 27/48 and a nearby upstream 1988
monitoring site (Forge Valley). High (lows are diverted down the Sea Cut (27033). 1989
• Jurassic sandstone, limestone and shales. Predominantly rural catchment with 1990
substantial forest cover.
027049 Rye at Ness C.A: 238.7 km, 74-85
MA: NRAY Level: 26m Local Number: 8912505
FAR: GN CAFE .68 Sensitivity: 8.0 1986
Comment: Flat V welt, 12m wide. Theoretical rating. Significant groundwater 1987
abstractions. 0 Geology is Jurassic limestone, clays and sandstones. 1988
Predominantly rural catchment with moorland headwaters. 1989
1990
027050 Esk at Sleights C.A: 309 0 km2 70-85
MA: NRAY Level: 5m Local Number: 8912903
FAR: N 6 FA: .38 Sensith/ity: 7.9 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station with broad.crested weir control (25m broad with 1987
fish.pass on left bank, 0.71m lower). Flow records 1970-76 based on formula only - 1989
may be inaccurate Current meter rating developed by 1989 - reprocessing of data 1989
from 1977 completed. Sensibly natural flow regime. AO Permeable headwaters 1990
(North York Moors Jurassic) thence mainly Middle Oolite and Middle Lies,
extensive Drill cover. A rural catchment with moorland headwaters.
027051 Crimple at Burn Bridge aA: 8.1 km2 72-85
MA: NRA.Y Level: 112m Local Number: 8912120
F.A R: N B FA: .31 Sensitivity: 54.0 1986
Comment Flat V weir, 3 5m wide. Theoretical rating. Subcatchment flows have 1987
been measured by Leeds University. No artifwial influences.  •  G eo I o g y is 1988
Carboniferous shales and grits. Rural catchment, mainly used for pasture. 1989
1990
027052 Whining at Sheepbridge C A: 50.2 km2 76-115
MA: NRAY Level: 70m Local Number: 8910220
FAR: SE BFA: .48 Sensitivity: 255 1986
Comment: Crump weir, 5.98m wide. Theoretical rating. 0 Geology is Coal 1987
Measures: sandstones and shales. Industrialised catchment with moorland 1988
headwaters, 1989
1990
027053 Nield at Birstwith C.A: 217.6 km2 75..85
MA/ NRA-Y Level: 67m Local Number: 8912106
FAR: SRP B Ft .44 Sensitivity: 99 1986
Comment: Velocityarea station approximately 17m wide, rated by current 1987
metering (to 30 m1/4-' only) from bridge at the section. Riffle control, may be 1988
subject to erosion. Heavily reservoired catchment with substantial cited on flows. 1989
• Geology is mostly Millstone Grit. Rural catchment. 1993
027054 Hodge Beck at Cherry Farm C A: 37.1 km2 74-85
M A: NRA4 Level: 38m Local Number: 8912570
B F.I: .53FAR: N Sensitivity: 16.7 1986
Comment: Limited range Flat V weir, 6m wide. Theoretical rating. Superseded the 1987
gauge upstream at Bransdale (27010). Flows unaffected by artificial influences. 1988
N Geology is mainly shales and sandstones. Rural catchment 1989
1990
027055 Rye at Broadway Foot C.A: 131.7 km2 74_85
M A NRA-Y Level: 38m Local Number: 8912508
FAR: N Sensitivity: 22.3 1986
Comment: Limited range Crump profile weir, 15m wide. Thewetical rating. Low 1987
modular limit, higher flows are only approximate. Sensibly natural regime. 1988
• Geology is Jurassic limestone, shales and sandstones. Rural catchment draining 1989
the Cleveland Hills. 1990
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1395 1095 14.82 552.6 08/03
1979
1644 118 1265 116 17.12 262 6 04/03
1318 94 926 85 12.54 197.3 27/03
1576 113 1155 105 15 60 236.9 23/12
1208 87 779 71 10.55 222.9 23/03
1491 107 1001 91 13.56 218.7 19/02
689 288 0.43 15.9 21/01
1985
683 99 280 97 0.42 9.8 15/04
664 96 271 94 0.40 11 4 21/10
680 99 292 101 0.43 12.1 19/03
464 67 91 32 0.14 34 25/02
575 83 134 47 020 10.7 08/12
1710 1710 0.55 13.6 21/12
1985
2071 121
1736 102
1982 116 1923 112 062 13.8 22/12
1666 97 1492 87 0.48 12.1 23/03
2006 117 1834 107 0.59 15.5 19/02
887 68 0.27 2.8 23/08
1982
906 102 61 90 0.24 1.7 26/08
858 97 84 124 0.34 1.9 26/08
835 94
596 67 43 63 0.17 1.7 16/12
779 88
895 499 3.78 74.1 12/09
1976
960 107 514 103 3.89 41.5 05/03
950 106 557 112 4.22 68.1 26/08
900 101 493 99 3.72 21.6 30/06
633 71 217 43 1.64 15.7 25/02
770 86 295 59 223 25.0 29/01
940 493 4.81 358.7 25/03
1979
1013 107 776 157 7.57 207.4 26/08
946 100 624 127 609 211.5 26/08
860 91 471 96 458 692 01/02
643 68 228 46 223 41.7 11/04
859 91 419 85 409 141.1 27/01
838 440 0.11 7.4 09/12
1983
956 114 563 128 0.14 4.7 15/04
776 93 362 82 0.09 5.3 07/04
915 109 475 108 0.12 4.1 24/01
734 88 269 61 .007 2.5 23/03
763 91 307 70 008 3.3 07/02
897 550 0.811 49.2 22/06
1982
1011 113 645 117 103 24.3 10/01
818 91 536 97 085 19.6 07/04
891 99 537 98 065 16.3 05/01
745 83 388 71 062 14.4 24/02
.746 83 391 71 062 14.6 27/01
1321 756 5.21 204.4 13/01
1980
1462 1 1 1 893 118 6.16 154.7 15/04
1143 87 547 72 3.77 604 20/10
1352 102 859 114 5.91 1347 01/02
10E8 81 528 70 364 1940 23/03
1193 90
"
701 93 484 147.5 25/01
978 594 0.70 17.4 21/03
1981
1098 112 665 112 0.78 10.5 20/05
1042 107 645 109 0.76 11.0 23/11
936 96 544 92 064 8.1 01/02
695 71 297 50 0.35 108 22/07
821 84 448 75 0.53 106 27/01
•
925 566 2.36 82.3 21/03
1981
1032 112 609 108 254 524 04/03
988 107 625 110 261 76.6 -  26/08
920 99 505 89 2.10 49.4 30/06
666 72 254 45 1.06 194 24/02
806 87 369 65 1.54 362 29/01
0.82 25/01 35.0 7.12 1.54
1976
I 57 27/07 47.0 9.01 1.85
2.13 29/05 29.7 6.45 267
1.27 24/06 38.4 8.38 1.68
1.18 10/12 27.2 4.68 1.45
0.96 27/03 37.8 5.12 1.50
0.00 20/011 1.0 0.20 0.04
1976
0.05 24/08 0.9 0.25 0.06
006 15/09 0.8 0.24 0.07
006 29/06 08 0.19 0.07
003 17/08 0.3 0.08 003
002 03/08 0.4 006 003
0.01 23/08 1.6 0.20 0.03
1980
001 23/06 1.7 026 002
0.01 25/06 1.3 0.12 001
001 04/08 1.6 0.1E1 0.02
0.00 12/09 0.5 0.25 0.05
1964
000 10/10 0.5 0.20 0.08
004 09/07 0.7 0.28 006
0 OD 15/07 03 0.19
0.60 26/011 7.3 2.79 0.89
1976
0.99 12/10 3.25 1.05
1.50 20/08 7.2 3.46 1.72
1.11 24/06 66 2.90 1.37
0.56 05/10 30 1.34 0.59
0.50 15/09 52 1.38 0.56
0.12 26/08 10.5 2.26 0.67
1976
066 17/08 18.2 283 0.74
0.98 20/08 11.3 3.43 1.22
080 25/06 9.7 2.55 0.95
043 23/08 4.0 1.23 0.45
040 05/09 82 1 32 0.44
0.00 05/09 0.3 0.05 0.01
1976
000 17/07 0.4 0.07 001
001 09/07 02 0.05 0.01
001 23/06 0.3 0.06 0.01
0.03 21/08 0.2 0.02 0.01
003 01/08 0.2 0.01 >0.00
0.11 05/09 1.9 0.48 0.18
1976
0.17 03/10 26 056 0.18
022 02/10 1.8 0.57 0.25
0.19 20/09 20 047 022
0.14 22/08 1 5 0.29 0.15
0.13 11/10 1 5 0.26 0.14
0.39 21/08 12.7 2.65 1.01
1984
0.93 20/08 139 2.92 0.98
1.01 10/08 80 2.46 1.09
0.93 24/06 136 2.68 1.02
046 09/10 8.1 1.87 0.65
046 04/09 13.8 1.38 0.50
0.09 26/08 1.5 0.46 0.15
1976
0.15 27/07 1.6 050 0.16
0.22 01/06 1.3 0.54 025
0.15 24/06 1.2 043 0.18
0.11 30/09 0.7 024 0.12
0.10 16/09 1.1 025 .0.11
0.39 27/08 4.1 1.46 0.55
1980
062 24/08 4.8 1.73 068
087 20/08 4.3 1.90 1E0
059 24/06 3.8 151 0.73
0.36 29/09 1.9 081 0.41
036 15/09 3.1 087 0.42
SURFACE WATER - REGISTER AND STATISTICS
027062 Nidd at Skip Bridge CA: 516.0 km,
MA: NRA-Y Level: 8m Local Number: 8912102
FAR: SRPEI S.F.': .29 Sensitivity: 60
Comment: Limited range Flat V weir, 17m wide. Subject to drowning and
inaccurate at high flows - intended for use in conjunction with the gauge at
Hunsingore (27001 see page 53). which is insensitive at low flows. Heavily
reservoired headwaters of the Nidd and Washburn valleys have a significant effect
on flows, Gouthwaite Reservoir outflows especially significant in drought
conditions. * Geology: Carboniferous Millstone Grits. Permian Marls and Triassic
sandstones. Predominantly rural, rugged in headwaters.
027060 Kyle at Newton On Ouse CA: 167.6 km,
MA: NRA-Y Level: 6m Local Number: 8912480
FA R: G B.F I: .09 Sensitivity: 270
Comment: Theoretically rated Flat V weir, 6m wide. Flow record very inaccurate
above the low flow range; weir subject to drowning due to backing up from the
Ouse - confluence is just d/s. High flows and runoff totals erroneous - substantial
overestimation. Monitoring of downstream levels provides the potential to compute
more realistic runoff data in the future. * Flat rural catchment draining part of the
Vale of York. Triassic sandstones and marls.
57
027056 Pickering Beck at trigs Bridge C.A: 666 km,
MA: NRAY Level: 28m Local Number: 8912515
FAR: N Sensitivity: 21.2
Comment Limited range Gump profile weir. 7m wide. Theoretical rating. Low
modular limit, higher flows are ally approximate. Flow unaflected by artificial
infkwiao. *Geology is mostly gnts and limestones. Root catchment draining
parts ol Me North York Moors.
027057 Seven at Nonnanby C.A: 121_6 Ion,
M.A, NRAT Level: 29m Local Number: 8912540
B.F.I: .39 Sensitivity: 22.3
Comment Limited range Crump profile weir, 8m wide. Theoretical rating. Low
modular limit. Assumption of modularity impties high (and, possibly, lower) flows
are of limited precision. Loss of water underground to the adjacent River Dove
(27042) has significant impact on summer baseflow. ((Geology is Jurassic
Limestone, shales and sandstones. Rural catchment with moortand headwaters.
Contains significant areas of forestry.
027058 Ricca! at Crook House Farm C.A: 57.6 km,
KA: NRAY Level: 30m Local Number: 8912580
FAR: N 13.F.I: 66 Sensitivity: 150
Comment: Limited range Flat V weir, 4m wide. Theoretical rating. Low modular
limit. higher flows are only approximate. ii Geology is shales, sandstones and
limestones. Rural catchment draining the North York Moors.
027059 Laver at Ripon CA: 87.5 km,
MA: NRAL( Level. 30m Local Number: 8912220
FAR: SP BIT .42 Sensitivity: 134
Comment: Crump profile weir, 10m wide. Theoretical rating Insensitive at low
flows, but a notch in the stilling basin toe wall could be used for very low flow
measurement. Small export of water. XGeology is mostly Millstone Grit and
Magnesian Limestone. A predominantly rural catchment below moorland (Pennine)
headwaters. There are some swallow holes in the lower part of the catchment
which contribute to the relatively large average loss.
027061 Colne at Longroyd Bridge CA. 72.3 km,
MA: NRAY Level. 73m Local Number: 8911104
FAR. SPGI B.F I: .39 Sensitivity: 12.3
Comment: Limited range Flat V weir, 12m wide. Theoretical rating. Reservoirs in
catchment. *Geology is Millstone Grit. Moorland headwaters with urban and
industrial development in the lower catchment
027064 Went at Walden Stubbs C.A: 83.7 km,
M A: NRA-Y Level: 6m Local Number 8910920
F A R: I BPI: .61 Sensitivity: 14 7
Comment: Flat V weir. Im wide, 1:10 cross.slope. Some water could travel
underground, bypassing the gauge to emerge downstream. All but highest flows
contained. Weir can become non.moeular. Some net export of water (sewage
effluent). *Rural catchment with scattered settlements developed on
Carboniferous and Permian formations (mostly shales, sandstones and limestones)
027065 Holme at Queens Mill CA: 97.4 km,
M.A: NRA-Y Level. 68m Local Number: 8911003
F.A.R. SRI B F1 .49 Sensitivity: 9.7
Comment: Flat V weir. I 1m wide, 1:10 crosdslope. Full range. Reservoirs in
headwaters- compensation releases from Holrnebridge group affects flow pattern.
Net export of water from the catchment. 4 Predominantly Millstone Grit, some Coal
Measures in lower catchment. Moorland headwaters; urban and industrial
development in the lower catchment.
027066 Blackburn Brook at Ashlowes GA: 42.8 km,
MA: NRA-Y Level. 33m Local Number: 8910660
F.A.R: B F 1..29 Sensitivity: 53.8
Comment: Flat V weir. All flows contained but high flow record suspect - weir
subject to drowning as a result of backing.up from the Don (flows assume
modularity: overestimation can be considerable). 4 Catchment developed largely
on Carboniferous formations (Coal Measures) Large urban fraction (northern
Sheffield).
NORTHUMBRIA/YORKSHIRE REGION
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027067 Sheaf at Highfield Road CA: 49.1 km, 81-85
M A- NRAY Level: 54m Local Number: 8910402
FAR: BEI: .04 Sensitivity: 205 1986
Comment: Flat V weir, 1:10 cross.slope. Structure drowns as a result of backing- 1987
up from the River Don (oohed blockage may a/so be significant). Modular limit to 1988
be determined. No reservoirs in catchment  #  Steep catchment developed on 1989
Carboniferous formations: Millstone Grit and Coal Measures. Very substantial 1990
urban development (Sheffield) below Pennine headwaters.
027068 Rybum at Ripponden CA: 330 km, 81.85
MA: NRA-Y Level: 97m Local Number: 8911240
FAA: B.F.If .56 Sensitivity: 25.7 1986
Comment: Flat V weir, 120 cross-slope. Sited close to the confluence ol two 1987
reservotred catchments - of limited hydrological value. 1988
1989
1990
027069 Wieke at Kirby Wiske C A: 215.5 km, 80-85
MA: NRA-Y Level: 20m Local Number: 8912320
F.A.R: B F.I: .18 Sensitivity: 48 1986
Comment Flat V weir (theoretical rating modulanly assumed). Subject to 1987
drowning: backing.up from Swale (d/s weedgrowth can also affect low 1988
flows) Reverse flows observed under low flow conditions. Flows should  Pe  treated 1989
with caution. Little artificial disturbance to the flow regime.  to A low-lyingiargely 1990
rural catchment developed moslly on Perrnian/Triassic formations (sandstones
and mudstones), with extensive Drift cover.
027070
 . Eller Beck at Skipton C A: 353 km2 81..85
MA: NRA-1' Level: m Local Number: 8911530
F.A F1: N B.F.I: .19 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Compound Crump weir with wooden divide piers (added in early 1987
1980s). Backing-up from the Aire causes drowning. Downstream recorder installed 1988
but processed flows assume modularity. Sensibly natural regime (occasional 1989
abstraction to support the Leeds/Liverpool canal).  X  Drains from Pennine Fells - 1990
largely Carboniferous Limsione. Land use is mostly rough grazing, some forest.
027071 Swale at Crakehill CA' 1363 0 km, 58.85
MA: NRA-Y Level: 12m Local Number: 8912302
F.A R: N B F.I: .48 Sensitivity: 7.6 1986
Comment: Crump profile weir with high flow calibration based on u/s cableway 1987
(at Leckby Grange) Flows prior to June 1980 derived exclusively from Leckby 1988
Grange (station 027008. CA.: 1345 6 sq.kms . variable low flow control, 1989
weedgrowth especially severe in 1976 - July/Aug. flows estimated). Sensibly 1993
natural regime, flashy response. a Rural catchment draining the northern Yorkshire
Dales, lower catchment in the Ilat Vale of York. Mixed geology - mainly limestones,
sandstones (especially below Richmond) and shales: covering of Boulder Clay.
027072 Worth at Keighley CA: 71.7 km, 81-85
MA: NRA-Y Level: 97m Local Number: 8911403
EAR: B F.I: .50 Sensitivity. 13.1 1986
Comment: Limited range Rai V weir, 1:10 cross-slope. Al higher flows the 1987
structure is substantially bypassed. 1988
1989
1990
027073 Brompton Beck at Snainton Inge CA: 12.9 km, 81-65
MA: NRA-Y Level: m Local Number: 8912760
FAR: GN B F.I: .91 Sensitivity: 432 1986
Comment: Crump Weir. Full range and modular. Stable and sensibly natural 1987
regime.Topographical and groundwater divides differ considerably. a A mainly 1988
permeable (Coralhon) catchment. Rural. 1989
1990
027074 Span Beek at Northorpe CA: 46.3 km, 82.85
MA: NRA-Y Level: 41m Local Number: 8911385
F.A R: B FI: .57 Sensitivity: 202 1986
Comment Crump Weir. Downstream recorder, but processed flows assume 1987
modularity; backing-up from the Calder causes occasional drowning. Sewage 1988
effluent component evident on hydrograph (some STW have closed but still a net 1989
import to Me catchment). # A largely urban catchment developed mostly on Coal 1990
Measures.
027075 Bedele Beckat Learning C A: 1033 km2 83-85
KA: NRA-Y Level: m Local Number: 8912330
FA R: B.F.I: .45 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Flat V weir, 1:10 cross-slope. High How record is suspect - the 1987
structure drowns as a result of backing-up from the Swale (a chart recorder 1988
monitors d/s levels but processed flows assume modularity). Considerable spray 1989
irrigation in the lower reaches otherwise minimal artificial impact on flow regime. 1990
# Rural, W.E trending catchment draining from Bellerby Moor.
027076 Bielby Beckat Thornton Lock CA: 103.1 km, 83.85
M A: NRA3( Level: m Local Number: 8912830
F A.R: B.F.I: .62 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Flat V weir, 1:10 cross.slope. Drowns at high flows (backing.up from 1987
the Derwent). Complementary to Pocklington Canal (Station 27861)- summation of 1988
flows, plus u/s canal abstraction, required  for  total catchment response. Significant 1989
spray irrigation in spring/summer.  0  Headwaters below Me scarp ot the Yorkshire (990
Welds but catchment is low-lying. Predominantly rural.
027077 Bradford Beck at Shipley C.A: 58.0 km2 83-85
MA: NRA-Y Level: m Local Number: 8911650
F.A.R: I B.F., .48 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Flat V weir, 1:10 cross-slope in a relatively steep channel. Processed 1987
flows assume modularity. Some import of water (storm overflows which make for 1988
an even flashier regime) otherwfse net effect of abstractions and discharges is 1989
small.  a  A heavily urbanised catchment. 1990
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873 414 064 590 22/06 0.07 30/08 1 3 033 0.10
1982 1984
1083 124 520 126 081 15.1 10/01 0.09 07/10 2.1 046 0.10
854 98 389 94 061 155 07/04 0.12 21/08 1.3 0,41 016
974 112 421 102 0.65 136 02/01 0.12 23/06 1.5 0.37 0.15
785 90 307 74 048 11.9 21/12 007 28/09 1.2 0.20 008
802 92 305 74 048 108 28/12 005 04/09 1.2 0.17 007
555 0.58 162 14/03 0.10 02/09 0.35 0.17
1982 1984
674 121 0.71 10.9 30/12 022 17/10 1.6 040 023
456 82 0.48 7.3 12/11 0.21 29/05 09 036 023
601 108 0.63 11.6 02/01 0.22 21/09 1.3 036 023
409 74 0.43 9.0 23/03 0.16 18/10 0.8 0 25 020
600 530 3.62 98.0 06/02 815 27/08 9.6 0.70 0.24
1984 1984
717 112 614 116 420 109.1 25/08 0.23 12/10 11.5 081 026
722 113 568 107 388 62.5 21/10 028 09/07 12.0 0.94 0.34
686 (09 508 96 3.46 81.7 02/02 025 24/06 9.0 0.79 0.31
453 71 136 26 0.93 64.9 24/03 0.14 02/10 1.0 029 0.16
602 94 372 70 2.54 108 2 20/02 0.13. 06/08 3.6 027 0.15
1442 1.61 1046 09/12 003 09/07 2.0 0.38 0 07
1983 1984
1159 1555 108 1.74 74,4 15/04 0.09 18/07 3.0 0.51 0.10
1006 1050 73 1.18 66.1 27/03 0.14 27/05 1.5 043 0.17
1148 1820 126 2.03 67.1 19/08 0.09 24/06 35 044 0.12
879 631 44 0.71 61.1 23/03 008 30/09 1.2 025 0.09
1081 1299 90 1.45 600 25/01 001 04/08 23 025 0.08
852 451 19.50 255.7 07/03 0.88 2179/509942.2 12.15 3.67
1963
946 II 1 544 121 23.50 1998 27/08 351 18/07 58.3 15 00 3.96
eao103 488 108 21 11 145.7 21/10 5 01 09/07 48.1 13 05 556
918 108 512 114 22 08 171.7 02/02 363 24/06 48.6 13.93 4.65
652 77 291 65 12.58 142.2 24/03 2.25 04/10 27.8 681 2.61
824 97 385 85 1664 192.9 20/02 1.94 06/08 494 680 2.18
1176 623 1.42 21.7 02/01 0.13 19/08 3.2 0.76 0.28
1982 1984
1421 121 727 117 1.65 21.1 15/04 029 05/10 3.7 1.01 034
1125 96 546 88 1.24 12.1 12/11 043 29/05 2.4 086 048
1344 114 680 109 1.54 17.2 24/01 038 24/06 3.1 1.00 044
1093 93 471 76 1.07 15.5 23/03 019 04/10 2.5 0.70 022
1266 108 547 88 1.24 17.0 29/01 021 13/08 3.0 0.66 023
751 726 0.30 1.2 08/01 0.07 26/10 05 0.25 009
1982 1984
7133104 769 106 0.31 0.9 05/02 0.03 23/11 0.6 0.26 003
769 102 729 160 0.30 0.7 10/04 0.11 19/08 0.5 029 0.12
708 94
476 63 150 21 006 0.2 17/04 0.00 04/10 0.1 007 001
690 92 224 31 009 08 12/12 0.00 08/10 02 0.04 >0 00
726 561 0.82 203 09/12 0.23 26/08 1.6 052 0.30
1983 1984
965 133 649 116 0.95 183 15/04 028 12/10 2.0 060 0.32
802 110 538 96 0.79 15.3 07/04 029 16/08 1.3 0.59 0.36
835 115 592 104 0.85 138 18/08 034 01/06 1.5 0.58 0.36
644 89 451 80 0.66 98 30/06 027 19/08 1.2 0.47 0.33
771 106 528 94 0.77 11.1 28/12 027 08/08 1.4 0.50 0.32
395 201 99.7 04/02 024 30/08 2.7 0.94 0.30
1984 1984
531 134 2.70 121.3 26/08 0.38 12/10 49 1.18 041
714 397 101 2.02 455 27/03 0.46 17/08 34 1.21 0.50
772 460 116 2.33 70.1 01/02 0.43 23/06 43 1.14 0.50
516 223 56 1.13 663 24/03 0.23 30/09 I 8 052 0.27
668 361 91 1.84 106 6 20/02 0.24 03/08 35 047 0.28
147 0.48 09/12 0.02 01/08 1.0 029 0.03
1983 1984
130 138 0.42 15/04 004 12/08 0.9 033 005
127 86 0.41 07/04 005 15/09 0.8 030 006
133 90 0.43 19/03 006 30/06 1.0 021 007
41 28 0.14 21/12 0.02 26/07 0.3 0.10 0.02
66! 51 35 0.17 08/12 001 25/07 04 006 0.01
352 0.65 343 17/09 0.12 27/08 1.2 034 0.14
1984 1964
1078 469 133 086 333 15/04 0.16 16/10 1.9 054 0.17
864 343 97 063 22.4 07/04 018 10/08 1.2 044 0.21
977 406 115 0.74 27.5 07/06 0.20 24/06 1.5 0.46 0.23
773 299 85 0.55 254 18/02 0.15 10/10 1.3 0.32 0.17
923 334 95 061 17.2 28/12 0.12 11/09 1.4 0.31 0.14
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027081 Button Beck at Farrer Lane ak kink
KA: NRA-Y Level: m Local Number:
FA R Sensitivity: 1986
Comment Flat V weir - 1:10 cross-slope - vAth fish pass. Substantial modular 1987
range. *A small impervious (Coal Measures) catchment with significant 1988
urban/suburban development. Catchment is traversed by both the MI and M62. 1989
1990
027082 Cundall Beck at Bat Bridge km2
MA: NRALl Level: m Local Number: 8912311
F.A.R: NEI: SI Sensitivity: 1986
Comment Flat V weir. 1:10 cross-slope (superseded an original sharp-edged 1987
weir). Drowning is rare and flow regime is subject to only modest disturbance-some 1988
augmentation from groundwater can occur in the summer when spray irrigation 1989
demand can be significant. *A low-lying, relatively flat catchment -developed on 1990
Permo-Triassic sandstones- draining to the Swale. Land use is dominantly
agricultural.
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027080 Aire at Fleet Weir CA: 865-0 kin2 85-85
MA: NRALl Levet m lccal Number: 2911703
F.A.R: PEI B LI .53 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment Large Crump weir with fish past Station to be superseded in 1991 1987
Significant artificial disturbance to runoff regime Leeds STW is u/s, the Aire and 1988
Calder Navigation canal bypasses the station, complex pattern of water uffisation 1989
in the lower catchrnent. *A largely impervious catchment developed mainly on 1993
Carbondercus Limestone (headwaters), Millstone GM and Lower Coal Measures.
Rough grazing in Pennine headwaters contrasts vnth very considerable urban and
indUStnal development below Skipton.
027084 Eastbum Beck at Croashins ak 45-4 km2
MA: NRALl Level: m Local Number:
9 F.I: Sensitivity: 1986
Comment Flat V weir. 1:10 cross-slope. All flows contained. Hewn, 1987
sediment/gravel loads Backing-up from the Aire causes drowning at high flows; 1988
d/s levels monitored but processed flows assume modularity 4 Steep Pennine 1989
catchment. developed on Millstone Grit, draining to the Aire. Largely moorland with 1990
rough grazing /he principal land use.
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60 HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1986-90
Summary  of Archived Data -  1
Gauged daily flows,  monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
Stn.
number
Gauged daily flows,
monthly peaks and rainfall
Stn.
number
Gauged daily flows;
monthly peaks and rainfall
Stn:
number
Gauged daily flows,-  ' -
monthly peaks and rainfall
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SURFACE WATER — REGISTER AND STATISTICS
Summaries of Archived Data - 2
Naturalised daily and monthly flows
Up-to-date Summaries of Archived Data are available on request from the National Water Archive Office.
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NORTHUMBRIA/YORKSHIRE REGION
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Area: 21,666 kin= Average. Rainfall (1961-90)• 75:1mm
SURFACE WATER - REGISTER AND STATISTICS
Gauging Station Register
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HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1986-90
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1956-90 855 398 457 653 60 202 64
1959..83 671 218 453 380 60 77 73
1961-84 665 226 439 337 66 145 64
1960-90 706 260 446 380 66 139 64
1959-79 1888 1250 638 1885 74 801 67
1962-90 1259 757 502 943 65 507 64
1969..90 632 204 428 279 77 157 76
1961-90 687 243 444 385 69 122 64
1962..90 704 219 485 358 68 99 73
1962.90 747 303 444 431 68 139 64
1962-90 668 229 439 326 66 99 76
1963-90 760 284 476 407 69 141 64
1953..90 2453 1852 601 2342 54 1149 76
1968.90 665 217 448 321 77 92 76
1969-90 691 147 544 186 72 84 76
1969-90 1278 630 446 1029 77 535 75
1969_83 742 543 199 654 77 400 73
1969_90 841 382 459 503 77 183 76
1970-90 1311 851 460 1124 88 565 75
1970-90 824 370 454 509 77 239 75
1970-90 859 397 462 517 77 268 75
1971.90 725 301 424 393 77 186 73
1972.90 697 220 477 332 74 93 76
1973..90 1216 880 336 1034 82 576 75
1973-90 695 231 464 309 80 156 76
1972-90 718 287 431 376 80 201 76
1971.77 1814 1014 800 1236 74 1005 75
1955.70 805 445 360 676 60 309 56
1972-90 740 294 446 376 80 213 76
1974-79 830 389 441 482 77 302 75
1975..90 724 114 610 149 81 82 76
1975-78 246 338 77 212 76
1976..90 645 212 433 301 77 157 83
1979.90 656 206 450 335 87 136 84
1987-90 640 163 477 230 87 119 90
1970.90 699 290 409 421 80 194 75
1972-76 720 195 525 268. 74 156 73
1972-76 759 294 465 401 '74 226 75
1972.76 234 224 73 194 75
1971-90 792 336 456 436 77 229 76
1972-78 203 201 74 150 75
1972.78 676 182 494 254 73 114 75
1972.90 654 169 485 237 88 98 76
1972..77 111 117 73 80 76
1972.83 699 196 503 274 80 94 76
1972.83 408 076 80 317 73
1971.79 679 211 468 215 74 142 75
1973-83 678 149 529 205 80 96 76
1974-78 209 266 77 168 75
1974-78 176 230 77 127 75
1974-83 205 275 82 101 75
1977_83 1120 1139 81 1036 82
1977-90 1947 1509 438 1806 88 1250 64
1978-83 261 287 82 238 79
1978-83 343 421 82 272 83
1979-83 418 519 82 358 83
1973_90 591 101 490 208 BO 13 73
1988-90 546 178 368 197 89 157 90
1973-89 2521 2067 454 2523 86 1226 76
1976..90 1526 1953 2208 86 1253 76
1973-90 1495 1912 2296 86 1202 76
1982_90 629 176 453 191 68 136 89
1977_90 951 497 454 574 88 441 89
054008 Tema Tenbury SO 597686 1134.4 VA
054010  '  Stour Alscot Park SP 208507 319.0 CB
054011  "  Salwarpe Harford Mill SO 868618 184.0 VA
054012 Tern Walcot SJ 592123 852.0 FV
054013  •  Clywedog Cribynau SN 944855 57.0 MIS
054014 Severn Abermule SO 164958 580.0 VA
054015 Bow Brook Besford Bridge SO 927463 156.0 TPVA
054016 Roden Rodington SJ 589141 259.0 FLVA
054017 Leadon Wedderburn Br SO 777234 293.0 FLVA
054018 Rea Brook Hookagate SJ 466092 178.0 FLVA
054019 Avon Stareton SP 333715 347.0 CVA
054020 Perry Yeaton SJ 434192 180.8 C
054022 Severn Plynlimon flume SN 853872 8.7 FL
054023 Badsey Brook Offenham SP 063449 95.6 FL
054024 Worte Burcote SO 747953 258.0 C
054025 Dulas Rhos-y-pentref SN 950824 52.7 FL
054026  '  Chelt Slate Mill SO 892264 34.5 FL
054027 Frome Ebley Mill SO 831047 198.0 CBVA
054028 Vyrnury wanymynecn SJ 252195 778.0 VA
054029 Tema Knightsford Br SO 735557 1480.0 VA
054032 Severn Saxons Lode SO 863390 6850.0 US
054034 Bowles Brook Bowles SO 768764 40.8 FVVA
054036 Isbourne Hinton on Green SP 023408 90.7 CVA
054038 Tanat wanyoloowel S) 252225 229 0 FVVA
054040 Meese Tibberton SJ 680205 167.8 C
054041 Tern Eaton On Tern SJ 649230 192.0 C
054042  '  clywedog Clywedog Dam SN 914867 49.0 TP
054043  '  Severn Upton 50 863399 6850.0 VA
054044  .  Tern Ternhill SJ 629316 92.6 TPVA
054045  '  Perry Perry Farm SJ 347303 49.1 FV
054046  -  Worfe Cosford SJ 781046 54.9 TP
054047  '  Perry Ruyton Bridge SJ 403223 155.0 VA
054048 Done Wetlesbourne SP 273556 102.0 FV
054049 Leam Princes Drive SP 307654 362.0 MIS
054050 Leam Eathorpe SP 386688 300.0 FLCB
054052 Bailey Brook Tefnhill SJ 629316 34.4 TP
054053  '  Corve Ludlow SO 510752 164.0 VA
054054  '  Onny Onibury SO 455789 235.0 VA
054055  '  Rea Nean Sollars SO 664724 129.0 MIS
054057 Severn Haw Bridge SO 844279 9895.0 VA
054058  '  Stoke Pk Brk Stoke Park SJ 644260 14.3 FV
054059  '  Allford Brook Allford SJ 654223 10.2 FV
054060 Potford Brk Potford SJ 634220 25.0 FV
054061  '  Hodnet Brk Hodnet SJ 628288 5.1 FV
054062  '  Stoke Brook Stoke al 637280 13.7 FV
054063 Stour Prestwood Hosp SO 865858 89.9 MIS
054065  '  Roden Stanton SI 565241 210.0 VA
054066  '  Plan Brook Ran Si 628229 157 FV
054067  '  Smestow Brk Swindon SO 861906 81.3 VA
054069  •  Springs Brook Lower Hordley SJ 387297 10.4 FV
054070  '  War Brook We !ford SJ 432198 22.5 FV
054080  •  Severn Do lwen SN 996851 187.0 VA
054081 Clywedog Bryntail SN 913668 49.0 FV
054083  •  Crow Brook Horton SJ 678141 16.7 FV
054084  '  Cannop Brk Parkend SO 616075 31.5 C
054085  '  Cannop Brk Cannop Cross SO 609115 10.4 FV
054087 AmoreBrook Childs Ercall Si 667228 4.7 VN
054089 Avon Bredon 50 921374 2674.0 US
054090 Tanllyryth Tanllwyth Flume SN 643876 0.9 FL
054091 Severn Flafren Flume SN 643678 3.6 FL
054092 More Hore Flume SN 846873 3.2 FL
054094 Strine Crudgington 51 640175 134.0 EM
054095 Severn Buildwas &I 644044 3717.0 US
0.74 08/76 151.5 34.3 1.51
0.06 08/76 48.4 5.3 0.26
0.27 07/76 23.4 2.3 0.41
1.17 08/76 40.0 13.4 2.38
0.14 09/59 72.8 5.2 0.29
0.98 06/70 232.8 34.6 1.72
0.02 07/76 2.6 0.10
0.22 08/76 15.4 4.3 0.44
0.10 07/76 21.9 5.0 0.31
0.11 08/76 23.1 4.1 0.23
0.25 07/76 38.4 5.7 0.47
0.21 08/76 9.9 3.4 0.43
0.03 08/76 13.9 1.3 0.05
0.03 07/76 10.6 1.6 0.07
0.10 08/76 2.1 0.36
0.01 08/76 3.6 0.04
0.27 06/72 1.0 0.29
0.33 08(76 4.6 0.70
1.01 08/76 48.8 2.10
1.00 08/76 40.6 1.99
9.93 08/76 217.9 15.38
0.02 07/76 1.0 0.03
0.02 07/76 1.4 0.10
0.19 08176 15.2 0.50
0.25 08/76 2.2 0.47
0.44 08/76 3.0 0.76
0.10 01/77 3.8 0.24
14.77 09/59 258.2 25.22
0.29 08/76 1.4 0.43
0.13 08/76 1.1 0.19
..
0.03 08/76 0.4 0.04
0.15 08/76 2.9 0.19
0.03 08/76 1.7 0.08
0.20 07/84 6.0 0.26
0.31 06/90 3.8 0.28
0.07 08/76 0.5 0.12
0.08 10/75 2.2 0.09
0.26 09/75 4.6 0.23
0.22 10/75 1.6 0.19
12.28 08/76 245.8 20.44
>0.00 08/76 0.2 0.02
0.01 08/76 0.1 0.01
0.02 08/76 0.2 0.05
>0.00 10/75 0.0
0.02 6/76 0.1 0.03
0.51 7/76 1.9 0.56
0.20 8/76 2.6 0.26
0.01 8/76 0.1 0.03
0.18 8/76 1.0 0.17
0.01 8/76 0.1 0.01
0.00 8/76 0.4 >0.00
0.68 5/80 16.9 0.85
0.25 0/84 5.4 0.28
0.08 /79 0.2 0.07
0.05 1[78 0.8 0.06
0.02 8/82 0.3 0.02
0.00 8/73 0.0
3.52 8/90 32.1 3.35
>0.00 7/84 0.1 >0.00
0.02 7/84 0.5 0.03
0.00 09/74 0.5 0.02
0.19 08/90 1.4 0.17
11.72 07/86 150.5 10.89
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028001 Dement at Yorkshire Elddge CA: 1260 km,
MA: NRA-ST Level 159m Local Nurribec 1
FAR: SRP B.Ft 47 Sensitivity: 8.8
Comment Two shallow prone trapezoidal flumes with a whaleback divide once
1936: compound sharpodged weir preVously. Below a cascade of 3 reservoirs
(1912 1916, 1946). Within basin diversions (Asrop) and imports (Noe): PWS
expons. Long naturalised series available_ a Steep moor/and catchment.  much
hilltop peat. Shale and sandstone tomi the lower parts ol the ya/leys. grastone top
the Mas (Middle Carbonfercus).
028008 Dove at Rocester Weir C A: 399.0 km2
M A: NRA-ST Levet 86rn Local Number. 8
FAR: GE B.F.!: .62 Sensitivity: 14.7
Comment Velocity-area station about 19.8m wide: an obi rod wee is a rather
insensitive control. Gauging is from a f co:bridge. Station is bypassed when out of
bank (3-4 times per year). Mineral adjustments. •Predorninantfy upland
catchment; headwaters Man M/Istone Gut and Carboniferous Limestone. Lower
reaches are Carboniferous and Triassic sandstone and Keuper Marl. Some
superficials. Moorland, forestry and pasture.
028009 Trent at Colwick C.A: 7486.0 km,
MA: NRA-ST Level: I6m Local Number: 9
FAR: SRPGEI B Ft .64 Sensitivity: 26
Comment Velocity-area station in the navigable Trent. Main channel approx.
62rn: cableway span 99m. Name sluices 750m u/s affect water levels up to
medium flows. Bypassed at high lbws on rb when gravel workings inundated. Very
substantial Ilmv modlications  owing  to imports, WRW's cooling water and
industrial usage. a Very large catclment with the gamut of land usage.
Predominantly impervious . gLacial day and Triassic Marl. but some sandstone and
limestone. Extensive terrace gravels and alluvium maintain baseflow.
028011 Derwent et Matlock Rath CA: 690.0 km,
M A: NRA-ST Level: 83m Local Number: 11
FAR: SRPGEI 8.F.I: .64 Sensitivity: 66
Comment Velocity-area station about 20m wide in a deep channel. Well rated.
Highest floods will bypass along the adjacent A6 road. Substantially affected by
Derwent reservoirs. a  Responsive upland catchment with peat covered moorlands
in the headwaters. Main Derwent drains the Millstone Grit: the largest tributary, the
Wye, drains Carboniferous Limestone. Forestry and pasture.
028012 Trent at Yeas!! CA 1229.0 krn,
M A: NRA-ST Level: 56m Local Number: 12
F.A.R: SRPGEI Elf I: .70 Sensitivity: 4.1
Comment: Velocity-area station. Two gauging sites have been used, the second
began in 1974. The first closed after river regrading in 1976 Earlier record
indifferent. Bypassed at the highest flows. Weed growth requires summer rating
adjustments. Substantial flow modification. Large gravel terraces provide storage
alongside the main river. a Large diverse catchment with Coal Measures in the
headwaters and Triassic marl elsewhere, with extensive superficial cover. Mixed
farming, sand and gravel extraction, Industrial development.
028015 Idle at Mattersey CA 529.0 km,
MA: NRA-ST Level: 4m Local Number: 15
F.A R: SAGE 13.F.I: .79 Sensitivity:
Comment Originally, VA station prone to severe seasonal weed growth and
unstable ratings; EM gauge since 1982 in a reach  between  two bridges and
trapezoidal flood banks. Fully contained. Data telemetered to West Stockwith PS
Slow response. Lowest flows may be unreliable; not infilled by estimates.  II  Low
relief catchment, moderate in the headwaters. Tributaries rise on the Magnesian
Lst, then traverse outcrop Triassic sat. Lower reaches underlain by alluvium and
Keuper Marl. Predominantly rural, arable farming: Mansfield in Ihe headwaters.
028018 Dove at Marston on Dove CA: 883 2 km,
M A: NRA-ST Level: 47m Local Number: 18
F.A.R: SRPG 0 F.I: .61 Sensitivity: 5.8
Comment Velocity-area station up to 1974 when Rat V profile instated. Prone to
weed growth; not mhable at high flows: drowns out,  very  wide flocdplain. Small
bypass (Tutbury Mill Fleam) not included in flow values (<5% of flow). Moderately
affected by imports. Much storage in alluvium, terrace and ftuyio-glacial gravel.
a  middle and upper reaches drain peat moorland over Carb.L'st and Miastone Grit.
Lower reaches broad and meandering. Below Rocester, Triassic sandstone and
Keuper Marl. Pasture, forestry and mixed farming.
028019 Trent at Drakelow Park CA: 3072.0 km,
MA: NRA.ST Level: 43m Local Number: 19
t .66 Sensitivity: 35F.A.R: PGE aF
Comment Velocity-area station. Complex rating history owing to rAer regrading
(1965 and 1973). High flow precision lieelted by ungauged flow over lef t tank.
Flows substantially modified, particularly by imports into the Tame system. Much
storage in valley gravels.  Of Very large catchment. Small areas of Coal Measures in
the Stoke area: about 25% covered with Boulder Clay and 10% by valley gravel,
terraces and alluvium. Drift free areas mostly Keuper Marl and Seeds/Ohe. Large
urban industrial areas, otherwise mixed farming.
028022 Trent at North Muskhem C A: 8231.0 km2
MA: NRA.ST Level: 5m Local Number: 22
F.A.R: SRPGEI 51.F.1 .66 Sensitivity: 7.9
Comment: Velocity-area station, cableway span 105m: lowest gauge above tidal
limit. Backwater effects from Cromwell Lock d/s affect high flow rating. At stages
above 7 8m, the station is bypassed on rb, but volumes are not great. Very
substantial flow modifications owing to imports, WRW's. cooling water and
industrial usage. a Largest gauged catchment on the Trenl. with the gamut of land
use. Predominantfy impervious owing to glacial clay and Triassic Marl, but some
sandstone and limestone (Dove, Derwent, d/s Nottingham).
028024 Wreake at Syston Mill C.A: 413.8 km,
MA: NRA-ST Level: 48m Local Number: 24
F.A R: GE B.F.I: .42 Sensitivity: 15.7
Comment: Originally, Crump profile weir 4 6m wide, low modular limit, replaced
1982 with EM gauge. Difficult to gauge: v. low velocities at low flows, station
bypassed at high. Fast response. Significant augmentation from WRWs.
a  Moderate relief catchment, draining west from /he Oolitic lit scarp.
Predominantly boulder clay overlying Liassic clays. Rural catchment, mixed
farming, containing Melton Mowbray.
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028026 Anker at PolesworM 0A: 3680 km,
60KA: NRA-ST Level: m Local Number: 26
FAR: GE B FA: .49 Sensitivity: 15.1
Comment: Crump profile weir with flanking floodbanks to contain out-of-channel
flows. Cableway and downstream recorder. Low modular limit, prone to weed
growth. Substantial modification owing to PWS imports to the catchment. Guile
responsive. 0 Predominantly agricultural catchment (although containing
NuneatOn and Hinkley). Lower reaches drain sandstone of the Coal Measures.
Triassic sandstone and Keuper Marl over the remainder of the catchment are
widely blanketed with Boulder Clay.
028031 Manifold at Ham CA: 148.5 km2
MA: NRA-5T Level: 131m Local Number: 31
F.A.R: PE Sensitivity: 18.1
Comment: Crump profile weir, 12.5m wide, modular to bankfull in a straight reach,
rocky bed, somewhat insensitive. Potentially excellent station. Mtntmal interference
from PWS. 0 The headwaters are of moderate relief and drain sandstone and
mudstone of the Millstone Grit; the middle reach has cut deep gorges through
Carboniferous Limestone. Responsive catchment. Sheep grazing and moorland.
028039 Rea at Cald/orpe Park C Al 740 km,
M.A: NRA-ST Level: 104m Local Number: 39
FAR: E B.F.I: .48 Sensitivity: 11.5
Comment: Crump profile weir, 3 66m wide, with flanking broad-crested weirs set
in a formalised, roughly rectangular channel. Model rated. High flow gauged off
nearby footbridge, but hazardous owing to high velocities. Significant imports
modify Pow regime. 4 Almost totally urbanised catchment overlying clay except in
the headwaters in the Lickey Hills Very responsive, used for flood forecasting.
028040 Trent at Stoke on Trent CA: 532 km2
MA- NRA-ST . Level: 113m Local Number: 40
F.A R: SGE B.F.I: .47 Sensitivity: 18.3
Comment: Crump profile weir, 4.12m wide, modular throughout range. Liable to
collect rubbish. Affected by an impounding reservoir, discharges from three
WIRWs, plus mine drainage. Substantial flow modification in early record but
reduced to significant through the '80s  0  Moderate relief catchment, significanny
urbanised at Biddulph and Stoke on Trent, draining the Coal Measures: about a
quarter of the Catchment is covered with Boulder Clay. Responsive.
028043 Derwent at Chatsworth C.A: 335 0 km2
M.A: NRA.ST Level: 99m Local Number: 43
FAR: SRP B.F.I: .56 Sensitivity: 12.9
Comment: Velccity-area.station approx. 36m wide at bankfull. Cableway span
51m. D/s shoal as a control, but shoal and rating are not too stable. All but extreme
flows contained. Substantially affected by Derwent reservoirs. 0  Upland catchment
with peat covered moorlands in the headwaters. Some right bank tributaries drain
the Carboniferous Limestone. Quite responsive. Important flood forecasting
station. Predominantly pasture.
028046 Dove at desk Walton CA: 830 km,
beKA: NRA-ST Level: . 131m Local Numr: 46
FAR: EN B.F.I: .79 Sensitivity: 9.4
Comment: Crump profile Flat V weir. 7.59m wide, deep vertical sdewalls,
modular to bankfull. At high flows may bypass on the lb. Excellent station, narrower
than the main channel and thus self cleaning. Natural catchment. 0 Long narrow
catchment. Upper reaches on Millstone Grit mudstone and sandstone. Lh
watershed is formed by a steep Carboniferous Limestone ridge. Passage across
limestone characterised by deep gorges (Wolfscole Dale, Dove Dale). Moorland.
028048 Amber at Wingfield Perk C.A: 139.0 km2
MA: NRA.ST Level: 71m Local Number: 48
B F.I: .50 Sensitivity: 22.0FAR. SRPG
Comment: Crump profile Flat V weir. 5 49m at vee full, in a trapezoidal channel.
Higher flows gauged from a bridge u/s. At extreme flows bypassed on rb. Fairly
low modular limit. Contains Ogsten PWS reservoir: substantial augmentation from
mine pumping and sewage. 0 Upland catchment with moorland headwaters.
Upper half of the catchment drains Millstone Grit, partially blanketed with Boulder
Clay. Bisects the limestone and tuff inler of the Ashover Dome. Lower half, Coal
Measures.
•
028050 Tome at Auckley C.A: 135.5 km2
beM.A: NRA.ST Level: 2m Local Numr: 50
FAR: GE B.F.I: .67 Sensitivity: 12.5
Comment Crump profile Flat V weir in trapezoidal channel. 8.9m wide at vee full.
Original cableway removed. Bypassing unlikely; may inundate flanks. Backing up
from artificial drainage and/or summer weed growth renders high range unreliable.
Sluggish response. Substantial flow augmentation from WRWs and mine drainage.
0 The Tome rises on the dip slope of the Magnesian Limestone and Bunter
Sandstone but scon enters the Trent/Humber ancient floodplain. Tidally drained.
Contains mine workings and agriculture.
028052 Sow at Great Bridgford CA: 1630 km2
beM.A: NRA.ST Level: 77m Local Numr: 52
F A R: GE B.F.1: .67 Sensitivity: 11.6
Comment: Crump profile Flat V weir, 9.1m wide, in trapezoidal channel, with
floodbanks to contain out of channel flows. Cableway. Rating problems, variable
drowning, weed growth. Modest interference from sewage effluent and
groundwater pumping for PWS.  0  Low relief agricultural catchment, primarily on
Keuper Marl, with some Triassic sandstone in the headwaters and glacial gravel in
the valleys which maintain basefbws.
028056 Rothley Brook at Rothley CA: 94.0 km2
M A: NRA-ST Level: 47m Local Number: 56
FAR: B.F.I..48 Sensitivity: 17.7
Comment: Crump profile Flat V weir in a trapezoidal channel. Possibiloy of
bypassing on rb. Well rated, but backs up from d/s road bridge at highest flows.
Substantial imports enter the river from WRWs.  0  Predominantly rural, but drains a
portion of  NW  Leicester and contains number of small towns. Mostly Boulder Clay
covering .Keuper Marl, but the ancient Charnwood Forest rocks (Pre-Cambrn)
outcrop to the north.
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028060 Dover Beck at Lowdharn CA: 690 km, 7225 696 0.11 0.06
Mk NRA-ST Level: 28m Local Numbes: 60
FAR: G B.F.!:  If  Serial/Atty. 3.0 1986 713 104
Comment Crump profile Flat V weir (1:10) in a trapezoidal (1:1) channel. Subject 1067 697 102
to weed growth: low modular Emit Sluggish response, baseflow dominated_ 1068 651 95
Affected by spray irrigation abstraction and Millar WRW effluent. t The river  drains 1069 626 91
SE from a moderate to low relief catchment. The ball ol Me catclvnent compuses 1990 604 88
outcrop Triassic sst: flanNng Inns nearer the gauge are of Keuper Marl. Entirely
rural, mixed farming
028061 Caumet at Bastord Bridge CA: 139.0 km2 75-85 973
MA: NRA-ST Level: 133m LocalNumber: 61
FAR: 13.F.1: .46 Sensitivity: 35.2 1986 1071 110
Comment Crump profile Flat V weir in a trapezoidal chartnel. Drowns out owing 1987 1031 103
to weed growth. Substantial modification to flow regime by exports from reservoirs 1988 1033 106
and imports via WRWs and industrial usage. Prescribed flow point. Replaced 1989 895 92
28042 in 1975. a A catchrnent of moderate relief with a mixed geology: primarily 1990 956 98
sandstone and shale of the Millstone Grit and Coal Measures, with some
blanketng of Boulder Clay and glacial sand and gravel. Contains Leek, but
otherwise low grade agriculture or pasture.
028066 Cole at Coleshill C.A: 130.0 km, 73.85 727
MA: NRA-ST Level: 79m Local Number: 66
F.A.R: El B F.I: 44 Sensitivity: 267 1986 792 109
Comment Crump profile Flat V in a trapezoidal channel, 10.9m at vee full, with 1987 757 104
floodbanks to contain out-of-channel flow. Cableway, 48m wide, extends across 1988 722 99
floodbanks. Highest flows inundate a narrow floodplain. Minimal modification to 1989 730 100
flows. a Substantially urbanised catchment. Underlying geology is Keuper Marl 1990 617 85
with extensive coverings of Boulder Clay and glacial sand and gravel. Responsive.
0.06 0.04
0.135 003
1.32 0.62
1.19 0.67
1.10 088
0.81 0.38
O.% 033
0.60 0.20
0.59 0.20
0.68 0.29
0.55 0.26
0.41 0.18
0.39 0.14
028067 Derwent at Church Wilne C.A: 1177.5 km, 73-85 1001
MA: NRA-ST Level. 31m Local Number 67
F.A.R: SPEI B Ft .65 Sensitivity: 54 1986 1161 116
Comment: Large Crump profile Flat V weir, 27m wide, in trapezoidal channel. No 1987 967 97
cableway. Very broad floodplain. 20km d/s o/ Longbridge, substantial abstractions 1988 1067 107
and returns between the two High flows by extrapolation from Longbridge and 1989 906 91
gaugings at Oraycott Prescribed flow point. 1/ Large catchment with moorland 1990 950 95
13.31 5.17
16.64 5.92
17.34 8.63
15.41 802
9.58 4.43
9.21 4.34
headwaters on Carboniferous Grit and Est. Lower reaches on Triassic sandstone
and marl. Valley broadens considerably below Derby with extensive sand and
gravel terraces. Range of agricultural and industrial activity.
028079 Meece at Shallowford C.A: 86.3 km, 81-85
MA. NRA-ST Level. 81m LocalNumber: 79
F.A R: El B.F.I..64 Sensitivity. 1986 844
Comment: Crump profile Flat V weir. 5m wide, 1-10 cross-slopes, with crest 1987 796
tapping. Cableway for out-of -bank flows Backs up from d/s bridge. Moderate 1988 795
interference from groundwater pumping and sewage effluent. Baseflow 1989 686
maintained by glacial valley gravel. 0 Low relief, agricultural catchment, draining 1990 714
Bunter sandstone in the headwaters, Keuper Marl otherwise.
0 46
0.59
0 46
0.33
0.26
•
041 0,13
0,17
029
0.27
0.16
0.10
028080 Tame at Lea Marston Lakes C.A. 799.0 km, 57.85 728
M.A. NRA-ST Level: 66m Local Number: 80
FAR: El B.F.I..69 Sensitivity: 1986 781 107
Comment: Unusual twin bay, chevron shaped Crump profile weirs, 21.5m total 1987 749 103
length, discharging into an inline settlement lagoon. Bypassed at very high flows, 1988 722 99
poor flow estimation under these conditions. Replaces 28004. Substantial flow 1989 712 98
modif ication. large imports. # Substantially urbanised. Solid geology Keuper Marl 1990 607 83
but subordinate to extensive cover of Boulder Clay and glacial sand and gravel in
equal proportion.
028081 Tame at Bescot CA: 169.0 km, 82.85
MA: NRA-ST Level: 108m Local Number: 81
F.A.R. El B.F.I: .70 Sensitivity: 1986 775
Comment: Trapezoidal flume as the invert of the access bridge. High flow rating 1987 743
subject to hysteresis. Has been operated as an EM gauge but bed insulation 1988 734
removed. Substantial imports from WRWs Above 70 mar, (design flow) a 1989 692
washland overspill u/s operates. # Entirely urbanised catchment just below 1990 612
confluence of the upper Tame branches. Solid geology. Coal Measures, about 50%
covered by Boulder Clay and sand and gravel. Very responsive,
028082 Soar at Littlethorpe C.A: 183.9 km, 71_85  630
MA: NRA-ST Level: 61m Local Number: 82
E A R: E B.F.1, 51 Sensitivity: 1986 679 108
Comment: Electromagnetic station in a straight reach. Flood relief channel joins 1987 683 108
on the rb just u/s. Prone to weed growth. Very low velocities at lowest flows may 1988 642 102
yield unreliable data, which are not archived Substantial imports  via  WIRWs. 1989 697 111
ReplacesNarborough (28051). Records combined. # Predominantly agricultural 1990 534 85
catchment just south of Leicester. Extensive Boulder Clay and glacial gravel cover:
Keuper sediments in some valley flanks. Significant river terraces and alluvium in
lower reaches,
10.83 7.18
11 57 8.05
12 41 8.85
11.05 8.26
9.58 - 7.13
9.37 680
2.39 1.51
2.19 1.41
2.22 1.60
2.26 1.88
1.95 1.15
1.49 0.87
0.76 0.30
0.97 0.40
1.14 0.49
0.68 0.39
0.64 0.34
0.49 0.26
028083 Trent at Darlaston C.A: 195 2 km, 82-85
M A: NRA-ST Level: m Local Number: 83
F A R. PEI B FA: 66 1986 901Sensitivity.
Comment: Multipath US gauge installed beneath A34 road bridge on a gentle 1987 855
curve. Station undermined in a 1987 flood, reconstructed 1990/1. Out-of -bank flow 1988 869
gauged by transducers between bridge abutments. Flow regime dominated by 1989 742
Strongford WRW discharge (Stoke-on-Trent). Quite responsive. # Moderate relief 1990 805
catchment, substantially urbanised with Potteries, Biddulph and Leek. Geology,
Coal Measures and Marls, Millstone Grit and subordinate Triassic sst, widely
covered by boulder clay. Mining, industrial and mixed agricultural land use.
028085 Derwent at St. Marys Bridge CA: 1054.0 km, 35..85 998
M A: NRA-ST Level: 44m Local Number: 85
F AD: SRPGEI 13.F.1: 62 Sensitivity. 1986 1202 120
Comment: Ten-channel, interleaved cross path US gauge in the centre of Derby, 1987 993 99
1.75km ds of Longbridge Weir (28010). Record continuous with 28010. Peaks from 1988 1104 111
1976 only. Derby may flood but bypassing small. Substantial flow modification 1989 930 93
owing to Derwent reservoirs, milling and PWS abstractions, # Large, predominantly 1990 977 98
upland catchment draining Millstone Grit andcarb.Lst. Lower reaches drain Coal
Measures on the lb and Triassic sandstones and marls on the rb. Peat moorland
headwaters: forestry, pasture and some arable.
3.07 1.64
3.31 1.80
2.36 1.42
12.11 5.07
15.00 453
14.65 616
12.48 596
7.40 387
6.73 384
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028086 . Sence at South Wigston CA: 113 0 km,
KA: NRA.ST Level: 66m Local Number: 86
FAR: El B F.I: 39 Sensitivity:
Comment: EM gauge set in 1.1 formalised banks and flood embankment, 20m d/s
of the control (dismantled railway bridge). Sharp bend immediately d/s, mill stream
confluence u/s. Substantially augmented by WRW discharges, particularly
Wigston, Moderately responsive. Replaces Blaby (28054). # Moderate to low relief
catchment to the east and south of Leicester. Mainly Lower Liar (mudstones and
Ists) but wholly blanketed by Boulder Clay and alluvium except for the headwaters.
Urbanised at the bottom end, otherwise arable and grazing land use.
028091 Pylon at Blyth CA: 231.0 km'
M.A: NRA-ST Level: 8m Local Number: 91
F.A.R: El B.F.1..72 Sensitivity:
Comment: EM station in a Straight reach, d/s of a gentle bend. Data transmitted
to West Stockwith PS to 'control regime to the tidal Trent. Extreme events only
would overtep flood banks Deep, slow, baseflow dominated flow regime. Replaces
28016 Moderate net effect on flows by WRWs and abstraction. # Moderate and
low relief catchment. Headwaters drain Magnesian Lst; bulk underlain by Permian
Marl and Triassic Sst. Mainly Drif I f ree. Apart f rom Worksop, wholly rural, mainly
arable farming.
028093 Soar at Pillings Lock C.A: 11084 km,
KA. NRA.ST Level. 38m Local Number: 93
F.A R: SPEI Sensitivity:
Comment: Multipath US set in Soar Navigation (merges with Grand Union Canal)
100m u/s of Pillings Lock. Low banks. US transducers on the broad floodplain to
calibrate out of bank flows. Very substantial flow modification from WRWs and
reservoirs in Charnwood Forest. # Moderate to low relief catchment with Triassic
Marls and Sst to the west and Las Clays and Ists to the east, widely blanketed in
Boulder Clay. Ancient hard rocks outcrop in Charnwood Forest. Lower catchment
dominated by Leicester: head waters rural
054001  - Severn at Bewdley C.A: 4325.0 km,
MA: NRA-ST Level. 17m Local NuMber: 1
FAR. SRPGEI B.F.I. .53 Sensitivity: 33
Comment: Velocity-area station with rock control. Peak flows from 1972. Stage
monitoring site relocated in 1950 and 1970; lowest flows not reliable in earlier
record. US gauge since 1988. Sig. exports for PWS and CEGB: minimum flow
maintained by Clywedog releases, Naturalised flow series accommodates major
usages. # Diverse catchment; wet western 50% from impermeable Palaeozoic
rocks and river gravels; drier northern 50% from Drift covered Carboniferous to
Liassic sandstones and marls. Moorland, forestry, mixed farming
054002 Avon at Evesham C.A: 2210.0 km2
ni oc.A:NRA-ST Level: 20m Lal Number: 2
FAR. SI2GEI B.F.I: .51 Sensitivity. 15.0
Comment: Velocity-area station. Recording site, control and gauging site are
widely separated; recording at a site where all flows contained. Gauge site can
measure out-of-bank flows. Extensive modification to flow regime from
abstractions and returns. # Large catchment of low relief, draining argillaceous
rocks almost exclusively. Contains many large towns, but chief land use is
agriculture.
054003 Vyrnwy at Vyrnwy Reservoir C.A: 943 km2
M A: NRA-NW Level: 226m Local Number: 3
F.A.R: SR B.F.!: .35 Sensitivity.
Comment: Rectangular notch, 24.4m long on the Vyrnwy River, stone cill overflow
weirs on the rivers Cownwy and Marchnant (whose flows are mostly diverted into
the reservoir). Cownwy diversion has Flat V weir. Some records available from
1879, daily record from 1920. Direct supply to Liverpool. Naturalised flow sequence
available. # Steep, very wet catchment draining Drift free, Silurian and Ordovician
slates and shales.
054004 Sowe at Stoneleigh ak 262 0 km2
M A' NRA-ST Level: 55m Local Number 4
F.A R: GEI B.F.I: .60 Sensitivity: 63
Comment: Up to 1979 two humped invert flumes, total width 7.16m, and an
overflow weir at 1.45m measured discharge. Rating dubious when overflow weir in
operation. Since 1979 compound Crump profile weir with crest tapping. Prone to
weed growth. Groundwater pumping and bulk imports lead to low flows being
doanatedggy Coventry sewage effluent, # Substantially urbanised catchment.
Western half on outcrop Coal MeasUres; east, the Kenner Series overlain by
Boulder Clay and glacial sand and gravel.
054005 Severn at Montford C.A. 2025.0 km2
M.A. NRA ST Level: 52m Local Number: 5
FAR: SRPE BP I: .46 Sensitivity: 43
Comment: Velocity-area station. Up to 1985 cableway extended over rb
floodplain only. Motorised winch now allows all flood flows to be gauged. Very
prone to weed growth: considerable variations in summer 5-0 relations. Vyrnwy,
Clywedog and other PWS abstractions have significant effect at low flows, Part of
the record available naturalised. # High relief headwaters and broad bottomed
valleys of moderate slope with Boulder Clay and fluvial gravel. Solid geology
Ordovician slates and shales. Moorland, forestry, low grade agriculture.
054006 Stour at Kidderminster C.A. 324.0 km,
KA: NRA-ST Level: 31m Local Number: 6
F.A.R: El B.F I: .72 Sensitivity: 6.2
Comment: Velocity-area station in formalised trapezoidal channel; variable low
flows, weed affected: out.ohbank flows estimated. Superseded by Gallows Lane
site from July 1987. US gauge operational from July 1990. Groundwater pumping
for PWS and industry leads to substantial augmentation from sewage and
industrial effluents # Low relief, 20% urbanised. Higher ground on flanks of river
drain marls and sandstone (Upper Coal Measures) but a faulted trough of Triassic
sandstones is the major feature. Some Boulder Clay and valley gravel,
054007 Arrow at Broom C.A. 319.0 km2
MA: NRA.ST Level: 30m Local Number: 104
B.F.1: .53FAR. SGE1 Sensitivity: 10.4
Comment: Up to 1976 rated section: not rated above bankfull when extensive
inundation. Replaced in 1976 with a Crump profile weir (12m) with a higher
containment capacity. Groundwater pumping for PWS significantly augments low
flow through effluent returns. Contains Redditch and Alcester. # Low relief,
predominantly agricultural catchment upon Keuper Marl, with small glacial gravel
deposits in the eastern headwaters, Responsive; sewage effluent maintains low
flows.
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054008 Tema et Tenbury CA: 1134 4 km2
MA: NRA-ST Level: 48m Local Number:8
F.A FL EN B EL .57 Sens:intr. 64
Comment Velocity-area statnn with a gravel =odd. Upstream shoeing may
fender low flow tattoo vanatle Iron year to year. Rarety goes out of bank.
Adjustme-its soma arid dispersed; natural catictvnent. • Left bank charactensed by
high relief Nis and broad valleys. Steep and narrow on Me right bank. Geology
manly Palaeozoic sednents vilth Pre-Carnlxian crystaline rocks of the Lorgrnyrid.
Relatively Don tree: some valley gravel and &Rider Clay in the lower reaches.
Fccestry. grazing.
054012 Tern at wasast CA: 852.0 lun2
MA: NRA-ST Level: 45m Local Number: 12
F.A R: GEI B El: .69 Sensitivity: 2.8
Comment Initially a rated section (1959-76), then a gabion control (1976-1978),
bath very prone to weed growth leading to unstable 50 relatice; now a Flat V weir
15rn wide. Regional groundwater pumping tor PWS and Severn regulation.
Lndustnal effluent from Wellington and Newport; abstractions for spray Irrigation.
Net result only mcderate. toPredominantly agricultural low relief catclvnent. Mixed
glacial geology overlying Triassic series
054014 Severn el Abertruzle CA: 5830 km,
MA: NRA-ST Level: 83m Local Number: 14
F.A.R: SRI B Fl: 42 Sensitivity: 9.1
Comment Velocity-area station in a straight reach with a rock/gravel bed. Well
raled over the whole range. Flow regime dominated by Clywedcg releases when
regulation in operation at low /lows 8rom 1968). Significant abstraction for canal
feeder at Penarth weir. • High relief headwaters but broad main channels of
moderate slope with Boulder Clay and fluvial gravel; solid geology Ordovician
slates and shales. Responsive catchment.
054016 Roden at Rodington C A: 259 0 km,
M A: NRA-ST Level: 48m Local Number: 15
F AR: IN B.F.I: .61 Sensitivity: 7.5
Comment Model tested trapezoidal flume and flanking broadcrested weirs
within vertical sidewalts 7.3m span. Tapping to measure tailwater levels. Original
cableway standards still present. Channel prone to troublesome weed growth. Net
effect of groundwater abstractions and returns insigniticant minor seasonal
influence from spray irrigation, 0 An unresponsive rural catchment of subdued
reliet, underlain by sandstone marls and clays of Carboniferous through lo LiaSsic
age, blanketed extensively by Boulder Clay and morainic sand and gravel,
054018 Rea Brook at Hookagate C A: 178.0 km'
MA: NRA.ST Level: 65m Local Number: 18
FA R. EN B.F./: .51 Sensitivity: 11.3
Comment Model tested trapezoidal flume and flanking broad-crested weirs
within vertical sidewalls 7.3m apart. Lb inundated at high flows but velocities low
and rating extrapolahon reasonable. All flows contained by d/s road brdge.
Substance/1y natural catchment. Minor effects from sewage al lowest flows.
• Broad. flat main channel flanked by steeply graded streams. Complex geology:
sandstones and shales (PreCambrian to Silurian) entirely covered by Boulder Clay
and &Me-glacial sand and gravel. Moorland and low grade agriculture.
054019 Avon at Stareton Ca: 347.0 km,
MA: NRA-ST Level: 55m Local Number: 19
FAR: SE1 B El: .49 Sensitivity: 14.5
Comment: Crump profile weir, 7.3m wide with crest tapping. Current metering
from footbridge d/s. Highest floods overtop rb and follow old river channel. Early
record to 1971 had Coventry sewage outfall diverted through station.
Augmentation by groundwater pumping and surface transfers. Moderate influence
from abstractions and returns. II Predominantly agricultural, low relief catchment,
contains Rugby. Wide covering of superficial deposits on higher ground. Geology
in lower reaches is argillaceous rock of Lias and Kenner Marl.
054020 Perry at Yeaton CA: 808 km,
MA: NRA-ST Level: 61m Local Number: 20
FA R: GEI B Ft .65 Sensitivity: 13.1
Comment Crump profile weir.6m wide, with crest tapping. Channel very prone to
weed growth All floods have been contained. Substantial groundwater abstraction
has indirect effect. Effluent returns in the catchment may have substantial effect at
lowest flows. 0 The river rises on Millstone Grit and traverses the Bunter and
Keuper Series although much complicated by glacial sand and gravel: some
marshlands with artificial drainage.
054022 Severn at Plynlimon flume CA: 8.7 km'
M A: IH Level: 331m Local Number: 103
F.A 13:N BEL .32 Sensitivity: 190
Comment Large trapezoidal flume installed in 1968. Operated as an IH
experimental basin (15 minute dataset resides at the IH). Full range. Installation of
upstream silt trap (Oct. 1971) improved stationperformance but extreme low flows
suspect. Earlier data (19538) of poor quality are available from a compound sharp-
edged weir (capacity 10 rr3s-1) with Ilanking broad crests. Natural flow regime.
or Steep very wet (>2020mm), responsive, afforested catclunent on Palaeozoic
slates and shales.
054024 Wort., at Burcote CA: 2580 km,
MA: NRA-ST Level: 33m Local Number: 24
F.A.R: PGEI B El: .71 Sensitivity: 135
Comment: Crump profile weir, 5.5m wide, with crest tapping. Flows generally
contained. Substantial impact from groundwater abstractions tor PWS. industry
and irrigation: surface abstraction for PWS and spray irrigation. • Predominantly
agricultural, low relief catchment draining Triassic sandstones: intermittent Boulder
Clay and glacial sand and gravel cover.
054025 Doles at Rhos-y-pentref CA: 52.7 km,
MA NRA-ST Level: 179rn Local Number: 25
FAR: N B Ft .37 Sensitivity: 22.5
Comment The gauge is a trapezoidal flume. 15.8m wide, which should contain
most flows The bed is composed of shoals of shale fragments; a high level intake
pipe should obviate problems of the lower pipe blocking in high flows leading to
unreliable recording. Natural catchment. • A high relief catchment on Silurian
shales and slates with Boulder Clay on the valley sides. Pasture, forest and
moorland.
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054027 Frome at Ebley Mill CA: 198 0 km,
MA: NRA.ST Level: 31m Local Number: 27
FAR: PEI B.F.A .86 SensitWity: 83
Comment: Velocity-area station on a curved reach. Control is a compound broad.
crested weir. River inundates widely at gauging section. Substantial headwater
abstractions for PWS; further industrial abstractions and significant sewage outfall.
a Steep headwaters drain the Cotswolds Scarp of Oolitic Limestone and Lias
sandstone. Valley bottoms are considerably urbanised and underlain by Lias clays.
The station m in Stroud.
054028 Vymwy at Llanymynech CA: 778.0 km2
MA: NRA-ST Level: 62m Local Number: 128
F.A R: SRPI B.F.I..45 Sensitivity: 8.6
Comment: Velocity-area station, 35m wide in a substantially straight reach with
natural shoal control. Rating relatively stable. Out-of-bank flows gauged from a
cableway extension over the floodplain. Three major PWS in the catchment have a
substantial effect on the flow regime, particularly the supply exported to Liverpool
from Lake Vyrnwy. It Steep headwater streams and broadbottomed valleys;
storage in valley sands and gravels. Moorland. forestry and grazing.
054029 Tame at Knightsforcl Bridge CA: 1480 0 km,
MA: NRA.ST Level: 21m Local Number: 29
FAR: PEN B FA: .57 Sensitivity: 202
Comment: Velocity-area station. Gravel control affected by  weed  growth at low
flows. PWS abstractions and sewage returns insignificant. Natural catchment.
# Left bank: high relief hills and broad val/eys. Right bank: steep and narrow.
Geology mainly Palaeozoic sediments with PreCambrian crystalline rocks of the
Longmynd. Relatively drift free; some valley gravel and Boulder Clay in Me lower
reaches. Moorlandjorestry, grazing.
054032 Severn at Saxons Lode C A- 6850 0 km2
KA: NRA.ST Level, ern Local Number: 32
FAR: SRPGEI B.F.I: .56 Sensitivity: 10.2
Comment: Rated section between the abutments of a demolished railway bridge.
Multipath US gauge from 1987. High flows mostly contained by embankments to
the bridge. Affected by high tides and by tidal gales on the Avon at Tewkesbury.
Substantial modifications to flow owing to PWS exports, and effluent returns
(chiefly the R. Stour and Worcester). a Very large diverse catchment. broad flood
peaks. Land use mainly agriculture and forestry, with subordinate industrial
development in the east.
054034 Dowles Brook at Bowles CA: 40.8 km,
MA: NRA.ST Level: 24m Local Number: 34
EAR: N B.F.I: .42 Sensitivity: 333
Comment: Flat V Crump profile weir 6.0m wide, with a cableway to allow high flow
gauging. Flood banks on a 36m wide floodptain should contain most Bows. No
significant abstractions or returns. 4 The catchment is substantially Drift free,
situated on sandstone and marls of Upper Carboniferous age. The river bisects the
Wyre Forest: all but the headwaters are afforested.
054038 Tenet at Lianybiodwel C.A: 2290 km2
MA: NRA-ST Level: 77m Local Number: 38
FAR: EIN B FA: .47 Sensitivity: 10.7
Comment Velocity-area station with a natural rock step as control approx. 150m
d/s of cableway. Gravel bed Rb floodplain approx. 50m wide, partially covered by
Me cableway. Sewage effluent has insignificant effect upon the flow regime.
Ot High relief headwaters and broad bottomed valleys of moderate slope with
Boulder Clay and fluvial gravel. Solid geology Ordovician slates and shales.
Moorland, forestry, pasture. -
054040.
 Meese at 716aerton CA 167.8 kuR
M A. NRA-ST Level: 56m Local Number: 40
F.A.R: GE! B.F.L'130 Sensitivity: 13.7
Comment Crump profile weir, 6m wide. for Me Shropshire Groundwater Scheme
Indirectly affected by large PWS groundwater abstractions, otherwise spray
irrigation and canal impoundment have moderate effect. a Agricuftural, very low
relief catchment with high traseflow component. Drains outcropBunter sandstone;
intermittent Boulder Clay and glacial sand and gravel.
054041 Tern at Eaton On Tern C.A: 192.0 km2
M A- NRA.ST Level: 54m Local Number: 41
FA R: GEI BSA: .71 Sensitivity: 9.3
Comment Two-bay Crump profile weir with identical crest heights. 6rn total
width, with crest tapping set into old mill sluices. Upstream cableway. Significant
groundwater abstractions. Part of Shropshire Groundwater Scheme network.
Agricultural and PWS abstractions balance effluent returns.  II  Agricultural. low
relief catchment. Outcrop Bunter sandstone with intermittent Boulder Clay and
glacial sand and gravel below the above gauges.
054044 Tern at TemMil CA: 92.6 km2
MA: NRA-ST . Level: 62m Local Number: 44
F.A R: GO B.F.I: .76 Sensitiwty: 9.1
Comment: Rectangular notch 4m wide by 0.43m deep with side contractions.
Cableway for hoh flows. Not yet out of bank. Signif icant ground and surface water
abstractions in the catchment with effluent from Market Drayton. Shares a recorder
-.hut with the adjacent Bailey Brook gauge.  0. Agricultural, low relief catchment, high
biseflow from Bunter sandstone and glacial sand and gravel. Boulder Clay typifies
the  right hand bank geology.
054049 Learn at Princes Drive Weir CA: 362.0 km2
MA: NRA.ST Level: 46m Local Number: 49
F.AR: SRPGE B F.I: .37 Sensitivity: 16.1
Comment: Up to 1979 rectangular thin-ptate weir 4.7m wide, set in a curved,
broad-crested weir (329m). Record poor, high flows unreliable. Since 1979
compound rectangular thin.plate weir has led to improved data. Abstractions for
PWS and pumped storage reservoir (Drayoote); imports ol water and groundwater
pumping: substantial MOdifiCalion of flow regime.  4  Agricultural catchrnent of low
relel, substantially Drift  free.  Lower fifth of calchment drains Keuper Marl, the rest
argillaceous racks of the Liassic series.
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054050 Learn at Eathorpe CA: 330.0 lun2
MA: NRA-ST Level: 57rn Lace/ Ntsmbet
FAR: B.F.I: SensaMty
Comment Sule-contracted central low flow flume, flanked by broadcrested weirs
in a straight reach. Exceeds bankfull but not bypassed. Rated by model test and
current metes. Flow regime dornmated by the operation of Draycote Res.
abstraction and support. *Low reief catchment. Keuper Marl in the lower
catarnent other wise Lower Las days and sits. The north has abundant glaoal
sands and gravels the Keuper is ovedam by river terraces. Vasty rural apan from
southern Rugby. Mired !among.
054057 Severn el Haw Bridge CA: 98950 lun,
M A: NRA-ST Level: 6m Local Number: 57
FAR: SRPGEI B.F.I: .57 Sensitivity: 44
Comment Velocity-area station al a road bridge (B4213). Difficult site, but
includes Avon flow. Tidally affected substanttal bed movement. Both restrict
accuracy. Substantial modification to llow owing to PWS exports and effluent
returns (chiefly the Stour, Worcester and Avon). 4 Very large . drverse catchment.
lowest on the Severn.
054060 Patford Brook at Pafford C A: 250 km,
NuMA: NRA-ST Level: m Local mber: 60
FAR: G B Ft .76 Sensitivity: 30.0
Comment Prefabricated Flat V Crump profile weir, initially installed for the
Shropshire Groundwater investigaton. Repositioned 1997 to avoid backing up.
Low flows may be significantly affected when the Severn augmentation is in
operation Unresponsive catchment. a Flat catchent on mixed geology:. Bunter
sandstone, boulder clay and glacial sands and gravel.
054081 Clywedog at Bryntail C.A: 490 km,
MA: NRA-ST Level: 212m Local Number: 109
FAR: SR FIFA: .52 Sensitivity:
Comment Flat V weir, 16m wide; 120 cross-slope, immedately below the
reservoir. Installed for the purpose of measuring the compensation and regulation
releases from Clywedog reservoir. Drawn down over winter months to flatten flood
peaks IF Steep, wet catchment draining Ordovician and Silurian shales and slates.
Substantially Drift free. Most tributaries afforested on valley sides.
054089 Avon at Bredon C.A1 2674 0 km,
M A: NRA.ST Level: 9m Local Number:
FAR: SPGEI B F.1: Sensitivity:
Comment Ultrasonic single path instrument installed in 1979, unsuccessful
experiment. Replaced 1988 by a multipath cross path US in a broad reach. Data
produced valid to bankfulA mar inundates hams on lhb extensively in flood. For v.
high flows use 54002. Extensive modification to flows by abstractions and returns.
• Large Catchment of low relief, draining argillaceous rocks almost exclusively.
Contains many large towns but chief land use is agriculture.
054091 Severn et Batten Flume C.A: 36 km,
MA: Si Level: m Local Number: 113
Sensitmty:
Comment Steep stream flume structure designed by the Hydraulics Research
Station. Natural catchment nested within 54022. Researchers should note the
primary 15 minute dataset resides at the Institute of Hydrology.
054092 More at Here Flume C A: 32 km,
M A: IH Level: m Local Number: 115
F.A R: B F.1: .32 Sensitivity:
Comment: Steep stream flume structure designed by the Hydraulics Research
Station. Natural catchment nested within 65008. Researchers should note the
primary 15 minute dataset resides al the Institute of HydrOlegy.
054094 Stine at Crudgington C.A: 134.0 km,
M A: NRA-ST Level: m Loca/ Number: 170
FAR: GE1 B FA: .63 Sensitivity:
Comment: Electromagnetic gauge in a trapezoidal channel. Very Low velocities
experienced. Substanttal modification to the natural fow regime owing to WRWs
discharges. 4 Very flat catchment draining the Weald Moors. Geology: Elunter ss
overlain by a variety of Superficial deposits. Newport is in the headwaters and the
catchment also includes part of Telford.
054095 Severn et Buildwas CA: 3717.0 km,
MA: NRA-ST Level: 35m Local Number: 130
F.A R: SRPGE1 El F.I: Sensitivity.
Comment Multiple ultrasonic gauging station (cross configuration). Severn is fully
contained by Buildwas Bridge. Substantial modification to lowest flows due to
operation of Clywedog and Vyrnwy Reservoirs and Shropshire GW scheme:
otherwise artificial effects are modest.* Diverse catchment: moorland and forestry
in wet headwaters (Palaeozoic formations), mixed farming and some towns in the
drier north and east - where Drift cover can be substantial.
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Summary of Archived Data - 1
Gauged daily flows, monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
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Stn. Gauged daily flows,
number monthly peaks and rainfall
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054028 60s  t 703 FBBAAAAAM
80s AAAAAAaaaa 905 Me
054029 70s FBBAMAAAA 83s AAAAAAAAM
90s Me
054032 70s FBBAAAAAAA BOs MAMAMM
90s AAe
054034 70s -EAAAAAAAA 80s AAAAMEAA
90s Me
054036 70s 1EMAAAAA 80s AAAAEttttt
s EAe
054038 70s --tEABAMA 80s AAMEAMAA
90s Me
054040 70s ---FABAMA 80s AMAAAAAM
90s Me
054041 70s --FCCCAAAA 80s AAAAAAAAAA
90s Me
054042 70s tEAEMEEtt
054043 50s  fcccc 60s ccccfccccc
70s Ft---tit BCIs  tttf
90s 11
054044 70s 1EAAMAAA 80s AAMAMAM
90s AAe
054045 70s ---tAAAAAE
054046 70s  faaaa 80s MAAEt----
90s --e
054047 70s  fbae- 80s -tittt
054048 70s  -eAAA 80s AMAEtitti
90s EAe
054049 70s  e 80s aaaaaaAAEA
-90s Me054050 80s  tAAA 90s AAe
054052 70s IbDMAMAA 80s AMAttiEtt
90s EAe
054053 70s 1EABAE--- 802 --it 'Hitt
90s tt
054054 80s ---tt tit tt
90s tt
054055 70s --etese--- 80s  ftft
90s it
054057 70s -fccebbasa 80s assaaaAAAA
90s Me
054058 70s --eaabbee- 80s
90s it
054059 70s --esabaEEt 80s  ftft
90s 11
054060 70s --ebassaae 1130s. .-10-1-EAA
90s Me
054061 70s --ebsebe- 80s  
90s tt
054062 70s -EAEEBEAE BOs AMAtititt
90s tt
054063 70s --eababaae 80s aaae
054065 70s ---EMBEAE 80s  fttt
90s tt
054066 70s ---EBBBAAA BOs MAAtttitt
90s tt
054067 70s ----bbbae
054069 70s ----eaaae
054070 70s —.abase 80s aaaa
054080 70s  fed 805 aase-titt
90s ti
054081 70s  EBA 80s AAAAAAaaaa
90s aae
054083 70s  ea 80s saaa-Mt
90s tt
054084 70s  ea 80s asaa-titt
90s tt
054085 70s  805 aaaa-itti
90s tt
054087 70s ---BAEE-.. als asee-t-t
90s EAe
054089 80s  ea 90s AAe
054090 70s ---eaaaaaa 80s aaaaaaAADE
90s it
054091 70s  AAAA 80s MAdadAMA
90s AE
054092 70s ---eAMAAA 80s AMaaaAAAA
90s At
054094 80s --eeeeeeAA 90s Me
054095 BOs eeeeAA 90s AAe
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Summary of Archived Data - 2
Naturalised daily and monthly flows
Complete daily and complete peaks
Complete daily and partial peaks
Complete daily and no peaks
Partial daily and complete peaks
Partial daily and partial peaks
Partial daily and no peaks
No flow data
Gauged daily flows, monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
KEY:
Complete Incomplete or
rainfall missing rainfall
A a
Up-to-date Summaries ol Archived Data are available on request from the National Water Archive Office.
Naturalised daily and monthly flows
KEY:
Complete daily and complete monthly
Partial daily and complete monthly
Partial daily and parbal monthly
Partial daily and no montNy
No daily and complete monthly
No daily and partial monthly
No naturalised flow data
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Area: 26,795 km2
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HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1986-90
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033039 Bedford Ouse Roxton TL 160535 1660.0 FV 1972-90 630 212 418 308 79 76 73 11.18 0.34 08/76 27.1 1.85
033040 Rhee Ashwell TL 267401 2.0 FL 1965_90 570 ' 79 73 0.07 0.02 09/76 0.1 0.02
033044 Thet Bridgham TL 957855 277.8 C 1967-90 627 183 444 283 69 82 73 1.61 0.21 08/76 8.6 3.3 0.39
033045 Wittle Cluidenham TM 027878 28.3 CB 1967-90 612 152 450 265 69 47 73 0.14 >0.00 08/76 1.4 0.3 0.02
033046 Thet Red Bridge TL 996923 145.3 C 1967-90 627 192 435 291 69 81 73 0.88 0.07 08/76 7.8 1.9 0.14
033048 Larling Brook Stonebridge TL 928907 21.4 FL 1969-90 625 83 542 181 88 29 73 0.06 >0.00 09/90 0.1 0.01
033049 '  Stanford Wtr Buckenham Tofts TL 834953 43.5 B 1973-80 191 270 75 124 73 0.26 0.08 08/76 0.7 0.5 0.11
033050 Snail Fordharn TL 631703 60.6 fir 1960_90 575 162 413 236 83 100 67 0.31 0.08 08/76 0.5 0.12
033051 Cam Chesterford TL 505426 141.0 CB 1964-90 604 133 471 210 79 43 73 0.59 0.14 07/76 1.1 0.18
033052 Swain/am Swaffham EllbeckTL 553628 36.4 C 1963..89 564 138 426 222 69 50 76 0.16 0.02 08/76 0.3 0.06
033053 Granta Stapleford TL 471515 114.0 MIS 1949_87 62 156 87 4 73 0.22 0.00 09/76 0.5 0.01
033054 Babingley Castle Rising TF 680252 47.7 FV 1976-90 679 337 342 443 81 161 90 0.51 0.10 10/90 0.8 0.19
033055 Granta Babraham TL 510504 98.7 FV 1963.90 592 81 511 160 87 34 90 0.25 >0.00 10/76 0.5 0.02
033056
033057
Ouy Water
Ouzel
Lode
Leighton Buz'rd
TL 531627
SP 917241
76.4
119.0
MIS
C
1965_89
1976-89
591
644
75
207
516
437
163
288
88
79
8
106
65
89
0.18
0.78
0.00
0.14
10/72
08/76 10:: N41
033058 Ouzel Bletchley SP 883322 215.0 FV 1978_90 669 276 393 389 79 206 85 1.88 0.42 09/90 3.9 0.51
033063 Little Ouse Knettishall TL 955807 101.0 MIS 1980-90 613 149 464 227 87 69 90 0.48 0.06 08/90 0.9 0.13
033064
033065
Whaddon Brk
Hiz
Whaddon
HitChin
TL 359466
TL 185290
16.0
6.8
FL
CC
1980-89
1980-89 634
166
162 472
221
278
88
83
138
97
81
86
0.08
0.04
0.04
0.01
11189
11/89
C..11 00802 4
0.1
033066 Granta Linton TL 570464 59.8 CC 1981-90 604 108 495 198 87 45 90 0.20 >0.00 12/90 0.4 0.01
033067 New River Burwell TL 608696 .19.6 C 1982-89 586 380 206 525 88 240 86 0.24 0.09 10/89 0.0 0.10
033068 Cheney Water Gatley End TL 296411 5.0 C 1982-89 582 107 475 177 88 57 89 0.02 0.00 12/89 0.0034001 Vare  . CoIney TG 182082 231.8 MIS 1959-90 652 195 457 303 69 105 73 1.43 0.19 08/90 10.4 3.1 0.36
034002 Tas Shotesham TM 226994 146.5 FV 1957_90 615 159 455 280 69 60 73 0.74 0.11 07/86 10.3 1.5 0.18
034003 Bure Ingworth TG 192296 154.7 MIS 1959-90 671 212 459 285 69 153 73 1.11 0.49 07/76 6.7 1.7 0.59
034004 Wensum Costessey Mill TG 177128 536.1 CB 1960.90 674 202 432 339 69 135 90 4.12 0.79 08/90 18.6 7.4 1.44
034005 Tud Costessey Park TG 170113 73.2 FL 1961.90 661 152 509 236 69 85 73 0.35 0.05 08/76 3.3 0.7 0.10
034006 Waveney Needham Mill TM 229811 370.0 CC 1963-90 594 155 439 287 87 06 73 1.81 0.20 07/90 32.0 4.1 0.32
034007 Dove Oakley Park TM 174772 133.9 CC 1966_90 578 169 409 405 88 49 73 0.72 0.13 07/90 14.3 1.0 0.15
034008 Ant Honing Lock TG 331270 49.3 C 1966_90 645 200 445 243 69 158 76 0.31 0.13 06/76 1.1 0.0 0.18
034010 Waveney .  Billingford Br TM 168782 149.4 MIS 1968_90 606 166 440 281 87 41 73 0.79 0.04 07/76 13.2 1.8 0.07
034011 Wensurn Fakenham TF 919294 127.1 MIS 1967_90 693 222 471 337 69 109 73 0.89 0.17 07/76 3.8 1.6 0.28
034012 Burn Burnham Overy TF 842428 80.0 CC 1965-90 669 125 544 203 69 04 90 0.32 0.07 09/90 0.9 0.5 0.10
034013
034010
Waveney
Wensurn
Effingham Mill
'Swanton Morley
TM 364917
TG 020184
670.0
363.0
C
CC
1972_90
1969_90
579
670
30
232
549
438
38
326
75
87
19
144
79
73
0.63
2.67
0.25
0.62
11/80
07/76
9 0.2600 1 044
034018 Stiffkey Warham All Sts TF 944414 77.1 FV 1972_90 655 223 432 555 75 103 90 0.55 0.06 07/76 1.0 0.12
034019
035001
Bure Horstead Mill TG 267194 313.0 MIS 1974_90 654 224 430 278 87 172 76 2.22 0.62 09/90 3.3 1.09Gipping Constantine  Wr TM 154441 310.8 MIS 1964_88 561 140 441 223 87 99 80 1.38 0.09 08/65 20.3 3.2 0.20
035002 Deben Naunton Hall TM 322534 163.1 CC 1964_90 595 149 446 270 87 39 73 0.77 0.04 07/76 1.8 0.10
035003 Aide Farnharn TM 360601 63.9 MIS 1961_90 585 141 444 260 87 40 73 0.29 0.03 08/90 6.6 0.6 0.05
035004 Ore Beversham Br TM 359583 54.9 CC 1965_90 604 180 424 288 87 65 73 0.31 0.05 07/76 5.1 0.6 0.07
035008 Gipping Stowmarket TM 058578 128.9 CC 1964_90 578 151 427 255 87 36 73 0.62 0.07 08/90 15.3 1.4 0.08
035010 Gipping Bramford TM 127465 298.0 MIS 1969..90 557 123 434 199 87 28 73 1.16 0.09 08/76 13.7 2.5 0.18
035013 Blyth Holton TM 406769 92.9 CC 1970_90 583 140 443 228 87 41 73 0.41 0.04 08/90 0.9 0.06035014 •  Mill River Newbourn TM 270420 27.1 MIS 1948_69 176 230 61 142 50 0.15 0.10 08/49 0.5 0.2 0.11
036001 Stour Stratfird St Mary TM 042340 844.3 MIS 1928_90 598 116 482 267 87 37 34 3.10 0.14 07/76 32.8 7.8 0.56
036002 Glem Glemsford TL 846472 87.3 FL 1960-90 598 173 425 296 87 48 73 048 0.06 08/76 8.9 1.1 0.07
036003 Box Potstead TL 985378 53.9 FL 1960-90 581 125 456 208 87 50 73 0.21 0.04 08/76 3.7 0.4 0.06
036004 Chad Brook Long Mellord TL 868459 47.4 EW 1965-90 589 168 421 319 87 35 73 0.25 0.02 09/76 6.5 0.5 0.03
036005 Brett Hadleigh TM 025429 156.0 EW 1962-90 581 139 442 236 87 27 73 0.69 0.04 08/76 12.0 1.5 0.09
036006 Stour Langham TM 020344 578.0 FL 1962-90 582 160 422 279 87 78 73 2.93 0.19 07/76 33.4 6.3 0.53
036007 Belchamp Brk Bardfield Bridge TL 848421 58.6 FL 1960..90 562 95 457 "  213 87 17 73 0.18 0.01 09/64 4.9 0.4 0.02
036008 Stour Westrnill TL 827463 224.5 FL 1960-90 598 178 420 305 87 90 64 1.27 0.07 08/76 22.4 2.6 0.13
036009 Brett Cockfield TL 914525 25.7 EW 1968-90 609 157 452 269 87 16 73 0.13 0.00 09/90 3.8 0.3 >0.00
036010 Bumpstead 13 Broad Green TL 689418 28.3 EW 1968-90 603 157 406 313 87 20 73 0.14 >0.00 08/76 7.4 0.3 >0.00
036011
036012
Stour Brook
Stour
Sturmer
Kedington
TL 696441
TL 708450
34.5
76.2
EW
EW
1968-90
1968-90
597
600
209
281
388
319
364
698
87
90
56
156
73
85
0.23
0.68
0.04
0.02
10/72
08/76
5.7 5 08040.7041.
036015 Stour Larnarsh TL 897358 480.7 MIS 1972-90 588 157 431 208 82 65 73 2.40 0.23 08/76 4.7 0.60
037002 Chelmer Rushes Lock TL 794090 533.9 FV 1932_90 589 109 480 195 87 25 30 1.85 0.01 08/55 0.8 0.11
037003 Ter Crabbs Bridge TL 786107 77.8 FL
T
1932-90 582 105 477 188 37 17 34 0.26 0.02 08/35 5.5 0.5 0.03
037004 '  Blackwater Langford TL 836092 337.0 MIS 1932-68 128 248 60 37 34 1.37 0.13 08/35 2.9 0.23
037005 Colne Lexden TL 962261 238.2 FL 1959-90 571 138 433 229 60 48 73 1.04 0.09 08/65 13.9 2.1 0.21
037006 Can Beach's Mill TL 690072 228.4 FL 1962-90 590 174 416 265 87 62 73 1.26 0.10 08/76 20.6 2.8 0.19
037007 Wid Writtle TL 686060 136.3 EW 1964-90 606 199 407 312 87 68 73 0.86 0.09 08/76 15.8 2.0 0.12
037008 Chelmer Springfield TL 713071 190.3 EW 1965-90 589 173 416 238 88 58 73 1.04 0.18 08/76 15.4 2.0 0.28
037009 Brain Guithavon TL 818147 60.7 EW 1962-90 580 194 386 297 88 97 73 0.37 0.13 08/76 0.2 0.6 0.16
037010 Blackwater Appleford Bridge TL 845158 247.3 FL 1962-90 576 154 422 212 87 105 76 1.21 816 08/76 12.6 2.3 0.32037011 Chelmer Churchend TL 629233 72.6 FL 1963-90 589 156 433 232 67 39 73 0.36 0.02 07/76 8.8 0.8 0.06
037012 Colne Poolstreet TL 771364
TL 755055
65.1 FL 1963-90 577 134 443 245 87 14 73 028 0.00 08/76 10.2 0.7 >0.00
037013 Sandon Brk Sandon Bridge 606 EW 1963-90 565 152 413 258 82 37 73 0.29 0.02 06/76 8.9 0.6 004
037016 Pant Copford Hall TL 668313 62.5 EW 1965-90 614 178 436 309 90 110 85 0.35 >0.00 08/76 8.8 1.0 0.02037017 Blackwater Stisted TL 793243 139.2 EW 1969-90 580 171 409 223 70 131 85 0.75 0.08 08(76 1.5 0.16037020 Chelmer Felsted TL 670193 132.1 EW 1970-90 587 161 426 232 79 56 73 0.68 809 07/76 1.3 0.16037021 Roman Bounstead Br TL 985205 52.6 EW 1970-90 553 138 415 276 88 49 73 823 0.05 08/76 7.0 0.4 806037022 Holland Brk Thorpe le Soken TM 179212 54.9 EW 1970-90 567 139 428 199 88 48 73 0.68 0.06 08/76 1.4 8121337024 Colne Earls Colne TL 855298 154.2 EW 1971..90 567 139 028 199 88 48 73 0.68 0.06 08/76 1.4 0.12
037025 '  Bourne Brook Perces Bridge TL 822276 32.1 TP 1965..73 571 118 453 140 67 101 65 0.12 0.03 08/73 0.3 0.03037026 '  Tenpenny Brk Tenpenny Bridge TM 079207 29.0 TP 1961_76 90 141 66 28 73 aoe 0.01 06/74 0.2 0.01037027 •  Sixpenny Brk Ship House Br TM 050214 5.1 TP 1968.71 161 260 70 136 68 0.03 >0.00 10/64 0.1 0.01
037028  •  Bentley Brook Saltwater Bridge TM 109193 12.1 TP 1960-76 89 159 69 29 73 0.03 0.00 06/76
037029 ' St Osyth Brk Main Road Br TM 134159 8.0 FL 1960-76 122 225 69 24 73 0.03 >0.00 06/70 001 >00:0001037030 ' Holland Brk Cradle Bridge TM 171217 48.6 TP 1962..70 558 104 454 157 66 62 65 0.16 0.01 09/64 0.5 0.02037031 Crouch Wickford TO 748934 71.8 C VA 1976-87 608 151 457 188 79 116 85 0.34 0.06 09/85 0.7 0.05037033 Eastwood Brk Eastwood TO 859888 10.4 C 1975-90 561 152 409 215 87 100 76 0.05 0.01 08/83 0.1 0.01037034 Mardyke Stif lord TO 596800 90.7 EW 1974..90 147 288 87 74 90 0.42 0.03 08/76 0.8 0.05037037 Toppesfield B
03703r Wid
Cornish Hall
Margaretting
TL 675377
TL 67200
1.3
98.6
VN
MIS
1981.80
1951-74
594 170
165
424 97
231
84
68 84
90
73
0.01
0.51
0.00
>0.00
12/90
08/52
1
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029001 Waithe Beck at Brigsley C A: 1083 kna,
M.A: N344.4 Level: 16(11 Lo:a1Number:
FAR: PGEI 8F.1: .84 Sensitioty: 2.9
Comment Broad trapezoidal flume (1:63m wide al base) vdith theoretical rating
confirmed to 0.9 rn.1/2-1. AI recorded bows have been contained wilhin the
structure. Groundwater abstract= near Grimsby  and  irrigaban abstractioin have
sagmficant effect on low flows. • The catchment is 81% Chan and largely noel.
029002 Great Eau at Ctaythorpe Mill C A: 77.4  krn2
MA, NRA-A Level: 7m Local Number:
FAR: GI 0E1.88 Sensitivity: 116
Comment Simple low flow Crump proNe weir 3.073m wale with !tanking broad-
crest sections. Total width 9.687m. Crump portico is theoretically rated and upper
polion rated theoretical,/ assuming it to be a broad-crested wee. Flows to May
1973 suspect due to error in gauged head and rounding ot crest during dearing.
Small amounts of abstraction for irrigation in summer. • The catcNnent is 81%
Chalk and predominantlY rural.
029003 Lud at Louth C A: 552 km,
MA: NRA.4 Level: 15rn Local Number:
F.A R: G B.F.I: .90 Sensitivity: 25.9
Comment Crump proNe weir, 4.569m wide, at ucetream end of long culvert.
Theoretical rating confirmed by current metering. capacity limited to 20 m1/2-I - not
yet exceeded by culvert. Flows recorded 1966-1968 at sharp-crested weir at
Bodge Street No major abstractions or returns, but mill regulation produces short
Mrm spikes. 1920 flood estimated at about 140 Or I. a Catchment is 73% Chalk
and largely rural.
029004 Ancholme at Bishophridge CA: 54.7  km2
M A: NRA.4 Level: 4m Local Number:
FA R: SRG1 B F.1: .45 Sensitivity: 633
Comment Compound Crump profile wer, vath central crest 2 448m v/kle and
total width ol 9.13IM. Theoretical rating confirmed to 5.5 rrOs-l. but structure
drowns in high /lows and is affected by weed growth in summer. Flows are very
heavily augmented in summer from Ton Newton Reservoir. • Catchment is 53%
clay, 47% Lincolnshire Limestone. fiat and rural.
029005 Rase at Bishopbridge C A: 666 km,
MA: NRA-A Level: 4m Local Number:
FAR: PGEI B.F.I: 55 Sensitiwty: 39.1
Comment Crump profile weir (crest length 3 658m) with the-notice! calibration.
Station drowns above about 9 m1/2-', and relationship between upstream and
downstream levels depends on weed growth and the disposition of sluices and
gates at Hallam Weir downstream. Abstractions for public supply in upper reaches
has some effect on summer low flows. e Catclunent is rural and 89% clay.
029009 Ancholme at Ton Newton C A- 27.2 km2
MA: NRA-A Level: 8m Local Number: -
B F.1: .52FAR: GI Sensitivity: 74.8
Comment: Flat V weir (3.03m wide) with theoretical calibration confirmed by
check gaugings there is no drowning or bypassing, and the station is immediately
upstream of entry point of flows from Toft Newton reservoir. No major abstractions
or returns. *0 The Catchment is on Lincolnshire Limestone and clays and is flat and
rural.
030001 Witham at Claypole Mill C A: 297.9 km,
MA- NRA-4 Level: 17m Local Number:
FA R: RPE B.F.1: .67 Sensitivity: 10.8
Comment: An old weir at three levels with a total width of 24.99m converted into a
standard Lea designed broad-crested weir. I t is rated theoretically and there is no
bypassing or drowning. Low flows in summer are  moderately influenced by transfer
ol water from Rutland Water (since 1986) and abstractions lor public supply at
Salters/ ord.  a  The catchment is clay (50%) voth limestone (40%) and gravel, and is
largely rural.
030002 Barlings Eau at Langworth Bridge CA: 210.1 km,
MA: NRA-A Level: 4m Local Number: 30902
F.AR: GI B El: .46 Sensitivity: 296
Comment: A natural section was replaced in November 1965  by a  low flow
compound Crump prof tie weir. which ceased operating in September 1978. The
present Flat V weir has been operating since June 1980 and the theoretical rating
is confirmed by check gaugings. Structure drowns at about 19 m1/4-1. Irrigation
abstractions reduce summer low flows. • Mostly Boulder Clay with some limestone
in the headwaters. flat and predominantly rural but with some new urban
development.
030003 Bain at Fulsby Lock C.A: 197.1 km,
M A: NRA.4 Level: 10m Local Number:
F.A R: SRI B F.1: .58 Sensitivity: 242
Comment: Broad-crested weir 15 Drim wide rated by model lests situated in old
lock. Small bypass channel upstream feeds original river course and a disused
model flume, gauged by sharp-crested weir. Flows over bypass not processed
since 1981 and subsequent low flows therefore underestimated. Revesby
Reservoir has a very minor inlluence, and abstractions tor irrigation may be
significant in dry summers. 0 Rural catchment, mostly clay with Chalk and
sandstone In the headwaters.
030004 Partney Lyrnn at Partney Mill C A: 61.6 km2
MA: NRA-A Level: 15m Local Number:
F.A R: PI B F.I: .66 Sensitivity: 23.7
Comment: Crump weir with 5m crest rated by model tests and confirmed by
check gaugings. The weir is probably non-modular at very high flows due to
backing up behind struts and a bridge, but is bypassed Msl before this point.
Abstraction for irrigation in upper reaches may have effect on low flows in summer.
• Equally divided between sandstone and Boulder Clay and wholly rural.
030006 Slea at Leasingham Mill CA 484  km2
M A: NRA-A Level: 12m Local Number:
F.A R: PGI BSC .87 Sensitivity,
Comment: Rectangular thin-plate wer 1 372m wide set in old gate site modified
in 1984. Theoretical rating, with section above thin.plale treated as broadcrested
weir. No drowning. Groundwater abstraction has potential Medr rucing summer
low flows.  0  Unresponsive catchment, predominatly limestone and rural.
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030011 13aM at Goulceby Bridge CA: 62.5 km2
M A: NRA-A Level: 52m Local Number:
FAR: SGI Sensitivfly: 31.6
Comment: Free-fall drop under bridge calibrated by current metering until
December 1969 and standard full-range Crump profile weir (crest length 4.877m)
since August 1971 (no records between). Abstraction for irrigation cou/d have
significant  effect  on low flows in dry summers.  to North-south trending rural
catchment underlain by Chalk (50%) and sandstone (20%) on the scarp slope of
the Lincolnshire Welds.
030012 Stainfield Beck at St/Sherd CA: 374 km,
8.rnMA: NRA.A Level: . Local Number:
F,A R: N B FI: .45 Sensitivity: 636
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir which becomes non.modular above
about 2 m2s-l. Central weir 1.225m wide, total width 5.791m. Dividing walls
lowered in 1986 to slop debris entrapment. Crest tappang record no longer
processed, although there is a chart recorder. No major abstractions or returns.
# Flat, rural calchment underlain by Kimmendge Clay.
030013 Heighington Beck at Heighington CA: 21.2 km2
MA: NRA-A Level: Ilen Local Number:
F.A.R: GI B.F.!: .75 Sensitivity: 611
Comment: Crump profile weir 3 51m wide with theoretical calibration Expected
to drown at high flows. Summer low flows may be heavily influenced by
groundwater abstraction for irrigation. # Very slow responding, permeable (98%
limestone) rural catchment.
030014 Pointon Lode at Pointon C.A: 11.9 km2
M A: NRA-A . Level: 3m Local Number:
F.A R: I Sensitivity:
Comment: Crump profile weir 2.445m wide with theoretical calibration. Expected
to drown at high flows. Abstractions for irrigation have minor ef led on summer low
flows. # Drainage channel in low lying area draining highland limestone, although
limestone is exposed under only 21% of catchment: rest covered by Drif t (Boulder
Clay).
030015 Cringle Brook at Stoke Rochford CA: 506 km2
M A: NRA-A Level: 76m Local Number:
FAR:  N
 B.F.1: 89 Sensitivity: 20.8
Comment: Sharp-crested weir 2.74m wide in tunnel under Al. Weir drowns above
about 025 rn2s-', but flows depend on position of weirs and sluices immediately
downstream. Rating includes an allowance for drowning using assumed positions
of downstream weirs and sluices. Major supply abstraction point downstream of
station. Site moved upstream in 1987. # Rural catchment, underlain by Oolitic
Limestone and Lias clay.
030017 Witham at Colsterworth C.A: 51.3 km2
ocMA: NRA-A Level: 87m Lal Number
FAR: R EEL.50 Sensitivity: 29.0
Comment: Flat V weir 4.996m wide; theoretical calibration. Summer flows very
heavily augmented by transfers from Rutland Water until June 1985, when direct
Rutland/Saltersford pipeline opened. *0 Rural catchment underlain by limestone
and Boulder Clay.
031001 Eye Brook at Eye Brook Reservoir C A: 60.1 km2
MA: CDWC Level. 55m Local Number:
F.A.R: SR 13.Ft .41 Sensitivity:
Comment: Originally operated by Corby and District Water Co. Immediately
downstream of reservoir built to supply water to Corby Steelworks. Crump weir
with 10.89m crest replaced broad.crested weir with central rectangular notch in
1957. Small Crump weir for compensation haws. Records also kept of reservoir
levels. Water from reservoir lost to catchment but licensed abstractions have been
halved since 1980.0 Mostly clay with Wale sand and gravel. Catchment is largely
rural. Surface area of reservoir constitutes about 3% of catchment.
031002 Glen at Kates Brdg and King St C.A: 341.9 km2
M.Af NRA-A Level: 6rn Local Number: 31802
FAR: GI B.F.!: .59 Sensitivity: 68.0
Comment: 9.7m wide Flat V weir at Kates Bridge (replaced broad.crested weir in
November 1971) plus standing-wave flume at King Street on the Greatford Cul. All
recorded discharges within modular limits. The Glen is influent in upper reaches.
Low flows reduced by irrigation abstractions and influenced by pumping from
gravel works: GW abstraction beyond the catchment boundary also affects flows.
# Gauges are at the point Glen becomes a Fenland river. Rural catchment, clay
59% and limestone 30% in headwaters.
031004 Welland at Torrington C.A: 717.4 km2
beMA: NRA-A 'Level: rrf Local Numr: 31804
FAR: SPEI El Ft Sensitivity:.54
Comment: Flows measured over broad-crested weir (total width 28.35m) on main
river and two Crump profile weirs (both with 6 1m crest length) on West Deeping
and Lolham Mill streams. Total flow is sum of three. Weir at Latham drowns in
summer due to weeds, and true flows estimated. Signif 'cant quantities of water
abstracted upstream for transmission to Rutland Water with significant effect on
low flows. # Gauging site where river becomes Fenland river. Rural catchment,
largely day, containing Rutland Water (controls 11%).
031006 Gwash at Belmesthorpe C.A: 500 km2
MA: NRA.A Level: 24m Local Number.
FAR: SRP aFt .79 Sensitivity: 23.0
Comment Full range Crump profile weir (crest length 8.5m) with no drowning
problems. Site is 13km downstream of Rutland Water and flows have been very
Significantly influenced since 1975.0 Geologically a mixed catchment, almost 50%
clay and 40% limestone (but flow pattern is dominated by the reservoir). Land use
is principally agricultural,
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031007 Wetland at Barrowden CA: 411_6 krn,
MA: NRA.A Level: 35in Local Number:
FAR: SEI B FI: .45 Sensately: 135
Cornmerrt Crump weii 3 04m wide measures lbws to 42 rn,s-t. Higher flows
bypass  weir  via syption ani are measured downstream at Tixover (31CO5). Turner
S a rated section about 18rn wide with ratan dependyng on position of
downstream sluices assumed open in floods. Very high Tixover flows possibly
influenced by overtenk soilage upstream. Eye Brook reservoir has Nye influence.
but low flows reduced by abstractions. *Mostly Botider Clay overlying limestone.
Rural catchment.
031010 Chater at Fosters Bridge C A: 68.9 km,
M A: NRA-A Level: 35m Local Number:
FA R: N B FI: .52 Sensitknty:
Comment Compound Crump proNe weir with theoretical cabration. Central weir
1.054m wide . total width 6 077m. Not drowned but possibly bypassed in very
extreme floods. No major abstractions or returns. *Rural catchment. Geology
variable -incbdes clay (75%). hniestone (13%) and sandstone (9%).
031016 North Brook at Empingham CA- 36.5 km2
M A: NRA-A Level: 50m Local Number.
F.A Æ SI B.F.1 .94 Sensitivity:
Comment: Simple Crump profile wetr, crest 2 36m broad. Rated up lo 0 584m
(2503 nr1/2 -1) only. Basellow dominated flow regime. a Catchment contains two
artificial lakes.
031021 Wetland at Ashley CA: 2507 km,
M A: NRA-A Level: 56m Local Number:
F.A R: RE1 B F.1: 41 Sensitivity: 324
Comment: Crump profile weir in realigned channel beneath bridge. Weis has crest
length of 6 97m and is theotelically calibrated to wing wall height with rated section
above. Flows above 22 rri,s -, - including all floods - influenced by bridge soffit and
are therefore unreliable. Abstractions for irrigation and reservoir for maintenance of
canal flow. a Largely rural with Markel Harborough in headwaters: 85% Boulder
Clay.
031023 West Glen at Easton Wood CA: 44 km2
M A: NRA.A Level: 8Im Local Number:
FAR: N B F.I: .14 Sensitivity:
Comment: Flat V weir with crest length of 8.05m theoretically rated to 10.7 rn,s- '.
nstalled as part of study into recharge of Lincolnshire Limestone. No abstractions
or returns. *Rural catchment entirely on Boulder Cray (therefore somewhat
unusual in a Predominantly limestone mea)' flows disappear into the limestone
downstream of gauging station.
031024 Holywell Brook at Holywell CA: 22.3 km2
KA: NEIA.A Level: 27rn Local Number:
F.A R: G B F.1: .94 Sensitivity:
Comment: Crump weir, 2.498 m wide. Calibrated up to around 18 cumecs only.
Theoretical rating: very limited confidence in high flows. No major surface
abstractions or returns but runoff may be affected by groundwater abstractions.
Baseflow dominated flow regime. *A rural catchment developed mainly on
Jurassic limestone wilh some Drift cover.
031025 Gwash South Arm at Manton C A: 24.5 km,
MA: NRA.A Level. 84m Local Number:
FAR: 1 B F.I: 28 Sensitivity: 500
Comment: Flat V weir (crest length 5m) measuring of bws to Rutland Water. Weir
is theoretically calibrated and never drowns, although is bypassed at high flows.
No abstractions, small returns. a Rural catchment on Boulder Clay.
031026 Egleton Brook at Egleton CA 2 5 km,
MA:NRA.A Level: 84m Local Number:
F.A.R: N B.F.1: 34 Sensitwity:
Comment: Flat V weir 2m wide measuring inflows to Rutland Water. Theoretically
rated, but could drown at high flows due to sharp bend downstream and weed
growth. No abstractions or returns - sensibly natural regime. a RuralCatchment on
Boulder Clay.
032001 Nene at Orton C A: 1634.3 km2
MA. NRA.A Level: 3m Local Number:
F.A R: SPEI B.F.1: .52 Sensitrvity:
Comment: Series ol sluices, weirs and lock. Ratings revised and historical data
altered in 1975 and 1983. Ultrasonic gauge tested in 1976 but abandoned. Flows
above 17 rn,s-t measured al Wansford (32010) 12km upstream and corrected for
smaller area. Wansford is a rated section, ratings and data were revised in 1981.
Water abstracted at Wansford and sent to Rutland Water, with significant effect on
low flows. rt Lowest gauging point on Nene. Mosthr clay (72%) and rural, but
includes some towns and several small reservoirs.
032002 WillowBrook at Fotheringhay C A: 896 km,
MA: NRA.A Level: 15m Local Number:
FAR. SE1 B F.1 .73 Sensitivity: 82
Comment: Flume (1.676m wide throat) with rating based on model tests.
Bypassing occurs al 65 rn4s-1 and is not allowed for. Lost 4.66 sq. km. of
catchment to Harpers Brook in 1963. Low flows significantly Influenced by
extractions for Corby steelworks (including imports from Eye Brook) until 1980.
Three small reservoirs continue to have minor influence on low flows. *Underlain
by clay (75%) in headwaters and limestone (16.5%). Mostly rural but includes
Corby.
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032003 Harpers Brook at Old Mill 'Ridge C A: 74.3 km2 38_85
MA NRA•A Level: 30m Local Number:
F.A.R: N B.F.I: .49 Sensitivity: 153 1986
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir replaced rated section in 1964 Central 1987
weir has 1.219m crest, total width is 3.657m. Calibration confirmed 04,8 17/13- I. Ises
but weir drowns at about 7 m1/2-1 and is bypassed in extreme floods. Catchment 1989
area increased by 8% after diversion from Willow Brook in 1963. *Low lying 1990
impervious catchment (clay 90%), predominantly agricultural, but with some
ironstone mines working until earty 1980s.
032004 lee Brook at Harrowden Old Mill C.A: 194.0 km2 43.85
MA. NRA•A Level: 45m Local Number:
FAA: SI B F.I: .55 Sensitivity: 58.3 1986
Comment: Flume with low flow notch and side weir to 1965, compound Crump 1987
profile weir to April 1976, and theoretically.rated Flat V weir with 5.94m crest since. 1988
Crump weir modular to 15.6 inss-1, but bypassed at 14.2m. Flat V also bypassed. 1989
Two small storage reservoirs with minor influence on low flows *Underlain by clay 1990
(59%) and sandstone (24%), mostly rural but includes Kettering.
032006 Nene/Kislingbuty at Upton C A: 223 0 km2 39-85
MA NRAA Level: 62m Local Number 32806
.1: .57 Sensitivity: 20.5F.A.R. E B.F 1986
Comment: Main channel /low measured in 3 2m wide standing wave flume under 1987
mill. Flow in bypass channel measured at Crump profile weir (crest 6.12m) since 1988
1969 and lbws Summed to produce total. Before 1969 Sows through bYPass 1989
controlled by broad-crested weir with no recorder, and total flows based on 1390
average relationship between levels in main channel and bypass. Very high flows
bypass both channels. No major abstractions but several sewage work returns.
a  Mostly clay (72%) and predominantly rural.
032007 Nene Brampton at St Andrews CA: 232 8 km2 39-85
MA: NRA-A Level: 59m Local Number: 32807
F.A.R: SPEI B F.I: 56 Sensitivity: 258 1986
Comment: Main channel flow measured in 2.743m wide standing-wave flume in 1987
mill race. Flow in bypass channel measured at 9.11m wide broad-crested weir and 1988
flows summed to produce total. No recorder on bypass before 1969, and total flows 1989
estimated using average relationship between levels in flume and bypass. 1990
Bypassing of both structures commences at about 17 m1/2-1. Abstraction from
three water supply reservoirs reduce low flows, *Mostly clay (76%) and
predominantly rural.
032008 Nene/Kistingbury at Bedford cA: 107.0 km2 45-85
MA: NRAA Level: 79m Local Number:
F.A R: E B.F.I: .57 Sensitivity: 208 1986
Comment: Crump profile weir with 2.667m crest replaced broad.crested weir with 1987
low flow notch in 1967. Weir theoretically calibrated, but bypassing begins at 7 1988
m1/4-1 and the weir drowns in high flows, Low flows influenced by returns from 1989
sewage treatment works.  tl  Mostly clay (73%) and predominantly rural. 1990
033002 Bedford Ouse at Bedford CA: 4600 km2 33-85
MA: NRAA Level: 25m Local Number:
FAR: SAGEI B.F.): .51 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: 3 broad-cresten weirs, 30m. 20m and 12m wide supplemented by 3 1987
vertical sluice gates which are either fully open or shut. High flow raring confirmed 1988
by current meter measurements. Records before 1959 based on daily gauge board 1989
readings and gate openings. (Improved flow record, from 1972, d/s at 33039). 1990
Significant surface and groundwater abstractions in catchment for PWS, Milton
Keynes' effluent now significant. *Geology - predominantly clay. Land use -
agricultural with substantial urban development over last 15 years.
033005  BedfordOuse at Thomborough Mill CA: 388.5 km2 51-85
'SMA: NBALevel: 71m Local Number:
FAR: SPOEI B.F.!: .50 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Flat V Crump profile weir 10 2m wide and two sluice gates 3 6m broad. 1987
Prior to 1976 the weir was broad.crested with  centre  V notch A bypass channel 1988
exists. but operation of the gates has ensured the highest flows have been 1989
reCOrded. II The catchment is flat and lies mainly on the Great Oolite. One large 1990
tributary drains an area of Oxford Clay. There is a water supply reservoir and a
number of ornamental lakes in the catchment.
033006 Wissey at Northwold CA: 2745 km2 56-85
ocMA: NRA.A level: 5m Lal Number:
FAR: Pal B Ft 81 Sensitivity: 92 1986
Comment: Rectangular critical depth flume, 4.9m wide. In March 1981 some flow 1987
diverted to a new side channel just u/s of the station -about 10% of runofl not now 1988
gauged at low flows: pre and pos1-1981 flows not entirely consistent. Drowning 1989
common - flows adjusted. Limited net impact of abstractions and discharges but 1990
spray irrigation increasing (substantial proportion from groundwater). # Geology -
Chalk overlain by Boulder Clay (which is permeable in parts). Low population
density. Largely arable, extensive heathland also.
-033007 Nat at Marham CA: 1633 km, 53-85
MA: NRA-A Level: 5m Local Number:
FAR: PGEI B F.I: .91 Sensihvity: 12.0 1986
Comment: Critical depth flume, 7.16m wide. Prior to April 1982, flume (7.47m 1987
wide) contained low flow notch. Weed growth can be a problemduring summer if 1988
not cut regularly. Surface water abstraction for PWS immediately upstream of 1989
station. * Geology - Chalk catchment overlain by clay in upper reaches. Land use - 1990
agricultural,
033009 Bedford Ouse at Harrold Mill C A: 13200 km2 55..85
MA: NRAA Level: 41m Local Number:
FAR: SPOEI B.F.1: .52 Sensitivity: 6.7 1986
-Comment: Compound structure comprising a compound broad-crested weir plus 1987
two side spelling broad-crested weirs upstream. Not constructed for flow 1988
measurement. Rated by formulae. High flows estimated. Major abslractions in 1989
catchment  0  Geology - Limestone overlain by Boulder Clay. Land use - mainly 1990
agricultural with substantial urban development over last 15 years (Millen Keynes),
033011 Little Ouse at County Bridge Euston cA: 128.7 krn2 48.85
MA: NRA.4 Level: 13m Local Number.:
F.A.R. GE! B Ft .73 ' Sensitivity: 12.2 1986
Comment; Compound weir with triangular profile centre section, 3 4rn brOaca 1987
broadcrested flanks in trapezoidal channel - 9m. Groundwater abstractions for 1986
PWS and spray irrigation. *Geology - predominantly Chalk with some clay. Land 1989
use - agricultural. 1990
628 174 0.41 22.0 26/04 0.02 26/08 0.9 0.19 0.07
1981 1976
690 110 237 136 056 148 10/01 009 15/10 1.3 0.29 0.10
655 104 228 131 054 182 07/04 0.09 20/08 1.1 027 0.10'
632 101 181 104 042 8.0d /01 0.10 14/11 0.9 0.19 0.11
644 103 148 85 0.35 7.1 18/12 0 OB 07/09 0.7 0.16 008
476 76 97 56 0.23 64 03/02 005 30/08 0,4 0.10 005
635 222 1.36 28.0 17/03 0.05 18/08 3.0 0.74 0.19
1947 1940
722 114 269 121 1.65 12.8 11/01 031 16/07 3.5 1.15 036
670 106 250 113 1.54 14.9 08/04 0 27 20/08 3.1 1.16 0.32
643 101 218 98 133 17.5 24/01 025 02/10 2.9 067 0.32
670 106 1513 85 1.16 11.6 18/12 024 08/09 24 0.64 028
476 75 128 58 0.79 10.9 08/02 0.12 06/08 19 034 0.15
678 198 1.40 38.2d 17/03 0.06 28/09 3.1 0.76 0.25
1947 1944
739 109 245 124 1.74 19 3d 10/01 0,40 13/10 3.6 1.29 044
675 103 238 120 1.69 15 3d 07/04 041 02/10 3.0 1.27 054
659 97 226 114 1.60 17 2d 24/01 0,41 30/10 3.4 087 046
684 101 178 90 1 26 169 18/12 031 08/09 2.6 0.76 034
546 81 150 76 1.06 159 07/02 0.22 09/08 2.2 051 025
671 162 1.20 30.0 15/08 0.01 17/08 2.6 0.60 0.20
1980 1944
732 109 243 150 1.80 15.7d 10/01 036 16/07 38 1.30 041
672 100 230 142 1.70 15.3d 07/04 048 29/09 31 1.31 0.52
644 96 197 122 1.45 18.1d 24/01 0.37 01/10 3 0 0 81 0.43
674 100 0.26 18/10
486 72
673 176 0.60 11.6 01/05 0.04 1119/40991.3 0.32 0.11
1983
753 112 236 134 0.80 10.7 10/01 0.17 17/07 1.7 057 0.19
683 101 227 129 0.77 10.7 07/04 020 26/09 1.4 0.56 0.23
666 99 218 124 0.74 11.6 24/01 0,19 07/10 1.5 0.39 021
680 101 171 97 0.58 8.0 18/12 015 14/09 1.2 0.32 0.16
543 81 136 77 0.46 86 07/02 0.11 09/10 09 0.22 0.12
651 210 9.90 278.1d 15/03 0.01 31/08 26.1 4.44 0.90
1947 1934
704 106 281 131 13 02 86.4 12/01 2.15 30/07 32,1 854 2.54
678 104 301 141 13 92 884 23/10 280 01/09 31.5 877 322
634 97 259 121 11.94 125 0 26/01 320 25/06 254 636 336
644 99 226 106 10 45 80.7 23/12 1.60 06/09 26.7 4.96 2.19
488 75 172 BO 7.98 102.0 05/02 1.10 07/08 18.7 3.15 1.39
662 208 2.56 38.8d 1149/71920.00 2169/70686.1 1.20 0.24
721 109 251 121 3.10 33.6d 10/01 039 29/09 7.7 1 89 043
657 99 240 115 2.96 25.3d 16/10 034 28/09 6.4 1.97 042
630 95 214 103 2.63 35.9d 24/01 044 19/09 64 1.13 0.60
644 97 181 87 2.23 28.8 26/02 0,19 10/09 53 080 024
504 76 144 69 1.77 28.4d 03/02 008 09/09 4.4 0.43 0.12
653 218 1.90 13.3 20/11 0.20 2179/70863.5 1.58 0.58
1974
669 102 172 79 1 50 60 31/12 047 26/09 2 7 1.37 049
779 119 262 120 228 6.7d 28/08 1.14 14/07 33 2.10 1.24
683 105 259 119 225 7.7 31/01 070 20/09 44 1.75 0,76
559 85 128 59 1.12 53 21/12 030 10/09 21 093 033
532 81 116 53 1 01 66 04/02 020 07/09 20 066 0.23
680 246 1.20 7.8 12/02 0.14 27/08 2.2 1.01 0.53
1977 1976
671 98 218 89 1,06 3.0 31/12 0.53 17/10 1.5 I 05 0.60
820 120 318 129 1.55 5.0 12/10 0.79 14/07 2,1 1.42 0.94
688 101 321 130 1.56 54 30/01 0.63 01/11 2,7 1.15 0.73
594 87 144 59 0.70 2.4 20/12 0.32 24/08 1,1 0.66 0.35
557 81 117 48 0.57 3.1 02/03 0.17 05/09 1.0 0.46 022
653 225 9.40 143.0 2199/71920.10 0159/519022.9 4.81 1.49
707 108 259 115 1054 924 11/01 1.93 29/07 255 7.05 2.39
677 104 276 123 11.57 835 22/10 1.96 31/08 23.8 7.67 2.74
638 98 232 103 9.68 118 0 25/01 2.46 20/09 205 533 2.77
649 99
495 76
581 100 0.41 11Ad 10/03 0.00 29/08 0.6 0.30 0.10
1952 1976
651 112 98 98 040 28 30/12 0.12 17/08 0.7 037 0.15
728 125 194 194 0.79 6 4d 12/10 026 14/07 12 056 0.31
645 III 180 180 0,73 5.5d 30/01 023 19/09 1.3 046 025
529 91 80 80 0.33 2.9 16/03 008 23/08 06 029 0.10
504 87 53 53 022 32 03/02 001 12/09 0.5 0.14 002
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033012 Kym at Meagre Fenn CA: 137_5 ka
MA: NRA-A Level: 17m Local Number:
FAR: El Eill 26 Sensainty: 660
Comment Compound weir with triangular profile centre seam and broad.
crested flanks in a trapezoidal channel, 8.5m wide: centre section 3m wide. Rating
modified to correct los drowning. Surface water abstractions tot agriculture.
• Geology - predominately day catchment - very flashy by AngTran standard. Land
use - agriadtural.
033013 Sapiston at Rectory Bridge CA: 206.9 kmz
M.A: NRA-A Level: 16rn Local Number:
F.A R: GE] B FA: .64 Sensitivity: 404
Comment Rectangular thin-pdate weir. 8 8m broad, &recessed end contractions.
Minor groundwater abstractions for public water supply and agrioulture.# Geology
. predominately Chalk with Boulder Clay cover. Land use - agricultural.
033014 Lark at Temple CA: 2720 km2
MA: NRA-4 Level: 9m Local Number:
FAR: GE! B.E1: .78 SensaMty: 6.8
Comment Compound broad-crested weir with rectangular cross.section, 5 Bm
broad, central notch 3m broad, Full range rating confirmed by current meter
measurements. Flows affected by milling upstream of gauging station. Significant
groundwater abstractions in catchment for PWS. industry and agriculture.
*Geology - predominantty Chalk . 70% overlain with Boulder Clay. Land use -
agricultural.
033015 Ouzel at Willen C A: 277.1 km2
M k NRA.A Level: 57m Local Number:
F.A R: GEI B El: .54 Sensitivity: 8.9
Comment 10m wde Flat V Crump profile weir reciaced compound broad-crested
weir. 9 3m broad in 1977 when river realigned. Radial lifting gate immediately u/s
of weir drverts very high flows to adjacent balancing reservoir which empties d/s of
weir. Annual floods do not bypass. # The river flows across the Greensand and
Oxford Clay. Milton Keynes and Leighton Buzzard are the only towns in an
otherwise rural catchment.
033018 Tove at Cappenham Bridge CA: 138.1 km2
MA: NRA-4 Level: 81m Local Number:
FAR: El B.F.I: .53 Sensitivity: 12.0
Comment: Compound broad-crested trapezoidal weir, 7.6rn broad: central notch,
2.7m broad. Theoretical rating since Aug 1970. Prior to that data hydraulic model
derived rating. The weir is subject to drowning at high flows. 0 Geology .
predominantly Chalk overlain with Boulder Clay. Land use - agricultural.
033019 That at Mel/ord Bridge C.A 316 0 km2
M.A: NRA-A Level: 1 Irn Local Number:
F.A R: GE! EI.F.1: .78 Sensitioty: 142
Comment: Triangular profile weir, 6 2m broad. Theoretical rating meddled in April
1968. Weir subject to drowning during summer due to weed growth downstream.
# Predominantly Chalk catchment; appror 70% overlain by Boulder Clay. Land use
arable.
033020 Alconbury Brook at Brampton C A:- 201.5 km2
MA: NRA-A Level: 9m Local Nilmbel:
F.A R: El B.F.I: .29 Sensitivity: 74.1
Comment: Broad-crested weir (in trapezoidal section) with central low flow notch
(Crump profile). Theoretical rating but hydraulic model calibration for flanks prior to
April 1978. Drowns out at approx. Irn stage: spills at 2m. Rating modified by
current meter measurement to correct for drowning. High flows impeded by
upstream and downstream bridges. # Predominantly impervious catchment. Land
use; mainly arable.
033021 Rhee at Burnt Mill C.A: 303.0 km2
M A- NRA.A Level: 9m Local Number:
F.A R: GEI 13 F1: .74 Sensitivity: 194
Comment: Trapezoidal cross-section weir with triangular profile crest, 6.1m
broad. Weir drowns out at high flows: rating modified by current meter
measurements to correct for drowning. Weir also sublect to drowning during
summer due to weed growth downstream. Substantial groundwater abstractions
for PWS. Augmentation from groundwater sources to regulate Over flow.
# Predominantly Chalk catchment - ileums 30% overlain with Boulder Clay. Land
use arable
033022 Iv& at EiltInhaill C.A: 541.3 km,
MA: NRA-A Level: 19m Local Number:
FAR: GEI 131.1: .73 Sensitivity: 86
Comment Crump profile wmr 7.31m wide. Bypassing not thought to have
occurred. Drowning occurs at 0.91 m (theoretical rating includes correction for
drowning). Hydrograph reflects u/s mill operation. Effluents from STW has
substantial effect on low flows. Many surface water abstractions for spray
irrigabon. GW abstractions for PWS. # The Iv& rises near Hachin and Balolock and
flows north across the Greensand. Chalk and Gault Clays to meet the Great Ouse
south of Bedlord. Predominantly rural land use.
033023 Lea Brook at Beck Bridge C A: 101.8 km2
M A: NRA.4 Level: 4m Local Number:
F A R: GEI 13.1.1: .71 Sensitivity: 90.1
Comment Crump profile weir 4m wide under an arched bridge. Solht of bridge
2rn above crest. All but the very highest flows are contained. The low flow
calibration has been confirmed by current metering. There is some doubt about the
high flow calibration owing to two large concrete blocks which spoil the entry
condition. Some groundwater abstraction for .water supply. N A rural Chalk
catchment with approximately 70% Boulder Clay cover.
033024 Cam at Dernlord CA: 198.0 km2
M A NRA-A Level: 15m Local Number:
FAR: GEI B FA: .77 Sensitivity: 146
Comment: Rectangular thin-plate weir, 5.8m broad. Bridge pier may affect
approach velocity at high flows. Weir subject to drowning. Five groundwater
abstractions for PWS. Flow regime affected by industrial effluent deriving from
groundwater within Me catchment. # Predominantly pervious catchment (60%).
Land use - arable.
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033026 Bedford Ouse at Ottord CA: 2570.0 km, 70-85  607
 169 13.78 148.4d 22/11 0.51 2179/7068 33.8 6.35 1.93KA: NRA.A Level: 1 1m Local Number:
FAR: SPOEI BSI .48 Sensitivity: 5.7
Comment: Complex of automatic radial tilting weir, 15.2m broad: triangular profile
weir, 14.8m broad; compound broad-crested weir, 22.7m broad. Navigation lock
opened at flows above 40 rn,s-i. Abstraction 21cm upstream for Gralham Water
reservoir (approx. 2 m'S-'). Substantial surface water abstractions for PWS,
industry and agriculture. Significant groundwater abstractions.  0  Predominantly
agricultural with substantial urban areas (Milton Keynes). Geology - predominantly
Chalk.
10 07 243
11.69 3.71
838 3.15
366 2.14
2.92 1.78
033027 Rhee at Wimpole C A: 1191 km2
KA: NRA.A Level: 18m Local Number:
FAR: GEI B.F.I: .65 Sensitivity: 30.0
Comment: Trapezoidal critical depth flume, 6 6rti broad: horizontal crest 3 Bm.
Subject to drowning at peak levels; correction incorporated into theoretical rating.
Spills occasionally - high flows impeded by bridge abutments 20m downstream.
Some surface water and groundwater abstractions in catchment. # Predominantly
Chalk calchment with approx. 20% Boulder Clay cover. Agriculture is the dominant
land use.
0.30 0.07
0.31 0.15
0.37 0.16
041 018
029 0.10
0.12 006
033028 Flit at Sheftord C.A: 119.6 km,
MA NRA.A Level: 37m Local Number:
F.A.R: GEI B F.I: 72 Sensitivity: 10.5
Comment: Trapezoidal critical depth flume, 9.8m broad; 2.1m broad at horizontal
crest. Structure-full 0.76m stage. Subject to drowning. Flows affected by upstream
milt operation. Surface water abstraction for spray irrigation. Abstraction for PWS
closed 1985. Flows augmented by effluent from Luton. # Geology - predominantly
Greensand /60%). Land use i agricultural.
0.59 0.31
0.77 0.45
0.81 0.56
0.82 0 55
0.66 046
0.58 041
033029 Stringside at White Bridge CA: 98.8 km'
KA. NRA.A Level: 3m Local Number:
FAR: GI B.F.1: .85 Sensitivity: 21.1
Comment: A trapezoidal critical depth flume, calibrated by model and designed
to operate in the non-modular range. High flows should be reliable in periods when
the channel has been maintained. Two groundwater abstractions for PWS. I/ A
rural catchment developed mainly on Chalk with some clay. Very low population
density - no towns.
0.43 0.09
034 0.07
067 0.26
0.33 0.13
0.14 0.03
009 0.01
033031 Broughton Brook at Broughton C A: 666 km,
KA: NRA.A Level: 57m Local Number:
F.A R: GE B.F.!: .38 Sensitivity:
Comment Flat V Crump profile weir 7.0m wide installed in 1977 when (iver
realigned. Prior to 23/6/77 trapezoidal critical depth flume 7 4m wide, horizontal
crest  1m wide. Flume subiect to drowning - flows corrected. Groundwater
abstraction for pubic water supply.  0  The catchmen1 is largely rural and flat, the
edge just impinging on the Chiltern escarpment. It is an impervious (entirely clay)
catchment.
0.12 0.04
0.10 0.04
015 0.04
0.11 0.04
007 003
033032 Meacham at Beacham C A: 59.0 km2
M A: NRA.A Level; 9m Lccal Number:
F A.R: GI B F.I: .96 Sensitivity: 335
Comment: Two Crump profile weirs in parallel. 3m broad. Weirs never drown.
Groundwater abstraction for public water supply and irrigation. Topographical
catchment area substantially exceeds the true contributing area (by a factor of
about two). # Geology - predominantly Chalk (approx. 40%); overlain by Boulder
Clay. Land use - agricultural:
0.18 0.06
020 0.10
029 0.13
023 0.11
0.10 004
006 0.03
033033 His at Arlesey C.A: 1080 km2
M A: NRA-A Level: 36rn Local Number:
F.A R: GEI B F.1: .85 Sensitivity:
Comment Crump profile weir, 7m broad. Subject to drowning at peak flows.
Augmentation by effluent affects diurnal flow pattern. Significant groundwater
abstractions f or PWS.  0  Predominantly Chalk catchment. Land use - agricultural
with significant urban development (Hitchin).
0.59 0.35
0.61 043
0.61 0.48
067 0.50
0.52 036
045 0.34
033034 Little Ouse at Abbey Heath C A: 699.3 km,
M A. NRA-A Level: 7m Local Number;
F.A.R: GE! B F.I: 80 Sensitivity: 100
Comment: Rectangular section Crump profile weir with crest tapping. Replaced
33008 in 1968. Weir subject to drowning and spas on rare occasions. Since the late
1980s, low flows augmented from groundwater in drought conditions. thus
the recent min. dmfs provide an unrepresentative guide to drought intensity.
# Geology - Chalk with approx. 85% Boulder Clay cover. Land use - predominantly
agricultural with large areas of forest and heathland
2.91 1.30
3.10 1.36
4.59 2.59
382 2.12
2.15 1.11
1.50 0.99
033037 Bedford Ouse at Newp't Pittman Wr C.A:800.0 km2
MA: NRA.A Level; 54m Local Number:
FAR: PGEI B.F.!: .48 Sensitivity: 64
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir, (29.3m broad, with crest tapping and
central notch, 3m broad) plus complementary Crump weir (with crest tapping)
3.7m broad, constructed in old milt throttle, 7m upstream of a double arch culvert;
subject to drowning at high flows. Abstractions for PWS approx. 25km upstream.
# Predominantly pervious catchment (60%) Land use - mostly arable and grassland
but Milton Keynes is in the headwaters. Runoff under review.
2.69 0.74
1.93 051
2.18 055
1.22 056
1.01 032
054 0.17
033039 Bedford Ouse at Roston C A' 1660.0 km2
AA A: NRA.A Level; 1641 Local Number:
FAR PGEI Sensitmly 10 5
Comment: Flat V Crump profile weir with crest tapping, 26m broad, situated
immediately upstream of confluence with R Net. Subject to drowning at  very  high
flows and can spill on rare occasions. The adjacent lock acts as an overspill in flood
Conditions. Significant surface water and groundwater abstractions for PWS,
industry and agriculture. # Geology Predominantly Clay. Land use is
predominantly agricultural with substantial urban development (Milton KeYnes).
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033040 Riles at &sling Ca: tan, 65-85
MA: 1,84A-4 Level: 40m Lccal Number:
FAR: RG B.F.1: .97 Sensitmly: 141 1986
COmment TraPezoictal Standmg Wave flume in moulded glass reMorced plastic. 1967
Situated 0 5km downstream of source rot R. Rhee. Flows influenced by large 1968
groundwater abstractions lot PWS. A mainsail spring flow of 0.03  m1/2-'  is 1989
maintained by artificial groundwater recharge for conservation purposes. 1990
•  Geology - predominantly Chat Land use - agricultural.
033044 7bet at Bridghem CA: 277.8  km2  6745
KA: NRA-A Level: 15rn Local /Amber:
FA R: GE1 B.F.1: .74 Sensitivity, 149 1986
Comment Crump prcMle weir, firn broad. Prior to Oct 1979. &cad-crested weir 1987
(crest: 7 4m), situated under doublearch bridge. Theoretical rating tor original weir 1988
(=fumed by  curtent meter measurements. Groundwater abstractions in 1989
calchmeril. 4 G001097 - Chalk With approx. 90% Boulder Clay cover. Aura/ 1990
catchment with one or two snail towns
033045 Witte at Ouidenham 28.3 km, 67-85
/A. A: NRA-A Level: 24m Local Number,
F.A R: GI B FJ: .64 Sensitivity: 32.4 1986
Comment Compound broad-crested weir, (crest: 3m), with central notch 1987
separated by splitter ptates situated under road bridge. Theoretical rating 1988
modified  by  current meter measurements. Weir drovmed in 1968 Dads. *Geokogy 1989
- predorninantly Chalk overlain with Boulder Clay. Land use - agricultural. 1990
033046 That at Red Bridge CA: 1453 km, 67-85
MA. NRA-A Level: 20m Local Number:
FAR. GI B Fl: .33 Sensitivity: 238 1986
Comment: Crump profile weir. 4m broad. Theoretical rating confirmed by current 1987
metering to structure/ult. thereafter rating allows for drowning and spilling. 1988
Groundwater abstractions for public water supply and industry: surface water 1989
abstractions for spray irrigation.  I  Geology predominantly Chalk overlain with 1990
Boulder Clay. Land use - agricultural.
033048 Lading Brook at Stonebridge C.A: 21.4 km, 69-65
KA: NRA-A Level: 25m Local Number: 33348
FAR: GI B.F.I: 82 Sensitiwty: 13.5 1986
Comment A concrete flume of triangular cross-section with 1:1.5 side slopes, 1987
depth 0.8m Theoretical rating. I Geology comprises ol Chalk overlain by glacial 1988
sand and gravel. Land use - rural, largely non arable. 1989
1990
033050 Snail at Fordham C A: 60.6 km2 60..85
KA: NRA-A Level: 10m Local Number:
F.A R: GI B.F.I: .89 Sensitivity: 21.4 1986
Comment Flat V Crump profile weir, 4m broad. Prior to 1985 subsidiary Crump 1987
profile weir (0.7m) broad, measured bypass channel discharge. Flows combined 1988
into single series. Weir removed 12/84 and main weir rating adjusted to 1989
compensate (flows increased by 2%). Significant groundwater abstractions  lox  1990
PWS and surface water abstractions for spray irrigation.  I  Geology - Predominanty
Chalk: the southern parl of the catchment is covered by Boulder Clay. Land use -
50% rural: 50% urbanised (Newmarket).
033051 Cam at Chesterlord CA: 141.0 km2 64-85
MA: NRA-A Level: 35m Local  Number :
FAR: GEI B F.I: .68 Sensitivity: 13.9 1986
Comment Compcund broad-crested weir, 22.3m broad (in trapezoidal section) 1997
with central notch 3m broad, 023m deep. Significant groundwater abstractions for 1989
Public Water Supply.  N Geology - predominantly Chark . approx. 70% Boulder Clay 1989
cover. Land use - arable. 1990
033052 Swalfham Lode at Swatfham Bulbeck C A: 364 km, 63..85
MA: NRA-A Level: 3m Local Number:
FA R: GE BEA: .95 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Crump profile weir. 25m broad, situated immediately upstream of 1987
road bridge. Prior to 1973 thin-plate weir, 1.45rn broad. Significant groundwater 19813
abstractions for public water supply. *Geology - predominantly Chalk. Land use - 1989
arable. 1990
033053 Grants at Stapletord CA: 114 0 km* 49..85
KA: NRA-A Level: 15m Local Number 33053
F.A R. GO B F.I: .57 SensitNity: 70.0 1986
Comment: Compound weir with Crump notch (1.5 metres broad) and broad- 1987
crested flanks 13.0 metres broad) superseded - in 1981 - original thin-plate weir; 1988
some flows estimated, only monthly means are considered valid. *Headwaters 1989
drain the Chalk, mainly impervious below. Land use is dominated by arable 1990
agriculture.
033054 Babingley at Castle Rising C A: 47.7 km, 76-85
KA: NRA-A Level: 5m Local Number:
FA R: GEI B.F.I: .94 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment Triangular profile Flat V Crump weir. 4 5rn broad; level of wingwalts - 1987
1.2m above crest. SUbiOCI to drowning. Significant groundwater abstraction for 1988
public water supply. 4 Geology - Chalk catchment. Land use - arable. 1989
1990
033055 Granta at Babraham C A: 98.7 km, 63.85
M A: NRA-A Level: 23m Local Number:
F.A R: GE/ B F.1: .57 Sensitivity: 360 1986
Comment: Triangular proble Flat V weir, 8 3m broad; constructed on an old brick 1987
weir. Height of wing walls above crest - 0.6m. Significant groundwater abstractions 1988
for public water supp/y.  N Geology - Chalk catchment. Land use - dominantly 1989
arable. 1990
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033056 Ouy Water at Lode CA: 764 km2
M A: NRA.A Level: 3m Local Number:
EAR: GEl aF.I: .77 - Sensitivity: 500
Comment: Compound weir. 4 8m broad, with Crump profile cenlre section, lm
broad, 0.3m deep. At flows greater than 0.32 m3s-1 flow occurs cheer broad-crested
flanks between vertical side walls. Pre-1975 data imprecise. Peak flow data from
1979. In dry weather stream leaks through bed into the fen and can dry up. Three
large abstractions in catchment for PWS. 0 Geology. - Chalk with Upper Greensand
in lower catchment. Land use - mainly agricultural with eastern  edge  of Cambridge
encroaching into catchment.
_
033057 Ouzel at Leighton Buzzard CA 119 0 km,
M AI NRAA Level: 8Im Local Number:
F A R: GEI B F.I: 68 Sensitivity: 66
Comment: Crump profile weir. 6 Om broad, in trapezoidal section, 7.5m broad.
The weir is subject to drowning at flows of approx. 4 m3s- 1. Intake weir (1m broad)
to gravel pit, immediately upstream of station - infiltrates into Lower Greensand
aquifer. 4 Geology: predominantly Chalk. A rural catchment draining from the
Chiltern escarpment. Land in the lower reaches is gently undulating.
033058 Ouzel at Bletchley C.A: 215 0 km2MA:NRA-A Level: 66m Local Number:
F.A.R: GEI B.F.I: 60 Sensitivity: 93
Comment: Flat V weir, 10m broad. Constructed to measure flows just upstream of
urban development (Milton Keynes). Small groundwater abstractions. Flows
augmented by effluent from Leighton Buzzard. 4 Mixed geology - Upper
Greensand and Oxford Clay. Land use - arable.
033063 Little Ouse at Knettishall C.A1 101.0 km2
MA: NRA.A Level: 16m Local NuMber:
FAR: GEI B.F.I: .70 Sensitiwty: 19.0
Comment: Compound Crurnp profile weir, 4 5m broad. Structure drowns above
3.35 rOs-'. Minor abstractions and returns. 3 wells constructed in 1987 to
augment low flows. 0 Geology - predominantly Chalk. Land use - arable.
033064 Whaddon Brook at Whaddon aA. 160 km2
MA: NRA-A Level: 16m Local Number:
F.A.R: GE B.F.I: .90 Sensitivity: 12.5
Comment: Preeast fibreglass flume set in concrete: long-crested flume crest
0.1m broad. Flows affected by effluent from Royston STW upstream of statico.
0 The stream is largely groundwater fed. Geology - Chalk. Land use - rural.
033065 Hiz et Hitchin C.A: 66 km2
MA: NRA7A Level: 63m Local Number:
F.A.R. GEI B.F.1: .65 Sensitiwty:
Comment: Old concrete weir with crest reshaped by steel beam to form
compound Crump profile. 6 2m wide; central notch en wide, 0.14rn deep.
Substantial abstractions for PWS. 4 Small spring fed stream flowing through
Hitchin market place. Geology - predominantly Chalk catchment with small
amounts of sand, gravel and clay. Land use - 90% arable, 10% urban.
033066 Granta at Linton C A: 598 km,
MA: NRA-A Level: 40m Local Number:
F.A R: GEI B.F.!: .47 Sensitivity: 250
Comment: Compound Crump weir. Flows possibly affected by groundwater
abstractions. Definile impact of groundwater augmentation during dry summers.
4 A Chalk catchmen1 with arable farming the dominant land use.
033067 New River at Bunvell C.A: 19.6 km,
MA: NRA.A Level: 3m Local Number:
F.A R: GEI B.F.I: .96 Sensitivity: 155
Comment: Crump weir. Flows affected by groundwater abstractions. 0 A Chalk
catchment with arable farming  the  dominant land use.
033068 Cheney Water at Gatley End C.A. 50 km,
M A: NRA.A Level: 43m Local Number:
F.A R: B.F.I: .96 . Sensitivity:
Comment Crump weir. Flows possibly affected  by  groundwater abstractions.
Station also known as Steeple Morden. 0 A Chalk catchment devoted largely to
aralge farming.
034001 `fare at Colney C A' 231 8 km,
KA: NRA-A Level: 8m Local Number:
F.A.R, GI B.F.!: .65 Sensitwity: 91 -
Comment: A compound weir 11.9m wide reconstructed in January 1964 from
single level broaderested weir. The present structure has a Crump section 8.9m
wide seperated by a pier from a broadgrested weir at a lower level. The
topographical catchment exceeds the contributing area (groundwater catchment).
Mill slucies artificially regulate flow. Groundwater is abstracted for agricultural
uses. 0 A predominantly rural catchment of Boulder Clay overlying Chalk.
034002 Tas at Shotesham C.A: 146 5 km,
MA: NRA-A Level: 10m Local Number:
FAR: GE! B.F.1: .58 Sensitivity: 158
Comment Originally a flume set belween high rough walls bypassed at 14 m1/2-1.
Reconstructed in 1970 as a Flat V Crump and a bypass channel with movable
gates added in 1980. Some high flows only partially gauged as water diverts
around the station through the bypass channel. Small net augmentation of flows
(sewage effluent).  0  Predominantly Boulder Clay with some valley deposits.
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034003 Bure at ingworth CA: 164.7 km2
MA: NRA-A Level: 12m Local Number:
FAR: GI B F.I: 33 Sensflivity: 86
Comment Two ogee profile weirs beneath bridge arches bypassed at 4.3  rOs- '
but maintains modulanty. Limited ground and surface water abstractions with
some returns from public and agricultural uses. a Rural land use. Catchment
compOses of sands, gravels and loarns.
034004 Wensum at Costessey Mill CA: 536.1  ke
MA: NRA-A Level: 5rn Local Number.
13.F.E 13 Sensitn4ty:F.A.R: GI
Comment The river divides falm upstream of control. The main channel passes
under the disused mdl over three broad-crested weirs. When the discharge
exceeds 7 rnIs-I, the operation of four flood gates enables the second channel to
act as a bypass. Some arthcial regulalion of flow is caused by sluice action at
Taversham. Moderate surface and groundwater abstractions.* Rural catchment of
Predominantly Boulder Clay with some sands and gravels.
034005 Tod at Costessey Park CA: 732 km2
M A: NRA-A Level: 9m Local Number:
FAR: GI B.F.!: 65 Sensitivity: 164
Comment: Four trapezoidal standing-wave flumes under a road bridge have
movable dam boards placed across the two outer arches to increase the sensitivity
of low flow measurements. The groundwater catchment is smaller than the
topographical catchrnent with consequent losses to adjacent catchments and low
annual gauged runoff. a Surface geology is predominantly Boulder Clay with valley
gravels. Rural land use:
034006 Waveney at Needham Mill C.A. 370.0 km2
MA. NRA-A Level: 17rn Local Number:
F.A.R. RI B.FI: .47 Sensawity:
Comment: A compound Crump weir 8.5 m wide in the main channel with a single
crested Crump in the mill bypass. Sluice action at a mill 2.4 km upstream is
infrequent but is evident in flow records. Surface water abstractions. and the use of
river gravels as an aquifer, influence flows but the overall impact is minimal. Was
affected by the Waveney Groundwater Scheme between 1975 and 1979.
# Predominantly a Boulder Clay catchment with largely rural land use.
034007 Dove at Oakley Park C.A: 133.9 krn2
M.A: NRA-A Level: 21m Local Number:
F.A.R. RGI Sensitivity: 10.1
Comment: Compound Crump weir with low flow notch and crest tapping: non-
modular at 13 mus-, and bypassed at 18 m1/2-1. Groundwater abstractions and
effluent returns have a minor net effect on flows, however, between 1975 and 1979
effects more significant due to the Waveney Groundwater Scheme. # A rural
catchment of Boulder Clay.
034008 Ant at Honing Lock C.A: 493 km2
MA: NRA-A Level: 2m Local Number:
F.A R: PGI B.F.I: .87 Sensitivity: 19.9
Comment: Crump type weir utilising the fall of an old navigation lock. Immediately
upstream is a large marshy area with dense weed growth from which some flow
bypasses the station. Groundwater abstractions moderately reduce the natural
runoff. # Predominantly rural catchment of approximately 50% sand and gravel and
50% loam.
034010 Waveney at Billingford Bridge GA. 149 4 km2
MA: NRA-A Level: 20m Local Number:
F A R: REI BF]: .43 Sensitivity. 33.1
Comment: Two gauging stations located u/s of two bridge arches, i) compound
Crump with low flow notch (insensitive, suffers occasional drowning due to d/s
weedgrowth). I) simple Crump with lifting gate to retain higher summer levels.
Bypassing occurs at 6.4 mIs-t, drowning can result from sluice action at Hoxne
Mill. Surface and groundwater abstracted, effluent returned. Affected by Waveney
Groundwater Scheme between 1975 and 1979. # The surface geology is
predominantly Boulder Clay supporting arable and mixed agriculture.
034011 Wensum at Fakenham C.A: 127.1 krn2
M A: NRA-A Level: 34m Local Number:
B.F.I: .83F.A.R: GI Sensitivity- 132
Comment: Compound Crump with low flow notch A lifting gate for retaining
summer levels acts as a sharp-crested weir. Groundwater abstractions have a
minimal impact on runoff.  0  A low lying rural catchment of Boulder Clay with large
pockets of sand and gravel.
034012 Burn at Burnham Oven; CA. 80.0 km2
MA: NRA-A Level: 3m Local Number:
F.A R: GEI an: .95 Sensitivity. 7.6
Comment: A Crump weir which bypasses at 2.3 marl. Annual hydrographs
reflect high baseflow component from the Chalk aquifer. Groundwater abstractions
have only a minimal impact On the natural runoff. May be a minor net import from
outside the catchment due to effluent. # Predominantly Boulder Clay with
underlying Chalk exposed in the valleys. Rural land use.
034013 Waveney at Ellingham Mill C A: 670.0 km,
MA: NRA-A Level: 2m Local Number.
F.A.R: RI B.F.I..83 Sensitivity:
Comment: Crump weir, 0.86m crest, plus complementary 1.515m Crump with
variable level gates for high flows. # A mainly rural catchment developed
predominantly on Boulder Clay.
034014 Wensum at Swanton Morley Total C A: 363 0 km2
MA: NRA-A Level: m Local Number
FAR: GEI B.F I: .74 Sensitivity: 10
Comment: Two structures 150m apart operate in parallel. Beneath the two arch
bridge are two Crump weirs which sometimes display non-modular flow as a result
of summer weed growth downstream. Three Crump weirs are sited in arches
beneath a second bridge. Groundwater abstractions cause a moderate reduction
in the natural runoff. # A Boulder Clay catchment of low relief supporting mainly
arable agriculture.
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034018 Stiffkey at Warham All Saints CA: 77.1 krn,
MA: NRA.A Level: 5m Local Number:
FAR: PGI B F.I: .80 Sensitivity: 16.5
Comment: Flat V weir with crest tapping, drowns above 0 8 m,s-1. Prior to 1978
(when dredging took place) downstream weed growth during summer months
could cause complete drowning of gauging structure at lower flows. large
abstractions from groundwater lor PWS causes a significant reduction in the
natural runoff. 0 The catchment is predominantly Chalk and Boulder Clay. It
supports rural land use.
034019 Bure at Horstead Mill GA: 313.0 km, .
MA: NRA-A Level: 1m Local  Number:
8 F.I: .79 Sensitivity: 9.1F.A R: RGI
Comment: Compound Crump weir consisting of 5 Grumps: 4 at fixed levels, the
narrowest of which incorporates a fish pass. A vertical lift gate converts the largest
to a sharp edge weir, this gate is used, during summer months, to retain upstream
water levels. Limited ground and surface water abstractions upstream
Hydrograph closely reflects mill gate operation. 0 Low lying rural catchment of
sand and gravel.
035001 Gipping at Constantine Weir C.A: 310 8 km,
MA: NRA-A Level: 2m Local Number:
F.A R: GI an: .43 Sensitwity:
Comment: A 152 ft long, broad.crested weir, within the tidal range. Only
measures flow at low tide. Station is primarily retained for estimation of high flows.
Weir calibrated by model tests, no checks made. Situation is a problem - upstream
and downstream bends are measured to correct for drowning. Major artificial
influences, however, imports to the catchment are minor. 0 A rural catchment, the
only town being Ipswich. Bolder Clay overlying Chalk.
035002 Deben at Naunton Hall CA: 163.1 km2
beMA: NRA-A Level: 6m Local Numr:
FAR: RGI B El: .36 Sensitivity, 10.6
Comment: A compound Crump (with crest tapping) and low flow notch.
Bypassing occurs at 12 mds-f and seasonal weed growth causes drowning. Some
groundwater is transfered to beyond the catchment boundary and some is
abstracted from within the catchment. The overall impact is to significantly reduce
the natural runoff. 0 The catchment is largely Boulder Clay and sand and gravel.
-Rural land use.
035003 , Aide at Farnham CA: 63.9 km2
MA: NRAA Level: 5rn Local Number:
FAR: GI --- 13.F.I: .37 Sensitivity: 17.4
Comment: Broad.crested weir of ogee section with low Dow notch and steel plate
divide walls. Significanl groundwater abstractions: some water exported. The
groundwater contours show only token relationship to the surlace topography.
a  The catchment is comprised of Boulder Clay and sand. Predominantly rural land
use.
035004 Ore at Beversham Bridge C.A. 549 km2
MA: NRAA Level: 2m Local Number:
FAR: GI B El: 46 Sensitivity: 11.9
Comment: A compound Crump weir with low flow notch and crest tapping that
occasionally drowns as a result of downstream weedgrowth and siltation
Groundwater catchment exceeds topographic catchment. Groundwater
abstractions make a moderate reduction in the natural runoff. 0 The catchment is
60% Boulder Clay and 40% sand and gravel. Rural land use.
035008 Gipping at Stowmarket C.A: 128.9 km2
M.A: NRA.A Level: 25m Local Number:
F.A.R: GEI ELF.1: .38 Sensitivity: 11.2
Comment: Compound Crump weir rebuilt in 1966 from a compound broad-
crested weir, known as a summer station, but which contained all flows. Minimal
natural storage within the catchment and the Boulder Clay gives a flashy response.
Abstractions from groundwater and effluent returns broadly balance. 0 Boulder
Clay with valley sand and gravel. Predominantly rural land use.
035010 Gipping st Bramtord C.A: 298 0 km,
MA: NRAA Level: 6m Local Number:
FAR: GI B.F.I: .49 Sensitmly: 162
Comment: Compound Crump weir with three sections and a gate to convert the
largest to a shardedge weir. Bypassing occurs at 12 m1/4-' and sluice operation
on the weir is evident in the daily flow record. Groundwater abstractions have a
signifcant impact on the natural runofl.  a  The catchment is 90% Boulder Clay. the
remaining 10% is of Crag deposits. Predominantly rural land use.
035013 Blyth at Holton C.A: 92.9 km2
MA: NRAA Level: 12m Local Number:
FAR: GI B Ft .35 Sensiuvity:
Comment: An asymmetric compound Crump with low flow notch. Groundwater
abstractions have a significant effect on the natural runoff. The rwer responds very
rapidly to rainfall. 0 The catchment is comprised of 44% Boulder Clay: 42% Crag
and 13% alluvium. The land use is predominantly rural.
036001 Stour at Stratford St Mary CA: 844.3 km2
MA: EWC Level: 5m - Local Number,
FAR: RPGEI B F.I: .50 SensitMty:
Comment: Three separate weirs and five sluice gates operated by Essex Water
Co. at Stratford SI:Mary WTW. Theoretically rated. Daily naturalised flows from
1932 to 1976. Records from 1928. Since April 1978 upper limit of reliable gauging
16 m1/4-'. Extreme floods bypass on rb. WTW (including PWS abstractions) and, to
lesser extent Ely Ouse Transfer Scheme (since 1971), highly influence flow. 0 Rural.
Chalk overlain by &Oder Clay in upper catchment and London Clay in lower part.
036002 Glem at Glemsford C A' 87.3 km2
AMA: NRALevel: 34m Local Number: -
F.A.R: GI ' B.F.I: .44 Sensitivity: 189
Comment: Trapezoidal flume with bypassing at high flows: modest modular limit,
downstream water level recorder to allow for drowning. Occasional problems with
weedgrowth. Highest floods unreliably gauged. Naturalised flows from 1960 to
September 1976 0 Rural catchment of the Upper Stour, Upper Chalk (exposed in
river valley sides) is overlain by glacial sand and gravel and semi-pervious Boulder
Clay.
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036003 Box at Pastead CA: 53.9 km2
KA: NRA-A Level: lErn Local Number:
F.A.R: GEI B.F_I: _63 SensitMty: 18.9
Comment Trapezoidat flume with high flow rated spillway. Throat tapping; rarefy
dromms. Subject to reed/weed growth problems. Naturalised flows from 1961 to
1976_ minimal ground and sudace water abstractions for agricultural purposes.
a Rural catchment, tnbutary of the Stour. Predominantly London Clay:Chan( in the
north, al overlain by superficial deposits.
036004 Chad Brook at Long Melford CA: 47.4 lun2
MA: NRA-A Level: 35rn Local Number:
FAR: GI B.F.!: .47 Sensitivity:
Comment 'Essexprofile (modified Flat V Crump) weir  with  low flow side  weir
which drowns in summer due to weed growth. High flow spiaway accurate to 1.1m.
Fun range. Theoretically rated. Naturalised flows from 1965 to 1976. *Rural
catchment, tributary of the Upper Stour. Boulder Clay over Chalk.
036005 Brett at Madleigh CA: 156.0 km2
MA: NRA-A Level: lam LoCal Number
FAR: GE1 B.F.I: 46 Sensitivity:
Comment 'Essex' profile (modified Flat V Crump) weir writh low flow side weir and
high flow rated spillway. Downstream water level recorder to allow for drowning
Naturalised flows from 1962 to 1976. Post 76 adjustments, for groundwater
abstractions for PWS and industrial abstraction from surface water, are not made
to the gauged daily mean flows. Minor effluent returns may affect flow.
0 Predominantly rural catchment underlain by Upper Chalk covered mainly with
semi-pervious Boulder Clay.
036006 Stow at Langham CA: 578 0 km,
MA: NRA-A Level: 6m Local Number:
F A Ft RPG1 0E1..52 Sensitivity: 7.1
Comment Twin-trapezoidal flume, throat tapping. Spillway channel with weir
constructed in 12/85 takes some flow above 1.45m. Bypassing also occurs over
opposite bank above 1.65m. More bypassing possible from 0.5km u/s during
extreme events. Naturalised flows to 9/76. Occasional high peaks due to gate
action. Flow augmented by intermittent pumping from Ely/Ouse Transfer Scheme
and occasional SAGS borehole pumping. # Mainly rural catchment. Chalk outcrops
in N. London Clay in S. all covered by semi-pervious Boulder Clay
036007 Belchamp Brook at Bardfield Bridge  C.k  58.6 km,
MA: NRA-A Level: 27m Local Number:
FAR: GIN B.F.I: .41 Sensitivity: 33.9
Comment: Trapezoidal flume with throat tapping. Full range station in winter,
occasionally drowns in summer due to weed growth. Naturalised flows from 1965
to 1976, only minimal adjustments needed to flows since then. If Rural. Tributary of
the Stour. Mixed geology: mostly glacial deposits overlying the predominant Chalk.
036008 Stour at Westmill C A: 224 5 km,
MA: NRA-A Level: 33m Local Number
F.A.R: RGE1 B F.1: .41 Sensitivity 152
Comment: Compound trapezoidal critical depth flume with d/s level recorder.
Affected by weed growth but rarely drowns out. Above 1.15m some flow passes
over a broad-crested weir 100m u/s into a spillway. Since 22/3/71 flow augmented
by intermittent pumping from the Ely/Ouse Transfer Scheme, archived flows
adjusted for this until 1976. (Naturalised flows 1960 to 1976)4 Rural, agricultural
catchment situated on Upper Chalk overlain by sand and gravel with a mantle of
semi-pervious Boulder Clay.
036009 Brett at Cockfield 25.7 km2
MA: NRA-A Level: 59m Local Number
F.A.11: N B F I: 31 Sensitivity:
Comment: 'Essex. profile (modified Flat V Crump weir). No spillway. Modularlimit
of 0.66m theoretically derived No telemetry but planned for future. Naturalised
flows from 1969 to 1976, only minimal adjustments needed since. # Small, rural
catchment on headwaters of the Brett, a tributary of the R. Stour. Upper Chalk
underlies the whole catchment with a mantle of Boulder Clay above.
036010 Bumpstead Brook at Broad Green C.A. 28.3 km2
KA: NRAA Level. 56m Local Number.
F.A.R: GIN B FT .22 Sensitivity:
Comment: 'Essex' profile (modified Flat V Crump) weir with crest lapping and
high flow spillway. Modular limit approx 60 m1/2-I. Approx. limit of gauging is 12.5
mis-l. Naturalised flows from 1968 to 1976, only minor adjustments needed to the
gauged daily mean flows, virtually natural catchment. # Rural catchment at the
head of the R. Stour. Complete cover of Boulder Clay over glacial gravel and Chalk.
036011 Stour Brook at Sturmer CA. 34.5 km,
MA: NRA-A Level: 55m LOCal Number:
F A R: GEI B.F.X 37 Senativity: 29.8
Comment: 'Essex' profile (modified Flat V Crump) weir with crest tapping.
insensitive. Immediately d/s of Haverhill - urban runoff and STW discharges cause
short, sharp peaks. Modular limit approx 5.0 rfds ' Adjustments were made for
industrial and sewage effluent and groundwater abstractions from 1968 to 1976.
# Rural, agricultural catchment. with the exception of Haverhill, at the head of the
R. Stour. Mostly Boulder Clay with some of the underlying sand and gravel and
Chalk outcropping
036012 Stow at Kedington CA: 76.2 km2
M A. NRA-A Level: 53m Local Number:
. RGE1 B.F.1: .51 'Sensawity: 299F A R
Comment: 'Essex. profile (modified Flat V Crump) weir, insensitive. No spillway.
Crest lapping prone to siltation making modular limit uncertain until 1970, when
channel improved for Ely/Ouse Transfer Scheme making station full range.
Ponding u/s above 11 5 rn1s- I. Structure but on peat, some percolation beneath.
Naturalised flows 1968-1976. Post 76 adjustments made for Ely/Ouse Transfer
Scheme. # Rural catchrnent on Upper Stour. Boulder Clay overlying Chalk, some
outcropping.
036015 Stour at LaIllarsh CA: 480.7 km2
MA: NRA-A Level: 18m Local Number.
FAR: RPGE1 BIT 50 Sensitivity. 3.5
Comment: Flat V weir with low flow sharperested rectangular notch. Flood banks
contain approx. 35.0 m1/4-'. No spillway. Breaching u/s may cause bypassing.
Naturalised flows 1972-1976. -since then adjustments needed for abstractions,
discharges and PWS predominantly for Haverhill. Ely/Ouse Transfer Scheme
adjustments already made: # Predominantly rural catchment except for Flaverhill.
Upper Chalk beneath whole catchment, covered mainly by Boulder Clay and
London Clay in south.
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037002 Chelmer at Rushes Lock CA: 533 9 km, 32-85
MA: NRAA Level: Ilm Local Number:
FAR: PGEI 8.F.1: .45 Sensitivity: 35.3 - 1986
Comment: Sharp-crested, shallow V profile weir (insensitive), replaced broad. 1987
crested limber weir in 1972. Complex hydrometric history. Weir constructed to 1988
supply head for lock (navigable river), discharge through lock not measured. Weir 1989
repaired in 1982 because of serious feekage. No accurate measure of low or high 1990
how, upper limit is 0.7m (19.99 m,s- i). Bypassing begins at 0.57m. Flows
naturalised Irom 1932 to 1976. 4 Rural catchment apart from Chelmsford.
Brentwood and Billericay. London Clay overlain by semi-pervious Boulder Clay.
037003 Ter at Crabbs Bridge C.A: 77.8 km, 32-85
MA: NRA-A Level: 15m - Local Number:
F.A.R: PI ELF]: .49 Sensitivity: 28.3 1986
Comment: Trapezoidal flume with throat tapping, replaced less accurate station - 1987
Hatfield Peverel, 900m d/s, in 1964. Theoretically rated. Modular limit 0.95m. no 1988
level yet recorded above 16m (structure full). Hatfield Peverel record held with this 1989
station - 1932 to 1964. Naturalised flows - 1964 to 1976. Minor surface water 1990
abstractions for spray irrigalion. small discharges from STW but net export through
RWS. 4 Rural, agricultural catchment on London Clay overlain by Boulder Clay.
037005 Colna at Leaden CA. 238.2 km, 59-85
M.A: NRA-A Level: 8m Local Number:
F.A R: RPI 13.61: .52 Sensitivity: 9.7 : 1986
Comment: Compound trapezoidal flume with downstream level 'recorder. 1987
Occasional weedgrowth problems, Spillway /low commences at 17.0 rn3s-, 1988
(175m), flows above this are estimated. Naturalised flows for period 1959 to 1976. 1989
4 Rural catchment. Upper Chalk with surface cover of semi-pervious Boulder Clay 1990
on which pasture and arable cultivation predominate.
037006 Can at Beach's Mill CA: 228.4 km2 62-85
MA: NRA-A Level: 23m Local Number:
F.A R: El B F.I: .42 Sensitivity: 8.1 1986
Comment: Triple throaled compound flume (built within mill race) with levels 1987
recorded in each, used lor rating. Trapezoidal centre section for low flows. Lima of 1988
station - 35 m,s-'. Spillway flow starts at 20m - very signaicant part of flow, 1989
allowance lor this not made in record. Naturalised flows 5om 1962 to 1976. 1990
Adjustments needed for industrial and sewage effluent. 4 Rural, agricultural
catchment just west ol Chelmsford, 350m d/s of confluence wah R. Wid. London
Clay overlain with Boulder Clay in north, exposed in south.
037007 Wid at Writtle CA- 363 km, 64-85
MA: NRA.A Level: 27m Local Number:
FAR: El B FA: .40 Sensitivity: 19.5 1986
Comment: 'Essex' profile (modified Flat V Crump) weir. Rated spillway starts at 1987
1.25m. Full range, modular station.Weir began to subside in 1991_ Flow during 1988
summer months consists predominantly of STW discharge, of which approximately 1989
008 rn1/2-, is derived from outside the catchment, adjustments needed for this. 1990
Flows naturalised trom 1964 to 1976 Responsive regime. 4 Low-Mng, rural
catchment on London Clay with scattered areas of Boulder Clay above... •
037008 Chelmer at Springfield CA: 190 3 km' 65-85
M A: NRA-A Level: 23m Local Number:
FAR: PGI B.F.I: .55 Sensitivity: 28.1 1986
Comment: 'Essex' profile (modified Flat V Crump) weir Full range station, no 1987
drowning. Naturalised flows from 1965 to 1976. Surface water abstraction mainly 1988
for spray irrigation, some industrial purposes. Groundwater abstractions from 1989
confined Chalk aquifer for PWS and industrial activities. a Rural catchment, 1990
gauging station in northern suburb of Chelmsford. Boulder Clay over London Clay,
all underlain by Upper Chalk.
037009 Brain at Gulthayon Valley cA: 60.7 km2 62-85
MA: NRA.A Level: 16m Local Number:
F.A R: GEI B.F.I: 67 ' Sensitivity: 12.2 1986
Comment: 'Essex' profile (modified Flat V Crump) weir with throat tapping and 1987
high flow spillway. Full range station. Drowning occurs at very low levels but with 1988
minimal effect. Station prone to vandalism. Some abstractions for agriculture: 1989
naturalised flows available from 1962 to 1976.4 Mainly rural catchment, except for 1990
Witham and Braintree, on a tributary of the R. Blackwater, Boulder Clay over
London Clay,
037010 Blackwater at Appleford Bridge CA: 247.3 km, 62-85
MA: NRA.A Level: 15m Local Number:
FAR: RPGI El FA: .56 Sensitivity: 9.3 1986
Comment: Double throated trapezoidal flume with throat tappings and a high flow 1987
rated spillway starling at I.80m, Drowning starts at I.2m (530 m1/4-1), degree ol 1988
drowning variable. Naturalised flows from 1962-1976. Intermittently affected, since 1989
1971. by Ely/Ouse Transter Scheme pumping. Abstractions from both Chalk and 1990
gravel aquifers tor PWS. NRural catchment. Boulder Clay over London C4ay. with
Chalk in the headwaters.
037011 Chelmer et Churchend C.A: 72.6 krn2 63-85
beMA: NRA.A Level: 52m Local Numr:
FA R: I B F.I: .43 Sensitivity: 17.0 1986
Comment: Trapezoidal flume (with central division wall in stilling basin) with 1987
throat recorder and spillway for flows over 1.42m. Measures up to the 1 in 10 year 1968
flood (approx. 1.69m) above which bypassing occurs. Drowning minimal. 1989
Naturaltsed flows from 1963 to 1976. Minimal adjustments needed. 4 Rural, upland 1990
(for East Angle) catchment at head of R. Chelmer. Upper quarter of catchment is
Chalk, remainder is London Clay, both overlain by Boulder Clay, Responsive,
037012 Colne at Poolstreet C A: 65.1 km, 63-85
MA: NRA-A Level: 43m Local Number:
FAR: GI 1365 .27 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Trapezoidal flume with throat tapping. V notch plate installed in 1987
summer to measure low flows. High flow spillway (above 1.34m). Above 1.6m flows 1988
are estimated as major bypassing occurs. Rarely non-modular. Naturalised flows 1989
f rom 1963-1976. Great Yeldham RWS borehole may influence flows, but 1990
unquantdiable. Period of Ely/Ouse Transfer Scheme pumping in 1982. 4 Rural,
upland (tor East Anglia) catchment of the R. Colne. Upper Chalk underlies whole
catchment. London Clay present in southern half, all overlain with Boulder Clay.
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037013 Sandal Brook at Sandon Bridge CA: 60.6 km2
MA: OIRAA Level: 2Orn Local Nunter:
FAR: SEE B FA:34 Sensitivity:32 6
Comment 'Essexpcobb (modified Flat V Gum)) weir with crest tapping.
Insensitive. Modular Irma approx 0 6m. Subject to weed growth and accretizo. CA
exa.ides 137 km, Marring to Hanningfeld Reservoir 10km u/s.Naturaised flows
(1963-1976) accamt for reservoir compensation water (0.011 mns-l) and stcxm
overflows.Milo: additions from industrial effluent.*Rural catchment. Tnbutary of
R. Chelmer. Glacial sand and gravel form high ground in NE over London Clay.
Patches of Boulder Clay in S.
037016 Pant at Coptord Hall CA: 62.5 km2
MA: NRA-A Level: 5801 Local Numter:
FAR: RGI B.F.I: .37 Sensitrwty: 29.7
Comment 'Essex' profile (modifiedFlat V Crump) weir (insensiteve) with crest
tapping. Measures upto 12.0 rn1s-1. flows ateve this are estimated because of the
spdlway. Naturalised flows 1965-1976. Intermittent pumping of Ely/Ouse Transfer
Scheme has majca effect on stance being only 5km d/s of the Great Sarnpford
Outf all. a Rural tributary of the R. Backwater. Boulder Clay over glacial gravel on
Upper Chalk, gravel exposed abng the whole river valley.
037017 Blackwater at Stisted CA: 139.2 km2
M A: NRA-A Level: 32m Local Number:
FAR: RGEI B.F.I: .50 Sensitivity: 17.8
Comment 'Essex' profile (modified Flat V Crump) weir with crest tappmg. No
scillway. Modest modu/ar limit affected by weed growth. Urban runoff from
Braintree. Naturabsed flows 1969-1976. Minor adjustments needed tor ground and
surface water abstractions: sewage and industrial ef I bent and Ely/Ouse
discharges, net affect - minor export of water. a Predominantly rural, plus Braintree.
Upper two-thirds of catchment Chalk, remainder London Clay (exposed in valleys),
all overlain with Boulder Clay and glacial gravel.
037020 Chelmer at Fettled CA: 132.1 km2
MA: NRA-A Level: 40m Local Number:
FAR: El B.F.I: 52 Sensitivity: 18.1
Comment: 'Essex' profile (modified Flat V Crump) weir with crest tapping
measuring upto 1.21m - limit of reliable gauging, above this flows estimated. Flood
plain storage starts at 1.1m, no spillway. Drowning commences at 0.6m. its severity
variable. Naturalised Rows 1970-1976. Minimal abstractions, adjustments needed
for 51W and Mdustrial effluent discharges.# Rural, agrcultural catchment. Boulder
Clay and glacial gravel covering Chalk in extreme north, London Clay elsewhere.
037021 Roman at Bounstead Bridge C.A: 526 km2
beMA: NRA-A Level: 5m Local Numr:
F.A.11: GEI B F.I: 59 Sensitivity: 24 4
Comment: Initially a temporary broad.crested weir 3/659/69 with low flow V
notch (data suspect). Bases' profile (modified Flat V Crump) weir with crest
tapping from 11/3/70. Low modular limit (0 4m): affected by weed growth and
siltation (structure drowned from winter 1990/91 to May 92). Limited overspill starts
at 0 35m - 30 rn3s--1. Flows naturalised 1970-1976. a Rural catchment in
conservation area London Clay covered with glacial gravel and Boulder Clay in the
upper third.
037022 Holland Brook at Thorpe le soken C.A: 54.9 km2
M A: NRA-A Level: lm Local Number:
FA Fi: GI EEL .41 Sensitivity: 692
Comment: 'Essex' profile (modified Flat V Crump) weir (very insensitive) with
crest tapping. Tidal influence very important, gauging limits variable due to d/s
tidal conditions, with drowning starting at very low levels, Very gentle river gradient
makes siltation a major problem, accompanied by weed growth Flows naturalised
19701976, abstractions significant at low flows. 0 Rural catchment covered with
gravel sands: gravel and loam with London Clay being exposed in valleys and NE
of the area.
037024 CoMe at Earls Colne C.A: 1542 km2
M.Af NRA -A Level: 25m Local Number:
FAR: GE1 B.F.1: .47 Sensitivity: 20.1
'Comment: 'Essex' proWe(mOclified Flat V Crump) weir with crest tapping prone
to siltation. Flows are estimated when siltation severely affects response of station.
Low modular limit - approx. 0 5m. No spillway. Naturalised flows 1971-76.
Adjustments now needed for additions and abstractions. a Predominantly rural
catchment, just d/s of Halstead. Upper Chalk underlies whole catchment, mostly
overlain by London Clay with Boulder Clay above.
037034 Merdyke at Stifford C.A: 90.7 km2
MA, NRA.A Level: m Local Number:
FAR: GE1 B El: .26 Sensitivity: 28.2
Comment :Essex' p"rolite (modified Flat V Crump) weir with downstream tapping.
. Tidal influence very- intportant. Low modular limit, degree of drowning variable,
- dependant on:tidal conditions downstream. Can be 100% drowned.
- .
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Summary of Archived Data - I
Gauged daily flows, monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
Stn. Gauged daily flows,
number monthly peaks and rainfall
029001 60s eBBAAAAAAB 70s AAAWAAAE
80s AMAAAAMA 90s AAe
029002 613s --eMAAABA 70s AAAAADAMA
80s AAAAAAEAAA 90s Me
  A 70s MAAAAAMA
80s AAAAAAAAAA 90s At
029004 60s  EA 70s AAAAMAAAA
00s AAAAAAAME 93s Me
029005 703 -EAAAAAAAA BOs A/MAMA/MA
90s Me
029009 70s ----eMAAA BOs AAAAAAAAM
90s AAe
030001 50s  E 60s AAAAAAAAM
70s MAAAAAAAA Boa AAAAAAAAAA
90s Me
030002 60s eAAAAAAMA 70s AAAMAMEt
/30s EEEEAEAAtt 90S tt
030003 60s --e<MAABE 70s AAAMAAAAA
80s AAAAABAAAA 90s Me
030004 BOa --eEABAAAB 70$ AMMAAAAE
80s AAAAAAAAAA 90s AAe
0=5 60s  lc 70s cccecccecc
80s ccccf--a
030006 70s --- EBBBAA BOs AEEAAAAAAA
90s AAe
030011 70s -EMAAAAAA BOs AAAAAAADAA
90s AAe
030012 70s EAAMAAAAA 80s DEBABBEEEA
90s .AAe
030013 70s -- eMA 80s AAAAAAMAA
90s AAe
030014 70s --eEAABAM 80s BAAAAAAAAE
90s tt
030015 70s  eMA 80s AA/MAMMA
90s Me
030017 70s 80s AAAAMMAAA
90s AAe
030018 80s ---eaAaaaa 90s AAe
031001 30s  ICE 40$ CCCCCI---
50s ---113BBBBB 60s BBBBBBMEA
70s AABAAMEAB 80$ BMAAAaabf
90s ccf
031002 30s  t 40s  
50s  60s ICCCCCCCCc
70s CCCCCCCCCC 80s CCCCCCAAAA
90s AEe
031034 60s  fcc 70s cccccmccc
80s ccccccaacla 90s ade
031006 60s  EM 70s BAAMMMA
130s AMMAAMA 90s AEe
031037 60s  EE 70s BBCCCBCBM
130s AMMAAAAAD 90s DEe
031010 60s  DA 70s ABAABAAAM
130s AAAAAABAAA 90s Me
031013 60s  E 70s EEBBBEEEDA
80s DEEEEEEEEE 90s EEe
031016 60s  E 70s ABAAAAAAAA
80s AAAAAAAAAA 90s AAe
031017 70s EEBEEBEEEE. 80s EEEeeetiti
90s tt
031020 70s eEEBBEEFEE 80s EEEeeeitti
90s tt
031021 70s eEAEEBBEAA 80s AEEEEEEEEE
90s EM
031022 70s EEEEBBEEEE
BOs EEEeeeEEEE 90s EEe
031023 70s -.EBABBBAB 80s AAA/MAMMA
90s AAe.
031024 70s -EMBBBBBB 80s BBAaaaaaae
90s Et
031025 - 70s  eA 80s EAAAAMBM
90s AAe
031026 70s -ttittttEA 80s AAAAAAAAM
90s AEe
031028 80s --fbaeAAAE 90s AAe
032001 30s  I 40s eBAAAAAAAA
50s ABMMAMB 60s BAAABAABCC
70s BAAABBCCM 80s BAAAAMMEE
90s Et
032002 40s MBABABABA
50s BABABBAAAB 60s AABBAAAMA
70s BA/MAMMA 80s MAAAAAAM
90s AEe
032003 309  eA 405 ABBAABAAAB
50s AAAAABABAB 60s BBAABEAMA
70s AAAAAAAADA 80s AAAAMAAEA
90s AAe
032004 40s ---eAABAAA 50s AAAAAAAAAB
60s BBBAEEAAAB 70s MAAMEAAA
BOs AAAAAAABAA 90s Me
032006 30s  e 40$ BAAABAABM
90s ABAAAABBBB Ws BBBBAAAMb
70s cccccceCCC (-2,,,cAAAA
90s Me
032007 30s  e 40s AMMABAABA
50s ABMBABAAA 60s BBAAAABAAb
70s cccccccCCC /30s BccccciMAD
90s DDe
032008 409  eAAAB 50s ABAAABABAA
SM. -Gauged daily flows,
number monthly peaks and rainfall
033004  CCC 40s CCCCCCFFCC
SOs CCCCCBABCC 60s CCCCCCFCFC
70s CCCCFCCCCC 80s CFCCCFEttt9 ett 
033005 50s -cbCCCCCCC 60s BAMABBCCB
70s BCBBBBBBCB 80s BBBBBBBBBB
90s BE
033006 50s  eBCC 60s BAAAAAABBB
70s ABAABBABAB 80s ABBBBBBBBA
90s Me
033007 50s ---eBCCCCC 60s CCCCCBBBAB
70s BAAAAABAAA 80s AABBAAAAM
90s BBe
033008 750s fc 60s0
80s
9 sett
 
033009 50s  eABCC 6Ds BAEAAAAABA
70s BIABBMAAM 8Ds BAAABAAAAE9 et 
033011 40s  fl 50s Ifffefeclf
60s eaAAAAAAEA 70s BAAAAAMM
BOa BAAAAAABBA 90s Me
033012 Ws e/MAAAAAEA 70s BAMMAAM
80s AMMAAAAA 90s Me
033013 40$  I 50s IffIccccIl
60s eAAMAAAAA 70s AAAAAAAAAA
130s AAAABABAAA 90s ABe
033014 60s eAMAAAAAA 7Ds ABMAAAAAA
BOs AAAAAAAAAB 90s BEe
033015 60s -.AAAAAAAA 70$ AAAAAAAABB
80s DAAAAAAAEB 90S tt
033016 50s  I 60s bAAEEEFEAB
70s BCCCCCCCCC 80s CCCEtt
033018 60s --EMAAEEA 70s MAAMMAA
Boa BAAABBAABE 90s BAe
033019 50a  itit 60s tteAAAAAEA
70s ABAAAAAAAB Boa MAAMBAAA
90s Me
033020 50s  tit 60s tt.eAEBBEE
70s EBBBBAMAA BOs AABAABAAAB
90s BAe
033021 60s -eAAAMBB 70s BBBMAAAAA
80s BAABABBAAB 90s EBe
033022 50s  I 60s ebeeeBAAAB
70s AAAAAAAAM 80s AAMAABBBA
90s BBe
033023 60s --eAAAAAEA 70s AABAAAMAA
80s AAAAAABBAB 90s BE
033024 40s  e 50s EEBCCCFCCC
60s CCCOAWAA 70s ABAAAAAAAA
80s AAAAMAAM 90s ABe
033025 60s --.1EAAAAA 70s MEABCFitt
033026 70s IcCCCCCCCC BOs CCCCCCCCCC
90s CCI
033027 60s ----eAABE 70s BBMAAMAA
80s ABBAAAAABB 90s BAe
033028 60s  EAEE 70s ABAAAAMAA
80s ABAAMBAAE 90s BAe
033029 60s  eMEA 70s ABCAAAABM
BOs AAAABABAAA 90s BBe
033030 50s  fcc 60s cccf--eaaa
70s atababaaaaa 80s e 11119 et 
033031 70s F.AAt BMBM 80s MAMAAAAA9 e
019132 60s  EWA 70s MAAABAAAA
BOs AAAAAMMAA 90s Me
myna 70s ---EMAAAA 80s AAAAAAABAA
90s Me
033034 60s  tEA 70s AMMAAMA
BOs MAMAAAAB 90s BAe
033035 50s  IC 60s CCCCCCCCCC
70s CCCCCCCM 80s MMCCCC
90s CC
033037 60s  E 70s ABAAAMAAA
80s AAAAABBBAB 90s BAe
033039 70s -.EAAADBAA 80s AABBABABBB
90s BAe
033040 60s  IIIIf 70s CBAAAAAAM
BOs AAAABBabaa 90s BBe
033044 60s  Ica 70s ccCABBAAAA
BOs ABAAAABBBA 9Ds BAe
033045 60s  Icc 70s ccCAAAAAAA
/Ws BABMABBM 90s BAe
033046 70s cCCMBAAAA
BOs BAAAABBAM 90s Me
033048 60s  I 70s cccAAMMA
BOs BBBAAaAAAA 890s BE
033049 70s ---taaaaaaa
0eetttt
9 et 
033050 60s IffIfffccc 70s 1.-.FCCCCC
/30s BCCBaeMAB 90s ABe
033051 60s 7Ds CAAABAAAAA
80s AMAAMAAA Ws Et
033052 Ws -t-ccc-ccc 70s caeeMAABA
Ws AMBAAMAC 90s tt
033053 50s ficceccccc
60s cccfcflbcc 70s CCCCCCCCCC
80s ccbaabaa
033054 70s  ICAA 80s AABAABAAAA
90s Me
033055
 
70s  IBAA
cbaaabbbl-
titi
HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1986-90
Stn.
number
034003
034004
034005
034006
034007
034008
034010
034011
034012
034013
034014
034018
034019
035001
035002
035003
035004
035008
035010
035013
035014
Gauged daily flows,
monthly peaks and rainfall
50s  e 60s AAAMAMAA
70s AAAAAAAAAB 80s MBAAMABA
90s BAe
60s eMAAMAAA 70s AMMAAMB
80s ABAAAAABEC 90s CC/
60s -eAMAAAM 70s AMMAAAAAB
80s ABAAAAAEAB 90s EAe
60s ---MAAbAA 70s AMAAAAAAA
80s AAAAAAAAAA 90s BAe
60s  eAAB 70s AAAAMMAA
130s MAAAAAABE 90s EBe
60s  EABA 70s AA/WE/MAE
80s ECFOBBBEED 90s FCf
60s  EA 70s MAMAMAA
80s EABAAEAAAE 90s EAe
60s  AAA 70s ABAABAABBE
80s ABAAAAAABA 90s EEe
60s  eAAA 70s AADABAAAM
80s AMAAMABA 90s Me
70s --EEEAEADB 80s ADEDDEEEEE
90s ABe
Ws  I 70s cfccfccflc
BOs ceffcbCAAC 90s EC
70s -.FFCCADDE 80s MAMEAEAB
90s BAe
70s ---.EAAAAA 80s AMAAAAABE
90s EAe
60s -itiFEEtii
80s befababbe
60s eAAAAA
80s AAAAAAABAE
60s -eAAAAAAAA
80s ABBAMeaeA
60s  EAAAA
80s ABBAMMEE
60s --HUM
80s ABBAAAAAEB
60s  
80s ABBAMeabb
60s  
80s ABAMAAAEE
40s  
60s ccccccccff
80s  
036001 20s  CC
40s CCCCCCCCCC
60s BBBAABAAAA
80s CCCCCCCCCC
036002 60s eMBAAAABA
80s AMMAAAAAA
036911 60s IBA/MAMA
802 AAAAAMMA
036004 60s  IBAAA
Boa AAAAAAAMA
036005 60s --eBAAAAAA
80s AAABAAAAAA
036006 60s --eBABAAAA
80s AAAAAAAAAA
036007 60s ICCFBOABAA
80s AAAAABAAAA
036008 60s EAAAABAAAA
80s AAMAAAAAA
036009 60s  EA
60s AAAAAMAAA
036010 60s  EA
BOs AMMAAMA
036011
BOs AAMAAAAAB
036012 60s  EA
80s AAMAAAAAA
036015 70s --EAAAAAAA
90s AAe
037002 30s --FCCCCBBB
50s BBBBBBBEBB
70s BMAMAAAA
90s AAe
037003 30s --FCCCCCCC
50s BAAAABBBBA
70s AMAAAMAA
90s Me
037034 30s --fccccccc
50s baaaabaaab
70s tttitFECFE
70s AAAABAEAAB
90s EAe
70s ABAAAAAAM
90s EEe
70s AAAAAMAAB
90s EAe
70s AAAAMMAM
90s BBe
70s AAAAAAAAAE
90s aae
70s EMMAAAAB
90s EEe
50s cfclfccccc
70s  
90s tt
30s tFCCCCCCCC
50s CCCCCCBAAA
70s BBBBABCCCC
90s CCI
70s AMAAAMAA
90s Me
70s AMMAAMA
90s Me
70s AAAAAAAAAA
90s Me
70s AMAAMAAA
90s AAe
70s AAAAAAAAAA
90s AAe
70s A/MAMA/MA
90s EAe
70s AA/MAMMA
90s Me
70s AAAAAAAAAA
90s Me
70s AAAAAAAAAA
90s Me
70s AMA/MAMA
90s ABe
70s AMAAAMM
90s AAe
80s AAABAAAEAA
40s BBABABABAA
60s BEBBABBBAA
80s MAMAMAA
40s CCCCCCCCCC
60s BBABAMMA
80s" AAAAABMAA
40s ccccccaccc
60s bbaababbe-
80s  
90s ti
037005 50s  e 60s AAAABAMAB
70s AAAAAMAAA 80s MAAAAMAA
90s AAe
037006 60s --eAAAAAAA 70s AAAAAAAAAA
80s AMAAAAAAA 9Ds
037007 60s ----eBAAAA 70s AAAMAAAAA
ElOs AMABAAMA 90s Me
0370138 60s  eAAAA 70s AAAAAAAAAA
80s AAMAAAAAA 90s Me
037999 60s --eAMAAAA 70s AAAAAAAAAA
80s AAAAAMMA 90s Me
037010 60s --eBAAAAAA 70s AAAMAAAAA
80s AMMAAAM 90s ABe
037011 60s ---eAAAAAA 70s MAAAAAAAA
80s AAAAAMAAB 90s AAe
Complete daily and complete peaks
Complete daily and partial peaks
Complete daily and no peaks
Partial daily and complete peaks
Partial daily and partial peaks
Partial daily and no peaks
No flow data
Com
rai
late
all
Gauged daily flows, monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
KEY:
Moots lete or
missing rainfall
Up-to-date Summaries of Archived Data are available on request from the National Water Archive Office.
Complete daily and complete monthly
Partial daily and complete monthly
Partial daily and partial monthly
Partial daily and no monthly
No daily and complete monthly
No daily and partial monthly
No naturalised flow data
Naturalised daily and monthly flows
KEY:
A
ANGLIAN REG/ON
4112
ST SU
NRA ree:on boundary
Hydrometric area boundary
Hydrometric attic number
Gauging Station
Area 12,917 km'
THAMES REGION
g,
9 SU TO  I
Average Rainfall (1961-90): 688/nm
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Gauging Station Register
•F
g g z 8  : a.g
2
623 194 429
606 160 446
635  170 465
598 218 380
600 213 387
598 167 431
641  163 478
639  124 515
649 126 523
631 124 507
628 119 509
632 133 499
615 281 334
677 66 611
631 82 549
661  103 558
667 240 427
615 465 150
619 103 516
640 71 569
651 266 385
588 132 456
604 178 426
664 157 507
684  362 322
630 251 379
401
632 181 451
163
652 100 552
642 106 536
634 110 524
719 246 473
712 257 455
731 297 434
773 43 730
635 392 203
754 285 469
711 261 450
734 265 469
721 264 457
714 169 545
854 264 590
678 443 235
692 71 621
710 99 611
791  252 539
767 293 474
633 170 463
729 230 499
797 393 404
681 218 463
751 413 338
760 230 530
897 459 438
792 265 527
683 165 518
692 115 577
769 231 538
801 299 502
709 158 551
762 183 579
758 157 601
717 106 611
707 268 439
838 218 620
816 225 591
792 188 604
640 193 447
775 248 527
706 306 400
779 270 509
695 279 416
687  229 458
689 275 414
673 251 422
677 227 450
810 438 372
817 341 476
640 229 411
618  184 434
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0 I.00
o
82 184 85 0.52 0.12 09/85 11.1 1.1 0.10
87 207 83 0.28 0.10 09/78 3.3 0.5 0.11
77 82 76 0.08 >0.00 08/76 0.2 >0.00
75 45 73 aos>OM 11/73 0.1 0.01
74 159 73 359 067 08/72..8.4 0.76
87 211 73 2.00 0.17 08/76 4.2 0.29
82 173 89 0.79 0.01 WOO 1.9 0.06
82 178 90 0.73 0.00 11190 1.8
82 112 83 0.10 0.00 11/90 0.3
79 202 89 2.34 0.36 08/44 5.1 0.58
82 81 89 0.31 >0.00 12/90 0.7 0.01
90 90 80 0.69 0.17 08/82 1.3 0.17
87 163 89 7.04 2.02 08/90 12.0 2.21
68 76 76 1.52 0.13 08/76 3.4 0.32
89 90 0.30 0.08 05/90
t2.: (1.192 737 220 57 1.59 0.94 11/56
87 481 76 0.67 0.13 08/76 1.3 0.24
82 297 76 1.28 0.33 08/76 2.4 0.43
83 61 76 0.60 0.08 08/76 0.9 0.26
88 26 76 0.16 0.01 08/76 0.3 0.04
82 201 89 1.18 0.11 1076 2.7 0.16
83 34 84 0.12 0.02 09/80 0.3 0.02
88 235 85 0.24 0.03 09/89 0.6 0.03
87 197 90 1.00 0.18 10/85 2.3 0.12
79 97 83 0.53 0.06 08/83 1.2 0.02
79 90 0.16 0.05 08/84 0.3 0.04
86 153 80 0.16 0.03 05/90 0.4 0.02
82 248 90 9.44 1.05 08/90 22.3 1.12
87 126 89 0.17 0.01 09/85 0.4 0.01
86 261 90 0.54 0.00 11/90 1.3
89 125 90 0.28 0.00 11/90 0.8
88 57 89 0.21 0.02 12/90 0.5 0.04
88 37 90 0.26 0.07 10/90 0.5 0.08
Hydrometric Statistics
037001 Reding at Redbdage C A: 3033 km2
KA: NRAT Level: 6r11 Local Number: 5480
FAR: SEfr 8.81: 39 Sensitivity: 138
Comment: 'Essex' profile (modified Flat V Crump) weir superseded insensitive
broad.crested weir in 1962. Calibration above 35 m2s-, is based upon model tests.
Flows augmented by moderate net import of water (but diversion of Luxborough
STW effluent, completed in 1987, reduced DWFs). Pattern of low bows influenced
by abstractions. Naturalised flows 1951-75. tr  Low lying, mainly impervious (London
Clay and superlichal deposits) catchment. Land use: rural with significant urban
development close to the gauging station.
037014 Boding et High Ongar C.A: 95.1 km,
KA: NRAT Level: 41rn Local Number: 5420
FAR: GI B.F.I: .35 Sensitivity: 40.0
Comment: 'Essex(modified Flat V) weir in an 11 m wide section. Mode1based
calibration. Overfall operates (> 1.7m) into a bypass channel. Structure subject to
drowning; computed flows assume modularity - cpn rating under development.
Evidence of weir settlement. Naturalised flows: I 96478, minimal net import.
Responsive flow regime. Spray irrigation can substantially deplete low flows.
0 Generally low lying, largely impermeable (London Clay/glacial deposits).
agricultural catchment; significant urban enclaves.
•
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038003 Mintram at Panshanger Park C A: 133 9 km,
M A: NRA-T Level: 47m Local Number: 4790
FAR: GI BEL: .94 Sensitivity: 6.6
Comment Critical-depth flume: 5m overalt width. Theoretical calibration
confirmed by gaugings. All flows contained. Appreciable net export of water
(considerable groundwater abstraction in headwaters). Very high baseflow
component. AI A predominantly permeable catchment (Upper Chalk - overlain by
glacial depasits near headwaters): mainly rural but some urbanisation in the lower
valley.
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037015 Ccipsey Brook at Canning Ongar CA:  62  2 tun,
M A. NRA T Level: 42m Local  Maid,- :  5427
FAR: SEI B.F.1: .32 Sensitivity: 333
Comment Rat V wee (5 Ern broad) installed in 1991 - superseded a compound
Min-plate weir of batted capaoty (2.5 mars_ modular caktxabon adopted for Me
Flat V: some overesbreatbn of flows during periods ot drowned lbw. Responsive
low regime Sewage effluent Is an imp:flans component ot low Sows.
*Predomiriantty impermeable catchrnent (London clay but with extensive areas of
glacial deposits). Mali* rural agriculture is the primary land use.
037018 Ingreboume at Gaynes Perk C.A: 47.9 km,
MA NRA-T Level! 7m Local Number: 5550
FAR: SE1 B.F.1! .49 SertsitMty: 23.3
Comment 'Essexprofile (modified Flat V Crump) weir in a 9.5m Mde section. AD
but exceptional floods containea Model-basecl calibration assumes modularity;
however drowning occurs above about 7 ri9s-,. Naturalised flow available for
pericd I 970.75: significant net augmentation of runoff (transfer  tram  the River
Beam). *Largely impermeable catchment (London Clay/glactal deposits). Rural
headwaters but substantial urban development around lower reaches.
037019 Beam at Bretons Farm CA: 49.7 km,
MA! NIOA-T Level! 2m Local Number: 5541
FAR; SEI B F 1: .37 Sensitivity: 25.7
Comment: 'Essex' (modified Flat V Crump) weir in a 10411 wide section. Model-
based calibration assumes moduLanty: drowning is uncommon. Separate spillway
accommodates flow > 16 mar t. Naturalised flows: 1966-75 very small net
diminution in runoff.Flocd storage lagoons (on the Rom) influence flows patterns
(from late 1980s). *A predominantly impermeable catchment (London Clay
overlain in places by glacial deposits). Mainly rural headwaters. substantial - and
growing - urban development in the lower reaches.
038001 Lee et Feildes Weir C.& 1036 0 km2
M.A! NF1A-T Level: 28m Local Number: 5290
FA R: PGEI B Ft .57 SensitNity: 38.3
Comment: Thin-plate weir (insensitive - 29m wide) and 3 vertical-lift sluices, built
197810 improve range and precision of /low measurement. Model rated. All flows
(bar lockages) now contained. Pre-1978: barrage of gates/sluices: no peak flows.
Low flows probably under-estimated. Gauging instigated by Beardsmore in 11350s
Estimated flows available for 1976. Low flows recorded in 1940s under review.
Significant g/w abstraction: net expc41 from catchment. Naturalised flows (New
Gauge abstraction only) from 1883. * A mainly pervious (Chalk) catchment.
Predominantly rural headwaters; significant urban growth in lower valleys.
038002 Ash at MardeCk C.A: 78.7 km,
M A- NRA-T Level: 36m Local Number: 5090
F.A R: GI B.F.I: .54 Sensitivity: 24.3
Comment: Flat V weir (1:10 cross-slope) 3.9m wide constructed in 1979, replaced
a flume which was subject to bypassing and inaccurate at low flows (hence
discharges assessed at downstream station - 0381335). Current station remains
modular and is virtually full range. Upstream lake storage, sluice activity and
groundwater abstractions have a minor ef feel on flows. XA rural, mainly permeable
(Chalk). catchment.
038004 Rib at WadesmIll C A: 136.5 km,
VA: NRA-T Level: 47m Local Number: 4980
FAR: GI Sensawity: 12.0
Comment: Trapezoidal flume plus side-spilling Crump weir on the overflow
channel. Modular calibration has applied during rare periods ot drowned flow. All
except highest floods contained. Daily flow data available (1957-83) for
downstream limited range station (038006). Flows influenced by significant
groundwater abstractions (net export). X/ Catchmenl is predominantly rural and
pervious (Upper Chalk overlain in places by glacial deposits); substantial gravel
tracts in the valley.
038007 Canons Brook at Elizabeth Way C.4- 21.4 km2
KA: NRA-T Level. agm Local Number: 5189
FAR: N B F.I: .41 Sensitivity: 320
Comment: Full range critical-depth flume in rectangular section. Theoretical
calibration extends to 11 m3s- I. Over the period 1965-80 low lbws were monitored
at a Crump weir in series with the flume. Balancing reservoirs in Harlow (and the
New Town development itself) influence the flow pattern but there are no
significant abstractions or discharges. a The catchment is impervrous - London
Clay. Rural headwaters: heavily urbanised below.
038012 Stevenage Brook et Bragbury Park C.A: 360 km,
MA: NRA-T Level: m Local Number: 4827
FAR: SG 6 Ft 28 Sensitivity: 60.0
Comment: Flat V weir - 2.75m wide; constructed in 1974 to supersede the original
broad.crested weir operated by Stevenage Development Corporation flow
records pnor to 1974 are sporadic and of poor quality. The Flat V weir remains
modular up to 4.1 rn,s-'; higher floods uncorrected. Groundwater abstractions
(net export) and tie release of water from flood storage lagoons can influence the
flashy flow regime. a A Chalk catchment now largely urbanised.
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038013 Upper Leeat Luton Hoo CA: 701 km, 60•85 674 105 0.24 9.1 17106 0.00 03/12 0.5 0.18
MA: NRA:T Level: 98m Local Number: 4640 1984 1978
FAR: G BSI: .62 Sensitivity: 1986 703 104 112 107 025 28 20/05 0.02 07/10 0.5 0.21 004Comment: Rectangular thin-plate weir (0.92m wide) Plus insensitive broad- 1987 763 113 124 118 028 53 01/09 000 01/10 0.6 0.18 004
crested overt all weir Mr flows > 0.33 Ms7'. Outfall from an ornamental lake. Only 1988 645 96 110 105 025 2.9 29101 096 17/08 0.6 0.15 001
very high floods exceed the capacity of the overranweir. Flows are substantially 1989 628 93 53 50 0.12 2.1 07/07 0.00 06/09 0.2 009
reduced as a result of groundwater abstractions (significant export). Sustained 1990 514 76 45 43 010 2.6 03/02 096 17/07 0.2 007periods of zero flow (occasionally interrupted by small releases via sluice above the
thnplate weir), MA Chalk catchment (with Drift) now substantially urbanised.
038014 Salmon Brook at Edmonton C A' 20.5 km2 56.95 668 235 0.16 11.4 310/7095 0.01 06/11 0.4 0.06 0.01
ALevel: 12m
9
MA  NRT Local Number: 5357 1964
FAR P B.F.L .27 Sensitivilyr 60.0 1986 743 111 309 128 020 44 02/01 0.02 09/10 05 0.10 0.02Comment: Flat V weir (1:10 cross-slope), 5m wide (insensitive at low flows) in 1987 735 110 317 135 021 8.7 20/10 003 10/05 0.4 0.09 004
slightly trapezoidal section - superseded a less effective compound broad crested 1988 690 103 297 126 0.19 62 29/01 0.03 15/08 0.5 007 003
structure in 1980. Backingup behind Me downstream culvert can (rarely) result in 1989 627 94 227 97 0.15 62 16/03 0.02 07/08 03 005 0.02drowning during flood conditions. No significant abstractions and discharges 1990 529 79 181 77 0,12 7.6 03/02 001 11/08 03 003 002from/to the Salmon Brook. X Impervious (London Clay) Catchment, Salmons Brook
rises on Enfield Chase, in the lower reaches the catchment is heavily urbanised.
038016 Stanstead Springs at Mountlitchet CA: 20.5 km, 69-85  619
 103 0.07 0.4 17/03 0.02 114/7047 0.1 0.06 0.03MA: NRA-T Level: 12m Local Number: 5106 1980
9
F.A R: G B F l.98 Sensitivity: 16.6 1986 90 87 0(6 01d 05/05 004 15/10 0.1 006 004Comment:Two complementary thin:plate weirs (rectangular and 90 degree V 1987 122 118 008 01d 08/12 006 13/07 0.1 0.07 006
notch) measuring spring now discharging to the River Stort. Very stable discharge 1988 148 144 0.10 01d 07/02 007 31/10 0.1 009 0.07but station can be overwhelmed in exceptional floods. Significant local 1989 94 91 006 0.1 23/04 003 28/11 0.1 0.06 004groundwater abstraction producing substantial net export of water. Hydrological 1990 75 73 005 03 30/04 002 22/12 0.1 0.04 0.02
catchment cannot be readily determined hence runoff is not representative. 0  The
contributing area to the Chalk springs is mainly rural.
038017 Mimram at Whitwell C.A: 39.1 km, 70-85 640 70 0.09 0.6 06/07 0.01 09/10 0.1 0.09 0.02MA: NRA-T Level: 88m Local Number: 4730 1983 1973
Sensitivity: 55.0 1986FAR: G B.F.!: .97 61 87 008 02 20/05 0.05 06/01 0.1 007 0.06Comment: Crump weir - 1.0m crest (rather insensitive) within wider section. All 1987 71 101 0.09 02 20/10 0.06 31/08 0.1 008 006flows contained and modular. Low flows occasionally augmented by pumping from 1988 125 179 0.15 03 29/01 0.08 30/12 0.2 0.15 009local tube wells but substantial diminution due to groundwater abstraction is more 1989 55 79 007 02 08/07 003 01/12 0.1 0.07 004
characteristic. U/s cress-beds can influence low flow panern. Discharge sustained 1990 55 79 0.07 0.1 02/04 002 19/12 0.1 007 003from Chalk springs - hydrological catchment divide is uncertain. a A predominantly
pervious Rhalk), rural catchment.
038018 Upper Lee at Water Hall C A: 150 0 km, 71-85 651 265 1.26 15.8 310/70965 924 2136/708 2.1 1.11 948MA: NRA-T Level: 44m Local Number: 4690 . 9 
F AR: GEI B.F.I: .81 Sensitivity: 12,9 1986 716 110 275 104 1.31 56 20/05 064 05/10 2.0 1.24 0.74Comment:Crump weir, 6.0m wide in an artificial channel. Modular throughout the 1987 731 112 308 116 1.46 9.3 20/10 0.78 29/09 2.1 1.27 089flow range. All flows contained. Some early data (of limited quality) f or two nearby
gauging sta6ons. Moderate net import of water - Luton STW effluent augments
flows and strongly effects the low flow regime. rr Catchment is mainly pervious(Chalk) but with glacial Drill in the headwaters. Land use is principally agricultural
with some important (expanding) urban centres.
038020 Cobbins Brook at Sewardstone Road CA: 38.4 km7
MA: NIRA-T Level: 17m Local Number: 5329
B Ft 25 Sensitivity: 500
Comment: Trapezoidal criticaldepth flume, overall width 10m, insensitive at low
flows, Drowning and damage to the exit transition (repaired 1992) influence the
station's performance: recorded flows may overestimate the true discharge. Net
impact of abstractions and discharges on the natural, responsive /low pattern is
minimal; motorway runoff can, however, be significant. tr Cobbins Brook drains an
impervious (London Clay) catchment which includes part of Epping Forest and
sign./ icant urban development in the vicinity of the gauging station,
038021 Turkey Brook at Albany Park CA: 422 km2
MA: NRA-T Level: 17m Local Number: 5349
F.A R: PG B F.1: 21 Sensaway: 60.0
Comment: Flat V weir, 6m broad (insensitive) in a concrete-lined channel. All but
extreme floods contained. Structure remains modular. Very responsive flow
regime. Minor net export due to groundwater abstractions, Large ornamental lake
in headwaters, C A largely impervious catchment (Tertiary clays and glacial
deposits). The headwaters drain Enfield Chase but there is significant urban
development near the gauging station.
038022 Pymmes Brook at Edmonton Silver Street C A: 42.6 krn,
M A: NRA-T Level: 11 m Local Number: 5369
FAR: N 0 F.I: .49 Sensitivity: 42.0
Comment: Crump weir Mrest width: 6.16m). No confirmatory gaugings al high
flows. Barely overtopped. Drowns regularly (0.7m stage) - flows corrected since
1982 previous high flows under review. Currently no significant abstractions or
discharges. Or Impervious (London Clay) catchment. Pymmes Brook rises on
Enfield Chase but catchment is now > 80% urban.
038024 Small Rivertee at Ordnance Road CA: 41.5 km,'
MA: NRAT Level: 15m Local Number: 5339
FAR: G B.F.I: .46 Sensitivity. 22.9
Comment: Flat V weir (1:10 cross.sioPe), 8rn wide. Subject to drowning - crest
tapping does not operate effectively. Minor impact of artificial influences on flows,
low discharges affected by gravel workings and pumped drainage from the 1.125
can be important, CA predominantly impervious (clay). responsive catchment with
substantial superficial cover. Suburban in the valley, rural headwaters with
considerable woodland.
038026 Pincey Brook at Sheering Hall CA: 546 km7
MA: NRAT Level: 45m - : Local Number: 5169
F.A R: SRI B.F.Ir 39 Sensitivity: 40.0
Comment: Flat V weir (1:10.9 cross-slope), width 4 02m. Minor impact rr'f artificial
influences. Spray irrigation can be significant (especially in the upper part of the
catchment). Storage reservoir regulates the runoff from sleeved Airport.
# Pervious (Chalk) headwaters, mainly London Clay in the lowest reaches. Lane
use is mainly agricultural but the Pincey Brook drains Stansted Airport and Hatfield
Forest.
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038028 Stanstad Brook at Gypsy Lane CA: 25.9 km, 75-85
M.A: NRA-T Level: 61m Local Number: 5129
FAR: SPG B.F.1 04 SenstMty: 400 1986
Comment Flat V  weir  (1:10 cross-slope) in slightlY trapezoidal channel (3.5m 1997
widey modular. AI flows oratained. Sorne earty data (Irom 1954) avatable for a 1%6
limited range weir downstream. Abstractions result in ccesiderable reduction in 1989
runoff. Fbws also influenced  by  motorway runoll and upstream storage lagoon 1990
(Stansted Asport). Stable discharge at very law lbws - due to spring outflows- but
subject to artificial disturbance.  a  Mixed geology: Chalk deping telow Eocene
days; overlain by superficial deposits. Largely nuaL
038029 Quin at Griggs Bridge CA: 504 km, 78-85
M k  NRA-T Level: 67m Loco/ Number: 4939
FAR: G B FT: .45 Senstnity: 300 1986
Comment Flat V weir, 4.5m wide. Shalow depth of approach. Calibration 1987
assumes station is not subject to drowning. Net export of water - increasing horn 1988
the mid-I980s, groundwater abstractions can be especially significant during 1989
droughts e.g. Lste-1990. Sewage effluent discharge pattern also sometimes 1990
detectable. 9 A mainly impervious catchment (extensive glacial deposits overlying
Chalk); agricultural end use predominates.
038030 Beane at Hartharn C A: 175 1 km2 79-85
Mk NRA-T Level: 35m Local Number: 4890
F A R: PG B.F.1: .77 Sensitivity: 16 3 1986
Comment Flat V weir. llm wide All flows ccetained. Modular throughout the now 1987
range: theoretical calibration adopted. Signifcant groundwater abstractions 1989
(particularly in the headwaters) and runoff from Stevenage (see 038012) infbence 1989
river flows; moderate net export. 4 Chalk with Drift cover predominates. A mainly 1990
rural catchment with scattered woodland - but Stevenage ism the headwaters and
the station itself is in Hertford.
039001 Thames at Kingston C.A: 9948.0 km2 83-85
MA NRAT Level: 5rn Local Number: 3403
F.A.R: SRPGEI Elf I .64 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Ultrasonic station commissioned in 1974; multi-path operation from 1987
1986. Full range. No peak flows pre-1974 when drills derived from Teddington weir 1988
complex (70m wide): significant structural improvements since 1883. Some 1989
underestimation of pre-I951 low flows. Basellow sustained mainly from the Chalk 1990
and the Oolites. Runoff decreased by major PWS abstractions - naturalised flows
available. 0 Diverse topography, geology and land use which - together with the
pattern of water utilisation - has undergone important historical changes.
039002 Thames at Days Weir C A: 3444.7 km, 38-85
MA: NRA-T Level: 46m Local Number: 1930
FA R: PEI EIFI: .64 Sensitrety: 1986
Comment: Adjustable thin-plate weir (5.48m) plus 15 radial gates replaced, in 1987
1969, a barrage of radel and buck gates. Rating lormulae based upon gaugings - 1988
tailwater calibration applies for flows > 70 rn4s-i: above 103 mart overspill 1989
occurs. Daily naturalised lbws available for POR (equal to gauged flows up to 1990
1973) - allow for Didcot Power Station losses only. NMixed geelray (Oolitic
Limestone headwaters. Oxford Clay below). Predominately rural with development
concentrated along the valley.
 
039003 Wandle at Connollys Mill CA: 176.1 km, 62-85
/AA:NRA-T Level: lOrn Local Number: 4180
F.A.R: GE B.F.I: .135 Sensitivity: 92 1986
Comment: Rectangular critical-depth flume, (5 5m wide). Theoretical calibration. 1987
Drowns (and bypassed) during notable floods. Superseded (following channel 1988
improvements) Wandle Park immediately upstream (sporadic data available 1939- 1989
60). Very artificial /low pattern: runoff enhanced by sewage effluent. Large 1990
baseflow component. Topographic catchment substantially exceeds effective
drainage area. 0 The Wandle is spring.led (Chalk) but catchment is largely London
Clay. Urban/suburban with significant areas of parkland.
039004 Wandle at Beddington Park C.A: 122.0 km, 36..85
M A: NRA-T Level: 33m Local Number: 4150
FAR: G , - B.F.1: .77 Sensitivity: 120.0 1986
Comment Electromagnetic gauging station installed in a new cut in 1991. 1987
Previously: ComPeund Crump weir (total width: 7.92m: capacity: 13 rw2s-1) 1988
superseded (1964) very insensitne broad-crested weir (constructed 1939). 1989
Historical record poor; uncertain calibration, algal growth on weir, inaccurate zero 1990
setting, siltation etc. Hydrometric problems continued into the 1980s. Complex
water utilisation: substantial groundwater pumping. El Motive drainage area greater
than topographical catchment. 4 The Wandle rises in Chalk: London Pay
predominates in lower catchment. Suburban/urban land use.
039005 Beverley Brook at Wimbledon Common C.A: 436 km2 35..85
M.A: NRA-T Level: I 1m Local Number: 4080
F.A.R: GE B F.1: .64 Sensitivity: 11.5 1986
Comment: Trapezoidal critical-depth flume (overall channel width: 10m). Original 1967
station built 1935; flume commissioned in 1940 but no standing-wave formed until 1988
invert raised in 1961. Early flow data are of uncertain quality. Large capacity but 1989
bypassed during 1968 flood. Artificial how pattern; runoff enhanced by sewage 1990
effluent. Topographic catchment slightly exceeds effective drainage area. 4 Chalk
headwaters but a largely London Clay catchment of urban/suburban character.
039006 Windrush at Newbridge C.A: 362.6 km2 50-85
MA- NRA-T Level: 63m Lccal Number: 1090
FAR: PG1 13F.1- .67 Sensitivity: 160 1986
Comment: Compound broad-crested weir (total crest width 8.3m) with 1987
complementary side-spilling weir (14.9m wide) into bypass channel. Subject to 1988
drowning. From 1962 a calibration based upon gaugings was adopted. 1989
Improvements in the method of water level measurement made in 1969. Runoff 1990
diminished by a small net export of water. 4 A predominantly pervious (Oolitic
Limestone) catchment on the dip-slope of the Cotswolds. Mainly rural. Some
scattered settlements.
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039007 Blackwater at Swallowtield ak 354 8 km,
MA: NRA-T Level: 42m Local Number: 2469
FAR: GE B F.1! 67 Sensitivity: 11.5
Comment: Two Crump weirs (main 4 6m. side 2.7rn wide) superseded original
flume, plus side-spilling weir, in 1970 Minor bypassing of the side weir in flood
conditions, overflows more frequent pre-1970. Some net import of water - sewage
effluent augments flows. Exact delineation ol the hydrological catchment is
difficult. aChalk in the headwaters, clay, sands and alluvium in the valley.
Substantial and expanding urban development in the catchment but large rural
tracts remain; significant areas of healh and woodland.
039008 Thames at Eynsham CA: 1616 2 km,
M.A: NRA-T Level: 60m Local Number: 1200
FAR: SPE B.F.I: .67 Sensitivity:
Comment: Complex barrage of gates and weirs. total breadth 30m. Some
bypassing at  extreme  discharges. Early flow data derived from once-daily
gaugeboard readings. Naturalised flows available for period ol record; Offlake for
Farmoor reservoir is immediately upstream (operating from 1955).a Geology ts
mixed - pervious headwaters (Oolitic Limestone), Oxford Clay in lower reaches.
Mainly rural with development concentrated along the valley bottom.
039010 Caine at Denham ak 743 0 km2
MA: NRA-T Level: 34rn Local Number: 2870
F.A R. GEI B.F8 86 Sensitivity 14.4
Comment: Twin semi-circular broad.crested weirs (one section subject to
drowning). Insensitive - overall crest length 30m. Few high flow gaugings. All flows
contained. Complex water utilisation within the catchment. considerable GW
abstraction . net diminution in flows. Hydrological and topographical divides do not
coincide. I/ A largely Chalk catchment with clays in the valleys supplemented by
extensive gravel tracts. Rural headwaters with considerable suburban
development in the lower reaches.
039011 Way at Titford CA: 396 3 km,
MA: NRA-T Level: 48rn Local Number: 3040
FAR: GE BEI: .72 Sensitivity: 104
Comment: Crump weir (crest: 12m wide) reptaced (in 1972) an informal broad.
crested structure (incapable of precise flow measurement). High flows based on
gaugings and estimates of overbank /lows: some historical flood discharges are
under review. Small net export of water. Topographical catchment exceeds the
groundwater catchment. a A predominantly pervious catchment (Chalk and Upper
Greensand). Mainly rural: mixed woodland in the headwaters.
039012 Hogsmill at Kingston upon Thames CA: 691 km,
MA: NRA.T Level' 6m Local Number: 3390
F,A R: E . B.F 1..74 Sensitivity 15.4
Comment Rectangular humped flume 9.1m broad situated in a short reach
between u/s and d/s bends. Modular to beyond MAF. Responsive regime but
sewage effluent dominates the dry weather flow; significant imports ol water.
Flashy response. Some prowar data available; station relocated following poshwar
river works,  N A largely urban/suburban catchment in south west London
developed mainly on London Clay but headwaters are Chalk (North Downs).
039013 Cotne at Berrygroye C A: 352.2 km2
KA: NRA-T Level: 55rn Local Number: 2830
F.A.R. GEI 8F.I: .67 Sensitivity: 282
Comment: Compound Crump Weir superseded (in 1991) compound thin.plate
weir (9.0m broad - often drowned and bypassed). Effluent is a major component of
low flows - can produce abrupt flow changes. Groundwater catchment difficult to
delineate; losses occur (to the Lee) via swallow holes. Runoff also diminished  by
long term GW abstraction (restoration progamme began in 1991) toA largely
pervious (Chalk) catchment. Rural headwaters: considerable urban development in
the valley. Extensive gravel workings.
039014 Ver at Hansteads C.A. 132 0 km,
M A: NRA-T Level: 61m Local Number: 2819
FAR: G B EL .86 SensitivIty. 22.2
Comment: Compound Crump weir - 2 crests, each 2.44rn broad - superseded (in
1969) original broad-Crested weir (plus bypass channel), the early I bw data are of a
lesser quality. Topographical catchment area significantly exceeds the
hydrological catchment. Flows diminished by large groundwater abstractions
(including 'PWS lor Luton) - increased sharply since 1950 changing the river's
character (restoration programme began in 1991). a Pervious (Chalk) calchment.
Rural headwaters. significant urban development in the lower valley.
039015 Whitewater at Lodge Farm CA: 44.5 km,
MA: NRA-T Level: 72m Local Number: 2442
FAR: G B 81: .95 Sensitivity: 16.7
Comment: Crump weir - full range - superseded (1975) a rectangular thiaplate
weir operating since 1910 (data incomplete and of much poorer quality - weir had
clinging nappe and damaged crest) - slightly larger C.A. Part of the catchment
drains into the Basingstoke Canal: a proportion of this runoff returns to the
Whitewater catchment. Stable regime - baseflow dominanted - but some minor u/s
disturbance to flow pattern. 0 Catchment is developed entirely on Chalk. Rural
character.
039016 Kennet at Theale C.A: 1033.4 km2
MA; NRA-T Level: 43m Local Number: 229D
FAR: RGI 1318 87 Sensitivity: 6.5
Comment: Crump weir (159m broad) equipped with auxiliary crest and
downstream level  recorders,  All but highest flows contained. Net impact of
abstractions and discharges is very lirmted (but augmentation from W. Berks GW
SCheme during droughts). High baseflow component but responsive contribution
from the River Enbaurne, NA mainly pervious catchment (80% Chalk) but the
Enborne is a responsive tributary. Rural headwaters; urban development (and
growth) concentrated along the valley.
039019 Lamboum at Shaw C.A: 234.1 km,
M.A NRA-T Level: 76m Local Number: 2269
FAR: RG EFT: .97 Sensitivity: 13.8
Comment: Crump weir (10 67m broad) with auxiliary downstream recorder.
Possibility of a small overspill in high floods when storage may be provided by
Donnington Lake. D/s sluices occasionally inftuence flows, otherwise artificial
disturbance is limited (apart from periods during which the West Berks
Groundwater Scheme is operating - providing low flow support). Flow pattern is
baseflow dominated. a Pervious (Chalk), rural catchment in the Berkshire Downs.
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039020 Coln et Sibley CA: 106.7 Irxn2 6346
M A: NRA-T Level: 101m Lccal Number: 660
FAR: GE 135.1: .94 SensitMty: 20.8 1986
Comment Crump ,ftS (9.1m broad). Modular tivoughout the range. Sane 1987
metal onto flccdplain bet ore design capacity reached. Lirrated enpact of artdicial 1988
influences en river flows - net impart (sewage effluent). Baseftow dominated flow 1969
regime. 4 Pervious (Critic Limestone) catchment co the dtp-slope of the 1990
Cotswolds: predominantly rural.
039021 Cherwell at Endow Mill CA 551.7 km, 6545
M.A: NRA-T Level: 65in Local Number: 1460
F.A.R: PE B.F.I.65 SensitiVity: 109 1996
Comment Asynvnetrical cornpamd Crump weir (crest widths:3.05m and 6.10m) 1937
with sidespilling overfall weir - operates when Bow exceeds 10 rnis -'. Level 1988
measurement imprecise prior to 1967. Bypassing at high flows has varied in 1989
magnitude through time; unsuitable la flood analysis (but good estimation 1990
possible from early I980s). Linnted impact of artificial influences on the flow
regime. *A largely rural catchment. Geology is mixed wah a aeCcoderance ol
pervious Liassic formations.
039022 Loddon at SheepbrIdge CA: 164 5 km, 65-65
M.A: NRA-T Level: 42m Local Number: 2420
FAA: GEI B.F.!: .76 Sensithrity: 11.8 1986
Comment Two Crump weirs (2.1rn crest, plus complementary 6 9rn crest oblique 1987
to channel how). Both structures remain modular and all but extreme flows are 1988
contained. Net import of water into the catchment. # Headwaters are in the Chalk 1989
of the North Downs but the catchment is largely impervious. A predominantly rural 1990
catchment, containing some important - and growing - urban centres (including
Basingstoke).
039023 Wye et Hallam C.A: 137.3 km, 64-85
KA: NRA-T Level: 27m Local Number: 2593
F.A R: GI 8.F.1: .93 Sensitivity: 538 1966
Comment Crump weir, 6.1m broad. Modular throughout the flow range. All but 1987
extreme floods contained. The flow regime is baseflow dominated. Runoff 1989
decreased by impact ol groundwater abstractions (includIng Didcot PWS) - 1989
counteracted by operation of the ALF scheme from 1991_ 4 A mainly pervious 1930
(Chalk) catchment with an overburden of glacial deposits on the higher ground.
Dip-slope valley in the Chilterns: contains several significant urban/suburban
centres.
039025 Enbome at Brimpton CA: 107.6 ke 67-65
M A: NRA-T Level: 59m Local Number: 2279
FAR: GI Sensitity: 15.8 1986
Comment: Asymmetrical compound Crump weir (crest widths: 3 Om and 4 6m). 1987
Modular range up to  le  mls- i. Due to overtopping of the banks, highest flows are 1988
under.estimated. Net impact of abstractions (mostly groundwater) and discharges 1989
is very limited, but overall there is a net export ol water. Impact of West Berks 1990
Groundwater Scheme occasionally evident on lows flows (fran 1989). # Chalk
outcrops in the headwaters but catchment is mainly impervious (Tertiary clays).
Land use is principally agricultural.
039026 Chersell et Banbury ak - 1994 km, 66-85
MA: NRA-T Level: 89m Local Number: 1420
FAR: P 13.F .1:.40 Sensitivity: 12.0 1986
Comment Asymmetrical compound Crump-type weir (crest widths: 3 Orn, 8.9m). 1987
Modular limit about 22 m1/2-I. Approximately 50 km, of the catchment drains 1988
directly to the Oxford Canal: some of this runoff returns (via an overfall weir) 1969
upstream of Banbury. River flows also diminished by a large upstream abstraction 1990
(Grimsbury Source Works): this can appreciably distort the flow hydrograph.
Regime is relatively responsive. # Catchment consists mainly of Uassic formations
and is rural in character.
039027 Peng et Pengboume C.A: 170.9 km, 68-85
KA: NRA-T Level: 40m Local Number: 2190
F.A R: RGI B.F.I: .86 Sensitivity: 17 4 1986
Comment Crump weir, 4.0m broad with crest tapping. No local bYeassing but 1987
some overspill occurs into Sulham Brook during extreme floods. Runoff is 1988
i substantially diminished by increasing groundwater abstractions. otherwise few 1989
artificial influences on flows - but West Berks Groundwater Scheme now (post- 1990
1988) able to provide low flow support. 4 Catchment is principally perveus (Chalk)
but about 15% is impermeable (Reading Beds, London Clay and Alluvium): Drif t
also. A largely rural catchment.
039028 Dun at Hungerford CA: 101.3 krn, 68-85
M.A: NRA-T Level: 99m Local Number: 2239
FAR: GN B.F.I: .95 Sensitivity: 263 1986
Comment: Crump weir, I0.7m broad. Full range and modular. Abstractions and 1987
discharges are of minor significance. Small net loss but essentially a natural 1988
baseflow-dominated flow regime from the catchment. XA minty pervious (Chalk) 1989
calchment of rural character (chiefly agricultural but the Dun drains part of 1990
Savernake Forest).
039029 Tillingboume et Shalford CA: 59.0 km, 68-65
KA: NRA-T Level: 32m Local Number: 3079
F.A R: GIN B.F.I: 89 Sensitivity: 139 1986
Comment Crump weir, 5.5m broad with crest-tapping: drowning may result from 1987
backing-up from the Wey. Some artificial flow regulation, but sensibly natural 1988
runoff, very minor effect of abstractions and discharges. 4 Geology . dominated by 1989
the Lower Greensand - nominally pervious but catchment is responsive to heavy 1990
rainfall. The Tillingbourne drains from the North Downs: land use is Primarily
agricultural.
039030 Gade M Croaley Green C A: 184.0 km, 70-85
M A: NRA-T Level: 50m Local Number: 2849
F.A.R: GI . B.F.I: .86 Sensitivity: 26.8 1986
Comment: Compound Crump-type weir (three sections, total breadth 10.1m). The 1987
negligible inflow from the Grand Union Canal via an overfall weir is no longer 1988
monitored. The net effect of abstracticms and discharges is to make the runoff 1989
rather unrepresentatWe overall net evict of water. # Pervious headWaters (Chalk) 1990
with Tertiary deposits (mbstly impervious) in the valley. Mixed land use: Rural hills,
considerable urban development below.
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039033 Winterboume St at Bagnor CA: 492 km2 62-85 727
MA: NRA.T Level: 81m Local Number: 2264
FAR: RG Sensitivity: 36.7 1986 775 107
Comment: Crump weir, 3m broad - originally 5.5m but reduced to improve 1987 695 94
sensitivity (in 1968). Full range. Runoff reduced by groundwater abstractions: for 1988 678 93
limited periods flows also substantially influenced by pumping, and flow 1989 669 92
augmentation, associated with the West Berks Groundwater Scheme (e.g. winter 1990 543 75
1969/70, 1976 and 1989). OS A Chalk catchment; very rural character with low
population density.
039034 Evenlode at Cassington Mill CA 430 0 km, 70-85 719
MA: NRA-T Level: 60m Local Number: 1290
F.A.R: El EI.F.1: .71 Sensitivity: 11.9 1986 7138 110
Comment: Complex configuration - compound Crump weir (crests 4 Om and 1987 690 96
3.7m) plus two side-spilling weirs (broad.crested, 7.5m broad and Crump 4 6m 1988 643 89
broad); the latter discharge to a canal section. Theoretical calibration. Near-natural 1989 691 96
catchment but small net import of water and some limited storage in Blenheim 1990 536 75
Lake. A Headwaters largely impervious (Lies Series), pervious Oolitic Limestone in
lower reaches. Rural.
039035 Churn at Carney Wick a4. 124.3 km, 69415 849
1986 923 109
ocMA: NRA-T Level: 82m Lal Number: 290
F.A R: GEI B.F.1: 81 Sensitivity: 90.0
Comment: Asymmetrical compound Crump weir (crests: 1 8m and 3.7m wide). 1987 797 93
Full range. Very limited head during periods of low flow, hence sensitivity 1988 782 92
problems. Groundwater abstractions result in signif icant loss to the catchment. 1989 835 99
SI Primarily a pervious (Oolitic Limestone) catchment but with Oxford Clay in lower 1990 694 81
reaches. Rural but Cirencester and the Cotswold Wildlife Park close to Cerney
Wick.
039036 Law Brook at Albury C.04 160 km, 68..85 826
MA: NRA-T Level. 57m Local Number: 3074
1986 895 108F AR: G B F.I..93 Sensitiviiy: 20.0Comment: Rectangular thin.plate weir, 2.7m broad. Flood discharges near to weir 1987 853 103
occapacity and bypassing curs on the right bank. The baseflow dominated runoff 1988 733 89
edis diminishby groundwater abstractions. V Small, relatively steep, rural 1989 697 84
catchment draining from the North Downs: mainly pervious (Upper Greensand) but 1990 697 84
responsive on occasions.
039037 Kennet at Marlborough C A: 142.0 km, 72-85 813
M A: NRA.T Level. 127m Local Number: 2210
F A R: G - B F.I: .95 Sensitivily: 542 1986 860 106
Comment: Crump weir, 6.1m broad, with crest tapping plus Crurnp.crested side 1987 743 91
weir for high flows. Full range and not subject to drowning. Runoff is low and 1988 750 92
base/low dominated. The hydrological catchment is smaller than the topographical 1989 726 89
catchment; some diminution in flow also results from groundwater abstraction. 1990 • 624 77
4/ Chalk catchment: predominantly rural
039038 Theme at Shabbington C A: 443 0 km2 68..85 602
MA: NRA.T Level: alm Local Number: 1970
FAR: GE B.F.1: .54 Sensitivity: 17.4 1986 729 114
Comment Broad-crested weir (width: 10.5m), current meter catration - 1987 680 106
imprecise al high flows when flows often exceed bankfull; some bypassing may 1988 635 99
occur on right bank. New gauging station commissioned downstream in 1990. 1989 600 93
Responsive regime (small flow contribution from the scarp of Me Chilterns). A A 1990 521 81
rural catchment (but Aylesbury is in the headwaters) developed mainly on clays
and Greensand.
039040 Thames at West Mill Cricklade CA: 185.0 km, 72-85 786
MA: NRA-T Level: 79m Local Number: 190
FAR: PGEI B Ft .62 Sensitivity: 286 1986 863 110Comment: Compound Crump weir (cresls: 2.5m and 4 5m wide) with crest 1987 751 96
tapping. Bypassing during extreme floods. Runoff somewhat diminished by 1988 750 95
groundwater abstractions.  N Mixed geology - the Thames rises on the Cotswolds 1989 766 97(Oolitic Limestone), Weer catchment is Chiefly adord Clay. Land use is primarily 1990 625 80
agricultural. Extensive gravel workings in the main valley.
039042 Leach at Priory Mill Lechlade C A: 76.9 km, 72-85 713
MA: NRA-T Level: 72m Local Number:1390
FAR: PE B Ft .78 Sensitivity: 320 1986 767 108
Comment: Crump weir. 4 5rn broad with crest tappMg - downstream weed 1987 703 99
growth and backing.up from the Thames can result in drowning. Full range. 1988 701 98
Effluent derived from outside the catchment results in small net augmentation of 1989 739 104
runoff; otherwise artificial influences are minima/. A A rural catchment on the dip- 1990 567 80
slope ol the Cotswolds: mainly pervious.
039043 Kennet at Knighton C.A: 295.0 km2 62..85 789
beMA: NRA-T Level: 105m Local Numr: 2230
FAR: G B.F.1: 95 Sensitivity: 21.1 1986 863 109
Comment: Two Crump weirs: I3.7m crest on the main channel plus a 1.7m crest 1987 742 94
on the Littlecote Stream. Very flat gradient i main river is subject to frequent 1988 746 95
drowning; very high submergence ratios - nearby station records may be used to 1989 717 91
assess the daily flow. Some pre-I980 flows uncorrected, data under review. Some 1990 628 80
bypassing during floods. Flows slightly diminished by groundwater abstraction.
Base/low dominates the now regime. AChalk catchment. Mainly rural (includes
part ol Savernake Forest) but some urban growth in the va/ley.
039044 Hart at Bramshill House C.A: 84.0 km, 72-85  706
:4.4.NRA-T Level: 50m Local Number: 2458
F.A R: E 8 F.I: .64 1986 767 109Sensitivity: 18.1
Comment Crump weir, 4 Om broad, with crest and downstream tappings. Banks 1987 715 101
overtopped in extreme floods. Flows augmenled by effluent derived from outside 1988 646 92
the catchment.  N A mainly impermeable (Eocene formations with some overburden 1989 669 95
of glacial deposits) catchment. Mixed land use - largely rural with considerable 1990 570 81
woodland but includes growing urban development near headwaters(Farnborough and Fleet).
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039046 Thames at Sutton Courtenay CA: 3414.0 km2 73.15
MA: NRA-T level: 45m Local Number; 1800
FAR: PEI BPI: .62 Sensitivity: 19%
Comment Multi-path ultrasoric gaugng station replaced (1962) origami - first m 1997
the UK - single path device; eery data of toter precisiori. Rectangular channel in 1988
straight. navigable reach Levels, and the velocity profile relative to Me four 1989
ultrasonic flightpaths, influenced by d/s Stems Some negative flows in 2976.41 1990
but highest flows contained. Station between off take and discharge lac Didcot P S
(naturalised fkmo available). a MI ed geology (Oolitic Limestone headwaters.
Oxford Clay below). Matey rural with development concenUated in the valleys.
039049 Silk Stream at Cofindeep Lane CA: 29.0 km2 73-85
MA: NRA-T Level: 4Orn Local Number: 3829
FA R: Sensitivity: 27.5 1986
Comment Flat V weir (1:10 cross slope, width: 8.5m). Theoretical rating. Further 1987
gaugngs needed to establish modular range. Some bypassing during floods. Pre- 1989
1973 data (ol limited quality) ava441-4.4 lac two eader stations on the SIN Stream - 1989
significant river improvements undertaken in the 1950s Responsive regime. Net 1990
impact of abstractions and discharges uncertain: artificial influences evident at
lowflows. 4 Catchrnent is Largely London Clay. Rural/suburten headwaters, heavily
urbanised below.
039051 Sor Brook at Adderbury C A: 2064 km, 67-85
MA: NRAT Level: 28m Local Number: 1439
FA R( PEI B.F.I: .74 Sensitivity: 184 1986
Comment: Crump weir, commissioned in 1982, superseded a compound broad- 1987
crested weir (3 6m broad) plus sluice gates - monitoring the sluice position 1988
complicated the computation al the early flow data. High flow calibration for the 1989
Crump weir yet to be fully defined. Some bypassing during floods. Minor impact of 1990
artificial disturbances on the flow regime. a An impervious (Middle Les). mainly
rural catchment.
039052 The Cut at Binfield C.A: 502 krn2 57..85
M A: NRA-T Level: 46rn Local Number: 2620
F.A Ft: El B Ft .44 Sensitivity: 16 7 1996
Comment: Broad-crested weir (crest- 13 7m wide) plus adlustable low flow notch 1987
(crest: 1 22m wide) at outletl from an ornamental lake. Early flow data less precise 1988
(discharge was originally over the insensitive weir only). Significant effluent 1989
component during periods of low flow. Small net import of water. a An 1990
impermeable catchment (London Clay). Rural headwaters, including considerable
woodland but major New Town (Bracknell) development below - almost 30 per cent
urban overall.
039053 Mole at Hodey CA: 899 km2 61.85
MA: NRAT Level: 52m Local Number: 3230
FA R: PE B.F.I: .44 Sensitivity: 130 1986
Comment: Compound broad.crested weir (central notch: 2.44m broad) plus 1987
flanking crests: 10.96m broad), rated section at high flows. Primary monitoring site 1988
is now downstream (see 0390E9). Small net import ol water (sewage effluent). 1989
# Catchment is mainly impermeable (chiefly Weald Clay) with mixed land use - 1990
includes Crawley, Gatwick Airport and considerable woodland.
039054 Mole at Gatwick Airport C.A: 31.8 kma 61-85
M A( NRAT Level: 57m Local Number, 3210
F.A.R: PE B.F.I: .24 Sensitivity: 200 1986
Comment Rectangular flume (2.74m broad) in culvert below airport runway plus 1987
Crump weir in new overflow channel. RA range station. Very limited disturbance to 1968
the responsive, natural flow regime (Gatwick Airport is not in the catchment): small 1989
net export of water. X Impervious (Weald Clay) catchment; largely rural. 1990
039055 Yeading Bk West at Yearling West C.A: 176 km, 79_85
MA: NRAT Level: 32m Local Number: 3620
F.A R: an: .40 • Sensitivity: 1949 1986
Comment: Flat V weir (width: 5.02m, 1:20 cross-slope) u/s of culvert below the 1987
Western Avenue. Limited depth of approach - structure drowns readily but 1988
satisfactory gauged rating Additional floodplain storage (provided as part of 1983 1989
rivet improvement scheme) increased lag times. Since 1983 some bypassing - via a 1990
feeder ditch - has occurred. Persistent problems with zero setting of stage
recorder in 1970s. a Impervious, suburban catchment in northwest London.
039057 Crane at Cranford Park C.A: 61.7 km2 78-85
MA: NRA-T Level: 23m Local Number: 3860
F.A R: B F.1: .36 Sensitivity: 32.4 1986
Comment Non-standard enticet depth flume improvised from the invert ol a 1987
footbridge. Straight reach with banks stabilised by timber revetments. Calibration 1988
is theoretical - gaugings needed to verify rating and determine the modular limit. 1989
Left bank bypassing occurs above a stage of about 13m. Complex water 1993
utilisation. Small natural import of water from the Caine catchment. A relatively
responsive regime. a A flat, generally impervious (mostly London Day) catchment
of suburban character - includes Northolt Airport.
039058 Pool at Wrist ord Road C.A: 383 km, 78..85
MA: NRAT Level: 17m Local Number: 4369
FAR: G B.F.I: .57 Sensitivity: 24.9 1986
Comment Trapezoidal flume; breadth at the critical section: 3.05m. Full range. 1987
Theoretical calibration. Runoff is reduced by groundwater abstractions and 1988
artificial influences evident at low flows. Some earlier data (1961-71) exist for an u/s 1989
site Selworthy Road (039827). a The Pool River rises as Chalk springs (below 1990
Addington Hill) but flows mostly over impervious Eocene deposits. Land use is
principally of a suburban/urban character (south London). Data under review.
039061 Letcombe Brook at Letcombe Bassett CA: 2.7 km2 71..85
M A: NRAT Level: 106m Local Number: 1761
B.F.I: .96F.A.R: Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Flat V weir (3.0 m wide) superseded original rectangular notch (1.0 m 1987
wide) in 1981. Baseflow dominated regime. Flows substantially reduced by 1988
pumping from the Childrey Warren boreholes; ALF (augmentation of low flows) 1989
scheme under development (1992). a Entirely rural catchment on scarp slope of 1990
the Lambourn Downs: Chalk - Drift tree  but some peat on the highest hills in the
South.
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039065 Ewelme Brook at Ewelme GA: 13,4 km,
MA: NRA-T Level: 66m Local Number: 1995
FAR: B.F.I: .98 Sensitivity:
Comment: Flat V weir (width: 2m) installed in 1980 superseded Mf ter 4-year
break) a rectangular thin-plate weir (width: 1.524m). Limited head - algal growth on
crest can be a problem. Natural, stable flow regime. Fish farming and cress beds
ceased activity in 1991. Topographical and groundwater drainage areas may differ
significantly.* The Ewelme Brook drains from a dry valley in the Chalk escarpment.
Land use is rural/agricultural. Ewelme village is the only settlement.
039068 Mole at Castle Mill aA: 316 0 km,
M.A: NRA-T Level: 39m Local Number: 3270
FAR GE 8E1/ .43 Sensitivity: 194
Comment Crump weir (15.0m broad) superseded original mill weir (velocity-area
rated) in 1978. Crump weir is modular lo structurefull. All but very high flows
contained. Small net import of water (sewage effluent). a Impervious (mostly Weald
Clay) Catchment. Mixed land use.
039069 Mole at Kinnersley Manor CA: 142.0 km,
MA. NRA-T Level: 48m Local Number: 3240
FAR: E B.F.I: .39 Sensitivity: 19.3
Comment: Rectangular flume, 7m wide at throat, plus 1.86m rectangular side
sluice. Calibration based on current meter gaugings which extend beyond bankfull.
Signiticanl net imporl of water (sewage effluent increasing through time) but
otherwise moderate overall impact of artificial influences.  0  A largely impervious
catchment (mostly Weald Clay). Very mixed land use - rural tracts and urban
centres: Crawley and Gatwick Airport are in the catchment.
039073 Churn at Cirencester C.A: 840 km,
KA: NRA-T Lever: I 1 Im Lccal Number: 260
B.F.!: .88 Sensitivity: 21.1FAR: GE
Comment: Flat V war (1:10 cross-slope, 4.5m broad). Auxiliary downstream waler
level recorder. Full range station Predominantly natural catchment: some
diminution of flow due to groundwater abstractions. *Pervious (Oolitic Limestone)
catchment on the dip-slope of the Cotswolds. Primarily rural, low population
density, some scattered woodland.
039074 Ampney Brook at Sheepen Bridge CA: 74.4 km2
MA: NRA-T Level: 78m Local Number: 490
FAR: P EEC .73 Sensitivity: 600
Comment: Flat V weir (110 cross-s/ope, 4.5m broad). Commonly drowned. "
Calibration under review - gaugings indicate that the drowned flow reduction factor(based on tadwater levels) over-compensates for non-modularity *. Limited head at
low flows therefore insensitWe. Some bypassing at highest flows-Small diminution
ol flow due to abstraction, otherwise a naturally responding catchment. *The
Ampney Brook rises in the pervious Great Oolite series but the lower catchment is
principally Oxford Clay. A rural catchment.
039076 Windrush at Worsham CA: 296.0 km,
MA: NRA-T Level: m Local Number: 1080
FAR: PN B Fe .84 Sensitivity: 135
Comment: Twin, adjustable radial gate (sharp-crested) weirs. Calibration allows
for nine separate gate settings. Drowning is very rare. Some early (from 1942) data
held by NRA-T for the original rhymer weir. Negligible disturbance to the natural
flow regime. 4 A pervious (Oolitic Limestone) catchment on the dip-slope of the
Cotswolds. Predominantly rural - Witney is the largest settlement.
039077 Og at Marlborough Poulton Fm C.A: 59.2 km,
M.A: NRA-T Level: 125m Local Number: 2219
F.A.R: G B.F.I: .97 Sensitivity: 300
Comment Flat V weir (width/ 3 Om) with auxiliary downstream recorder - seasonal
weed growth causes drowning. Groundwater abstraction /n the headwaters
otherwise flow regime is natural and dominated by basellow. a The Og is a Chalk
stream draining from the Marlborough Downs. A  rural  catchment with very low
population density_
039078 Wey(north) at Farnham CA: 191.1 km2
beMA: NRA-T Level: 64m Local Numr: 3020
F.A.R: GE B.F.I: 31 Sensitivity: 38.9
Comment: Crump weir (width: 9.14m) with thin-plate along the crest line.
Calibraten is theoretically based . a few confirmatory gaugings. Modular. Possible
• high flow bypassing via culvert immedialely u/s. Baseflows considerably
diminished by groundwater abstractions in the headwaters. 4 A mainly Chalk
eatchment with Gault Clay in the lower reaches. Predominantly rural, some urban
development on the watershed.
039079 Wey at Weybridge CA: 1008.0 km2
MA/ NRA-T Level: 9m Local Number: 3090
B F.I: .64 - Sensitivity:
•CoMment Ultrasonic gaugirig station, single-path (Harwell design). Weed-growth
and /velecity distribution 'can cause problems but this site dOeS monitor the
complete Wey 'system; confluence with canal is just u/s. Upstream storage
produces / some / flood attenuation. a Mixed geology: largely permeable upper
catchment (Chalk and Upper Greensand of the North Downs): impermeable
Tertiary formations dominate the lower catchrnent. Diverse land use - rural tracts
with mixed wocdbncl; considerable suburban development below the headwaters.
039081 Ock at Allot/ Gardens C.A: 234.0 km,
M.A: NRA-T Level: 51m Local Number/ 7
B F1: .62
190
Sensitivity/ 208F.A.R: GE
Comment Crump weir 7.79m wide (auxiliary d/s tapping) superseded original
compound structure in 1979. Weir drowns during floods - overspill can occur into
Sandford Brook - more common pre-1979: no flow adjustment made. Substantial
channel improvements. Runoff augmented by sewage effluent (derived from
outside catchment). Contributing area exceeds topographical catchment.  to Flat,
rural valley in Vale ot The White Horse. Mixed geology - 50% pervious: Chalk
down/and forms southern watershed, remainder mostly Tertiary clays.
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039086 Gatwick Stream at Gatwick Link CA: 316 km, 75-85 848
MA NRA-T Level: Men Local Nernber: 3223
FAR: E 191.1: 61 Sensamty: 20.0 1996 867 102
Comment Crump weir (4 Em broad) with mest tappiin: located al Me end of a 1987 867 102
culven. Superseded earlier velooty-area station (u/s). Modular apart frorn 1988 761 90
exceptional discharges. Flow pattern affected by sewage effluent and urban 1989 1:88 81
runoff; Large net import to the catchment. • Mixed geology but mainlyjive:Void 1993 763 90
(Weald Clay). Mixed Land use with sigrulcant urban and forested areas.
039087 Ray at Water Eaton C A: 94.1 krn, 74-85 717
M.A: NRA-T Level: 76m Local Number: 393
FAR: GE B F.I: .58 Sensitivity: 14.0 1986
Comment Multi-path ultrasonic superseded (in 1989) a Crump weir (width: 1%7 690 95
5.195m) with crest and downstream recorders: backwater from the Thames 1988 688 96
caused frequent drowning; high submergence ratios - flood data is of limited 1989 686 96
precision. Flows heavily influenced by Swindon runoff (sewage effluent, balancing 1996 550 77
ponds etc.): net import of water. • The Ray rises in the Marlborough Downs and
drains a relatively flat, mainly impervious. catchment. Largely agricultural land use
but important sub-catchment contrasts - urbanisation in the headwaters.
039088 Chess at Rickrnensworth C.A: 105 0 km, 74-85 778
M A: NRA-T Level: 47m Local Number: 2859
F.A.R: PGE B.F I: 94 Sensitivity: 22.3 1986 815 105
Comment Crump weir (6 Om broad) with auxiliary downstream recorder. Full 1987 805 103
range station. The basellow dominated flow regime is influenced by sewage 1988 723 93
effluent and groundwater abstractions; significant net export from the catchment. 1989 677 87
• The Chess is a Chalk stream draining the dip-slope of the Chilterns. Headwaters 1990 576 74
are rural; significant urban growth in the lower valley.
039089 Gade at Bury Mill CA: 482 km, 75-85
MA: NRA-T Level: m Local Number: 2841
F.A R: B.F.I: .92 SensitMty: 23.3 1986
Comment Rectangular Hume with side contractions. Installed by Hemel 1987
Hempstead Development Corporation. Responsive regime. Balancing pond 1988
upstream. Leak in stilling well discovered in 1990. 4 Dip-slope stream draining the 1989 665
Chilterns - atypical regime due to Tertiary and Clay-with-Flints overburden. A 1990 571
mainly rural catchment draining to Hemel Hempstead.
039090 Cole at inglasham C.A: 140 0 km2 76-85
KA: NRA-T Level: 73m Local Number: 790
FAR: G BR]: .55 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment Compound Crump Weir (high central crest). Channel divides 1987 671
immediately below weir; part only ol the structure is subject to non-modular 1988 666
conditions (this can cause significant data proCeSsieb Problems).0 Chalk scarp 1989 644
headwaters but catchment is largely low-lying and impervious (clay). A mainly rural 1990 508
catchment, some urban growth below the headwaters.
039092 Dollis Brook at Hendon Lane Bridge C.0: 25.1 km2 79..85
MA: NRA-T Level: 47m Local Number: 3809
F.A.R: 19.F.1: .29 Sensitivity: 1986 805
Comment Compound broad-crested weir with rectangular thinplate inset. Plate 1987 771
is damaged and upstream accretion is severe - influences stage measurement as 1988 707
well as weir performance. Opening of sluice hatches results in occasional 1989 651
bypassing. Always modular and potentially a worthwhite station. 0 Catchment in 1990 558
northwestern suburbs of London: Barnet and Hendon but with rural headwaters in
the west Geology is entirely London Clay of Eocene age. Drift free.
039093 Brent at Monks Perk C.A1 117.6 km, 78_85
MA: NRAT Level: 25 m Local Number: 3850
F.A.R: Sensitivity: 292 1986 785
Comment: Critical depth flume (rectangular) in a concrete channel, downstream 1987 751
of Brent Reservoir. 4 A largely urban/suburban catchment in northwest London. 1988 685
1989 620
1990 546
039094 Crane et Marsh Fenn C.A: 81.0 krn, 77-85
MA: NRA-T Level: 7m Local Number: 3680
FAR: G B El: .33 Sensitiwty: 174 0 1986 688
Comment Rectangular critical depth flume (insensitive) in a straight concrete 1987 691
channel. Theoretical rating modular limit to be determined. Capacity approx. 30 1988 621
mks-l; yet to be exceeded. Substantial artificial influence on flow pattern: 1989 578
automatic weir u/s diverts flow into the Duke's River, considerable area of gravel 1990 478
workings: some runoff gain from the Colne catchment. NVery flat catchment -
drainage network difficult to delineate in parts. Mainly urban; catchmenl contains
Heathrow Airport and several pumped storage res. (abstracting from Thames).
039095 Quaggy at Manor House Gardens CA: 33.5 km, 78..85
MA: NRA-T Level: 13m Local Number: 4383
F.A R: B F.I: .49 Sensitivity: 408 1986
Comment A critical depth flume (width: 4m, wingwall height: 2m) in a concrete 1987
channel. The flume was constructed in 1961 and calibrated theoretically - the low 1988
flow rating has since been revised on the basis 01 currenl meter gauging results. 1989
Modular range uncertain. The structure was Overwhelmed by the 1969 flood but 1993 53:
sensib/y full range otherwise. 4 The catchment is a mixture of urban and suburban
development. - .. -
039096  . WealestoneBrook at Wembley C.A: 21.7 km, 79.85
MA: NRA-T Level: - 29m Local Number: 3839
FAR: . -. B.F.I: 26 Sensitivity: 396 1986
Comment: Flat V profile weir in a culvert (below Olympic Way. Wembley). 1987
Following modifications to the structure in 1978 it was refurbished but the 1988
theoretical rating may no longer tufty apply. Uncertain overall impact of artificer 1989
influences on responsive flow regime - but complex pattern al water utilisation. 0 A 1990 52
largely impervious urban/suburban catchment.
039097 Thames at Buscot C.A: 997.0 km, 1980
Mk NRA-T Level: 70m Local Number: 900
FAR: GE B F.1: .72 Sensitivity: 1986 816
Comment A complex weir - radial gates and overfall weirs - embracing two 1987 717
channels. Two upstream and two downstrearn head recorders. Calibrated using 1988 715
current meter measurements. All but highest flows contained. Small net export of 1989 736
water (due to groundwater abstraction). 4 Mixed geology: runoff from the 1990 586
Cotswolds (Oolitic Limestone) provides a significant baseflow but the Oxford Clay
valley is much more responsive. Land use is rural/agricultural with settlements
concentrated in the valley where gravel extraction is significant.
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to confirm the high flow calibration. All but exceptional floods contained. Flashy - 1989
large flow (and velocity) range. Very limited impact of artificial influences on the 1990
flow pattern. 0 Surburban catchment to the west of London. Largely impermeable.
Headwaters rise in countryside but substantial developement downstream -
Pinner. Ruislip and Ickenham are all In the catchment.
039099 Ampney Brook at Ampney SL Peter CA: 45.3 km2 83-85
KA: NRA-T Level: 95m Local Number: 470
B.F.]: .77 Sensitivity: 40.0 1986
Comment Flat V weir. 1:10 cross-slope. Theoretical calibration confirmed by 1987
gaugings. Drowning unlikely (but d/s stilling well installed). Full range. Primarily a Ism
natural catchrnent but very high runoff suggests that the contributing area 1989
exceeds the topographical catchment. Station is located just d/s of a fish farm. X A 1990
rural catchrnent developed principally on the pervious Great Oolite of the
Cotswolds; the Ampney Brook is a dip-slope stream.
039100 Swill Brook at Clayey CA 53.3 km2 84.85
M.A: NRA-T Level: 88m Local Number: 155
FAR: B.F.1: .34 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment Electromagnetic gauging station with overhead coil. More gaugings 1987
required to confirm rating. Natural, and responsive, flow regime but runoff may be 1988
influenced by groundwater pumping from the confined ()elite aquifer. Large range 1989
of velocities - monitoring of the lowest flow rates is suspect. X Relatively flat, rural 1990
catchment given over to agnculture. Primarily impervious (Oxford Clay).
039101 Aldbourne at Remsbury C.A: 531 km2 82-85
M.A: NRA-T Level: 106rn Local Number: 2229
FAR: N B.F.!: .97 Sensitivity: 405 1986
Comment Two Flat V weirs - 1:10 cross-slopes (one is located on a bypass 1987
stream). Theoretical calibration. At flows contained. Sensibly natural flow regime. 1988
Contributing area exceeds topographical catchment. X The Aldboume drains a 1989Chan,downland catchment. Land use is predominately agricultural - Melbourne is 1990
the only significant settlement
039102 Misbouine at Denham Lodge CA: 136.0 km2 84.85
MA NRA-T Level. 35m Local Number: 2879
FAR: GE B.F.1: .88 Sensitrvity: 17.4 1996
Comment Crump weir (crest: 3.5m wide) plus Flat V (width: 2.0m, 1:10 cross- 1987
slope) on small distributary. High flow range under review but drowning rare 1988
Bypassed only in exceptional floods. Baseflow dominated chalk stream, influent 1989
near the Chalfonts. Historical MNS abstractions caused dErninution in flows: 1990
counteracted by ALF scheme from 1992, Groundwater catchment: 81 sq km.
• Elongated dip-slope catchrnent in the Chilterns. Urban growth in valley but
catchmen1 is mostly Green Belt - agriculture with scattered tracts of woodland.
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Gauged daily flows, monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
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Summary  of  Archived Data
Gauged daily flows, monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
Gauged daily flows, monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
KEY:
Complete daily and complete peaks
Complete daily and partial peaks
Complete daily and no peaks
Partial daily and complete peaks
Partial daily and partial peaks
Partial daily and no peaks
No flow data
Complete
rainfall
A
Incomplete or
missing rainfall
a
Up-to-date Summaries of Archived Data are available on request from the National WaterArchive Office.
Complete daily and complete monthly
Partial daily and complete monthly
Partial daily and partial monthly
Partial daily and no monthly -
No daily and complete monthly
No daily and partial monthly
No naturalised flow data
Naturalised daily and monthly flows
'KEY:
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040003 Medway at TeSton C.A.1256.1 km2
M A: NRA-S Level: 7m Local Number: 453202001
FAR: SRPG B.F.I: 41 Sensitivity.
Comment: Crump profile weir plus sharp-crested weir superseded insensitive
broad-crested weir. Flows greater than 27 mks-1 measured at well calibrated river
section 2km d/s (East Farleigh), updating of primary record incomplete.
Responsive regime Complex water utiltsatiod Significant artificial disturbance: low
flow augmentation from Bewl Water (via River Teise): > 20 yrs of naturalised flows
available. # Mixed geology: impervious formations constitute up to 50% of the
catchment. Diverse land use with significant areas of woodland and orchard.
040004 Bother at Udiam C A' 206 0 km,
MA. NRA-S Level. 2m Local Number 556505001
FAR: SGE B.F.!: .39 Sensitivity: 238
Comment: Broad-crested weir with current meter rating for high flows - calibration
imprecise due to backwater effects and, for certain periods, the influence of d/s
land drainage works. Flow is confined to the measuring reach (at Ndiarril except in
extreme flows. Of f take for Darwell reservoir (on the Oudwell tributary) is u/4 Small
net export of water. # A responsive catchment developed mainly on clays of the
Wadhurst series. Rural - significant expanses of woodland
040005 Beult at Stile Bridge C.A: 277.1 km,
ocMA: NRA-S Level. 12m Lal Number: 453210001
F.A R: El B.F.!: .24 Sensitivity: 11.4
Comment: Compound stucture - central flume separated, by short divide piers,
from broad-crested flanking sections with a rated section for high flows. Calibration
is based upon model tests and current metering Flood banking confines flows.
Small overall impact of artificial influences - all the abstraction is agricultural (and,
therefore, very variable). # Geology: principally Weald Clay (but includes some
pervious sandstones) - baseflow is very low for a Kent catchment. Rural.
040007 Medway at Chalfont Weir C A' 255.1 km,
MA: NRA-S Level.- 31m Local Number: 453500001
F.A R: SE B.F.I: .47 Sensitivity: 10.2
Comment: Humped trapezoidal flume (capacity 85 m34d) plus a rated section
0 8km d/s at Colliers Land Bridge; gaugings above bankfull included in the
calibration. Channel subject to erosion during floods. Catchment includes Weir
Wood Res (which provides compensation flows). Small net export. Sluices u/s can
influence levels Quite a responsive regime despite significant baseflow
# Geology: mixed but mainly Ashdown Sands and Wadhurst Clay The Medway
drains f rom Ashdown Forest and the catchment is predominantly rural in character.
040008 Great Stour at Wye C A: 230.0 km2
M A: NRA-S Level: 29m Local Number 654306001
F AR: GE B.F.I: .57 Sensitivity: 15.1
Comment: Crump weir (width 7.61m) - drowns at about 3 &sr' - VA station (just
d/s) for high flows. Weedgrowth can cause overestimation of flows Ashford
effluent is a significant component of low flows; small net import of water. Flood
retention reservoirs above Ashford (constructed 1990-2). Hydrographs show
evidence of u/s mill sluice operation (dediningl, 4 The E & W. branches of the Stour
flow over impermeable (mainly) Weald Clay; below Ashford (the only major
settlement) Chalk predominates. A rural catchment with mixed land use
040009: Teise at Stone Bridge CA. 136 2 km2
M.A. NRA-S Level: 25m Local Number. 453230001
F.A R: RPGE B.F.I: 46 Sensitivity: 22.1
Comment: Broad-crested weir (crest width: 5.95m: weir capacity. approx. 3
mks-l) in trapezoidal section with current-metering section immediately upstream.
Well calibrated throughout the flow range. Significant baseflow but responsive
also. Of f take for Bewl Water Reservoir is about 1km upstream. Augmentation (from
Bewl Water) very evident during periods of low flow, e.g. in 1989/90. # A rural
catchment developed on sand and clay of the Wealden Series.
040011
 Great Stour at Horton C A: 345.0 km2
MA. NRA-S Level: 13m Local Number. 654400001
F.A R: GE B.F.I: .70 Sensitivity: 9.5
Comment: Broad-crested weir (width: 10 7m, insensitive) in trapezoidal section
plus a VA section for flows > 20 rn5s-1. EM installed 1992 All flows contained.
Minor impact of artificial influences on runoff (import of 003 m1/4-I in 1988). modest
PWS and irrigation abstractions in lower valley. Flood storage reservoirs above
Ashford (constructed 1990-2). U/s mill regulation evident on the hydrographs.
# The ES W. branches of the Stour flow over Weald Clay; below the confluence (at
Ashford) Chalk dominates. A rural catchment with mixed land use
040012 Darent at Hawley C A: 191.4 km,
M.A: NRA-S Level: Ilm Local Number: 451321001
F A R: G. B F.I: 70 Sensitwity: 85.0
Comment: Crump weir (7.62m broad). Crest width may be restricted during
periods of low flow to increase sensitivity: Station is bypassed in exceptional
floods. Influent above Hawley. Flow pattern affected by u/s sluices. Effect of
abstractions evident at low flow (e.g. 001r89) Baseflows greatly reduced by
increasing groundwater abstractions; regime and character of the Darent altered
through time, 4 A mainly pervious (Chalk and U. Greensand) catchment with some
sand/clay: predominantly rural with some expanding urban centres.
040013 Darent at Otford C.A: 1005 km,
MA: NRA-S Level: 60m Local Number 451332001
F.A R: 8 F.I: 59 Sensitivity: 20.0
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir (crests: 3.04m and 2 x 2 286m broad)
with crest tapping. Superseded the original velocity-area station in 1969. Station is
bypassed during floods and upstream accretion/bank encroachment is significant.
Modular rating only. Flows are diminished by groundwater abstractions which
show a substantial historical increase. 4 A mainly pervious (Chalk) catchment but
with considerable areas of clay and some gravel in the valley. Predominantly rural.
040014 Wingham at Ourlock C.A: 37.7 km,
M A' NRA-S Level: 4m Local Number: 654620001
F AR: E B.F.I: .56 Sensitivity:
Comment: 120 degreeV-notch weir; capacity of notch about 009 rnss-1.
Theoretical rating. Drowns for extended periods - poorly maintained downstream
channel subject to blockage after high flows. Sewage effluent is a very minor flow
component. Topographical catchment substantially exceeds the actual
contributing area. # A mainly impervious catchment, principally Chalk - overlain in
parts by Drift - plus Tertiary deposits: baseflows derive from the Thane/ Sands.
Predominantly rural embracing the village of Ash.
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040015 White Drain at Fairbrook Farm CA: 318 lon7
MA: NRA-S Level: Bm Local Number: 652421001
F.A.R: E BET: .52 Senstavity-. 164
Comment Trapezoidal critical depth flume designed  for  in:di:tar operation.
Occasional overtopping onto wide aluvia/ floodplain. Runoff diminished doe to
groundwater abstraction horn the Chat Sewage effluent - discharging 1km
upstream - formed a ma0r component of low flows um/ 1991 (sewage treatment
now undertaken at Faversham - outside catcnnent). 4 Mated gedogy: Chalk and
Lower Londan Teddies provide baseflow. surface runoff from the London Clay.
040016 Cray at Craytord . CA: 119.7 km2
MA: NRA.S Level: Em LOCal Number: 45122=1
FAR: B.F.1: .69 Sensitivity: 27.8
Comment Asymmetrical compound Crump profile weir (crests: 3 048m and
7.62m broad). Modukv hnit about 9 &sm. Comemparary flows are corrected foe
drowning. Flows are substanhatly affected by artificial influences; surface and
groundwater abstractions. stormwater overflows and extensive local gravel
workings. Considerable net export of water. # A manly pervious (Chalk)
catchment. Urban land use is significant up to RD% and increasing.
040017 oadwellat Burwash G.A: 275 knit
MA: NRA-S Level: 28m Local Number: 556521001
F.A R: B FA: .45 Sensitivity: 540
Comment Crump profile weir (crest: 4.83m) in straight reach. high flow rating
based on gaugings. Steep banks contain al but exceptional flows. Flow regime is
essentially natural. # Geology: Ashdown Sands (abouteo%-vartablepermeability)
and Purbeck Beds (about 20%). A relatively steep, rural catchment draining from
the High Weald.
040018 Darent at Lullingstone C.A: 118.4 km2
MA: NRA-S Level: m LoCal Number: 451320001
FAR: B.F.1: .71 Sensitivity: 380
Comment Broad-crested weir' (total vest width: 11m) at the outfall of en
ornamental lake: stop boards fitted, in the past, to increase low flow sensitivity.
Calibration based on gaugings. Baseflows are diminished by major groundwater
abstractions: some channel losses also where the Parent is influent. # Catchment
is predominantly pervious (Chalk). Mixed land use: agricultural with woodland plus
expanding urban centres in the headwaters.
040027 Sarre Penn at Calcott C A: 19.4 km7
MA: NRA-S Level: m Local Number:
F.A R:N 13.F.1: Sensitivity:
Comment: Flat V (glasafibre) weir, 1:10cross-slope. Owned by Midltent WC,
operated by NRA. D/s channel control at high flows Theoretical rating - confirmed
by gaugings in the tow and medium ranges. Chart recorder only. All but
exceptional flows contained. Patchy flow record prior to 1980. Natural regime.  i  A
mostly rural catchment developed on impervious Tertiary formations (London Clay
predominates).
040033 Dour at Grabble Mill 495 km2
M A: NRA-S Level: m Local Number:
FAR: B FA: Sensitivity:
Comment: Flat V weir 11:20 cross-slope. capacity: I mar 9 within concrete berms
in steep-sided bricklined section. all flows contained. Theoretical rating. Modular.
Chart recordet only. Velocity-area station prim to 1984. Runoff reduced by
substantial OW abstraction.  a  The Dour is a spring.fed Chalk stream (two main
branches) draining to Dover. Rural headwaters but significant development in the
lower valley above Grabble Mill.
041001 Nunningham Stream at Tilley Bridge C A: 169 km,
M A: NRA-S Level: 4m Local Numbet: 351221605
F.A R: R B FA: Sensitivity: 60.0
Comment: Compound critical depth flume.with penstocks - lowered to retain
water levels for irrigation purposes in the sumrner. Early flow records unreliable.
Frequency of drowning reduced following d/s channel improvements . under non.
modular conditions flows estimated using 41002. Essentially9naatredouiral tremggirnreapbhuyt
groundwater augmentation during droughts le g. 1989/1990).
9
developed on Hastings Beds - some permeable strata (Ashdown Sands). Mainly
arable with considerable woodland.
041002 Ash Bourne at Hemmer Wood Bridge C.A: 184 km7
M.A: NRAS Level: 7m Local Number: 351223005
FAR: RG B FA: .51 Sensitivity: 22.5
Comment: Compound critical depth flume with penstocks - lowered to retain
water levels for urigation purposes in the summer. Frequecy of drowning reduced
following d/s channel improvements in 1953. Highest flows exceed the structure
calibration. Limited storage in Ashbourne Lake. Very small net effect of
abstractions and discharges but groundwaler augmentation (from Ashdown
Sands) during droughts (e g. 1989/90). # A mainly impervious catchment
(Wadhurst Clay) of rural character, with considerable woodRnd.
041003 Cuckmere at Sherman Bridge G.A: 134.7 km2
KA: NRA-S Level: 4m Local Number: 351520004
F.A.R:SP B FA: .28 Sensitivily: 163
Comment Compound broad.crested weir (total width: 10 7m). Subject to tidal
influences - drowns regularly; flows then assessed using the lall-discharge method
based upon d/s levels (such adjustment not applied consistently after 1979. flows
often truncated al about 5 rn2s-). All flows contained. Responsne flow pattern.
Limited net impact of variations but Arlington pumped storage reservoir upstream.
# Geology is mixed (mainly Hastings Beds and GaultClay). A narrow, mainly rural
catchment with significantareas of woodland.
041004 Ouse at Barcombe Mills C A: 395.7 km2
kibe.A: NRA-S Level: 5m Local Numr: 352716005
FAR: SRPGE B.F.I: .40 Sensitivity:
Comment: Complex structure incorporating weirs and sluices; subject to
drowning - sluice operation further complicates the derivation of discharges. High
flow calibration utilises levels al Hamsey (5km downstream). Water utilisation in the
catchment is complex: a major abstraction is located immediately upstream.
0 Geology is mixed - Haslings Beds (mainly permeable) predominate. A largely
rural catchment with substantial woodland and scattered urban centres.
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041005 Ouse at Gold Bridge ak 180 9 km,
MA: NRA-S Level: 11 rn Local Number: 352810006
F.A.R. SRPGE EFL .49 Sensitivity: 12.8
Comment: Compound broad-crested weir (10.7m wide) for low flows; velocity-
area station for higher flows. All but exceptional floods contained - 2 subsidiary
culverts accommodate overflow. PWS reservoir at Ardingly (from 1978) - releases
can disturb low flow pattern (augmentation during droughts) otherwise artificial
influences have a limited net impact on river flows. 4 Mixed geology with
substantial permeable outcrops - particularly Tunbridge Wells Sands. Land use is
diverse - chiefly rural with significant woodland but some urban centres.
041006
 . Uck at !afield C A: 87.8 km,
MA: NRA-S Level: I 1 m Lccal Number: 352910003
FAR: E B.F.!: .41 Sensitivity: 31.1
Comment: Crump profile weir (7.62m wide) with crest tapping. Modular capacity
is 51 rnss-, but structure is subject to drowning in the medium flow range. No
substantial abstractions but occasional sluice gate activity can produce abrupt
flow changes. 4 Catchment geology is very mixed Hastings Beds predominate.
Above Islield the catchment is rural with significant areas of woodland.
041010 Adur W Branch at Hatterell Bridge C A: 109,1 km,
MA: NRA-S Level: 4m Local Number: 25332002
FAR: N B.F.I..25 Sensitivity: 233
Comment: Three-bay rectangular critical
-depth flume; the flanking sections (each
2.16m wide) can be closed to concentrate flow in the central bay (0 864m), Flood
flows bypass the structure; most peaks recorded as about 11 mks- k Sensibly
natural and very responsive flow regime 0 A rural catchment developed principally
on impervious formations - Weald Clay dominates.
041011 Rother at lping Mill C.A. 154.0 km,
beMA: NRA-S Level: 27m Local Numr: 254340011
F.A R: GE El Ft .63 Sensitivity: 6,9
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir (crests: 3 05m and 2 x 5 03m broad),
Modular apart from exceptional floods - when bypassing also occurs. Large
baseflow componenl in river flows. Limited impact of abstractions and discharges
on the flow regime. The Rother is influent above !ping Mill. 0 Mixed geolOgy: 60%pervious - large tracts of Lower Greensand. A mainly rural catchment with some
urban development.
041012 Adur E Branch at Sakeham C.A' 933 km,
M.A: NRAocS Level: 3m Lal Number: 253220001FAR: E B F.1: .35 Sensitivity: 5.3
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir (crests: 1.219m and 2 x 2 438m, right
hand crest is 001m higher than lef t) with crest tapping. Flows rarely corrected for
frequent drowning, high submergence ratios. No substantial abstractions. small
net import of water; Burgess Hill sewage effluent has substantial impact on low
flows. 0 Mixed geology - permeable headwaters but predominantly Weald Clay in
lower reaches. A largely rural catchment; significant urban growth along the
eastern catchment boundary.
041013 Huggletts Stream at Henley Bridge cA: 14.2 km,
MA: NRA-S Level: 6rn Local Number: 351222632
F.A R: RG B.F.!: .36 Sensitivity: 35.0
Comment: Compound thin-plate weir, and compound critical depth flume for
higher flows. D/s dredging in 1952 facilitated modular operation (earlier data
suspect) but intermittent drowning is still a factor. Responsde, essentially natural.
/low regime but some groundwater augmentation (from Ashdown Sands) during
droughts (e.g. 1989/90), 0 Huggletts St. flows south from the main High Weald
drainage divide. A rural catchment developed mostly on impervious formations •
extensive tracts of Wadhurst Clay.
041014 Arun at Pallingham Ouay C.A: 379.0 km,
AMA: NRS Level: 4m Local Number: 254210010
FAR: E B.F.I: .32 Sensitivity: 26.5
Comment Broad-crested weir, 15m wide. Rather insensitive, with 0 03rn fall along
crest due to settlement. Velocity-area secton lor high flows. AO but exceptional
floods contained but post-1980 flows truncated at about 50 m1/4- 1, some high
flows set to 'missing . Tidal influence can cause drowning. Relatively natural
catchment. NA predominantly impervious (largely Weald Clay) catchment. Land
use is mixed - basically rural. Up to 20% woodland. Growing urban fraction.
'041015 Ems at Westbourne C A: 58.3 km,
M A: NRAS beLevel: 10m Local Numr: 255110010
F A R: RG FIFA: 92 Sensitivity: 25.0
Comment: Asymmetrical compound Crump profile weir: crests: 0 61rn (showing
effects of erosion) and 4.12m broad. Modular throughout flow range. All flows
contained. Differential drawdown can affect river level measurement. Significant
net export of water from the catchment (groundwater abstractions) but low flows
augmented by compensation water (trom borehole). 0 The Ems which is
ephemeral ovee much of its length - is a Chalk stream draining from the South
Downs. Largely rural with significant woodland.
041016 Cuckmere at Cowbeech C A: 18.7 km,
M.A: NRA-S Level: 30m Local Number: 351550005
FAR: PG B.F.I: .44 Sensitivity: 100 0
Comment Asymmetrical compound Crump profile weir (crests: 2.13m and 2.97m
broad) with crest tapping - not currently used. Very limited head during droughts.Structure capacity exceeded in large floods. Early data (1939-67) is of poorer
quality and relates to low flows only. Responsive to rainfall on impervious fraction of
catchment. Flows diminished by surface and groundwater abstractions. NA rural
catchment developed on mixed geology (Hastings Beds predominate).
041017 Combehayen at Crowhurst C.A: 30.5 km2
MA: NRA-S Level: 2m Local Number: 35111006
FAR: G B.F.!: 42 Sensitivity: 59.1 -
Comment Compound Crurio profile weir (crests: 2,44m and 2 x 2.13m broad)
subject to frequent drowning. Full range station. Poor differentiation between low
flows over lengthy periods (repeated sequences of 0,02 m3s-1 being common).Earliest data less reliable due to subsidence of the weir. NMixed geology - mainly
impervious (Wadhurst Clay) but with significant areas of Tunbrodge Wells and
Ashdown Sands. A predominantly rural catchment with some urban centres.
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041018  Kin,at Tanyards CA: 66.8  km2
MA MIAS Level: 9rn Local Number: 254220010
FAR:  N  811.17 Sensitivity
Comment Crump profie weir (87m broad - /al of 0052n,stag crest due to
settlement) with crest tapping not arrently used. Structure is insenstrve and
subject to drowning. Very minor impact of arldcial influences an the responsive
flow regirne e An impervious (Weab Pay) catchment given over to agrimAture;
some extensive woodland tracts.
MA: NRA-S Level: 21m Local Number: 254250006
041019 ARM at Patois:lean CA: 139.0 km,
F.A.R: E B.F.t: .30 Sensitinty: 23.6
Comment Asymmetrical compound Crump profile weir (crests: 4.0rn and 6 Om
broad). Crest tapping not current/y used: over-estimation of high flows (structure
drowns frequently). Stifling well leakage can influence water levelsLimitedimpact
of artificial influences on river flow - small net augmentation due to sewage eflbent.
• Principally an impervious (Weald Pay) catchment . mainly rural but includes
Horsham.
041020 Bevern Stream at Clappers Bridge CA: 346 km2
M A: NRA-S level. 10m Local Number: 352711019
F.A.R: E B Ft 28 Sensitnnty: 87.1
Comment Crump profile weir (crest: 6.Dm broad) with crest tapping - not
currently used. Modular limit is about 8 rnss- i. All flows contained. Negligible
impact of artificial influences on river flow. NPrima* an impervious (Weald Clay)
catchment but northward flowing tributaries from the South Downs provide a
significant baseflow. A rural catchment with considerable woodland.
041021 Clayhill Stream at Old Ship GA: 7.1 km,
MA: NRAS Level: firn Local Number: 352712095
FAR: N B Ft .17 Sensitivity:
Comment Crump profile weir (crest: 3.0m broad) with crest tapping - structure
has proved to be modular throughout the llow range. Some (sparadc) early lbw
data available Iran 1955. Extended periods with zero lbw. 0 The Clayhill stream is
ephemeral and drains an impervious (Weald Clay) catchment. Land use is almost
exclusively rural with considerable woodland.
041022 Lod at Halfway Bridge C.A: 52.0  km2
MA: NRA-S Level: 14rn Local Number: 254323017
F.A.R:  N  B.F.1: .35 Sensitivity: 68.6
Comment Crump profile weir (crest: 7.0m broad) with crest tapping - all but
highest flows modular. Some bypassing in exceptional Beads, Minor flow regulation
associated with upstream mill. Flows are sensibly natural - small net export of
water due to groundwater abstracbon. 0 Primarily an impervious (Weald Clay)
catchment with pervious (Lower Greensand) headwaters. Rural.
041023 Lavelllt at Oraytingwell C.A: 87.2  km2
MA: NRA-S Level: 2Im Local Number 255220010
F.A.R: G B.F.I: 84 Sensitivity:
Comment: Flat V weir; crest breadth 5m. Cross-slope 1:10. Extended periods with
zero flow. Runoff is substantially reduced by groundwater abstraction. X The
Levant is an ephemeral stream draining the dip-slope of the South Downs (Chalk).
A permeable catchment - sparsely populated in the headwaters. Land use is
agricultural with some urban development close to Graylingwell.
041024 Shell Brook at Shell Brook P S C.A: 22.6 km,
M A: NRAS Level: 38m Local Number: 352835017
FA R: SRP El F.I: .51 Sensitivity: 90.0
Comment: Crump profile weir (crest: 4.0m broad). Runoff pattern changed
fundamentally following the construction of Ardingly Reservoir (1978) immediately
the valley. A rural, heavily wooded basin.
041025 Loawocol Stream at Dningewick C A: 91.6 km,
upstream. 0/ Catchment is mainly permeable Hastings Beds with Wadhurst Clay in
MA: NRA-S Level: 13m Local Number: 25424X09
F.A R: N 13.1.1: 23 Sensitivity: 350
Comment AsymMetrical compound Crump proNe weir (crests: 2 Om and 4 Om
broad) with crest tapping. Full range; all flows contained. Abstractions and
discharges have a negligible impact on overall runoff but occasional anomalous
behaviour at low flow. 0 An imperviOns (Weald Clay), rural catchment.
041026 Cockhaise Brook at Holywell C.A: 36.1 km2
M A: NRAS Level: 29m Local Number: 352840006
F.A.R: PG B.F.I: .53 Sensitivity: 44.0
Comment Crump profile weir (crest: 3.50rn broad) for low and medium range
flows. The velccity-area calibration for high flows is incomplete- Limited impact of
permeable (chiefly Hastings Beds). A rural catchment with considerable areas of
abstractions and discharges on river flaw: small net loss. 0 Geology is mixed .50%
woodland.
041027 Bother at Princes Marsh CA: 37.2 km,
M A: NRAS Level: 56m Local Number: 25439300B
FA R: GE B.F.1: .62 Sensitivity: 23 8
Comment Crump profile weir (crest: 50m brOaO) with crest tapping- not
currently used. Additional flow data available for prototype electromagnetc
gauging station (1974.79) immediately downstream. Abstractions and discharges
have a minor impact on flows - small net loss. 4 Mixed geology - 50% permeable:
Chalk predominates in the headwaters. A rural, wooded, catchment.
041028 Chess Stream at Chess Bridge C A: 24.0 km,
MA: NRA-S Level: 5m Local Number: 253211017
F.A.R: N B.F.I: .39 Sensitivity: 11.8
Comment: Rectangular flume (3 35m width) with a compound thin-plate weir
(which is lowered onto the flume) for low flows - normally in place May to
November. Flows remain modular. No significant abstractions, very minor effluent
contribution to runoff. U/s penstock operation can influence flow pattern. 0 Very
mixed geology. Chalk along the southern watershed provides baseflow but
catchment is largely impervious. Agriculture is the predominant land use.
041029 Bull at Leatands C.A: 406 km,
nA.A.NRA-S Level: 1Bm Local Number. 351540001
FAR: N EI.F.1: .39 Sensitivity: 350
Comment: Flat V weir (crest width: 5m, cross-slope 1:10). Natural flow regime.
0 Rural catchment draining from the High Weald. Mixed geology.
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041035 North River at Brookhurst C A: 55.1 km, 83.85
MA: NRA-S Level: m Local Number:
F.A R: B F.I: Sensitivity:1986
Comment: Flat V weir. 1:10 cross-slope, 5 metres wide. Large modular range. No 1987
major abstractions or disrilarges. Responsive regime, 0 A mainly impervious 1988
catchment developed mostly on Weald Clay (some Horsham Stone). Rural with 1989
significant woodland and a number of small lakes. 1990
041037 Winterbourne Stream at Lewes C.A: 17.3 km' 68-85
Level: mM.A: NRA.S Local Number:
• - ' 1986
Comment: Twin-crested (both 1.22 m) Crump weir of steel construction (originally 1987
intended as temporary structure). Modular except for very high flows - when 1988
drowning can result from backing-up due to d/s culverl. Chart recorder only. 1989
Baseflow dominated regime. Runoft reduced by groundwater abstraction. # The 1990
Winterbourne drains the Chalk of the South Downs. Some urbanisation near the
catchment outfall Significant arable farming in the valley.
042001 Wallington at North Farehem CA: 111.0 km2 51-85
KA: NIRA-S Level: 4m Local Number: 15330 )01
FAR: G B F.I: .41 Sensitivity: 250 1986
Comment: Flat V weir (1:10 cross.slope, 6m wide) superseded, in 1991, a 1987
compound critical-depth flume (flows truncated at about 9 rrds-, due to 1988
bypassing, missing data eslimated using 42003), Flashy response, zero flow in 1989
exceptionally dry summers. GW abstraction leads to a net diminution in runoff and 1990
spray irrigation can significantly reduce summer flows. Groundwater catchment
smaller than the topographical catchment. # Permeable headwaters (Chalk) with
impervious Eocene clays dominating the valley. A largely rural catchment.
042003 Lymington at Brockenhurst Park CA: 98.9 km, 60.85
MA: NRA-S Level: 6m local Number: 150509001
FAR: N B F.I: 37 Sensitivity: 183 1986
Comment: Thin-plate weir with V notch within rectangular plate (no divide piers) - 1987
total breadth 8.48m. Theoretical rating, Bypassing occurs above about 7 m3s-i; 1988
flows truncated at around 10 cumecs (a few attempts to estimate higher flows 1989
have been made). Ahlficial influences have a negligible impact on flows. 1990
# Principally an impervious catchment (Tertiary clay: sand and gravel also) with
large tracts of heathland and forest - some valley bogs in the New Forest.
042004 Test at Broadlands CA: 1040.0 km2 57-85
M.A: NRA-S Level: 10m Local Number: 151816001
F.A.R: N B F.I: .95 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Velccity-area station, difficult to calibrate due to severe weed growth 1987
and an uneven velocity distribution. Hence flows from 42013 (EM) archived since 1988
about 1983, Primarily baseflow but some rapid runoff from the lower reaches of the 1989
Dun catchment. Topographic catchment slightly exceeds the drainage area. 1990
Considerable fish farming activity but sensibly natural flow regime, # Highly
permeable catchment (90% Chalk) but with some Tertiary deposits and alluvium in
the lower valley Downland given over to agriculture - a few urban centres
042005 Wallop Brook at Broughton C.A: 536 km, 55-85
AM.A: NRS Level: 36m Local Number: 151808001
FAR: G Sensitivity: 70.0 1986
Comment Rectangular thioplate weir (crest: 4.87m). Theoretical rating. 1987
Downstream weed growth can raise tailwater levels. Upper limit of the chart 1988
recorder has been exceeded on two occasions, Flows heavily influenced by PWS 1989
borehole 1km upstream. The topographical catchment exceeds the groundwater 1990
catchment - may be only 36 sq. km. # The Wallop Brook drains a permeable(160%
Chalk) catchment - typical open downland of a rural character - the'Wallops' are
the only significant settlements.
042006 Moon at Mislingford cA: 72.8 km, 58-85
M.A: NRA-S Level: 29m Local Number: 152803001
F.A.R: G B.F.l: 93 Sensitivity: 15.0 1986
Comment: Rectangular critical depth flume (breadth: 3 66m) upstream of a small 1987
three-arch bridge. Theoretical rating, Some local bydassing during flood flows. 1988
Groundwater abstraction has a noticeable impact on the flow regime: small net 1989
export ot water from the catchment, # Predominantly a permeable catchment 1990
(Chalk - but considerable outcrops of the less permeableLawer and Middle Chalk);
some superficial  cover,  Impervious Reading Beds in the south. A rural catchment
with some uncultivated dOwnland.
042007 Alre at Drove Lane Alreslord CA: 57,0 km, 70-85
M A: NRAS Level: 57m Local Number: 152202001
FAR: RG B.F.I: .98 Sensitivity: 39 1986
Comment: Crump profile weir (crest) 2.5m), second Crump profile weir (crest: 1987
1,5m) on side channel: instantaneous peak flows not derived. Pre-I969 monthly 1988
current metering results available. From 1989, groundwater augmentation during 1989
drought conditions. Groundwater catchment (about 114 sq. km.) substantially 1990
exceeds topographical catchment. IPrincipally permeable catchrnent (Upper
Chalk overlain in patches by clay-with.flints). Rural character - rolling downland of
mixed farming; some woodland. Extensive creasbeds.
042008 Chariton Stream at Seward, Bridge C.A: 75.1 km2 70-85
M.A: NRA-S Level: 56m Local Number: 152201001
EA Ft: N B F.I: 97 Sensitivity: 11.6 1986
Comment: Crump profile weir (breadth: 3.0m), All flows contained. Ephemeral in 1987
upper reaches, Low flows influenced by neighbouring R. lichen augmentation 1988
scheme (from 1989) - slight reduction in discharge. A monthly series of gaugings 1989
prior to the installation of the weir is available (NRA-S). Contributing area differs 1990
considerably from topographical catchment. # A very permeable (Upper Chalk)
catchment - isolated patches of clay-with-flints occur on high ground. Rural land
use with considerable downtand and wooded areas.
042009 Candover Stream at Borough Bridge C.A: 71.2 km, 70-85
M.A: NRA-S level: 54m Local Number: 152203031
F.A.R: RG B.F.I: .96 Sensitivity: 130 1986
Comment: Crump profile weir (crest: 3m broad), modular throughout the flow 1987
range. Monthly gaugings available from 1956. Runoff reduced by surface and 1988
groundwater abstractions but augmentation of low flows is important in dry 1989
summers - e g. 1976 and 1989. The groundwater and topographical divides differ 1990
considerably. Pt An unresponsive catchment (Chalk with some patches of
superficial deposits). Many perennial springs - of ten supporting cress beds.
Predominantly rural land use with some woodland.
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042010 Behan at Highbridge+Allbrook - CA: 38)0 km, 58-85
M.A: NRA-S Local Numter: 152209601Level: llin
FAR: RPG 8.F.1: 96 Sensitivity: 4.9 19E6
Comment Crump weii 7.758, tcoad (which can drown), superseded. in 1971, a 1957
rated secton  with  weedgrowth problems. Plus Min-plate weir (Al/brook). AI flows 19E6
contained (rare bypassing resulted from wrong sluice settings). Fbw augmentation 1989
from GW during droughts. OW catchment e deeds topigraPhical catchment 1993
snesSaIinfkiences have minor, but increasing. impact on basefbw dominated
regime; small net export ol water. • Very permeable catchment (93% Cha/k). Land
use is mainty arable with seatteced settlements.
042011 Nimbleat Frog Mill CA: 566 krn, 72-85
MA: NRA.S Loyd: 9rn Local Number' 152502001
FA R: G 13 EL .67 Sensitivity:  29.2  1986
Comment Crump profile wee (crest: 3.0rn broad). Local bypassing during flood 1937
flows. Flows significantly reduced by groundwater abstraction. • A modorninantty 1988
oatmeal:4e (Chalk) catchment - the upper reaches of the Ramble are ephemeral - 1989
with some areas of Reading Beds. Land use is mainly rural - some urban 1990
development.
042012 Anton at Fullerton CA: 2850 km, 75-85
MA: NRA-S Lccal Number: 151806001Level: 41m
F.A.R: N 8 FJ: .96 Sensitivity: 7.2 1986
Comment Crump profile weir (crest: 4.75m broad) with a complementary Crump 1987
profile weir (crest: 1.0rn broad) on a bypess channel. Water levels influenced by 1988
local mill sluice operation and, in the summer, by eel-traps. Cressbeds in 1989
headwaters. The groundwater catchment exceeds the topographical catchment 1990
area. Significant groundwater abstraction. 4 An unresponsive (Chalk/ catchment of
retain downland - meupper reaches of the Anton are ephemeral. Land use is rural
with some urban centres.
042014 B/aCkwater at Ower CA: 104.7 km, 76-85
M.A: NRA-S Level: 8m Local Number: 1518170)1
FAR: N B.F.1: .50 Sensitivity: 250 1986
Comment: Crump profile weir (crest: 6.0m broad): drowns at approximately 0 4m 1987
but velocily-area calibration used  lor  medium and high flows (includes allowance 1988
lor floodplain discharge). Negligible net impact of artificial influences on the flow 1989
pattern (very minor amount of spray irrigation, also cress beds in headwaters) 1990
computed peak flows truncated over parts of the flow record. 4 A catchment of
meadows, wcodland and heath underlain by Tertiary sands, gravels and clays
(mainly impervious).
042015 Dever at Weston Colley C.A. 52.7 km, 79.85
MA- NRA-S Level: 65m Local Number: 151804001
F.A R: RG B Sensitivity:.F1: .96 1986
Comment: Compound thin-plate V notch within Cipoletti  weir  (crest 3 6m). no 1987
divide piers; the thin-plate used to be removed during the winter. Very stable now 1988
regime. Low flows influenced by groundwater augmentation scheme. Significant 1989
cressbed development.  tf  Principally a Chalk catchment with limited superficial 1990
deposits. Predominantly rural with sorne woodland.
042016 lichen at Easton C.A: 236 8 km, 75.115
MA: NRA-S Level: 42m Local Number: 152204002
FA R: RPG El.F.1: .98 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment Electromagnetic gauging station with insulated bed Installed 1983 - 1987
calibration confirmed by current metering. Limited stage and velocity range makes 1988
for effective  operation. Superseded a velocity-area station heavily affected by 1989
weed-growth. Largely natural regime but GW augmentation during very low flows. 1990
# A predominantly Chalk Catchment with patches of superficial deposits. Largely
rural with some woodland.
042018 monksBrook at Eastleigh CA: 43.3 km,
M A: NRA3 Level: 8m Local Number: 152104001
FA R: N B.F.!: .43 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment Flat V  weir  (1:10 cioss-slope) with current meter calibration loz high 1987
flows: superseded a velccity-area station (with piling stabilised banks). 4 A mostly 1988
low-lying catchment developed on impervious Tertiary formations. Mixed land use: 1989
rural headwaters with considerable woodland. substantial urban development near 1990
the station (Chandler's Ford/Eastleigh).
042019 Tanners Brook at Millbrook C A: 160 km, 77..85
MA: NRA-S Level: 4m Local Number: 151901001
FAR: N El F.I: 69 Sensitivity! 520 1986
Comment Velocity-area station in a trapezoidal concrete section. Initially a level 1987
only station but stage-discharge relation now established tor all but the highest 1968
flows. Resposive regime. 4 A largely urban (Southampton) catchment developed 1989
on impervious Tertiary formations - principally Barton. Bracklesham and Elagshot 1993
Beds series (a little London Clay also).
042023 Uchen et Riverside Park C A: 415 0 km2 82_85
MA: NRA.S Level: m Local Number:
FAR:  EEL  Sensitivity: 1986
Comment Ultrasonic gauging station (multi-plath with reflector). Tidal effects 1987
occasionally evident (dependant on d/s sluice operation). limited impact of 1988
artificialdisturbances (small net export of water) but groundwater augmentation (in 1989
headwaters) can be important. • Principally a rural, Chalk catchment but with 1990
appreciable urban growth near the outfall (where impervious Tertiary formations
predominate) - the outskirts of Southampton and Eastleigh, Winchester is also in
the catchment.
042025 Levant Strewn at Leigh Perk C.A: 54.5 km, 81.85
M A: NRA-S Level: 12m Local Number:
FAR B F.I: Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station in trapezoidal section. Gaugings awaited to 1987
confirm rating for highest flows. Responsive regime. P A largely impervious 1988
catchment. substantially urbanised below the headwaters. 1989
1990
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101002 Medina at Upper Shide CA: 296 km2
MA: NRAS Level: 10m Local Number: 53001001
FAR: GI 13.F.I: 64 Sensitivity: 12.9
Comment Trapezodal critical depth flume, width 2.4m (theoretically rated) with
broad-crested current meter rated overflow weir for stages greater than 0 6rn (1.14
mks-'). Small abstractions for irrigation. Flow reduced in 1935 by groundwater
pumping tests and, from 1989, by the Isle of Wight Conjunctive Use Scheme.
# Entirely rural catchment. Agriculture is mainly arable. Fairly steep slopes in the
southern headwaters. Geology is predominantly Lower Greensand with some
Gault Clay and Chalk.
101003 Lukely Brook at Newport CA: 16.2 km,
MA: NRAS Level: 13m Local Number: 53003001
FAR: GI B.F.I: .78 Sensitivity:
Comment: Compound Crump weir. 0 The Lukely Brook drains Me Bowcombe
Valley - mostly Chalk with some impervious Tertiary formations near to the
catchment outtalk Rural land use.
101004 Eastern Yar at Burnt House CA: 59.6 km2
MA: NRAS Level: m - Local Number: 51001001
FAR: PG BPI: .50 Sensitivity: 50.0
Comment: Flat V weir. Limited head for long periods. Runoff reduced by surface
and groundwater abstractions. From 1989, low flows augmented as part of the Isle
of Wight Conjunctive Use Scheme. # The Eastern Yar rises as springs on the Chalk
of St, Catherine's Down, Lower Greensand dominates the lower catchment. Very
rural. -
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101005 Eastern Yar at BudImidge C.A: 22.5 km,
MA: NRA.S Level: m Local Number: 51002001
F.A R: PG1 B.F.I: .63 Sensitivity: 22.9
Comment Flat V weir (2.98m wide, cross-slope 1:10). Limited head for extended
periods. Runoff reduced by surface and groundwater abstractions, From 1989. low
flows augmented as part of the Isle of Wight Conjunctive Use Scheme.  X  The
Eastern Yar rises on the Chalk of St. Catherine's Down, below the headwaters
Upper Greensand and Gault Clay dominate. Very rural, Godshill is the main
settlement.
101006 .Wroxall Stream at Waightshale C.A: 15.8 km,
M.A: NRAS Level: m Local Number: 51004001
FAR: GI BEL .47 Sensitivity:
Comment: Flat V weir (2.90m wide, cross-slope 1:10). Limited head for extended
periods. Runoff reduced by groundwater abstractions especially after the
commissioning of the Isle of Wight Conjunctive Use Scheme (in 1989), # A rural
catchment trending north-south from the Chalk of St. Bonif ace Down. (some Upper
Greensand and Gault Clay below the headwaters).
101007 Scotchells Brook at Burnt House CA: 9.2 km,
M A: NRAS Level: m Local Number: 51003001
FA R: GI B.F.I: .34 Sensitivily: 350
Comment: Flat V weir. Long periods with negligible head. Runoff reduced by
groundwater abstractions.  $1 Chalk headwaters thence Greensand and Gault
formations (largely impermeable). Land use is agricultural in upper reaches, more
varied below (some runoff from Shanklin/Sandown).
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03 0.17 0.07
0.4 0.12 006
0.2 0.07 003
0.3 009 004
0.3 0.11 0,05
0.4 0.11 0.04
02 0.06 0.02
0.1 006 0.01
02 0.06 0,02
02 0.05 0.02
02 003 0.01
0.3 003 0.01
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Summary of  Archived Data - I
Gauged daily flows, monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
Stn. Gauged daily flows, Sm. Gauged dady tlOwS,
number monthly peaks and rainfall number monthly peaks and
040301 50s ..-EAAAAAA 60s AMAARAFtt 0410133 505 —e
70s I i i i i i rill EQ. tt-t-un 705 AAMMAAAA
935 11 935 Me
048032 50s —eAAA 93s MAAAAMEA 041004 505 —eW
70s BBAAAe-ttt 805 111-41-0 705 ABBEAMAAE
90$ tt 90s CCt
040803 505 —e4AA 93$ AMAABEEFF
713$ FECECCCCCC 93s BBBAAACCCC
90s CC1
040:04 604 -eAAAAEEB 70s AAAAAEAME
805 AWADAMA 935 AE()tacos 50s —eA 60s AANMAAABB
70s AMEAEAME 8Ds AAMADDIDAD
90s
040006 ' 50s
70s
Me
—e SOs MAAAAABEB
AMEDEAEEE 80s EEEttttEED
DAe
041:007 SOs eSAAAAEEEA 70s AAAAAAAME
805 DEAMMAADA 905 Me
0413338 60s -eEAAAABA 70s AAAABEAAEE
130s MDAAADIDDA 90s Me
040309 60s -eABBOAABA 70s MAMAIMAA
80s AAAAAAAAAA 90$ Me
040010 60s -MAAAMEA 70s MEAEADDAA
80s DADMADDDD 90s Me
040011 60s —eAABAA 70s MAAABABM
80s BADDMAAAA 905
040012 6Ds .-eAAAAM 70s MAAMAAAA
80s AMAAAAAAA 905 Me
040013 60s 70$ AMAAAAMA
80s AMAAAAMA 905 (Me
040014 70s •tEEEEDEE 80s DEDEEMMA
90s Me
040015 60s --E 70s DDMAAAME
80s DDEADDEMA 905 Me
040016 E0s 705 AMMAAAM
80s MAMA/1MA 905 DAe
040017 70s -BEAEEBBDE 130s EEDEEIDDAD
90s ADe
04E018 60s 70s AMAAAAAAA
BOs AMaaaAAAA 90s EAe
040020 70s --eEAEEDE 80s EEAEtttAAD
90s Me
040023 705 805 ADDAEEDDDD
90s AAe
040024 705 ----eEEEM 80s EFttittitt
90s tt
040027 70s 80s eddadaadda
90s aae
04000 70s /Xs edeeedaela
905 aae
041001 50s eaAaaAAAAA 60s AAAMAAAM
70s AAMAAAMA 80s MAAAAMAA
Ws Me
041002 505 .eAMAAAAA 63, MAAAWAD
705 MABAMMA 80s ADDDDDDAAA
905 Me
Naturalised daily and monthly flows
Stn.
number
040001
040032
040003
KEY:
Naturalised daily,
and monthly flows
50$ ---FEEEEF-
50s ----•FFEF
50s --CAM
70s AMAAW
60s
605
613s
Complete daily and complete peaks
Complete daily and partial peaks
Complete daily and no peaks
Partial daily and complete peaks
Partial daily and partial peaks
Partial daily and no peaks
No flow data
.FEEFEEF
FFFFFFEEF
AAAAAAAAAA
Complete
rainfall
A
041035
041006
041009
041010
041011
041012
041013
041014
041015
041016
041017
041018
041019
041020
041021
041022
041023
041024
041025
041026
041027
041028
041029
0411)31
60s eWAAAMA
80s MDDAAAAAA
60s —eBAMA
80s AMAAMAAA
50s —F
70s CCCCCCFM
93s tt
605 eEAEADDAA
905 EXIDADADDAD
130s —EAAA
935 MADMAMA
6Ds —tEM
BD, AAAAADMAA
50s eAAAAAAAAA
70s MAAAAAAAA
90s Me
70s eADAMAAAA
93s AAe
613s —EM
80s DDAMAAAAA
30s  
50s FEFFEFFEFF
70s AAAMAAAAD
90s Me
60s — e
80s MAAMMAA
60s —e
80$ DAMDAMAB
70s eAMMAAAAA
90s Me
80s MADAMMA
80s MBBBABAAB
70s eAAAAADDIDD
90s Me
70s IBECOBBBBB
90s bbe
705 -EAAAAABBA
905 Me
70s -EMAACCIDA
90$ Me
70s -EMAACIAAA
90s Me
70s --eAMAADD
90s Me
63s ----eEEMA
80s DADDDADAAA
70s —ea
93s Me
60s ---fc
BOs aaaaaaddad
Summary of  Archived Data - 2
Stn. Naturalised daily,
number and monthly flows
04E004 60s --FEEEEF
040005 60s --FEE
040006 60s --FEF
040007 60s FEEEEEFF
Gauged daily flows, monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
Incomplete or
missing rainfall
rainfall
60s MAAAAAAAA
805 DOCCOCIODDA
605 AAAAAAAAAA
805 IFCCFCCCCC
70s
90s
705
935
60$
935
AAAMAAAAA
Me
MAAAAkkAA
Me
—t
70s ABE A
90s Me
70s MAAAMAAA
905 AM
705 AMAAMMAA
905 Me
015 AMAMMMA
80s DDAEDDDAAA
BOs AAADDAADAA
70s IMADOIDADDD
93s Me
405 fFFFFFFFFF
60s FEFFEFFEM
80$ AMAAMMA
705 MEAAAMDA
90$ Me
705 MBAAABAAA
90s BAe
80s MADAMAAA
705 AABAAAAAM
905 Me
70s EBABMBBED
90s BAe
80s AMMAMAA
80s EBEBEBBeBC
80s DAWADAAA
lOs DAAAADAMA
80s AAADAAADAA
805 DAMAAMAA
705 AAMAAAMD
90s Me
BOs aaaaaaAAAA
70s cccbaaadda
90s dd
Up-to-date Summaries ot Archived Data are available on request from the National Water Archive Office.
Sm. Gauged daily flows,
number monthly peaks and rainfall
041033 70s  als asarmasen
93s aae
041034 60s —ebbb 705 bbiscObbtOb
Eles [beet
041035 80s  - edaAMA 90s Me
041037 60s —ebbb 705 blartscbbbbbb
80s bbtebbBBBC SOs BBI
0420131 50s -tCCCCCCCC 60s 13=CM.=
70$ OCCCCBDAAA 83s AEDAMAAM
Xls AEe
6Ds tcraxcccc 70s CCCCCCBW
805 DAMAAAAAA 90s Me
50s —fCC 80 CCErrrnrrc
705 freCrert 805 F  fret
90s 1Xf
042005 50s —ffpfc 605 CCCCCCOXC
70s CCCCCECFEF 805 FCCCCCE AB
93s EAe
042006 50s —IC 60s ftcatnnrC
70s CCCCCBAAAA 80$ AAMAAAAM
90s Me
70s cCCCCFCCcc 80$ ciccccCCCC
CF
70s FCCCCEIMAA BOs AAAMAAMA
Xs me
705 fOnfInBAAAA 93, MAAAAAAAD
905 Me
50s 1335 CCCCCCCCCC
70s CCCCCCCCCC Bfls CCCCeCCCCC
90s CCc
70s -4CCBAAAA 805 A/MAMMA
90s Me
70$ -ttEBBEIC 1305 CCCCCCCCCC
90s CC
60s 70s ittittEMA
80s AAAaaaAAAA 90s Me
70 s 80s adaaadaaaa
90s DDe
70s —Mtn 80s cfcledaddd
90$ AEe
83s 90s aae
805 90s Me
70s 805 aaaaaaaaad
905 Me
70s  am 80$ adaaaaaaaa
90s Me
80s --edddEMD 90s Me
805 eaaadDAAA 93s Me
101001 MIFFcfFF
Mifflin
101002 easel
EBEMAAAM
teddDAM
-eaaaAAAA
-4-10AAA
--eeadMDA
04X03
042604
042007
042008
042009
042010
042011
042012
042014
042015
042016
042017
042018
042019
042020
042023
042025
101003
101004
101005
101086
101007
Stn.
number
040808
040009
040010
04(X)11
60$
80$
60s
80s
035
80s
80s
805
805
Naturalised daily,
end monthly flows
609 - --FEE
605 —FEE
60s --FEE
60s —FEEF
70s FeCCIcCitt
90s tt -
70s eeebbeeEEE
90s AAe
905 Me
9Ds
90s Me
9Ds DDe
90s Me
Naturalised daily and monthly flows
KEY:
Complete daily and complete monthly
Partial daily and complete monthly
Partial daily and partial monthly
Partial daily and no monthly
No daily and complete monthly
No daily and partial monthly
No naturalised flow data
A
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043003 Avon at East Mills CA:1477 8 km, 65-85MA,NRA-W Level: m Local Number: 430009
F.A.R. N B.F.l: .91 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Critical depth rectangular flume Complementary compound Crump 1987
profile weir with central notch fish pass. Low-medium flow range station. A small 1988
irrigation carrier is fed from the R. Avon 3km upstream at Burgate and bypasses 1988
the gauging station (normally less than 3% of the total flow). High flows are 1990
channelled along the carrier and generally the peak at East Mills is
unrepresentative. Pre-Septernber 1965 flows are for flume only. It Predominantly
permeable (Chalk) catchment. Land use - rural.
043004 Booms at Leverstoek Mill CA: 163.6 km' 65.85
M A: NRAW Level: 46m Local Number: 430015
FAR: N ' B F.I: .92 Sensitivity. 13.2 1986
Comment: Crump weir, crest 3m broacl. Theoretically rated. Situated approx. 1987
1.6km upstream of confluence with R Avon. Out of bank flow may occur just 1988
upstream of station when flow exceeds 6 m1/2-1. Bypass channel upstream of 1988
gauging station, but sluice is closed and no longer operates. Heavy weedgrowth 1990
during summer months, needs regular maintenance. *Permeable Chalk
catchment. Land use rural with some small settlements.
043005 Avon at Amesbury C A: 323.7 km2 65-85
MA: NRA-W Level: 67m Local Number: 430001
FAR: G Sensitivity: 9.8 1986
Comment: Crump profile  weir  (crest 9.14m broad) flanked by broad-crested 1987
weirs. Small bypass channel approx. 2m u/s of weir - included in rating. Full range 1988
station. Bankfull is 1.37m. During summer, flows are naturally augmented from 1988
groundwater draining from northern half of River Bourne catchment. Some 1990
groundwater pumping also takes place within the catchment.  4Predominantly
permeable (Chalk) catchment with a small inlier of Upper Greensand and Gault.
Land use - rural. Topographical and groundwater catchments do not coincide.
043006 Nadder at Wilton Park C A: 220.6 km2 66-85
M A: NRAW Level: 51m Local Number: 430025
F AR. N B.E.l: .82 Sensitivity: 188 1986
Comment: Crump-wek, crest 18.3m broad. Crest tapping in operation for first few 1987
months and then abandoned - modular land (0.6m) seldom reached. Flows greater 1988
than 18.3 rriss-, measured upstream of weir at Bulls Bridge. Sluices and hatches 1988
can regulate flow for short periods. Minor groundwater pumping in catchment 1990
*Mixed geology - predominantly Chalk with clays in upper catchment. Land use -
rural.
043007 Stour at Throop Mill G.A.1073.0 km, 73-65
MA: NRA-W Level. 4m Local Number: 430021
F.A.R: PGE B.F.I..67 Sensitivity: 4.2 1986
Comment ComPound Crump prof Ile weir, centre crest 5rn broad and 2 higher 1987
flanking crests 18.0m broad Site unapproachable in flood conditions and high 1988
flows are measured at Blackwater Bridge (57134959). Prior to 1977 high flows 1988
measured at Ensbury (3km d/s of station). Rating incorporates flow through two 1990
bypass channels just u/s of station: mill channel and Lodden Stour. Substantial
ground and surface water abstractions. Some effluent returns. *Mixed geology -
predomaintly Chalk with some clay. Land use - rural.
043008 Wylya at South Newton CA: 445.4 km, 67-85
AMA: NRW Level: 56m Local Number: 430019
FAR: N BPI: .91 Sensitivity: 7.4 1986
Comment: Crump profile weir, crest 10.7m broad. Full range station. Subject to 1987
drowning at high discharges. Heavy weed growth during summer months. Sluice 1988
control upstream for river regulation. # Predominantly Chalk with Upper Greensand 1988
and Gault in higher parts of catchment. Land use - rural. 1990
043009 Stour at Hammoon C A: 523.1 km2 68-85
beMA: NRA-W Level: 41m Local Numr: 430013
FAR. PG BSI: 33 Sensitiv6: 136.0 1986
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir with low flow crest 6.1m broad. total 1987
breadth 18.3m. Structure situated under road bridge. High flows calibrated up to 1988
3.1m. Water meadow system operates area floods during high discharges; 1988
bypassing of station occurs and gaugings are made d/s at Haywoods Bridge 1990(5T824120). Severe weed growth affects flow. Substantial ground and sudace
water abstractions within the catchment. *Predominantly impermeable (clay)
catchment. Rural land use.
043012 Wylye at Norton Savant C.A: 112 4 km, 71-85
MA: NRAW Level: 97m Local Number. 430017
F.A.R: E B.F 1..87 Sensitivity: 14.8 1986
Comment: Crump profile weir) crest 6.09m broad. Full range station. Out of bank 1987
flow may occur just upstream before bankfull at gauging station. Hatcheries 1988
upstream can affect flows Some augmentation f rom effluent returns. * Geology - 1988
Chalk with Upper Greensand and Gault in higher parts of catchment. Land use - 19%
rural.
043014 East Avon at Upavon C.A. 862 km, 71-85
M.A: NRA-W Level: 92m Local Number: 430022
FAR: N BPI: 89 Sensitivity. 9.3 1986
Comment: Crump profile weir. crest 3.05m broad Station adjacent to West Avon 1987
at Upavon (43017); the two weirs gauge the two branches of the Avon immediately 1988
upstream of their confluence at Upavon. Full range station. Occasional upstream 1988
hatch action *Predominantly Upper Greensand and Lower Chalk; some Gault. 1990
Upper Chalk and clay forms the northern and extreme southern borders of the
catchment. Land use - predominantly pastoral.
043017 West Avon at Upavon C.A: 76.0 km, 71-85
MA: NRA-W Level: 92m Local Number: 430023
FAR: G . B.F.L .71 Sensitivity 27.5 1986
Comment: Crump profile weir, crest 4.57m broad. Station adjacent to East Avon 1987
at Upevon (43014); the two weirs gauge the two branches of the Avon immediately 1988
upstream of their confluence at Upavon. Full range station. Minor groundwater 1988
abstractions in catchment. It Predominantly Upper Greensand and Lower Chalk; 1990
some Gault. Upper Chalk and clay forms the northern and extreme southern
borders of the catchment. Land use - rural
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043018 Mien at Wanord AU CA: 176.5 krn,
MA: NRAM Level: 19m Load Manta: 433024
FAR: PG EFL: 91 Sensinny: 194
Comment Two Crump profie wein: man oftvirel weir crest 6Am broad;
secondary weir in  mdl  stream adpcent to rnain channel - 0.9m broad. Rating
includes mil charnel. Weed growth occasionaty causes structure to drown out.
Hatch aolmty upstream of station. Mau surlace and groundwater abstractions en
catdvnerit. Compensation discharge mantans  bye  flows. *Upper mac/enfant -
Chalk. lower catchrnent - sands, gravels and days. Land use- predominantly rural.
043019 Shreen Water at Colesbrook CA: 29.1 km,
MA: NRA-W Level: 72m Local Number: 430CC6
FAR: G B.F.1: .66 Sensitnity: 10.0
Comment Crump profile weir. crest 3m broad. Theozeticalty rated. AN flows
above bankful recorded as 68 rn3s -1. Significant groundwater pumPing in
catchment. Some augmentation from effkient returns. Runoff figures suggest
topogra0Mcal and hydrdogical catchrnent areas do not coincide. * Predominant!).
Kimmeridge Clay. Some °lark and Upper Greensand in the north of the
catchment. Land use - agricultural.
043021 Avon el Knarm Mill CA: 17126.0 km,
KA: NRA-W Level: lm Local Number: 430014
FAR: P 13 FI: .89 Sensitnity:
Comment Ultrasonic station. Harwell single path. The staten level refers to mean
bed level - 0 875m ADD. Both banks are piled and the bed is dredged to form a
rectangular cross-section. Up to Aug 1988 - very limited number of flow readings
logged per day. Hydrometric rating poor. Review of replacing ultrasonic equipment
in process. Some abstraction lor PWS in catchment. *Mixed geology -
predominantly Chalk: lower catchment composed of sands. gravels and clays.
Land use - rural,
044001 From, at East Stoke total C A: 414.4 km,
MA: NRA-W Level: rn Local Number: 440011
F.A.R:  N  B.F.I: .85 SensitMty: 5.7
Comment ReCtanetear critical depth flume, 3 05m broad. Bounded by two broad-
crested weirs. Complementary Crump profile weir on bypass channel, 3.565m
broad. Low floodbank constructed on left hand bank to confine all flows within
designed measuring range of flume - 21.5 mas,. Structure limit of weir 4.36 &a -I.
Flows prior to 1966 are for flume onty. # Geology . Mainly Chalk; Upper Greensand
and Gault, Las and Oolites in headwaters; sands, gravels and clays in lower
catctutient.
044002 Piddle et Beggs Mill CA: 183.1 km2
M A: NRAM Level: 2m Local Number: 440002
FAR: G EEL .89 Sensitivity: 7.9
Comment Rectangular critical depth 'humped' flume situated in lef t-hand bend
of river. At high flow rivergoes out of bank upstream of station - estimates of flows
made through arches of railway bridge. Complex water meadow system 2-3km
upstream can result in minor short period fluctuations in the river flow, Minor
groundwater abstractions in catchment. ./ Upper catchment - Chalk: lower - sands,
gravels and clays. Predominantly agriculture.
044004 Frome at Dorchester total CA: 206.0 km,
MA: NRAM Level: m Local Number: 440007
FAR: G Sensitivity: 15.1
Comment: Two Crump profile weirs: crests 10.66m and 1.52m broad (on side
channel). Rating for Louds Mill (main channel) includes side channel.
Complementary Crump profile weir at Stinsf ord. crest 3 Darn wide. Louds Mill
modular limit 10 mss-i; Stinsford 4.6 mr15-1. Stinsford may drown due to weed
growth d/s. Minor groundwater abstractions in catchrnent. Flews exist prior to
10/71 for Louds Mill only. fl Geology - predominantly Chalk with Upper Greensand
and Gault, Liss and Oolites in headwaters. Land use - rural.
044006 Sydling Water at Sydling St Nicholas CA: 12.4 km2
MA: NRA-W Level: 110m Local Number: 44020
F.A R: N B.F.I: .87 Sensitivity: 25.0
Comment: Crump profile weir, crest 1.95m broad. Modular under all flow
conditions. a Predominantly Lower Chalk with small outcrops of Middle and Upper
Chalk forming higher ground flanking the catchment. Mainly pastoral with some
arable agriculture on flatter ground.
044009 Wey et Broadway C A: 7.0 km2
MA: NRAW Level: 18m Local Number: 440005
FAR: N B.F.I: .94 ' Sensitivity: 20.0
Comment Flat V Crump profile weir, crest 4.5m broad, Full range station.
Structure capacity 3.3 ra3s -1. Some hatch activity upstream, but this does not
affect daily mean flow. Runoff figures suggest topographical and hydrological
catchment areas do not coincide. a Predominantly a limestone catchment. Land
use . mainly pastoral.
051001 Doniford Stream at Swill Bridge CA: 758 km,
MA: NRA-W Level: 9m Local Number: 510001
FAR: N B Fl: .64 Sensitivity: 180
Comment Flat V weir. Prior to 1982 velocityarea station with rock control. ligh
flows measured from bridge downstream. II Drains Devonian/Triassic sandstones
between Ouantock and Brendon Hills. Land use rural.
051002 Homer Water  at  West Luccombe CA: 208 km,
M A: NRA-W Level: 61m Local Number: 510002
FAR: S EFI: .61 Sensitivity: 57.5
Comment: Triangular profile Crump weir for low flows, crest 4.5m broad, plus
rated section. All flows contained. Station closed from 09.1979 to 04.1985,
reopened due to installation of telemetry. Nutscale reservoir in headwaters
*Drains Exmoor. Steep catchment. Land use rural. Deciduous woodland on valley
sides. Geology - composed of Mid Devonian Grits and Lower Devonian Old Red
Sandstone.
051003 WesMord et Beggeam Huish CA: 363 km,
MA: NRA-W Level: m Local Number: 516003
FAR:  N  B.F.I: .63 Sensitivity: 18.6
Comment Flat V fibreglass weir. crest 4.5m width. installed in 1982. Velocity-area
station for Washford, Williton and Watchet. Out of bank flow before tankful! at
station, Fish farm and mill upstream does not affect daily mean flow. Station closed
from 07.1980 to 06.1983 ti Drains Brendon Hills, relief is steep with many deeply
incised valleys. Geology - Devonian Slates, Siltstones and Sandstones. Land use
predominantly rural. Coniferous woodland on valley sides
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052003 Heise Water at Bishops Hull CA: 87.8 km, 61..85
MA: NRA.W Level: 16m Local Number: 520003
F,A R: N B.F.1: .74 Sensitivity: 126 1986
Comment Flat V weir, 0 5km upstream of confluence with River Tone. Velocity- 1987
area station prior to July 1981. Flows in excess of 7 m1/2-1 result in out ot bank flow 1988
approx. 1BOm upstream of station and bypassing occurs. At stages above 18.7m 1988
AOD flows are affected by backwater from the River Ton& a Catchment - mixed 1990
geology: predominantly Jurassic Limestone, sandstones and marl. Land use
predominantly rural.
052004 Isle et Ashf ord Mill CA: 90.1 km° 62-85
MA: NRA-W Level: 15m Local Number: 520004
FAR: GE B.F.!: .48 Sensitiwty: 22.5 1986
Comment: Crump profile weir tor low flows, crest 6.71m broad. Modular limit ol 1987
0 6m. Velocity-area station for higher flows (downstream weed growth affects the 1988
stability of the stage-discharge relationship). Flood plain storage in Catchment. 1988
Bankfull: 2,438m. Bypassing of station occurs al high flows Minor groundwater 1990
abstractions in catchment. Evidence of MII/factory discharges on charts.
a Impermeable catchment - predominantly Lower Lias clays. Very responsive.
Land use - rural.
052005 Tone at Bishops Hull CA: 202.0 km2 61-85
M.A: NRAW Level: 16m Local Number: 520005
F.A.R: SP B.F.I: .58 Sensitivity: 17.7 1986
Comment: Pre 3/68 velocity-area station; flows unreliable below 1.42 rn1s-1. Now 1987
Crump profile weir (breadth 12.2m) with crest tapping (not operational). Full range 1988
station. Clatworthy and smaller Luxhay Reservoir in headwaters. Compensabon 1988
flow maintains low flows. Reservoirs not large enough to influence fairly rapid 1990
response to rainfall. Minor surface water abstractions for RWS. 4 Catchment
geology, - predominantly sandstones and marls. Land use - rural.
052006 Yee at Pen Mill aiv 213 1 km, 63-85
ocM.A: NRA.W Level: 24m Lal Number: 520006
FAR: SRG B.F.L .40 , Sensitivity: 14,1 1986
Comment Crump type triangular cross-section  weir  for low flows. >1.55 rn8s-1 1987
measured by rated river section (affected by d/s weed growth). Flows >2m 1988
inaccurate. All but highest floods contained. 1989 station moved slightly - problems 1988
with stilling well, needs rerating. Sutton Bingham Res. In headwaters. medium/low 1990
flows influenced by variable abstractions and compensation, 4 Geology - Oxford
Clay and Great Oolite in upper Catchment; Yeovil Sands and Inferior Oolile in lower
catchment, Land use - predominantly rural
052007 Parrett at Chiselborough C A: 74.8 km2 66•85
A ALevel: 21mMNRW Local Number: 520007
F.A.R: E B.F.I: .45 Sensitivity: 295 1986
Comment: Crump weir (breadth; 7.87m) with caest tapping, situated in bridge 1987
invert. Full range station. Throttling of high flows in high range, llow hydrograph 1988
exhibits hysteresis. Weir drowning more frequent prior to downstream channel 1988
improvements in 1966. Flows calculated from crest tapping prior to 1/4/67 are 1990
erroneous due to leak in float well Minor augmentation from effluent returns.t
a Geology - predominantly Oxford Clay with small band of Upper Greensand and
Gault in headwaters. Land use - rural.
052009 Sheppey at Fenny Castle CA: 596 km, 64-65
M A- NRA.W Level: 6m Local Number: 520009
F A II GE EEL 68 Sensitivity: 188 1986
Comment: Crurnp profile weir for low flows, crest 5.I8m broad, Velocity-area 1987
station for flows greater than 1.84 rnss-, (downstream summer weed growth 1988
affects the stability of the stage-discharge relationship). Full range station. Banks 1988
adequately contain all /lows at site. Minor groundwater abstramans in catchment. 1990
Some augmentation from effluent returns. a Mixed geology: Upper catchment -
Carboniferous Limestone, Lower catchment - sandstones. Land use - rural.
052010 Brueat Lovington C A: 135 2 km, 64-85
MA: NRA-W Level: - 20m Local Number: 520010
F.A R: N 13 F.I: .47 Sensitivity: 21.9 1986
Comment: Crump profile weir for  low  flows. cresl 6.71m broad. Velocity-area 1987
station for flows >2 2 mas-1, (d/s summer weed growth affects the Stability of the 1988
stage-discharge relationship). Reliable extension of rating to bankf ult. Channel 1988
section is deep and contains all but very exceptional floods. a Headwaters fed by 1990
Mendip and Salisbury Plain springs. Geology - Oatord Clay and Greal Oolite in
upper Catchment: Yeovil Sands and Inferior Oolite in lower catchment. Very
pronounced hydrograph peaks. Land use - predominantly rural.
052011 Cary at Somerton C A: 82.4 km2 65-85
AKA: NRW Level: 9m Local Number: 520011
FAR: GE B FI: .37 Sensitivity: 380 1986
Comment: COMpOund Crump profile weir, approx. 330m upstream ol Cary 1987
Bridge. Centre section 3.05m broad, two side seclions 1.22m broad. Velocity-area 1988
station for flows greater than 4,4 m1/4-' (downstream summer weed growth affects 1988
the stability of stage-discharge relationship). Full range station. Banks contain all 1990
but exceptional floods. Minor groundwater abstractions and some augmentation
from effluenl returns. a Geology - predominantly Lower Lies and Oolitic Limestone.
Land use - rural.
052014 Tone at Greenham C.A: 57.2 km2 67_85
ocMA: NRA.W Level: 77m Lal Number: 520014
F.A.R: S B F.I: .59 Sensitivity: 12.1 1986
Comment: Compound Flat V Crump profile-weir. Prior to Augusl 1979 velocity- 1987
area station with unstable bed, At high flows estimates Made from debris marks as 1988
surrounding /and floods. Since 1981 flows above 9.66 m1/4-1 are truncated. Low 1988
flows maintained born Clatwor1hy Reservoir. Abstractions for supply. CThe upper 1990
part of Me catchment drains the Brendan Hills. Geology - predominantly Old Red
Sandstone. Land use - rural.
052015 Land Yee at Wraxall Briege C A: 23.3 km, 1 71..85
MA: NRA.W Level: Ilm Local Number: 520015 '
F.A.R: EEL .71 Sensitivity: 520 1986
Comment: Triangular profile Crump weir, crest 50m width. All flows contained. 1987
Closed from 091979 to 05.1985. Reopened after installation of telemetry. River 1988
weedy but weir cleared regularly. Barrow Gurney reservoirs in catchment (approx 1988
0.75km1)N Drains Dundry Hill, Moderate relief in headwaters. low relief in lower 1990
reaches. Mined geology of lower and middle Coal Measures. Carboniferous oolitic
limestone and Triassic marls and sandstones. Land use predominantly rural, some
urbanisation.
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052016 Cwrypool Stream et Canypool Fenn C A: 557 km,
MA NRAW Level en Local reinter 520316
FAR: N 0Ft .71 'SensttrAty. 450
Comment Crump profile weir. crest 4m tread. Velocity-area station tor flows >
1.664 rnas-1.  a  Headwaters drain the Ouanteck Has. Geology - predornirtanty Old
Red Sandstone and Marl. Land use - agriadtural.
052017 Congresbury Ye* at lwood CA: 66.6 krn2
MA: NRAW Level: 7m Local Number: 520017
FAR: 131.1: .59 Sensitivity: 18.5
Comment Triangular profske Crump weir, crest 5 Orn broad. Rankle" 1.3m.Station
bypassed at righ lbws. Station dosed between 02.1975 and  08 1985 - eopened
after installation of telemetry. Very patchy record prior to 1975. Flood warning
station for Congrestoury approx. lldn downstream. Blagdon reservoir (approx
Dun!) situated close to headwaters.  a  The river rises from the western slopes of
the Mendips. Land use: predominantly rural with some srnall settlements. Geology
Carboniferous Limestone, Keuper Marl and estuarine alluvium.
053002 Seminoton Brook et Semington CA: 157.7 krn,
MA: NRA-W Level: 33m Local Number 90020
FAR: GE 811 .57 Sensitivity: 21.2
Comment Forrndsed trapezoidal section with cableway. replaced veloc4ty-area
station downstream (superseded due to low banks and backwater from River Avon
at high flows). Flood records for period prior to Apra 1970 are therefore poor.
Station rated up to 19 83 rrils-t. Some groundwater pumping and surface water
abstractions. Mill operation upstream. It Catchrnent flat and low lying, mainly clay
with steeper Chalk eastern boundaries. Land use - predominantly rural.
053004 Chew at Compton Oando CA: 129.5 km,
MA NRAW Level: 17m Local Number: 146030
F.A R: SP B.F.!: .63 Sensitivity: 0.8
Comment Trapezoidal critical depth flume. Full range station. Flow record
unreliable for epees. one year after the July 1968 flood due to bank collapse and
accumulated debris. Large storage reservoir in headwaters - Chew Valley Lake.
Seasonal compensation flow. Significant surface water abstractions for public
supply and industry. Monthly naturalised flow series available to 1980. 4 Mixed
geology - predominantly clay, some Coal Measures. Land use - rural.
053005 Midford Brook at Midford ak 147.4 km,
MA: NRA-W Level: 27m Local Number: 130010
FAR: PGE BRA: .62 SensitiVity: 4.9
Comment Trapezoidal critical depth flume 2.4km upstream of confluence with
River Avon. Full range station. Algal growth affects sensitivity at low flows.
Bypassing may occur on left-hand bank above 3m stage. # Predominantly
impermeable catchment - Lias with Coal Measures. Deep steep sided valleys in
catchment, responds rapidly to rainfall. Land use - rural.
053006 Frome(BrIatol) at Frenchay CA: 2489 km,
MA: NRA.W Level: 20m Local Number: 20005
FAR: N B F.1 40 Sensitivity:
Comment: Trapezoidal critical depth flume. Full range station. Flume designed on
basis of pre-urbanisation flow estimates . site swamped in storms of 1965 and
1968. Extra retaining walls have been instalted.  *Complex  geology; eastern and
central catchment dominated by sandstones of the Coal Measures and Keuper
Marl. The west is less permeable; Keuper Marl and Liassic clays Superlcial
deposits are meltwater gravels and terraces, mainly in the west.
053007 Frome(Someraet) at Tellisford C A: 261.6 km,
MA: NRA-W Level: 35m Local Number: 110015
F.A.R: PG B El: .52 Sensitivity:4 8
Comment: Trapezoidal critical depth flume. Full range station. Deeply incised
channel at station - all but extreme floods contained (although some overbank
upstream storage). Pumping station upstream of gauging station. Substantial
groundwater abstractions in catchment. Responsive catchment. however,
retention lakes 5 to 6km upstream may truncate peaks. 4 Predominantly limestone
with impermeable clays in Frome Gap and Coal Measures in Melts Valley. Land use
- predominantly rural.
053008 Avon at Great Somerford CA: 303.0 km,
M A: NRA.W Level: 58m Local Number: 103N6
FA R: G B.F I: .58 Sensitivity:
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir - low flow crest between two flanking
sections. Situated 90m downstream of Great Somerford road bridge. Full range
station. All except extreme flows (eg. July 1968) contained. Flows augmenled by
groundwater scheme in catchment. 0 Geology - mainly Oolitic Limestone with lef t
bank tributaries draining off clays. Land use - predominantly rural.
053009 Wellow Brook at Wallow CA: 72.6 kmr
MA: NRAM Level: 44m Local Number: 130130
F.A.R: N B Ft 62 Sensitivity: 6.7
Comment: Trapezoidal critical depth flume. Full range station. Slight bypassing
on right-hand bank. Backing up from bridge downstream occurred during July
1968 flood glow of 30 rrils-R. MAF gauged adequately: 4 Mixed geology - Lias and
Oolitic Limestone. Land use - predominantly rural.
053013 Marden at Stanley C.A: 992 km,
MA: NRA-W Level: 47m Local Number: 80310
FAR: PE 0E1..64 Sensitivity: 56
Comment Trapezoidal critical depth flume. Full range station. Prior to July 1969
level only station. Bridge 160 - 150m upstream causes throttling at high flows.
Minor surface water abstractions and discharges in catchment. 4 Predominantly
clay catchment. Chalk outcrop in headwaters. Land use - rural.
053017 Boyd at Bitton C A: 480 km,
MA: NRA.W Level: 16m -Local Number: 30100
FA R: N B El .46 Sensitivity: 250
Comment: Flat V Crump profile weir, crest 8m broad. Situated in rectangular
sheet-pded section; 4m deep. Full range station. Access for maintenance difficult.
4 Predominantly clay catchment. Land use - mainly rural with some urbanisation.
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053018 Avon at Bethford CA: 1552 0 km,
MA: NRA-W Level: 18m Local Number: 10250
F AR: RPGE B.F.I: 61 Sensitivity: 9.8
Comment Velocity-area station with cableway. (Replacement station for Bath St
James). Upstream of the city of Bath. Situated immediately downstream of
confluence with Bybrook. Section by railway bridge: area widely inundated in flood
conditions, but all flows contained through bridge. Flows below 5 mls-1 are
inaccurate. Flows augmented by groundwater scheme in catchment. 0 Mixed
geology - predominantly clays and limestone with eastern tributaries rising from
Chalk. Land use - mainly rural, some urbanisation.
053019 Woodbridge Brook at Crab Mill CA: 46.6 km2
MA NRA-W Level: 66m Local Number: 10450
F AR: G EFL: .34 Sensitivity: 31.0
Comment: Compound rectangular thin.plale weir (no divide piers). 1.52m wide
centre section and two 0.76m broad wings. Principally a low flow station.
Measuring capacity of weir is 1.4 mIs-t, above this the rating is only usable
to estimate flows. Substantial groundwater abstractions in catchment.
# Impermeable clay catchment. Land use - predominantly rural.
053020 Gauze Brook et Rodbourne CA: 28.2 km,
MA: NRA-W Level: 66m Local Number: 10020
FAR: G . BEL .53 Sensitivity: 31.0
Comment Rectangular thin-plate weir. Measuring capacity of weir 0.566 ny,s-t.
Primarily a low flow station; monitors the impact of groundwater
abstraction/recharge on river flow. Discharges which exceed 0.57 mks- t are
estimates only. # Predominantly limestone catchment. Land use - rural.
053023
 SheratonAvon at Fosseway C.A: 89.7 km'
AMA: NRW Level: 75m Local Number: 50100
FAR: G B.F.L .67 Sensitivity: 20.0CommentFlat V Crump profile weir, crest 7.0m broad. Full range station. Flows
augmented by groundwater scheme in catchment. Gate activity upstream may
affect flows.  X Geology - predominantly Oolitic Limestone. Land use - rural,
053024 Tetbury Avon at Brokenborough ak 736 km,
M.A: NRA-W Level: 75m Local Number: 60050
FAR: GE B F.I .66 Sensitivity: 250
Comment: Flat V Crump prof ile weir, crest 7.0m. Low flow station, Rating not
extended above the measuring capacity of the weir (5.3 mimeo) and peaks on the
hydrograph are truncated. Groundwater abstractions in catchment. Some
augmentation from effluent returns. # Geology - predominantly Oolitic Limestone.
Land use - rural.
053025
 Menaet Penis C.A: 119.0 km,
MA: NRA-W Level. 70m Local Number: 120050
F.A.R: E B.F 1..59 Sensitivity: 21.3
Comment Crump profile weir, crest 6.0m broad. Full range station. Minor
augmentation from effluent returns.  tlGeology  - predominantly Carboniferous
Limestone with Coal Measures Land use - rural.
053026 Frome(Bristol) at Frampton Cotterell CA:  785 km,
MA: NRAW Level: 45m Local Number AMA/
F.A R: N B.F.I: .42 Sensitivity: 38.3
Comment Crump profile weir, crest 7.5m broad. Full range structure, but drowns
out at high flows. Responsive catchment, however, retention lakes 4 to 6km
upstream may truncate peaks. # Geology - mainly Coal Measures east of the R.
Frome and Lies to the west. Land use - predominantly rural.
053028 By Brook at MIddlebIll C.A: 102.0 km'
M.A: NRAW Level: 30m Local Number: 40050
FAR: P . B.F.1: .75 Sensitivity: 13.0
CommentFlat V weir. Wingwalls at 2m should contain most floods. Low flow
station. Not fully rated. peaks on hydrcgragh truncate at 4.1 rrrIs-t. Minot surface
water abstractions in catchment. # Geology - predominantly Oolitic Limestone and
Lias. Land use - rural.
053029 Bias at Trowbridge C.A: km,
AAM, NRW Level: 35m Local Number: 100050
FAR: I B.F.I: Sensitivity:
Comment: Crump profile, Flat V weir (I:10), 7.I3m wide, set in a deep culvert with
vertical walls. Good approach, large downstream fall. Moderate influence on low
flows by abstractions and discharges. # Moderate relief catchment situated along
the Frome gap. Drains the Chalk scarp to the SE. Underlying geology Jurassic
clays. Predominantly rural; arable farming. Contains Westbury,
054088 Little Avon at BerkeleyKennels C.A: 134 0 km,
beMA: NRA.W Level: 10m Local Numr: 230050
FAR: PGEI B.F.I: .61 Sensitivity: 18.0
Comment: Velocily-area station in a rectangular concrete channel; gauged from
the road bridge. Flood gates d/s to cope with coincidence of large tidal range of
Severn and extreme events. Moderate influence from PWS abstractions and spray
irrigation. Built by STWA. run by NRA-WI 0 Steep headwaters drain complex
sequence of limestones, sandstones and clays of the Lower and Middle Jurassic:
the flat Vale of Berkeley is floored by a Cambrian infier. Keuper Marl and Lias clays.
Agricultural catchment, quite responsive.
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Summary of Archived Data - 1
Gauged daily flows, monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
Stn. Gauged daily flows,
number monthly peaks and rainfall
043001 60s eAAAAEyytt 70s j ijititiit
043303 60s — Wirt 70s CCCCCCCGCC
80s 00CcCCCCFC 90s Cyf
043304 60s FAFAA 70s MAAAEAMA
80s BEEEEBEDEB 90s Me
043005 60s —EAMM 70s AMMAAAM
80s MAMMA/SA 90s Me
043006 60s —AMA 70s AAAAAAAAAA
80s MAAAABBBA 90s AM
013007 70s -tAMAMA 80s AMAAAABAA
SOs Me
043008 60s —AAA 70s MBA/MAMA
/30s AABAAABBBA 93s Me
043009 613s —eA 70s AMAAAAAAA
BOs MAAMMAA 90s Me
043010 60s  -t 70s EAAAAAABAA
80s Mtitt— 90s Ice
043011 70s Eecciffitt 80s
90s 8
043012 60s 70s tEMAAABAA
130s AAABABAAEB 90s Me
043313 70s tEBABBBAM
BOs AEEEMM 90s tt
043014 60s -- tttt 70s tEAAMMAA
80s AAAAAMEAA 90s Me
043017 60s  tttt 70s tEMAAAMA
BOs AMBABBBEA 90s AAe
043018 70s - eAMAA 80s MAAAAbbbb
90s aae
043019 70s -EAAAAAA 805 AABMBAABB
90s Me
043021 70s BBBAB 80s BBBCCCCCFC
90s FFe
044031
044032
044003
044004
044006
04400E3
60s ----fcccC 70s CCCCCCCccc
80s ccecCCCCCC 90s CCf
60s ---eAMMA 70s AAAAMAAAA
80s AAAMAAEM 90s Me
60s  EAAA 70s AAAAABBAAA
80s e tttt 90s tt
70s -ICCCCCocc 80s coccCCCCCC
90s CCI
Wa  tttE 70s AMAABBAAA/30s WMBBBCB 90s Me
70s ---tEEAAM 80s Aotittittt
90s tt
Summary of Archived Data - 2
.Naturalised daily and monthly flows
Stn. Naturalised daily,
number and monthly nows
043005 605  FEEEF 70s EF
051002 70s ---FEEEF
Gauged daily flows, monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
KEY:
Complete daily and complete peaks
Complete daily and partial peaks
Complete daily and no peaks
Partial daily and complete peaks
Partial daily and partial peaks
Partial daily and no peaks
No flow data
Complete
rainfall
A
Stn. Gauged dal, flows,
number monthly peaks and rainfall
044009 70$ —eAAAA 80s ABAABBABEB
90s Me
051001 60s  MA
80s WEeaMAA
051002 70s -eaaaade
90s Me
051003 60s —fads
80s e-eeMAAA
052001
052002
052003
052004
052005
052006
052007
052008
052009
052010
052011
052014
052015
062016
052017
062020
Stn. Naturalised daily,
number and monthly flows
052002 50s  FEEE
052005 60s -FEEEBEEEE
052006 60s ---FEEEEEE
052038 EpOs FEEEEBEEF
Incom
missin
late or
rainfall
70s
90s
80s
70s
9Ds
60s
AAAAAAAAAA
ME
—eAABA
bbbbaablee
ME
aaaaabAAEt60s —eaaa
70s titt-trt
Boa —eAAB 60s BBBBBBAAe-
70$  
60s -eBAAMAM
80s AEAAWAAA
60s -MAMMA
80s AAMAAWA
60s -EAAAAAAAA
130s AMAAMMA
60s --eAMMAA
80s AAA/MAMA
60s  eMA
80s AA/MAMMA
60s eBBBBBMEt
60s ---AAWA
80s ABBMEEAAA
60s ----eMMAA
80s AAMAAMMA
60s  eMM
90s MAAMMAA
60s  tEM
80s tEEaaal3AAA
70s -AMAAMME
90s ABe
70s tEAAAAMAA
90s Me
ba ---EEEtttt
90s aae
60s  foci
80s  tttt
70$ AAAAAAAAAA
9C/s AAe
los AA/MAMMA
90s Me
70s AMMAAAAAA
90s Me
70s AAAAMAAAA
90s Me
70s MAAABAAAA
91s Me
70s 88-881
70s AAAAAAAAAA
921s Me
70s MAAMMAA
90s Me
70s MBAAAAAAA
90s Me
70s BAAAEEEEEt
90s AM
80s  eAAAA
130s AAAAaaAAAA
80s  eaaaa
70s MFEAAAAT
90a tt
053001 aOs ---eAAAAAA 60s MMWAM
70s AAAAAAAAAA /30s Et
60s EEEEEBEEF
70s EEEEEEEF
70s EEEEEEEF
Up-to-date Summaries of Archived Data are available on request from the National Water Archive Office.
Stn. Gauged daily goes,
number monthly peaks and rainfall
052 50s -eAAWA 60s MAAAMMA
70$ AAMAAAMA 80s gmaaamsga
gos
053303 37$  I 40s I cobbblx -b
50s bbabAAAW 60s AMAAMME
705 818188 80s rt—trrt
9058
053004 50s —EA 60s AAAAAAMEE
70s AMMAAMA 80s AAAAAAMAA
90s Me
60s -EAAAAAAAA los AAMMAAAA
80s AA/MAMMA 90s Mf
60s -MAAAAAAA 70s AAAAAAAAAA
80s AAAAMAAAA 90s Me
60s -eAAAAAAAA 70s MAAMMAA
80s AMMAAMA 90s MI
70s AAAAAMAAA
80s AA/MAMMA 90s /Me
70s AAAAAAAAAA
80s AAAAAAAAAA 91:15 Me
70s AMMUMAA 80s AAAAAAAAAA
90s Me
70s --EMAAAA Bes AMAAMMA
90s Me -
053Cf05
053006
053907
0531338
053W9
053013
053017
053018
053019
053020
053022
053023
053024
053025
053026
053028
053029
054088 70s  ea
90s Me
Stn. Naturalised daily,
number and monthly flows
052014 60s  FEE 70s FEEEFFFF
053004 50s  FE 60s EEEEEEEEFF
70s FEEEEEEAAA 80s A
Naturalised daily and monthly flows
KEY:
Complete daily and complete monthly
Partial daily and complete monthly
Partial daily and partial monthly
Partial daily and no monthly
No daily and complete monthly
No daily and partial monthly
No naturalised flow data
123
70s AAA/MAMMA
80s MAAAAAAAA 90s Me
70s aaaaaaaaaa
80s MAAaaAAAA 90s Me
60s - ea 70s aaaaaaaaaa
80s AAAaasaaaa 90s aae
70s  -eAAA 80s AAMEttitt
90s tt
70s
90s Me
70s  AA
90s Me
130s AAAAAAAAAA
70s  AA
90s Me
80s --aaaaMAA
130$ ----aaaaaa
80s AAA/MAMA
80s AMAAWAA
90s Me
80s AMMAAAAA
90s AAe
90s AAe
80s aaaaaaAAAA
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Hydrometric Statistics
2
0.
047004 Lynher Pillaton Mill SX 369626 135.5 VA 1961.90
047005 ' Ottery Wenington Park SX 336866 120.7 VA 1963_90
047006 Lys] Litton Park SX 3813842 218.1 FLVA 1961.90
047007 Yealm Puslinch SX 574511 54.9 FLVA 1961.90
047008 Thrushel Tinhay SX 398856 112.7 CC 1969-90
047009 Ticidy Tideford SX 343595 37.2 C 1969-90
047010 Tamar Crowford Bridge SX 290991 76.7 CC 1972..90
047011 ' Plym Cam Wood SX 522613 79.2 CC 1971-81
047013 Withey Brook Bastreet SX 244763 16.2 CC 1973-90
047014 Walkham Horrabridge SX 513699 43.2 MIS 1981-89
047015 Tavy Denhansludbrook SX 476681 197.3 MIS 1981_90
047016 Lumburn Lumburn Bridge SX 459731 20.5 VA 1976..90
047017 Wolf Combe Park EarmSX 419898 31.1 1977-86
048001 Fowey Trekeivesteps SX 227698 36,8 CC 1957_90
048003 Fal Tregony SW 921448 87.0 FLVA 1978-90
048004 Warleggan Trengoffe SX 159674 25.3 CC 1969.90
048005 Kenwyn Truro SW 820450 19.1 CC 1968-90
048006 • Cober Helston SW 654273 40.1 VA 1968-89
048007 Kennel! Ponsanooth SW 762377 26.6 C' 1968-90
048009 St Neot Craigshill Wood SX 184662 22.7 CC 1971.90
0
2
045001 Exe Thorverton SS 936016 600.9 VA 1956-90 1270 829 441 1186 60 509
045002 Eve Stoodleigh SS 943178 421.7 VA 1961-90 1364 921 443 1150 74 644
0450CG Calm Wood Mill ST 021058 226.1 1962-90 964 520 444 675 74 318
045004 Axe Whitford SY 262953 288.5 CC 1964-90 999 539 460 701 74 292
045005 Otter Dottort SY 087885 202.5 FVVA 1963-90 982 487 495 615 74 323
045006 ' Ouarme Enterwen SS 919356 20.4 CB 1964-67  1750  1073 677 1178 65 1043
045008 Otter Fermy Bridges SY 115986 1042 VA 1974-90 1037 623 414 765 81 439
045009 Exe Piston SS 935260 147.6 VA 1981-90 1457 956 501 1158 81 775
045010 • Haddeo Hartford SS 952294 50.0 VA 1973-79 695 1027 74 533
045011 ' Bade Brushford SS 927258 128.0 VA 1969.61 1090 1322 79 893
045012 Greedy Cowley SX 901967 261.6 VA 1964_90  903  463 440 660 74 276
046002 Teign Preston SX 856746 380.0 VA 1956-90 270 770 500 1301 60 433
046003 Dart Austin, Bridge SX 751659 247.8 VA 1958-90 826 1396 430 1986 74 930
046005 East Dart Believer SX 657775 21.5 VA 1964-90 2048 1781 267 2604 74 1187
046006 Erma Ermington SX 642532 43.5 VA 1974-90 725 1316 409 1688 86 667
046007 " West Dart Dunnabridge SX 643742 47.9 VA 1972.90 027 1556 471 2324 74 1078
046008 ' Avon Loddiswell SX 719476 102.3 VA 1971.90  639  958 681 1391 74 625
047001 Tamar Gunnislake SX 426725 916.9 VA 1956-90 241 775 466 1200 74 431
047002 Tamar Werrington SX 343886 232.1 VA 1956-61  143  793 350 1119 60 587
047003 • Tavy Lopwell SX 475652 205.9 MIS 1957_80 563 898 665 1125 58 853
38.0 1.88
28.8 1.53
7.8 0.99
10.3 1.19
6.1 0.95
1.5 0.19
4.2 0.50
11.5 0.70
2.5 0.07
9.8 0.58
9.2 0.31
22.3 1.13
24.6 1.40
2.7 0.18
4.2 0.22
5.4 0.28
7.5 0.39
55.4 1.86
15.6 0.13
15.2 0.54
443 1019 424 1575 74 679
214 688 526 830 65 374
265 717 548 1035 65 494
442 927 515 1269 74 604
184 665 519 1050 74 459
268 745 523 10313 74 501
202 1037 165 1599 74 733
552 909 643 1312 74 521
748 1115 633 1937 74 816
35 1305 430 1542 86 1049
77 966 611 1155 82 835
332  754 578 955 86 634
86  756 530 929 81 616
680 1153 527 1641 74 808
29 719 510 896 79 546
74 1002 472 1531 74 760
24 622 502 898 74 436
73 779 494 1055 79 580
29 588 741 790 74 363
58 1095 463 1645 74 879
10.0 0.64
6.8 0.15
12.0 0.39
3.7 0.19
6.3 0.09
2.1 0.12
5.1 0.09
5.4 0.30
1.3 0.10
3.8 0.30
15.9 0.79
1.2 0.07
1.9 0.02
2.9 0.24
4.2 0.41
1.6 0.18
0.9 0.05
2.1 0.17
1.2 0.07
1.6 0.16
048010 Seaton Trebrownbridge SX 299596 38.1 CC 1957_90 346 834 512 1175 74 540
048011 Fowey Restormel SX 098624 169.1 CC 1961-90 504 918 586 1388 74 632
049001 Camel Denby SX 017682 208.8 VA 1964-90 398 881 517 1233 74 616
049002 Hayle St Erth SW 549342 48.9 CC 1957.90 114 638 476 816 88 421
049003 De Lank De Lank SX 132765 21.7 CC 1967..90 670 1086 584 1401 81 788
049004 Gannel Gwills SW 829593 41.0 C 1969-90 061 527 534 728 74 376
050001 Taw Umberleigh SS 608237 826.2 VA 1958-90 155 687 468 1053 , 60 432
• 050002 Torridge Torrington SS 500185 663.0 VA 1962-90 172 739 433 1001 74 427
050005 West Okement Vellake SX 557903 13.3 MIS 1975-90  2154  1584 570 1928 86 1103
050006 Mole Woodleigh SS 660211 327.5 VA 1965_90 1379 823 556 1017 74 558
050007 Taw Taw Bridge SS 873068 71.4 VA 1973_90  1268  804 464 1259 74 515
050012 • Yeo Veraby SS 775267 53.7 1968-81 937 1395 70 644
' 2.2 0.21
10.8 0.75
13.1 0.82
2.2 0,22
1.6 0.07
1.6 0.10
47,2 1.17
39,8 0.88
1.6 0.07
20.8 0.74
4.6 0.12
3.2 0.12
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045001 Exe at Thorverton C.A: 600.9 km2 56-85 1269 832 15.85 492.6 04/12 0.42 27/00 37.5 9.63 1.67
M A: NRA-SW Level: 26m Local Number: S590F011 1960 1976
FAR: SRPGEI Sensitivity: 11.8 1986 1455 115 1006 121 19,17 191.2 19/11 2.34 23/07 42.7 11.10 2.91
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. Informal Flat V control 1987 1164 92 746 90 5422 144 3 06/04 1.96 02/09 35.7 8,16 2.34
constructed in 1973 due to unstable bed condition. Minor culvert flow through mill 1988 1323 104 878 106 16 68 160.9 09/10 2.96 25/06 462 8 24  3.74
u/s of station included in rating. Wimbleball Reservoir has significant effect upon 1989 1188 94  682  82 1299 5262 15/03 1.21 08/09 37.8 5.74 1.49
low flows. Control point  for  Wirnbleball Reservoir operabonal releases. 1990 1270 100 728 88 13 87 140.2 14/02 1.45 16/09 40.0 5,42 1.71
# Headwaters drain Exmoor. Geology predominantly Devonian sandstones and
Carboniferous Culm Measures, with subordinate Permian sandstones in the east.
Moorland, forestry and a range of agriculture,
045002  Entat Stoodleigh C.A: 421.7 km2 61-85 1356 927 12.39 224.7 19/12 0.42 2189/7068 28.3 8.00 1.45
MA: NRA-SW Level 75m Local Number: SS91F008 1965
FAR: SRPE B.F.I: .52 Sensitivity: 60 1986 1596 118 1078 116 14.41 142,1 19/11 1.93 23/07 33.4 8.99 2.34
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway sited on a straight, stable length of 1987 1267 93 814 88 10.89 960 04/04 1.67 03/09 28,1 638 2.01
river, Low flow controlled by a stone ledge 50m d/s of the gauge. Full range, 1988 1457 107 963 104 12.85 108 4 06/10 2.70 29/06 33,1 696 3.29
calibrated to above bankf ull, Liable to backing up at bridge immediately u/s in 1989 1318 97 766 83 10 25 1032 14/03 1.16 07/09 28.5 4.82 1.38
highest floods. Flood relief culvert under road on right bank. Bypassing included in 1990 1406 104 830 90 11,10 97.3 13/02 1.42 16/09 29.9 4,68 1.60
rating, Significantly affected by Wimbleball Res, regulation at low flows,
# Headwaters drain Exmoor. Devonian sandstones and Culm Measures. Relatively
impermeable catchment: moorland headwaters, grazing and forestry.
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045003 Culm at Wood Mill CA: 2261 km,
Level: 44mMA: NRA.SW Local Number: STOOP008
FA R: POD Sensitivity: 13.7
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. Flat V weir constructed in 1972.
Channel control when structure drowned. Full range. August 1965 river regraded
and d/s obstructions removed. Widespread u/s inundation during floods. Data
unreliable prior to 1/10/62. Moderate sudace and groundwater abstractions affect
low flows 0 Rises in the Blackdown Hills. Headwaters drain Greensand and Gault
Clay. Predominantly Permo-Triassic sandstones, breccias and marls. Extensive
valley gravels and alluvium. Subdued relief. Agricultural catchment.
'  045004 Axe at Whitford C A: 288.5 km2
M.A: NRA-SW Level: 7m Local Number: SY29F052
FAR: PGEI B F.I: .50 Sensitivity: 8.2
Comment Compound Crump profile weir, total width 21.3m, bw flow section
7.6m broad. Cableway on site. Structure limit 2m stage. Unique rating above
modular limit. Overspill at 1.954n on left bank with some bypassing. Moderate
groundwater and surface water abstractions affect lower flows. C Catchment ot
moderate relief draining Chalk and Greensand headwaters. Middle and lower
reaches Keuper Marls: Lias clays and more Greensand.Meadowland, low intensity
agriculture, woodland, Minor industrial development.
045005 Otter at Dotton CA 202.5 km,
M A: NRA-SW Level: 15m Local Number: SY08F055
F.A R: PGEI B.F.1: .53 Sensitivity: 10.1
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. Station rebuilt alter 1968 flood.
Flat V Crump profile weir installed 1971. Full range station. Gabions stabilise bed
and banks. Low embankments at field level extend containment. Substantial
groundwater and surface water abstractions in catchment. //Rises in Greensand
and Gault Clay of the Blackdown Hills. Predominantly Keuper sandstones and
marts. Extensive alluvium and valley gravels lower down. Some heathtand,
woodland and pasture, and a wkle range of agriculture.
045008
 . Otter at Fenny Bridges CA: 104.2 km,
MA: NRA-SW Level: 55rn Local Number: 51191052
F.A.R: P 61.1: .49 Sensitivity: 13.7
Comment: Velocitrarea station with low level bed control and cableway, situated
just upstream of road bridge. Bridge invert acts as control at high levels. Right
bank likely to be over topped at 16m stage when bypassing likely. Minor surface
water abstractions in catchment, sensibly natural flow regime. SO Rises in the
Greensand and Gault Clay of the Blackdown Hills. Keuper Marl in the lower
reaches. Contains Honiton. Heathland, pasture and a range of agriculture.
045009 Exe at Piston CA: 147.6 km,
beMA: NRA-SW Level: 128m Local Numr: 5592F014
FAR: SRP B F.I: .51 Sensitivity: 133
Comment: Full range velocity-area station. Shallow rock bar downstream of
station is a natural low flow control. Bank/ ull 90 m1/4-1. Influence of bridge soffit
upstream of station is unestablished, although the rating is reliably extrapolated to
bankfull. Minor abstractions in catchment, low flows significantly affected by
Wimbleball Reservoir, 14Headwaters rise on Exmoor. Predominantly Devonian
sandstones. Land use moorland, rough grazing. forestry.
045012 Greedy at Cowley C.A: 261.6 km,
MA: NRA-SW Level: 14m Lccal Number: SX99F052
F.A R: GE EH: .45 Sensitivity: 11.0
Comment: Velocity-area station in a deep cutting. Rock bars form the low flow
control. Rood flows contained by rock walls and gabions on the rhb and by railway
tracks on the Ihb. Current metering by wading or from a high bridge 30m u/s. C A
vee-shaped catchment draining moderate to high relief valleys from the north and
west. Predominantly Culm Measures sandstones and shales with some Permo-
Tries breccias and sandstones near Crediton. Low grade agriculture, grazing and
forestry.
046002 Teign at Preston C.A: 380.0 km,
MA: NRA-SW Level: 4m Local Number: 5X87F051
FA R: SRPE 13.F.I: 55 Sensitivity: 9.3
Comment Velocity-area station, channel width approx. 15m. Cableway and steel
footbridge. Bypassing on right bank occurs above 2.4m: some accommodation for
this in rating. Low flow control is a d/s gravel shoal. 4 reservoirs and various WRWs
have minor affect on low flow regime. C Bulk of the river system rises on Dartmoor
Granite moorland: it traverses a complex of Devonian and Carboniferous shales,
sandstones and cherts before as wide alluvial valley crosses Tertiary sands and
clays. Low grade agriculture end woodland.
046003 Dart at Austin, Bridge C.A: 247.6 km,
ocMA: NRA-SW Level: 22m Lal Number: SX76F051
FAR: SR 13.F.I: .53 . Sensitivity: 78
Comment: Velocity-area station, main channel approx. 30m wide. Rock step
forms d/s-control. Channel contains the MAE Bypassing occurs on right bank
above 4.2m. Well rated. Venford Reservoir operation has minor effect on low flows.
Short period of naturatised flows available. C Upper two thirds of the catchment
drains moorland associated with the Dartmoor Granite; the lower third is of
Carboniferous shales and sandstones. The relief is steep in the headwaters and at
the Granite boundary. Responsive. Low grade agriculture and woodland.
046005 East Dart at Believer C.A: 21.5 km,
MA: NRA-SW Level: 309m Local Number: SX67F051
FAR: N B F.I: .43 Sensitivity: 10.0
Comment Velocity-area station, channel width approximately I I .5m; cableway
approximately 24m. A natural rock step provides the control, with a containment
berm on the le/ t bank. Not bypassed, well rated. Natural catchment. //Steep, very
wet upland catchment, draining peat covered Dartmoor Granite moorland.
Responsive catchment. Flood warning station.
046006 Erma at Ennington C.A: 43.5 kr111
M A: NRA-SW Level: 8m Local Number: 5X65F051
F.A R: PEI BSA: .49 Sensitivity: 16.6
Comment: Velocitrarea station, with low level bed control. Well rated. Significant
flow modifications by abstractions and diversions for PWS, and sewage from
Ivybridge. C Narrow, linear N.S trending Catchment draining southern flank of
Dartmoor Granite. Headwaters in platealike moorland; main river section in steep,
deeply incised valley with short tributaries. Off granite, Devonian slates widely
blanketed with river gravel and alluvium. Responsive.
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047001 Tamar at Gunnislake CA: 916.9 km,
aA: NRA-SW Level: 8m Local Number: 5X47E051
FAR: SRPEI BSI: 47 SensitMty: 7.1
Comment Velocity-area station, wide, shalow channel. Cableway span 46.9m.
Low flows measured at narrower, sites. HO flow gauging difficult owing to
standing waves. Roadford Reserve& horn 1039 may have significant affect at low
flows. Informal Flat V control installed 1991. *Rural catchment of moderate relief,
Orainirig very disturbed lower Carboniferous slates shales, gnts and volcarics.
Signficant aluvial flats in middle reaches. Devonian slates low down. Fairly
responsive. A range of agriculture, grazing and forestry as Landuse.
047004 Lynher at Pittston Mill GA: 135.5 km2
MA: NRA-SW Level: 9m Local Number: SX3EF069
B.F.1: .58FAR: P Sensithrity: 13.8
Comment Velccity-area station, channel approx. 10.6rn wide, cableway span
16.9m. Downstream shoal as control. Limited confidence to upper range rating.
Imports from Sibleyback Reservoir exceed direct PWS abstraction, moderate net
affect at low flows. # Headwaters rise on Bodmin peat covered granite moorland;
thence Devonian slates and volcanics; middle reach crosses a Carboniferous shale
and sandstone inlier. Drift restricted to alluvium. Generally low grade land gives
rise to a variety of agriculture, grazing and forestry.
047005 Otter; at Wenington Park CA: 120.7 km2
M Al NRA-SW Level: 55m Local Number: 5X38F073
FAR: GE Sensitivity: 43.8
Comment Informal flat vee low flow control 10m wide with a good straight
approach. Cableway span (18m) extends over flood banks. Insensitive at low flows
given wide section. Reaches bankfull on I.h.b in larger floods and then bypasSed
on r.h.s. Responsive natural catchment Closed 1981 -87.4 Catchment of moderate
relief draining eastwards from the coastal hills. Geology is mainly Devonian shales
and grits and Carboniferous Culm Measures. Wholly rural, grazing and low grade
agriculture, minor forestry.
047006 Lyd at Litton Park CA: 218.1 km2
MA: NRA.SW Level: 48m Local Number: 5%38E072
FAR: GB B.F.I: .49 Sensitivity: 11.4
Comment: 1963-68 VA station; now a shallow (.38m). rectangular flume, side and
bed contractions. throat 3 5m wide, flanked by broad crested weirs in channel
7.9m wide. Gentle approach bend. Largest floods exceed banklull and bypass
station. Flows significantly affected by Roadford Res. operation. Closed 1981-89.
# Moderate to high relief catchment draining Carboniferous Culm Measures (shales
and ssts) Wholly rural: rnoorland headwaters. forestry in main valleys, rough
grazing, low grade agriculture.
047007 Yealm at PuslinCh C A' 54.9 km,
M A: NRA-SW Level. 6m Local Number: SX55F055
F.A R: PI El.F.1: .56 Sensitivity: 18.9
Comment: Up to 10/67 velocity-area station, formalised trapezoidal channel.
Variable low flow rating Superseded by low flow rectangular flume, 4.7m throat
width, side and bottom contractions. Bankfull approx. MAF level; d/s bridge
truncates peaks. Moderate influence from abstractions and imports. # Headwaters
drain Dartmoor Granite and metamorphosed Devonian Slates. Most of catchment
underlain by Devonian shales and tuffs with subordinate limestone. Land use -
meadowland, arable and lower grade agriculture.
047008 Thrushel at Tinhay CA: 112.7 km,
MA: NRA-SW Level: 56m Local Number: SX38R)71
FAR: SH B.F.I: .39 Sensitivity: 32.5
Comment Three-bay compound Crump profile weir, crests of 3.66m and 10.97m
(total) length. Weir claimed modular to structure full (2.74m); floodbanks would
contain flow for a further 0.96m: such flow extrapolated from weir rating. Affected
after 1988 by Road/ ord reservoir. Reservoir produces REP. Previously natural
catchment 0 Catchment of moderate relief draining shales and sandstones of
Carboniferous Culm Measures. Significant terrace gravels lower down in main
valley. Rural: grazing and low grade agriculture
047009 Tiddy at Tideford C A: 37.2 km,
MA: NRA-SW Level: 4m Local Number: 5X35F068
F.A.R. N B.F.I: .61 Sensitivity: 29.2
Comment: Crump profile weir 5 5m wide, wing walls 2.3m high. Subsiduary
floodbanks. Thought to be fully modular. Natural catchment. # Elongated, linear
catchment, headwaters rise from the southernmost outcrop of the Bodmin granite.
Great bulk of the catchment on Devonian shales and slates interspersed with tuffs
and lavas Moderate relief, low grade agriculture, grazing and forestry.
047010 Tamar at Crowtord Bridge C.A: 76.7 km,
MA NRA-SW Level. 84m Local Number: SX29F067
F.A R. SRP B.F.I: .26 Sensitivity: 262
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir, total crest length Ilm. Above 1.65m
piers submerge (42 Os-1). Rating used above this extrapolated from the within
pier version. Flows substantially modified by the impoundment of the Tamar Lakes.
# The river drains the coastal hills of west Cornwall; the relief is guile subdued. and
the rocks outcropping are shales and sandstones of the Carboniferous Culm
Measures Wholly rural; moorland and low grade agriculture.
047013 Withey Brook at Bastreet C.A: 16.2 km,
MA' NRA-SW Level: 229m Local Number: 5X27F066
FAR: P B F I: .57 Sensitivity: 11.0
Comment: Three-bay compound Crump profile weir, crest lengths 0.91m and
2.54m (total). Affected by subsidence post-1990 (unguantified). Residual flow
gauge for associated major PWS abstraction. Occasional substantial diversions
into the catchment from Sibleyback Reservoir. Associated climate station.
P Moorland catchment of moderate relief entirely upon the granite of Bodmin Moor;
widespread peat; main valley broad and marshy.
047014 Walkham at Horrabridge aA: 432 km,
MA: NRA-SW - Level: 82m Local Number: SX56F057
F A R: PI B.F I: .59 . Sensitivity: 35.7 .
Comment: Three-bay compound structure with 2.47m thin-plate weir, 9.48m
triangular profile weir and an 8 53m broad-crested weir, theoretically rated. Limited
range calibration, high flows unreliable. Moderate flow modification by PWS
abstraction E Substantially moorland catchment draining western Dartmoor
Granite Steep, afforested valley flanks as Me river leaves the granite and drains
Devonian slates, limestones and volcanics
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048004 Warleggan at Trengoffe CA: 25.3 km2
M A. NRA-SW Level. 70m Local Number: 5X16F060
F A R: N B.F I: .73 Sensitivity 100
CoMment Three-bay compound Crump profile weir, crest lengths 1.52m and
8 53m (total). Wing walls at 1 67m. Flood banks contain flows up to wing wall
height. The only gauged natural catchment on Bodmin Moor. # The upper 70%
drains the kaolinised granite. The relief is moderate to steep. The lower 30%
traverses metamorphosed Devonian slates. Baseflow high for an upland
catchment owing to storage in the granite.
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047015 Tavy at Denham / Ludbrook CA: 197.3 km,
M.A: NRA.SW Level: m Local Number SX46F003
F.A.R. P &Fa .46 Sensitivity 123
Comment: Unconventional control comprised of triangular profile low flow weir
set within shallow (0.3) wing walls which curve through 90 deg. to fill the whole
channel Low flows significantly modified by PWS for Plymouth. Responsive, well
contained. # Catchment drains from the Western flank of the Dartmoor Granite
plateau: valleys are steeply incised and forested below Tavistock. Moorland, rough
grazing and low grade agriculture
047016 Lumbum at Lumburn Bridge C.A. 20.5 km2
M.A. NRA.SW Level. m Local Number: SX47F054
F.A.R. N B.F.I..65 Sensitivity.
Comment: Velocity-area station poorly sited on a sharp bend u/s of a road bridge.
Peak flows likely to be throttled by the bridge but flows would be contained by it.
Current metering by wading or from the bridge. Natural catchment with a very
flashy regime, # Moderate relief rural catchment draining Carboniferous Culm
Measures and Devonian Slate. Grazing, low grade agriculture.
048001 Fowey at Trekeivesteps C.A: 36.8 km2
MA: NRA-SW Level: 188m Local Number: SX26F065
F.A.R. SRP B.F.I: .63 Sensitivity: 80
Comment: Up to 3/10/68 a broad-crested weir with a central notch: limited
accuracy, flows overestimated. Replaced by a three-bay compound Crump profile
weir, crest lengths 1 52m and 5 49m (total). Flood embankments ensure the full
range is gauged. Substantial flow modification from associated PWS abstraction,
Sibleyback Reservoir operation and exports. # Moderate relief, wet moorland
catchment on the Bodmin Moor Granite, Extensive hill and valley peat deposits.
Kaolinised granite moderates direct runoff response.
048003 Fat at Tregony cA: 87.0 km2
M.A. NRA-SW Level: 7m Local Number: SW94F056
FAR: El BEL .68 Sensitivity: 67
Comment: Originally a velocity.area station in a formalised trapezoidal channel;
augmented by a low flow, side-contracted flume 2 Brn wide in August 1967. Site
not deal for high flows. Data available from June 1978 Earlier data unreliable due
to silting of inlet pipes. Moderate modification to flows owing to industrial
abstractions and returns # Moderate to low relief catchment draining Devonian
slates, shales and grits. Upper reaches plateau-like alluvial flats. Traverses the
kaolinised St Austell Granite. Low grade agriculture and grazing.
048005 Kenwyn at Truro C.A. 19.1 km2
M.A. NRA.SW Level: 7m Local Number: SW84F054
F.A.R: N B.F 1..66 Sensitivity: 20.0
Comment: Three-bay compound Crump profile weir, crest lengths 1.22m and
3.05m (total). Pier and wing wall height I.98m. Contains all flows; potential for non-
modularity at the highest flows. Variable shoaling affects low flow precision.
Substantially natural catchment but flood retention ponds will alter high flow
response. High baseflow for the relief. # Catchment of moderate relief, with
wooded, incised valleys. Geology is Devonian grits and shales.
048006 Caber at Helaton C.A: 40.1 km'
FAR: PGI B El: .73
KA: NRA-SW Level: 5m Local Number. SW62F052
Sensitivity. 25.6
Comment: Velocity-area station, originally with formalised rectangular channel
40m wide, Informal broad-crested weir and sluice to power a water wheel, installed
in 1975, 3.0m downstream. May back up from Loe Pool Moderate influence from
RWS, industrial abstractions and mine pumping. # 70% of the catchment drains the
Carnmenellis Granite, the rest: grits. shales and slates of Devonian age. Subdued
response to rainfall,
048007 -, Kennall at Ponsanooth C Al 266 km,
M A: NRA-SW Level: 14m Local Number: SW73F053
F A.R. SRPGI B.F.I..67 Sensitivity: 38,7
Comment: Cfump profile weir 4 88m crest length, height of wing walls and
floodbanks. 2.05m. Modular at all recorded stages. Substantial modification to
flows owing to exports from Stithians Reservoir. Some industrial usage produces
unpredictable hydrographs. # Moderate to steep catchment draining the
Carnmenellis Granite, with small area of metamorphosed shales and grits. Granite
well weathered, giving high baseflow. Responsive to hem/ rainfall,
048009 St Neat at Creigshill Wood C.A. 22.7 km,
MA: NRA-SW Level. 71m Local Number: SXI6F062
FAR: SRIRE Sensitivity: 12.1
Comment: Compound Crump weir, crest lengths 1.75 m and 5.5 m (total).
Wingwalls at 1.7 m. Modular to structure full. Natural regime until impoundment of
Colliford Reservoir began (July 1983). Impervious catchment draining from Bodmin
Moor, moderate to steep relief.
048010 Seaton at Trebrownbridge C.A: 38,1 km,
MA NRA-SW Level: 2751 " Local Number: 5X25F064
FAR: GIN 9E1 .73 Sensitivity. 13.6
Comment: Three-bay compound Crump profile weir, crest lengths 3m and two of
4m. Wing walls and floodbanks at 2.05m. Thought to be fully modular, Upstream
subject to siltation'. Minimal interference with natural flow regime. # Elongated,
linear catchment springing from the southernmost outcrop of the Bodmin Granite.
Great bulk of the on slates and shales interspersed with tuffs
and lavas. Moderate relief, low grade agriculture, grazing and forestry.
048011 Fowey at Restormel ca. 169.1 km2
MA: NRA.SW Level. 9m Local Number: SX06F059
FAR: SRP an..63 Sensitivity: 7.8
Comment Compound Crump profile weir, crest lengths 3.5m and 13.0m (total).
Piers at 1.75m, wing walls at 2.5m. Flood banks contain flows up to wing wall
height. Upstream cableway, fish counter. Substantial modifications to flow from
associated PWS abstraction. Colliford and Sibleyback reservoirs and other PWS
exports. # Moderate relief catchment whose headwaters-drain the kaolinised
granite of Bodmin Moor. Middle and low reaches drain Devonian slates and grits.
Some valley storage in gravels. Low grade agriculture. grazing and forestry.
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049001 Camel el Denby CA: 208.8 tun,
MA: NRA-SW Level: 5m Local Numrer: SX1:6F-059
FAR: SAFE BEI: 132 Sensitivity 10.5
Comment Velocity-area station with a low Sow control Rejslaced an unrefable
station at Grogley. lkm downstream. Rating shifts regularly. tut is generaly sound.
Floods contained at ihe site but station bypassed. Flows significantly modified by
PWS and sewage from Bcdmin. 0 The upper catchment drains Devonian slates
(variously affected by the granite) and the Bodrnin Moor Granite. Lower catchment
drains Devonian slates and grits. Moorland and low grade agriculture and grazing.
049002 Hayle at St Erth CA: 48.9 km2
MA: NRA-SW Level: 7m Lccal Number: 5W53F051
FAR: GI B.F.I: .83 Sensitivity: 73
Comment Up to 1967 an unsatisfactory velocity-area station seriously affected
by weed growth: subsequently a compound Crump profile weir. crest lengths:
I.22m and 3.35rn (total). Piers and wing walls at 1.83m; floodbanks at 3.8m. Mine
drainage may affect the flows moderately. Slow responding catchment; much
storage. # Headwaters drain two moorland granite outcrops: majority of the
catchment is underlain by grits and shales of Devonian age, crossed by dyke
swarms. Mining spoil in the floodpiain. Generally low grade agncultural use.
049003 De Lank at De Lank CA 21.7 km2
MA: NRA-SW Level: 226m Local Number: SX17F063
FAR: P B.FI: .57 Sensitivity: 22.5
Comment Three-bay compound Crump profile weir, crest lengths 1.22m and
6 4m (total). Divide piers at 1.01m. wing walls 1.62m. Unusually small difference
between crest elevations (0.095m). Very seldom drowned or outflanked Flows
substantially modified by associated PWS works. # Moderate relief , wet catchment
on the Bodmin Moor Granite. The river occupies marshy alluvial flats in the
headwaters. Responsive.
049004 Cannel at Gwills CA: 41.0 km,
MA: NRA-SW Level: 9m Local Number. SW85F055
F.A R: GEI B.F.I: .69 Sensitivity: 37.0
Comment: Crump profile weir. crest length 6.0m, wing walls 1.9m, modular
throughout i t s range. Flood banks contain flow up to 2.78m; they may b e treated as
weirs tor higher stages. Insensitive at low flows. Valley inundates upstream of the
road bridge. Natural catchment, but mine drainage may affect low flows.
# Moderately steep catchment draining calcareous slates and thin limestones of
the lower Devonian. Low grade agriculture, pasture. Subdued response
050001 Taw at Umberleigh CA: 826.2 km,
MA: NRA-SW Level: 14m Local Number: SS62F001
FAR: P B.F.I: .42 Sensitivity: 92
Comment: Velocity-area station, main channel 34rn wide, cableway span 54.9m.
Rock step downstream forms control. Bypassing begins at about 3.7m on right
bank, but a good rating accommodates this. Significant modification to flows
owing to PWS abstraction. Some naturalised flow data available. # Large rural
catchment - drains Dartmoor (granite) in south and Devonian shales and
sandstones of Exmoor in north. Central area underlain mainly by Culm shales and
sandstones (Carboniferous). Agriculture conditioned by grade 3 and 4 soils.
050002 Torridge at Torrington C.A: 663.0 km,
M A: NRA-SW Level: 14m Local Number: 5651F004
FAR: SRPEI BP1: 39 Sensitivity: 9.6
Comment: Velocity-area station, main channel 28m wide, cableway span 32.5m.
Overspilling begins on left bank at about 3.3m. Reconstructed in 1977. Well
calibrated throughout range. Records prior to October 1962 unreliable. Moderate
modification to flows from Meldon Res and intermediate low flow augmentation
from Roadford Res. # Large rural catchment draining coastal hills in west and
Dartmoor Granite in south. Geology mostly Carboniferous shales and sandstones
of the Culm. Moorland, rough grazing and generally low grade agricultural land.
050005 West Okement at venake C.A: 13.3 km,
MA. NRA-SW Level: 300m Local Number: SX59F005
FAR: P B F I: .31 Sensitivity: 12.0
Comment: Rectangular thin plate weir flanked by compound broad.crested weirs
with a bridge over. Lack of suitable metering sites renders rating difficult - some
has been attempted at a bridge d/s. Out of bank above 1.1m and big floods will
bypass. Low flows dominated by Prewley WTW abstraction u/s. 0 Drains
northwards from the highest area of Dartmoor. Wholly on granite. Channel is wide,
meandering and rocky. Moorland.
050006 Mole at Woodleigh C.A: 327.5 km2
MA: NRA-SW Level: 48m Local Number: SS62F002
FAR: SPE B.F.!: .47 Sensitivity: 10.3
Comment: VA station with rock ledges/gravel shoals as controls. Straight reach,
weed affected. Gauging by wading at low flows and oft remote bodges at higher.
Goes out of bank on l.h.s. Low flows moderately affected by PWS abstraction and
augmentation from Exe - Taw transfers. Quite responsive. # Moderate relief
catchment descending from Exmoor through incised, forested valleys Geology
sets and shales: headwaters Devonian, Carboniferous lower down. Predominantly
rural: grazing and low grade agriculture.
050007 Taw at Taw Bridge C.A. 71.4 km,
MA: NRA-SW Level: 84m Local Number: SS60F015
FAR: P B.F.I: 46 Sensitivity: 12.7
Comment Velocity-area station. Main channel circa 12m wide in meandering
reach. Rock bar control. Gauged from u/s footbridge of d/s bridge. All flows
contained. PWS abstraction has moderate effect on low flows # Long, narrow
catchment with headwaters in northern Dartmoor. An entirely rural catchment
developed on granite. Culm shales and sandstones.
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Summary  of  Archived Data - 1
Gauged daily flows, monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
Stn. Gauged daily flows,
number Monthly peaks and rainfall
045001 50s  eAAA 60s AMAAAAAAA
70s AAAAABAAAA 80s MAAAAMAA
90s AAf
045002 60s -eAMAAAAB 70s AAAAAAAAAA
80s AAAMAAAM 90s AN
045003 60s --eAMAAAA 70s AAAAAAMAA
80s AAAMAAMA 90s AN
045004 60s 704 AAAAAAAAAA
80s MAAAAAABA 90s AM
045005 60s ---eAMMA 70s AAAAAAAAAA
80s AAAAAAAAAA 90s AN
045006 60s ----eaAEtt 70s MI-tiff-Ft
045008 70s --ttEAAAM 80s ABAMAAABA
90s AAf
045009 80s -AAaaaACCA 90s AN
045010 70s 80s  tttt
90s tt
 
045011 60s  cf 705  fcccc
80s cf----titt 90s 1-1-
045011 60s  907oss tt  fcccc
80s cf----tttt
045012 602 ----fcfccc 70s cccccccccc
BOs ccccccAACC 90s CAf
046002 50s  eAM 60s AAAAAAAAAA
70s AAAMAAAAA BOs AAAAAAAACA
90s AN
046003 50s  eA 60s AAAMAAAAA
70s AA/MAMMA 80s AA/MAMMA
90s MI
046005 60s ----EMAAA 705 AAAAAAAMA
80s AAAAAAAACA 904 AAI
046006 70s ----MAAAA 8Ds - AAAAAAAACA
90s AAf
046007 70s --eAAAAAAA Eias
90s FCI
046008 70s -eaaaaaaaa 80s aF-----fitt
905 FCf
Stn.
number
047001
047002
047003
047004
047005
047006
047007
047008
047009
047010
0470 11
047013
047014
047015
047016
047017
Gauged daily flows,
monthly peaks and rainfall
50s - eAAA 60s AMMABEIBEI
70s AAMAAAMA 80s AAAAAAAAAA
90s AN
50s  eaaa 60s aEttittttt
705 tiftttittt
50s  eBE 60s itttittift
70s ttttEEEAAE 80s Ettitt
60s ---eAAEAEA 705 AAMAAAAAA
80s AMAAMACA 90s Mf
60s ---eAAMAA 70s AEEttfttEA
80s AF-----f 1-CC 90s MI
60s ---eAAEAEE 70s EE-IttEAAAE
80s AF-----IFF 90s CAf
60s ---eAMBM 70s MEEMAAAA
805 MAAAAAAM 90s AAI
60s  a 70s AMMAAMA
80s MAAAAAAAA 90s AN
60s -- E 70s AMMAAMB
80s AAAAMAMA 90s Mf
70s -tEAAAMAA 80s AAAAEtAACA
90s AAf
70s -EMAAMAA 80s AF----tftt
90s tt
70s ---IDAAMAA 80s MMAAAACA
90s AAI
80s -aaaseMCF 90s -It
80s -eassattCC 90s Mf
70s  ccf 80s fIffccCCEC
90s Mf
70s  fcc 80s ccccccAtft
90s tt
048001 50s -- eM 60s AAAAEMEEE
70s AAAWWA 80s AAAAAAAAAA
90s
046003 70s  fc 80s cAABAAAAAA
90s AN
048004 60s  a 70s AAMAAAAAE
80s AAAAAAAAAA 90s Mf
HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1986-90
Stn. Gauged daily flows,
number monthly peaks and rainfall
048005 60s  EA 70s AMAAAAAAA
80s AAAAAAAAAA 90s AN
048006 60s  EA 70s AMWMAA
BOs MAAABAACF 90s tt
048007 60s  SA 70s AMAAAAAAA
80s AAA/MA/MCA SOs
048009 70s tEMAAAAM
90s CCI
048010 50s  60s  
70s cCBAAAMAA 80s MMAAAAAA
90s AAI
048011 60s -FcbAAABBA 70s AAMAMAAA
80s AAAAAAAAAA 90s AN
80s AftifittCC
049001 60s ----eAAMA 70s AAAAAAAMA
BOs AMAAAMAA 90s AM
049002 50s  EEt 60s ttttitttEA
70s MABAMAAA 80s AMAAAAAAA
90s AFf
049003 60s  eEB 70s CBEEEAAADA
BOs MAAAAAACA 90s AN
049004 60s  E 70s AAAAAAMAA
80s AAWBOAAA 90s /Mt
050001 50s  eA 60s MMMAAAA
70s AAAAAAAAAA 80s AAMAMAAA
90s AN
050002 60s --eMAAAAA 70s BA/MAMMA
80s AAAAAAMAA 9Ds AN
050005 70s ---- 4cccc 80s ccccccaAFA
90s Mf
050006 60s  dasaa 70s aaaaaaaaaa
130s aaaasettAA 90s AN
050007 7Os ---fcccccc BOs cccfccCFCC
90s AAf
050012 60s  fc 70ss tctccccccccc
80s cf----tttt
9
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Summary  of  Archived Data - 2
Naturalised daily and monthly flows
sta.
number
045003
0451334
045035
04E002
046003
046036
Naturalised daily,
and monthly flows
Ws -FEEEEEF
60s —CA
•
—FEEFFCA
FEEEEEEEF
60s —CA
70s —AAMAA
70s C
70$ C
70s C
805 AAAAAAA
Gauged daily flows, monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
KEY:
Complete daily and complete peaks
Complete daily and partial peaks
Complete daily antl nO Peaks
Partial daily and complete peaks
Partial daily and partial peaks
Partial daily and nO Peaks
No flow data
Complete
rainfall
A
Stn. Naturalised daliy,
number and monthty flows
047004 60s —FBCEFF
0470)5 0)5 —C
047015 50s —AM Slis AAAMAAAM
705 AMAAAAAAA ma AN/AAA
048001 60s —FBACCC
°CMOS Ws —CC
04E007 Ws —CC
imam
missin
ete or
rainfall
Up-to-date Summaries of Archived Data are available on request from the National Water Archive Office.
Stn.
number
049303
050031
050002
050)06
Natwalised clay,
and monthly Sows
Ws —CCC
50s —DA
70s AAAAAAAAAA
60s -FEEBBEBA
60s —DAAM
Ws AMAAAAAD
605 AAAAAAAAAA
80s AAAAAAAAD
70s C
70s AAAAAAAAAA
Naturalised daily and monthly flows
KEY:
Complete daily and complete monthly
Partial daily and complete monthly
Partial dai/y and pant& monthly
Par/ial daily and no monthly
No daily and complete monthly
No daily and partial monthly
No naturalised floe data
A
a
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Gauging Station Register
f
gee?
g
2
1.•8 7E.
oz-
E.?
g
76 45.94 3.34 08/76 436.1 109.9 6.00
64 10.63 0.57 08/76 50.2 25.1 1.43
76 3.20 0.15 09/59 59.9 7.6 0.31
45 6.18 0.29 09/59 137.0 14.9 0.63
76 5.05 0.58 10/84 13.7 1.40
64 36.37 2.62 08/76 560.4 91.5 4.50
76 0.69 0.04 08/76 19.2 1.6 0.07
64 5.90 0.60 09/61 121.2 12.9 0.77
76 1.65 0.10 08176 59.6 3.9 0.17
64 2.61 0.02 08/76 54.4 6.5 0.14
76 10.17 0.25 08/76 185.5,. 282 0.73
73 2.40- 0.13 09/90 31.1 , 5.6 0.26
73 .3.90, 0.41 08/76 - 28.4 ,, 8.5 0.66
73- 0.72' 0.04 05/82 . -22.6 , 1.5 0.11
76 0.888 0.01 08/76 23.2 -2.1 0.04
73 1.21 0.06 08/76 21.0 .2.8 0.14
73 • 5.70' 0.39 09/89 12.5 0.74
73 1.58 0.08 07/76 3.5 0.13
64 72.12 5.18 08/76 484.8 169.1 11.61
73 2.26 0.07 08/76 5.3 0.16
76 6.44 0.18 08/76 121.7 15.5 0.53
73 0.10 0.01 08/76 0.2 0.01
73 0.74 0.06 09/90 1.5 0.10
73 5.90 0.36 08/76 - 13.4 0.67
33 4.01 0.21 07/49 90.4 10.2 0.33
76 0.22 0.03 07/76 0.4 0.05
76 5.13 0.56 10/84 13.9 1.18
76 0.47 0.01 08/76 0.8 0.04
76 0.20 0.01 08176 0.5 0.02
76 0.07 >0.00 08176 0.2 0.01
73 27.81 2.70 06/76 011.1 63.9 4.18
73 7.28 1.05 08/90 105.0 16.4 1.43
64 1.47 0.06 08/76 • 24.1 3.3 0.16
73 16.85 1.62 08/76 343.7 38.5 2.35
73 3.11 0.46 07/76 49.0 6.8 0.62
73 6.42 0.98 05/80 163.0 14.4 1.01
73 1.00 0.07 08/76 26.2 2.3 0.10
73 0.21 0.05 10/72 0.4 0.05
70 23.09 2.70 08/76 65.7 489
73 2.07 0.20 08/76 -40.4 4.7 0.34
73 2.01 0.20 08/76 24.1 4.4 0.34
73 1.92 0.10 08/76 38.4 4.6 0.18
78 1.42 0.06 08/76 17.2 3.8 0.10
87 0.82 0.05 08/84 2.0 0.13
73 0.76 0.11 12/73 1.8 0.22
73 1.28 0.11 05/56 3.2 0.14
69 21.08 4.36 08/68 342.4 48.4 4.03
73 4.15 0.39 08/76 72.0 10.4 053
73 18.54 2.29 08/76 293.3 40.1 3.43
73 5.33 0.39 07/84 99.2 12.6 0.71
-
76 6.47 0.79 08/76 126.6 15.2 1.29
73 5.41 0.45 08/90 90.8 12.6 0.72
75 4.29 0.46 08/76 51.1 10.0 0.55
75 1.41 0.12 08/76 40.8 3.3 0.15
78 0.33 0.03 08/76
00.78 0.22 0.01 08/76 '
-0.8 0.03
89 3.34 0.34 08/84 79.9 8086
89 0.65 0.02 09/84 1.3 0.09
73 6.34 0.52 07/84 107.5 14.1 0.91
76 9.21 0.40 08/76 186.9 23.3 0.67
64 1.60 026 09/64 19.3 2.9 0.26
76 3.57 0.28 07/84 45.5 7.8 0.51
73 3.04 0.21 08/84 7.5 0.34
73 2.18 0.24 07/84 4.8 0.33
76 1.90 0.16 08/84 0.24
73 1.81 0.22 08/76 0.38
76 0.51 0.04 08/76 1.5
90 0.99 0.09 08/84 . 2.3 0.14
76 11.91 0.57 09/59 229.2 29.1 1.38
76 1.99 .0.20 08/84 74.6 4.8 0.30
73 11.35 0.36 08[76 134.5 26.5 0.84
73 7.30 0.36 08176 68.1 16.4 0.77
73 1.24 0.05 08176 17.9 2.9 0.11
76 2.22 0.03 08/76 40.6 5.4 0.11
73 4.89 0.21 07/84 94.7 11.3 0.41
76 9.69 1.12 09/71 163.5 22.1 1.87
84 4.07 0.87 10/84 8.9 0.90
73 3.11 0.47 08/75 136.1 6.9 0.40
76 38.35 1.52 09/59 89.9 3.63
76 0.72 0.01 08/76 17.9 1.7 004
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Hydrometric Statistics
055002 Wye at Belmont GA: 1895.9 km2
M.A. NRA-WEL Level: 46m - Local Number:
F.A.R. S 8.F! .46 Sensitivity: 3.3
Comment: Channel control velocity-area station, width at bankfull approx. 49m:
cableway span 62m. Embankment built on the left extends flood containment.
Severe weed growth problems. Originally. stages taken from 1908 at Hereford,
1.2km d/s, flows were measured at current site Prior to 1932, data unreliable.
Moderate flow modification. 4 Above Erwood (55007) are wet uplands draining
Palaeozoic rocks; the lower third is a narrow corridor draining Old Red Sandstone
marls and subordinate glacial gravels, which supports arable farming.
055007 Wye at Erwood CA: 1282.1 km2
MA: NRA-WEL Level: 106m Local Number:
FAR: SPE 13.F.1: .41 Sensitivity: 18.8
Comment: Velocity-area station with a massive rock bar as a control. Bankf ull
width approx. 64m, cableway span 81m. All but the highest flows contained.
Substantial flow modification from regulation and abstraction from the Elan, PWS
and sewage. Some naturalised sequences available. 4 Large wet upland
catchment draining metamorphosed Palaeozoic sediments and an igneous
complex. Summit levels exceed 600m. Moorland, forestry and sheep grazing.
055008 Wye at Cefn Bfwyn CA: 10.6 km,
M.A: IH Level: 341m Local Number: 101
F.A.R: N B Fl/ .32 Sensitivity: 15.7
Comment 3-bay Crump prof Ile weir (no divide piers), divide plates installed.1962;
concrete piers built 1969, low crest 2.43m broad, high crests total 9.13m broad.
Very steep channel, u/s accretion needs regular clearing. Early record needs
treating with care. Natural regime. Operated as an IH experimental basin since
1968(15 minute flow data plus extensive hydrometeorological database resides at
IH). 4 Small, high relief, very wet (>2000mm) catchment, grass/and on peat
overlying weather resistant Silurian slates and shales. Very responsive.
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055012 hlon at Cl/mery CA: 244.2 Itm2
VA: NRA-WEI_ Levet 136rn total Nhunber:
FAR: N 8.Ft _39 SensaNity: 11.6
Comment Velccity-area station. initially with a gravel shoal control, improved in
1979 by installing a 25m wide Crump prof de  Flat V wee. Cableway spans 44m.
Above about 3rn the right bank floodplain is inundated. Natural catchrnent.
*Headwaters drain the very wet Tywi Foest area on indurated. Ordovician
sedtments. The middle and lower reaches are on relatively more permeable Silurian
rocks. Responsive.
25.1 5.89 0.77
28.3 5.72 0.62
19.7 4.62 0.99
22,3 6,01 1.50
25.4 3,05 0.33
290 3.92 0.88
055013 Arrow at ritley Mill CA: 126.4 km2
MA: NRA-WEL Level: 129m. Local Number:
FAR: N BII: .56 Sensitntity: 10.8
Comment Velocity-area station. Low now control is a stable nflie: otherwise a
three-bay road bridge 50m d/s is the control. Gets out of bank but not bypassed.
Natural catchment. *Headwaters of moderate relief, draining durable Silurian
slates and shales; otherwise, the catchment is underlain by Old Red Sandstone
marls. Station is in a transition zone between upland plateau supporting stieep
grazing and the more productive lottAands-
5.6 1.55 0.32
6.9 1.76 0.31
4.7 1.43 021
5.3 1.37 0.63
4.8 0.89 0.17
5.5 047 0-14
055014 Lugg at Byton CA: 203.3 km2
M.k  NRA-WEL Level: 124m Local Number:
FAR: P B.FA: .67 Sensitivity: 9,1
Comment: Flat V Crump profile weir, 1:20 cross-slopes, 12.5m wide, Cableway
span 21m. Before 1970 a stable riffle was the control. Above 2m left bank
Overtopped, Flow moderately modified by abstractions for PWS, a Headwaters
drain Silurian rocks of the Radnor Forest. Impermeable bedrock is covered by
extensive deposits of gravel in the vatleys. This aquifer provides significant
baseflow and moderates flood peaks. Mostly forestry and grazing.
8.5 2.76 0.72
11.0 2.96 0.83
7.1 2.89 069
8.2 2.53 1.46
8.0 1.75 0.49
9.7 1.30 0.41
055018 Frome at Yerkhin CA 144.0 km2
MA NRA-WEL Level: 55m Local Number:
FAR. E B.F.I: .50 Sensitivity: 13.2
Comment Velocity-area station using a road bridge with a flat, insensitive invert
and an adjacent box cutvert as low and medium range controls. Broad floodplains
operate above 2m when the Lodon tributary may bypass station. Natural
catchment. *D/s of 55028 (Bishops Frame) lithology changes from Old Red
Sandstone to ORS marls. Subdued relief, lowish rainfall. Entirely rural,
predominantly arable farming with livestock on higher ground.
2.8 0.64 0.16
3.5 0.73 0.25
2.5 0.77 0.14
2.4 0.49 0.24
1.7 0.37 0.08
1.9 0.21 0.10
055021 Lugg at Butts Bridge CA: 371.0 km,
M  k  NRA-WEL Level: 67rn Local  Number:
FAR: P B.F.!: .65 Sensitivity: 11.1
Comment Velocity-area station with rough stone control  (at  low flows). Station
rebuilt in 1984; width at bankfull - 21 m. /I Headwaters drain Radnor Forest
(developed on Silurian formations).subduedrelief in the lower valley (mostly ORS).
Impervious catchment but extensive valley gravels provide some baseflow.
055023 Wye at Redbrook CA: 4010.0 km,
MA: NRA-WEL Level: 9m Local Number
FAR: SPE B FI: .55 Sensitivity: 22
Comment Channel control velocity-area station replacing Cadora (55001, 1937-
71; 0040 sq. km ) which was tidally affected. All but extreme floods contained.
Severe summer weed growth problems. Flow regime moderately modified by
exports and regulation. Some naturalised data available. It Very large catchment of
mixed Palaeozoic geology; Ordovician to Carboniferous. wet in west,  dry  in east
and south. Moorland, forestry and grazing on the higherground:arable practice in
lower reaches. Little industrial development.
13.1 3.68 1.00
10.5 4.61 0.59
11.5 3.66 2.13
11.9 2.61 0.29
9.6 2.27 0.59
166.5 43.94 11.73
237.6 62.87 13.24
161.9 52.11 13.63
194.4 53.38 19.78
198.5 29.93 6.32
055025 Llynfi at Three Cocks C  A 132.0 km,
M.A: NRA-WEL Level: 88m Local Number:
F  kR:  N B Fl: .57 Sensitivity: 15.6
Comment: Velocity-area station with an informal broad-crested, asymmetrical Flat
V weir enhancing the natural rock bar control. Cableway section formalised within
the abutments of a former railway bridge. Natural catchment. # Headwaters drain
the Old Red Sandstone of the Black Mountains; lower reaches expose ORS marls
which have lower relief and support arable farming. Contains Llangorse Lake
5.2 1.39 - 0.19
6.4 1.73 0.31
4.3 1.44 0.19
5.3 1.22 0.50
5.1 0.97 0.12
9.3 0.43 0.07
055026 Wye et Ddol Farm C.A: 174.0 km,
VA: NRA.WEL Level: 193m Local Number:
F AR: P B FA: .36 Sensitivity: 10.4
Comment: Initially. gauged nearby at Rhayader (55005,1937-69): resited as
velocity-area station with a rock bar as control. Informal Flat V installed 1972.
Bankfull width - 30m. Cableway span 54m. All but exceptional floods contained
Lowest g/s on Wye unaf /soled by large  water  supply res (flows from the Elan valley
complex enter just d/s).  X Wet,  upland catchment draining impermeable.
metamorphosed Silurian sediments High relief, headwaters reach over 600m, and
feature steep sided and high gradient streams. Moorland and forestry.
15.4 3.52 0.55
17.1 3.80 0.39
13.2 3.22 047
15.1 4.12 0.78
15.4 2.58 0.27
19.6 3.22 0.59
055028 Frome et Bishops Frome C  A' 77.7  km,
VA: NRA-WEL Level: 76m Local Number:
F AR: B FA: .50 Sensitivity: 10.8
Comment: Up to 1975, velocity-area station; latterly, Flat V Crurnp profile weir. 5m
wide. Cableway span 10m. Steep banks do not contain the flood flows: some
throttling by d/s road bridge whose soffit is below bankfull. Natural catchment.
# Linear, rural catchment, headwaters cutting into the Old Red Sandstone of the
Bromyard plateau, the north-eastern and drier area of the Wye catchment.
Superficial deposits confined to the valleys. Livestock farming in the hills. arable
otherwise,
1.6 0.40 0.11
1.8 0.45 0.18
1.4 0.43 0.12
14 0.29 0.15
0.9 0.23 0.08
1.3 0,18 0.06
055029 Monnow at Grosmont C.A: 354.0 km2
VA: NRA.WEL Level: m Local Number:
B.FA: .59 Sensitivity: 90
Comment: Velocity-area station with an informal Flat V war enhancing the natural
rock step control. Approx 30m wide at bankfull. Cableway spans 42m. Replaced
Kentchurch, 450m u/s (55009, 1948-72) which suffered from-shoaling. Natural
catchment. # Five parallel tributaries drain SE down the deeply dissectedOld Red
Sandstone plateau of the Black Mountains, the northernmost exposing the ORS
marls, Moorland headwaters. arable lower reaches.
13.3 3.18 0.69
16.4 4.52 1.13
11.1 3.91 0.79
13.3 3,11 1.50
15.0 1.12 0.44
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055031 Yazor Brook at Three Elms CA: 42.3 km,
MA: NIRA-WEL Level. 58m Local Number:
F.A.R: I B F h .55 Sensitivity: 18.4
Comment: Flat V Crump profile weir, 1:5 cross.slopes, 2.5m wide Gravel
accretion causes rating variability, checked by current metering. Floods contained.
Flows moderately affected by industrial abstractions from groundwater.  4  Low
relief catchment containing urban development of western Hereford. Solid
geology: Old Red Sandstone marls: extensively covered with glacial sands and
gravel. whtch maintain baseflow and are developed as an aquifer. Arable
agriculture and light industry.
055032 Elan at Elan Village CA: 184.0 km,
MA: NRA.WEL Level: m Local Number:
FA R: SRP B.F.1: .29 Sensitivity:
Comment Rat V Crump profile weir 23m wide, 350rn d/s of Caban dam
cableway spans 40m. Entirely regulated apart from overspill. 5 u/s reservoirs. Circa
4 mar, to ST-NRA. Releases for cornpensation (1.5 m3s-O, regulation and
freshets. Monthly naturalised flows available for certain periods from older station.
• Very wet (>1800mm), high relief catchment draining predominantly Silurian
shales and slates.-Forestry and moorland.
055033 Wye et Gwy flume ca. 3.9 km,
MA IH Level: m Local Number: 105
FAR:  N
 B.F.1: .52 Sensitivtty:
Comment: Steep stream flume structure designed by the Hydraulics Research
station. Natural catchment nested within 55008. Researchers should note the
primary 15 minute dataset resides with the Institute of Hydrology.
055034 Cyff et Cyff flume C.A: 3.1 km,
KA: IH Level: 1176m Lccal Number: 107
FAR: N B.F.I: .30 Sensitivity:
Comment: Steep stream flume structure designed by the Hydraulics Research
station. Natural catchrnent nested within 55006 Researchers should note the
primary 15 minute dataset resides with the Institute of Hydrology.
055035 lago at lego flume C A: 1.1 km,
KA: IH Level: m Local Number: 109
FAR: N BPI: .29 Sensitivity:
Comment: Steep stream flume structure designed by the Hydraulics Research
station. Natural catchment nested within 55008. Researchers should note the
primary 15 minute dataset resides with the Institute of Hydrology.
056001 Usk at Chain Bridge C.A: 911 7 km2
MA: NRA-WEL Level: 23m Local Number:
FAR: SRP Sensitivity: 5.8
Comment: Velocity-area station, permanent cableway. Low flows measured al
complementary station downstream 156010 - Trostrey weir). There is a partial
impact on flows resulting from three large existing public water supply reservoirs in
upper catchment. Intake to canal upstream of gauge. Some naturalised flows
available. 0 Geology - mainly Old Red Sandstone. Hill farming in upper areas, with
dairy or livestock farming below: forest 3%. Peaty soils in uplands, seasonaIly wet.
056002
 - Ebbw at Rhiwderyn CA: 216.5 km2
KA: NRA-WEL Level: 31m Local Number:
F.A.R: SPG B.F.!: .58 Sensitivity: 8.3
Comment: Velocity-area station. Low flow Flat V weir (width: 14 5m, cross-slope
1:20) installed in 1976. Discharges up to MAF contained. Small water supply
reservoirs in uplands. Some groundwater abstractions in valley. Drainage water
from old coalmines can also influence flows. *0 Geology - mainly Coal Measures.
Livestock farming on hills. Forest: 7% Soils mainly have permeable substrates.
056005 Lwyd at Ponthlr GA: 98.1 km,
MA: NRA.WEL Level: 15m Local Number:
F.A R: SPGI B.F.!: 55 Sensitivity. 10.6
Comment: Compound Crump weir (three Creels, each 6.096m wide). Calibration
assumes modularity. Flows <176 rn,s-i contained. Central crest subject to
occasional blockage by debris Small reservoirs for industrial and public water
suppty in upper reaches. Some groundwater abstraction in valley where there is
augmentation by drainage water from old mines. • Geology - mainty Coal
Measures. Generally livestock farming with urban development in lower areas.
Forest 5%. Peaty soils in uplands, seasonally wet.
056007 Senni at Pont Hen Halod C.A: 19.9 km,
MA: NRA-Wa Level: 220m Local Number:
F.A Ri N EH: .37 Sensitivity:
Comment: Crump weft (width: 7.01m). Fish pass removed in 1973. Theoretical
calibration confirmed by gaugings. Full range and modular. 0 Geology - Old Red
Sandstone. Natural catchment draining from high rainfall, upland area. Livestock
farming area with mainly peaty soils, seasonally wet. Forest: 5%. Catchment fully
contained in the Brecon Beacons National Park.
056013 Yscir at Pontaryscir C.A: 62.8 km2
M A: NRA.WEL Level: 161m Local Number:
FA R: N B.F.I: .46 Sensitivity:
Comment Crump weir (width: 9.0m) between old railway abutments. Calibration
confirmed by gaugings. Full range. Rarely nonmodular. k Geology Old Red
Sandstone. Natural catchment draining from upland areas of Cambrian Hills.
Mostly hill farming. Forest: 3%. Peaty soils in upper areas, seasonally wet.
056016 Caerlanell Outfall et Telybont Reservoir C A: 32.4 km2
MKA: NRAEL Level: 143m Local Number:
F.A R: SR B.F.I: .48 Sensitivity:
Comment Compound rectangular thin-Male weir (13.005m broad) immediately
downstream of Talybont reservoir; a comeerisation flow station. lit An Old fled
Sandstone catchment in the Brecon Beacons National Park. Upland area with
hvestock farming, mainly peaty salp.seasonarly wet. Forest: 30%.
057004 Cynon et Aharcynon i , C.A: 106.0 km,
MA: NRA.WEL Level: 81m - - - Local Number:
FAR: SE B.F.Ii 41 Sensitivity: 14.3
Comment: Flat V weir (width: 14.24m: cross.slope 120) velocity-area station for
high flows. Over.topped by extreme floods. Small impounding reservoirs for public
water supply. Industrial areas in valley. 0 Geology - Coal Measures with Millstone
Grit on northern boundary. Open cast coal abstraction in upper areas. Livestock
farming in upland area of peaty soils, seasonally wet. Forest: 17%.
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057005 Tan at Pontypridd GA: 454.8 km2
MA: NRA-WEL Level: 45m Local Number:
FAR: SGEI Fill: 47 Sensitrvity: 5.9
Comment Flat V wek (width: 32m; cross-slope 1.20) velocity-area station tor high
lbws Ful range_ Small impounding reservoir in upper catchment. Some
groundwater abstractions and effluent returns  in  varleys. a Geology - mainly Coal
Measureo Alluvium deposits in valleys. MMnly upland area wIth livestock farming
on Ms. Urban and industrial devebprnent in valleys_ Mainly peaty scils on hills,
seasonally wet.
057006 Rhondda at Tretwfod GA: 1035 km2
MA: NRA-WEL Level: 66rn Local Number:
F.A.R: SPGE B.F.I: .42 Sensitivity: 15.5
Comment Velocity-area station; trapezoidal channel forrnabsed in 1903 . bed
width 18m. Full range. Flows affected by mine-water discharge above station.
Impounding reservoir for public water supply in upper catchment.* Geology -Coal
Measures with alluvium deposits in valleys. Upland area with livestock farmMg on
hills. Urban and industrml development in valleys. 24% forested.
057007 Taff at Fiddlers Elbow C.A: 194.5 km2
M.A: NRAWEL Level: 83m Local Number:
FAR: SGEI B.F.1 49 Sensitivity: 9.4
Comment Flat V weir (width: 23m: cross-slope 1:20) velocity-area station for high
flows. Full range. Flows affected by mine-water discharges upstream. also
impounding reservoirs and industrial abstractions in valley. # Geology - Coal
Measures with Millstone Grit and Carboniferous Limestone in northern area.
Alluvium deposits in valleys. Mainly upland area with livestock. Peaty soils,
seasonally wet Forest 3%. 50% in Brecon Beacons National Park.
057008 Rhymney at Llanedeynf CA: 178.7 km2
ocMA: NRA-WEL Level. 12m Lal Number:
F.A 9: SPGE B FJ..50 Sensitivity, 11.1
Comment Flat V weir (width. 15m, cross-slope 1:20); velocity-area station for high
flows. Full range. Impounding reservoirs, for public water supply, in upper
catchment. Some groundwater abstraction and effluent returns. It Geology -mainly
Coal Measures. Livestock farming on uplands; dairy and livestock farming in lower
catchment. Urban and industrial development in the valleys. Forest 7%. Most of
catchment has soils with permeable substrate; peaty soils on hills, seasonally wet.
057009 Ely at St Fagans ak 145 0 km2
MA: NRA-WEL Level: m Local Number:
F.A R: El B.F.I: .49 -Sensitivity: 12.7
Comment Flat V weir (width: 10.6m; cross-slope 1:20), velocity-area station for
high flows. Full range. Flows affected by sewage works discharges upstream.
Some early poorer quality - data available (station 57805, 1957-60). Some
industrial abstractions. a Geology - mainly Coal Measures with some MillstoneGrit
in northern area; mixture of Tries, Lias, limestone and Old Red Sandstone to the
south. Forest 6%. Lowland area with dairy farming. Soils have permeable
substrate.
057010 Ely at Lanelay C.A: 39.4 km2
MA: NRA-WEL Level. 46m Local Number.
F.A.R: El B.F.I: .43 Sensitivity: 22.0
Comment: Velocity-area station with nonstandard Flat V bed control (width:
7.94m: cross-slope 1:20). Now primarily a flood warning station. a Geology - Coal
Measures. Lowland catchment. Dairy and livestock farming with urban and
industrial development in the valley. Forest 8%. Soils have permeable substrate.
057015 Taff at Merthyr Tydfil C.A: 104.1 km2
MA: NRA-WEL Level: 171m Local Number:
F.A R: SP B.F.I: .40 Sensitivity: 11.4
Comment: Flat V weir: yelocity-area station for high flows. Full ,range. Flows
affected by large direct public water supply reservoirs. # Geology - Millstone Grit
and Carboniferous Limestone. Old Red Sandstone in upper areas. Upland area in
Brecon Beacons National Park livestock farming predominates, some urban
development. Forest: 25% Mainly peaty soils, seasonally wet.
057016 Taf Fechan at Pontsticill C A' 338 km2
MA: NRAWEL Level: 295m Local Number:
F A.R. SP B.F.I: 42 Sensitivity: 12.5
Comment: Flat V weir just downstream of Pontsticill Reservoir Full range but no
confirmatory high flow gaugings. Records compensation water and spill flows from
Pontsticill public water supply reservoir, (see station 57001). # Geology - Old Red
Sandstone with some Carboniferous Limestone. Steep upland catchment with
livestock farming. Forest 32%. 100% in Brecon Beacons National Park. Peaty soils
seasonally wet.
058001 Ogmore at Bridgend C A: 158.0 km2
MA: NRAWEL Level: 14m Local Number:
B.F.I: .48FAR: PEI Sensitivity: 11.2 •
Comment: Velocity-area station with Flat V weir (120 cross-slope: installed in July
1975). Channel width: 20m Flows up to 170 mas-r contained. 0 Geology - mainly
Coal Measures. Forest 16%. Northern area - uplands with livestock farming.
Southern area - lowland with dairy and livestock farming. Urban and industrial
development in valleys. Peaty soils on hills, seasonally wet. In lower areas. soils
have permeable substrate.
058002 Reath at Resolven C.A: 190.9 km2
MA NRA-WEL Level: 15m ' Local Number:
F.A F1: SPEI Sensitivity: 13.1
Comment: Flat V weir (installed in 1978); velocity-area station for high flows;
channel width: 28m. Some upstream right-bank spillage during floods. Public water
supply reservoir in upper catchment. Industrial abstractions and effluent returns.
# Geology - from south to north - Coal Measures: Millstone Grit Carboniferous
Limestone and Old Red Sandstone. A mainly upland Catchment; livestock farming
predominates, urban and industrial development in the valley.
058005 Ogmore at Brynmenyn C.A: 743 km2
M A: NRA.WEL Level: 43m ' Local Number
F.A.R: E B.F.I: .49 Sensitivity: 14.1
Comment Flat V weir: velocity-area station for high flows. All flows contained.
Effluent discharge to river upstream. # Geology - Coal Measures. Livestock farming
in upland area with urban and industrial development in the valleys Forest 21%.
Peaty soils in upper areas, seasonally wet. Soils in lower areas have permeable .
substrate.
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058006 Mellte at Pontneddfechan CA: 658 km,
M.A. NRA-WEL Level. 9Orn Local Number:
F.A.R: SP B F I: .36 Sensitivity: 14.7
Comment: Flat V weir and velocity-area station; channel width 15m. Steep
section with heavy bed load. Public water supply reservoir in catchment has partial
effect on flows. # Geology - f rom south to north - Millstone Grit; Carboniferous
Limestone and Old Red Sandstone. Mainly an upland, pasture catchment.
058007 Llynti at Coytrahen C.A. 50.2 km,
M A: NRA-WEL Level: 50m Local Number:
FAR: El B.F 1..49 Sensitivity: 182
Comment: Flat V weir and velocity-area station. Industrial abstractions and
effluent returns. Channel width 15m. Full range maximum gauging 91 m1/2-l.
0 Geology - Coal Measures. Upland area with livestock farming. Forest: 16%.
Mainly peaty soils, seasonally wet.
058008 Oulais at Ciltrew C.A: 43.0 km2
M A: NPA-WEL Level. 42m Local Number:
F.A.R: B.F 1..39 Sensitivity: 13.7
Comment: Flat V weir (1:10 cross slope) flanked by horizontal side section - no
divide piers: velocity-area calibration for high flows Downstream of single arch
railway bridge of limited discharge capacity. # Geology - Coal Measures. Upland
area with livestock farming and open cast coal mining. Forest: 18%. Mainly peaty
soils, seasonally wet.
058009 Ewenny at Keepers Lodge C.A: 62.5 km'
MA: NRA-WEL Level. 8m Local Number:
FAR: BFI. .58 Sensitivity: 13.9
Comment: Flat V weir (1.15 cross-slope terminating in a 1.2 sloping revetment):
velocity-area calibration for high flows. All flows contained. Channel width 12.25m.
Some earlier data available for upstream station (58003) # Geology - in the north,
Coal Measures. To the south a mixture of Millstone Grit; Carboniferous Limestone;
Trias, Lias and alluvial deposits. Lowland area with urban and industrial
development and dairy and livestock farming. Soils have permeable substrate.
058011 Thaw at Gigman Bridge CA: 49.2 km,
MA: NRA-WEL Level. 7m Local Number:
F.A R: GE B.F.I: .70 Sensitivity: 23.6
Comment Flat V type low flow control; velocity-area calibration based on
gaugings from bridge upstream. Flows affected by effluent discharges and .
groundwater abstractions. # Mixed geology: Lias; Tries; Carboniferous Limestone
and Old Red Sandstone. Lowland area in the Vale of Glamorgan with dairy and
-livestock farming. Soils have permeable substrate.
059001 Tawe at Yynstanglws C.Ai 227.7 km,
MA: NRA-WEL Level: 9m Local Number:
F.A.R: GEI B.F.I: .36 Sensitivity: 89
Comment Velocity-area station. Gravel bed - unstable control. All but extreme
floods contained since construction of floodbanks (1959). Limestone outcrop al
north of catchment has partial effect on baseflow Groundwater and industrial
abstractions also..# Geology - principally Coal Measures Mainly upland area with
livestock farming. Urban and industrial development at lower levels. Forest: 8%.
30% in Brecon Beacons National Park.
_ .
059002 Loughor at Tir-y-dail C.A: 46.4 km2
ocMA: NRA-WEL Level: 31m Lal Number.
F.A.R: PGE1 B F 1..43 Sensitivity: 21.2
Comment: Velocity-area station with bed control built over sewer crossing. Right
bank overtopped on rare occasions Some early data available from 1967. Public
.water supply abstraction from main spring source. Groundwater and industrial
abstractions and effluent returns.  X Geology - mainly Coal Measures, with Millstone
-Grit, Carboniferous Limestone and Old Red Sandstone in northern half of
catchment Mainly dairy farming. Soils generally have permeable substrate.
060002 Cothi at Felin Mynachdy CA: 297.8 km2
MA: NRA-WEL Level: 16m Local Number:
FAR: N B.F.I: .43 Sensitivity: 11.0
Comment: Velocity-area station. Straight reach and natural rock control. Channel
width: 20m. Stable section. Effectively a natural catchment. # Geology - mainly
Silurian with Ordovician along south eastern boundary. Soils have permeable
substrate. Upland pastures, livestock and dairy farming below Significant forest
cover (17%).
'060003 Tat at Clog-y-Fran C.A: 217.3 km2
MA. NRAVVEL Level: 7m Local Number:
F.A.R: N B.F.li .55 Sensitivity: 10.2
Comment: Velocity-area station. Overspills during flood discharges. Channel
width 13.9m. Natural catchment. # Geology - Ordovician with some narrow bands
"of igneous rock. Old Red Sandstone and alluvium deposits in southern area. Mainly
rural - predominantly dairy farming. Soils have permeable substrate.
060005 Bran at Uandoyery C.A: 66.8 km,
M A. NRA-WEL Level: 64m ' Local Number.
F A Fil I 8 F.I: 36 Sensitwity: 29.4
Comment: Velocity-area station Records from 1968, bed control instated 1972.
Channel width: 7.5m. Agricultural abstractions have a minimal impact on flow
records. # Geology - Ordovician with alluvium deposits in valley floor. Forest: 38%.
Hill farming in upland areas. Dairy farming in valley area. Peaty soils, seasonally
wet, in hill area. Soils have permeable substrate in lower areas.
060006 Gwili at Glangwill aA:. 129.5 km2
M.A. NRA-WEL Level: Bm Local Number:
F.A.R: PEN ELF.1: .46 Sensitivity: 11.8
Comment: Velocity-area station; stable section. Channel width: 15.5m. Public
water supply and agricultural abstractions and effluent returns have minimal
impact on flows records. # Geology - Ordovician and Silurian. Mainly dairy farming,
rural area. Forest: 18%. Soils generally have permeable substrate.
060007 Tywi at Belau Hiram C.A: 231 8 km,
ocM.A. NRA-WEL Level: 69m Lal Number:
FAR: SREI B.F.I: 42 Sensitivity. 9.5
Comment: Velocity-area station Stable section with natural control. Channel
width: 38M. River regulated with large reservoir (Llyn Brianne) in upper catchment.
# Geology principally Ordovician. Upland areas of Cambrian Hills Mostly hill
farming with some livestock at lower levels Forest: 17%. Mainly peaty soils,
seasonally wet.
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060008 Tywi at Tetrad/fin CA: 89.8 tun, 83-85
MA: WELS Levd: 175re Local Number:
FAR: SR B.EI: $3 SensatMty: 1986
Continent Crump Weir. Site owned by Welsh Water. Artsftial flow regime - station 1987
used pan/godly to monitor compensation and regulated Sows from Uyn Brianne 1988
Reservoir. • A mostly forested catchment with some rough grazmg devdoped co 1989
Ordivician and Siunan formations. 1990
060010 Tyed at Nentgaredig CA: 1090.4 km, 58-85
MA: NRA-WEL Level: Elm Local Number.
FAR: RP ELF.1: .46 Sensithity: 6 2 1986
Comment Flat V wee (1:20) set in Crump profile flanking section. Shoaling d/s 1987
influences modular range; calibration based on gaugings. Channel width: 43m. 1988
High flows measured u/s - 60331 from which all pre-74 flows derive Llyn Brianne in 1989
headwaters regulates flow down to major abstraction u/s of station (but cgs of 1990
60001)- 6 GeOlogy - Ordovician and Silurian with ORS on southern Ccundary. Peaty
soils in headwaters. Alluvium in valleys. Upper catchment mostly hill farming with
some livestock and dairying at lower levels. Forest cl 7%.
061002 Eastern Cleddau at Canaston Bridge CA: 1631 km2 60-85
MA: NRA-WEL Level: Sm Local Number:
F.A.R: SRPE 801: .55 . Sensitivity: 14.7 1986
Comment Velocity-area station: artificial control installed in 1974. Channel width: 1987
17.4m. Impounding reservou for public water supply in upper catchment regulates 1988
the river down to the gauging station. "Geology - mainly Ordovician with bands of 1989
igneous rock in the northern half of the catchment. Some Old Red Sandstone on 1990
the southern boundary. Mainly dairy farming in hilly rural area. Soils mainly have
permeable substrate.
061003 Gwaun at Cilrhedyn Bridge C A' 31.3 km2 69-65
MA: NRAWEL Level: 70m Local Number:
B.F.1.57 Sensitivity: 18.5 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station In straight reach (width. 70m). Natural steep- 1987
sided catchment - very responsive. 0 Geology Ordovician with intrusions of 1988
igneous rock. Mainly dairy farming in lower areas. Livestock on hills. Forest. 7%. 1989
100% within Pembrokeshire Coast National Park. Peaty soils on hills, seasonally 1990
wet. In lower areas, soils have permeable substrate.
061004 Western Cleddau at Redhill CA: 9976 km, 65..85
ak NRAWEL Level: 6m Local Number:
EEL  64 Sensitivity: 8.3 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station. Channel width: 10.5m. Supersedes Prendergast 1987
Mill (61031 - subject to tidal influence); Redhill has no gauging facilities hence 1988
ratings developed at Prendergast Mill are used - suitably adjusted. X/ Geology - 1989
Ordovician with igneous intrusions. Natural catchment in rural area. Mainly dairy 1990
farming, some arable farming in lower areas. Soils in northern hills have
impermeable substrata - seasonally wet. Soils in the lower, southern, area have
permeable substrates
062001 Teifi at Glen Tern C.A: 893.6 km, 59.85
MA NRA-WEL Level: 5m Local Number.
FAR: SP B F.I: .54 Sensitivity: 9.4 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station. Straight reach (width: 35m), natural control. 1987
Flood flows spill over right bank. Public water supply impounding reservoirs in 1988
upland area where there is mostly hill farming. Tregaron bog (10 sq. km.) has partial 1989
effect on flows: sensibly natural regime. 0 Geology - mainly Ordovician and Silurian 1990
deposits. Dairy farming predominates in southern area. Forest: 5%. Peaty soils on
hills, seasonally wet. Apart from Tregaron bog, most of the lower areas have soils
with permeable substrate.
063001 Ystwyth at Pont Llolwyn G.A. 169.6 km, 63..85
MA NRA-WEL Level: 12m Local Number:
F.A R: B.F.I: .41 Sensitivity. 13 8 1986
Comment Velocityarea station (channel width: 16m) Records from 1963, with 1987
bed control installed in 1973. Floods spill over right bank. Discharges from lead 1988
mines. Post 1985 flows below 3 rrgs-, are unreliable due to blockage of lower inlet 1989
pipe. 4 Geology Silurian deposits. Mainly upland area with hill farming. Some 1990
livestock at lower levels Forest 18%. Peaty soils in eastern hills, seasonally wet.
Most of the western part of the catchment has soils with permeable substrata
064001 DO at Dyfi Bridge C A' 471.3 km2 62.86
MA: NRAMEL Level: 6m Local Number
F.A.11 N B.F.!: .38 Sensitivity: 8 1 1986
Comment: A 00m wide river section controlled by the invert and arches of the 1987
historical Dyfi road bridge downstream. A good stable section although records in 1988
early years are marred by substantial engineering works carried out on the bridge. 1989
0 A natural. largely moorland catchment on Silurian rocks. River alluvium deposits 1990
in the floodplain
.
064002 Dysynni at Pont-y-Garth GA: 75.1 km, 66-85
MA. NRA-WEL Level 2m Local Number:
F.A.R: N B.F.I..48 Sensitivity: 14.9 1986
Comment: A 40m wide section (between floodbanks) controlled by sheet piling 1987
downstream in a straight channel dredged prior to station construction. Insensitive 1988
at low flows and difficult to gauge at high flows due to flashy response. 0 Natural 1989
flow regime arising from volcanic rocks with much outcropping. Tal.y-Llyn, the 1990
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southernmost ribbon lake in Britain, lies within the catchment. Rainfall may be
underestimated.
064006 Lerl at Dolybont C.A: 47.2 km, 60-85
MA. NRA.WEL Level: 15m Local Number:
FAR: S B.F.1: .47 Sensitivity: 51.2 1986
Comment: A 10m wide single crest Crump profile weir in a straight floodbanked 1987
reach. Wing walls contain flows to high levels although rating has not been 1988
checked beyond medium flows. Abstraction from Craigy-Pistyll Reservoir. 0 The 1989
catchment is predominantly moorland on impervious Silurian rocks. 1990
065001 Gfaslyn at Beddgelert C.A: 68.6 km, 61-85
MA: NRAINEL Level: 33m Local Number.
F.A.R: SH B.F.1 .31 Sensitivity: 12.8 1986
Comment: A 20m wide river section rated by current meter and, in the past, by 1987
dilution gauging. Rating tends to be insensitive at low flows due to subtle 1988
movements in the natural bed control downstream. High flow gauging restricted to 1989
peaks and troughs because of rapid water level changes. Station bypassed at high 1990
flows. Lakes (Dines and Gwynant) and HEP discharge from the higher Llyn Llydaw
marginally affect records. 4 Catchment drains the southern flanks of Snowdonia
with much bare rock exposure (impermeable Ordovician volcanics).
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065004 Gwydai et Bontnewydd CA. 47.9 km,
M.A: NRA-WEL Level: 31m Local Number.
F.A R: SP . B.F.I: .43 Sensitivity: 17.1
Comment: A 10m wide single crest Crump prof ile weir containing flows to high
levels. Check gauging suggests some (constant) loss due to inadequate cutoffs:
hence low flows affected. Signif icant abstraction from Llyn Cwellyn reservoir
upstream. # A steep and typical/y Snowdonian catchment; Lower Palaeozoic
geology.
065005 Erch at Pencaenewydd C A: 18.1 km2
Mk NRAWEL . Level: 56m Local Number:
FAR: N Sensitivity: 25.6
Comment: A 6m wide Crump profile weir with high wing walls containing wide
range of flows. Check gauged up to medium flows. # A typical impervious lowland
catchment on the Lleyn peninsula covered with Boulder Clay.
065006 Selma at Peblig Mill C.A: 74.4 km,
MA: NRA-WEL Level: 19m Local Number:
FAR: I-1 B.F.I: .40 Sensitivity: 5.5
Comment: A rated river section in a straight reach which has not yet been
bypassed, Control provided by a roughly Crump profile shaped structure originally
built as part of investigations prior to construction of the Dinorwic pumped storage
scheme, which very marginally affects the record. # A steep catchment with much
bare rock surface Contains two large ribbon lakes, Padarn and Pens, the latter
acting as the lower reservoir of the anorwic scheme.
065007 Dwyfawr at Gemdolbenmeen C.A: 52.4 km,
MA: NRA-WEL Level: 86m Local Number:
FAR: SRP . B.F.1: .38 Sensitivity: 11.9
Comment: A compound Crump profile weir with dividing walls separating the
6.5m wide lower crest from two flanking crests each 5m wide. Station built as the
control point for the Cwmystradllyn Reservoir/Af on Dwylawr regulation scheme.
Consequently not intended for high flow gauging and in fact bypassed at flows
>10 year return period. *The catchment is mainly steep and with much bare rock
of Lower Palaeozoic age.
066001 Clwyd at Pont-y-cembwIl CA: 404.0 km2
MA: NRA-WEL Level: 15m Local Number:
F.A.R: RG B.F.I: .59 Sensitivity:
Comment: Velocity-area station. The measuring reach is particularly susceptible
to weed growth during the summer months; it is normally cleared once a week and
a current meter gauging is undertaken. Low flows are augmented using
groundwater (approximately 12% of the 095 flow at present) # Headwaters rise in
the Silurian shales and grits of Denbigh Moors and the Clwydian Hills. Thence the
Clwyd across the generally confined Triassic Sandstone Aquifer (with artesian
heads over large areas)
066003 Aled at Bryn Aled 70.0 km,
MA: NRA-WEL Level: 105m Local Number:
FAR: SRP B.F.I: .48 Sensitivity. 6.8
Comment: Compound Crump weir Mtation owned by Welsh Water Plc). Heavy
upstream gravel accretion, PWS abstraction also affects approach conditions.
Main purpose of the station is for operational control of the Aled Regulation
Scheme. # A mostly impervious catchment lower Palaeozoic formations with
widespread Drif t and alluvium cover.
066006 Elwy at Pont-y-Gwyddel CA: 194.0 km,
MA. NRA-WEL Level' 88m Local Number:
FAR: SRP B.F.I: .46 Sensitivity: 183
Comment: A twin arch bridge provides the control at medium flow A castellated
lm wide Crump weir is set in each 10m arch to give the low flow control. Rating is
continually checked Some bypassing at levels >2m. Low flows affected >10% by
maintained residual flow of 02 rass% in Af on Aled from reservoirs which drain 6%
of catchment. # Impermeable Silurian strata with shallow soil cover. Mainly sheep
pastures, <10% forestry in valleys.
066011 Conwy et Cwm Llanerch CA: 3446 km,
M.A. NRA-WEL Lever Irn Local Number:
B.F l' .28F.A.R: P Sensitivity: 11.9
Comment: A 50m wide river section requiring frequent recalibration (current
meter) due to shif ting bed control. Record is very important in Conwy valley flood
forecasting so much effort to ensure rating is kept accurate. Some bypassing and
upstream overbank storage at very high flows. At such times water is diverted by
means of leats into Llyn Convry. # The catchment is mainly mountainous and
composed of volcanic rocks.
067001 Dee at Bala C.A: 261.6 km2
MA: NRA-WEL Level. 159m Local Number.
FAR: SR B.F.!: .50 Sensitivity: 10.0
Comment: Original broad,orested weir modified in 1968 to triangular profile 1:1
u/s and 1:3.5 d/s. Gauged by wading and cableway with some hydraulic model
tests also. May drown at about bankfull flows. Low flows controlled by Bala sluices
about 750m upstream. These control flow from Llyn Tegid Llyn Celyn also in
catchment. # Thin soil cover over mostly Lower Ordovician rocks. The rapid
response to rainfall is modified by the natural storage of Llyn Tegid Mainly open
moorland and sheep pastures with <10% forest.
067003 Brenig at Llyn Brenig outflow C.A: 20.2 km,
beMA: NRA-WEL Level: 325m Local Numr:
FAR: SR Sensitivity. 15.8
Comment: Sharp-edged weir built 1923, unchanged except extension of wing
walls in 1975. Fully checked calibration to 30 m3s% Natural flow until August 1975,
when impounding started: monthly naturalised flows since. Llyn Brenig holds
nearly four times annual average runoff. Before August 1975 flows above 15 m1/2-1
estimated by rating curve extrapolation and hydrograph estimation because
vertical drum level recorder truncated peaks 0 Rugged moorland developed on
impervious Palaeozoic formations.
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067006 'inn at Druid CA: 184.7 km,
MA: NRA-WEL Level: 146m Local Number:
FAR: SRPI 8.11 .46 Sensitivity: 14.7
Comment Natural river section about 20m wide. Stable since last =ea flood in
1964. Some minor revisions of rating from tune to tune. Bypassed  during  floods.
Reservoirs control 15% of catclvnent Llyn Bret* is within the catchment.
• Catchment area changed in 1976 to exclude Llyn Bran (0.8 sq. km). Peat cover
(thick in places) over Boulder Pay on Ordovician/54unan geokogY.
067008 myriat Pont-y-Capel CA: 227.1 km,
MA: NRAWEL Leve4: 37m Local Number:
FAR: SEI B.F.I: .56 Sensitivity: 16.1
Comment The central divide wad ol this (two part) compound Crump profile weir
was lowered in 1986 as debris regularly blocked the lower pan. Model test of new
conliguration: current meter checks before and after, 0 El-defined catchment
boundary to NE and SE. 25% Carboniferous Limestone. Major loss of water from
upper 70 sq. km. in limestone and mine drainage tunnels. Extensive glacial
deposits over Coal Measures.
067015 Dee et Manley Hall CA: 1019.3 km2
MA NRA-WEL Level: 25m Local Number:
FAR: SRPI Sensitivity: 5.4
Comment Asymmetrical compound Crurnp profile weir, checked by current
meter. Drowns at flows above 2133 rrr1s-i. Low lbws maintained by releases from
major river regulating res. (Celyn and Brenig). Data prior to February 1970 is poorer
quality - based on d/s Erbistock (67002. area:1040.0 sq. km) flow record. El/s flood
attenuation is notable. 0 Geology is 75% shales, slates, mudstones and palaeozoic
grits; 25% extrusive igneous and Carboniferous rocks. 80% grazed open moorland.
12% !meshy, remainder arable, urban negligible.
067017 Tryweryn at Llyn Celyn outflow CA: 599 km,
MA: was Level: 249m Local Number.
FAR: SRPH SET: .41 SensitMly: 34.7
Comment Compound broad-crested weir (nonetandard design) immediately
downstream of Llyn Celyn Regulating Reservoir. Artificial regime - station
measures controlled releases and overspill. Storage changes, catchment inflows
and abstraction figures are available to derive naturalised runoff. 4 A very rugged,
wet catchment developed mostly on Ordovician formations (with Cambrian
formations in the south-west): very thin soil cover.
067018 Dee at New Inn C.A: 53.9 krn,
MA: NRAWEL Level: 164m Local Number:
F.A R: N B.F.I: .27 Sensitivity: 18.9
Comment Velocity-area station. Lcnv and medium Mows only: extensively out of
hank al mean annual flood level, Rating changes have followed changes in
positions of the 'stepping stones' which provide the low flow control. Possible flow
through gravels under site. Used as daily naturalisation indicator for Upper Dee
flows. 0 Mainly Ordovician rocks. Patchy superficial deposits otherwise no water-
bearing strata. A quickly responding catchment comprising mostly rough uptand
pasture.
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Summary of Archived  Data -
Gauged daily flows, monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
Stn. Gauged daily flows,
number monthly peaks and rainfall
055002 30s  eEEAA 40s AAAAAAAAAA.
50s AAAAAABAAA 60s AAAEMAAAA
70s CCCBAAAAAA 805 AAACCCAAM
90s AM
08.002 30s  e 40s AAAAAAAAAA
50s AAAAAAAMA 60s AAAAAAAAAA
70s AAAABAAAAA 80s AEt t
90s tt
055004 305  eAA 405 AAAAAAAAAA
50s AA/MAMMA 60s AAAEAAAAAA
70s AAAAAAAAAA 80s EEFittttti
90s tt
055005 305  eBA 40s AAAAAMAAA
50s AAAAAAAAAA 60s AAAEMAAAA
705  tti 80s  tttt
90s
055006 00s  CC lOs CCCCCCCCCC
20s CCCCCCCCCC 305 CCCCCBAAAA
40s AAAMMAAA 50s AAWAAAM
60s AAAMMAAA 70s AAAAAAABCC
80s cCCFCt
055007 30s  eAA 405 AAAAAAAAAA
505 MAAAMAAA 60s AAAEAAAAAA
70s CCCCCCCCCC 80s CAACCCAAAA
90s AAf
055008 50s -eAAAAEEaA 6.3s AAAEAAAEEA
70s AAAAADAAAA 80s AAAAAMMA
90s DA
055009 40s  eA 50s AAAAAAAAM
60s AAAEAAAAAA 70s AAEtititf
80s  tit 90s it
055010 50s  eAAAA 60s MAEAAAAAA
70s AAAAAAAEAA BOs EFFilittit
90s ft
055011 50s  e 60s AAAAAAAAAA
70s AAAAAABAAA 80s DBEttiiitt
055012 60s  eAAA 70s MAAAAAEEA
805 AAAAAAAAAA 90s Mf
055013 60s  eAAA 70s AAAAAAAAAA
60s AAAAAAAAAA 90s Mf
055014 60s  eAAA 70s AAAAAMAAA
80s AAAAAAAMA 90s AM
055015 60s  eAAA 70s AAAAAAAAEE
80s EADttttitt 90s tt
055017 60s  eA 70s BAAEEMAAA
LOs AEtitt 90s ti
055018 60s  eA 70s AAAAAAAAAE
80s AAAAAAAAAA 90s AM
055021 60s  ME 70s AAAAAAAAAA
80s AAEtFADAAA 90s AN
055022 70s AAAABAAAAE
805 tEFttiiitt 90s it
055023 40s AABAAAAAAA
50s AAAAAAAAAA 60s AMMAAAAAA
70s CCCCCCCCCC 80s CAMAAAAAA
90s DAf
055025 60s  tin 70s EAAMMAAA
80s AAAAAAAAAA 90s AM
055026 30s  eBA 405 AAA/AA/AMA
50s AAAAMAAAA 60s AAAEAAAAAA
70s AAAAAAAAAA 80s MAAAAAAAA
90s AM
055027 70s -eAAAAAAEt 80s iii---iitt
90s it
055028 70s -eMAAAAAE LOs ADAAMCAAA
90s AM
055029 405  eA 50s MAAAMAAA
60s AAAEAAAAAA 70s MAAAAAAAA
80s EAAAADAAAD 90s Mf
055030 20s  fccc 30s ecceccccfc
40s eccccccccc 50s c  
60s  70s --flirt
055031 70s -11-EAAAAAA BOs AAAAAAAAAD
90s DAf
055032 00s  CC lOs CCCCCCCCCC
20s CCCCCCCCCC 30s CCCCCBAAAA
40s AAMMAAAAA 50s AAAAMAAAA
60s AAAAAAAAAA 70s AAAAMABCC
80s cAAAAAadaa 905 eat
M81119 60s  -c 70s --easaaaa
80s saaaadAAAE 90s tt
055034 70s ---eeeaeaa 80s eaaaaaAAAE
90s tt
055035 705 --eassaaa 805 saaaaaAAEt
90s ti
056001 50s  EAA 605 AAMMAAAAA
70s AAMAABAAA 805 AAAAAAAAAA
90s AM
056002 50s  eAA 605 AAAAAAAAAE
70s AAAMEf f AA 130s MAAAAAAAA
90s AAI
056003 60s ---eAAAAAA
aos
056004
056005
70s AAAAABAAAA
90s tt
70s AWAAAAAA
90s ti
705 AAAAAWAA
BOs AMAAAMAA 905 AM
130s Eit--ittt
Stn. Gauged daily flows,
number monthly peaks and
056006 Ws ---MAAMA
80s AAtttittit
056007
80s MAAAMAM
056008 70s ebaAAEEtit
90s it
056010
805 ee--titt
056011. 701 ebaAAAAAAA
9Ds tt
056012 705 -AAAAAAABB
90s it
056013 70s --eAMAAAA
905 API
056015 70s -tttEMAE
90s it
056016 70s  a
057001 305  eeEB
50s -eaAABAAA
705 AMAtttitt
057002 30s -esaaaaaAA
50s AADDMBAAA
70s ABAAittitt
057063
057054
057005
057006
057007
057008
057009
0570 10
057011
057012
057015
057016
058001
058002
058003
058005
058006
058007
056008
058009
059010
056011
80s iiittitttt
50s  eAA
70s AWAMAM
90s AM
70s eAAAAAAAM
90s AM
70s eAAAMWA
90s Mf
70s --tEAAAAAA
90s Mf
705 AAAAAAA
905 Mf
705 --AMAA
905 MI
70s ---eAAAAA
905 MI
70s ----ease
90s tt
70s  eaae
90s it
70s  eA
90s AAI
7Ds  
905 aaf
130s MAAMEAAA
705  AAEEB
90s MI
Ws --eAAEttit
705 eAAAAAAAAA
90s DOI
70s -EAAAAAAAA
90s AD/
70s eBAAMAAAA
90s Mf
70s -EAAAAAAAA
Ws AEI
70s -EAAAAAAAA
90s Mf
705 --eaaaa
905 11
90s AM
059001 50s  sEA
70s AEAEEMAM
90s AA/
059002 60s  FFB
80s AAAAAAAAAA
060002 60s -eAAAMAE1-
80s EAADAAADAA
06003 60s  EAAAA
80s AAMMADAM
060004
060005
0613606
0601:07
a/3sAAAAAMADA
060008 Ws --faaadaa
060009 70s FCCCCFritt
90s it
060010 50s  eB
70s AAAAAaaae-
90s AAf
060012 70s fAABBBAEEA
90s It
060013 705 -EBCCCEItt
905 it
130s
8.3s AA/MAMMA
80s MAAMMAA
rainfall
70s MAAAAAAM
90s ii
70s EAAAAAAAAA
905 AM
80s it- --Fitt
70s aeeeeeeeea
90s it
80s Mt-titt
80s Mit--titt
80s MAAAAAAAA
80s AAit-titt
80s aaabaaaaa
40s e  
60s ABBBBBAAEA
80s till
40s AMAAEAAAA
60s AAMMAAAA
80s tit
70s AAAttititi
905 tt
60s AEEAAMAAA
80s AAAAMAAAA
80s AAAAAAAAAA
80s Ef tFAAAAAA
80s AAAAAAAAAD
80s AAAAAAAAAA
80s AAAAAAAAAA
80s EAAAAAAAAA
80s e  
130s e t
80s ABACCCAAAA
BOs AAAAAAaaaa
703 MAAAAAAAA
90s MI
80s EAADMAAAA
70s ittiiiittt
90s it
80s AAADFADBAA
80s EAAAAAAAAA
80s EAAAAAAAAA
80s EDADADACAA
80s AAAOAADAAA
80s eE11-1111
80s MAAMMAA
60$ AAAEIAAAAAA
80s DAAAAAAAAA
70s MBBBBAAAA
90s M/
70s BAAAAAAAEE
90s AAI
70s AEEAAAAAAA
90s AOf
705 EEAAAAAAAA
90s it
70s BADAMAAAA
905 MI
70s BBBABAAAAA
90s it
70s AAMAAAAAA
90s tt
SOs itiiititti
60s MAAMAAM
80s esaaaMEAA
80s EEi---titt
80s ii---ttti
HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1986-90
Stn.
number
061001
061002
061003
061034
Gauged daily flows,
monthly peaks and rainfall
60s  
80s ititttittt
60s eABMAABEIA
80s MAMFAEDA
Los AAAAAAAEEA
Los ----eAEAE
80s eaaacIAEt A
062001 50s  E 60s MAAAAAAAA
70s EAMAAAAAA 80s MAAAAAAAA
90s AAf
062002 - 70s -eeaAAAEAE 80s EE1----tttt
90s tt
063001 60s ---eAAAMA 70s AAAMAMAA
80s EAAAAAMAD 90s AM
O 63032 60s  eAEAA 70s AAAAAAAAEE
80s AMADt
063003 70s ease/ME/ME 80s 11----titt
90s it
064001
0640132
064006
065001
065004
065005
065006
065007
6.0s --EAAAAEM
80s tOAAAAAAAA
60s ----tAEEA
80s AAAAAAAAAA
60s fecceecccc
80s AAMAAAAAA
60s -eAABAABAE
80s AAAAAMAAA
70s eEEEMMAA
90s AM
70s --tAAAAAAA
905
90s EAI
70s --tEAAAA
90s AM
066001 50s  
70s MAAAAACCF
90s AAI
066002 60s -eABAAMAC
Ms  MI
066003 60s ---eAEtEAt
80s AADtttaaaa
066004 70s aAAAAAAtit
90s ti
066005 70s -EAEAAAtti
90s it
060006 70s ---EMAAAA
90s MI
066008
90s tt
066011 60s ----eEEEEA
80s AAMAAAAAA
70s EMEttitit
90s tt
705 AAEADAAAAA
90s Mf
701 AEAAAAAAAA
00s tt
70s EAaaasaaee
90s tt
70s
90s
70s
90s
70s
90s
60s
80s
70s
90s
70s
80s
Los
80s
80s
70s
90s
AEttEtiitt
Pal
EEDDDDDAAA
AAI
cBABWAAA
AAI
70s EEEEAAAMD
90s MU
80s AMAAMMA
80s AAAAAAAAAA
80s AMAAAAME
805 AA/MAMMA
MAAAAAAAA
CitttitttA
BAAAEtitti
it
tiff EEEEEE
it---tttt
AAAAAAAAAA
bbaaadAAAE
AAEAAAAAAA
AM
O 67001 505  eAA 60s AMAAMAAA
70s ABAAAAAAAA 80s AAACCCaaaa
90s sal
067002 30s  eAA 40s AMAAAAAAA
50s AMAAAAAAA 60s AAAAAAAAAA
702 Atitit-itt
067003 20s -eAAAAAAA
40s MAAMMAA
60s MABBAAAAA
80s MAIFAAAAA
067005 50s --IttEAAA
705 AMAAAAttt
93s tt
067006 60s eAMAAAAAA 705
BOs AMAAMAAA 90s
067007 60s ----EAAAAE 70s
067008 60s  EBAAA 70s
80s MAAMAAAA 90s
067009 60s  EEtEEI 70s
80s EitEIDDDcledD 90s
067010 60s  EAPa 70s
80s ti---itit 90s
067011 60s 70s
80s If
067013 60s 70s
805 90s
067015 30s 40s
50s MAAAAAAAA 60s
70s MMAAAAAA 93s
90s ACI
O 67017 60s  tB 70s AAAAAAAAAA
80s AAMAAaaaa 90s a
067018 60s  t E 70s AAAAAAAAAA
8Ds 'AAAAAAAAM 90s AAI
067025 7Ps  s sas 80s aAAAEittti
90s it
067026 70s 80s cCCCCCc
067029 70s 80s eeddfdd
30s AAAAAAAAAA
505 WAAMAAA
705 MBMBCAAA
90s At
60s WAAAMAA
805 ttt-titi
BAAAAAAAAA
Pal
tititititt
AAAAAAAAAA
Mf
BBBBEBEBAB
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AAAAAAttit
tt
ccIfcccc11
AMAAaaiti
tt
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SURFACE WATER — REGISTER AND STATISTICS
Summary of Archived Data - 2
Naturalised daily and monthly flows
Complete daily and complete peaks
Complete daily and partial peaks
Complete daily and no peaks
Partial daily and complete peaks
Partial daily and partial peaks
Partial daily and no peaks
No flow data
Complete
rainfall
A
Gauged daily flows, monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
KEY:
Incomplete or
missing rainfall
a
Up-to-date Summaries of Archived Data are available on request from the National Water Archive Office.
Naturalised daily and monthly flows
KEY:
Complete daily and complete monthly
Partial daily and complete monthly
Partial daily and partial monthly
Partial daily and no monthly
No daily and complete monthly
No daily and partial monthly
No naturalised flow data
A
a
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WELSH REGION
NORTH WEST REGION
33
29 SH SJ 2 3
Area 14,445 km=
NINA region boundary
Hydrometric area boundary
5
Hydrometric area numbot
Gouging Station
7 9 SJ SK 14
Average Rainfall (1961-90): 1201mm
NZ
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Hydrometric Statistics
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cu
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a3/4
is
5.6 0.20
13.0 0.60
1.8 0.12
9.0 0.32
5.2 0.26
0.7 0.21
453.8 74.4 6.22
166.7 32.0 2.42
120.9 7.6 0.64
258.1 32.3 1.86
538.0 108.1 9.94
170.4 17.2 0.98
87.5 10.7 0.80
5.2 0.30
2.1 0.1
6.4 0.15
18.3 0.90
736.1 61.4 3.18
14.5 0.48
068001 Weaver at Ashbrook CA 622.0 km2 37_85 756 288 5.68 212.4 06/02 039 17/09 12.4 3.24 1.12M.A. NRANW Level: 16m Local Number: 6880504 - 1946 1976
. . . PGE . . .. nsi ivi y. ti 6 1986 751 99 290 101 5.72 46.8 16/04 131 16/10 144 3.11 1.50Comment: Initially a river section (from 1937). Early gaugings lost: rating accuracy 1987 748 99 337 117 6.65 51.4 23/08 1 82 09/07 143 423 2.19
unknown. Mobile control. Data before 1972, particularly low flows, unreliable. 1988 741 98 320 111 , 6.30 47.4 15/03 1 81 12/09 140 3.35 1.92Unstable low flow rating led to relocation 400m d/s with an informal Flat V control 1989 661 87 233 81 " 4.59 45.7 14112 098 21/08 99 2.50 1.07
ancrcableway in 8/78. Prone tOweed and algal growth. High flow rating (above 4D 1990 703 93 273 95 5.39 64.1 28/01 088 06/08 13.9 2.53 1.13
mas-i) has yet to be defined. # Flat catchment includes western half of Crewe.
Post glacial deposits over (mostly) Keuper Marl.
068003 Dane at Rudheath CA: 407.1 km, 49.85 880 358 4.62 134.5 04/01 0.43 17/10 10.2 2.93 0.91M.A: NRANW Level: 13m Local Number: 6881210 1983 1949
F.A.R: SPGEI B Ft .51 Sensitivity: 10.8 1986 885 101 419 117 5.40 193.6 30/12 0.86 18/07 11.2 3.39 0.98Comment: Originally a VA section; charts from May 1949. Low flows poor before 1987 895 102 502 140 648 270.2 23/011 1.59 27/05 11.5 4.37 1.926/57 (bed lowered). Gauging by wading or from an u/s bridge. Mobile control gave 1988 904 103 463 129 596 141.1 13/03 1.02 24/06 11.2 3.49 1.52
unreliable results. Informal Flat V weir and cableway installed 10/81.Highest flows 1989 795 90 316 88 4.08 63.0 21/12 0.69 04/10 9.6 2.64 0.79inundate lhb (3.6m). Headwater transfers particularly to Rudyard and Bosley 1990 854 97 354 99 4.58 81.5 28/D1 0.61 05/08 10.1 2.53 0.74
reservoirs for canal usage. CO Headwaters in the southern Pennines but, for the
most part, the river meanders over the Cheshire plain with varying depths of post
glacial drift overlying Triassic sandstone and marl.
068004 Wistaston Brook at Marshfield Bridge ak 92.7 km, 57..85 762 379 1.11 16.2 14/01 0.15 02/09 2.0 0.80 0.31MA: NRANW Level: 30m Local NuMber: 6880403 1968 1984
F.A.R. PGEI Sensitivity: 13.0 1986 772 103 277 73 081 11.6 30/12 0.20 24/08 1.5 060 0.28Comment: Initially a 6m wide section on a bend with chart records from 1955, but 1987 743 99 340 90 1.00 21.4 23/08 0.31 08/05 1.5 075 0 41
data are poor. Unstable control obliged a move u/s in 9/72: low flow cotrol installed 1988 741 99
1978 and modified to an informal Flat V piled weir in 5/80 . Silt accumulates behind 1989 650 86
weir in times of low flow. Flows above 0.7m less reliably measured. Bank full at 1990 732 97 234 62 0.69 11.1 29/01 0.08 013/08 1.5 0.44' 0.172.3m. # Headwaters are in farmland but central and southern parts of Crewe
domtnate the lower half of the catchment. Otherwise, post glacial deposits over
Keuper Marl.
068005 Weaver at Audlem CA: 207.0 km, 53-85 747 251 1.65 28.3 1179/6094 0.05 2159/7068 3.7 0.91 0.28MA: NRANW Level: 45m Local Number: 6880301
F.A.A. PGE B.F.I: SO Sensitivity: 11.6 1986 723 97 251 100 1.65 18.1 17/04 021 27/07 4.2 063 025Comment: Some level measurement at site since 1936 but continuous records 1987 729 98
from 1951 when rectangular thin-plate weir was installed to control low flows 1988 714 96 275 110 1.80 18.8 23/01 0.30 17/08 4.4 0.73 0.36Current meter calibration for medium flows. New recorder house in 1969 and 1989 653 87 195 78 1.28 . 19.7 21/12 0.14 08/08 2.7 0.49 017
modern rating assumed to apply from then More gaugings needed at higher flows. 1990 676 90 237 94 1.56 22.5 28/01 0.09 03/08 40 042 0.12Only minor groundwater abstractions and returns. CC The (very flat) catchment is
covered by post glacial deposits over marl, clay and sand. Mainly mixed farmland
with only a few villages.
068007 Wincham Brook at Lostock Gralam C.A: 148.0 km2 62-85 844 440 2.06 59.2 03/11 0.09 28/08 4.1 1.43 0.32MA: NRANW Level: 16m Local Number: 6881213 1984 1984
F.A.R: PGEI B.F.I: .54 ' Sensitivity 10.1 1986 802 95 437 99 2.05 22.5 30/12 054 03/07 45 1.31 0.63Comment: Open channel section from 10/60. Informal steel pile control installed 1987 864 102 587 133 2.76 248 23/08 082 13/07 50 1.97 0.994/82.Siltation became a problem during summer 1988. Gauging is by wading or 1988 874 104 581 132 2.72 196 13/03 063 16/06 52 1.88 1 05
cableway. Vandal-prone. Bankfull 2.0m. 1989 744 88 422 96 1.98 17.8 14/12 0.70 04/10 39 1.46 0.81
1990 819 97
068015 Gowy et Huxley C A: 49.0 km, 81-85 263 0.41 19.5 06/08 0.06 29/07 0.9 0.26. 0.10Mk NRANW Level: 17m Local Number: 6884014 1981 1984
F.A.R: PG B.F.L .49 Sensitivity: 17.8 1986 719 228 87 025 7 1 29/12 0.07 19/07 0.8 020 009Comment: Some level records from September 1973 but shallow V sheet pile' 1987 ' 740 332 126 0.52 13.2. 23/08 0.12 29/05 0.9 0.31 0.16
control installed in May 1979 enabling sensible flow record to commence. However, 1988 754 294 112 0.46 7.8 - 19/10 0.11 06/08 0.9 0.29 0.13flows above -15 m1/4-1 should be treated With caution until high flow rating 1989 649 201 76 0.31 17.1 24/12 0.06 20/08 06 0.18 0.08
established. 4 River shares most of its valley with the Shropshire Union Canal. 1990 680
Catchment mostly in Cheshire plain: post glacial drift overlying Triassic sandstone
and marl.
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068020 Gowy at Bridge Trafford CA: 156.0 krn2
MA: NRA-NW Level: 4m Local Number: 6984927
FAR: PG B_F.L .46 SerisitMty 13.4
Comment Flat V Crump male weir (1:5) with cableway installed 8/79. Replaced
Picton (0202), 1km d/s. Sandar weed growth problems but to lesser extent.
1WrIsurnmer 0ows estimated by gauging from u/s bridge). Rating quite well defined
to about 5 mas-l. Higher flows ovehestimated by rating in current use. 4 The
catchment is whoa), on the Cheshire Plain; Low relief. glacial drift over Triassic sst
and mad.
069002 Dwell at Adelphi Weir C.A: 559 4 knR
MA: NRANW  Level:  24rn Local  Number:  E980511
FAR: SPGE1 Sensitivity: 9.5 .
Comment A 40m wide broad-crested weir with some problems of weed growth
and drowning at high lbw. Some records from 1935 but routine data acquisition
began in 1949. Rattng estabbshed by model test and metering u/s at the
Manchester racecourse gauge (closed 2/86). Many abstractions and storage
reservoirs. 4 Most of the catchment comprises post glacial drift over heavily faulted
Carboniferous grit, shale and sandstone; it includes the urban/industrial areas of
Bolton, Bury and Rochdale.
069003 irk at Scotland Weir C.A: 72.5 km2
MA NRANW Level: 26m Local Number: 6980612
FAR: SPGEI BPI .54 Sensitivity: 22.0
Comment An old weir. diagonal to flow and on a bend in a heavily polluted river
where siltation and debris are recurrent problems. Ratings by model (1936) and
current meter gauging at Redbank 1km u/s. Siltation and weed growth throws
particular doubt on lowllow records before 1976. although none are good. Weir
damaged by a flood in December 1983. Many industrial abstractions and effluent
discharges. 4 The catchment is largely developed and lies on post-glacial Boulder
Clay, mostly over Carboniferous shale, sandstone and coal.
069006 Bollin at Dunham Massey GA: 256.0 km2
MA: NRANW Level: 13m Local Number: 698.1536
FA R: SPGEI B F I: .57 Sensitivity:
Comment V/A station with cableway a few Ions u/s of confluence with the
Manchester Ship Canal. Level records from 1937. Flows from 1954 but of poor
quality. Rating only approx. owing to very unstable bed and weed growM. In 8/71.
the Bridgewater Canal (crosses just u/s) burst its banks and disturbed the bed of
the river - records were affected for at least 18 months. Reservoirs and many
industrial abstractions and discharges. 4Catchment includes Macclesfield. Post-
glacial deposits over marl in lower parts; Millstone Grit higher up.
069007 Mersey et Ashton Weir C.A: 660 0 km2
M A: NRA-NW Level: 15rn Local Number: 6982726
FAR: SPGEI B F.I: .51 Sensitivity. 54
Comment Replaced 69001 but, despite theoretical superiority at low flows, still
doubts about rating curve Compound broad-crested weir with cableway, no divide
piers so theoretical (and model) ratings complemented by gaugings No gaugings
taken since 7/78 for safety reasons, more needed Longdendale reservoirs control
10% of the catchment. 4 Tributary streams rise mainly on western slopes of
Pennines (Millstone Grit). Lower catchment includes much of Greater Manchester,
lies on postglacial deposits over Triassic sandstone and marl.
069012 &Alin at Wilmslow C.A: 72.5 km2
M A: NRA-Nw Level: 59m Local Number: 6983435
FAR: SPGEI B.F.1.62 Sensitivity: 9.4
Comment Compound Crump profile weir, crest lengths 4.1m and 4 3m (total);
divide piers 1 Om (probable drowning stage), wing walls 20 m. Silts up. cleaned
quarterly. Crest tapping well bricked off. Calibration now by current meter; u/s for
low flows, d/s off road bridge for high. Responsive. Substantial flow modifications.
4 Moderate relief catchment with steep, reservoired headwaters. Upper catchment
drains Millstone Grit, generally drift free.Otherwlse boulder clay and glacial sands
and gravel over P-T sst. Contains Macclesfield.
069013 Sinderland Brook at Partington C A: 44.8 km2
MA: NRA-NW Level: 13m Local Number: 6983132
FAR' PGEI B.F.I: 55 Sensitivity: 14.8
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir, crest lengths 2.13m and 5.48m (total).
Contained M wing wall height (20m). Weir much wider than u/s channel: big
siltation problem, crest tapping usually blocked. Storm waters from Wythenshaw,
Sale and the M56 are direct to the Mersey. Moderately responsive. 4 Very flat
catchment, 60% urbanised although the bottom end is rural. Solid geology is
Keuper Marl, 70%, and sst, 30%; SE half boulder clay covered. Soils fine red loams
or clays.
069015 Etherow at Compstall C.A: 156 0 km2
M A: NRA-NW Level: 74m Local Number: 6982219
FAR: SPGEI B El: . 4 8 S e n s i t i v i t y . 23.7
Comment: Crump profile weir 18m wide, wing walls 2 Bm high. Further contained
by flood banks. 0.5 km u/s of Goyt confluence. Crest tapping readingswere used
to establish a non-modular rating; tapping no longer used. High flow gaugings not
possible. Half the catchment draMs through Longdendale reservoirs. with
significant effect upon flows. 4 Predominantly Millstone Grit catchment,peat
covered moorland in headwaters, steeper slopes drif t free, boulder clay in lower
catchment. Mixed urban and farmland lower down.
069017 Goyt at Marple Bridge C A' 183.0 km2
MA: NRA-NW Level: 74m Local Number: 6982015
FAR: SPGEI B.F.!: .51 Sensitivity: 105
Comment Compound Crump profile weir. crest lengths 7m and 11m (total). Wing
walls 2.9m, divide piers 2 1m. Crest tapping unreliable, subject to siltation, data not
used. The weir is fitted with bypass sluices. Reservoirs in headwaters. Moderate
disturbance to flow regime. 0 Catchment mostly ASlistens Grit and Coal Measures.
Highest moorland peat covered, steeper slopes drift f ree. Boulder clay cover lower
down. Mixed farmland, small towns and industry in main valley.
069020 Medlock at London Road CA: 57.5 km,
MA: NRANW Level. 31m Local Number: 6980713
B.F.I: .54F.A.R: SPGEI Sensitivity. 21.2
Comment: A non-standard weir in a rectangular channel (brick and concrete
panel walls). The weir was designed as an entrance sill to the culvert downstream.
Theoretical  formula in use to November 1976 when  superseded  by current  meter
based rating which is difficult to obtain. Greatly affected by effluent discharges
with consequent heavy pollution; also problems with debris on weir. 0 The
catchment is heavily urbanised Any natural runoff is generated on soils derived
from post-glacial deposits lying mostly over Coal Measures.
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069023 Roch at Blackford Bridge CA: 186 0 km'
MA: NRA-NW Level: 63m Local Number: 6980205
FA R. SPGEI B.F.!: .50 Sensitivity: 9.9
Comment: Broad-crested mill-type weir curved (in plan) and uneven with debris
problems, Siltation problems u/s , periodically affecting inlet pipe. Prior tO January
1976 rating based on theoretical formula, unsafe Current meter rating established
since then could be applied retrospectively (to 1949 perhaps) except for doubts
about state of weir in earlier years. Several water supply reservoirs in headwaters.
# Catchment is highly urbanised (Rochdale) in lower half. Peal moorland tops
Mostly Coal Measures with Millstone Grit to the east.
069024 Croat at Famworth Weir CA: 145.0 km'
M A. NRA-NW Level: 52m Local Number: 6980408
F A.R. SPGEI B.F.I: .39 Sensitivity: 30.3
Comment: 45m wide weir in shallow river so very insensitive at low flows. River
meanders, flows above 70 m's-i will bypass station on inside of a loop. Some
records from 1948 but low and medium flows before 1976 are of doubtful quality.
Several reservoirs upstream. Many effluent discharges lower down. 0 Peat
moorland over Millstone Grit on the tops. Heavy urbanisation (Bolton) on Boulder
Clay over Coal Measures in the lower parts.
069027 Tame at Fanwood C.A: 150 0 km,
M.A. NRA-NW Level: 43m Local Number: 6982423
B F I: 58F.A.R. SPGEI Sensitivity: 135
Comment: Over 100 year old curved mill type weir just below 90 degree bend and
2km above confluence with Goyt. Meandering reach but bypassing on right bank
floodplain prevented by stop banks. A cut to the old mill was closed in 1967. A
model-based calibration was in use before 1970 but now superseded by one based
on current meter gaugings, # For the most part a narrow, steep sided valley
network on the Millstone Grit with peat moorland in the headwaters; heavily
urbanised in lower half of catchment.
103
81
97
71
80
110
98
115
84
91
134
109
120
92
069030 Sankey Brook at Causey Bridge C.A: 154.0 km,
MA: NRA-NW . Level: 7m Local Number: 6984039
FAR: PEI Sensitivity: 7.1
Comment: Records from this river section date from 1953. Early problems with
backwater due to sluice operation (until closure of adjacent canal - 1976) and
vegetation. However, improvements made d/s in 1976/7 led to continual regrading
of the channel, frequent changes of calibration (also caused by floods in 1981).
New bed control built July 1983. Industrial abstraction and effluent. # Mixed
farmland predominates but 'extensive urbanisation (St Helens) in the centre.
Boulder Clay over Bunter Sandstone in the iouth, Goal Measures to the north
069031 Bitten Brook at preens Bridge C A' 47.9 km,
MA NRA-NW Level: 5m - Local Number: 6984441
FAR: GPI B.F.!! .55 Sensitivity: 8.2
Comment: Rated channel section with no bed control, subject to tidal influence.
Current metering is reasonably consistent; tidal influnce could be accounted for.
Substantially affected by WRW discharges from Liverpool suburbs. # Low relief
catchment. entirely blanketed by sandy boulder clay over Bunter Sst. Northern and
western boundaries heavily urbanised - approx 50% of the catchment Otherwise
mixed farming.
069032 Alt at Kirkby C A. 90.1 km,
MA: NRANW Level: 9m Local Number. 6984744
FAR: GEI B.F.I: .52 Sensitivity, 16.4
Comment: Originally (from 1963) an open channel section but patterns of silt
deposition and removal prevented sensible calibration until 1977 when a Flat V bed
control was built. Weir is permanently drowned. Inlet pipe needs regular flushing.
Gaugings taken from u/s footbridge. Vandal prone. Industrial abstraction and
discharges. # Catchment highly (70%) urbanised containing northern parts of
Liverpool, also Kirkby. Very flat, effective boundary on southwest side is difficult to
define, Mostly blown sand deposits over Bunter Sandstone
069035 !ma at Bury Bridge G.A: 155.0 km'
MA: NRANW Leve/' 75m Local Number 6980104
FAR: SPGEI B.F l' 34 Sensitivity: 90.1
Comment: Velocity-area station with an old broad.crested weir, oblique to the
river, as its (insensitive) control. A rating relationship, based on gaugings taken
d/s, was developed in 1979 - deemed applicable to about 100 mss-I. However,
more recent gaugings have not been consistent: calibration under review. Runoff
influenced by storage reservoirs and abstractions. # Catchment mostly upstream
of urban and industrial areas dominating downstream station at Adelphi Weir
(69002). Geology: post-glacial deposits over Carboniferous rocks.
069037 Mersey at Westy GA: 2030.0 km'
MA. NRA-NW Level: 3m Local Number: 6983555
F.A.R: SPGEI B.F.1: .51 Sensitivity.
Comment: Ultrasonic station replacing an earlier unsatisfactory site at Howley(1.5km downstream).
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069041 Tame at Broomstair Bridge GA: 113.0 km'
MA NRA-NW Level: m Local Number:
FAR: S BSI: Sensitivity:
Comment: Non-standard short crested mill weir acts as a control for medium and
high flows. Gaugings made from the bridge immediately u/s. Bridge arch shape
likely to affect high flows as it extends to river level. Reservoired headwater affect
low flows, # Millstone grit and Coal Measures catchment, peat covered on high
moors. Steeper valley sides drift free, otherwise mixed glacial drift cover Heavily
urbanised lower Catchment.
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070002 Douglas at Wanes Blades Bridge C.A: 198.0 km2
M A. NRA-NW Level. 4m Local Number: 7080306
FA R: SPPEI B.F 1. 54 ' Senwtivity.
Comment: Originally open channel section; data quality poor. Non-standard bed
control installed in 1984 resulted in better data. Gauging is by wading and from u/s
road bridge and by portable cableway Tidally affected. Flow regime modified by
headwater reservoirs and WRWs. a Moderate tO low relief catchment. Coal
Measures in the upper half, P-T ssts in the lower but entirely covered by boulder
clay, peat and blown sand. Contains Wigan and Skelmersda/e but mostly rural.
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071010 Pend le Water at Barden Lana CA: 108.0 km2
MA: NRA-NW Level: 92m Local Number: 7182113
FAR: SD B F.I: .41 Sensitivity: 10.4
Comment: Flat V weir constructbd 1971- Calibration by current metering at the
site itself and  by  level correlation with earlier site at Ouakers-in-Pendle (71801:
1968-73; tube-mounted recorder; natural channel). Weir has proved unstable
(ground failure suspected) and rating adapted. Substantially damaged 1987;
awaiting rebuild. Many polluting discharges 0 Catchment includes Nelson and
Cone urban areas, Peat moorland tops. Geology is largely Carboniferous rocks
overlain by Boulder Clay.
070004 Yarrow at Creston Mill CA: 744 lon#
MA: NRA-NIN Level: Irn Local Number: 7080408
FAR: SRGEI B.F.I: .42 Sensitivity 18,7
Conunent A rated section; control exercised by an old. deteriorating on weir,
with 3m wide and 1011 long nest. insensitive at low flows hut giving a reasonable
medium and high Bow cahlstation. Finington Reservoir (feedng mainly the R.
Douglas) captures part of the original Yarrow headwaters. *Catchment includes
Dooley. Post-glacial deposits over Coal Measures_
071001 Ribbte at Sarnlesbury CA: 1145.0 km,
MA: NRAMN Level: 6cn Local Number. 7183019
FAR: SE Sensitivity: 5.6
Comment Natural section with gravel shoal control affected  by  accreten of Mt
and weeds  in  summer. eel upstream of tidal kmit. To overcome poor low flow
calibration, large compound Flat V weir built (1970) llun upstream. Intermittent
record from weir due to extreme vandalism - finally closing in 1982. Wee rated at
main alle for high flows. " Geology - CarboniferousLimestone andMillstone Grit;
Boulder Clay over Coal Measures and Millstone Grit (Pennines). Lower Ribble adds
little industry or population, being mostly agricultural.
071004 Calder at Whalley Weir CA: 316 0 km°
MA: NRA-NW Level: 40m Local Number: 7182615
FAR: El B.F.I: 43 Sensitivity: 7.8
Comment Natural river sectionfrom 1963; unstable ratings frorn mobile bed. frorn
10/70 control has been a Flat V weir, 30m downstream. Rating established from
current metering from cableway. Severe weed growth problems. Vandal-prone.
Few small reservoirs in headwaters. Minor direct abstractions. Many industrial
disc.harges. Much pollution.  *Catchment  includes Accrington, Burnley and Nelson
but there is a lot of moorland above the towns (about 20% urban overall). Boulder
Clay over Coal Measures and Millstone Grit (Pennines)
071006 Ribble at Henthom CA: 455.0 km2
MA: NRA-NW Level: 39m Local Number: 7180305
FAR: N BR1: .29 Sensitivity: 12.0
Comment: A natural section originally (1960); bed control added 5/65 to improve
calibration. Superseded by a compound broad-crested weir built in 8/68
Insensitive, weed affected, leaks affect low flows. Largely natural runoff pattern.
Only minor effluent discharges. # Mixed farming over most of catchment with
several small towns Moorland tops. Mainly Carboniferous Limestone overlain by
Boulder Clay in the valleys. Millstone Grit on the south-east side.
071008 Hodder at Hodder Place GA: 261.0 km2
MA: NRA-NW Level: 42m Local Number 7181610
RF.A.SRP B F.I: 31 Sensitivity: 103
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir, V Shaped in centre section, built 9/69
to replace Higher Hodder Bridge (71803, 3km upstream; records from 1960) where
calibration was unstable. Original cableway removed. Rating by metering from
bridge 200m u/s in support of modified theoretical calibration About 15% of
catchment is controlled by Stocks Reservoir.  4  Catchment has mixed farming at
lower levels but is mostly peat moorland. Millstone Grit and Carboniferous
Limestone. Very lightly populated area.
071009 Ribble at Jumbles Rock C.A:10530 km2
MA: NRAbeNW Level: 31m Local Numr: 7183056
FAR: SRP B F.I: 32 Sensitivity:
Comment: Station just downstream of confluence with R. Calder. Intended to
assess extent of dilution of that polluted tributary. Level records from 1964. Station
resited 50m downstream in 1979 using' same bedrock control. The two major
tributaries, Calder (71004) and Hodder (71008), and the Ribble itself (71006) are all
gauged immediately upstream.  4  For land use and geology, refer to the catchment
descriptions for: 71004: 71006 and 71008
071011 Ribble at Arnford aA: 204.0 km2
MA: NRANW Level. 117m Local Number: 7180103
F.A.R:  N  B F.I: .25 Sensitivity: 138
Comment: A Flat V weir with Crump profile, built 197210 replace earlier station at
Halton West (71802 1966-73; 1km downstream; rated section) which bad not had a
satisfactory rating history. The new weir has not fared much better with problems
of structural movement due to a geological fault and weed growth in summer.
Highest station on Ribble; wholty natural flow regime. # Long narrow catchment,
mostly moorland. Carboniferous Limestone mostly with some Millstone Grit. Post-
glacial deposits on the valley floor.
071014 Datwen at Blue Bridge CA: 128.0 km2
MA: NRA-NW Level. 8m Local Number: 7183122
FAR: PEI RH: .49 Sensitivity 7.8
Comment An old mill weir modified (1974) into a V profile, forms the main control.
Water levels are measured 800m upstream so, at low flows, bed control in the
intervening reach probably apples: high flow gauging needed to determine
whether channel control takesover. Some small reservoirs in headwaters. Effluent
discharges. # Upper catchment almost wholly urbanised (Blackburn. Darwen):
agricultural in lower half. Glacial clays and gravels blanket Carboniferous grits and
shales and RT Sst near the gauge.
072002 Wyre at St Michaels CA: 275.0 km2
MA: NRA-NW Level: 4m Local Number: 7280517
FAR: SPG B.F.I: .32 Sensitivity: 13.1
Comment Natural section. Despite inclusion of artificial bed control, low flow
calibration friund insensitive and Flat V weir built 4130m downstream in 1969. High
flows still gauged at original site as weir drowns. Tidal effects at spring tide.
Abstractions at Garstang but main distortions of flow are the Lune transfer (via
Abbeystead) and bankside flood detention ponds.  4Catchment  is lightly
populated, predominantly agricultural. Geology: marl, Bunter Sandstone, Millstone
Grit in Wyre, Carboniferous Limestone in Brock catchment.
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072004 Lune at Caton CA: 983 0 km,
MA: NRA-NW Level: Ilm Local Number. 7284629
F.A.R: SRP BPI: .32 Sensitivity: 4.8
Comment: Bazin type compound broad-crested weir operated after 10/6/77 as
full-range station. Previously used for low/medium flows, high flows from Halton
3km downstream. Hrgh flows inundate wide floodplain. Transfers to river Wyre
under Lancs. Conjunctive Use Scheme. Major abstractions for PWS. 4 Headwaters
rise f rom Shad Fell and the Pennines. Mixed geology: Carboniferous Limestone,
Silurian shales, Millstone Grit and Coal Measures, substantial Drift cover.
Agriculture in valleys; grassland rising to peat moss in highest areas.
072005 Lune at Killington New Bridge C.A: 219.0 km2
MA: NRA-NW Level: 133m Local Number: 7282421
F.A R. N Sensitivity: 101
Comment: Bazin type compound broad-crested weir. Skew flow Caused by off-
centre notch causes varying head across the section; that and siltation influences
the rating Stilling well leakage until 2/88. Fully contained Above 1.6m (weir full)
extrapolation of theoretical rating to bankfull (4 Om). Natural catchment. it Wet,
high relief catchment. Silurian slates to the W, Garb. conglomerate and Lst N and
E. Peat moss on high moors to NW, heather moss in N. Lower valleys are boulder
clay covered. Moorland, grass, arable farming
072007 Brock at U/S 46 CA: 32.0 km'
M A NRA-NW Level. m Local Number. 7280215
• F A.R: N B.F.I: .32 Sensitivity.
Comment: Rectangular section broad-crested weir with a central low-flow notch
set between stone sidewalls. D/s is a stilling pool and a further broad-crested weir
with twin low now notches adjacent to the banks. Rated by current meter from u/s
cableway Coarse gravel shoals above weir on rhb. Natural catchment, flood
warning site. 4 Moderate rehef catchment with steep headwaters draining
Millstone Grit (NE) and Carboniferous Lst (S). Peat on high moors, lower catchment
boulder clay covered. Entirely rural.
072008
 - Wyre at Garstang C A: 114.0 km,
AMNRA-NW Leve( - 11m Local Number: 7280107
FAR: PG ELF.I..31 Sensitivity: 16.7
Comment Initially VA station with a gravel control. From 9/69 Flat V weir, 1:2, 1:2
and 1:20 slopes installed Rated by gaugings. Flows affected by Garstang intake
immediately u/s. Lune transfers via Abbeystead, by Garstang flood basin overspill
during high flows and possibly by bankside gravel workings upstream,
4 Agricultural catchment with moorland-fed headwaters Geology a/most entirely
Millstone Grit, peat on high moors, boulder clay covers lower catchment.
072009 Wenning at Wennington Road Bridge C.A: 142.0 km2
M.A. NRA-NW Level: 39m Local Number: 7284326
F.A.R: G B.F.I: .30 Sensitivity: 17.5
Comment: Flat V Crump profile weir. River well contained, stable rating. No
permanent. cableway. Algal growth and u/s siltation need regular attention.
Groundwater abstraction for agriculture from the Millstone Grit aquifer. 4 Coal
Measures and Millstone Grit faulted against Carboniferous Limestone, small area of
impervious Silurian slate in extreme east. Boulder Clay over most of catchment
with some alluvium and hill peat Rural: agricultural with heather moor in south.
072011 Rawthey at Brigg Flans ak 200.0 km2
beMA: NRA-NW Level: 84m Local Numr 7283423
FAR: N BIT .26 .Sensitivity: 5.7
Comment: Natural channel, approx 30m wide, well contained within rock banks
and a wall, with a rock bed control. Cableway removed 9/75, so no good high range
gaugings since. Stilling well siltation problems. Low and high range rating not
good. Record contains many gaps. Natural catchment, very flashy, 4 High relief
moorland catchment draining Carboniferous Lst and Millstone Grit. Peat on highest
moors, boulder clay on lower slopes and in valleys.
072015 Lune at Lunes Bridge C.A: 141.5 km2
M  k  NRA-NW Level: m Local Number: 7282242
F A R: N B.F.I: 33 Sensitivity:
Comment: Non-standard, compound bed control built into the invert of a road
bridge Erosion renders low flows suspect. Gauging by wading and cableway
(150m u/s - far enough to raise doubts about high flow calibration. Natural
Catchment. replaces Tebay (72010). 4 High relief, wet moorland catchment on
Carboniferous Limestone. About 20% of the catchment covered by boulder clay.
072016 Wyre at Scorton Weir GA: 888 km,
M.A: NRA-NW Level: 32m Local Number: 7280102
F.A.R: P EF1: .36 Sensitivity.
Comment: Non-standard weir with small fish pass (flow ignored). Rated by
current meter, Original (1967) tube mounted recorder replaced by well in 1987. 8km
upstream from 72008: Scorton records are used to study the Lune transfer (and
because of the 'malor geological fault d/s). Lune transfer effect (see 72002) and
gravel workings (adjacent) affect high flow regime 4 Agricultural catchment with
moorland-fed headwaters Geology almost entirely Millstone Grit.
073002 Crake at Low Nibthwaite. C.A: 73.0 km,
MA NRA-NW Level: 39m Local Number. 7397537
F.A R: SP Ef .1) 57 Sensitivity: 17.1
Comment: Open stone walled channel with informal Flat V triangular weir control.
Stable rating, full-range of flows contained. Permanent cableway. Minimal weed
growth. Lowest flows unreliable. Headwater abstractions for PWS. Approx. 2km
downstream of Lake Coniston - hence subdued hydrograph variation.
4 Predominantly impervious Silurian Ludlow slates with thin Carboniferous Coal
Measures Band of Boulder Clay over centre of catchment. Mountains in N
supporting rough pasture and moorland, remainder grassland.
073005 Kent at Sedgwick ak 209.0 km,
MA: NRA-NW Level: 19m Local Number: 7380511
F.A R: IN B F.I: .46 Sensitivity:
Comment: Bann type compound broad-crested weir, 27m wide with low crest 3m
broad. Permanent cableway for medium to high flows. Insensitive as 3m notch too
small. Flashy, widely fluctuating flows. Occasional weed problems. Predominantly
natural Paper mill u/s has affected river levels Minor industrial abstraction in
Kendal. 4 High relief catchment drains impervious Pre-Cambrian to Silurian rocks
where heather moorland and peat predominate. Carboniferous Limestone provides
good grazing especially south of Kendal on Drift cover.
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073006 Curtsey Beck at Eel House Bridge CA: 18.7 lun2
MA: NRANW Level: 63rn Local Number:
FAR: N B.F.1: Sensitivity:
Comment VA station in an artzfly straightened reach Wooden sleeper low
kw control (et for the early retard). Cableway. Heavy spates teng down
aPPmciable bed load: Large inlet pipe may emerge at low flows. The Pak of the
catchment drams tIvough Estwaite Water. *Steep, wet catchrnent draining
Silurian shales, muds:ones and sandstones. Pala suladaal deposits. Westerly
tnbutary to Wodernere.
073008 Bela at anthem CA: 131.0 krn,
hil.k  NRANW Level: I Irn , 1-0102INUMbee: 7381013
FAR: SG &El: 50 Sensitivity. 1313
Comment Flat V Crump profile weir. 1:20 cross-slope. Top of wing wees 0.917m.
Velocity-area for medtum/high flows, no permanent cableway. Bankfull 1.188m, no
bypassing.Severe, algaL fungal and weed problems. Minor compensation
discharge from headwater reservoirs. Groundwater abstractions. 4 Predorninandy
Saurian state with Carboniferous1_101051000 in lower reaches. Baider Clay covers
70% catchment, ghing rise to arable farming and permanent grassland. Rest is
rough grazing.
073009 Splint at Sprint MIN CA: 34.6 krn2
MA NRA-1W/ Level: Sam Local Number: 7380203
F.A R: N B.F.1: .38 Sensitivity: 24.5
Comment Flat V Crump profile weir for low and medium flows (up to 0.62m).
Portable cableway for medium/high flows: well gauged. Predominantly natural flow
regime slightly influenced by mill sluice operation and discharges from Garnett
Bridge Straining Plant 4km upstream. Flood warning station for Kendal. 4 High
relief, very wet catchment drains an area of peat moss growing on Borrowdale
Volcanics in extreme north. through grazing lands on Sikuian and Ordovician slate,
flags and shales to Boulder Clay covered lower reaches.
073010 Leven at Newby Bridge C A: 247.0 km2
MA: NRA-NW Level: 37m Local Number: 7385430
EA R: SPE B Et .50 Sensitivity:
Comment Level record since 1939 from four different sites at Newby Bridge. All
flow records from 1939 to 1974 combined into a single sequence. Since 5/5/71
compound Crump profile weir - increased sensitivity at low flows. Full-range. Just
d/s of Lake Windermere - highly regulated, compensation flow. Major abstractons
for PWS. sewage effluent from Ambleside. 4 Predominantly impervious,
Borrowdale Volcanics in north and Silurian slate in south. Boulder Clay along river
valleys. Mainly grassland, very wooded in lower reaches.
073011 Mint at Mint Bridge C.A: 65.8 km2
M A: NRA-NW Level: 50m LOCal Number: 7380404
F.A.R: N RF1: .38 . Sensitivity: 15.9
Comment Flat V Crump profile weir, 0.831m weir full. Stable rating. Natural
catchment, however, flow slightly affected by Meal Bank mill sluice operation from
21/7/67 to 3/1/136 and periodic releases from sludge disposal works. a Sleep, very
wet catchment. Predominantly impervious Silurian state with bands of flags and
shale, small patches of Carboniferous Limestone and tom] conglomerate, patchy
Boulder Clay cover in middle and lower reaches. Sheep grazing with peat moorland
in extreme north.
073013 Rothay at Miller Bridge House C A: 640  km2
MA: NRA.NW Level: 41m Local Number: 7385022
FAR: N B.F.I: .33 Sensitivity:
Comment: VA station confined within stone walls 2.8m; flood berm on lhb. Initially
a loose boulder control, but rating was unstable because of the mobile bed. Data
quality poor. A wooden low flow control was installed 2/91. Gaugings taken 170m
d/s or by wading. Natural catchment. contains Rydal Waterand Grasmere. 4 Steep
wet catchment draining Silurian shales, ssts and mudsts. virtually drift-free.
Immediately d/s of Ambleside.
074001 Ouddon et Ouddon Hall CA: 85.7 km2
kA A: NRANW Level: 15m Local Number: 7480102
FAR: SP B.F.I: .28 Sensitivity: 146
Comment Compound broad-crested weir. 22.9m overall, centre crest 7m,
contains all flows. Drowning improbable. High flows theoretically rated. Low flows
gauged by wading. Extremely flashy runoff. Abstractions for Barrow PWS from
Ulpha pumping station u/s. Variable compensation flow from Seathwaite Tarn,
4 Rises at Wrynose Pass, /lows through sparsely populated agricultural land.
Geology entirely impervious Ordovician Borrowdale Volcanics, andesitic laves with
small patches of Boulder Clay. Thin soils. Peat moss in northwest.
074002 ht at Oalesyke C.A: 44.2 km2
MA: NRANW Level: 54m Local Number: 7483008
FAR: SPI B F.1: .46 Sensitivity: 14.6
Comment Natural channel with gabion control. Gabion modified in September
1968; unstable section accretes and control submerges. Fully contained.  2km
downstream of West Water outlet which is important for PWS and major industrial
purposes, greatly affecting low Bows. X Entirely impervious Lower Palaeozoic rocks
with Drift cover along river valley, heavy rainfall in mountains carried in short, steep
rivers - rapid runoff. Sheep farming on rough pasture, with heath and moorland.
074003 Ehen at Ennerdale Weir CA: 442 km2
MA: NBA-NW Level: 110m Local Number: 7484111
FAR: SP1 B.F.I: .31 Sensithnty: 9.7
Comment Compound Crump profile weir. from 1/8/73, replaced narrow flume
with side weir regarded as a control for a rated section. Flow contained. Measures
Hood discharge and compensation wateP'f rom Ennerdale Water 800m u/s.
Compensation level - 0.157m. Ennerdale Water used for PWS for West Cumbria
and industrial supply to Sellaheld. 4 100% impervious Skiddaw Slates in north-
west, Borrowdale Volcanics in south-east with intrusions in the  centre.  Mostly
rough  sheep  grazing, forestry on Drift cover along river valley.
074005 Ehen at Breystones C.A: 125.5. km2
M.A: NRANW Level: 10m Local Number: 7484312
FA R: SP B.F.1! 40 Senetivity: 14 6
Comment Velocity-area station. Unstable rating - gravel bar low  now  control;
weed growth problems also. Bypassed in extreme floods. Low flows dominated by
compensation from Ennerdale Water: major exports. X Upper catchment: in east:
impervious Borrowdale Volcanics, in west: Skiddaw Slates, overlain in north-west
by  Carboniferous Limestone. Coal Measures and patches of Permo-Triassic
sandstone. Drift covered. Some urban development in the lower catchment,
middle reaches arable, remainder sheep pasture.
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074006 Calderat Calder Hall CA: 448 km2
MA NRANW Level: 26m Local Number: 7483509
FAR: G B.F.I: .41 Sensitivity: 15.5
Comment: Flat V weir with 1:20 cross-slope. Crump profile, measures low and
medium flows. At very high flows could drown out. All flows contained within bank.
Flashy response. From 1/1/80 low flow augmentation by pumping from the St Bees
Sandstone. # Upper catchment impervious Skiddaw Slates and Borrowdale
Volcanics; rOugh graZing. Lower catchmentTriassic sandstone: meadow and
permanent pasture. Mostly sheep farming, approx. 5% aft Orested.
074007 Esk at Cropple How aA: 70.2 km2
MA: NRA-NW Level: 6m Local Number: 7482006
BP1: .30 Sensitivity: 300
Comment: Velocity -area station. Stone ford forms low/medium control approx.
50m downstream, insensitive at low flows. Wadedgauging at low/medium flows,
permanent cableway for high flows. ll Impervious Ordovician andesitic lavas and
tuffs with massive granitic intrusion. virtually Drift free. Mountainous catchment
supporting rough pasture and moorland for sheep grazing, grassland in valley.
Rural.
074008 oucwonat Ulpha CA: 47.9 km2
M.A: NRA-NW Level: 76m Local Number: 7480101
F.A.R: SP B F.1: .25 Sensitivity: 6.9
Comment: Non -standard compound broad-crested weir, three different crest
levels of varying widths, narrowest at 0.31m, second at 0.54m and widest at
0.745m at obtuse angle to channel. No cableway, waded current metering 100m
downstream of weir. Contains all flows. Major abstraction 10m upstream for Barrow
PWS. Compensation flow from Seathwaile Tarn 8km upstream. /*Impervious
Ordovician andesitic lavas, virtually Drift free. Steeply sloping, thin soils,
supporting sheep pasture.
.075001_ St Johns Beck at ThIrlmere Reservoir CA: 42.1 km2
MA: NRA-NW Level: 199m Local Number: 7580605
FAR: SP B.F.1: .35 Sensitivity: 12.9
Comment: Rectangular thin-ptate weir replaced by cOmpOund Crump profile weir.
approx. Ikm d/s of Thirtmere Reservoir, on 1/1f73. Measures compensation and
Rood spill discharges from Thirlmere Reservoir. Modular limit approx. 0.75m. Linked
to the RCS. Naturalised monthly flows from 1964 to 1966. 0 Catchment composed
entirely of impervious Ordovician Borrowdale Volcanics, runoff from these into the
reservoir is rapid. Rock outcrop, rough pasture with heather. Sheep grazing, some
forestry.
075002 Derwent at Camerton CA: 663 0 km2
MA: NRA-NW Level: 17m Local Number: 7583015
FAR: SP B.F.!: .48 Sensitivity: 7.1
Comment Velocity-area staten with permanent cableway. Full range calibration.
all flows contained-Opened in 1960, reliable record since 1961. Regulated flow
from Crummock Waler. Controlled releases from Thirlmere. Naturalised monthly
flows from 1962 to 1967. # Source in the central Lakes massif is the highest rainfall
location in the UK. Upper third is moorland draining Lower Palaeozoic rocks. Drift
covered valley floors support grazing and some arable farming. Contains Keswick
and Cockermouth.
075003 Derwent at Ouse Bridge C.A: 363.0 km2
MA: NRA-NW Level: Carn LocalNumber: 7581110
F.A R: SP B.F.!: .50 Sensitivity: 12.3
Comment: Velocity-area station with permanent cableway immedately
downstream of Bassenthwarte Lake. Low flow control approx. 120m downstream is
artificial pipe at the upstream end of an island. Island becomes control at higher
flows. Substantial exports. Rarely overtopped. Derwent Water and Thirlmere
Reservoir moderate the effect of flood discharges in the lower Derwent
# Catchment entirely on impervious Lower Palaeozoic rocks supporting mainly
rough pasture and moorland. Drift confined to valley floor. Entirely rural.
075004 Cocker at Southwaite Bridge C.A: 116 6 km2
MA: NRA-NW Level: 6Orn Local Number: 7581613
FAR: SP BPI 43 Sensitivity: 20.1
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. Until January 1974 control was
weir 137m d/s, new control is pipeline protected by boulders. May be insensitive at
low flows. Full-range. Suffers from weed growth and minor bed movements. Major
exports Low flows - compensation from Crummock Water. # Lower Palaeozoic
racks granitic intrusions; moorland. Mainly grazing, some arable on broad swathe
of Drift in rNer valley. River sometimes responsNe despite Crummock Water,
Buttermere and Loweswater in catchment.
075005 Derwent at Portinscale C.A: 235 0 km2
MA: NRA-NW Level: 73m Local Number: 7581007
F.A.R: S B.F.I: .41 Sensitivity: 5.9
Comment: Velocity-area station with permanent cableway. No stable bed control
- shif tine ratings, particularly at the low end. Medium and high flow ratings more
stable. Station bypassed on right bank in extreme floods. Affected by controlled
releases from Thirlmere Reservoir immediately upstream. 0 Mainly Borrowdale
Volcanic series with Skiddaw Slates in the north and igneous intrusions east of
Keswick. ExtensNely Drift covered except the extreme southern upland area.
Grasslands along river valley, remainder heather and MOOrland.
075009 Greta at Low Briery C.A: 145.6 km2
00MA: NRA-NW Level: 1m Local Number: 7580806
FAR: S BPI .35 Sensitivity: 100
Comment: Velocity-area station with a berm acting as a control where the
channel divides and the gradient steepens. Permanent cableway. All flows
contained. Thirtmere Reservoir regulates catchment. # Entirely rural catchment
with sheep farming predominating on the rough pasture. Geology is impervious
Ordovician Skiddaw Slates. Borrcnvdale Volcanics and some igneous intrusions,
Boulder Clay covered trelOw 206m. Moorland on high ground.
075017 Ellen at Bullgill C.A: 960 km2
M A: NRA.NW Level: 27m Local Number: 7584016
FAR: B.F.I: .49 Sensitivity: 16.8
Comment Flat V weir to measure low flows up to 0.359m, velocity-area station for
medium and high flows to bankfull. Full-range with stable rating. Permanent
cableway. Suffers from slight accretion. Abstractions in headwaters. Small
discharges of sewage and industrial effluent. # Steep headwaters dram Uldale
Fells and flow westward. Lower reachesfollow the east-weal trend of the Coal
Measures in broad, flat valleys, Boulder Clay covered below 200m. Lower
Palaeozoic hills to the south.
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076001 Haweswater Beek et Bombanks CA: 330 km,
MA: 1,544-NW Level: 189m Lo=t1 Number: 7E81103
FAR: SP B F1.47 Sensitiviry 22.9
Comment Vet Ivry-area station 195141: compound Min-plate, 4 stage  weir  to
1/4/78: Glom profie weir thereafter. Ilun downstream of HaweswatesReserveis
wtsch impartswater horn Lordlier tnbutaries. Measures compensation only. Major
exports to Shap aqueduct for MS. Some monthly naturased data evadable.
e Itigh relief, very wet catchment draining volcanic rocks of Sdurain age.
ExtensivelY Peat covered in the west; Boulder Clay and sands arid gravels in Me
valey. Entirety marten& heathland and rough pasture.
076002 Eden at Warwick Bridge CA: 1366.7 km2
MA: NRANW Level lam Local Nurnber 7E82507
FA R: SP B.F.I: .49 Sensitivity: 8.0
Comment Velocity-area station with cableway. Levels over 3.8m inundate left
bank floodplain and bypass station. Weed growth considerable. in summer months
(sometimes up until Dec.), short term ratings needed. Very responsive. Influenced
by maior abstractions from Haweswater and Wet 41441444,,. ii Horseshoe shaped
outcrop of Carboniferous Limestone forms south and east watersheds in Pennines;
Lakes drain Silurian volcanics. Main Vale of Eden is Boulder Clay covered Permo-
Triassic sandstone. Land use variable, moorland to arable.
076003 Eemontat UM cod CA: 3962 km,
MA: NRANW Level: 91m Local Number: 7682006
FAR: 5 B F . I : .53 Sensitiviry:
Comment Velocity-area station. Permanent cableway 12Orri upstream of
recorder, wading downstream for low flows. All flmvs contained. Short term ratings
derived because el weed growth. Artilcialy influenced by Unswater. Haweswater
and Wet Sleddale. Naturalised monthly flows 1962.1965. # 65% drains Ordancian
volcanics of peat moorland headwaters; broad band of Carboniferous Limestone in
middle reaches: Coal Measures and Permo-Triassic sandstone nearer station.
Extensive Boulder Clay in valleys and lower reaches. Mostly grazing.
076004 Lowther al Bement Bridge CA: 158 5 km,
MA: NRA-NW Level: 113m Local Number: 7681104
F.A R: S B FI: .41 Sensitivity; 11.6
Comment Velocity-area station with permanent cableway. All flows contained.
Affected by seasonal weed growth. Strongly influenced by Haweswater and Wet
Sleddale; 60% of catchment controlled. Monthly naturalised flows from October
1962 to September 1965. 4 50% drains Ordovician volcanics ol the peat moorland
headwaters; broad band of Carboniferous Limestone in rniddle reaches, Coal
Measures and Permo-Triassic sandstone lower down. Extensive Boulder Clay in
valleys and lower third. Mostly grazing.
076005 Eden et Temple Sowerby CA: 616 4 km2
MA: NRA.NW Level: 92m Local Number: 7680502
FA R: BEA: .37 Sensitivity: 89
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. Very badly affected by weed
growth in summer months, hence numerous rating changes. Unstable gravel bed.
Minor floods contained. Above 3 3m inundates wide floodpdain on lef t bank. Floods
cause considerable scour and erosion. Sewage discharge downstream of Appleby.
XRural catchrnent except for Appleby. Boulder Clay covered PermoTriassic
sandstone in main valley supports arable farming; headwaters drain Carboniferous
Limestone with rough grazing, moorland on highest ground.
076007 Eden et Sheepmount CA: 22865 km,
MA: NRANW Level: 7m . Local Nunter: 76E6512
F.A R: SP B FI: .50 Sensitivity: 35
Comment: Velccity.area station Permanent cableway. Full-range. Most floods
contained in immediate channel. Pre-1970 (when floodbanks constructed)
bypassed via Caldew floodplain. Highly influenced by Ullswater, Haweswater and
Wet Sleddale especially al low flows. X Rural except for Carlisle, Pennth and
Appleby. Headwaters in Carboniferous Limestone of Pennines to east, impervious
Lower Palaeozoics of Lake ChstrOt massif to west: moorland. Extensive Boulder
Clay covered Permo-Triassic sandstone in Vale of Eden. Arable and grazing.
076008 Wiling at Greenholme CA: 334.6 km,
M.A, NRA-NW Level: 18m Local Number 7683308
FAR: SP B.F.I: .31 Sensitivity: 15.0
Comment: Velccity-area station. Permanent cableway. Before 1/9/75 gabion
control effective over most of flew range. Downstream gravel abstractions caused
scour, rating changes frequent. Now informal Flat V, insensitive at low flows.
Moderately affected by Castle Carrock Reservoir, II Tributaries rising in the
Pennines are short, steep and flashy through heather and moorland cover. Solid
geology dominated by Carboniferous Limestone - outcrops on steep slopes.
Extensive hill peat, Boulder Clay and glacial sands and gravels. Land use:
moorland to arable.
076009 Celdew et Holm Hill C.Ay 147.2 km,
KA: NRA.NW Level: 60m Local Number: 7685011
FAR: N BFI: .49 Sensitivity: 10.2
Comment Natural channel with IcAv bow gabion control. Rating changes due to
gabion suffering damage at high velocities. Full range of flows contained.
Permanent cableway. Natural catchment. I/Rises on impervious Skiddaw Slates
and flows northward over Carboniferous Limestone and Coal Measures Hill peat;
Boulder Clay extensive below 200m. Rural catchment, heath and moorland in
headwaters, arable farming confined to lower leaches.
076010 Petteril et Harreti Green C.A: .160.0 km2
NWMA: NRA.Level: 20m Local Number: 7684009
F.A.R: N B.F.I: .46 Sensitivity: 25.1
Comment: Velocity-area station with sharp-edged rectangular weir; downstream
concrete apron. Weir nearly full width of channel. Rarely overtopped. Permanent
cableway. Weed growth affects rating (severely in 1973 and '74). Natural
catchment.X Long, thin catchment rising in moorland west of Penrith, flowing north
to Carlisle. Carboniferous Limestone in headwaters; remainder: Upper
Carboniferous and Permo-Triessic sandstones- covered with Boulder Clay and
' valley gravel.
076011 Coal Bum et Coalburn C.A: 1.5 km,
MA: IH Level: 270m Local Number: 118
F.A R. N B F.I: .19 Sensitivity:
Comment: Compound Crump profile weir; full-range. Theoretically rated. Jointry
managed by IH, NVWVA and the Forestry Commission. Small experimental
catchment to show the affects of afforestation Natural catchment. P Tributary of Ft.
Whine. Steep catchment at 300m altitude was entirely moorland, now afforested.
on Lower Carboniferous strata with Boulder Clay cover and some blanket peat.
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076014 Eden et Kirkby Stephen CA: 69.4 km,
MA: NRA-NW Level: 158m Local Number: 7680101
FAR: N .8.F.1: .24 Sensitivity: 26.1
Comment Non.standard compound broad-crested weir, built to stabilise the bed
and act as a low flow control. Insensitive at low flows. Cableway measures full-
range. Natural catchment, the highest on the Eden. 0 High relief catchment
draining Carboniferous Limestone which forms most of the watershed. Mtddle
reaches floored by Permian sandstone. Hill peat and moorland, variable Boulder
Clay cover.
076015 Bement at Pooley Bridge C.A: 145 0 krn,
M.A: NRANW Level: 144m Local Number: 7681605
FAR: SP B.F.!: .55 Sensitivity: 11 B
Comment Compound Crump profile weir 29.3m wide with low crest 9.1m wide.
Crest tapping installed as drowning was expected, but rarely drowns. crest
tapping not used. Just downstream of Ullswater - variable compensation releases
from here and Haweswater. 0 Lower Palaeozoic shales and guts lorming core ol
the Lake District dome where sheep grazing on rough pasture predominates.
Some arable in lower reaches, moorland on high ground. Some Boulder Clay cover.
077001 Eek at Netherby CA: 841.7 km,
MA: NRA-NW Level: 14rn Local Number: 7780201
FAR: N B.E.1: .37 SensitMly: 7.3
Comment Velocity-area station. Permanent cableway. Full,range. Regrading of
natural control after high flows and gravel abstractions downstream affect rating
High flow gauging difficult because flashy. Black Esk Reservoir 47km u/s. Natural
catchment. 0 NYVINA jurisdiction extends 9km u/s to Scottish border. otherwise
Solway RPB area. Rural. Silurian rocks with igneous intrusions in north.
Carboniferous Limestone on centre and Perrno-Triassic succession in south. Widely
blanketed by Boulder Ctay. Heavily forested in north, arable in south.
077005 Lyne at Cliff Bridge CA: 191.0 km2
MA: NRA-NW Level: 12m Local Number: 7780302
FAR: N B.F.1: .26 Sensitivity: 13.3
Comment Flat V weir with a cableway 30m upstream. Subject to severe
accretion from gravel shoals which disturb rating and cause weir to drown early.
Regular maintenance. necessary. 0 Moderate relief catchment draining the
Bewcastle fells. Carboniferous Lst solid geology is covered by peal on the
moorland and boulder clay on the lower slopes. Entirely rural.
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Summary of Archived Data - 1
Gauged daily flows, monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
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Summaries of Archived Data - 2
Naturalised daily and monthly flows
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Gauging Station Register
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201002 Fairy Water at Dudgeon Bridge CA: 161 2 km2 71-85
MA: DOEN Level: 61m Local Number: .
FAR: B.F.1: .26 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station with Cableway. No water abstractions or 1987
significant returns.  ',Catchment  geology is 50% Carboniferous Limestone some 1988
exposed, with extensive areas of till and alluvium drift deposits on both banks of 1989
die river. Predominantly agricultural grassland with some upland heath and 1990
coniferous forest.
201005 Camowen at Carnowen Terrace C  A.  274.6 km, 72-85
MA: DOEN Level: 66m Local Number:
FAR: .B.F F 43 Sensitivity: 1986
.,Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway and weir control - informal broad- 1987
crested structure (for angling enhancement), dimensions not known. The net effect 1988
of abstractions for public water supply and augmentations f rom effluent returns is 1989
minor. A Catchment geology, mixed impermeable rocks (granite. schist and gneiss, 1990
and sandstone) overlain by substantial deposits of till, sand and gravel. Largely
upland given over mainly to grassland or heath.
201006 Drumragh at Campsie Bridge C A 324.6 km2 72-85
M A' DOEN Level 63m Local Number.
F A R B F l .35 Sensitivity. 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. No water abstractions or 1987
significant returns. A Catchrnent geology is approx 70% lower Old Red Sandstone 1988
with some conglomerates overlain with alluvium till and some peat. Approx 50% 1989
agricultural grassland and 50% upland heath 1990
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201007 Burn Dennet at Bumdennet Bridge C.A: 145.3 km, 75-85
MA: DOEN Level: 2m Local Number:
FAR: E B F.1: 56 Sensitivity. . 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway and natural control: discharge 1987
through the underlying gravels may be substantial. No water abstractions or 1988
significant returns. 0 Geology is schist, limestone and quartzite curtailed at 1989
Burndennet Bridge by a major fault drop. Extensive sand and gravel deposits 1990
either side of the River Remainder, till and limited peat. About 70% of the
catchment is upland heath rising to above 500 mOD, remainder agricultural
grassland.
201008 Derg at Castlederg C A: 337.3 km2 76-85
MA: DOEN Level: 43m Local Number:
FAR: E Sensitivity. 1986
comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. Headwaters contain Lough Derg 1987
and Lough Mourne but there are no significant water abstractions or effluent 1988
returns upstream of the station. # Heavily faulted strata in Upper and Middle 1989
Dalradan Quartzite series. Erractio overburden of till, peat and alluvium. 1990
considerable rock dominance. Approx 50% upland heath, 40% agricultural
grassland. 10% coniferous forest. Castlederg (pop. 2,000). Highest basinal runoff
per unit area in N.Ireland.
201009 Owenkillew at Crosh CA: 442 4 km, 80-85
ocKA. DOEN Level: 40m Lal Number:
B.F.1 .39FAR: N Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway No water abstractions or 1987
significant returns. 4 Complicated faulted mixture of Upper Dalradan Green Beds 1988
and schists, basalts and igneous complexes, with small area of limestone, overlain 1989
by sands, gravels, peat and till, alluvium near water courses. Catchment of 1990
grassland, heath and forest. Substantial areas of habitation.
201010 Mourne at Drumnabuoy House C A' 1844.5 km, 82.85
MA: DOEN ' Level: m Local Number
. Sensitivity- 1986
Comment: Velocity-area'station with cableway and natural control. # Geology is 1987
mixed impermeable (granite, schist and gneiss, and sandstone) with some 1988
Carboniferous Limestone west of Omagh. A mainly rural catchment (grassland and 1989
heath with limited afforestation), with urban development at Omagh (pop. 15,000. 1990
no major industry).
202001 Roe at Ardnargle CAr 3656 km, 81..85
KA) DOEN Level: lm Local Number.
F.A.R: SR B E 1: .36 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Velocitybrea station with cableway. Rough profiled stone and 1987
concrete weir immediately downstream, at upstream limit of backwaters created 1988
by tides. Headwaters contain Altnaheglish reservoir, Yielding some 32 Ml/d. 4 High 1989
upland headwater area sloping fairly steeply onto an intensively cultivated alluvral 1990
plain. Geology very varied with metamorphic, sedimentary and contemp oraneous
igneous rocks Contains towns of Limarady (pop. 8,00D) and Dungiven (pop.
2,500).
202002 Taughen at Drumahoe C.4) 272.3 km2 76.15
MA: DOEN Level. 7m Local Number:
FAR: PGEI Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway and natural control. 4 Geology - 1987
layered Upper Dalradian with some quartzite. Drift - till, peat and alluvium, some 1988
glacial outwash near river. Suburban development near coast - some light industry: 1989
otherwise agricultural, upland basin. Important game angling river. 1990
203010 Blackwater at Maydown Bridge C A: 951.4 km2 70-85
MA: DOEN Level: 15m Local Number:
FAR: GN BET .44 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Vdocity-area station with cableway and natural control. Flows 1987
influenced by major arterial drainage scheme - started in 1988 A substantial 1988
portion of the Catchment is in the Irish Republic where some groundwater may be 1989
abstracted but its hydrological significance is uncertain. # Geology:Carboniferous 1990
Limestone and Millstone Grit with sandstones overlain by substantial amounts of
till. A predominantly rural catchment with limited afforestation. Monaghan Town(pop. 5,0001 - in the Irish Republic - is the only significant urban centre.
203012 Ballinderry at Ballinderry Bridge CA. 419.5 km, 70-85
KA: DOEN Level- 16m Local Number:
FAR: N B.F1 .51 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway and natural control. # The geology 1987
is very mixed comprising of granite, schist, shale and some Carboniferous 1988
Limestone overlain with substantial amounts of till and gravel. , Mainly rural 1989
catchment (grassland or heath) with significant upland area. Cookstown (pop. 1990
8,000) has cement manufacturing works nearby.
203013 Main at Android CA: 646.8 km, 70-85
MA: DOEN Level: 30m Local Number:
F.A.R: B El: .39 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station with natural control, no cableway. Unstable bed. 1987
Reservoir storage in catchment with abstractions for industrial use and public 1988
water supply, also groundwater augmentation and abstraction. However, the net 1989
effect of these is minor.  X Geology almost entirely basalt overlain by till (covering 1990
>50% of the catchment). Significant upland areas, predominantly grassland or
heath with limited afforestation. Urban area: Ballymena (pop. 28,000) with
substantial light industry.
203017 Upper Bann at Dynes Bridge C.A: 335.6 km2) 70-85
M A' DOEN Level: 13m Local Number:
FA R: SR B FT .36 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway, natural control. Channel capacity 1987
is large. Main road bridge 100m downstream gives partial control at medium and 1988
high stages. Upper one third of the drainage area is regulated with a minimum 1989
prescribed flow of 18 Ml/d at Bannfield (203033). 4 Geology is impermeable 1990-(quartzite.and granite) overlain by superficial deposits (mainly till). Significant
upland, predominantly grassland or heath, limited afforestation. Urban area at
Banbridge (pop; 10,000), no major industry.
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203026 Glenavy at Glenavy CA: 44.6 km,
MA: DOEN Level: 56m Local Number:
F A.R: EAL .44 Sensitivity:
Comment Velocity-area station, no cableway, thinplate weir control. Reservoir
storage (Stoneyford) in catchment with abstractions for public water supply - minor
net effect. # Geology: mainly basalt ovarian with till. Catchment is largely upland,
predominantly grassland and heath.
203027 Braid at Bailee CA: 177.2 km,
MA: DOEN Level: 35m Local Number:
FAR: SPE B.F.I: .48 Sensitivity.
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. Two small impounding reservoirs
(capacity 409 Mi combined) for a public water extraction of 5 Mi/d. Town effluent
returned to river: heavy weed growth in river at Ballee due to effluent conditions.
tlGeology entirely Upper and Lower Basalt extensively exposed with thin covering
of till. Some alluvium, sand and gravel near to the river. Approx 50% upland heath
rising to 400m. 50% agricultural grassland. Some intensive pig and poultry units.
Ballymena is the major settlement (pop 28.000).
203018 Six Mile Water at Antrim CA 777.3 km2
MA: DOEN Levet 13m Local Number:
FAR: RE1 BSI: .53 Snsitivity:e 
Comment Velocity-area staton with cableway and natural control. The net effect
ol industrial abstractions and effluent returns is minor. *The geology is almost
entirety basalt with considerat4e superficial deposits (UM). Sigrubcant proportion ol
upland - predominantly grassland or heath, limited afforestation. Urban area:
Antrim (pop. 23,0011) tfas substantial 9ght industry and Ballyclare (pop. 6000) is a
small market town.
203019 Claudy at Glenone Bridge aA: 130.1 km,
MA: DOEN Level: 14m Local Number:
EEL .43 Sensitivity:
Comment Velccity-area station with cableway and natural control. Rock bar with
boulders 8rn downstream of gauge gives low flow control. Three arch-road bridge
50. downstream gives medium and high flow control.* Geology is basalt overlan
with till and some peat. Catchment is predornmantly grassland %nth no urban areas
or major industry.
203020 Moyota at Moyola New Bridge CA: 306 5 km,
KA: DOEN Level: 13m Local Number:
FAR: SRGI 13.F.1: .43 Sensitivity:
Comment Velocity-area station with cableway and unrated weir control. Multi-
arched bridge just downstream of station, area between piers revelled with
generally rounded profile, crests horizontal at same level across river. Reservoir
storage in catchment. *Mixed geology - some basalt, Carboniferous Limestone,
schist and shale overlain with till, sand and gravel. Predominantly grassland and
heath with limited afforestation. Urban areas at Magherafelt (pop. 5,000)and
Maghera (pop. 2,000 ) but no major industry.
203021 Kelts Water at Curry. Bridge CA: 127.0 km,
MA: DOEN r Level. 35m Local Number:
FAR: B.F.L .32 Sensiff vity:
Comment Velocity-area statIon with cableway and natural control. Reservoir
storage in catchment and abstractions for public water supply but net effect is
minor. Gauging station is 1.5km upstream of confluence with R. Main and there is
some backing-up at high hows. PCatchment geology: basalt overlain by glacial
drift. Predominantly upland area -mostly heath, some upland grass pasture, limited
afforestation.
203023 Torrent at The Moor Bridge C.A' 59.9 km2
M A: DOEN Level. 15m Local Number:
FAR: 8.F.I..57 Sensitivity:
Comment: Velocity-area station with calibration by wading. Downstream control
affected by unprof iled stone weir structure. Station bypassed by disused canal at
high flood. ',Geology Mulled combination of Carboniferous Limestanes. shales
and coal measures. Some areas of Sherwood Sandstone and Lough Neagh clay.
Catchment contains town of Coalisland (pop 3,500). Currently brickmaking and
agricultural land use, formerly some mining areas.
203024 Cusher at Gambles Bridge C A: 176.7 km,
M A: DOEN Level. 14m Local Number:
F A.R: 138.1: .40 Sensitivity:
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. Sheet piling, installed in 1980,
immediately downstream has stablised the measuring section. Effect of
augmentations is minor. # Geology predominantly quartzite with basalt overlain by
till. Rural catchment, mostly grassland, some arable farming. Small urban area:
Tandragee (pop. 2,000).
203025 Callan at Callan New Bridge C A: 164.1 km,
MA DOEN Level: 16m Local Number:
F A R: Sensitivity:
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway; natural control. Reservoir storage
in catchment with abstractions for public water supply and industrial use; minor net
effect. 8 Geology: mixed shales (Carboniferous) and quartzite (Ordovician),
overlain by till. Predominantly grassland and heath, limited arable use. Small
amount of upland with limited afforestation. Urban area Armagh (pop 13,000) with
some light industry.
203028 Agivey at whiteHill C.A: 98.9 km,
MA: DOEN Level: 17m Local Number:
FAR: N B.F.4 35 Sensitivity:
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. # Geology: mainly basalt overlain
by till with some peat. Significant proportion of upland, predominantly grassland or
heath. No urban areas or major industry. -
203029 Six Mile Water at Ballyelare CA. 584 km,
MA: DOEN Level: 59m Local Number:
Sensitivity:
Comment: Velocity-area station without cableway. The net effect of augmentation
is minor. 4 Catchment is almost entirely basalt with considerable superficial
deposits of tiff Except for the small market town of Ballyclare (pop. 6,000) the catch
-ment is predominantly grassland or heath upland with limited afforestation.
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203033 Upper Bann at Bannfield CA: 100 9 km' 75..85
M A. DOEN Level. 77m Local Number:
F AR: B.F.I: .34 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway and natural control. From Aug 89 1987
Flat Vee under construction, operational late 1990. Reservoir storage in catchment 1988
with abstractions for public water supply the net effect of which is minor. The 1989
station is used to monitor a prescribed flow of 18#MI/d. # The Upper Bann drains 1990
the Mourne Mountains. The catchment is predominantly upland heath. Geology:
impermeable (granite and quartzite) overlain with substantial amounts of
superficial deposits (till).
203038 Rocky at Rocky Mountain OAr 6.7 km' 83. 85
M.A: DOEN Level: rn Local Number
B F.I: .33F.A.R: N Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Flat V weir, approx. 6.1 metres wide in steep mountain stream - 1987
pebble/cobble bed, large boulders may settle in measuring reach during floods. 1988
Theoretical Calibration - some confirmatory gaugings (by wading) completed All 1989
but notable floods contained. Natural and responsive regime. Catchment rainfall 1990
may be underestimated. # The Rocky River drains a rugged, impervious catchment
- with some thin peat cover - in the Mourne Mountains.
203040 Lower Bann at Movanagher CA: 5209 8 km, 80-85
Local Number.MA: DOFN Level: 7m
FAR: SR El F 1 68
 
Sensitivity. 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station no cableway, control is masonry weir 800#rn d/s, 1987
(built for angling). Station measures flow from 37% of the area of N.Ireland. Flow 1988
rates regulated by sluices u/s at Portna and Toome. Lough Neagh (38500sq.km) is 1989
within catchment, containing 3636#Mm3 of water. Total net export of water from 1990
catchment is approx. 200#MI/d. # Catchment contains all solid and drift deposits
present in N.Ireland. Numerous aquifers developed for PWS Catchment
agricultural, but with pop approx. 450000 concentrated in 8 urban centres.
203042 Crumlin at Cidercourt Bridge km, 81-85
MA: DOEN Level: m Local Number.
FAR: B.F.1. 36 Sensitivity. 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway and natural control. # Catchment 1987
geology is impermeable (mainly basalt) overlain by till. Mostly upland 1988
predominantly grassland or heath No urban areas, some scattered light industry. 1989
1990
203092 Main at Dunminning Lower C A: 211.7 km, 83-85
M A: DOEN Level: m Local Number:
1986F AR. S B.F.I: .51 Sensitivity:
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway located immediately downstream 1987
of a radial gated flood control structure. ReservOir effectively transfers 12#MI/d to 1988
points downstream of the station. # Catchment contains extensive Glarryford bog 1989
overlaying deep Lower Basalt strata. 1990
203093 Main at Shane'sViaduct CA: 704.2 km2 84-85
1986
Local Number:MA: DOEN Level: rn
F.A.R: B F.I: 48 Sensitivity:
Comment: Velocity.area station with cableway and natural control Net effect of 1987
abstractions and returns is minor # Almost entirely basalt overlain by till (covering 1988
over 50% of the catchment) Significant upland areas, predominantly grassland or 1989
heath, limited aff orestation. Extensive bogland in the north. Contains Ballymena 1990(pop. 28,000) - substantial light industry, and Ranaldstown (pop. 4,000)
204001 Bush at Seneirl C.A: 306.1 km' 72..85
MA: DOEN Level. 25rn Local Number:
F.A R: SPG B.F.1.43 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway and natural control. 1987
# Predominantly various basalts with a major fault bisecting the catchment. Some 1988
schists in upper reaches with a little greensand. Contains the town of 1989
Ballymoney(pop. 6.000) 1990
205004 Lagan at Newforge C.A. 490.4 km, 72-85
MA: DOEN Level: 2m Local Number.
FAR: GEI B.F.I: .45 Sensitivity. 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station with cableway. Numerous PWS boreholes in the 1987
Sherwood Sandstone - pumping capacity total of approaching 30 Ml/d. All effluents 1988
return to the river. # Geology. - 60% Silurian; remainder - Sherwood Sandstone with 1989
some breccia, Chalk, Hibernian Greensand and Lower Resells. Heavily overlain 1990
with till and extensive sand and gravel deposits in lower reaches of river. Mainly
arable - some upland heath. Urbanisation - Lisburn and south western areas of
Belfast.
205005 Ravemet at Ravernet C.A: 69.5 km, 72-85
KA: DOEN Level: 31m Local Number.
FAR: N B.F.!: .44 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Flat V weir installed autumn 1977, width 8.64m. Height of wing walls 1987
2.1m. Theoretical rating applies up to bankfull; exceedence very unlikely. Previous 1988
to weir installation rating based on current meterings Natural flow regimer 1989
significant storage in several loughs in the headwaters - their influence on the flow 1990
regime is partly counterbalanced by the minimal soil cover in many areas
# Geology: quartzite overlain with 'till and rock'. Predominantly a grassland
Catchment, some limited arable use.
205008 Lagan at Drummiller CA: 862 km2 74-85
1986
M.A: DOEN Level: 81m Local Number:
FAR: B.F.I: .34 Sensitivity.
Comment: Velocity-area station with calibration by wading. No water abstractions 1987
or significant effluent returns. # Geology: entirely Silurian overlain with till. 1988
Predominantly upland heath rising to over 500m, some grassland used for sheep 1989
grazing. Contains one large village. 1990
205010 Logan at Banoge CA 189.8 km, 74..85
beMA: DOEN Level. 39m Local Numr:
FAR: E BPI: .22 Sensitivity: 1986
Comment: Velocity-area station, once with cableway, but now calibrated by 1987
wading. No water abstractions, Dromore effluent returns to river. # Geology: 1988
entirely Silurian overlain with till 35% upland heath rising to over 500 mOD 1989
remainder agricultural grassland except for the town of Dromore (pop. 3000). 1890
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Summary  of Archived Data -  1
Gauged daily flows, monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
Gauged daily flows, monthly peaks and monthly rainfall
KEY:
Complete Incom
rainfall missin
Complete daily and complete peaks A
Complete daity and partial peaks B
Complete daily and no peaks C
Partial daily and complete peaks D
Partial daily and partial peaks E
Partial daily and no peaks F
No flow data t
ete or
rainfall
Up-to-date Summaries of Archived Data are available on request from the National Water Archive orrice.
205020 Eiger at Comber CA: 59.8 km,
MA: DOEN Level: m Local Number:
FAR: N EIFI: 46 Sensitmty:
Comment Rat V wee in trapezoedal channel oontaining the tul range of flows.
*Geology - 70% Llandovery. 20% Sherwood Sandstone, 5% Dalente and Basalt,
and 5% Magnesian limestone. Predorninantly rural wnth suburban development in
the upper reaches.
206002 Jerretspess at Jerretspass GA: 41.6 lon2
MA: DOEN Level: 11m Local Number:
FAR: N 0E1 .40 - Sensitivity:
Comment Velocity-area station calibrated by rods from footbridge. 0 Geology is
Uandovery in age. Occassional igneous intrusions. Catchment is entuety rural.
236005 Colebrooke at Ballindangh Bridge GA: 3091 km,
MA: DOEN Level: 53m Local Number:
FAR: N B.F.t .38 Sensitivity:
Comment Velocity-area station with cableway_0 Geology: Old Red Sandstone in
the headwaters, Carboniferous formations (hmestone and sandstones) in the lower
catchment. Land use is mainly agricultural/grazing with some afforestation in the
south.
236007 &flees at Drumrainy Bridge CA: 167.6 km2
M.A: DOEN Level: 44m Local Number:
F.A.R: E B F.I: .53 Sensitivity:
Comment Velocity-area station - gauged from a bridge. Some natural storage
provided by small lakes in the headwaters. MA mainly agricultural Catchment
(appreciably forestry in the higher areas) developed on Carboniferous formations
(mostly limestone and shales).
0.08
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Stn. Gauged daily flows, Stn. Gauged daily flows, Stn. Gauged daily flows,
number monthly peaks and rainfall number monthly peaks and rainfall number monthly peaks and rainfall
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Background
GROUNDWATER - REGISTER AND
STATISTICS
Groundwater may be obtained from almost any
stratum in the sedimentary succession in the United
Kingdom, as well as from metamorphic and igneous
rocks. In those strata not generally recognised as
aquifers, well yields tend to be small (of the order of
a few cubic metres per day). In the more important
aquifers, such as the Chalk and the Permo-Triassic
sandstones, well yields of the order of 3000 to 4000
cubic metres per day are not unusual.
The groundwater resources of an aquifer, upon
which the long-term yield of wells depend, are
replenished naturally by rainfall. The normal re-
charge takes place during the winter months when
the potential evapotranspiration is low and the soil
moisture deficits are negligible. Accordingly,
groundwater levels tend to rise from autumn through
winter into spring. During the summer months, the
potential evapotranspiration generally exceeds the
rainfall, soil moisture deficits are built up, and little
infiltration, if any, takes place. Consequently,
groundwater levels tend to fall from spring through
summer into autumn. This pattern is not, however,
constant, since rainfall varies seasonally, while the
distribution of rainfall from month to month and
from area to area is equally variable. Infiltration is
also affected by the nature of any deposits through
which water must pass to reach the saturated zone of
an aquifer, and where these deposits have low
permeabifities there will be a consequent reduction
in the amount of replenishment and an increase in
the time before water levels begin to rise. The
fluctuation of water levels within an aquifer will be
affected not only by the amount of infiltration but
also by the value of the specific yield (which is the
volume of the voids in the rock which may store
usable groundwater expressed as a fraction of the
total volume of rock); where the specific yield is
small, the addition of a given volume of water will
result in a greater rise in water levels than would be
the case where the specific yield is larger and the
capacity for storage greater. Finally, where the
natural drainage of groundwater (appearing as
springs, seepage lines or 'risings') is rapid, water
levels rise more slowly during recharge periods
because significantly large quantities are simultane-
ously being discharged.
The Observation Well Network
Groundwater level observation wells (in this con-
text, a well includes both shafts - constructed by
hand-digging - and boreholes - constructed by
machinery) are generally used for one of two
purposes, either to monitor levels regionally and thus
to estimate groundwater resource fluctuations, or to
monitor the local effects of groundwater abstrac-
tions. The number of observation wells required in
different areas for regional monitoring varies widely.
Over the last two decades or so, a target density was
sought of one well to 25 to 35 km2. During the last
few years, it has become apparent in some districts
that satisfactory information can be obtained with
fewer wells, while in others the densities may need to
be increased substantially.
The observation well network was reviewed in
1981 by the British Geological Survey (then the
Institute of Geological Sciences) with the aim of
selecting 200 to 300 sites from the National
Groundwater Archive (then maintained by the Dept.
of the Environment), to be used for periodical
assessment of the national groundwater situation'.
The selection was based upon the hydrogeological
units identified in an investigation of the
groundwater resources of the United Kingdom2; one
site was to be chosen for each aquifer present within
each unit. For Scotland and Northern Ireland this
was not possible due to the very limited number of
observation wells available. In England and Wales,
the total number of wells finally selected was 175.
Since that date, a number of changes have been
made to the list of selected wells. At some locations,
observations could no longer be continued, and new
sites have been added from time to time. Up-to-date
lists of the sites in the national network are published
in each Yearbook in the Hydrological Data UK
series.
Measurement and Recording of
Groundwater Levels
The majority of observation wells are still measured
manually either weekly or monthly. The usual
instrument is an electric probe suspended upon a
graduated cable or tape, contact being made by the
water to complete a circuit which gives either a
visual or an audible signal at the surface. Measure-
ments are normally made to the nearest 10 milli-
metres.
Some observation wells are equipped with con-
tinuous water level recorders or data loggers, almost
invariably actuated by a float on the water surface (a
few sites use pressure transducers). These recorders
may be driven by clockwork or by electrical power,
and are capable of running unattended for periods of
one to six months. Levels are usually recorded on
paper charts, punched paper tapes or magnetic tapes.
The required level of accuracy is to the nearest
10 millimetres, although the instruments may indivi-
dually be accurate to 1 millimetre. The introduction
of telemetry whereby the measuring instruments are
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interrogated periodically through telephone lines
from a central office (thus avoiding the necessity of
field visits) is being seriously considered for general
use so as to facilitate a more rapid recovery of
data.
Some wells are, or have been, seriously affected
by pumping to the point where no useful estimates
of the annual natural fluctuations can be made.
Such sites are of questionable value as observation
wells save possibly for the monitoring of pumping
wells, and even then the availability of unaffected
control wells can be advantageous. Where the
aquifer is confined, and the site is located at some
distance from the outcrop, the seasonal fluctuation
may be so small as to be undetectable. Where the
seasonal fluctuations are very small, it is not
unusual for the well hydrograph to be affected
by changes in atmospheric pressure; where the
measurement of levels through the year is at
weekly or shorter intervals, it is usually possible
to eliminate the atmospheric effects by construct-
ing a smoothed curve through the plotted data
points.
Scope of the Register and Statistical
Tabulations
Groundwater data are presented in two parts. The
first provides a register of reference details relating
to the individual well alongside a statistical summary
of the fluctuations over the featured period. In the
second part, these data are used to assess recharge
and groundwater resource changes for the major
aquifers in the United Kingdom over the period
1986-90.
The sites listed in the well register were selected
so as to give a reasonably representative cover
throughout England and Wales, together with some
sites in Scotland and NOrthern Ireland where there
are, as yet, very few observation wells. The sites are
grouped according to the aquifers to which the
water level variations are attributed. A generalised
list of aquifers is given in Table 1; while the
aquifers are tabulated in stratigraphical order, the
local names for individual strata are mostly omitted,
and the intervening aquicludes are not shown. The
location of the wells featured in the register, and the
outcrop areas of the main aquifers, are shown in
Figure 1.
WELL REGISTER AND STATISTICS
The following explanatory notes will assist in the
interpretation Of particular items in the tabular
material.
Well Number
Site
EEC Unit
HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1986-90
The well numbering system is based upon the
National Grid. Each 100 kilometre square is desig-
nated by prefix letters (e.g. SE; a complete set of
prefix letters for the United Kingdom is shown on the
Frontispiece) and is divided into 100 lesser squares of
10 kilometre sides numbered from 00 to 99. Thus a
site whose number is given as 5E94005 is located
within the 10 kilometre square SE94, while the
following digits indicate that it is the fifth accessed in
that square. A suffix such as A or B defines a particular
well when there are several at the same site.
The location name, e.g. Dalton Holme, is used for
convenient reference, being perhaps more easily
memorised than the well number.
Hydrometric Area - HA
The Hydrometric Area is either an integral river
catchment having one or more outlets to the sea or
tidal estuary, or, for convenience, it may include
several contiguous river catchments having topogra-
phical similarity with separate tidal outlets - see
regional maps at the stan of Surface Water -
Register and Statistics components.
Grid Reference - NGR
The National Grid Reference comprises a six or
eight figure number that locates a site precisely with
the 100 kilometre square indicated by the prefix
letters. A brief summary of the use of grid references
may be found in the legend of the standard Ordnance
Survey 1:50 000 sheets or in the Ordnance Survey
gazetteers.
Measuring Authorio, - M.A.
The measuring authority refers to the body that is
responSible for taking readings at the particular site.
In England and Wales, this is normally the appropri-
ate regional office of the National Rivers Authority.
The United Kingdom is divided into areas for each
of which the responsibility for water management is
the concern of bodies such as the regional offices of
the National Rivers Authority and the River Purifi-
cation Boards. Each of these areas is subdivided into
Units (EEC Units) which are defined in a report2
prepared for the EuroPean Economic Community.
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TABLE 1 GENERALISED LIST OF AQUIFERS IN THE  UNITED KINGDOM
Era System
Quaternary
Tertiary
Cretaceous
U Jurassic
CA
Triassic
0
•
Permian
0
•
Carboniferous
U.1
1:t.
11.
Devonian
Key to aquifer importance:
Subsystem  &eta
Holocene Superficial deposits
Pleistocene Upper and Midd/e P/eistocene
Pliocene
Oligocene
Eocene
Crag
CoraUine Crag
Bagshot Beds
Lower London Tertiaries
Blackheath & Oldhaven Beds
Woolwich & Reading Beds
Thanet Beds
Upper Cretaceous Chalk and Upper Greensand
Lower Cretaceous Lower Greensand
Hastings Beds
Upper Jurassic Portland & Purbeck Beds
(with Spilsby Sandstone)
Corallian
Middle Jurassic Great & Inferior Oolitic limestones
(with Lincolnshire Limestone).
Lower Jurassic Bridport & Yeovil Sands
Marlstone Rock
Keuper
Bunter Permo-Triassic sandstones
(sandstones)
Upper Carboniferous
Lower Carboniferous
Magnesian Limestone
Coal Measures
Millstone Grit
Carboniferous Limestone
Old Red Sandstone
* aquifer of minor importance only
aquifer produCing small, but useful, local supplies
aquifer of local importance, often providing public supplies
**** aquifer of major importance
terponance
* 4
* *
41*
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Figure I. Principal aquifers and representative well locations
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Measuring Level
The measuring level is the altitude of the point from
which measurements are taken at a particular site,
given in metres above Ordnance Datum.
Comment
A short commentary relating to important character-
istics of the well and its associated record of
groundwater levels; particular reference may be
made to the effect of local or regional pumping on
the water levels at the observation site. A lack of
comment generally indicates a satisfactory observa-
tion well.
Certain sites are updated at frequent intervals,
usually monthly, and these are used when an
immediate assessment of the national groundwater
situation is required; these are known as  index wells.
Period
The period of record indicates the first year for
which records are stored on the archive and the last
year used in the analysis of data for the current
volume. For various reasons, the full period of
record may not have been used for statistical
analysis.
Mean annual range
The difference between the level measured at the
end of the summer recession of groundwater levels
and that measured at the beginning of the summer
recession of the following year reflects the amount of
recharge received in that period. This method,
detailed in the  Hydrometric Register and Statistics
1981-85  volume, is most suited to circumstances
when a single peak, is readily identifiable in each
recharge season. Where recharge follows an uneven
pattern resulting in poorly defined or multiple peaks,
the percentage of the mean annual rise is often
unrepresentative of the percentage of the mean
annual recharge. Consequently, the original method
has been modified to produce more realistic values
and to allow more accurate coMparison between
sites. First, the recharge period has been arbitrarily
defined as the first day of August to the last day of
the following July. Next, the water level at each site
is estimated, by extrapolation where necessary, for
the last day of each month. Finally, all:the rises in
successive months are summed over eachrecharge
period. The Use of end-of-month levels was.dictated •
to a large extent by the existence of e'rid-of-inOnth
data only for the longest pre-1990 recorcl: However,
where some sites are measured at ciose time interVals
(weekly or daily), the summed cumulative rides give
a significantly larger total than the rise determined
by end-of-month levels alone. To compare sites with
differing intervals between measurements, it is thus
necessary to resort to a common base.
The summed rise for each year is called the
annual fluctuation,  and the mean of the annual
fluctuations over the period of record is termed the
mean annual range.  This is assumed to reflect the .
mean annual recharge over the same period. In turn,
this also assumes that the natural discharge (via, for
example, springs and seepages) is constant; while
this is not the case in view of the large differences in
head that are recorded in some observation wells,
there is insufficient information currently available
to permit corrective factors to be determined. It is
thought that, for the majority of wells, the errors
caused by this assumption will be small. However, in.
circumstances when, for example, substantial re-
charge occurs in the late spring and early summer
but succeeds only in moderating the rate of seasonal
decline in groundwater levels a significant underesti-
mation of overall recharge may occur. It should also
be noted thatthe annual fluctuation will not
necessarily be the difference between the  tremgh  and
peak levels (see below).
At some observation sites, levels have been
seriously affected by pumping for part of the period
of record. At other sites, data for some years may be
suspect or missing. Consequently, the determinatiOn
of the mean annual range may not always• be niade
for the full period of record but only for those years
where reliable data are available.
Maximum annual range
The largest annual fluctuation determined for the
period of record.
Minimum annual range
The smallest annual fluctuation -determined for the
period of record.
1986-90* Data
Trough level
The groundwaier level, in metres above (or below)
Ordnance Datum, at the end of the summer reces-
sion. It. is not unusual in some wells during recent
years for the trouglito be reached towards the end, or
even beyond the end, of the calendar year.
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Peak level
The groundwater level, in metres above (or below)
Ordnance Datum, at the beginning of the summer
recession. If no recharge takes place due to drought
during the recharge months, the peak level would
correspond to the highest level between the first day
of August and the last day of the following July.
Fluctuation as % of the mean annual range
The cumulative end-of-month rises for that particu-
lar year expressed as a percentage of the mean annual
range.
Areal Assessments of Recharge
As part of a comprehensive assessment of
groundwater resources in the European Community
a report was published on the groundwater resources
of the United Kingdom2. In this, the country was
divided .areally into administrative provinces each of
which was divided into Aquifer Units. The mean
annual replenishment was assessed for each of these
Units. If it is assumed that the percentage annual
•
1.
• (Percentages of the annual mean in parentheses.)
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fluctuation in an observation well is a direct
reflection of the percentage of the mean annual
infiltration to the Aquifer Unit in which the well is
located, then it is possible to estimate the actual
replenishment to each aquifer or parts thereof. Such
estimates are published, for the NRA regions, in the
Yearbooks in the Hydrological data UK series. The
estimates for the 1985/86 to 1989/90 period appear
in Table 2. Given the nature of the data upon which
the estimates are based, and limitations . in the
procedure for assessing recharge, the results should
be used as a general guide only.
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TABLE 2 ANNUAL REPLENISHMENT
}PERIOD 1986-90
IMPORTANT AQUIFERS IN ENGLAND AND WALESTO THE MORE OVER THE
NRA Mean Annual 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90
Region Replenishment Replenishment
(m3 x 106) (m3 X 106)
Chalk and Upper Greensand aquifer
Anglian 953 (100) 693 (73) 930 (98) 1103 (116) 345 (36) 749 (79)
Southern 1231 (100) 1097 (89) 1100 (89) 1551 (126) 651 (53) /606 (130)
South West 202 (100) 119 (59) 160 (79) 148 (73) 93 (46) 259 (128)
Thames 976 (100) 837 (86) 915 (94) 1157 (119) .483 (49) 1351 (138)
Wessex 947 (100) 980 (103) 879 (93) 1070 (113) 719 (76) 1102 (116)
Yorkshire 322 (100) 327 (102) 346 (107) 357 (111) 89 (28) 144 (45) .
Totals 4631 (100) 4053 (88) 4330 (94). 5386 (116) 2380 (51) 5211 (113)
Lincolnshire Limestone aquifer
Anglian 86 (100) 72 (84). 84 (98) 68 (79) 46 (53) 89 (103)
Permo-Triassic sandstone aquifers
Northumbria II (100) 8 (72) 9 (80) 10 (91) 5 (44) 6 (55)
North West 331 (100) 332 (100) 336 (102) 378 (114) 149 (145) 386 (117)
Severn-Trent 528 (100) 484 (92) 554 (105). 509 (96) 297 (56) 539 (102)
South West 205 (100) 175 (85) 201 (98). 207 (101) 109 (53) 255 (124)
Welsh . 27 (100) 20 (74) „23 (85),, 34 (126) 14 (52) 28 (/04)
•Wessex 39 (100) 37 (95) 20, (51) 35 (90) 14 (36) 54 (138)
Yorkshire 301 (100) 354(118) 217 - (82); 372 (124) 117 (39) 262 (87)
Totals 1442 (100) 1410 (98) 1390r (96) 1545 (107) 705 (49) 1530 (106)
Magnesian Limestone aquifer
Northumbria 80 (100), 91 (114)- 72 (90) , 65 -(81) 52 (65) 37 (46)
Severn-Trent 40 (100) 45 (113) .; 34 (85) 15 .,(38) 39 (98). ••
Yorkshire 127 (100) 115 (91) 89, (70) .. 120 (94) 32 _(25)
,
88, ,(695.
Totals 247 (100) 251 (102) 208- (84) 219 (89) - 99 ''(40) 164 (66)
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Aquifer Chalk and Upper Greensand
1030001 sers144 HA: 205
NGR: ID 36630310 MA: Geological Survey of NI Period 1985-1990 985-86 113.59 119.02 101
EEC Unit NI06 Level: 110.0m AOD Mean  annual range: 7.67m 986-87 113.68 11892 99
Comment Levels too erratic and period too short to be very meaningful. Maximun arm. range
Minimum ann. range
9.27m
6.42m
987-88
988-89
113.63
113,28
119.31
117.07
96
84
969-90 113.23 119.50 121
SE94005 Datton Norco. HA: 26
NGR: SE 96514530 NRA Yorkshire Period: 1889-1990 985-86 12.36 20.33 125
EEC Unit Y032 Level: 33.5rn AOD Mean annual range: 6.25m 986-82 12.14 21.54 139
Comment Index well. Maximun arm. range 11.42m 87-88 13.42 21.92 128
Minimum ann. range 0.35m 988-89 11.35 15.45 43
989-90 10.73 14.57 59
6E95006 Wetwang HA: 26
NOR: SE 95785939 MA:  NRA  Yorkshire Period: 1971-1990 1985-86 19.15 28.00 104
EEC Unst: Y031 Level: 42.3m AOD Mean annual range: 9.28m 1986-87 19.43 28.00 92
Comment Maximun ann. range: 16.78m 1987-88 18.92 29 85 98
Minimum arm. range: 1.40m 1988-89 17.18 21.63 37
1989-90 16.84 21.27 44
SE97031 Green Lane HA: 26
NOR: SE 93457079 NRA Yorkshrre Period: 1971-1990 1985-86 58.41 71.40 114
EEC Lint Y030 Level: 93.0m AOD Mean annual range: 11.31m 1986-87 57.55 70.34 104
Comment: Maximun ann. range: 20.90m 1987-88 57.96 72.85 122
Minimum ann. range: 1.21m 1988-89 56.94 62.83 24
1989-90 54.45 59.35 39
SP90026 Champneys HA: 39
NOR: SP 94700875 KA: NRA Thames Period: 1962-1990 1985-86 123.55 130.88 81
EEC Unit: 11117 Level: 186.4m AOD Mean annual range: 8.53m 1986-87 124.96 130.18 64
Comment Maximun ann. range: 18.70m 1987-88 126.90 141.91 175
Mink:vim ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89 123.98 131.00 35
1989-90 121.54 132.41 122
SP91059 Pitstone Green Fenn KA: 33
NOR: SP 93801570 KA: NRA Anglian Period: 1970-1990 1985-86 109.14 109.54 91
EEC Unit: ANO9 Level: 1113m AOD Mean annual range: 0.54m 1986-87 109.44 110.04 106
Comment A shaft of only 4.6m depth; water levels vary in response to rainfall. Maximun ann. range: 0.93m 1987-88 109.30 109.61 134
Minimum ann. range: 0.01m 1988-89 109.28 109.61 78
1989-90 109.03 10054 75
S730007 Lime Kiln Way KA: 45
NGR: ST 37630667 KA: NRA South West Period: 1959-1990 1905-86 124.32 125.25 110
EEC Unit: SW01 Level: 130.2m AOD Mean annual range: 0.80m 1986-87 124.71 125.44 88
Comment Index Well. Anomalous fluctuations sometimes observed. Maximun ann. range: 2.08m 1987-88 124.80 125.47 78
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89 124.48 125.01 47
1989-90 124.27 126.12 225
SU01005B West Woodyates Manor HA: 43
NGR: SU 01601960 KA: NRA Wessex Period: 1942-1990 1985-86 73.55 101.65 102
EEC Unit: WE04 ISOM: 110.9m AOD Mean annual range: 25.89m 1986-87 74.72 102.98 121
Comment Index well. Maximun ann. range: 35.03m 1987-88 71 .1 8 103.11 107
Minimum ann. range: 4.66m 1988-89 71.29 94.80 87
1989-90 69.20 107.10 116
SU17057 Rockley HA: 39
NGR: SU 16557174 MA: NRA Thames
EEC Unit: 1H12 Level: 146.4m AOD Period: 1933-1990 1985-86 130.82 141.10 103
Comment Index well. Bottom of well 128.8m 400; known to go dry. New, deeper, well Mean annual range: 9.99m 1986-87 133.18 140.20 116
commissioned 1992. Maximun ann. range: 14.70m 1987-88 129.99 142.83 125
Minimum ann. range: 0.37m 1988-89 129.79 137.27 73
1989-90 128.24 143.22 142
SU32003 Baileys Down Farm HA: 42
NOR: SU 38172743 MA: NRA Southern Period: 1964-1990 1985-86 35.43 47.76 83
EEC Unit: 5033 Level: 88.6m AOD Mean annual range: 14.22rn 1986-87 35.42 47.73 120
Comment: Missing data during part of period 1983-85. Maximun ann. range: 30.52rn 1987-88 35.42 51.37 Ill
Minimum ann. range: 0.48m 1988-89 34.97 42.84 55
1989-90 33.42 54.34 147
SU35014 Woodside KA: 42
NGR: SU 33155645 MA: NRA Southern Period: 1959-1990 1985-86 10 11
EEC Unit: 5034 Level: 135.1m AOD Mean annual range: 14.20m 1986-87 98.75 116.51 132
Comment Maximun ann. range: 20.49m 1987-88 98.80 117.09 126
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89 98.57 106.81 58
1989-90 96.27 118.81 144
SU51010 Hill Place Fenn HA 42
NGR: SU 58751655 KA: NRA Sou hern Period: 1965-1990 1985-86 41.54 44.20 104
EEC Unit: 5030 Level: 80.8mm AOD Mean annual range: 2.91m 1986-87 41.41 44.32 116
Comment Maximun ann. range: 4.60m 1987-88 41.65 44.76 115
Minimum ann. range: 0.43m 1988-89 41.26 43.30 as
1989-90 40,12 45.20 152
SU53094 Abbotstone HA: 42
NOR: SU 55863498 KA: NRA Southern Period: 1976-1990 1985-86 65.47 66.08 99
EEC Unit: 6031 Leyel: 94.0m AOD Mean annual range: an m 1986-87 65.52 66.06 92
Comment Maximun ann. range: 1.31m 1987-88 65.46 66.25 112
Minimum arm. range: 0.32m 1988-89 65.31 65.93 75
1989-90 65.19 66.69 185
SU57159 Calversleys Fenn HA: 39
NOR: SU 56287530 KA: NRA Thames Period: 1974-1990 1985-86 68.64 72.90 78
EEC Und 11113 Level: 122.3m AOD Mean annual range: 5.39m 1986-87 68.34 73.80 99
Comment: No data for 1984 Masimun ann. range: 9.72m 1987-88 68.98 76.54 138
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89 67.51 70.14 27
1989-90 65.95 73.29 131
SU61032 Chidden Farm HA: 42
NGR: SU 65781775 MA: NRA Southern Period: 1958-1990 1985-86 68.54 79.38 110
EEC Unit 5029 Level: 1046m AOD Mean annual range: 15.68m 1986-87 66.61 82.30 102
Comment: No data for 1981 Masimun ann. range: 23.78m 1987-88 67.33 84.23 126
Minimum ann. range: 3.91m 1968-89 67.00 80.91 78
1989-90 64.34 87.91 130
170
SU61046
NGR: SU 68901532
EEC Unst S028
Comment:
Hinton Manor Farm
Level: 141.3m AOD
SU64028 Lower Wield Farm
NGR: SU 63604049
EEC  Unit:  5032 Level: 158.9m AOD
Comment No data fOr pan of 1980-81.
SU68049 Well Place Ferm
NGR: SU 64428525
EEC Unit: TH14 Level: 90.5m AOD
Comment:
SU71023
NGR: SU 77551490
EEC Unit: 5027
Comment Index well.
Compton House
Level: 81.4m AOD
SU73008 Feringdon Station
NGR: SU 70483491
EEC Unit: TH21 Level: 120.6m AOD
Comment Data incomplete tor 1986.-
SU76046 Riseley Mill HA: 39
NGR: SU 73676251 , MA: NRA Thames
EEC Unit: 11118 Level: 52.0m AOD
Comment: Well hydrodraph shows occasional and irregular fluctuations.
S1J78045A Stoner Perk
NGR: SU 74198924
EEC Unit: TH15 Level: 120.0m AOD
Comment:
SU81001 Chllgrove House HA: 41
NGR: SU 83561440 M.A: NRA Southern
EEC Unit: S027 Level: 77.2rn AOD
Comment The longest continuous record of groundwater levels in the United Kingdom.
SU87001 Farm Cottage, Coldherbour HA: 39
NGR: SU 833671385 M.A: NRA Thames
EEC Unit: ..11119 Level: 51.0m AOD
Comment: Formerly known as "Folly Cottage. GroundWater levels measured only four
times a year.
SU89007 Plddington
NGR: SU 81039417
EEC Unit: TH16 Level: 111.3m AOD
Comment: Incomplete data in 1981-82.
SY68034 Ashton Farm
NGR: SY 66158805
EEC Unit:
Comment Index well.
7/%06016
NCR:  TA 04906120
EEC Unit: Y031
Comment:
TA21014
NOR: TA 26701890
EEC Unit: Y033
Comment:
Level: 72.2m ADD
Natterton Pumping Station
Level: 80.0m AOD
TA07028 Hunmanby Hell
NCR: TA 09407740
EEC Unit: Y027 Level: 79.7m AOD
Comment:
1A10040 Little Brocklesby
NGR: TA 13710888
EEC UnIt ANO1 Level: 44.3m AOD
Comment Index wed
Church Fenn
Levet 3.0m AOD
1F72011 Off Farm
NCR: TF 77102330
EEC Unit: AN18 Level: 83.8m ADD
Comment: Incomplete data for 1981-82.
RA: 42
MA: NRA Southern
HA: 42
MA: NRA Southern
HA: 39
MA:  NRA  Thames
HA: 41
MA: NRA Southern
HA: 39
MA: NRA Thames
HA: 39
KA: NRA Thames
HA: 39
KA: NRA Thames
KA: 44
MA: NRA Wessex
HA: 26
KA: NRA Yorkshire
HA: 27
MA: NRA Yorkshire
HA: 29
KA: NRA Anglian
HA: 26
MA: NRA Yorkshire
HA: 33
MA: NRA Anglian
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Period: 1952-1990
Mean annual range: 13.99m
Maximun ann. range: 25.73m
Minimum ann. range 0.18m
Period: 1961-1990
Mean annual range:
Maximun ann. range
Minimum ann. range
Period: 1976-1990
Mean annual range:
Maximun ann. range
Minimum ann. range
Period: 1894-1990
Mean annual range:
Maximun ann. range
Minimum ann. range
Period: 1966-1990
Mean annual range: 14.20m
Maximun ann. range: 21.86m
Minimum ann. range. 2.10m
Period: 1975-1990
Mean annual range:
Maximun ann. range
Minimum ann. range
Period: 1961-1990
Mean annual range: 7.78m
Maximun ann. range; 17.72m
Minimum ann. range. 0.00m
Period: 1836-1990
Mean annual range:
Maximun ann. range
Minimum ann. range
Period: 1950-1990
Mean annual range:
Maximun ann. range
Minimum ann. range
Period: 1966-1990
Mean annual range:
Maxirnun ann. range
Minimum ann. range
Period: 1974-1990
Mean annual range:
Maximun ann. range
Minimum ann. range
Period: 1964-1990
Mean annual range:
Maxirnun ann. range
Minimum ann. range
Period: 1976-1990
Mean annual range:
Maximun ann. range
Minimum ann. range
Period: 1926-1990
Mean annual range:
Maximun ann. range
Minimum ann. range
Period: 1971-1990
Mean annual range:
Maximun ann. range
Minimum ann. range
Period: 1971-1990
Mean annual range:
Maximun ann. range
Minimum ann. range
1985-86 37.25 49.42 86
1986-87 36.87 51.95 121
1987-88 38.43 59.23 131
1988-89 36.30 42.33 41
1989-90 34.26 55.12 128
1985-86 94.46 96.87 99
2.37m 1986-87 94.85 96.90 89
7.30m 1987-88 95.03 98.12 128
0.37m 1988-89 94.50 95.78 ao
1989-90 91.54 . 97.09 228
1985-86 65.32 70.38 94
5.07m 1986-87 6547 70.73 101
2.31m 1987-88 67.23 72.73 104
2.37m 1988-89 63.24 69.59 56
1989-90 58.09 70.76 243
1985-86 32.00 53.97 .107
21.24m 1986-87 32.29 55.44 123
37.83m 1987-88 31.21 62.48 145
0.45m 1988-89 30.38 44.27 60
1989-90 28.24 58.92 139
1985-86 95.79 110.75 104
1986-87 95.18 108.58 114
1987-88 9543 113.28 117
1988-89 95.32 105.18 68
1989-90 92.87 114.68 151
1985-86 34.50 35.67 69
1,94m 1986-87 35.45 37.83 140
7.82m 1987-88 36.67 38.27 81
0.03m 1988-89 35.67 37.42 21
1989-90 30.79 34.91 107
1985-86 71.28 79.52 101
1986-87 73.72 82.63 109
1987-88 76.34 8524 110
1988-89 70.49 79.97 44
1989-90 64.86 76.43 148
1985-86 41.17 69.86 118
25.57m 1986-87 38.48 70.09 149
47.32m 1987-88 38.60 75.22 125
0.93m 1988-89 38.27 53.20 72
1989-90 33.80 73.84 145
1985-86 31.09 37.14 99
5.58m 1986-87 30.79 36.16 92
1.15m 1987-88 31,04 37.89 106
0.37m 1988-89 30.84 34.29 61
1989-90 29.81 40.31 181
1985-86 97.11 102.28 153
4.11m 1986-87 97.32 100.91 85
1.50m 1987-88 98.60 104.15 134
0.00m 1988-89 96.29 100.35 49
1989-90 94.96 100.98 140
1985-86 64.55 70.63 113
5.60m 1986-87 65.25 70.84 92
7.48m 1987-88 64.38 70.80 110
1.17m 1988-89 64.65 69.79 83
1989-90 63.67 70.90 128
1985-86 18.07 23.03 104
5.09m 1986-87 17.96 23.30 95
12.41m 1987-88 18.25 23.31 95
1.22m 1988-89 17.86 18.92 24
1989-90 16.52 18.72 42
1985-86 30.45 36.35 104
5.57m 1986-87 30.78 36.05 87
3.53m 1987-88 31.20 37.04 103
DOOm 1988-89 27.04 33.09 o
1989-90 24.21 27.02 33
1985-86 9.32 17.97 145
6.40m 1986-87 10.14 19.37 139
15.59m 1987-88 11.21 18.96 115
0.03m 1988-89 8.04 13.13 40
1989-90 5.77 9.74 59
1985-86 1.02 1.81 160
0.65m 1986-87 0.98 1.55 86
1.10m 1987-88 0.99 1.89 143
0.21m 1988-89 0.95 120 37
1989-90 0.81 1,11 41
1985-86 28.68 3469 123
4.78m 1986-87 27.88 34.60 139
4.05m 1987-88 30.98 39.59 178
0.00m 1988-89 28.52 29.57 47
1989-90 26.42 30.54 85
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NCR:  TF 76903290 MA: NRA MOM Pedal 1977-1990 1965-86 43.51 45.87 93
EEC Unit AN15 Levet 52.5rn AOD Mean annual range: 2.31m 1486-87 43.41 45.82 102
Comment No apparent recharge in 1988-89 Maximun ann. range: 6.17m 1967-88 44.68 47.86 135
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89 41.68 0
1989-90 38.138 41.26 85
TF80033 Houghton Controon HA: 33
NGR: TF 87300526 MA NRA Angfen Period: 1971-1990 1985-86 33.78 35.54 65
EEC Unit A1115 Levet 70.1m AOD Mean annual range: 2.90m 1986-87 33.65 35.72 70
Comment Data not ramble through of record Maximun ann. range: 9.86111 1987-88 35.09 37.61 67probaNy period
Minimum ann. range: 0.62m 1988-89 33.37 35.25 47
1989-90 33.26 36.05 83
TF81002 Washpit Farm HA: 33
NOR: TF 81381960 MA NRA Anglian Period: 1950-1990 1985-86 43.50 45.83 SO
EEC Unit AN17 Level: 80.7m AOD Mean annual range: 2.89m 1986-87 42.93 45.90 100
Comment Index well. Maximun ann. range: 6.97m 1987-88 44.63 49.90 181
Minimum ann. range: 0.00rn 1988-89 43.67 46.95 7
1989-90 41.98 43.49 51
TF83001 South Create School HA: 34
NGR: TF 85783606 MA: NRA Anglian Period: 1952-1990 1985-86 20.08 21.75 93
EEC Unit AN20 Level: 23.4m AOD Mean annual range: 1.77m 1986-87 19.81 21.75 109
Comment No apparent recharge in 1988-89. Maximun ann. range: 4.84m 1987-88 20.89 22.94 116Minimum ann. range: 0.03m 1988-89 19.11 21.29 0
1989-90 18.10 19.61 76
TF92005 Tower Hills Pumping Station HA: 34
NGR: TF 98693606 MA: NRA Anglian Period: 1974-1990 1985-86 20.84 25.84 97
EEC Unit: AN28 Level: 46.4m AOD Mean annual range: 1.27m 1986-87 24.62 25.70 81
Comment Maximun ann. range: 2.82m 1987-88 24.82 27.02 222
Minimum ann. range: 0.24m 1988-89 24.95 25.15 19
1989-90 24.20 24.80 60
1000092 High Elm Farm HA: 33
NOR: TG 04400020 MA: NRA Anglian Period: 1971-1990 1985-86 48.01 53.42 135
EEC Unit: AN30 Level: 59.9m AOD Mean annual range: 4.61ni 1986-87 48.92 53.30 11955.87Comment Maximun ann. range: 11.08m 1987-88 51.37 96Minimum ann. range: 1.13m 1988-89 47.41 49.17 37
19139-90 46.46 49.26 56
TG03025B The Hall, Brinton HA: 34
NGR: TG 03823583 MA: NRA Anglian Period: 1952-1990 1985-86 41.51 43.07 140
EEC Unit: AN22 Level: 43 2m AOD Mean annual range: .1.14m 1986-87 41.30 42.91 131
Comment: Maximun ann. range: 3.96m 1987-88 42.27 43.42 83Minimum ann. range: 0.17m 1988-89 42.04 42.20 15
1989-90 41.55 42.57 86
1011005 The Spinney, Costessy HA: 34
NOR:  TG 16911101 MA: NRA Anglian Period: 1952-1990 1985-86 9.10 9.82 66
EEC Unit: AN29 Level: 17.9m AOD Mean annual range: 1.09m 1986-87 8.98 9.97 '88
Comment Data for 1981-82 and 1984-85 doubtful and may be effected by pumping. Maximun ann. range: 2.05m 1987-88 9.43 10.88 158Minimum ann. range: 0.18m 1988-89 9.31 9.54 18
1989-90 8.78 9.75 75
TG12007 Hayden Pumping Station HA: 34
NOR: TG 11262722 NRA Anglian Period: 1974-1990 1985-86 41.35 41.92 80
EEC Unit: AN24 Level: 45.0m ADD Mean annual range: 0.78m 1986-87 41.20 41.86 81
Comment No apparent recharge in 1988-89. Maximun ann. range: 1.80m 1987-88 41.68 42.57 120
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89 40.84 41.90 0
1989-90 40.53 41.02 61
TG21009 Frettenhern Depot HA: 34
NGR: TG 24001657 KA: NRA Anglian Period: 1952-1990 1985-86 4.39 5.12 59
EEC Unit: AN25 Level: 7.3m AOD Mean annual range: 1.08m 1986-87 4.19 5.25 95
Comment Maximun ann. range: 2.12m 1987-88 4.79. 5.96 105
Minimum ann. range: 0.25m 1988-89 4.46 5.36 72
1989-90 4.51 5.64 85
1021010 Grange Farm HA: 34 .
NGR: TO 269911411 MA: NRA Anglian Period: 1952-1990 1985-86 18.11 18.28 46
EEC Unit: AN32 Level: 35.0m AOD Mean annual range: 0.41m 1986-87 17.88 18.03 27
Comment: Well hyclrograph shows occasional irregular fluctuations. Maximun ann. range: 1.43m 1987-88 17.89 18.36 202Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89 18.22 18.49 32
1989-90 17.84 18.22 17
1023021 Melbourne House HA: 34
NGR: TG 29323101 MA: NRA Angrian Period: 1974-1990 1985-86 17.60 17.94 79
EEC Unit: AN26 Level: 21.8m AOD Mean annual range: 0,42m 1986-87 17.52 18.03 114
Comment Incomplete data for 1981-82. Maximun ann. range: 1.06m 1987-88 17.84 18.30 100Minimum ann. range: 0.06m 1988-89 17.44 17.97 33
1989-90 12.72 17.46 31
TG31020 Woodbastwick Hall HA: 34
NGR: TG 33651606 MA: NRA Anglian Period: 1974-1990 1985-86 0.57 0.86 79
EEC Unit: AN27 Level: 3 Om ADD Mean annual range: 0.29m 1986-87 0.57 0.84 116
Cornmeot Maximun arm. range: 0.51m 1987-88 0.81 1.02 154Minimum ann. range: 0.11m 1988-89 0.62 0.89 38
1989-90 0.52 0.84 65
1032016 Bromsteed Hal/ HA: 34
NOR: TG 37002682 KA: NRA Anglian Period: 1978-1990 1985-86 1.08 ,1.59 103
EEC Unit: AN26 Level: 7.6m  AOD Mean annual range: 0.48m 1986-87 1.08 1.59 97
Comment: Maxlmun  ann.  range: 0.94m 1987-88 1.33 2.09 155
Minimum ann. range: 0.11m 1988-89 0.93 1.52 41
1989-90 0.74 1.08 52
TL11004 Mackereye End House HA: 38
NGR: TL 15601555 MA: NRA Thames Period: 1963-1990 1986-86 83.39 84.05 92
EEC Unit: 11101 Level: 121.6m AOD Mean annual range: 0.70m 1986-87 83.39 83.90 114
Comment Maximun ann. range: 1.36m 1987-88 83.63 84.81 166Minimum ann. range: 0.16m 1988-89 83.57 83.96 54
1989-90 83 32 84.29 135
TL11009 The Holt HA: 38
NGR: TL 16921965 KA: NRA Thames Period: 1964-1990 1985-86 86.17 87.99 84
EEC Unit: TH02 Level: 140.2111 ADD Mean annual range: 2.13m 1986-87 86.59 87.85 39
Comment: Index well. Maximun ann. range: 5.57m 19137-88 86.81 91.97
241
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89 87.11 69.98 28
1989-90 85.95 88.57 117
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TL13024 West Hitchin RA: 33
NGR: TL 12003026 KA: NRA Anglian Period: 1970-1990 1985-85 73.83 74.96 101EEC Unit: ANIO Level: 82.3m AGO Mean annual range: 1.35m 1986-87 74.11 74.96 63Comment: Well hydrograph shows occasional sharp and irregular fluctuations. Maximun ann. range: 2.89m 1987-88 74.04 75.63 213Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89 74.20 74.51 21
1989-90 73.62 76.03 188TL22010 Box Hall HA: 38
NGR: TL 29782433 KA: NRA Thames Period: 1964-1990 1985-86 69.97 73.36 134EEC Unit 1H03 Level: 123.4m AOD Mean annual range: 2.06m 1986-87 71.20 72.23 100Comment: Maximun ann. range: 4.42m 1987-88 71.88 75.30 119
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89 71.80 73.24 38
1989-90 71.56 73.69 83TL33004 Therfield Rectory HA: 38
NGR: TL 33303720 KA: NRA Thames Period: 1883-1990 1985-86 77.79 82.96 89EEC Unit; 11104 Level: 154.8m AOD Mean annual range: 5.60m 1986-87 78.32 82.43 70Comment: Index well. Maximun ann. range: 16.13m 1987-88 79.74 94.40 254
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89 82.36 88.62 51
1989-90 77.74 84.65 94TL42006 Hixham Hall HA: 38
NOR: TL 45362676 KA: NRA Thames Period: 1964-1990 1985-86 71.08 73.37 76EEC Unit: TH05 Level: 111.3m AOD Mean annual range: 2.78m 1986-87 71.14 73.88 99Comment Maximun ann. range: 7.33m 1987-88 73.32 77.49 147Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89 73.51 75.74 25
1989-90 71.78 74.42 91TL42008 Barden Hall HA: 38
NGR: TL 46692955 KA: NRA Thames Period: 1964-1990 1985-86 69.53 71.66 76EEC Unit: TH06 Level: 107.9m AOD Mean annual range: 2.65m 1986-87 69.32 71.47 81Comment: Maximun ann. range: 9.03m 1987-88 70.66 74.14 138Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89 70.52 71.53 23
1989-90 69.17 71.44 84TL44012 Redlands Hall, Ickleton HA: 33
NGR: TL 45224182
 .
 MA: NRA Anglian Period: 1963-1990 1985-86 37.67 43.51 71EEC Unit: AN12
 , .
 LeVel: 76.2m AGO Mean annual range: 8.24m 1986-87 36.59 43.81 75Comment: Index well. Data incomplete for 1988-89. Maximun ann. range: 17.1m 1987-88
Minimum ann. range: 0.0m 1988-89
1989-90 35.6 46.52 123TL55109 Lower Farm HA: 33
NGR: TL 59255605 KA: NRA Anglian Period: 1963-7990 1985-85 18.15 21.69 65EEC Unit: AN/2 Level:. 57.7m AOD Mean annual range: 4.44m 1986-87 16.87 21.66 102Comment: Maximun ann. range 8.44m 1987-88 19.72 2986 190Minimum ann. range 1.86m 1988-89 17.12 20.97 42
1989-90 13.32 17.35 90TL72054 Rectory Road HA: 37
NGR: TL 79822516 KA: NRA Anglian Period: 1968-90 1985-86 26.03 25.64 33EEC Unit: AN46 Level: 67.1m AOD Mean annual range: 1.45m 1986-87 24.26 26.15 2Comment: Site effected by regional changes in water level which mask the natural Maximun ann. range 6.74m 1987-88 24.43 24.74 17.fluctuations in some years. Minimum ann. range 0.00m 1988-89 23.88 24.72 36
1989-90 21.29 24.58 221TL84006 Smeetham Hall Cottages HA: 36
NOR: TL 84654106 MA: NRA Anglian Period: 1963-1990 1985-86 25.95 26.62 55EEC Unit: AN44 Level: 54.7m AOD Mean annual range: 1.27m 1986-87 25.79 27.58 160Comment: Maximun ann. range 2.35m 1987-88 27.06 29.17 149Minimum ann. range 0.00m 1988-89 26.25 27.07 49
1989-90 25.81 26.95 85TL86110 Cattishall Farm HA: 33
NGR: TL 88506470 KA: NRA Anglian Period: 1969-1990 1985-86 32.74 34.33 29EEC Unit: AN13 Level: 61.6m ACID Mean annual range: 2.62m 1986-87 32.10 34.41 101Comment: Maximun ann. range 6.29m 1987-88 33.97 38.03 154Minimum ann. range 0.00m 1988-89 33.28 35.18 60
1989-90 31.95 39.10 24011.89037 Grimes Graves HA: 33
NGR: TL 81319001 KA: NRA Anglian Period: 1971-1990 1985-86 8.22 10.89 56EEC Unit: AN15 Level: 17.0m AGO Mean annual range: 2.76m 1986-87 7.43 10.96 126Comment: Maximun ann. range 5.17m 1987-88 10.70 13.74 104Minimum ann. range 0.10m 1988-89 8.80 10.77 41
1989-90 6.62 9.20 911L92001 Leaden Pumping Station HA: 37
NGR: TL 96572562 MA: NRA Anglian Period: 1961-1990 1985-86 -3.51 1.60 236EEC Unit: AN45  -
 Level: 15.0m AOD Mean annual range: 2.85m 1986-87 -1.18 0.64 116Comment: Groundwater /evels sometimes affected by pumping, masking the natural Maximun ann. range 6.73m 1987-88 0.72 2.97 148fluctuations. Minimum ann. range 0.00m 1988-89 0.12 2.83 122
1989-90 0.21 3.00 97TM15112 dial Farm H.A: 35
.NGR: TM 12015618 MA: NRA Anglian Period: 1968-1990 1985-86 22.75 26.67 494EEC Unit: AN43 Level: 64.6m AOD Mean annual range: 0.57m 1986-87 25.28 25.77 aaComment: Possible pumping effects tend to mask natural fluctuations. Maximun ann. range 2.81m 1987-88 25.60 26.21 101Minimum ann. range 0.08m 1988-89 25.49 26.03 58
1989-90 24.99 25.52 30TM17001 BIllingtord House HA: 34
NGR: TM 16717903 MA: NRA Anglian Period; 1952-1990 1985-86 22.98 24.38 95EEC Unit: AN33 Level: 25.8m AGO  - Mean annual range: 1.38m  - 1986-87 22.62 24.30 116Comment: Maximun ann. range 3.18m 1987-88 23.56 25.73 153Minimum ann. range 0.05m 1988-89 22.23 24.30 58
1989-90 18.38 23.63 95TM26046 Fairlields HA: 35
.NOR: TM 24616109 KA: NRA Anglian Period: 1974-1990 1985-86 23.01 23.61 78EEC Unit: AN34 Level: 45.0m AOD Mean annual range: 0.77m 1986-87 23.00 23.68 88Comment Index well. Maximun ann. range 1.59m 1987-88 23.50 24.26 112Minimum ann. range 0.13m 1988-89 23.32 23.81 22
1989-90 22.44 23.11 17TM26095 Strawbeny Hill HA: 35
NGR: TM 27866397 KA: NRA Anglian Period: 1974-1990 1985-86 26.71 27.08 118EEC Unit AN39 Level: 48.5m AOD Mean annual range: 0.42m 1986-87 26.35 27.10 185.Comment Maximun ann. range 0.78m 1987-88 27.00 27.32 144Minimum ann. range 0.04m 1988-89 26.92 27.12 70
1989-90 26.75 26.90 10
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T001133 Chantry Post HA: 41
MGR: TO 08501170 MA: NRA Southern Period: 1977-1990 1985-86 97.58 105.27 79
Mean annual range: 14.02m 1966-87 94.88 105.50 85EEC Unit $024 Level: 166.2rn AOD
Comment Data incomplete Ica 1986. Maxirnun  ann.  range: 22.73m 1987-88 94.88 116.55 141Minimum ann. range: 10.32m 1988-89 93.56 104.24 74
1989-90 92.75 109.58 94
1021011 Old Rectory, Pyecornbe HA: 41
NOR: TO 28501289 MA NRA Southern
106.4m AOD
Perini 1958-1990 1985-86 68.68 7433 129
Mean annual range: 3.441m 1986-87 71.28 73.25 74EEC thllt 5023 Level:
Comment Dubious data evadable from 1881 to 1983. Maximum ann. range: 9.13m 1987-88 71.63 76.54 128Minimum ann. range: 0.42m 1988-89 71.55 72.02 12
1989-90 71.10 72.86 187
TO28119B Trafalgar Square HA: 39
NOR:  TO 29968051 KA: NRA Thames PericKt 1901-1990 1985-86 -61.92 -60.94
EEC Unit: TH20 Level: 12.6m AOD Mean annual range: m 1986-87 -60.98 -59.34
Comment Groundwater levels rising steadily: annual ranges cannot be determined. No Maxirnun ann. range: m 1987-88 -59.40
-58.68
-57.98
data for December 1986 to May 1987. Minimum arm, range: m 1988-89 -56.42
-56.401989-90 -54.16
TO31050 North Bottom HA: 41
NGR: TO 32201180 KA: NRA Southern Period: 1979-1990 1985-86 68,80 82.45 87
EEC Unit: 5022 Level: 120.1m AOD Mean annual range: 17.02m 1986-87 66.74 89.49 143
Comment Maximun ann. range: 24.38m 1987-88 69.68 89.71 114Minimum ann. range: 7.98m 1988-89 67.04 76.15 53
1989-90 63.69 84.22 105
1035005 Rose II Crown Inn, Riddlesdown HA: 39
NGR: TO 33635924 MA: NRA Thames Period: 1876-1990 1985-86 76.07 84.93 80
EEC Unit TH22 Level: 88.1m AOD Mean annual range: 10.31m 1986-87 75.54 83.22 69
Comment No data for 1981-82. data incomplete tor 1984-85. Maximun ann. range: 23.43m 1987-88 78.93 86.60 70.Minimum arm. range: 0.00m 1988-89 64.09 79.67 110
1989-90 62.05 81.65 183
.1038009 Hackney Public Etaths HA:313 r3
NGR: TQ 35096536 MA: NRA Thames Period: 1953-1990 1985-86 -26.01 -25.69
EEC Unit: TH07 Level: 18.4m AOD Mean annual range: m 1986-87 -25.75 -25.55
Comment Groundwater levels rising steadily: annual ranges cannot be determined. Maximun ann. range: rn 1987-88 -25.70 -25.44
Minimum ann. range: rn 1988-89 -25,41 -25.11
1989-90 -25,22 -24.92
T050007 Old Rectory, FulkIngton HA: 41
NGR: TO 55920380 MA: NRA Southern Period: 1965-1990 1985-86 30.71 40.33 147'
EEC Unit: $020 Level: 66.0m AOD Mean annual range: 5.49m 1986-87 30.91 39.09 128
Comment: Incomplete data. particularly in early years. Maximun ann. range: 13.09m 1987-88 31.86 43.46 238Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89 30.96 36.31 91
1989-90 29.87 36.92 156
TO56019 West Kingsdown KA: 40 ..
NGR: TO 56486124 KA: NRA Thames Period: 1961-1990 1985-86 63.52 86.24 87
EEC Unit: TH23 Level: 130.0m AOD Mean annual range: 3.19m 1986-87 83.81 86.44 77
Comment No data for 1985. Maximun ann. range: 11.71m. 1987-88 84.58 96.9085.22
367
Minimum ann. range: 0.08m 1988-89
1989-90
83.00
82.75
67
8685.58
1057118 Thurrock A13 HA: 37
NGR: TO 58807943 MA: NRA Anglian Period: 1979-1990 1985-86 -1.90 -0.42 116
EEC Unit: AN48 Level: 21.5m AOD Mean annual range: 1.27m 1986-87 -1.76 0,03 120
Comment: Incomplete data for 1989-90, Maximun ann. range:
Minimum ann. range:
2.16m
0.19m
1987-88
1988-89
-0.47
-1.42
0,97
-0,23
118
15
1989-90 -2.74 139
TI35800213 Bush Pit Farm HA: 37
NOR: TO 56228408 MA: NRA Thames Period: 1967-1990 1985-86 -16.2 -15.8 5
EEC Unit: TFI08 Level: 21.3m AOD Mean annual range: 0.58m 1986-87 -16.10 -15.38 120
Comment: Maximun ann. range: 1.07m 1987-88 -15.45 -14.77 151Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89 -14.81 -14.56 146
1989-90 -14.73 -14.30 127
T086044 Little Pen Farm HA: 40
NOR:  TO 85956092 KA: NRA Southem Period: 1982-1990 1985-86 27.65 32.24 99
EEC Unit: 5007 Level: 78.3m AOD Mean annual range: 4.47m 1986-87 25.4528.22
32.63 155.
Comment Groundwater level fell continuously  through  June 198810 February 1990. Maximun ann. range: 8.22m 1987-88 36.92 18425.80Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89 34.92
1989-90 22.33 25.67 74
T099011 Burnham-on-Crouch HA: 37
NGR: To 94709710 KA: NRA Anglian Period: 1975-1990 1985-86 -23.73 -22.98 83
EEC Unit: AN47 Level: 15.3m AOD Mean annual range: 0.91m 1986-87 -22.95 -22.13 91
Comment: Maximun ann. range: 1.33m 1987-88 -22.13 -21,45 79
Minimum ann. range: 0.45m 1988-89 -21.39 -20.82 66
1989-90 -20.84 -20.37 49
TR14009 Little Bucket Farm HA: 40
NOR: TR 12254690 MA: NRA Southern Period: 1971-1990 1985-86 61.07 75.61 116
EEC Unit: 5010 Level:. 67.3m AOD Mean annual range: 11.75m 1986-87 63.01 72.57 71
'156Comment Index well. Maximun ann. range: 26.73m 1987-88 68.16 86.87Minimum ann. range: 1.36m 1988-89 59.67 73.64 38
1989-90 57.64 68.15 BB
1R14050 Glebe Cottage HA: 40
NOR: TR 12654167 MA: NRA Southern Period: 1970-1990 1985-86
EEC Unit: 5011 Level: 107.9m AOD Mean annual range: 2.79m 1986-87
Comment Incomplete data from 1985 to 1988.  - Maximun ann. range: 11.27m 1987-88
Minimum ann. range: 0.23m 1988-89
1989-90 92.76 95.48
TR35049 Cross Manor Cottages HA: 40
NGR: TR 33305090 MA: NRA Southern Period: 1971-1990 1985-86
EEC Unit: 5012 Level: 196m AOD Mean annual range: 1.72m 1986-87
Comment Incomplete data 1985 to 1990. Maximun ann. range: 4.02m 1987-88
Minimum ann. range: 0.05m 1988-89
1989-90
TR36062 Alland Grange KA: 40
NOR: TR 32086634 MA: NRA Southern Period: 1969-1990 1985-86 2.39 3.84 82
EEC Unit: 5013 Level: 40.9m AOD Mean annual range: 1.66m 1986-87 2.44 3.48 54
Comment: Maximun ann. range: 4.32m 1987-88 3.16 6.07 182
Minimum ann. range: 0.35m 1988-89 3.10 3.79 23
1989-90 2.42 3.98 93
174 HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1986-90
TV59007C
NGR: TV 52909920
EEC Unit: 5019
Comment: Index well.
Aquifer: Lower Greensand
Aquifer: Hastings Beds
Aquifer: Upper Jurassic
West Dean No 3
Level: 12.9m AOD
KA: 41
KA: NRA Southern
SE68016 Kirkbymoorside HA: 27
NGR: SE 68908590 MA: NRA Yorkshire
EEC Unit: Y025 Level: 46.0m AOD
Comment
Period: 1940-1990
Mean annual range:
Maximun ann. range:
Minimum ann. range:
Period: 1975-1990
Mean annual range:
Maximun ann. range:
Minimum ann. range:
1.39m
4.33m
0.00m
2.42m
3.92m
1.03m
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1.18 2.77 115
1.18 2.71 109
1.43 5.03 312
1.18 1.57 25
1.16 2.78 119
38.09
37.84
37.98
37.83
37.78
40.05
40.07
40.56
39.04
38.73
111
110
162
43
46
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Aquifer: Middle Jurassic
Aquifer: Lincolnshire Limestone
Aquifer: Permo-Triassic sandstones
fl
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SP00062 Ampney Crucis HA: 39
NCR: SP 05950190 MA: NRA Thames Period: 1958-1990 1985-86 100.24 102.79 93
EEC Unit: TH09 Level: 109.7m AOD Mean annual range: 3.65m 1986-87 99.74 102.81 79
Comment Index well. Maximun ann. range: 6.23m 1987-88 99.80 102.81 85Minimum ann. range: 0.98m 1988-89 99.99 102.27 75
1989-90 99.46 103.03 99
SP20113 Alvescot Road HA: 39
NOR: SP 27210634 MA: NRA Thames Period: 1983-1990 1985-86 82.18 84.31 52
EEC Unit: TH09 Level: 86.4m AOD Mean annual range: 4.15m 1986-87 82.29 84.96 ao
Comment: Maximun ann. range: 7.52m 1987-88 81.26 84.99 77Minimum ann. range: 2.16m 1988-89 76.19 84.83 181
1989-90 82.04 86.31 102
ST51057 Over Compton HA: 52
NGR: ST 59311691 MA: NRA Wessex Period: 1971-1990 1985-86 55.40 58.29 87
EEC Unit: WE06 Level: 67.1m AOD Mean annual range: 2.78m 1986-87 56.11 59.18 101
Comment: Maximun ann. range: 4.35m 1987-88 56.01  ' 59.22 117Minimum ann. range: 0.58m 1988-89 55.95 58.36 84
1989-90 55.74 59.66 139
ST88062A Didmarton No 1 HA: 53 83.08NGR: ST 82758743 MA: NRA Wessex Period: 1977-1990 1985-86 91.41 4775.00EEC Unit: Wag Level: 113.8m AOD Mean annual range: 18.35m 1986-87 89.40 75
Comment: No data for June and July 1989. Maximun ann. range: 31.88m 1987-88 71.77 91.63 174
Minimum ann. range: 8.55m 1988-89 77.70 87.46 51
1989-90 63.53 90.11 130
SK97025 Grange de kings HA: 30
NGR: SK 96007817 MA: NRA Anglian Period: 1975-1990 1985-86 39.29 42.01 91
EEC Und: ANO1 Level: 48.3m AOD Mean annual range: 3.44m 1986-87 38.86 42.29 116
Comment Maximun ann. range: 4.95m 1987-88 40.04 42.24 108Minimum ann. range: 2.25m 1988-89 39.55 41.88 66
1989-90 39.02 42.35 87
-
TF03037 NewRed Lion HA: 30
NGR: TF 08853034 MA: NRA Anglian Period: 1964-1990 1985-86 10.35 17.73 99
EEC Unit: AND3 Level: 33.8m AOD Mean annual range: 8.24m 1986-87 10.10 17.70 87
Comment: Index well. Maximun ann. range: 19.31m 1987-88 11.62 19.96 96Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89 9.47 14.16 59
1989-90 7.04 16.37 109
TF04014 Silk Willoughby RA: 30
NCR: TF 04294273 MA: NRA Anglian Period: 1972-1990 1985-86 13.74 18.69 85
EEC Unit: ANO2 Level: 34.5m AOD Mean annual range: 6.13m 1986-87 13.25 18.83 90
Comment: Maximun ann. range: 16.57m 1987-88 14.69 20.18 83Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89 12.90 16.22 48
1969-90 10.77 18.55 116
5E77076
NOR: SE 76907300
EEC Unit Y025
BrougMon
Level: 35.5rn A013
HA 27
MA NRA Yorkshire Period: 1975-1990
Mean annual range: 3.51m
1985-86
1986-Ef7
1647
16.17
0.
18.86
19.18
-9 E
33
=.c
a.
es
ea
Comment Maximun ann. range 5.6513 1987-88 16.75 20.50 103
MitlillIUM arm range 1.20m 1988-139 16.14 17.74 34
1989-90 15.59 17.90 66
5E98008 Seavegate Farm, East Aytort HA 27
NGR: SE 99108540 MA: NRA Yorkshire Period: 1971-1990 1985-86 30.95 34.35 121
EEC Unit: Y027 Level: 59.0m AOD Mean annual range: 3.54m 1986-87 30.35 33.75 96
Comment Maximun ann. range: 5.88m 1987-88 30.70 34.16 82Minimum ann. range: 2.08m 1988-89 30.21 32.94 62
1989-90 29.60 32.27 II I
SU4904015 East Hannay HA: 39
NGR: SU 41179307 MA: NRA Thames Period: 19713-1990 1985-86 58.43 59.60 260
EEC Unit Ttill Level: 63.1m A00 Mean annual range: 0.47m 1966-87 59.15 59.62 95
Comment Records fragmentary before 1983; mean annual range probably in error. Maximun arm. range: 1.23m 1987-88 59.20 59.69 100Minimum ann. range: 0.04m 1988-89 59.20 59.52 53
1989-90 59.05 59.60 110
IJ26001 Dunmurry HA: 205
NGR: 1.1 29076943 MA: Department of the Environment (NI) Period: 1985-1990 1985-86 27.85 29.21 103
EEC Unit: NI06 Level: 32.0m AOD Mean annual range: 1.62m 1986-87 27.85 28.87 92
Comment Index well. Less than 10 years of data available. Maximun ann. range: 2.08m 1987-88 28.07 29.28 128
Minimum ann. range: 1.06m 1988-89 27.56 29.45 65
1989-90 27.47 28.79 111
NX97001 Redbank HA: 79
NGR: NX 96677432 MA: Dumfries and Galloway Period: 1981-1990 1985-86 4.39 5.30 153
EEC Unit: SC14 Level: 10.0m AOD Mean annual range: 1.05m 1986-87 4.32 5.64 130
Comment Index well. No data recorded during 1989. Maximun ann. range: 1.61m 1987-88 4.49 5.56 109
Minimum ann. range: 0.50m 1988-89
1989-90
NY00328 Brownbank Layby HA: 74
-
NGR: NY 05110247 MA: NRA North West Period: 1974-1990 1985-86
EEC Unit: NW17 Level: 30.5m AOD Mean annual range: 0.54m 1986-87
Comment Incomplete data through 1986 to 1988. Maximun ann. range: 1.42m 1987-88 24.84 25.5525.29
131
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89
1989-90
25.00
24.12
50
155
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NGR: NY 61303250 MA: NRA North West Period: 1978-1990 1985-86 129.94 130.74 91EEC Unit: NW20 Level: 133.2m AOD Mean annual range: 0.85m 1986-87Comment: Incomplete data through 1986 to 1987. Maximun ann. range: 1.49m 1987-88
Minimum ann. range: 0.49m 1988-89
1989-90 129.44 131.00 148
NZ41034 Northern Dairies HA: 25
NGR: N2 48611835 KA: NRA Northumbria Period: 1974-1990 1985-86 -0.46 -0.13 50EEC Unit: NRIO Level: 9.1m AOD Mean annual range: 0.66m 1986-87 -0.41 -0.02 50Comment: Well hydrograph tends to be very irregular. Maximun ann. range: 1.39m 1987-88 -0.45 0.06 70
Minimum ann. range: 0.33m 1988-89 -0.53 -0.13 72
1989-90
SD27008 Fumes, Abbey H.A 74
NGR: SD 21727171 KA: NRA North est PeliOd: 1972-1990 1985-86EEC Unit: NW16 Level: 20 2m AOD Mean annual iange: 3.24m 1986-87Comment: No data for 1986 Incomplete data through 1987 to 1989.. Maximun ann. range: 4.87m 1987-88
Minimum ann. range: 2.05m 1988-89
1989-90 13 13.77SD41032 Yew Tree Fenn HA: 70
NGR: SD 44001164 M.A: NRA North West Period: 1972-1990 1985-86EEC Unit: NWIO Level: 23.4m AOD Mean annual range: 0.48m 1986-87Comment: No data for 1986. Incomplete data through 1987 to 1989. Maximun ann. range: 1.22m 1987-88
Minimum ann. range: 0.05m 1988-89
1989-90 13.11 13.77 94SO44015 Moss Edge Farm HA: 72
NOR: SD 43964928 M.A: NRA North West Period: 1961-1990 1985-86 4.16 4.56 58EEC Unit: NW13 Level: 5.2m AOD Mean annual range: 1.15m 1986-87 3.54 4.59 90Comment: Long-term fluctuations tend to mask annual variations. Maxirnun ann. range: 4.27m 1987-88 2.47 4.36 23
Minimum ann. range: 0.26m 1988-89 2.48 3.21 74
1989-90 1.59 2.84 111SE36047 Kelly, Cafe HA: 27
NGR: SE 39456575 MA NRA Yorkshire
.24.8m
Period: 1981-1990 1985-86 19.86 20.24 111EEC Unit: ,Y021 Level: AOD Mean annual range: 0.33m 1986-87 19.70 20.06 72Comment:
.  Maximun ann. range: 0.62m 1987-88 19.66 20.10 172
Minimum ann. range: 0.10m 1988-89 19.59 19.87 30
1989-90 19.17 19.45 51SE39020B Scruton Village HA: 27
NGR: SE 30049244 M.A NRA Yorkshire Period: 1969-1990 1985-86 27.76 28.11 91EEC Unit: Y023 Level: 35.0m AOD Mean annual range: 0.42m 1986-87 27.76 27.95 50Comment: Long-term fluctuation tends to mask annual variations. Maxirnun ann. range: 1.99m 1987-88 27.63 28.16 13
Minimum ann. range: 0.01m 1988-89 27.56 27.87 36
1989-90 27.32 27.53 50SE45003 Canal Malting, HA: 27
NOR: SE 44705580 MA RA Yorkshire Period: 1969-1990 1985-86 26.19 26.83 103
.EEC Unit: Y021 Level: 30.0m AOD Mean annual range: 0.60m .1986-87 26.15 26.68 80Comment: Maximun ann. range: 1.61m 1997-88 26.24 26.79 as
Minimum ann. range: 0.01m 1968-89 26.11 26.71 42
1989-90 25.68 26.74 152SE52004 Southfield Lane FLA: 27
NGR: SE 54732363 M.A NRA Yorkshire Period: 1955-1990 1985-86 8.96 9.59 92EEC Unit: V018 Level: I /31m AOD Mean annual range: 0.67m 1986-87 9.18 9.55 45Comment: Long-term fluctuations tend to mask annual variations. Maxirnun ann. range: 3.36m 1987-88 9.01 9.43 56
Minimum ann. range: 0.02m 1988-89 8.94 9.44 79
1989-90 8.80 9.51 59SE54032A Bilborough HA: 27
NGR: SE 53324646 MA: NRA Yorkshire Period: 1984-1990 1985-86 12.03 12.21EEC Unit: Y020  .  Level: 45.5m AOD Mean annual range: 1986-87 12.11 12.49Comment: Period of record too short to calculate meaningful mean annual range: Maximun ann. range 0.50m 1987-88 12.26 12.53
Minimum ann. range 0.17m 1988-89 12.43 12.77
1989-90 12.40 12.69SE55004 Clifton Hospital H.A: 27
NGR: SE 58295383 M.A: NRA Yorkshire Period: 1967-1990 1985-86 5.47 7.67EEC Unit: Level: 12.3m AOD Mean annual range: 2.01m 1986-87 3.80 7.36Comment Occasional data points missing throughout record: remaining data often Maximun ann. range 4.92m 1987-88 4.03 7.54
Minimum ann. range 0.00m 1988-89 3.36 7.63suspect, possibly affected by pumping. Calculation of mean annual range not possible.
1989-90 3.81 7.20SE72003B Woodhouse Grange HA: 28
NOR: SE 67840709 M.A: NRA Severn-Trent Period: 1980-1990 1985-86 0.26 0.75EEC Unit: 5103 Level: 4.4m AOD
Comment: Mean annual range: m 1986-87 0.45 0.87Maximun ann. range 0.75m 1987-88 0.63 1.23Period of record too shon to calculate meaningful mean annual range.
Minimum ann. range 0.04m 1988-89
-0.05 0.62
1989-90 -0.52 -0.02SE60076
 RawciineBridge HA: 27
NOR: SE 70472149 M.A: NRA Yorkshire Period: 1971-1990 1985-86 -2.04 -0.92EEC Unit: Y009 Level: 3.Dm AOD Mean annual range: m .  1986-87
-0.5Comment The well hydrograph is so irregular that calculation of the mean annual range Maximun ann. range 3.53m 1987-88
-0.9cannot be justified. Minimum ann. range be pum 1988-89
1989-906E83009 Holme-on-Spaiding-Moor HA: 26
NGR: SE 80403640 MA: NRA Yorkshire Period: 1974-1990 1985-86 1.65 1.99 108EEC Unit: Y034 Level: 50m AOD Mean annual range: 0.36m 1986-87 1.28 1.58 66Comment: Maximun ann. range 1.16m 1987-88 1.18 1.43 105
Minimum ann. range 0.00m 1988-89 1.22 1.45 102
1989-90 0.37 1.44 42SJ15015 Lienfeir DC HA: 66
NGR: SJ 13745556 MA: NRA Welsh
EEC Unit: WLI3 Level: 82.0m AOD
Comment: Index well.
Period: 1972-1990
Mean annual range:
Maximun ann. range:
0.74m
1.31m
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
79.41
79.50
79.62
80.22
80.23
90.62
110
122
132
Minimum ann. range: 0.18m 1988-89 79.47 80.15 47
1989-90 79.25 80.14 114SJ33039 Eastwick Femi HA: 67
NGR: SJ 38143831 KA: NRA Welsh
EEC Unit: WL14 Level: 74.5m ADD Period: 1974-1990Mean annual range: 0.24m
1985-86
1986-87
67.91
67.83
68.11
68.02
50
92Comment: Long-term fluctuation tends to mask annual variations. Maximun ann. range: 0.46m 19137-88 67.79 68.09 193
Minimum ann. range: 0.06m 1968-89 67.79 68.16 125
1989-90 67.74 68.06 101
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SJ 56045E Ashton No 4 HA: 68
1.1
2-5
NGR: SJ 50426953 KA: NRA North West Period: 1970-1990 1965-86
EEC Unit NWO4 Level: 40.2m AOD Mean annual range: 1.50m 1986-87
Comment IncorrOete data through 1985 to 1989. Maximun ann range: 4.72m 1987-88Minimum ann. range: 0.10m 1988-89
1989-90
SJ83001A Stone HA: 28 90.85NGR: SJ 89693474 MA NRA Severn-Trent Perfect 1974-1990 1985-66 89.93 10691.03EEC Unit 5T09 Level: 102.8m AOD Mean annual range: 1.04m 1986-87 89.78 110
Comment Maximun alut range:Minimum ann. range:
1.79rn
0.27m
1987-88
1988-89
90.41
90.17
91.53
90.84
100
so
1989-90 89.90 90.86 as
SJ87032 Dale Brow HA: 68
NGR: SJ 89697598 KA: NRA North West Period: 1973-1990 1985-86 96.00 98.02 176
EEC Unit NWO8 Level: 138.4m AOD Mean annual range: 1.03m 1986-87 96.94 98.18 153
Comment Incomplete data foi 1988. Some data are suspect Maximun arm. range: 1.81m 1987-88 97.20 98.71 163
Minimum arm. range: 0.00m 1988-89
1989-90 95.8 96.81 101
SJ88093 Bruntwood Hall HA: 69
NCR: Sl 86118645  •  MA: NRA North West Period: 1972-1990 1985-86 47.88 48.25 sit
EEC Unit: NW08 Level: 626m ACID Mean annual range: 1.00m 1986-87 48.13 48.74 181
Comment Incomplete data through 1988 to 1990. Maximun ann. range: 2.80m 1987-88 48.09 49.35 96
Minimum arm. range: 0.25m 1988-89
1989-90
81(00041 Nuttalls Farm HA: 28
NCR: SK 06700120 KA:  NRA  Severn-Trent Period: 1974-1990 1985-86 129.38 129.84 55
EEC Unit: ST10 Level: 141.8m AOD Mean annual range: 0.58m 1986-87 129.46 129.87 78
Comment Unexplained fluctuations, possibly due to pumping effects. Maximun ann. range: 1.77m 1987-88 129.71 130.62 155
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89 129.41 13067
1989-90 128.89 129.39 79
8K10009 Weeford Flats HA: 28
NGR: SI 14400464 KA: NRA Severn-Trent Period: 1966-1990 1985-86 89.34 89.76 70
EEC Unit: ST10  •  Level: 96.2m AOD Mean annual range: 0.57m 1986-87 89.31 89.74 73
Comment Index well. Well dry below 88.61m AOD. Not always possible to discern Maximun ann. range: 1.50m 1987-88 89.31 90.78 183
natural fluctuations. Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89 89.49 90.681989-90 89.05 89.51 70
8K21111 Orangewood HA: 28
.NGR: SK 27311419 KA: NRA Severn-Trent Period: 1967-1990 1985-86 89.65 91.13 149
EEC Unit: STO8 Level: 102.8m AOD Mean annual range: 1.40m 1986-87 90.09 91.24 89
Comment Long-tern fluctuations can mask natural variations. Maximun ann. range: 2.80m 1987-88 90.56 91.89 108
Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89 89.37 91.65 19
1989-90 88.35 91.83 194
81(24022 Burtonshuts Farm HA: 28
NGR: SK 25394431 MA: NRA Severn-Trent Period: 1972-1990 1985-86 136.48 137.54 139
EEC Unit: 5102 Level: 154.8m AOD Mean annual range: 0.74m 1986-87 137.19 137.70 80
Comment Long-term fluctuations can mask natural variations. Maximun ann. range: 2.21m 1987-88 137.50 139.53Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89 137.30 137.95
1989-90 136.56 137.34
8K56053 Peafield Lane HA: 28 -
NGR: SK 56326440 MA: NRA Severn-Trent Period: 1969-1990 1985-86 78.39 78.88
EEC Unit: 'ST 0 Level: 1129m AOD Mean annual range: 0.35m 1986-87 78.68 79.04
Comment: Fluctuations, possibly due to pumping effects, mask natural variations. Mean Maximun ann. range: 1.32m 1987-88 78.96 79.06
annual range probably Inaccurate. Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89 78.41 79.141989-90 77.71 76.32
SK67017 Morris Dancers HA: 28
NGR: SK 64487257 MA: NRA Severn-Trent Period: 1969-1990 1985-86 32.20 32.45
EEC Unit: STO5 Level: 54.8m AOD Mean annual range: 0.18m 1986-87 32.21 32.29
Comment Natural variations difficult to discern against long-term fluctuations. Mean Maximun ann. range: 0.56m 1987-88 32.31 32.57
annual range probably inaccurate. Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89 32.26 32.621989-90 32.12 32.33
SK68021 Crossley Hill Wood HA: 28
NGR: SK 61008374 MA: NRA Severn-Trent Period: 1969-1990 1985-86 25.92 26.15
EEC Unit 5T04 Level: 52.3m AOD Mean annual range: 0.24m 1986-87 25.94 26.13
Comment: Natural variations difficult to discern against long-term fluctuations. Mean Maximun ann. range: 0.95m 1987-88 26.19 26.64
annual range probably inaccurate. Minimum ann. range: 0.00m 1988-89 26.07 26.661989-90 25.62 26.11
SK73050 Woodland Farm HA: 28
NGR: SK 76933228 KA: NRA Severn-Trent Period: 1980-1990 1985-86 14.12 15.96
EEC Unit: 5106 Level: 56.7m AOD Mean annual range: 0.80m 1986-87 15.46 16.44 124
Comment: Period of record tco short for meaningful determination of mean annual Maximun ann. range: 1.72m 1987-88 16.16 17.38 128
range. Natural variations occasionally masked by long-term fluctuations. Minimum ann. range: 0.10m 1988-89 17.02 18.15 1201989-90 17.14 17.54
SO71018 Stores Cottage HA: 54
NGR: SO 71701970 KA: NRA Severn-Trent Period: 1973-1990 1985-86 62.62 65.10 87
EEC Unit: 5116 Level: 66.4m AOD Mean annual range: 3.42m 1986-87 62.47 65.09 74
Comment: Maximun ann. range: 5.79m 1987-88 61.98 64.80 74
Minimum ann. range: 1.62m 1988-89 61.85 63.72 51
1989-90 61.23 65.56 93
5087028 Hilifields HA: 54
NGR: SO 81607970 KA: NRA Severn-Trent Period: 1961-1990 1985-86 73.20 '73.97 119
EEC Unit: 5114 Level: 97.6m ACID Mean annual range: 0.76m 1986-87 73.27 73.75 87
Comment:  A  "lag" well, with trough levels reached in the spring rather in the autumn. Maximun ann. range: 2.19m 1987-88 73.42 74.37 123
Minimum ann. range: 0.15m 1988-89 72.86 74.76 47
1989-90 72.58 73.57 144
5112048 Milverton Bypass HA: 52
NGR: ST 11102700 KA: NRA Wessex Period: 1971-1990 1985-86
EEC Unit: WE06 Level: 72.4m AOD Mean annual range: 1986-87
Comment: Large gaps in record. Trough and peak levels could not be determined. Maximun ann. range: 1987-88
Annual ranges could not be accurately determined. Minimum ann. range: 1988-891989-90
SX99037B Bussels No 7A HA: 45
NGR: SX 95289672 NRA South West Period: 1971-1990 1985-86 23.26 24.11 75
EEC Unit: SW01 Level: 26.1m AOD Mean annual range: 1.12m 1986-87 23.32 24.40 95
Comment Index well. Maximun ann. range: 2.36m 1987-88 23.43 24.55 96
Minimum ann. range: 0.11m 1988-89 23.42 23.92 47
1989-90 23.19 25.05 155
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SY09021A Heath lands
NGR: SY 06659235
EEC Unit: SW01 Level: 102.8m AOD
Comment: No data for 1981 and 1982.
Aquifer: Magnesian Limestone
Aquifer: Millstone Grit
6E02046
NGR: SE 07712528
EEC Unit: Y012
Comment:
Level: 228 2m AOD
HA: 45
MA: NRA South West
Thrum Hell HA: 27
M.A: NRA Yorkshire
Period: 1951-1990
Mean annual range:
Maximun ann. range:
Minimum ann. range:
Period: 1977-1990
Mean annual range:
Maximun ann. range
Minimum ann. range
HYDROLOGICAL DATA 1986-90
0.87m
1.89m
0.00m
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
91.28 92.74 166
91.50 92.95 157
91.44 92.95 157
91.41 92.44 145
91.61 93.25 94
4.52m
8.08m
0.53m
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
193.67
194.95
192.35
194.68
193.08
197.35
198.23
197.35
196.35
197 58
67
137
107
12
87
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Aquifer: Carboniferous Limestone
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NT95021 Middle Ord HA: 21
NGR: NT 96955055 M.A: NRA Northumbria Period: 1969-1990 1985-86 32.31 32.92 91
EEC Unit: NR01 Level: 65 Orn AOD Mean annual range: 0.61m 1986-87 31.99 32.66 59
Comment Incomplete data for 1988. Maximun arm. range 1.67m 1987-88 31.98 32.91
Minimum ann. range 0.07m 1988-89 31.68 32.54 83
1989-90 30.69 31.82 64
6E06001 Jerry Laithe Fame HA: 27
NGR: SE 02416183 KA: NRA Yorkshire Period: 1971-1990 1985-86 168.89 172.64 114
EEC Unit: Y019 Level: 178 Om AOD Mean annual range: 5 59m 1986-87 167.45 174.83 128
Comment Maximun ann. range 22.30m 1987-88 170.29 172.63 56Minimum ann. range 1.01m 1988-89 167.12 172.24 80
1989-90 167.03 171.40 20
5K15016 Alstonfleld HA: 28
NOR: SK 12925547 KA: NRA Severn-Trent Period: 1974-1990 1985-86 179.70 207.01 84
EEC Unit: 5T02 Level: 280.2m AOD Mean annual range: 32.46m 1986-87 175.59 212.32 122
Comment Index well. The Maximun ann. range: 43.09m 1987-88 178.44 207.25 98largest mean annual range in the archive.
Minimum ann. range: 12.45m 1988-89 177.25 208.75 80
1989-90 174.96 209.66 94
SK17013 Hucklow South KA: 28
NGR: SK 17787762 KA: NRA Severn-Trent Period: 1969-1990 1985-85
EEC Unit: ST01 Level: 301.8m AOD Mean annual range: 25.41m 1986-87 254.90 276.85 120
Comment: Incomplete data for 1986. Maximun ann. range: 38.49m 1987-88 257.07 278.88 110
Minimum ann. range: 10.49m 1988-89 256.66 275.40 41
1989-90 249.85 274.84 86
ST64033 Oakhill No 1 HA: 53
NGR: ST 65604790 MA: NRA Wessex Period: 1974-1990 1985-86 148.24 154.07 143
EEC Unit: WE07 Level: 1599m AOD Mean annual range: 4.22m 1986-87 148.90 153.31 117
Comment Maximun ann. range 6.04m 1987-88 148.72 152.61 128
Minimum ann. range 1.13m 1908-89 148.90 152.46 91
1989-90 148.36 151.40 64
á
THE NATIONAL RIVER FLOW AND
GROUNDWATER  LEVEL ARCHIVE  DATA
RETRIEVAL SERVICE
In order that the contents of the National River Flow
data and Groundwater Level Archives may be
readily accessible a suite of standard programs has
been developed to provide a comprehensive selection
of retrieval options from each archive. An outline of
the data retrieval facilities is given below; further
details are provided in each of the Yearbooks in the
Hydrological data UK series (see page 186).
Cost of Service
To cover the computing and handling costs, a
moderate charge will be made depending on the
output options selected. Estimates of these charges
may be obtained on request; the right to amend or
waive charges is reserved.
River Flow Data Retrieval
The National River Flow archive comprises around
30000 station-years of daily river flows and incor-
porates data from over 1500 gauging stations
throughout the United Kingdom. In addition to
gauged flow data, naturalised data have been derived
from the records of a small number of gauging
stations. Catchment areal rainfall and the highest
instantaneous flow, when available, are also archived
on a monthly basis. A range of validation procedures
is applied to most of the contemporary river flow and
rainfall data but the quality control of much of the
historical data will have been rudimentary. As a
consequence, significant variation in precision or
archived data sets is to be expected.
Retrievals are normally available on line printer
listings, magnetic tape or diskette, or as hydrograph
plots. A short description of each retrieval option is
given on page 183. The retrieval programs have been
designed to allow considerable flexibility in the
presentation of the options, particularly those pro-
ducing graphical output.
Before finalising a data request it is rec-
ommended that the Table of Hydrometric Statistics
(see pages 11 to 162) be consulted as a guideline to
the suitability of the river flow data for particular
applications. Details of the availability of data - on a
monthly basis - are provided in the 'Summary of
Archived Data' which appears at the end of the
Hydrometric Statistics section for each of the
measuring authorities.
In response to user requirements the data re-
trieval facilities are being continually extended. A
wide range of specialist analyses and presentations is
now available. Individuals having data requirements
not catered for in the standard retrieval suite are
invited to contact the Institute of Hydrology or the
British Geological Survey (addresses below) to
discuss their particular needs.
Groundwater Level Data Retrieval
The Groundwater Level Archive holds well level
data and site details for around 160 representative
wells and boreholes throughout the United King-
dom. Some characteristics of individual wells, and
well records, are given in the Groundwater Register
and Statistics section but it is recommended that data
users contact the Hydrogeology Group (see over)
before finalising any data request.
Six standard options are available for retrieving
data. A description of each option is given on page
183. Options 1 to 4 give details of the well site, the
period of record available, and maximum and
minimum recorded levels in addition to the output
specific to each option. Data may be retrieved for a
specific well or for groups of wells by well reference
numbers, by area (using National Grid References),
by aquifer, by hydrometric area, by measuring
authority, or by any combination of these para-
meters.
At the present time not all the data contained
within the Archive have been validated.
Requests for Retrieval Options
Requests for data should include: the name and
address to which the output should be directed, the
sites, or areas, for which data are required together
with the period of record of interest (where appro-
priate) and the title of the required option. Where
possible, a daytime telephone number should be
given.
Requests for retrieval options should be addressed
to:-
Surface Water Data:
National Water Archive Office
Institute of Hydrology
Maclean Building
Crowmarsh Gifford
WALLINGFORD
OXFORDSHIRE OXIO 8B8
Tel: (0491) 838800 Fax: (0491) 832256
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Groundwater Data:
The British Geological Survey
Hydrogeology Group
Maclean Building
Crowmarsh Gifford
WALLINGFORD
OXFORDSHIRE OXIO 8BB
Tel: (0491) 838800 Fax: (0491) 825338
The National Water Archive
As of April 1992, the National River Flow Archive
was incorporated into the National Water Archive
(NWA) - the most recently established of NERC's
five Designated Data Centres. These Centres, lo-
cated at NERC Institute sites, exist to hold data and
provide information and advisory services to a wide
range of users.
The National River Flow and National
Groundwater Level Archives form the kernel of the
National Water Archive holdings at Wallingford but
a very broad range of hydrological and related data
sets are being assimilated into the co-ordinated
management that the NWA provides. Data holdings
range from the catchment scale (e.g. detailed clima-
tological and hydrological data for a network of
experimental catchments) to national (flood event
data) and international coverage (world floods
archive). The utility of the archived time series data
is enhanced by the availability of complementary
spatial information (for example the digitised river
network and UK soils hydrology map) and by the
manipulative potential provided by modern data
handling systems and analytical packages.
Staff at the NWA maintain close contacts with
measuring authorities and keep under review devel-
opments in the field of network design, instrumenta-
tion and information technology. A continuing
dialogue with both data suppliers and an active
community of users ensures that the databases and
retrieval facilities are reviewed continuously to
provide an effective and responsive service across a
broad range of applications.
Data sets of particular hydrological interest
include an archive of flood peaks from over 600
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catchments and a flood event archive comprising
rainfall and river flows at short time intervals for
over 4000 individual events and experimental catch-
ment data for Plynlimon (mid-Wales) and Balquhid-
der (Scotland). Data may be retrieved from these
sources in a variety of formats. Equivalent European
data also exists as part of the FRIEND project of the
International Hydrological Programme.
The National Well Record Archive
The British Geological Survey also maintains the
National Well Record Archive (NWRA) for
England and Wales. Currently this archive includes
hydrogeological details and reference information
for over 150,000 shafts, boreholes and some springs
- predominantly constructed or used for water
supply or the monitoring of groundwater levels or
quality. The archive is organised into paper files
based upon the 10 kilometre squares of the National
Grid. Each file includes a register which details the
accession number, the depth, the national grid
reference and certain other details. This material is
an essential component in the hydrogeological en-
quiry service operated by BGS and the register
details are in the process of being transferred to a
digital format.
The Archive is located at the Wallingford Office
of BGS (address above) and all the non-confidential
records are open to inspection by the general public.
Those wishing to avail themselves of this facility
should contact the BGS Records Section in advance
to discuss access procedures and costs.
National Geosciences Information
Centre
The NWRA is associated with the National Geosci-
ences Information Service (NGIS), one of a number
of computer-based data centres established at NERC
Institutes. The NGIS is located at the BGS Head-
quarters, Keyworth, near Noitingham (Telephone:
0,602 363100) and provides access to a broad range
of geological information (for example, geophysical
and hydrogeological logs, core samples and chemical
analyses).
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River Flow Archive Data Retrieval Options
OPTION TITLE
NUMBER
1 Table of daily mean gauged discharges
2 Table of daily mean naturalised discharges
3 Yearbook data tabulation.(daily)
4 Table of monthly mean gauged discharges
5 Table of monthly mean naturalised discharges
6 Yearbook data tabulation (monthly)
7 Table of monthly extreme flows
8 Table of catchment monthly rainfall
9 Table of catchment monthly areal rainfall and runoff
10 Hydrographs of daily mean flows
11 Hydrographs of monthly mean flows
12 Flow duration statistics
13 Table of gauging station reference information
14 Table of hydrometric statistics
15 Gauging station descriptions
16 River flow pattern plots
17 Gauging station summary sheet
Groundwater Level Archive Data Retrieval Options
OPTION TITLE
NUMBER
1 Table of groundwater levels
2 Table of annual maximum and minimum groundwater levels
3 Table of monthly maximum, minimum and mean groundwater levels
4 Hydrographs of groundwater levels
5 Site details
6 Site details and statistics - as presented in the 'Well Register and Statistics' section.
More detailed 'descriptions of the options together
with examples of the standard retrievals are given in
most Yearbooks in the Hydrological data UK series.
DIRECTORY OF MEASURING
AUTHORITIES
National Rivers Authority
NRA Regional Headquarters
Anglian
Northumbria*
Yorkshire*
North West
Severn-Trent
Southern
South West
Thames
Welsh
Wessex
River Purification Boards
Clyde River Purification
Board
Forth River Purification
Board
Highland River Purification
Board
North East River
Purification Board
Solway River Purification
Board
Tay River Purification
Board
Address
Rivers House, Waterside Drive,
Aztec West, Almondsbury,
Bristol BS12 4UD
Kingfisher House, Goldhay Way,
Orton Goldhay, Peterborough PE2 5ZR
Eldon House, Regent Centre,
Gosforth, Newcastle-upon-Tyne
NE3 3UD
Rivers House, 21 Park Square South,
Leeds LS1 2QG
Richard Fairclough House,
PO Box 12, Knutsford Rd,
Warrington WA4 1HG
Sapphire East, 550 Streetsbrook Road, NRA-ST
Solihull B91 1QT
Guildbourne House, Chatsworth Road, NRA-S
Worthing, West Sussex BNI1 1LD
Manley House, Kestrel Way, NRA-SW
Sowton Industrial Estate,
Exeter EX2 7LQ
Kings Meadow House, Kings Meadow Road, NRA-T
Reading RG1 8DQ
Rivers House/Plas-yr-Afon, NRA-WEL
St Mel Ions Business Park, St Mel Ions,
Cardiff CF3 OLT
Rivers House,
East Quay, Bridgwater TA6 4Y5
Rivers House, Murray Road,
East Kilbride, Glasgow G75 OLA
Clearwater House,
Heriot Watt Research Park,
Avenue North, Riccarton,
Edinburgh EH14 4AP
Strathpeffer Road,
Dingwall IV15 9QY
Greyhope House, Greyhope Road,
Torry, Aberdeen AB1 3RD
Rivers House, Irongray Road,
Dumfries DG2 OJE
1, South Street,
Perth PH2 8NJ
* As of the 1st January 1993 the Northumbria and Yorkshire regions combined to form a single NRA region.
Code
NRA
NRA-A
NRA-N
NRA-Y
NRA-NW
NRA-W
CRPB
FRPB
HRPB
NERPB
SRPB
TRPB
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Tweed River Purification
Board
Other measuring authorities
Borders Regional Council
(Directorate of Water
and Drainage Services)
Corby (Northants) and
District Water Company
Department of the Environment
for Northern Ireland
Dumfries and Galloway
Regional Council
(Department of Water
and Sewerage)
Essex Water Company
Geological Survey of
Northern Ireland
Grampian Regional Council
(Water Services
Department)
Highland Regional Council
(Water Department)
Institute of Hydrology
Lothian Regional Council
(Department of Water
and Drainage)
Newcastle and Gateshead
Water Plc
North West Water
Scottish Hydro-Electric Plc
Scottish Office Agriculture
and Fisheries Department
Southern Water
Strathclyde Regional
Council (Water Department)
Tayside Regional Council
(Water Services Department)
Yorkshire Water
Burnbrae, Mossilee Road,
Galashiels TDI 1NF
West Grove, Waverley Road,
Melrose TD6 9SJ
Geddington Road, Corby,
Northants NN18 8ES
Water Service, Northland House,
3 Frederick Street, Belfast BT1 2NS
Environmental Protection Division,
Calvert House, 23 Castle Place,
Belfast BTI 1FY
Marchmount House, Marchmount,
Dumfries DG1 1PW
Hall Street, Chelmsford CM2 OHH
20 College Gardens,
Belfast BT9 6B5
Woodhill House,
Westburn Road,
Aberdeen AB9 2LU
Regional Buildings, Glenurquhart Road,
Inverness IV3 5NX
Maclean Building, Wallingford OXIO 8BB
6 Cockburn Street,
Edinburgh EH I 1NZ
PO Box 10, Allendale Road,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE6 2SW
Dawson House, Liverpool Road,
Great Sankey, Warrington WAS 3LW
16 Rothesay Terrace,
Edinburgh EH3 7SE
St Andrews House, Regent Road,
Edinburgh EN1 3DE
Southern House, Yeoman Road,
Worthing BN13 3NX
419 Balmore Road,
Glasgow G22 6NU
Bullion House, Invergowrie,
Dundee DD2 5BB
2, The Embankment,
Sovereign Street,
Leeds LS I 4B6
TWRP
BRWD
CDWC
DOEN
DGRW
EWC
GSNI
GRWD
HRCW
IH
LRWD
NGWC
NWW
SE
SOAFD
SW
SRCW
TRWS
YW
Note: The measuring authorities listed in this directory provide (or have provided) daily flow data to the national archive for primary flow measurement
stations. In recent years a number of valuable long records for additional sites have been identified. Most of these will be incorporated into the River Flow
Archive when appraisals of the gauging stations and flow records are complete. Further lengthy records, whether of springs, runoff, river levels, well levels or
bourne flow occurrences, would be welcomed and holders of such data re invited to contact the Institute of Hydrology.
PUBLICATIONS -
 in
 the Hydrological
data UK series
Title
Yearbooks:
Yearbook 1981
Yearbook 1982
Yearbook 1983
Yearbook 1984
Yearbook 1985
Yearbook 1986
Yearbook 1987
Yearbook 1988
Yearbook 1989
Yearbook 1990
Yearbook 1991
Reports:
Hydrometric Register and
Statistics 1981-5'
Hydrometric Register and
Statistics 1986-90
The 1984 Drought'
Published Price  (inclusive of
second class postage
within the UK)
Loose-Leaf Bound
1985 £10 £12
1985 £10 £12
1986 out of print
1986 out of print
1987
 £12
 £15
1988 £12 £15
1989 £12 £15
1989 £12 £15
1990 £15 £18
1991 £15 418
1992
 £20
1988 £12 :115
1992
 £20
1985 £12
Concessionary rates apply to the purchase of two or
more of the pre-1988 Yearbooks.
All the Hydrological data UK publications may be
obtained from:-
Institute of Hydrology
Maclean Building
WALLINGFORD
OXFORDSHIRE OX10 8BB
Tel: (0491) 838800 Fax: (0491) 832256
Enquiries or comments regarding the series, or
individual publications are welcomed and should be
directed to the National Water Archive Office at the
above address.
1. Hydrometric Register and
Statistics 1981-5
This reference volume, the precursor to the 1986-90
edition, includes maps, tables and statistics for over
800 river basins and 150 representative observation
boreholes throughout the United Kingdom. The
principal objective of the publication is to assist data
users in the selection of monitoring sites for
particular investigations and to allow more effective
interpretation of analyses based upon the raw data.
To this end, concise gauging station and catchment
`Loose-leaf ve;sicins of the Hydrological data UK publications have been
descriptions are given for the featured flow measure-
ment stations - particular emphasis is placed on
hydrometric performance, especially in the high and
low flow ranges, and on the net effect of artificial
influences on the natural flow regime.
Summary hydrometric statistics, for each of the
years 1981-85, are provided alongside the corre-
sponding long term averages, or extremes, to allow
the recent variability in surface and groundwater
resources to be considered in a suitable historical
context.
2. The 1984 Drought
This first, occasional report in the Hydrological data
UK series concerns the 1984 drought. The report
documents the drought in a water resources frame-
work and its development, duration and severity are
examined with particular reference to regional varia-
tions in intensity. Assessments are made of the likely
frequency of occurrence of the drought and its
magnitude is considered in the perspective provided
by historical records of rainfall and runoff.
Associated Publications
Representative Basin Catalogue
Data collection for the national Flood Event Ar-
chive, maintained by the Institute of Hydrology,
concentrates on a selection of basins that form a
representative sample of UK catchments. A cata-
logue providing comprehensive, hydrological and
reference information for 200 representative basins
has been prepared and is available as national (five
volumes) or regional sets; user-selected groups of
catchments can be provided for particular investiga-
tions. Enquiries concerning the cost and availability
of the catalogue should be directed to the above
address.
Groundwater Level Hydrographs
In 1990 the British Geological Survey launched a
series of wallcharts depicting long term variations in
groundwater levels. The following are currently
available:
i. Long term hydrograph of groundwater levels in
the Chilgrove House well in the Chalk of
southern England
Long term hydrograph of groundwater levels in
the Dalton Holme est-ate well in the Chalk of
Yorkshire
Copies may be obtained from the Wallingford office of
discontinued. the British Geological Survey (address on page 182).
This glossary of terms is intended primarily to help explain some of the technical vocabulary used in ihe
section of the gauging station register. Where possible, the definitions given below are based upon those
developed by the International Standards Organisation'.
Surface Water
Afflux
Backwater (curve)
Broad-crested
Cableway An assembly of winches and ropes and a carrier for placing the current meter at any
desired point in the cross section.
Calibration The establishment of a discharge relationship with the measured variable. Sometimes
(Rating) used as a synonym for the stage-discharge relation.
Compensation
flow
Compound weir
Control
Critical flow
Depth of approach
Drawdown curve
Drowned (or
submerged) weir
Flume
Freshets
Gaugeboard
Hydraulic jump
Hysteresis
GLOSSARY
The rise in water level immediately upstream of, and due to, an obstruction.
The profile of the water surface upstream when its surface slope is generally less than
the bed slope. The backwater curve generally occurs upstream of an obstruction or
confluence.
A weir of sufficient breadth (in the direction of the flow) weir such that critical flow
occurs on the crest of the weir. The term long-crested is sometimes also applied to such
structures.
A minimum flow which a water authority is under an obligation to discharge into a
watercourse as a condition of carrying out their undertaking. Commonly the obligation
relates to the maintenance of a discharge rate below a reservoir. The term 'residual flow'
is preferred by some• authorities.
A weir containing two or more sections, which may be of different types, each section
normally having a different height.
The physical properties of a channel, natural or artificial, which determine the
relationship between stage and discharge at a location in the channel.
The flow in which the total energy head* is a minimum for a given discharge; critical
flow conditions are created by the installation of most standard weirs and flumes (as well
as by natural obstructions and constrictions).
,The depth of the upstream bed - at the tapping point* - below the lowest point of a weir
crest.
The 'profile of the water surface where its surface slope exceeds the bed slope, for
instance, immediately upstream of a weir or flume.
A weir in which the upstream level is affected by the downstream water level (and the
'modular' stage-discharge relation no longer applies).
An artificial channel with clearly specified shape and dimensions which may be used for
the measurement of flow. A standing-wave flume, for instance, contains a constriction
which causes the flow to change from sub-critical to super-critical and in which the
measurement of upstream water level (alone) allows the discharge to be computed.
The periodical release of discharge rates over and above the basic compensation flow.
These artificial flciods are intended to benefit the aquatic environment - particularly
fisheries.
A device with a graduated scale installed at a gauging station for measuring the level of
water relative to a datum. Gaugeboards can be either vertical or inclined.
The sudden change of flow from super-critical* -flow to 'sub-critical flow*. The
transition is marked by a standing-wave.
The effect on the stage-discharge relation at a gauging stalion subject to variable water
stirface slope where, for the same gauge height, the discharge on a rising stage differs
from that on a falling stage.
_
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Influent stream
Invert
Modular limit
(point of
submergence)
Nappe
Rhymer weir
Stage
Stage-discharge
relation
Stilling well
Submergence •
Suppressed weir
Thiri-plate weir
Triangular -
profile weir
Unstable channel
Velocity of
approach
Velocity head
* For definitions of these terms see reference 1
Aquifer
Artesian well
Borehole
Confined aquifer
Groundwater
HYDROLOGICAL DATA: 1986-90
One which flows above the water-table and contributes to it by natural leakage through
the bed of the channel.
The lowest part of the cross-section of a natural or artificial channel.
The submergence ratio when the flow just begins to be affected by the downstream level.
The jet formed by the flow over a weir. A clinging nappe is one held in contact with the
downstream face of a weir.
A simple form of variable geometry weir consisting of fixed horizontal beams which
support vertical timber posts to form a series of rectangular openings - these may be
closed by means of timber gates.
The elevation of the free surface of a stream relative to a datum; sometimes also referred
to as the gauge height.
An equation, table or formula which expresses the relation between the stage and the
discharge in an open channel at a given cross-section.
A well connected with the main stream in such a way as to permit the measurement of
stage in relatively still water.
The ratio -of the downstreamtotal head (measured head plus velodty head) to the
upstream total head over .a weir.
A weir whose sides are in the same plane as the open channel - thus eliminating
(suppressing) side contractions of the stream.
A weir constructed of a vertical thin plate with a thin crest shaped in such a manner that
the nappe springs clear of the crest.
A weir having a triangular profile in a vertical direction in the direction of flow. The
'Crump' and 'Flat V' weirs are examples of such structures.
Channel in which there are frequent and significant changes in control.
The mean velocity in an open channel at a specified distance upstream of a measuring
device.
The head obtained by dividing the square of the mean velocity (in the measuring
section) by twice the acceleration due to gravity.
A rock formation containing groundwater that can be abstracted economically in useful
quantities.
A shaft, or more commonly a borehole, within which, when the aquifer is penetrated,
water rises within the well to a level above the top of the aquifer, i.e. above the base of a
confining layer. The term is usually reserved for wells that naturally overflow at the
ground surface; where the water level rises, but does not reach the ground surface, the
term sub-artesian has sometimes been used.
A well constructed by machinery, usually less than one metre in diameter. Usually
constructed vertically, but inclined boreholes are occasionally constructed.
An aquifer in which groundwater is held under pressure by a confining layer (see also
artesian well).
GLOSSARY
Confining layer
Groundwater
Observation well
Permeability
Piezometric
surface
Potentiometric
surface
Rising
Saturated zone
Shaft
Unsaturated zone
Water level
Water-table
Well
ABBREVIATIONS
Note: The following abbreviations do not purport to
represent any standardised usage; they have been
developed for use in the Hydroingical data UK series
of publications only. Where space constraints have
required alternative forms of these conventional
abbreviations to be used, the meaning should be
evident from the context.
General
AOD
ALF
Bk
Blk
Br
Brk or B
Brn
Ch
C/m
Corn
Dk
Dint'
Dr or D
D/s
An impermeable rock formation that immediately overlies an aquifer, and which may
contain water in the latter under pressure.
Sub-surface water contained within the saturated zone.
A shaft or borehole used for observing groundwater head or quality.
The ability of a material to allow the passage of a fluid.
The surface that represents the static head of groundwater in a confined aquifer, in
practice, the static head is taken to be the water level measured in a well penetrating a
confined aquifer.
The surface that represents the static head of groundwater in both confined aquifers and
water-table aquifers. This term includes piezometric surface and water-table.
A term used particularly in South-West England for a continuous outflow of
subterranean water of such dimensions as to be regarded as the emergence of a river
rather than a spring; characteristic of Karstic aquifers such as the Carboniferous
Limestone in the Mendip Hills.
That part of an aquifer, normally beneath the deepest water-table, in which ideally all
voids are filled with water under pressure greater than atmospheric.
A well constructed by hand and generally greater than one metre in diameter.
That part of an aquifer between the ground surface and the water-table.
In this context, the altitude (or depth) of the water surface as measured in a well.
The surface of a groundwater body at which the water preSsure is atmospheric. Unless
the water-table is coincident with the ground surface, an unsaturated zone will be
present.
A term used to include both shafts and boreholes although occasionally used for shafts
only.
Above Ordnance Datum
Augmentation of low flows
Beck
Black
Bridge
Brook
Burn
Channel
Current meter(ing)
Common
Dike
Daily mean flow
Drain
Downstream
East
Frm Farm
G/s Gauging station
Gw Groundwater
HEP Hydro-electric po er
Ho House
Hosp Hospital
Loch or lake
Lb Left hand river bank
stream)
Ln Lane
Lst Limestone
Lt1 Little
MAF Mean annual flood
Mkt Market
Ml/d Megalitres per day
Mnr Manor
North
Ntch Notch
NW North West
0/f Outfall or outflow
ORS Old Red Sandstone
Pk Park
Pop Population
POR Period of record.
(looking down-
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For an explanation of the letter codes used to
categorise flow measurement stations, see page 5.
Reference
1. International Standards Organisation, 1978.
Liquid flow measurement in open channels -
Vocabulary and symbols, ISO 772-1978.
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PS Pumping station SI Sluice
Pt Point Sp Spring
PWS Public water supply St Stream
Rb Right hand river bank (looking -down- STW Sewage treatment works
stream) SW South West
R/c Racecourse TS Transfer scheme
RCS Regional communications system U/s Upstream
Rd Road West
Res Reservoir WC Water company
Rh Right hand W'course Watercourse
South Wd Wood
Sch School Wht White
S-D Stage-discharge relation Wr Weir
SE South East WRW Water reclamation works
SOE Scottish Office Environment Depart- Wtr Water
ment WTW Water treatment works
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